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FOREWORD

1. Even though Integrated Financiat Aduiser (IFA)

system at Air HQ-and subordinate formation level has come

iito operation for almost a dec ade now, a need u/as felt to

streamline the available guidelines and consolidate the

same in the form of a goot<tet for use hy the officers and

staff at the HQ and fietd units. In this Booklet, an effort has

been made fo cons otidate all such material so that this

could be of use not only to IFA Cett and -to other Dtes in the

Air HQ but also to other Command HQs and field units, in

order to ensure faster processing of cases and full

utitisation of the delegated powers'

2. This Bosklet has been compiled with reference to

the existing orders. However, constant' effort would

be requiref to review it periodicatty to ensure that the

process meets the demand for propriety and speed of
decision making.
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Sr
No.

Schedules No Subjects

I IA )Powers to incur expenditure on objects enumerated in
)Rule 58(c )2 IB

3 IC I Sanction Expenditure on Mods trails, projects for aircraft
I sptern and specialist vehicles.4 ID

5 IE Sanction of Indigenisation / indigenous development of
Maintenance stores : powers to accord necessity angle and
expenditure angel approval.

6 IF Air lift of stores bv Civil Air from and to abroad.
7 IG Finalization of Annual Contract for dispatches through Civil

Courier.
8 IH Air lift of Stores within the counfy and Dispatches through

Civil Courier within country as per transaction basis.
9 u Powers to sanction expenditure not precisely covered by Rules.
l0 m Powers to authorize issue of stores of regularize previous issues

ofstores in exceptional cases.
ll w Powers to sanction write offof losses of stores not due to theft,

fraud or gross neglect.
12 V Powers to sanction write offof losses of stores due to theft,

fraud or goss neglect.
l3 VI Powers to sanction write offof losses of public money not due

to theft, fraud or gross neglect.
r4 VI Powers to sanction write offof losses of pubtic money due to

theft, fraud or gross neglect.
l5 VIII A Local purchase ofStore
l6 VIII B Purchase Of ATG/MTG hems
t7 vmc Purchase of AOG/]vICM/PHU ltems by Air Attach6
l8 VIII D Issue of Direct Purchase Orders
l9 VIII E Limited Tender Enquiry/Single Tender.
20 x Powers for compensation for loss due to failure of a contractor
2t XI Hiring of Civil Road Transport/Passenger vehicles.
22 XII A ] Powers for initiating cases for approval

] from necessity angle under

] enhanced financial powers
23 XII B
24 XII C
25 XII C (Foot Note) Deputation of specialists from abroad and within the country.
26 XII D (Foot Note) Powers to finalize price list and long Term product support

contracts.
27 XII D ] Procurement through

] Tender Purchase Committee

I at Air HQs, HQ MC and Depotsl
28 XII E
29 XII F
30 XII G Finalization of annual contract for dispatches through speed

posVpost parcels with Department of Post.
3l HXII Notins & Release Of FEE

( iii)



32 XII J ] Introduction of new items and procedure

] for purchase of Scaled items with an

] improved version.
33 XII KI
34 XII K2
35 XII L Powers to top up to SSF level in respect of lndigenous stores

onlv.
36 XII M Powers to approve propriety purchase from Necessity and

Exoenditure ansle.

37 XII N Powers ts decentralize ind.igenous purchaSe Normally
undertaken centrally by Air HQs/HOs MC.

38 XII P Conductinc provisional review in r/o Metrological Eqppt.

39 XII Q To place AOG/PHU/MCU R,:quisitions on Defence PSUs for
indisenous items

40 XIII Powers exercisable in consultation with CDA for Regularizatim
of audit objection arising out of breaches of Rules and regulation
when the monetary value of the loss could not be assessed

4t XVA ) Local purchase of Stationary/Specialist Office Equipment
) rsLANrl42 XVB

43 XV CI Duplication of Maintenance Documents (on Paper)

44 xv c2 Duplication of Maintenance Documents on Magnetic Media
45 'XV D Local purchase of Rubber stamps and Office Seals

46 XVI A Misc. Expenditure incurred bv CAS on tour
47 XVI B Ceremonial Parade

48 XVI C Limit of Imprest Advance
49 XVII A Pavment of Demurrase and Wharlaee Charses.

50 XVII B Insurance of items durins transit Der transaction basis.

5t XVII C Issue of repair and overhaul task to IAF BRDs, Defence PSUs,
ITI and ECIL

52 XVII D Issue of Forecast Factor
53 XVII E Issue rate of Effort
54 XVII F Declaration of IAF stores as surplus.

55 XVII G )

) lDisposal of Salvage and Surplus.
\
J

)

56 XVII H
57 XVII J

58 XVII K
59 XVII L lssue of Item on Loan
60 XVII M Issue of technically life expired componenVitem to Govt.

institution fbr educational purposes.

6l XVUI Works
62 XIX I Technolow.

(iv)
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Schedule: 1(A) & (Bl

STANDARD OPERATTNG PROCEDURES
FOR

ENHANCED DELEGATED FINANCIAL POWERS

Powers to incur expenditure on objects enumerated in Rule 58(c) (ii) (iii) (iv) and (v)

Competent Financial authorities, IFAs and porvers are as follows:

Conditions:

(i) The financial limits imposed on the powers represents the total amount that may be

authorized by the Competent Finarrcial Authority on each item of contingent- 
Expenditure as defined in note 3 of General Notes at one time. Articles of different

.makes and pattems serving the same purpose should be treated as similar articles.
Arlicles of different sizes or specifications will be treated as different articles
provided they do not serve the same purpose.

(ii) The Financial limits are in respect of each sanction

(iii) All such condition for temporary establishments should be deerned to expire on the
" close of the Financial Year. These powers cannot be exercised by an authority to

sanction a tonporary increase to the clerical establishment of his own oflice or that of
- any srember of his staff. i

2. Aree/Ranges and occasions when the power can be used.

Monihly contingent expenditure enumerated in rule 58 c(i), monthly contingent
exgrcnditure (refers appendix ii Part iii Air Force general notes to FR Part ii Vol.ll).
This also includes conseryancy contracts. In case of Annual Conservancy
Contracts total annual value of the coRservaney contract wilt be taken into
account for determining the CFA.

Rewards for information leading to the location of incendiaries.
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(A) Monthly contingent Expenditure enumerated in
Rule 58k) (iXiiXiv)

Without IFA
concurrence

With IFA'CDA
concurrence

(A)(i) VCAS/DCAS/AOM/AOP/AOA/IG 100000 Full oowers
(A) (ii) AOsC in-Command 100000 Full oowers
(A) (iii) AOC IAF Self Accountinq Establishment 60000 200000
(A) (iv) OC IAF Self accounting establishment 20000 150000

(B) Sanction for Temporary establishment
(lndustrial& Non lndustrial) enumerated in Rule 58

(c) (v)
(B) (i) AOA 100000 1000000
(B) fii) AOsC-in-C Command 100000 1000000
(B) (iii) AOC Self Accountinq Establishment 20000 250000
(B) (iv) OC IAF Self Accountins Establishment 10000 150000

(ii)
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rmder the Locally Controlled Heads. Are allotted to Commands and lower formations by
these officers.

Soon after'the Dernands for Grants are presented in the Parliament. The authorities at
Air Headquarters and other central conholling authorities will notiff to lower
formations, the allotment under the various locally controlled heads. Thesl allotments
will be treated as Provisional and no expenditure against them can be incurred until the
Dernands for Grants are voted by the Parliament. Pending the detailed examination of
the Demands for Grants intimation regarding the Vote on the Account and the
President's assent to the appropriation Bill will be sent to lower formation by the Central
Conholling authorities. The provisional allotrnent will be confirmed soon after the
Demands for Grants are finally voted by the Parliament and the connected Appropriation
Bill is assented to by the President.

The authorities responsible for distributing funds.to lower formations will in the first
instance keep back a certain amount as a reserve to meet any unfor_eseen calls from the
lower formations. But the actual amount so withheld initially in eacIprticular case will
be settled by the Air Headquarters controlling officer in consultation with the Ministry of
Finance (Defence).

Where additional allotment is askcd for the authorities competent to sanction this
additional allotment will do so either from the reserve held by the,ln or from the
surrenders reported to them. In cases where the reserve is not sufficient for the purpose
and no surrenders have been reported to them by the lower authorities, the additional
allotrnent may be sanctioned with the concturence of CsDA concerned in anticipation of
provision of ftnds. All such sanctions should be reported to the next higher authorities
when additional allofrnents are required to be sanctioned by the Air Headquarters such
sanctions should be issued with the concurrence of MOD (Fin).

All communication of initial allotrnents will issue with the concturence of the Ministry
of Defence (Finance). Sub allofinents by Command Headquarters will also be notified to
these Officers along with copies to respective CDA (AF)'s/JCDA (AF/lFAs.

In order to help the controlling authorities to exercise proper contnol over expenditure
against allotments the CsDA will render to the allottees monthly statements showing the
serial numbers of the claims admitted in the audit and the amounts debited against the
allofinent by the 25ft of the month following that to which they relates. Bills Jtc sent to
the CsDA for payments or adjustment against a particular allotment should be therefore
serially numbered for easy reference.

Re-appropriation, which implies the transfer of funds from one primary unit of
appropriation to another such unit within a grant. Can be sanctioned under formal orders
of the competent authority, only when it is known or anticipated that the appropriation
for the unit from which funds are to be diverted will not be utilized in full, or that savings
can be affected in the appropriation for that unit.

Powers of re-appropriation are exercised only by the Govt of India and by Officers of
Cenhal Confiolling Authorities. Command Headquarters and independent Stations.

In cases where excess over modified allotments under locally conholled heads are niticed
after the close of the year they should be brought to the notice of the local authorities by
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the CsDA concerned. Local authorities will report all . such excesses with fullexplanations for the excesses to the controlling authorities through trre csna concerned.

l0' If the-amount provided for in the sanctioned budget in the financial year is found to beinsufficient for the purpose or when a need has ariien during that year for supplementary
or additional expenditure on some new service not conternplatedin the original budgetfor that year and which cannot be met by reappropriation of savings a derrand for
supplementary grants has to be presented to ihe Pariiament for specific s!11ction.

standard Budget documents/Registers to be maintained,
Paying Authority and Mode of payment.

l' Monthly contingent expenditure for the maintenance of offices is authorized by Financial
Regulations Part l(Army & Air Force) Rule 58 c as amended by current Air Force
Instructions. The financial limits imposed on the powers represent ih" total amount that
may be authorized in any one calendar month Uy ttre competent financial authority on
coritingent expenditure.

2' The exercise of the financial powers under Rule 58c is subject to always to the condition
that the necessary funds are available and are at the disposal of the competent financial
authority- Air Headquarters will allot funds annually o lower formations and these
allotments must not be exceeded. If during the course of the financial year, it becomes
apparent that an allotment is likely to be inadequate, a feport should be sent to Air
Headquarters to enable thern to consider the grant of a further allotment. Similarly, if it
becomes apparent that an allotment is unlikely to be fully utilized, a report should be sent
!o Air Headquarters to enable them to effect a suitable reduction and reallocate available
funds between units.
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3. A contingent register will be maintained by the Accountant Officer in each self
accounting unit. It will show the allotment for the financial year and the expenditure
incurred against it. It will be closed monthly and submitted to the competent financial
authority for sanction. This sanction will be endorsed at the end of eaeh month's account
in token of the fact that he is satisfied that the charges incurred are of obvious necessity
and of reasonable proportion and that the rates paid were fdir and reasonable.- It will be
the duty of the Accountant Officer to ensure that the allotment is not exhausted at too
rapid a rate and that no excess over the allotment occurs.

Separate register will also be maintained by the Accountant Officer in respect of all
allotments and sanctions under Rule 58c FR Par I on the objects mentioned in App II
Part III Air Force General Notes to vol.I FR. But in these cases the sanction of the
competent financial. authority must be accorded before any entry of expenditure is
recorded in the register and the Accountant Officer must be consulted tefore such
sanction is accorded in order to ensure that the necessary funds are available. The
Command Accountant Officer will maintain register in respect of sanctions under Rule
58c FR Part I. '

(i) Contingent bill duly supported by pre-receipted bill from the individual to be
preferred by the Station Adjutant to the Senior Accountant Officer after registering
the same under OCG Code Head forpayment action.

4.
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(iD In case of third party payments, contractor's bilt (IAFA-68 revised) is to be
invariably submitted for payment.

5. Points to be observed while calculating gross and net requirement

(i) I-ast three years expenditure to be calculated

(ii) Present and forthcoming requirements also to be added to prepare gross
requirements

(iii) Average consumption data to be calculated for preparation of net requirement.

6. Point No. 6 to 24not applicable.

MONTHLY CONTINGENT EXPENDITURE ENUMERATED IN RULE
58C(i). MONTHLY CONTINGENT EXPENDIT{'RE (REFERS
APPENDIX II PART III AIR FORCE GENERAL NOTES TO FR PART I
vol,.rr).

SOPs for exercising delegated financial powers at Unit, Command and Air
Ileadquarters of CFAs at Unit, Command and Air Headquarters.

Competitive tenders are to be invited from all registered vendors including
Kendriya Bhandar, NCCF etc for all purchases of, OCG items, except cash and carry
purchase under Schedule XV[.

ln cases of all such delegated financial pawers, with IFA/CDA concurrence,
conculrence of IFAs is to be invariably obtained in all stages of procurement activity for
goods/services, viz

(i) .dcceptance of necessify prior to approval by CFA;

(ii) Mode of tendering such as OTE, STE, LTE and PAC

(iii) Approval of sources in case of STE and LTE

(iv) Vetting of draft tender enquiries by IFA before issue" All standard ternos and
conditions of contraet are to be incorporated in T.E.

(v) Participation in tender opening and vetting of CST. CST will be prepared and
signed by executive authorities. The CST will be vetted thereafter by IFA and
ranking wili be determined. A vetted CST will be put upto TpC/CFA

(vi) Participation in TFC/PNC. TPC associating IFA will be conducted in case of all
purchases exceeding Rs.l lakh, with or without concurrence. Participation in
TPC is different from financial concurrence. [n case of financial powers without
concurrence, no concunence of IFA will be obtained after TpC.

(vii) Vetting of draft S.O and recording UO No. and date of IFA on S.O. IFA will
ensure that all standard terms and conditions of contract are to be incorporated in
supply order such as delivery period, payment terms, arbitration, security deposit,
inspection, I-D elause, option clause eto.
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(viii)Concurrence in post-contractual matters such as waiver of S-D, mendments'including DP, option clause, risk and cost purchase and refimd ofsJ)-
In respect of financial lrcwers without concurrence of IFA1CXIA all

tendering/contracting procedures as laid down in FR. GIR" IIF?R MoIt rrd cvc
guidelines will be strictly adhered, though concurrence of IFA wm rot bc obtehcd.
Thesesanctions are subject to post'audit bycD,A. (AF/JCDA (AF).

The normal.procurernent procedures such as competitive tendering TprCtpNC, T,b3re -t o
applicable contracting etc as elucidated above apply m,rtatis mutandis to conclusion ofmoal
conservancy contract. CFAs and IFAs in respect of annual conservancy contracts ;,ill bc
determined with reference to total value of annuat conservancy contracts.

CONSTITUTION OF TPC FOR OCG ITEMS: The composition of TPC for OCG ir..rn
will be the same as for ATG / MTG and local purchases under sch-vl[.
a. The composition of TPC at Air Hqrs will be as follows:

I ; VCAS/DCAS/AOI\,I/AOA/AOP^G, Chairman

2. IFA / Rep of IFA, Member (finance) :;'
3. Rep of AHSP, Member I
4. Rep of User, Merrber

5. Rep of Lgs, Me,lnber

b. The constitution of TPCat Comman d,level will be asfollows:

I. AOC-in-C, Command, Chairman

2. IFA / Rep of CDA, Member (finance) -"*"

3. Rep. of Inspection Agency, Member

4. Rep. of User, Member

5. Rep. of Pur cell, Member

c. The constitution of TPCfor ocG purchases at unit wili be asfollows:

I. AOC/ CO, ED/BRD/AF (Init, Chairman

2. IFA / Rep of CDA, Member (finance)

3. CQAO, Member

4. C Lgs O, Member i -':

5. Rep. of Usei Section, Member

SOPS TO BE FOLLOWED AT UMT LEVEL:

(i) Unit/Section requiring the items is to submit the demands to the Adjutant in the
nolrnal marmer. After the demand for local purchase of the item is raised and F

submitted to respective Adjutant, the same wili be submitted for AOC'VStnCdr,s
approval through SAO and through IFA, if the same is with financial concurrence. 

*
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(ii) Normal local purchases procedtres as laid down ,in FR, DFPR, GFR and MOM and
CVC guidelines, as to tendering opening of tenderc, TPC/PNC where applicable,
placement of S.O. incorporating standard terms and conditions of contract and
post-contract monitoring are to be strictly adhered to.

(iii) If the expendittre is within the laid down financial limits, the case will b€ put up to
IFA for the necessary concurence wherever applicable

(iv) On receipt of the case from IFA's concurrence, wherever applicable or otherwise the
case will be put up for CFA for necessary sanction.

(v) Contractor's bills (IAFA-68 revised) from the suppliers is to be preferrd to the
Senior Accountant Officer, after registering the same undor OCG Code Head. In coe
of third party payments, Contractor's bill(AFA-68 revised)' will invariably be
submitted but not contingent bill.

(vi) Item purchased is to be BOC in Dead Stock Register and the stock taken annually by
BOO.

(vii) In case the cost of iterns required is beyond powers of CFA, statement of case is to be
prepared and submitted to higher CFA for sanction duly recommended by the
AOC/Stn cdr, invariably with the views of local IFA.L,ocal IFA is to be invariably
associated in all such cases, though concurence is to be accorded byhigher IFA

sops ro BE FoLLowEp AI coMMAr{D LEVEL & ROUTTNG OF THE
PROPOSAL

(i) Receive SOC ftom Unit in three copies. While forwarding SOP to Command, the
same should be invariably be routed through local IFA at Unit along with his views.
L,ocal IFA is to be invariably associated in all such cases, though concurrence is to be
accorded byhigh€r IFA.

(ii) On receipt of the SOC, concerned section in Command will register the details of the
case in the register maintained for the purpose, after checking the justification and
fulfillment of conditions governing the requirernant.

(iii) If all the conditions are fulfilled and expenditure is well within the laid down financial
limits the case will be put up to IFA for the necessary concrurence wherever
applicable.

(iv) On the receipt of the case from IFAs concurrence, wherever applicable or otherwise,
the case will be put up for CFA for necessary sanction.

SOPS TO BE FOLLOWED AT AIR HORS LEVEL

(i) The SOC duly complete in all respect along wi(h views of local IFAs at Command
level will be forwarded to respective Directorate at Air HQs

(ii) All the SOCs pertaining to Unit will be routed to Air HQs through their respective
Comrtrand HQs, along with views ofrespective IFAs

\
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(iii) on receipt of the soc, respective Directorate will register the same in the register
maintained for the purpose, after checking the juslification and fulfillmcnt ofconditions governing the requirement.

(iv) If all the conditions are fulfilled and expenditure is well within the laid down
Financial limits the case will be put up to IFA for the n""*r.ury 

";;;;;;""" wherever
applicable.

(v) on the receipt of the case from IFAs concurrence, wherever applicable or otherwise,
the case will be put up for CFA for necessary sanction.

After effecting payment in respect of all bills in respect of financial powers with orwithout concurrence of IFA, all auditable ao"u*entriuouchers will be submitted torespective CDA (AF)/JCDA (AF) who will compile expenditure and carry out audit of
sanctions.

The following auditable documerts I lesnect of payment of Contractors,/Suppliers'
bills will invariably be submitteet to cDA (AFyJCbA (nr) for post-audit viz

(i) Original sanction

(ii) Original Supply Order

(iii) contractor's bill is respect of third party payrn*nts.

(iv) Proof of Receipt/BoC/Articles in Use Note
(v) Originaltenders/quotationsalongwithC.S.T.
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SOPs to be followed at Unit level

(i) Contingent bill duly supported by pre-receipted bill from the individual to be
preferred bythe Station Adjutant to the Senior Accountant Officer after registering
the same under OCG Code Head

(ii) If the expenditure is within the laid down Financial lirnits the case will be put up to
IFA for necessary concurence wherever applicable.

(iii) on receipt of the case from IFA after concurrence, wherever applicable or otheniliise
the same will be put up to CFA for necessary sanction"
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soPs to bq followed at command and Air Headquarters

similar SoPs as enumerated in Rute 58 c(i) will be followed.

MONTHLY CONTTNGENT EXPENDITURE ENUMERATED IN RULE 58 C(v)

TemDorarY establishment or labour in excess of scale/ establishment.

CHECILIST AND SOPq T9 BE FOLLOWE.' AT UNIT/COMMAND HOS LEVEL

(i) The employment of temporary personnel on IAFA.497 is designed to meet
unforeseen and emergent commitments and is to be sanctioned by comfetent financial
authority under the powers vested in thern.

(ii) These financial powers are to be exercised subject to availability of funds under sub
head c (d) casual employees in formation otherihan Air Headquurtro. 

-

(iii) Employment of temporary personnel on IAFA-497 is not permitted for task for which
necessary provision has already been made in the authorized establishment.

(iv) Proposal for employment of additional tanporary personnel should be submitted to
the Competent Financial authorityon IAFA-497 in triplicate well in time t<i enable
him to examine the proposal carefully. Besides showing the number of personnel by
classes, rates of pay and allowances, period of employment,. Total expenditurl
involved and justifi cation.

(v) The ternporary employment can be sanctioned only. in such classes of personnel as are
included in the regular establishment of a unit.

(vi) Such anployees are to be paid only at the minimum of the scale of pay prescribed for
corresponding posts on regular establishment plus DA, CCA und Hna at normal
rates.

(vi:) Ternporary employment for clerks cannot be
financial powers for his own office for which
required.

sanctioned by an officer possessing
sanction of the next higher CFA is

q
(viit) In case of Command Headquarters, sanctions will be accorded by Air Headquarters.

(ix) The employment of personnel on IAFA-497 should be sanctioned for short duration
only to meet additional emergent commitments, which could not be foreseen. If and
when sanction of the higher authority is applied for continued employment oi
individuals beyond the initial sanction, the reasons as to why the continuation of
employment beyond the date of initial sanction could not be fo."rr"n at the time of
initial sanction itself be indicated.

(x) The employment must not be split up and sanctioned piecemeal to avoid reference to
the higher authority.

(xi) If the expenditure is within the laid down financial limits the case will be put up to
IFA for the necessary concurrence wherever applicable.

9
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(xii) On leceipt of the case from IFA's @ncrurence, wherever applicable or otherwise, the
case will be put up for CFA for necessary sanction.

(xiii) Contingent bill duly supported by pre-receipted bill from the suppliers to be preferred
by the Station Adjutant to the Senior Accountant Ofrcer after registering the same
under OCG Code Head. . , F

SOPs to be followed at Command and Air Headquarters :

(i) Similar SOPs as €numerated in Rule 58 C (i) will be followed.

Check List for intermediate and ultimate CFAs and IFAs:

(r) Whether demanded item is an authorized item as pet Financial Regulation Part-Vother
Govt Orders.

(ii) Whether local purchase procedures as prescribed in FR, GFR, DFPR, MOD and
CVC guidetines as to tend€ring, TPC/PNC where applicable and contracting have i
been shictly followed.

(iiD The iterns purchased are not available through service sources

(iv) The expenditure incurred is in the interest ofservice

(v) The items purchased are not for more than three months' requirement.

-t
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(SCHEDULEIC&D)

Financial Provisions

l. Schedule ( sub schedulc). Schodule l(C) of Appendix-Il, Part-Itr of
Financial Regulations@R) Ptrt - I provides financial powef,s to accord necessity and

expenditure angle approval for aircraft/weapon system oriented experimental, trials,
modificatiorl trial of equipment for project including manufacture of special tools and

equipment for weapon systern, radars, missiles, communication systems and all test

ground equipment. The delegated financial powers may be exercised, both with and
without the concurrence of the integrated finance as explained below.
2. Schedule (sub schedule). Schedule l@) provides financial powers to accord
necessity and expenditure angle approval for modification of specialist vehicles and

the associated equipment to me€t op€rational and technical needs.

3. The extent ofthe delegation ofthe financial powers is appended below.

Aonendix II - Pert lI - Air Force

por"ers to Io"o, E penditur#obi*"ts Eoo-erated io Rol" 58(cl

4. Arcas / Ranees Covered Bv Tbc Schedule (Sub Schcdde). Financial limits
are in respect.of each separate rcquircmentVproject, provided that the funds are

available in respect of 58(C) (vi).

(a) Under new measures in respect ofs8(Cxvi).
11

l.
I

Il'

I
I

I
I

ii.

tl

EXPEI\IDITIIRE ON MODs. TRIALS. PROJECTS FOR

EI\HANCED DELEGATED FINAI\ICIAL POWERS

Competent Finlncirl Authority Without IFA
conculTence

wrh
IFA/CDA
corcurrercc

C: powers to accord necessity and expelrditure angle
approval for aircrafl/weapon syst€'m oriented
experimental, hials, modification, aial of quipment
for project including manufacture of special tools and
equipment for weapon systern, radars, missiles,
communication systems and all test grormd equipment.
(ilvcAs/DcAs/AoM s,00,000 5.00.00,000
(ii) AOsC-in-C Maintenance Commen4 IAF 1.00.000 5,00.00,000

6iil AOC/CO of self accountins BRI) 60,000 25.00,000

D: pewers to accord necessity and expenditure angle
approval for modification of specialist vehicles and the
associated equipment to meet op€rational ard technical
needs.
(i)vcAs/AoM 1.00.000 1.00.00.000
(iil AOsC-in-Cs 1.00.000 t.00.00.000
(iiil AOC/CO of self accountinq BRI) 10,000 5.00.m0



(b)

(c)

Under contingent grant.

Powers are delineated as follows

(i) VCAS for operational requirements.

(ii) DCAS for projects

(iiD AOM, AOC in C Maintenance Command and repair depots for
technical requirements including that for specialiit vehicles and
the associated equipment. AOC in Cs of other commands for
specialist vehicle and associated equipment towards operational
needs.

t

(it

General Guidelines

5. _ The financial powers for indigenisation have been deregated to the cFAs
under_ two heads viz; powers in consultation with IFA/CDA and powers without
consultation with IFA/CDA. The implications under these two heads are as under.

(a) Fwe$tinjonsultatipn with IFA,/CDA All approvals under this I
head will be effected after prior concurrence oi the appropriate
IFA/CDA. This irnplies that the IFA/CDA will be associat# pior to
the concurrence at the following stages.

(i) Prior to the approval ofthe CFA for the project to include
(aa) Acceptance of necessity ( para 9_ I I ).
(bb) Expenditure angle sanction ( para 36-39).

At the tender purchase commiftee (TpC) i price negotiation
committee (PNC) stage. After conclusion of the TpC/pNC, a
summarised decision sheet would be prepared, which will
contain the decision points in brief and the same will be signed
by all members of the TPC/pNC, including the finLce
representative.

(iii) Formal minutes of the TpC/pNC mdeting will be sent on file
for the signatures of the finance representative and then the file
with complete papers/documents will be put up to IFA/CDA
for financial concurrence and the vetting of draft supply order
before the TPC/PNC report is put up to CFA for sanction ofthe
purchase.

(iv) Post contractual monitoring such as delivery period extensiorl
waiving of the liquidity damages, risk purchases and issue of
corrigendum to the supply orders involving financial
implications.

O) Powers without consultation of IFA./CDA All approvals and
procurements under this head will be effected with CFA's sanction,
following the laid down procedures except that IFA/CDA concurence
is not required to be taken. All procurernent exceeding value ofRs. I
lakh will be conducted through TpC, though concurrence will not be
obtained from IFA/CDA.
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Budsetarv Support

6. Code Heads. The expenditure is debitable to the revenue code head under 742

of the weapon systern in case the hial is maintenance or operational in nature or
capital code head if it is a development trial.

7 . Budsetarv Proiections. Budget projection will be made by all command
HQ to D Fin P as per Appendix B to IAF 0152. Units will project its requirement to
their respective command HQ. Budgetary estimates are to be forwarded by the units
for the ensuing financial year along with other LCHs. The pdection is to be based on
past trend of expenditure and future forecast requirernents. Irrespective of the contract

concluding authority it is the units that are to forward the budgetary estimates to the

conholling command HQ which is consolidated and forwarded to D fin P at Air HQ
who makes the necessary budget pllocations to the units through their command

headquarters. The responsibility of preparation of budget estimates and the general

rules that are to be followed in preparation of estimate is given in Paras 9 and l0 of
IAF 0152 and AFO 54/77. T'he time schedule to be followed for submission of
estimates is given in Para 32 ofAP0l52. Regarding IFA concurrence at this stage of
fund projection detailed guidelines as given in SOP covered under schedule XII {H)
should be followed.

8. Availabilitv of Budeet Pronosal. D Fin P will make bulk allocation to all
command HQ. Command HQ will make further allotment to rurits as per Para 20 and

2l of IAP 0152.

8A. Budqetory Coqtrol / bookins and Expenditure control. Budgetary
control will be exercised by Dte of Fin P through estimates and reviews received by
them from each command as per time schedule laid down in Para 32 of IAP 0152' At
Command and unit level, the budgetary control will be exercised like any other
locally controlled code head.

Necessitv Angle Approval

9. Basic necessity ofthe projects would ernerge from the following

. (a) Detailed case justi$ing the requirernent projected by Air HQ /
Controlling commands / Unit for incorporation of inodification either
on aircraft, it's systerns or the ground based system to impmve it's
performance from operation or maintainability angle alongwith gist of
study report based on which the mod is proposed.

O) Modifications required for the trials of new equipment on aircraft or
ground based systems including the acquisition of system in case

available against rupee payment.

(c) Modification required on rotables aggregates of aircraft and ground
based systems as a result of reliability, maintainability and operational
enhancement studies.

(d) Experimental fabrication of testers, tools or other ground equipment in
connection with the trials.

(e) De novo development of an indigenous system to meet the specified
ASR.

l3
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Trials of modem mat€rial handling equipm€nt c machines and
infrastnrcture including acquisition of the hial equiprrneat_

Experimental fabrication of repoir and overtaul facilities.

(h) Experimental fabrication of infrastucture requfu€d fs tbe life
extension studies incruding acquisition of part/full infraan.ct're
required for such studies.

19.. The expenditure required on mat€rial testing developmental work, equif€s
hiring: protg type testing repair and catibration of the facilities ."t' ,p f-
experimentation, associated software gcparation of project reports,
provisioning of communication and office equipnen! preparation 

-of 
enginaing

&rwings and associated adminiskative, havcl and miscellaneous 
"rp-ait 

**
incurred on consultants would be covered under this head for modifications md
expcrimentation.

ll. For all modifications and experimental proj€cts, a SOC will be prcpred fm
initiating the projects. Following aspects would be oovered.

r Necessig and justification

r Proposal ( including cost, reasonabiuty ofprice)

o Tangible and intangible benefits.

r Financial outlay & Availability of Funds.

o Timeframe.

r All the aspects listd at para 6 and 7 above.

12. The wor*ing out financial outlay for projects involving trials, experimentation
and modification* is a difficult task and he,nce a flexible approach will have to be
adopted. In case tk.projected outlay falls shor! a linked case for the enhancement of
the finansial outlay would be floated. The cFA for the acceptance of the necessity
would be based upon the total .consolidated financial outlay. The case for thl
enhanced financial outlay would clearly bring out the reasons for enhancement. while
worting out the financial effect, the availability of spar€s and other tools and testers
in the inventory of the IAF would be taken into account and excluded from the overa
costing of the project.

13, Doliils end Documcrte to be Provided. Detaild case will be requird to
be put up to CFA.( through IFA in case powers are in consultation) to establish
necessity. In addition, the following details will also be requiredi

(a) Draft sanctiolr letter indicating total financial implications along with
details of itern for which sanction is rcquired.

O) Details ofvendors to be approached or pAC certificate

(c) T19e of tendering to be followed

(d) Availability of the funds.

G) Drafl RFP

(0

G)

*.
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14. The necessity angle approval for the modification and the experimental
projects would be given by the appropriate CFA as given at para I above, with or
without the @ncwrence of integhted finance as the case may be. Wherever,
CDA/IFA are involved for concurrence to the propos.! the same is to be
processed and completed within l0 working days. Projects, which are beyond the
financial powers of the CFAs at BRD/AMSE level but within the financial powers of
HQ Maint€nance Command / Air HQ, shall be processed by HQ Maintenance
Command, IAF and Air HQ for obtaining approval of the AOC in C MC or
VCAS/DCAS/AOM. BRDVAMSE will also forward the draft tender and proposed
vendor list in such cases. After necessity angle approval, BRDVAMSE will carry out
all subsequent actions of tendering TEC and TPC., associating invariably local IFA
i.e. ACDA,/LAO in entire procurement activities.

Vendors

15. A list of approved vendors will be maintained and updated by all the
Maintenance cells / HQ MC i Repair depots on a regular basis. The vendors would be
classified for different spec'ializatiirn like aeronautics, elechonics, mechanical,
computer hardware etc. Vendors would also be classified for consultancy and
ernbedded software development. The vendor list will be updated and enlarged based
upon the inputs from and interaction with various specialist agencies like NAL,
IGCAR, HAL, ADA, DRDO and other scientific laboratories / DGAQA may alio be
consulted.

16. Vendor Registration. Vendor registration is to be done as per guide lines
given in para 6 of GOI lefter No. no Air HQ/S 8M05/6|EA7(P)/22644JS(GS) D Air I
dated 20 Oct 2000. The vendor registration process should be made as simple as
possible sincc the small requirements, high technolory and elaborate airworthiness
requirements are generally not attractive for the vendors. Notwithstanding the above,
vendor regishation has to be done based upon the technical competence and economic
soundness of the vendor. Therefore, BRDs /AMSE will ascertain technical credentials
and financial credibilty of all the identified vendors before registration. This will be
done by a technical committee of specialists headed by a senior technical officer
nominated by CFA. Registrations be resorted through technical committee if genuine
vendors are found during market survey / after technical seminars and exposition etc.
Firms working for HAL, DRDO, ISRO or those approved by CEMILAC / DGAQA
may be deemed to be registered automatically. The data on vendor regisaation would
be updated from these agencies on a quarterly basis. The technical committee will
also review the retention of already registered vendors based on their actual technical
performance and response to offers. The depot will not do deletion of a vendor from
the registered list itself. The case for de-registration should.be forwarded by the BRD
to HQ MC. HQ MC shall iszue a notice to the firm and based on the firms rcsponse
take a decision. The vendor is' to be considered for competitive tendering till
instructions are issued from HQ MC.

17. Tender The tender is the basic document laying down projgct parameters and
it acts as the reference document for the vendor as well as the user. Due care will

Necessitv



therefore be taken in preparing the document. The tender will be signed only by an
olficer authorized by the CFA to do so.

18. Tender oreparation. Tender Documents will be prepared wrt SOR"
consignee, delivery schedule, mode of payment, option clausq security deposit, LD
clause and other required terms and conditions of contract. The complete scope of
work will be mentioned in SOR. The draft tender enquiry will be vetted hy IFA/CDA.

Preparation of RFP / Tender Enquirv and Obtaining Offers

19. Mandatory and Optional Clauses. Request for proposals (RFPs) must be
very clear on the following aspects:-

(a) Requirement. Specifications and the work content should be amply
clear to all the vendors so that each one of thern is able to respond
exactly for the activities and the hardware required. It should clearly
say the following:-

(i) Whether the vendor is expected to do the entire project or only
a part of it. In a number of cases, IAF may be doing a sizeable
activity by themselves.

(ii) Whether the drawings / specifications/ test schedules are
available or expected to be developd by the vendorr.

(iiD Whether the materials will be supplied by IAF or the vendor is
expected to use his materials.

(iv) Whether the testing charges are to be bome by IAF or the +
vendor is expected to pay the same.

(v) Whether the shell / connectors i any part will be supplied by .
IAF ( Safegrrard of iterns to be supplied by Air forcc are to be
kept in mind).

(b) Alrworthiness Approval. The classifications of the modifications
would be governed by the concemd AFO. Modifications and the
experimental trials involving fliglt safety would require airworthiness
approval. Tbe RFPs must clearly bring out the rquirements of
airworthiness approval from the appropriate authority. Approvals from
appropriate authority will also be required for the inlieu materials
selected, for the drawings / design and for the test schedules. The fin-ns
will have to make all improvements / rectification at no addilional
values. Any exceptional sihiration (vendors' dernand of payment
despite failure) rnust also be clearly brougbt out.

(c) Lonq term support. The RFPs must bring out the mandatory and
obligatory require4ent of continued product support in case the
product coming out of the project is introduced in the service. Cost of
the product support should be asked on the clearly defined terms and
conditions.

(d) Safeguard of Intellectual Propertv. The RFPs must assure the
vendors-that their processes, deign and all other information provided
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in the technical offers will be kept confidential and will not be given to
any other vendor by I1A,F. Also, it must be brought that after the
payment of development cost, all the designs / drawings and
intellectual property will be the right of IAF even if supply to other
agencies / countries is allowed.

(e) Liquidating Damage and wananty Clauses will invariably be included
in case ofall projects..

(0 RFPs will clearly specifr Time and date for submission of offer and
.Separate time and date for public opening of the Technical and
Commercial (separate) offers be specified.

20. Limited tenderine. Due to the peculiar requirements in the field of
modification and experimentation, technical capability and expertise of the vendors is
a very important aspect that must be objectively considered. Resorting to limited
tendering to shortlisted vendors or repute, while ensuring adequate competition, is
therefore essential to get the requisite quality. Hence, tenders may be invited only
from vendors from an approved list of vendors, keeping in view the requirement for
adequate competition and fansparency. In certain cases of most complex projects,
where no vendor has come forward to take up development and no deiails are
available even for costing or giving any proposal. In such cases, after specific
clearance fiom AOC-in-C, MC in consultation with JCDA / IFA, some capabl'e
vendor may be asked to take up developmental activity on cost plus an accepted fixed
profit. The cost in such cases may be got assessed by a team of officers & opinion of
IFA may be sought at necessity angle stage.

21. The development orders may be placed on proprietary basis also under the
following circumstances:-

(a) If the iterns are being developed from pSUs i DRDO labs / any other
Govt agarcies and the Depot is of the view that identiffing more
vendors and iaviting wider competition is not likely to result in any
major saving or improvement in quality ( The recurring requirernent /
op€rational preparedness etc are to be kept in mind).

(b) If non availability of the itern is causing pHU (thus resulting in large
down time cost) and the Depot is of the view that identiling more
vendors and inviting wider competition is not likely to result in any
major saving or improvement in quality.

(c) The statement ofcase should clearly bring out the above aspects.

22. The orders may also be placed as per the terms and conditions of DGS&D rate
contmcts.

23. Pre-vetting of RFPs, All RFPs must be got vetted from integrated finance. In
all cases including cases without concunence of IFA, financial vetting should be
done by IFA/CDA. The basis of determining LI with regard to protot)?e cost, unit
cost or both should be clearly explained in draft Tender Enquiry..

24. Mode of Despatch ofTcnders / RFP. Request for proposals (RFp) for
developmerft of iterns will be floated to all the registered vendors only for the range
they are registered for. It neds to be ensured that RFP reaches all the vendors and

I
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sumcient time is given for all to respond. Also on specific / standing requests from
certain vendors, the enquiries could also be sent through their nominited muriers on
freight to pay basis. The receipts in such cases should be filed with file copy. For
loial vendors, the RFPs could also be got delivered through DRs or by hand. in such
cases, the receipt of the firm with their seal should be obtained preferably on the file
copy. Guidelines enumerated in AoMs tas Directive 27Da0l are to be followed for
receiving and opening ofTenders.

25. In case, of non receipts / delays in receipt of RFps by one or more of
prospective vendors, the Depot may consider extending the due dates provided the
offers have not been opened and sanction ofcFA for extending date of opening must
be obtained on files. Also the decision must be communicated to all the vendors.

26. Late Bids. Late tenders, delay Tanders and post-vendor offers are not to be
accepted in any case.

27. Technifal evaluation. Whereas technical evaluation may be dispensed
with in case of minor value items ( ie. Where unit cost is less than Rs 50,000i, TEC
evaluation would be mandatory for all other cases. wherever technical evaluation is
to be carried out, a Technical Evaluation Committee (TEC) will be constituted. The
composition of the TEC will be as described in this SOp later. Evaluation should, as
far as possible is done against laid down qualitative requirements. This would enable
eyaluation of all vendors on a cornmon basis and level playing field and to ensure
maximum competition. Any offer by vendors of higher specifications than laid down
in the tender enquiry may be accepted. In case of consultancies, the vendorc may
also be asked for a presentation by the TEC to evaluate the understanding of the
practices to be followed by thern. The technical. evaluation is to ensure that the
vendors have all understood the tequirernents of the tender in the intended sense. It
must ensure that all proposals are as per the tender .specification and the solutions
offered are complete in all respects and that all vendors are brought on par. The TEC
should only classifr ofers of various vendors as technically acceptable or
unacceptable giving reasons for the same. wherever any additional technical
specifications over and above that specified in the tender document is considered
necessary by the TEC for a complete solution, the same will be clearly recommended
by the TEC in its report. TEC will also evaluate vendor rating and approach etc. The
TEC may seek. clarifications frorn vendors if so required. The TEC report should
bring all the teirderers "on pat'', help the CFA clearly identifuing the pioducts and
services likely to be procurd from any of the selected vendors. The idea is that
price alone is the criterion once the TEC clearance is given to determine award
of the tender. The TEC report will be approved by the CFA or an officer nominated
by him.before TPCiPNC can be undertaken.

Procedure for Technical Evaluation and Price Negotiation

28. Technical Evaluation Committees. A designated Technical Evaluation
Committee (TEC) will open all technical bids received from vendors. The
composition of the TEC will be at the discretion of the CFA. The TEC will
technically evaluate all proposals. A suggested composition of the TEC is as under

+

a
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Officer of the rank not below Wg Cdr Chairman*
Member*
Member*

Project officer
Quality assurance officer

(+ are mandatory mernbers. other members may be included at the discretion of the

cFA)

29. frme frrme tor submissio - The TEC will be a time

muna .offi the date for submission of the report by the

TEC.ResultofTECmaybecommunicatedtovendorswhosequoteshavenotbeen
considered acceptable with reasons.

A30. Situltions re<luclng to litngle v eloor p-asc- Anvt t.,*- '""'"o"""'
sind" @ng if onlv a single lenfor resrynls^t3 

1
tenier or the bids of other vendors have been rejected by the TEC. Approval of CFA

and IFA must be obtained either to process case on single Te,nder basis or to retender'

J"penaing on Oetegated financial powers against single tender. All such cases will be

treated as single tender. (Rule 2l DFPR).

31. Revised Commercial Bids. In case during techniral vetting, QRs undergo

"rr*g",Gffi;;Fq*G;ill 
be invited based on firmed up QRs from all the

i""t rii"otty quutified vendon, in which case commercial tenders are not to f9 
9n-+,rc4

ot 
"lf. 

n#rla commercial bids may also be asked for when a considerable delay has

occurred since submission of the commercial bids with the approval of CFA. Prior

conqnr€nc€ of cDA,/IFA will be taken for revised commercial bids in cases where

CFA powers are to be exercised in consultation with CDA/IFA'

32. Screppine the RFPs/EnquirY. Scraping of- tenders should be an

"i".pti@ 
of the CFA in consultation with IFA if

applicable should invariably be obtained before scrapping the RFP / enquiry. In case

oi urgencies, decision of ife and IFA may be obtaind on file and other mernbers

be informed. Scrapping could be considered in following casesi

(a) When the requirement its€lfhas changed' This could happen due to up-

gradation ol systems and obsolesc€nce' There could also be cases

ihere large quantity of spares have been received or identified as

available. There can also be cases where the basic specifications

thernselves have undergone change.

O) When major technological advance'meots have taken place in the field'

(c) When prices are considered v€ry high on the recommendation of TPC'

33. Tender Purchase Committecs {TPQV Pfice . Negotietiop 9o-mFi4pe

Aq_rettees.has been promulgated by the

tiffi^ per MoD guidelines. The cortmercial bids of vendors who have been

afproved by the TEc-will only be considered. These-vendors will all be considered to

b]o' p-.- An independeni Board of officers will open the Commercial Bids in

p**"" of vendors and these will be put up to TPC with comparative statemen!

iuUI" (CSD, Comnercial offers for technically rejected firms wili remain sealed and

not to u" opened. Public bpenipg of the commerciai offers is a mandatory
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requirement. The vendors attending it should be asked to sign a register to this effect.
The commercial bids are to be compared & evaluated in an integrated manner i.e. the
development cost, the bulk supply cost of the requirernent if applicable and also
product support if required. It should consider all levies, taxes & ED etc as also the
escalation factors if applicable. The CST will invariably be vetted by IFA/CDA with
regard to original quotation/tenders and other supporting documents. Howener, for
determining the CFA, only development cost, cost of th€ proto type and the services
with taxes, levies etc will be considered. The Tender Purchase Committee (TPC) will
satisry itself with the CST and may negotiate prices with lowest bidder wherever
necessary. The TPC will thereafter mak€ its recommendations to the CFA for
approval after due conqurence of the IFA/CDA. All proceedings of the TFC
meetings will be fully documented in detail. Adequate notice will be given to the
IFA/designated CDA for detailing representatives for TPC. Tlpical composition ofa
TPC/PNC shall be as given below :-

o CFA - Chairman
o Project Officer
o RepofCDA/lFA
(An officer of the level of ACDA"/DCDA/JCDA)

34. Trme Frame for submissi The TPC/PNC will also
be a time bound committee. The CFA shall speci$ the date for submission of the
report by the TPC/PNC at the time of its constitution.

Expenditure angle Approval

35. Formulation of Proposal : While formulating proposal for expenditure
angle approval, the necessity, the cost of development and procurement cost if any,
should be brought out.

36. Details and Documents to be prqyidg4 Apart from all the documents
provided at the time of necessity angle approval,' the copy of RFP, the original
quotations, PAC and the vetted CST clearly bringing out the basis for acceptance and
record of all price negotiations, draft development/supply order and the formal
sanction proformae duly recommended by appropriate authority at a step lower than
the CFA, will be required to be put up to CFA (through IFA in case powers are in
consultation), at the time of expenditure angle approval.

37 . Sanction of thc..leFA.Concurrence of the CDTIFA or their authorized
representatives will be obtained on file including vetting of development/supply order
where projects are to be executed in consultation with the CDA/IFA. Such
concurence shall be given wittrin five wqglingd4y!: The IFA/CDA should indicate
the U.O. No. and Date of his office on the draft development/supply order and this
will be prominently sliown in the final development/supply order to issued. The
TPC/PNC report shall thereafter be approved for sanction of
dcvelopment/procurement proposal by the CFA under whose financial power the
project is being executed and sanction for the project accorded. The formal sanction
of the CFA will clearly speciry the name of the firm, item, qty, specification as per
SOR and the final price for the project. The sanction will be sigred by the CFA. In
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case of more than one agency involved, all the proposals should be put up in a

consolidated manner for thi sanction. In case it is not possible for some reasons, then

the same is to be brought out and at the time of taking expenditure angle approval for

ronaining part, it should be linked with the limited approval'

;;A; 
".ti--"t"d 

cost, the complete case file with recommendations and views of
local IFA will be forwarded to the appropriate cFA, within whose powers it falls

without conducting PNC. Necessaryt sanction will be accorded by the CFA in

consultation with the concemed financial advisor or altematively PNC or retendering

will be resorted to as per their instruction. The reasons for the project cost having

"ic""O"a 
the planned costs should be clearly indicated on the case file along with

view of local fte. pNC will be chaired by the officer within whose power the amount

at issue falls, or any officer so authorized.

39.DevelopmenUsupplyorderwillbeplacedonthevendor,asapprovedbythe
CFA after vetting of the same by CDA/IFA on recommendation of TPC/PNC' An

The
the@l include all terms and conditions

execution of the project. The under mentioned will be highlighted :-

(a) Scope ofProject
O) It€ms to be provided/Services to be rendered'

(c) Overall Project Cost.
(d) DeliverY Period.
(e) PaYment Terms.
(f) AcceptanceTestingMethodologl'
igl Liquidated Damages and warranty, if applicable'

TheordershouldrefertoalltheconditionsanddetailsgiverrintheRFPas

also those discussed subsequently.

Security Deposit wherever applicable

40. Distribution of Development Orders. A copy of the

d"uelopfrenyrupply orde. rigted in ink will be separately sent to CDMFA by name

,*n ufto the iiacement of supply order. The copies of developmenysupply order

must be distributed to the inspeition agency, RCMA (where applicable), HQMC and

Air HQ. Where the material is supposed to be issued by IAF, the copy of the order

should also be given to LSW / ED with details of materials to be issued for loan

embodiment. The safeguard of iterns to be issued on loan has to be kept in mind i.e.,

through Insurance / Bank guarantee/Collateral security deposit in consultation with

IFA. it should be clearly specified in Tender Enquiry and Supply Order'

the TPC Staee. In the 
"a"€s 

*he"" the project cost after opening of tenders

that affect

41.
Financffi will also be fu{f associated^with the qost:

;rtr""t ,t"g";"*topments having finincial bearing like waiver of S.D grant of
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extension of time, waiver of liquidated damages and rbk purchases etc. ln other
words, the prior concurrence of IFA/GDA will be obtained in matters with financial
irhplications.

42. Amendment to DevelopmenUsupply Orders. This requirernent should
more of exception rather than rule. However, the situations may arise when the
number of protot5pes may have to be increased or certain design changes / additional
testing having impact on prices may have to be incorporated half way through
development proc€ss. All such cases will be amended only after proper justification
with prior sanction of CFA and with the concurence of IFA,. If the CFA changes
because ofthis, the case will be put up to new CFA for sanction.

43. Pavins Authoritv and Mode of Prvment. The project officer is to obtain a
pre-receipted bill in duplicate from the supplier and zubmit the sarne alongwith a
contingent bill ( IAFA I 15) raised in three copieq, to the account section for palmrent.
The vouchers are to be endorsed on top in rd ink " modification/experimental trials-.
Also the sl no of the manuscrip_t regist€r at which the item is BOC in the Manuscript
Regrster is to endorsed on the contingent bill. The account sections will make all the
pa)ments locally and a consolidated monthly sunmary prepared by them will be
forwarded to higher formations. The mode of payment will be by chequg howwer, if
the vendor is willing to get the cost of draft deducted fiom the bill amoun! payment
may be sent by draft on his roquest. In case HQ MC / Air HQ, payment will be made
by CDA(AF) New Delhi / JCDA(AF) Nagpur. All equipment being procured is to be
accounted for by bringing them on chargg.

44. Pavment of Advancel Advances payments should be decided only after
obtaining the prior concurretce ofCDA/IFA duly recording teasons. Advances up to
15 % of the order value shoul'rl be payable on pnoduction of valid bank gua:antee.
This advance must be deductpil at the time of payment. A separate register
(auditable) just like expenditure & cost wise register should be maintained to record
all the advance payments. Once paymqft of advance is adjusted, the guarantee should
be retumed. However, bank guaraitse will be waivd off in consultation wi0l IFA in
resp€t of procurement through Government agencies. All such Bank Guarantees
should be pledged in favour of CDA/IFA..

45. Selection of AIFP: The discretion to select the AHSP rvin f€st witr the
CFA. The airworthiness approval authority for modifications and experiftental trials
involving flight safety is RCMA and for other projects, the chief technical ofrcer will
give the approval. Detailed dosmrentation including mod leafles would be held at
HQ Maintenance Commsrd and would be the desigrrated AHSP.

46. Pevnrent resoonsibilitv in cese of failure of Items. Modifcat'ons and
experimental trials are full of uncertaintics and failure is not uncommon. Availability
oflimit€d nrmrber of samples adds to the pmblem. Though all out efforts should be
made to get ofr€rs subject to approval, hilwes may be accepted in cases where the
failu'e ofthe iterr is not athibutable to vi:ndor. These could be cases:-

(a) Where despite best efrorts ofveador, dwelopment could not succeed.

O) Where some additional QRs ernerged after completing a part of
developmenfprocess.



47. In all genuine cases, the payment responsibility for failure ofdevelopment will
be acceptable-to IAF. However payment will be made commensurate to the efforts

put in by the vendors & should never exceed 50 % of the order value, inclusive of
advance-paid if any The quantum would be decided in consultatibn with IFA where

fhe CFAk powers are with the concurrence of integrated finance. All the engiheering

details, draiings and samples etc. dweloped upto that sta8€ should be taken from the

vendoi and wili be proprietary of IAF. After payment has been made the amount

would be regutarized as cash loss in terms of schedule Vl.

t

'4g. The existing regulations on the loan issue of deistructive tcsting would be

followed.

with each case

49. This would iernain similar SoP covtring schedules xtr (A) to (G) at time of
necessity angle and expelrditr,ue angle approval respectively'

Time tirhits for processine the case

50. This would remain similar SoP covering schedules XII (A) tb (G) at time of
necessity angle and expenditure angle approval respectively'

51- Refcrencer

GOI lener No Aif HQ/ S 80405/6/EN(PV22&NS(GS) D Air I dated 20 tu 2q00.

I
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Introduction

l.Indigenisationisanimportantactivityandneedstobegivendesiredattention.To
p-uia" i_f"tu, to indigenisation of aeronautical iterns and to reduce dependence on imports,
'u-r"puru* schedule r G) tras been created in the FR appendix II part lll - Air Force, under

-i"'iS("1, for according necessity angte approval and incurring expenditure towards the

indigenisation activitY.

2'Veryhightechnologylevelofaviationindustry,smallrequirernentsformaintenance
A ,t ing.ni quiity ana a'irworthiness requirernents make the indigenisation process for

*-r..ii""r ,pur". 
" 

diffrcult task. At the same time, need for transparency and providing

"quut 
oppottunity without any exception also exists' The present SOP has been made to

prbvide a reasonable balance between the two.

Aim

3. To lay down standard operating procedure (SOP) for according necessity angle

upp.ouulandincuningexpendituretowardsindigenisation/indigenousdevelopmentof
maintenance stores.

Financial Provisions

4. schedule ( sub schedule). schedule I(E) of Appendix-ll, Part-III of Financial

r n"gututio*(fn) pu.tlf pt*iOes financial powers to accord necessity and expenditure

*ir" 
"pp.*"r'for 

indigenisation / indigenous development of maintenance stores. The

a"[g.t# financial por"Jo .uy be exarcised, both with and without the concurrence of the

int"iut"A nn*"e. The extent of the delegation of the financial powers is appended below'

SCHEDULE: 1(E)

Competent Financial AuthoritY

maintenance stores: Powers to accord necessity and

..'.cndifirre ansle anoroval Der transaction.

Without IFA
concurrence

With IFA/CDA
concurrence

(DVCAS/AOM 1,00,000 50,0c,000

(ii) AOsC-in-C Commands 1,00,000 30,00,000

irri@ 50,000 10,00,000

5.
The term

;;dig* ent, indigenous rgoair / tTl*ulio^tl:

nJri"".* l,rtrrd country substitutlns (without i-nvo\rng p^avmelltt g.r"1ry "l:|tt1ll
actifrties related with r:verse engg, testing, manufacturing of special tooling- fordevelopment

f i"rtt.C of spares for the fiii time levelopment, altemate source development and

revalidation. The items covered are as followsi
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(a) Indigenisation ofall spares required for 3rd and 4 th line sewicing by the
BRD/AMSE.

(b) Indigenisation of all spares for which the BRD / AMSE is the provisioning agency.

(c) Indigenisation of all spares which may be tasked to the Depot by HeMC / Air He
specifically viz allocation of indigenisation task ofARS cfdifferent fleet / SU30
spare to various BRDs / AMSE. ,

(d) Spares requested to be indigenised by other Depots / AMSE by virtue of
availability ofexpertise / infiastructure for reverse engg / development / testing / j;

approval.

(e) All requirernents of ASV, specialist MT, fiGE, GSE and consumables which is
otherwise required to be imported eith€r directly or indirectly ( viz. pSUs
importing spares and suppllng to IAF).

(D The schedule coven only the maintenance requirernents and the import of capital
goods are not covered.

6. Occasions When The Financial Powers Can Be Used. The powers can be used
for the following occasi(ms:-

(a) For payment of development cost for indigenous development of spares
required by / tasked to the BRD / AMSE. The term development cost h€re
means:-

(i) Sum total ofcost of reverse engg, design / intellectual application, cost
of the required number of prototypes / MOQs and the testing charges e

in cases where specific development is being under taken. One or more
ofthese components may not be applicable in cert3in cases. ;

(ii) In case of indigenous / third country substitution, the procurernent
cost for the requirod number of protobpes / MOQs and the testing
charges.

(iii) Cost for development of €ngg drawings / circuit diagrams / design
docurnents.

(iv) Cost for neverse €Nrgg activity including materid analysis of the
samples, experimentation for establishing specifications vtz
tqnperature mapping, shain gauging etc, development of test
schedules and consultancy charges to the specialists in the field.

(v) Testing charges for the prototlpes including all the lab i rig testing,
charges for development of rigs, material verifications and
environmental testing.

(vi) Development cost of tooling viz pressforms for rubber and acrylic
items, dies and punches for iterns requiring blanking operations,
'broaches, bending tools, die-casting dies, forging dies, hollowing dies ''

and other forming tools for sheet metal work, testing & monitoring
Fqpt.

(vii) Replacement and new proeurernent ofFax machine, Plain paper copier
machines and payment of Fax, STD charges as well as plain paper
machine maintenance charges used on account of indigenisation.
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(b) Cost for development of technology / processes for indigenous repairs /
reclamations. Repair cost of prototypes in case indigenous repairs are being
developed from hade.

(c) Cost of procurements of standards (Mil standards, BIS standards and Russian
standards including cost ofdrawings available at HAL / PSUs.

(d) Cost of carrying out special treatrnents / protective coatings / part processes

viz CNC wire cutting, swaging, spot welding, cold temp treatment, stress

relieving treatment or any other process for the prototypes being developed.

(e) Cost for all the above activities for alternate source development also.

(0 Cost ofprocuring proto-types during revalidation.

General Guidelines

7. The financial powers for indiganisation have been delegated to the CFAs under two
heads viz; powen in consultation with IFA/CDA and powers without consultation with
IFA/CDA. The implications under these two heads are as under. A broad prioritization plan

will be submitted to Air HQ along with PR/PRE/RE/MA and forecast estimates seeking

allotment of funds.

(a) Powers in Consultation with IFA,/CDA All approvals under this head will
be effected after prior concurence of the appropriate IFA/CDA. This implies
that the IFA/CDA will be associated prior to the concurrence at the following
stages.

(D Prior to the approval of the CFA for the project to include

(aa) Acceptance of necessity. Proposal will be submitted through SOC
giving full justification of item proposed to be indigenised. The SOC
should include the details of annual consumption, cost of imported
eqpt, financial, technical & operational advantage to be accnred as a
result of indigenisation. The SOC should have recommendation of
AOC BRD / AOC-in-C Command, source of indigenisation ie, vendors
involved, financial implications, draft sanction letter indicating item &
total cost (with breakup), list of vendors to be involved, cost
estimation, and basis of cost estimation should be clearly brought out.
In exceptional cases only are budgetary quotes to be resorted to.

(bb) Vetting of the financial terms and conditions ofthe draft tenders.

(ii) At the tender purchase committee (TPC) / Price negotiation committee
(PNC) stage. After conclusion of the TPC/PNC, a summarized
decision sheet would be prepared, which will contain the decision
points in brief and the same will be signed by all members of the
TPC/PNC, including the finance representative.

(iii) Formal minutes of the TPC/PNC meeting will be sent on file for the
signatures of the finance representative and then the file with complete
papers/documents will be put up to IFA/CDA for financial concurrence
and the vetting of draft supply order before the TPCIPNC report is put
up to CFA for sanction ofthe purchase.
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(iv) Post contractual monitoring such as delivery period extension, waiving

of the liquidity damages, risk purchases and issue of corrigendum to

the supply orders involving financial implications.

(b) Powers without consultation of IFA/CDA All approvats and

procurements undef this head will be effected with cFA's sanction, following

ihe luid do*n procedures except that IFA/CDA concurrence is not required
tobetaken.Allpro"u."mentexceedingvalueRs.ILakhwillbeconducted
through TPC, though concurrence will not be obtained from IFA'

Budsetarv Support

g. code lleads. The expenditure will be incuned from Revenue Major Head 2078'

t,tino. ffi-ll66l'Sub heads 75ll}l,'152/01and 753101. However, since these code heads

have very vast usage for projects, modifications, trials and special tools for expediting

production etc, a sepi[ate sub ioae head with suffix '(Ind)' is to be created by Dte Fin (P) in

consultation with cba & CGDA and these would be implemalted from 2003-04 onwards-

The details of the code heads to be created will be as follows:-

(a) For all the activities from HAL, code head 751/01(Ind) will be used'

O) For all the activities from other PSUs, DRDO, OFs and Govt agencies, code

head 75210l(Ind) will be used.

(c)ForalltheactivitiesfromagenciesotherthanHAL,otherPSUsandGou
agencies, code head ?53/01(Ind) will be used'

g. Budset Proiections. Based on Approved Prioritization Plan budget projection will

U" -uOJ[ififfi-a HQ to D Fin P as per appendix B to IAP 0152. Units will project its

requiranent to their respective command HQ. Budgetary estimates are to be forwarded by the

units for the ensuring financial year along with other LCHs. The projection is to be based on

past trend of expenditure and future forecasts requirernents. Irrespective of the contact

concluding authority it is the units that are to forward the budgetary estimates to the

controllin! command HQ which is consolidated and forwarded to D Fin P at Air HQ who

makes thJnecessary budget allocations to the units through their command headquarters- The

responsibility of preparation of budget estimates and the-qeneral rules that are to be followed

in preparation of esiimate is given in Para's 9 and l0 of IAP0152andAFO 54177.lhe time

schedule to be followed for submission of estimates is given in Para 32 of IAP 0152.

10. Availabilitv of Budget oroposal. D Fin P will make bulk allocation to all

.o*@e further allotment to units as per Para 20 & 2l of IAP

0152.

ll.BudgetarvControl/bookingandExoenditurecont.rol.overallbudgetary
cont ol@n P through estimates and reviews received by them

from each command as per time schedule laid down in Para 32 of IAP 0152. at command

and Unit level, the budg*ary control will be exercised like any other locally controlld head.

12. Standard Budqetarv documents / Resisters. All Depots will maintain a

,n**@t Appendix 'A', separately for each sub head

(751/0lG), l{ZtOllg and 753/01(}. All the items developed / services obtained will be

"ntel."A 
in itt"r" registers. The register will be subjected to audit by LAO and is to be checked

by visiting staff oftcers from HQMC / Air HQ. At accounts section, a separate folio is to be
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allotted in the budgetary control register to watch that the expenditure does not exceed the
earmarked amount-

Necessitv Anele Aporoval

13. Basic necessity of indigenisation ofthe items emerges from the PRs. Ideally any spare
requiring indigenisation should appear in the import SOR. Many of the spares feasible for
indigenisation, however, may be deleted from the SORs since they are likely to be
indigenised before imports are expected to materialize. Such items will be appearing in the
PRs (Q-542). In all such cases, the necessity will be deemed to exist and no separate
necessity angle approval will be required. Giving the extract of SOR / Q-542 at the time of
expenditure angle approval will be sufficient.

14. However, there may be numerous. instances when the spares may not appear in the Q-
542 / working sheets due to the following reasons:-

(a) The requirernent for indigenisation of rotables / aggregates / sub-systems whose repair /
overhaul facilities do not exist, requirernents of TTGE, GSE and special rigs would be
estimated from the existing deficiencies. While justiffing necessity the deficiency of
these iterns vis a vis scale is to be brought out.

(b) For better concentration on costly and complex items, many Depots have removed some
of the low tech iterns from even the working sheets. This has been done because their
presence makes the working sheets voluminous and every time these spares have to be
studied thus preventing concentralion on those which really deserve more attention. For
all such items, the following actions will be taken:-

(i) If the annual usage value is less than Rs 50,000/- for any spare, the projection of
requirernent by user section will be considered as existence of necessity. Thus, the
indigenisation proformae raised by the section requiring the spare or provisioning
agency, will be deemed as necessity and will need to be put up to CFA. Reasons for
non appearance in Q-542 will be brought out in the indigenisation proformae.

(ii) If the annual usage value exceeds Rs. 50,000/-, a special review will need to be
' carried out and will have to be attached at the time of expenditure angle approval.

(c) There may be still some more iterns, where improvements / up gradations have become
feasible because of the continuous advancernents. One time replacements or even regular
replacement of such iterns may be oonsidered useful for better syst€m performance /
maintainability. Some of the major assernblies / sub -assemblies may fall under this
category. These need to be taken up on the basis criticality and feasibility. A small
justification bringing out these facts will have to be given for taking these items for
necessity angle approval.

15. For establishing the quantum of necessity, the dues-in are not to be considered. The
process of indigenisation is long due to technical reasons. The imports (dues-in) are
uncertain. Consideration of dues-in may never allow the process to start in time. Any activity
tending to make the process of indigenisation process longer must be avoided.

16. Gross end Net Requirements. The Q-542 / SORs / SRs are for MPE period.
However, many a time certain MOQs may be associated with the development process.
Some times, the MOQs may be in excess 9f even the long t€rm requirernents. The geguinity
of the insistence of the MOQs by the vendon will have to be assessed by the Depots.
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Recornmendations in this regard must consider ihe effect of non availability of the spare /
down time cost. In any case, MOQs are an accepted fact and decision for the specific cases
will be decided by TPC. In cases where the MOQ exceeds the requirement of MPE period, a
justification will have to given while taking necessity angle approval. Besides such cases,
Indigenisation process will only procure the required number of proto types for carrying out
various testing.

The net requirernent is to be clearly indicated in TE.

17. Pricinq of Proposal for necessitv Anqle, The guidelines used for pricing in PRs
will be applicbble here g!gg. It may, however, be noted that in case of indiganisation,
development cost will also be involved. The process is normally initiated when at least one
source has indicated feasibility. The assessed cost from such interaction can be considered for
necessity angle approval if the Depot does not have any specific detail available.

Classification of Items for Indisenisation

18. All the items do not require same degree of attention when processd for
indigenisation/indigenous development. It is therefore necessary that the items be classified
into certain categories based upon their complexities to give focussed attention to more
important items.

(a) l,ow value items where development charges are tess than Rs I lakh including the cost of
prototype or MOQ.

(b) High value iterns where development charges are more than Rs I lakh including the cost
of prototype or MOQ.

Processins of case for Sdnction of the CFA - Necessitv Aoproval.

19. Details and Documents to be Provided. Relevant extract of Q-542 / SORs / SRs,
copy of indigenisation proforma and a briefjustification (if applicable) as per Para 14 an 15

above will be required to be put up to CFA (through IFA ln case pol ers are in consultation)
to establish necessity. In addition, the following details will also be tequired:-

(a) Details ofvendon to be approached or PAC certificate

O) Type of tendering to be followed

(c) Sufficiency of earmarked funds / action taken to project the requiremarts.

(d) Draft RFP.

20. The necessity angle approval for the indigenisation would be given by the appropriate
CFA as given at Para 4 above with or without the concurrence of integrated finance as the
case may be. Wherever, CDAfiF'A erc involvcd for concurrence to the proposel, the
same is to be processed and completed within 10 working days. Indigenisation projects
which are beyond the financial powers of the CFAs at BRDIAMSE level but within the
financial powers of HQ Maintenance Command / Air HQ, shall be processed by the
Command Indigenisation Officer at HQ Maintenance Command, IAF and ACAS(MP) at Air
HQ till obtaining approval of the AOC in C MC or AOM, depending upon the financial
outlay, with the concurrence appropriate IFA. BRDs/AMSE will also forward the draft
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tender and proposed vendor list in such cases. After necessity angle approval, BRDs/AMSE
will carry out all subsequent actions bf tendering, TEC and TPC associating local IFA i.e.

LAO/ACDA.

Vendors

21. A list of approved vendors will be maintained and updated by all the CFAs on a
regular basis. The vendors would be classified for different ranges of spares like
mechanical, electro- mechanical, electronics etc. Vendors would also be classified for
consultancy and embedded software development. The vendor list will be updated and

enlarged based upon the interactions during various serninars and registrations.

22. Vendor Resistration. Vendor's lists are to be approved by Command Indigenisation
Cell before it is registered at any unit. Regishation of firm is to be done as per guidelines
given in Para 6 of GOI letter No Air HQ/ S 80405i6/EA7(Py2264ruS(GS) D Air I dated 20
Oct 2000. The vendor registration process should be made as simple as possible since the
small requirernents, high technology and elaborate airworthiness requirements are generally

not attractive for the vendors. Notwithstanding the above, vendor registration has to be done
based upon the technical competence and economic soundness of the vendor. Therefore,
BRDs /AMSE will ascertain technical credentials and financial credibility of all the identified
vendors before registration. This will be done by a technical committee of specialists headed

by a senior technical officer nominated by CFA. Indigenisation officer, Quality Assurance
Officer and one specialist officer from the section overhauling / producing the major
assembly using the itern to be indigenised will be other members. Recommendations of the
Technical committee are to be approved by Command Indg Oflicer before the firm is
registered. Separate registration will be done for separate range of equipment or
specialization. The process of registration need not be at any particular fixed frequency. Any
additional registrations be resorted through technical committee ifgenuine vendors are found
during market survey / after CII meets etc. Firms working for HAL, DRDO, ISRO and other
aviation / hi-tech industries or those approved by CEMILAC / DGAQA may be deemed to
be registered automaticatly. The data on vendor registration would be updated from these

agencies on a quarterly basis by Comrnand Indg Officer and distributed to all concerned

units. The technical committee will also review the retention of already registered vendors
based on their actual technical performance and response to offers. Similarly the depot will
not do deletion of a vendor from the registered list itself. The case for de-registration should
be forwarded by the BRD to HQ MC. HQ MC shall issue a notice to the firm and based on
the firms response take a decision in consultation with IFA HQMC. The vendor is to be
considered for competitive tendering till instructions are issued from HQ MC.

23. Vendors to be Involved. Following guidelines will be followed for involving
minimum number ofvendors in the process ofindigenisation.

(a) In case of low value items depot will approach vendon identified by them out of the
registerd vendon. A quotation from even one vendor is acceptable provided it is
considered that the cost is reasonable, and the amount falls within lhe delegated powers

under Single Tender.

(b) For high value items, Depots will also use the data available with HQMC, approach
AdA, CEMILAC, LCSO, DGAQA / TC(Aero) and various HAL divisions or any oth€r
age,ncy relevant to the spare / ite'rn being dweloped besides veirdors identified by them
out of the list ofregist€red v€ndon. If no response is receivod from these agencies vithin
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30 days of despatch of the communication, it will be assumed that no additional inputs
are likely to be available and case will be progressed with vendor data available with the
depot.

24. For development of altemate source, the 80:20 rule as per Gol letter No.
7(76y73D(sID dated 12 oct 99 is to be applied i.e.20%o of second requirement should be
taken up for development through the second vendor and order for g0% ofthe requirement is
to be placed on the first vendor who has already developed the item. However, tire figure of
20o/o cxt be suitably modified increased only with approval ofcFA. once the second source
is developed, orders can be placed on the most competitive one.

25. Parallel development through two sources in the first instance (item which has not
been indigenously developed at all) itself may be undertaken on case to case basis with prior
clearance of cFA with the concurrence of IFA, in cases necessitated due to anticipated long
cycle time for developnent, criticality etc. No clearance, however, would be required if the
vendors are willing to develop the items on 'No Cost No Commitment' basis.

Necessitv

26. @g!g The tender is the basic document lalng down project parameters and it acts
as the reference document for the vendor as well as the user. Due care will therefon! be taken
in preparing the document. The tender will be signed only by an officer authorized by the
CFA to do so.

27. Tender oreparation. Depending upon the nature of indigenisation project, tender to
suitable vendors from the approved vendor list will be issued. Various aspects such as nature
and size of project vis-dr-vis vendor capabilities, past performance of the vendor etc will be
kept in mind while selecting vendors for a particular tender. The bids in the tender will
invariably be esked in two parts viz Technical Bids and commercial Bids, except in case
of minor items where the nature of the procurement does not require any technical evaluation.
Both these bids will b€ asked for in separate sealed envelopes.

28. Mandatorv and Ootional Clarises. The process of indigenisation has lot of
.uncertainties. Many of the specifications which have some bearing on the prices /
development cost are not available and are required to be generated during the process of
development. since aviation spares are all high value added items, cost of raw materials etc
may have very little impact on the product. In many cases, the testing tends to be very costly.
Lack of informa{ion on the t}?q of tests and extent of testing can really make the process of
quoting quite difficult. Request for proposals (RFPs) , therefore, must be very clear on the
following aspects:-

(a) Requirement. Specifications should be amply clear to all the vendon so that each one
of thern is able to respond exactly for the items required. In case it is not possible to
formulate detailed specification, availability or exposure to the sample should be done on
equal terms to all the vendors. The RFP must clearly bring out the extent of activities
required. It should clearly say the following:-

(i) Whether the vendor is expected to develop the entire product or only the tooling.
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(ii) Whether the drawings / specifications/ test schedules are available or expected to be
developed by the vendors.

(iii) Whether the materials will be supplied by IAF or the vendor is expected to use his
materials.

(iv) Whether the testing charges are to be bome by IAF or the vendor is expected to pay
the same.

(v) Whether the shell / connectors / any part will be supplied by IAF.

(b) Airworthiness Aporoval. The RFPs must clearly bring out that the product
supplied by thern will be accepted only after airworthiness approval from the appropriate
authority. Approvals from appropriate authority will also be required for the inlieu
materials selected, for the drawings i desigrr and for the test schedules. The firms will
have to make all improvements / rectification at no additional values. Any exceptional
situation (vendors' demrmd ofpayment despite failure) must be clearly brought out.

(c) Lons term suoport The RFPs must bring out the mandatory and obligatory
requirernent of IAF for the firm's commifinent of continued supply so long as the
requirernent exists from IAF once the development costs are paid. However, if
considered necessary by them, the firms may like to give escalation factors, which may
be discrete figures or linked with some economic indicators.

(d) Safeeuard of Intellectual Propertv. The RFPs must assure the vendors that their
processes, design and all other information provided in the technical offers will be kept
confidential and will not be given to any other vendor by IAF. Also, it must be brought
that after the payment of development cost, all fte designs / drawings and intellectual
property will be the right oflAF even ifsupply to other agencies / countries is allowed.

(e) Performance Warrarrty clause for high value iterns.

(f) Liquidating Damage Clauses in case of delays beyond the stipulated development lead
time for high value items.

(g) The firms must be asked to intimate their status as q regrstered SSI so that due price
preference can be given to them.

(h) RFPs will clearly cover the following aspects (in addition to the standard and special
conditions):-

(i) Total quantity required as prototypes for development and the quantity required
over next 5 years. This, however, may be procurable in small batches to validate the
design.

I Breakdown cost for development should be sought.

Two-bid systern will invariably be followed, separate technical and commercial
bids in sealed envelopes are to be invited. This should be clearly specified in Tender
Enquiry.

Time and date for submission of offer should be specified.

(v) Separate time and date for public opening of the Technical and Commercial
(separate) offers be specified.

" (vi) Indigenisation process is started after lot of efforts in identiling the perspective

vendors and studies of sample on part of Vendors. The whole exercise could
become a non-starter if the RFPs do not reach the perspective vendors.

i'

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)
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Acknowledgement of receipts of RFPs may be requested. If no acknowledgements
are received the Depots may ask vendors through telegrams to get the RFps
collected.

(vii) The basis of determining LI with regard to prototype cost or unit cost or
combination of both, is to be clearly indicated in Tender Enquiry.

29. Limited tenderins. Due to the peculiar requiranents in the field of
indigenisation, technical capability and expertise of the vendors is a very important aspect
that must be objectively considered for any indigenisation project. Resorting to limited
tendering to shortlisted vendors or reputg while ensuring adequate competition, is therefore
essential to get the requisite quality. Hence, tenders may be invited only from vendors from
an approved list of vendors, keeping in view the requirement for adequate competition and
transparency. In certain cases of most complex items, no vendor has come forward to take up
development and no details are available even for costing or giving any proposal. In such
cases, after specific clearance from AOC-in-C, MC in consultation with JCDA / IFA, some
capable vendor may be asked to take up developmental activity on cost plus an accepted
fixed profit. The cost in such cases may be got assessd by a team of o{ficers including the
IFA reps and ifpossible a cost accountant.

30. In all cases, the following points will be considered while identiffing vendors:-

(a) Only those vendors who are themselves in the field will be approached. While
. consortium approach is acceptable, the vendon should have at least some of the facilities

/ infrastructure. In no cases, should any agent / rader/ middleman / intermediary /
supplier be approached.

(b) In third country substitution, the guiding principle should be availability of the source on
a long-term basis.

(c) Once the exercise of registration / vendor identification has been gone through, there is
no embargo on minimum number of vendors to be approached. Even if only one vendor
exists for a particular range of spare, it is acceptable.

(d) If the exercise of approaching vendors for'some spares of a particular generic category
has been gone through and only few capable vendors have emerged, the RFPs for
development of more of similar spares can be floated only to these vendors. If some
other vendors for that type of spares have been registered by the Depot / HQMC during
the intervening period then such vendors are to be included in the fresh inquiry. All those
cases, which were rejected technically or did not respond, need not be approached
repeatedly. This will hold true even if only one capable vendor could be ident\fied.

(e) The development orders may be placed on proprietary basis also under the following
circumstances:-

(i) lf the iterns are being developed from PSUs / DRDO labs / any other Gort agencies
and the Depot is of the view that identiffing more vendors and inviting wider
competition is not likely to result in any major saving or improvement in quality.

(ii) If non availability of the itern is causing PHU (thus resulting in large down time
cost) and the Depot is of the view that identifying more vendors and inviting wider

. competition is not likely to result in any major saving or improvernent in quality.

(iiD The staternent of case should clearly bring out the above aspects.

'J
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31. Pre-vettinq of RFPs. All RFPs must be got vetted from the specialists from the
section requiring the spares, Quality Assurance officer and the RCMA (ii applicable) for the
technical aspects and integrated finance i.e. IFA for the financial aspeiis. In u'll 

"usesincluding cases without concurrence of IFA, financial vetting should be done by the
IFA/CDA.

32. Mode of Desoatch of Tenders / RFP. All TEs will be sent by registered post.

33. Technical evaluation. whereas technical evaluation may be dispensed with in
case of minor items, TEC evaluation would be mandatory for all other cases. wherever
technical evaluation is to be carried out, a Technical Evaluation committee (TEC) will be
constituted. The composition of the TEC will be as described in this SOP later. Evaluation
should, as far as possible is done against laid dbwn qualitative requirernents. This would
enable evaluation of all vendors on a common basis and level playing field and to €nsure
maximum competition. Any offer by vendors of higher specifications than laid down in the
tender enquiry may be accepted. "Amendment to So' in such case shall be carried out in
consultation with IFA/cDA. In case of consultancies, the vendors may also be asked for a
presentation by the TEC to evaluate the understanding of the practices to be followed by
them. Fresh Price Bids & Tech Bid to be obtained after presentation. The technical
evaluation is to ensure that the vendors have all understood the- requirements of the tender in
the intended sense. It must ensure that all proposals are as p€r the tender specification and
the solutions offered are complete in all respects and that all vendors are brought on par. The
TEC should only classiff bffers of various vendors as technically acceptable or unaiceptable
giving reasons for the same. Wherever any additional technical specifications over and above
that specified in the tender document is considered necessary by the TEC for a complete
solution, the same will be clearly recorirmended by the TEC in its report. TEC will'also
evaluate vendor rating and approach etc. The TEC may seek clarifications from vendors if so
requircd. The TEC report should bring all the tenderers "on pa1', help the cFA clearly
identifuing the products and services likely to be procured from any of the selected vendors.
The idea is that price alone is the criterion once the TEC cleerence is given to determine
award of the tender. The TEC report will be approved by the cFA. or an officer nominated
by him before TPC/PNC can be undertaken

34. Technical Evaluation committees. A desigrated rechnical Evaluation committee
(TEC) will open all technical bids received from vendors. The composition of the TEC will
be at the discretion of the cFA. The TEC will technically evaluate all proposals. A
suggested cornposition of the TEC is as under :-

Officer of the rank not below Wg Cdr - Chairman*
One officer from user section - Member+
CQAO - Member
Indigenisation officer - Mernber+

(r are mandatory members. Other members may,be included at the discretion of the CFA)
::?:da:2

35. flme freme for sutntsst The TEC will be a time bound
committee. The CFA shall speci$ the date for sutmission of the repod by the TEC.
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36. Determination of Ll is to be done- as per guidelines given Para 6 of GOI lefter No
Air HQ/S 80405/6/EA7(Py2254ruS(GS) D Air dated 20 Oct 2000.

37. Situations reducine to Sinde Vendor Case After TEC EvelurtioL A single
vendor situation may result after tendering if only a single vendor responds to a tender or the

bids of other vendors have been rejected by the TEC .All such cases will be treated as Single
Tender and will be dealt as per delegated financial powers. (Rule 2 I of DFPR). .

38. Revised Commercial Bids. In case during technical vetting, QRs undergo change'

fresh quotes will be invited based on firmed up QRs from all the vendors, in such cases

commercial tenders are not to be opened at all. Revised bids may also be asked for when a

considerable delay has occurred since submission of the commercial bids. Prior concutr€nce

of CDA/IFA will be taken for revised commercial bids in cases where CFA powers arc to be

exercised in consultation with CDA/IFA.

39. ScrappiEg-lthgRFPElE4qu!!ry. Scrapins of tenders should be an exception

rather than rule. Specific sanction of the AOC of the Depot through SRC and SAO (IFA if
applicable) should invariably be obtained before scrapping the RFP / anquiry. The reason for
scrapping should be rec',orded on file. In case of urgencies, decision of AOC / CO and IFA
may be obtained on file and mernbers be informed. Scrapping could be considered in
following casesi

(a) When the requirement itself has changed. This could happen due to upgradatiori of
systerns and obsolescence. There could also be cases where large quantity of spares have

been received or identified as available. There can also be cases where the basic

specifications thernselves have undergone change

ft) When major technological advancements have taken place in the field.

(c) When prices are considered very high.

(d) When contractors have formed a cartel

(e) When development is not interided to be progressed.

40. Tinder Purchese Committees (TFC)/ Pricc Neeotiation Committee (PNC).

Tender purchase committees will be constituted as per guidelines for all indigenisation
projects in excess ofRs. I lakh. The commefcial bids of vendors who have been approved by

the TEC will only be considered. These vendors will all be considered to be on par. An
independent Board of officers will open the comrnercial Bids and these will be put up to TPC

with Comparative Statement Table (CST). The CST will be vetted by IFA/CDA before it is
put up to TPC. Commercial offers for technically rejected firms will rernain sealed and not to

be opened. Public opening of the commercial offers is a mandatory requirernent. The vendors

attending it should trb asked to sign a register to this effect. The commercial bids are to be

compared & evaluated in an integrated manner i.e. the development cost & the bulk supply

cost of our import MPE requirernenVMOQ (which should be mentioned in the RFP and

tender response also). It should consider all levies, taxes & ED etc as also the escalation

factors if applicablc. IFA will cnsure that price preference to registered ssls & purchase

preference to registered PSUs over private venders should be given as per the existing rules

& should be incorporated in TE. However, for determining the cFA, only development cost,

cost of the proto t'?e and the mandatory MoQ will be considered. The Tender Purchase

Committee (TPC) will satis& itself with the CST and may negotiate prices with lowest bidder

wherever necessary. The TFC will thereaier rnake its recommendations to the CFA fOr
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approval after due concunence of the IFA,/CDA. All proceedings of the TPC meetings will
be fully documentd in detail. Adequate notice will be given to the IFA/designated CDA for
detailing representatives for TPC. Tlpical composition of a TPC/PNC shall be as given

below i
. CFA

o One Officer from user
o Quality Assurance Officer.
r lndigenisation officer
o Rep of CDA/IFA
(An officer of the level of ACDA/DCDA/JCDA)

In order to avoid unnecessary movernent of TPC representatives and files, TPCs for
several proposals can be clubbed and considered on a specified day at a time and location

convenient to all. The CFAs are enjoined to decide periodicity of such meetings in
consultation with their IFAs.

41. fime frame for submission The TPC/PNC q'ill also be a time
bound committee.- The CFA shall specif the date for submission cf the report by the

TPC/PNC at the time of its constitution.

Expenditure angle ABproval

42. Formulation g{ Iropele! : While formulating indigenisation proposal for
expenditure angle approval, the necessity, the cost of indigenous development and

subsequent procurement cost should be brought out.

43. Routine of Proposal, At the D€pot level, the proposat is to be prepared and initiated
by the indigenisation officer and will be put up to CFA. For higher formations, the proposal

from BRDs /AMSE will be forwarded to C Indg O at IIQMC, who will vet the proposal and
put up to CFA through then IFA. All cases beyond powers of HQMC will be routed to
JD(Indg) who will vet them and put up to CFA.

$91[:- In cases where powers of CFA are in consultation with IFA the proposal will be

muted through IFA

44. Details and Documents to be Provided. Apart ftom all the documents provided at

the time of necessity angle approval, the copy of RFP, the original quotations, PAC and

registered SSI certificate (where applicable) and the CST clearly bringing out the basis for
acceptance and record of all price negotiations, draft developmenUsupply order and the
formal sanction proforma duly recommended by appropriate authority at a step lower than the

CFA, vdll be required to be put up to CFA ( througb IFA in case powers are in consultation),
at the time ofexpenditure angle approval.

45. Senction of the CFA.Concurrence of the CDMFA or their authorized

representatives will be obtained on file including vetting of development/supply order where
projects are to be executed in consultation with the CDMFA. Such concurrence shall be

Sven with]@!iggj!E The IFA/CDA should indicatethe U.O. No. and Date of his
office on the draft developmenVsupply order and this will be prominently shown in.the final
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developmenvsupply order to issued. The TPC/pNC report shall thereafter be approved for
sanction of development/procurement proposal by the cFA under whose financial power the
project is being executed and sanction for the project accorded. The formal sanction of the
cFA will clearly specift the name of the firm and the final price for the project. The sanction
will be signed by the CFA.

46. Cas.es where Proiect Cost Exceeds the Financial Powers ofthe CFA at the TpC
Slsg In the cases where the proiect cost after opening the Tenders exceeds the financial
powers of the CFA, the complete case file with recommendations of the CFA will be
forwarded to the next higher CFA, within whose powers the, sanction can be given.
Necessary sanction will be accorded by the higher cFA in consultation with the
concerned IFA/CDA , or altematively PNC or re-tendering will be suggested. The reasons
for the project cost having exceeded the planned costs should be clearly indicated on the case
file along with views of local IFA. In all such cases, the cFA will also issue specific
directions in regards to responsibilities for project implernentation as also methodology for
processing payments in consultation with IFA.

47. Development/Supply order will be placed on the vendor, as approved by the CFA
after vetting of the same by CDA/IFA on recommendation of TPC/PNC. An officer
authorized bv the CFA shaU onlv sien thc supolv order. Copy of the uuthoriruiiiiGiid-
also be sent to payrng agency. The development/supply order will include all terms and
conditions that affect the execution of the project. Ttre under mentioned will be highlighted :-

(a) Scope ofProject.

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(D

(e)

(h)

c)

(k)

Iterns to be provided/Services to be rendered.

Overall Project Cost.

Delivery Period.

Payment Terms.

Acceptance Testing Methodolory.

Liquidatad Damages.

Warranty.

The order should refer to all the conditions and details given in the RFp as
also those discussed subsequently.

lt should be enclosing the drawing / specification, test schedule and sample /
samples. If he is expected to develop the same during the development
process, the same should also be brought out clearly. Where material is
supposed to be provided by IAF, the vendor must be advise for collection of
the same-

Where MOQs are involved, vendors must be advised to supply only few
prototlpes ( as required for testing) initially.

All the stage approval requirements / inspection requiranents, ifapplicable,
must be clearly brought out.

(l)

'l

l
I

(m)
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48. Distribution of Development Orders. A copy of the development/supply order
signed in ink will be separately sent to CDA/IFA by name soon after the placement ofsupply
order. The copies of developmenVsupply order must be distributed to the inspection agency,

RCMA (where applicable), HQMC and Air HQ. Where the material is supposed to be issired

by IAF,.the copy of tlie order should also be given to LSW / ED with details of materials to
be issued for loan embodiment.

49. Association of IFA/CDA with Post-Contractual Developments havins Financial
Bearins. The IFAs/CDAs will also be fully associated with the post-contract stage

developments having financial bearing like grant of extension of time, waiver of liquidated
damages and risk purchases etc. In other words, the prior concurrence of IFA"/CDA will be

obtained in mafters with financial implications.

50. Amend:nent to DevelopmenUsupply Orders. This requirernent should more of
exception rather than rule. However, the situations may arise when the number of prototypes

may have to be increased or certain design changes / additional testing having impact on
prices may have to be incorporated half w4y through development process. A1l such cases

will be amended only after proper justification with prior sanction of CFA and with the

concurrence of IFA where applicable.

51. @ The indigenisation officer is to obtain a

pre-receipted bill in duplicate from the supplier and submit the same along with a contractors

bill ( IAFA 68 revised) raised in three copies, to the accomt section for payment. The
vouchers are to be endorsed on top in red ink ' Indigenisation". Also the sl no of the

manuscript register at which the item is BOC in the-Manuscript Register is to endorsed on the

contingent bill. The account sections will make all the payments locally and a consolidated

monthly swnmary prepared by than will be forwarded to higher formations. The mode of
payment will be by cheque, however, if the vendor is willing"to get the cost of draft deducted

from the bill amount, payment may be sent by draft on his request.

52. Pavment of Advance: All advance payments should be decided invariably by
CFA with prior concurrence of IFA. Advances up to 15 % of the order value should be
payable on production of valid bank guarantee from a nationalized bank is to be pledged in
favour CDA/IFA in consultation with IFA. This advance must be deducted at the time of
payment. A separate register (auditable) just like expenditure & cost wise register should be

maintained to record all the advance payments. Onc€ payment of advance is adjusted, the
guarantee should be retumed.

However, B.G. will be waived off, in consultation with IFA in respect of procurement

through Govemment Agencies.

53. Selection of AHSP: The discretion to select the AHSP will rest with AOM / AOC-
in- C HQs MC. The airworthiness approval authority for flight critical item is RCMA and for
non-critical iterns, it is the self-reliance Committee (SRC) of the depot. In the SRCs, the

Quality Assurance Officer plays an important role of an independent agency and is also

responsible for inspection of bulk supply. Even the RCMA approved documents are held with
the depots only. The Quality Assurance Officer of BRDs will be the AHSP.

54. Pavnent responsibilitv in case of failure of ltems. Indige,nous developments are

trials. This is particularly so in the light of grossly inadequate specifications and dependence

on reverse engineering, which is easier said than done. Availability of limited number of



samples adds to the problem. Though all out efforts should be made to get offers subject to
approval, failures may be accepted in cases where the failure of the item i=s not attributible to
vendor. These could be cases:-

(a) Where despite best efforts ofvendor, development could not succeed.
(b) where some additional eRs ernerged after compreting a part of dwelopment

process.

(c) There can also be cases where in lieu material / altemate process, thoug[
accepted initially, was not found to be suitable.

55. In all genuine cases, the payment responsibility for farlure of development will be
acceptable to IAF. However payment will be made commensurate to the etrorts put in by the
vendors & should never exce€d 50 % of the order vatug inclusive ofadvance paii it*j'um
clearance of IFA & cFA. All 

_the 
revene engineering daails, drawings 

",iJ 
.".p[r-.t".

developed upto that stage should be taken from the vendor and will be iroperty "irnr. 
rrr"

vendor is to give suitable confirmation that advance has been gainfully Jtilli.J frriG p-:"t
in a reasonable time. 

-After 
payment has been effectd the s"i"tion of crA or, 

"* 
porif"to

basis is to be obtained as cash loss not due to theft fraud & gross neglect.

Check list for IFA and CFA and Ilocuments to be
submitted along with each case

19: These would remain similar to sop pertaining to schedule XII (A) to (c) & xII (D) ro
(G) at time ofnecessity angle and expenditure angle approval respectively.

Time limits for processing the case

57. These would remain similar to sop pertaining to schedule Xll (A) to (c) & XII (D) to
(G) at time ofnecessity angle and expenditure angle approval respectivily.

58. References

(a) col letter no Air He/s s0405/6/EA7(p)/2264rus(cs) D Air I dated 20 oct
2000.

(b) GoI letter no Air He/S 804osuB{7 (pyr 5 l 2/DovAir I dated l r sep l 996.
(c) 7(5/99/D(S-II)dated ll Nov99
(d) 7(76rt73lD(S-II) dated I I oct 99

(e) HQs BRD Manual on indigenisation

{
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PLACED ON

AVIATION STORES

{
2078
ll0

Rupees in lakhs
751 /01(D, 7s2 t 0t(D,7s3 /01 (r)

Major Head :

Minor Head :

Code Head :

ACAS(MP)

I

l-
I

I
i

t:
i

I

I
t
I

I

l

f

sl.
No-

Code Head Value
of
carry
over
orders
upto
3t
Marth
(vear)

Value of
orders
placed
from 0l
Apr till 30
Jun (year)

Value of
payments
made
between 0l
Aprtill 30
Jun (year

Balance
available
from the
earmarked
funds

Amount of
funds
likely to be
spenl
during
current
financial
yeaf

Increas€d /
Reduclion
required in
the funds
earmarked

Justification

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (0 (e) (h) (i)

0t. 751/01 (D

42. 7s2 t0t (t)

03. 753 / 0l (D

I

+r . 
-



APPENDIX'A2'
Refers to

PLACED ON CASIIAND CARRY BASIS FORINDIGENISATION OF

.

PRELIMINARY REVISED ESTIMATE (PRE) YEAR ( 2OO2-I}3 )

MAJORHEAD: 2078
MinorHead: ll0
Code Head : 751 / 0l(!, 752 / 0l(D,753 / 0l (I)
ACAS (MP)

(Rupees in lakhs)

sl.
No.

Code Head Value
of
carry
over
orders
upto
30
June
(vear)

Value of
orders
placed
from 0l Jul
till 30 Sep
(year)

Value of
paym€nts
made
between 0l
Jul till 30
Sep (year)

Balance
available
from the
earmarked
funds

Amount of
funds
likely to be
spent
during
curfent
financial
year

Increased /
Reduction
required in
the funds
earmarked

Justification

(a)' (b) (c) (d) (e) (o (e) (h) (i)

01. 7sl /ol (D
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I

rs Major Head : 20?8
MinorHead: l[0
ACAS (MP)

Code Head : 751 / 0l(l), 752 / 0l(I)' ?53 / 0l (l)

STORES

MODIFTED APPROPRHTTON( MA) YEAR (2002-03)

(Rupees in lakhs)

(Rupees in lakhs)

Major Head : 2078
MinorHead: ll0
Code Head : 751 / 0l(I), 752 / 010), 753 / 0l 0)
ACAS (MP)

a

sl.
No.

Code Head Value
of
carry
over
orders
a3 0n
30
sep
lvcarl

Value of
orders
placed from
0r Oct till
3l Dec
(year)

Value of
payments
made
between 0l
Oct till3l
Dec (year)

Balance
available
from the
earmarked
funds

Amount of
funds likely
to be spent
during
current
financial
year

Incrcased /
Reduction
required in
the funds
earmarked

Justihcation

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (c) (h) 0)

01. 7sr /01 (D

Amount of
tunds likely
to be spent
during
curTent
financial
year

lncreased /
Reduction
required in
the funds
earmarked

available
from the
earmarked
funds

Value of
payments
made
b€tween Q I

Apr till 30
Jun (year

Value of ,
order placed

Fom 0l Apr
till 30 Jun
(year)

Value
of
carry
oYer
upto
3l
March

?sr /0r 0)
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MANUSCRIPT REGISTER CONTAINING RECORD OFEXPENDITTJRE AT

BRI)

FOR INDIGENISATION ACTIVITIES FROM IIAL

Revenue Major Head
Minor Head
Code Head
Authority
Date of Opening
Funds Earmarfted ( year wise)

Revenue Major Head
MinorHead
Code Head
Authority
Date of Opening
Fwds Earmarked ( year wise)

2078
ll0

751/01(D
Schedule I(E) Appendix II, Part III FR Pt I

:

2078
ll0

7s3tor(r)
Schedule I@) Appendix tr, Part III FR Pt I

:

MANUSCRIPT REGISTER CONTAINING RECORD OF EXPENDITURE AT

BRD FOR INDIGENISAIION ACTIVITIES FROM NON GOVERNMENTAL

AGENCIES

sL.
No.

Datc Particdar
of itens /
ctivirics

Namc
of
supplier

Co6t of
itqn /
service

Quantity
orderod

Bill
No.
&
Date

Dste
Pass€d lo
aooounls

ary
consumed
io tcsting

aty of
prototyp€s

aty of
serviccable
iterns BOC
with daails

SL
No-

I)ate Partiq ar
of irerns /
activirics

Nstnc
of
supplicr

Cost
of itern

servicc

quantity
ddered

Eill
No.
&
Datc

Ihe
Passd
io
occormts

atv
coggrmcd
in testing

aty of
proaotypG
dorhgradd

aty of
serviceable
itcns Boc
with
daails
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GOYT AGENCIES OTHERTHAN IIAL

L

Revenue Major Head
Minor Head
Code Head
Authority
Date of Opening
Funds Earmarked ( lear wise)

2478
ll0
7szt}t(r)
Schedule I(E) Appendix II, Part III FR Pt I

:

*

sL.
No.

Dat
e

Panicular of
itcrns I
aclivities

Name of
supplic

Cosl of
itrn /
s€rvio€

Quatltity
ordered

BiI
No.
&
D.le

Datc
Passd !o
€ounls

aty
conSrrne
din
testing

aty of
FototlD
cll
dowigr
d€d

Qty of
serviceab
le iterns
B@
with
daails
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P FOR AI

l' - schedule. Appendix II Part-lll Air Force Schedule I Para F. Airlift of stores from and
to abroad per transaclion. Powers vCAS/AoM without IFA concurrence Rs1,00,0001 and
with IFA/CDA concurrence Rs 1,00.00.00o1. These powers can be exercised at Air Hes
only.

2. Areas/ Ranges Covered.

All despatches to be made to from abroad based covering all Air Force store,
machines & supplies.

Note: Despatch of items f"om & to abroad by civil air is normal mode of transport-

3. Occasion When Powers Can Be Used Air Force equipment/stores may be airlifted
to/ from foreign countries by civil Airlines.

4. Budsetarv Support.

(a) Code Head. Budgetary support will be as follows :-

(i) The expenditure on air freight of stores received/dispatched by civil air is to
be debited to Major Head 2078 Minor Head 105; Transportation, Code Head
'132/02 and Cash Account Voucher Head 27B..

(ii) The expenditure for clearance of customs duty is to be debited to Major
Head 2078 Minor Head I 10, stores, Code 742 to 750 as the case may be and the
Cash Account Voucher number to be alloited 20A to K, as applicable in each
case.

(b) Budqet Proiection: Budget projection will be made by concemed
directorates to DMA who in tum will forward the consolidated requirement to D Fin p
as per Appendix 'C' to IAP 0152 (Para l4 of IAP 0152 refers).

(c) Availfbility Of Budeet Proposal: Individual cases are to be routed through D
Fin for confirmation an availability of funds.

(d) Budsetarv ControyBooking And Expenditure Control: Budgetary control
will tre exercised by Dte of Fin P through estimates and reviews received by them
Aom DMA. DMA will coordinate budgetary requirement zrrd expenditure of each
directorate. consolidated estimate and reviews as per time schedule laid down in para
32 of IAP 0l 52 will be forwarded ro Dte of Fin P by DMA. Review of the budget by
the respective directorate will be made as given in Pma 33 to 37 of IAP 0152.

(e) Standard Budset Document:- Budget documents in manner similar to any
centrally control code heads as per IAP 0152 will be maintained for budgetary
control, booking and expenditure of funds on this account. At unit level, freight
charge payment register will be maintained-
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(f) Regarding IFA concurrence at this stage offund projection detailed guidelines

as given in SOP covered under schedule XII (H) should be followed.

Methodolow For Dispatch Bv Air
(a) Throush Annual Contract

(i). Anticipated requirernent of funds for next financial year giving details of
destination and estimated expenditure will be forwarded by each directorate to
D Stores (DD Mov) by 30 Sep of the previous year. The directorates should
base their requirement on past requirement pattem, of AOG iterns.in past and

proposed repairs from abroad. Anticipated requirernents against repair
contracts for the next financial year destination wise could also be included in
the projections. DD Mov will consolidate the requirernent for each destination
and will move the proposal for airlift of required stores from/to India and

various destinations abroad for taking approval from acceptance of necessity
angle. While requesting necessity approval, Draft Tenders & list of vendors
should be given in the proposal. Only where recurring & sufficient to & fro
volume is available, should annual contracts be entered into. In all other cases

proposal on p€r transaction basis are to be processed. Separate contracts can

be entered into for zones, destinations, countries etc based on requirernent. On
receipt of necessity angle approval, D Stores (DD Move) is to initiate action
for entering into annual contract in the beginning of each year. The contract
would be on the basis of piecerneal booking by weight/volumetric weight
norms as well as for chartered flight as the case may be. The contract could be
entered with Air India or other cargo agent who are member of IATA and

recognised by various Airlines as cargo agents. In case of airlift by chartered
flight, instructions contained in AFO 3ln wr[ be adhered to. In case of
contract with Air India/Indian Air Lines, the concept of fixed cost quotation
could be exploited and ease moved to IFA and CFA for acceptance of
necessity angle and expenditure @ncunence together. Normal Tender
procedure is to be followed. Ofers on receipt are to be tabulated and put up to
AOM through IFA for expenditure angle clearance. A draft contract should
accompany the expenditure angle approval case.

(iD 3l MCU/other designated uniUforwarding agent based on the contract

, will undertake dispatch from/to abroad on instruction of the concemed
maintenance celVdirectorate. The maintenance c.elUDte will obtain clearance

from expendihre angle ofIFA and concemed CFA for utilising the services of
this contract for a particular airlift. The concemed maintenance celydirectorate
is to ensure that the contract for airlift frorr/to the designated country exist, the
required funds are available. If a destination is covered in a contract CFA
sanction for each despatch from necessity angle is not required.

O) On Case to Cese Basis. When a need for airlift of stores frorn/to abmad is
anticipated and no contract is existing or has been fnalis€d, following procedure will
be followed:-

(i) When airlift of stores from/to abroad is warranted the sponsoring is to
obtain necessity angle approval based on cost €stimatc obtained from 3lB2
MCU or based on past airlift costs, after n€cessity angle approval & a later of
authority issued to 3l MCU/32 MCU. 3l MCU 132 MCu will follow normal
purchase procedure by inviting qnotes on limited Tender basis. In case final
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despatch cost is equal to or less than the necessity angle cost, the letter of
authority is to be heated as expenditure angle approval, otherwise the case is
to be refened back to the Dte at Air HQs for enhanced sanction.

(ii) 3 I MCU/ unit designated in the proposal will undertake despatch to
abroad on instruction of concemed directorate who is to ensure that the
required funds are available with him. In the case of despatches from abroad
the nominated C & F agent, by MOD, if any, may be made responsible to co-
ordinate despatch if the cost ofC&F agent is reasonable.

6. Pavine Authority And Mode Of Pavment. Payment for the freight charges will be
made in following manner: -

(a) On receipt of arrival notice of consignment from carriers intimating the
- amount to be paid on account of fieight charges Contingent Bill is to be raised in
quadruplicate by OC of MCU. The Airway Bill Number/House Air Way Bill/Flight
Number date and name of the agency alongwith amount payable on account of freight
is to be mentioned on the Contingent Bill. On receipt of Contingent Bill alongwith
copy of arrival notice Accounts Officer is to register the bill and issue cheque in
favour of the carriers. The shipping documents i.e. Airway Bill/ House Air Way Bill
and Cash receipt issued by carrier are to support the Contingent Bill.

(b) Pavment Of Other Charses. Payment of other charges like custom duty,
allied charges etc will be made as per AFO I l/98.

7. Documents/Details to be submitted For Annual contract

At Necessitv anqle stage

(a) Details ofdestination selected & reasons for selection ofthe destination (based
on past and/or anticipated tum over)
Rates ofany reputed airline like Air India to each ofthese destinations.
Draft Tender document.
List of firms from whom oflers would be sought & basis of selection of
vendors.

At exoenditure angle stage

(e) Comparative statement of offers, after their receipt.
(f) Draft contract document (at expenditure angle stage).

8. For Piecemeal consignment ( Necessitv and exoenditure angle).

(a) Conhactual obligation on which despatch is to made / reasons for despatch.
(b) Volume & weight of consignment involved.
(c) Destinationsinvolved.
(d) Cost estimate either based on estimates from 3l/32 MCU or previous
despatches.
(e) Confirmation on availability ofBudget
(D Draft letters ofauthority.
(g) Documents elucidating increase in cost in case ofenhanced cost sanction

9. Check list for IFA & CFA

(b)
(c)
(d)
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(a) Are destinations selected in consonance with existing/anticipated tum over for
inclusion in Annual contract ?

(b) Does the Tender document (at necessity stage) & contract document (at

expenditure stage) safeguard the IAFs interests ?

4o (c) Are the contract rates being finalised inconsonance with existing market trends

?

| (d) In case ofpiecerneal despatchs

(i) Is the despatch as per a contractual obligation'

(ii) Are prices (Cost estimates) quoted reasonable ?

(iii) Are funds available to meet the requirernent ?

10. Time limits for processins of the proDosal

(a) Financial scrutiny af necessity angle stage for 7 working days from date

d! contracts ofreceiPt

O) Floating ofTenders 7 days after CFA approval
'from NecessitY angle

(c) submission of case for expenditure l0 days after receipt offer

angle aPProval
(d) finanaal scrutiny after expenditure 7 days from receipt of

case

angle aPProvalI (e) Financial scrutiny of piecemeal cases 
:j:* 

*rn t*"tpt of the

. l0 A. Post Contractual as covered Para 5(b) and Para 6 (a) above'

Il. References.

NO 3197 - Management chartered flights
AFO I l/98 - Custom dutY PaYment

$
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APPENDIX'B'
Refers to Para 5 (a) (i)

DRAFT LETTER OF INVITATION FOR TENDER ENOUIRY FOR AIR
TRANSPORTATION OF CARCO TO/FROM ABROAD

Tele: ------
Directorate of ---
Air Headquarters
New Delhi --

AirHQ/
INVITATION TO TENDER

TENDER ENOUIRY NO. AIR HO/-

Dear S irllr,ladam,

l. Enclosed please find tender documents for Air Transportation ofCargo to abroad.

2. On behalfofthe Purchaser i.e., President oflndia" I invite tender from reputed and reliable
cargo agents' from/to destinations as given in Annex-B.

3. EARNEST MONEY DEPOSIT: The tenderer will be required to deposit Eamest Money of
Rs. --- in the form of Demand Draft along with offer, in favour of AIRFORCE PUBLIC
FUND ACCOIJNT, AIR FORCE STATION,

4. Sealed tenders should be dropped in the tender box marked " DTE OF ----" kept near the
reception oflice in the entrance ofthe Air HQ, ----------, New Delhi -l l00l L The quotations
are to be submitted in two sets in different envelopes. The first set marked 'PRE-
OUALIFICATTON' bid should contain the technical bid, capacity verification certificate and
commercial terms without price. The second set of quotation marked 'COMMERCIAL BID'
should contain details of the rates another commercial terms and conditions. Last date for
submission of tenders is 12 Jul at 1500 hrs IST. The sealed quotations will be opened in
public on 12 Jul 2000 at 1530 hrs. Your representative should be in possession ofan authority
letter of your firm in case he or she is attending the tender opening. In case due to any
exigencies, the due date for opening of the tenders is declared as closed holiday by the Govt,
the tenders will in such case be opened on next working day at the same time. No
responsibility will be taken for postal delay/non delivery/ non-receipt of tender documents.
Lateldelayed, Fax/Telex/Telegraphic tenders without complete document details shall not be
considered. The decision of the IAF shall be final and binding on all parties. Offers should be
kept open for at least 120 days after the tender opening date. Both the sealed envelopes are to
be clearly mar&ed 'pnr eUALIFICATIoN BID' oR 'CoMMERCIAL BID' (As APPLICABLE)
ALONG WITH TENDER ENQUIRY NO. FOR TRANSPORTATION OF DEFENCE CARGO BY AIR
(DIRECTORATE gp -__) TO BE OPENED BY THE ADDRESSEE ONLY.

5. All the following documents attached herewith, duly filled in and signed on each page
must be retumed along with your tender, failing which your tender may be ignored:-

(a) Annexure A -Terms and conditions and instructions to tenderers
(b) Annexure B -Schedule to Tender -List ofdestinations
(c) Annexure C -Covering Letter ofTenderer
( d) Annexure D -Security Deposit

Director ----
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Annexure.A'
Refers to Para 5 of Appendix .A'

f

I ' whereas the Indian Air Force dispatches various kind of gocds by Air from/ todestinations and is in need of i .3reg .ug*t t" "._g" i". the collection, forwarding andairlift of said goods' The agent groiry.ie .".";;;-;; various airrines as cargo agent(documentary proof to the effect should u" attu"tJa;. rte lgent shourd be presenrry carryingout the business as airfreight agent.

2 Dgtingtion The following expression shall have the meaning as defined unless where thecontext require otherwise

(a) Eslablish:rngnt. shall mean Air Hq and its anached offices and its subordinateoffices which shall be the user of services provia"a ,na* p.op; ;;;;;;;;rgauthority.

(b) Overseas Associate. Associate ofthe agent

(c) 
, ,. Purch4se- order/contrect. - Any purchase order/contract concluded byestablishment in favour ofsupplier abroad.

(d) 
.9onqolidatio.' A:,j"i1 performed by rhe agent to have weight advantage beforebooking the cargo for airfreighiing.

(e) Mpster Airryav bilf (MAWB). The document issued by airlines certiling rhereceipt of cargo for carriage.

(f) House Airwav Bill GIAWB). Document issued by agenVassociates certilingreceipt of cargo for on carriage for each individuar rrrip,n"'it 
"iJ - ""."orJ,"rrrlu*instrument as per LC's to be opened by the establishment.

(g) Deliverv order' Document issued by the agent in enabling establishment to processand take delivery ofthe cargo from customs.

(h) Lelter- of. credit Letter of credit established by the various establishment torecognise bankers specifring acceptance of HA*B No of overseas associates fornegotiations beside other usual clause.

3. Duration. The agreernent after finalisation sharr remain in force for a penod of one vearfrom the date of conclusion of contract. Th" "g.o";;;;"y h.*;; ;i;;;Ji,"n,time by the govemment by giving one_month notice to ,fr" ug*t in wrifing.
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4. Scope. i-.j

(a) The scope of the contract is to arrange the collection, forwarding and air lifting of
export consignment from order to destination given at ........... The approximate

tumover the contract is Rs......... per annum.

(b) On the basis of the instructions given in the relevant document of the

establishment/integration by CO 3IMCU for dispatches ex New Delhi/integration by
CLO ........ For dispatches eX ........., the agent is to make advance arrangement to book

the consignment promptly. The agent is to check the relevant documenVintimation by
CO 3l MCU for dispatches ex New Delhi/intimation by CLO...... for dispatches ex .......

that all the consignment/packages received for onward dispatches give requisite

information, particularly in regard to following before dispatch.

(i) weight
(ii) Case marking
(iii) Contract No
(iv) Airport of destination

(c) The agent should anange airfreight of the consignment to the nominated airport

abroad. In the consignment is over dimensional or hazardous suitable original should

accordingly be made. The airfreighting should be arranged between a period of three

working days and not more than seven days fiom the date of receipt of cargo and the

concem document fully completed in all respect.

(d) The agent should ensure that consolidation of air cargo is done under the correct

IATA classification. For any delay in dispatch beyond seven days, agent shall pay to

the establishment of penalty of I percent of the airfreight charges for every day of such

delay except in force majure situation. For this purpose, the delay will be recond

between the date of HAWB (house airway bill) and the MAWBs (master airway bills),
both days exclusive.

(e) Cargo is to dispatched from airport New Delhi/
abroad without any inter country transfer. The agent shall fumish the tenth of every

lbllowing month to establishments a monthly statement of consolidated shipment

dispatch details. The agent will ensure that necessary dispatch documents are prepared

as per instructions given in relevant document/intimation by CO 3 I MCU for dispatches

ex New Delhi/intimation by CLO - - --for dispatches ex -- -- -- and arrange to

dispatch will set of documents to the consignee for the purpose of clearance of
consignment by consignee. The agent will also promptly advise concemed consignee
by fax, flight details, MAWB and HA.'l'iB pa(iOulars with other relevant informations.
The agent wil keep concerned establishmenVconsigree posted with all information
regarding readiness of the consignment for despatch, expected date of dispatch and

other allied information.

(f) The agent shall be responsible and accountable for proper safety, care handling and

storage ol goods while in ihe custody up to the airport of destination and the cost of
insupnce affecrad in that behalf wilt be bome by the agent. It is the responsibility of
the agent to ensure that all the cases received by him for IAF are properly packed. The

agent is not to accepi damaged cases and/or improperly packed items. The agent will
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exercise all reasonabre care and precaution in conveyance and handring of stores
including transhipment if necessary. Agents a reliable to the establishment ior any loss
or damage to, or destruction ofthe goods while in their custody or enroute.

(g) In case of non-receipt/shot derivery at the destination, the agent shalr obtain non-
delivery/shot landing certificate from the carrier and pass on the iame to the concemed
consignee for preferring necessary claim/compensation.

(h) Any danurrage paid by the consigree on account of the delivery of requisite
documents or error in the same will be to the account of agent and will b" r"cou!.ubl"
from them.

O To enable the agent to render the serviccs stated above, the establishrnent will
provide to agent copies of relevant documenuintimation by co 3l Mcu r"i ai.p"t.rr*
ei New Delhi/intimation by CLO - - - for dispatches ex _- -_ _..

(k) Agent will ensure the safe/secrecy of the goods/information which may be imparted
to the agent during the course of rendering of their services as a fieight forwarding
agent. The shall not inform or part with any information with regard to tie cargo to any
person under any circumstances and fulfil their duties diligentlyld trust fulyl Agents
will pay freight initialry to airrines and summit bils to the istabrishment.

5. Maximum permissible volume in terms of lengh X breadth X height is to be specified.

6. In case of charter of the air crew from New Delhi/- - -_, the aircraft is to pick up load
from air force technical area (3IMCU), palam New Delhi/- - - airport. G.ouni 

"qoip-errtand cargo handling equipment is the responsibility ofcarrier.

7. List of airline being dealt with by the company and certificatior/proof thereof is to be
submitted. List of govemment departments/organisation for whom they are already having a
conrract or having regular dealing is also to be submitted with necessaryproof.

8. Tenderer should have its own infrastructure in terms of oflicers, warehouses, manpower,
vehicle,- special handling equipment etc and should not be dependent on other agencieJ as far
as possible. He should fumish the following details of the infrastructure: ,

(a) Headquarters Station
(b) Branch office Station
(c) Warehouse location
(d) Manpower
(e) Number of vehicles
(f) Special handling equipments
(g) The name and address of their bankers
(h) Copy oflatest income tax clearance certificate
(l) Other information related to their experience and status

9. The rates quoted should be all inclusive and will be f form and fixed during the currency
ofcnntract.

10. All commercial proposals including delivery terms will be as per INCO renn 2000.
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I I . Insurance is the responsibility of carrier. Liability of the carrier i4 case of loss or damage
to equipment to be indicated clearly.

12. DGCA clearance to be taken by the carrier itself for chartered aircraft.

' 13. Only the contract concluding authority is ernpowered to alter/modiS any provisions in. th€ contract with mutual consent.

+ 14. Arbitration Clause. All differences, questions betrveen parties conceming the subject
matt€r of the proposed contract or their representative right, duties of liabilities under or in
respect of contract'(the decision where if, is not sufficiently provided for in the contract shall
!e retumed to the sole arbitration of assistant chief of their staf (LGS) air headquarters,
Indian air force or an officer appointed by him as an arbitrator whose decision shall be final
and binding on the parties.

,, 15. Pavment Ter.ms. The bills duly zupported by all the relevant/specified document will be' 
submitted to CO 3l MCU, AF Pdam/CLO----.. The bills will be scnrtinised/vetted for
completeness in all respect and thereafter payment will be made to the cargo agent.

.
+

i
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Annexure tBt

Refers to Para 5 of Appendix 'A'

SAMPLE SCIIEDULE OF TENDNR FOR AIR TRANSPORTATION
OF CARGO TO/T'ROM ABROAI)

SCHEDULE TO TENDER
TENDER ENOUIRY NO. AIR HO/-

LIST OFDESTINATIONS

Due date and time for submission of Tender: ---(date), -----(time) hn IST
Due date and time for opening of Tender: ----(datQ, -----(time hrs IST

Originating Airport Destination Airport
(a) New Delhi Ukraine: Kiev, Zaporozhye, Lviv
(b) New Delhi Lithuania: Vilinus, Kaunas
(c) New Delhi Bussia: Moscow, Rostov, St Petersburg, Kazan

Perm, Irkutsk
(d) New Delhi Lawia: Riga
(e) New Delhi ltaly: Rome
(f) New Delhi Uzbekistan: Tashkent
(g) New Delhi Romania Bucharest, Bacau

(h) New Delhi Poland Warsaw, Bydgoszch, Poznan

(l) Chandigarh Ukaine: Kiev, Zaporozhye, L viv
(k) Chandigarh Russia: Moscow, Rostov, St Petersburg, Kazan

Perm, Irkutsk

NOTE: Quotations are invited for the Charter of AN 32, AN-12, IL 76 and AN-124 NC as

well as Piece Meal Cargo to the destinations mentioned above. Quotes are also invited for
piecerneal consignments ie Rate per Kg. It is considered that 6000 Cu. C Mtr is equivalent to

one Kg.
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ANNEXURX'C'
Refers to Para 5 of Appendix 'A'

SAMPLE COVERING LETTER OF TENDERER FOR TENDERS OF AIR
TRANSPORTATION OF CARGO TO/TROM ABROAI)

COVERING LETTER OF TENDERERS
TENDERENOUIRY NO:- AIR IIO/-

Tender No. Air HQI----
Address

Full Name and address ofthe Contiactors/
tenderer in addition to post Telegraphic
box quoted in all communication to this office

Ielephone No

To

DIRECTOR OF -..-.-.-.
AIRHQ, ---
NEW DELHI, Pin -----

6
Sir,

r l. VWe hereby offer to provide the services detailed in the schedule hereto or such portion
thereto as you may specifr in the supply order at the price given in the said schedule and

agree to help this offer open till VWe shall be bound by a communication of acceptance

despatched within the prescribed time.

2. VWe have understood the instructions to tenderers and conditions of contract delivered and
the nature of services required and our offer is strictly in accordance with requirement.

3. VWe following pages have been added to and form part ofthis tender

Yours faithfully,
(Signature of Tenderer)
Address

signature of witness
Address: -

Place: -
Date: -
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ANNEXURE'D'
Refers to Para 5 of Appendix 'A'

SAMPLE INSTRUCTIONS TO TENDERER FOR SECURITY DEPOSIT IN CASE
OF TENDER FORAIRTRANSPORTATION OF CARGO TO/FROM ABROAD

l. Every contractor shall pay security deposit of Rs-- lakhs within 2l days of the receipt of
acceptance of tender failing which the Contract Concluding Authority Purchase may cancel
the contract and conclude contract with other contractor at the risk and cost of the Contractor
and subject to such other rernedies as may be open to the Contract Concluding Authority.

2. The security deposit should be in any of following approved forms :-

(i) Dernand Draft

(ii) Treasury Receipt

(iii) Government Promissory Notes issued by the Government of India or by any of the
states in the Union of India.

(iv) National Saving Certificates.

(v) BondVSecurity Certificates issued by and under the authority ofCentraVState
Govemment.

(vi) Bank Guarantee in the prescribed form and format from a schedule Commercial
Bank.

3. The securities at Para 2 (D to (vi) when fumished should be, in favour of
endorsed/transferred/ pledged, as the case may be, in the name of President of India through
Dirertor Of --, (address), New Delhi--.

Note: -Government securities issued by the Govemment-of lndia or any of the States in the
Union OF India shall be accepted at 5 % below the market price or the face value, whichever
is less.

4. Bank Guarantee ior security at item 2 (vi) should be given on the prescribed form.
The Bank Guarantee and other documents if any, must be sigrred by an oIficer of the bank
who has authority to bind the bank and the amount shown in the guarantee, and must be
within the limit approved by the Reserve Bank of India. Bank guarantees should be made out
in favow ofpresident of India. The said Bank Guarantee shall be kept valid up to the last date
duration of the contract.

5. No claim shall lie against the Cargo Agent in respect of interest ifany, due to Security
Deposits or depreciation in value. In the case of Bank Deposit Receipt, the Canier shall not
be responsible for any loss that may result on account of the failure of the Bank.
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+

6- K the Cargo agent fails or neglects to observe or perform any ofhis obligations under

the contract, it shall be lawful for the Contract Concluding Authority to forfeil either in whole

or in part the security deposit frrrnished by the cargo Agent. Save as aforesaid if the cargo
Agent duly performs and completes the conhact in all respects and presents an absolute 'No
DEMAND CERTIFTCATE' in lhe prescribed form the contract concluding Authority shall

refund the security deposit to the cargo Agent after deducting all costs and other expenses

that the Conkaet Concluding Authority purchaser may have incuned along with all dues

including all losses and damages which the Establishment is entitled to recover from the

contractor.

nl

Place :
Date:

(Signature of Tenderer)
Address

Signature ofn itn€ss
Addrass

*

*

*,
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APPENDIX'C'
Refers to lara 5 (a)(i)

HEADANDUM AND PREAMBLE

This agreernent is made ol thjs - - - day of the __ between rhe president of Indi4,
reprcsented by the director (ordnance) to the goverffnent of India, rurinistry oi oeen"", rq".,Delhi (hereafter.referrd to as the gou"-."ng on one part and tWS _ __ _, th" 

"o.parryinl^+roraf,ed under the company act having its registered office at -- - - thereaher referred to
I ,Agrt') which expression shall whenever fu context so required or admit, mean anainclude its successor and assigns ofthe other part.

Preemble

whereas the government imports for its estabrishments situated at Bombay, Delhi, - -- -various kinds of goods by air from and is in need of * ug"nJj io-"rr*g" fo,collection, forwarding and air Iift of the said goods.

wlereas agent and the foreign associates as listed in Schedule----- are mernbers of the IATA
and are recognizei by various airlines as air cargo agents.

whereas agent and their overseas are carrying on their business as freight agents all over theworld and whereas agents and their overseas associates have offered io ."iao trr"."qrir"a
services to the government,

Definitions

ln this agresrnent, the forrowing expression shall have the meaning as here in after defined
unless where the context requires otherwise,

Agreement

This agreement having reference number -- _ -- together with schedule _- to _ __ and
annbxure --- to --- incrusive of amendments if any agreed to by both the parties and made
according to provisions ofthis agreement,

Clause

Any clause of this agreement of sub clause with seParate marginal number as referred to
anywhere in the wording of this contract or its annexure.

Annexure

Any Annexure to this agreernent.

Establishment

Shall mean Army Headquarters,-- Naval Headquarters, Air Headquarters and CDAheadquarters with their attached offices and subordinates offices whicii shall be users orservices provided under this agreement and / payee authority.

Overseas Assmiete

Associates of the ------' who will perform consolidation/airrink operations at originating
Stations as per the names and address listed in schedule __ __.



Pur<f aser orders

f,nypurchase order issued by establishment in favour ofsupplier abroad.

Consolidetion

Activity performed by foreign associates to have weightt advantage before booking the cargo
for airfreighting.

IATA

International Air Transport Association.

Master Airway Bill (MAWB)

The document issued by airline certifoing receipt of cargo for carriage.

House Airway Bill (HAWB)

. Document issueC by foreign associates certifuing receipt of cargo for on carriage for each
individual shipment and an accepted negotiable instrument as per LCs to be opened by
establishment.

Deliverv Order (DO)

. Document issued the agent enabling establishment to process and take delivery of the cargo
* liom customs.

GatewaY Airport
Airpon abroad from where the consolidation rates are effective.

Rates
Shall mean to be charged for air lifting of consignment from gateway airport to various

. destinatioris in India is per annexure -- -- to -- --. These however do not include any statutory
charges laid by AAVairlines.

-+ FOB

Free.onboard on aircraft at named airport according to intemational rules for interpretation of
trade tems published by Intemational Chambers of commerce (lnco term edition 2000).

Letter of credit

- 
Letter of credit establish by various establishments through recognised bankers sp€citying
acceptance of HAWB ofoverseas associates for negotiation beside other usual clause.

!
Dangerous goods(DGR)



- Article or substances which are capable of posing a significant risk to health, safety or
property when transported by air and which are so classified.

Charles Collect Fee (CC Fee)

As per IATA clause 4.6 charges collect fee shall mean a fee levied from the consignee on
applicable percentage and minimum amount as listed in a Para -- --. ;
For destinations in India as per clause -- --, charges collect fee is recoverable at 1.45 percent
of the flight amount subject to minimum of USD - -- per consignment whigh is payable over ,e

and above the flight amount.

Over Dimensional Package (ODC)

When the size of the package exceeds the standard pallet (PIP) dimensions, which are given
below, they will term'ed as ODC:

Lenglh l2l inches, width 84 inches, height 60 inches, Max weight gross 4626 Kg that
weight4508Kg,floorload|imitations90.7Kgs/SqFt.

Duration

The agteement shall remain in force for a period of two years from the date of sigring this
agreement with an option to the govemment to extend it for a further period of two years on
the same terms and conditions by giving two months notice, in writing by the govemment.
The agreement may, however, be terminated at the time by the govemment by giving three g

months notice to the agent in writing.

Elfective date ofagreement '

The agreement shallbecome effective from -- - day ofthe months of - -- of the year -- --.

Scope of agreement

The agreernent provides to arrange for the collection, forwarding and aii lifting of import
consignment from various destinations abroad.

During the continuance of the agreernent, agent and their associates shall render the following
services to the govemment.

On the basis of the instructions given in establishment purchase order/LC, contact the
suppliers abroad and regularly progress/chase the order and make advance arrangement to
book the consignment promptly.

Check with refer6nce to relevant purchase order that all the consignments/packages received ?
for onward transmission, give requisite information, particularly in regard to the following
before despatch.

(at Weight

(b) Mark and number on the parcel/cases
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(c) Purchase order number a:rd release notice number

- (d) Mode of transport

(e) Airport of destination mentioned.

(0 Whether FOB/ex works

(g) Over dimensional packages needing special handling arrangernent in lndia.

Arrange airfreight of consignment to the nominated airport in India by air lndia flight only.
If consignment is over dimensional or hazardous or has to be airlifted try an airlines other

than air India due to special circumstances, prior approval of the concemed establishment

should be obtained.

The airlifting should be arranged within a period of three working days are not more than

seven days in caseof UK and with in seven days from the other gateway airport from the date

of receipt of the cargo and the connected documents fully completed in all respect. Urgently
required consignments will be dispatched under specific instructions of the establishment
immediately by the first available flight of air India. ln case of establishment is not prepared

to wait for the first available flight of air lndia, they will give specihc instruction that first
available flight of any other airlines will be utilised. The consignments will accordingly be

forwarded. Bills for such cargo will be raised seParately linking with insEuctions given by
the establishment. Charges for this will be admissible on the basis of Master Airway Bill,
copy attached to the claim.

It shall be ensured that consolidation of air cargo is done under the. conect IATA
classification.

For any delay in despatch beyond seven days reffered here in above, agent shall pay to
establishment a penalty of I percent of the airfreight charges for every day of such delay

except in the force majeure situation. For this purpose, the delay will be reckoned between
the date of HAWBs (House Airway Bills) and the MAWBs (Master Airway Bills), both days

inclusive. After arrival at the destination airport, braek bulking should be done within a

period of three days subject to the delays due to circumstances beyond their control such as

airline handling delays, holidays, industrial disputes and/or other procedural delay involving
customs/domestic airlines/ground handling agent. In case of intemational airport at New
Delhi and Bombay, the break bulking should be generally completed within 24 hows in case

of New Delhi and 48 hours in case of Bombay, subject to delays due to circumstances beyond

their control as listed above.

Cargo is to be dispatched from gateway airport of the country or origin ofgoods to ultimate
destination in India without any inter country transfer.

Agent shall fumish by l0th of the following month to the establishments and monthly
statement of consolidation shipment and urgent cargo received/dispatched separately as per

proforma at schedule -- --.

Ensrlte that necessary dispatched document are prepared as per instructions given in purchase

order and/or letter of credit and arrange to despatch one set of documents with commercial

invoice and the suppliers along with the consignment for the purpose of clearanee at the

airport ofdestination in lndia.
6-1



Promptly advise the concemed establishment by telex, flight details, MAWB and HAWB
particulars with other relevant information.

Keep concemed establishment posted with all information regarding readiness of the
consignment for despatch, expected the to despatch and other relevant information.

Shall be responsible and accountable for the proper safety, care. handling and storage of the
goods while in their custody upto the airport of origin and the cost of iisurance afiected in
that behalfbe bome by the agent. Agent's shall be liable to compensate to the government for
any loss or damage to, or destruction of the goods while in their custody. ThJ compensation
herein shall, however, be limited to the value of the goods. In the event of loss or d-amage to
the goods after they have been interested by them to airlines for carriage, the liability in any'shall be that ofthe airline.

Shall on-receipt oi consignments of establishment at the destination, obtain delivery orders by
paying the freight amount and handover the delivery orders to the establishment normally
within a period of I working day but in any case not exceeding three days, to enable them to
obtain speedy clearance of goods at the airport. ln case of non receift/short delivery, the
agents shall obtain non delivery/short landings certificates fiom the carrier and pass on the
same to the concemed establishment. Any dummarage paid by the consignee on ihe account
of delayed delivery ofrequisite documents or erors in the same will be the account of M/S --
- and will be recoverable from them.

To enable the agent to render the services stated at -- to --, the establishment agrees to send
to agelt/their associate, copies of individual orders for goods placed on the suppliers.
Establishment purchase order will clearly stipulate the name oftheigents overseas associate
authorised to collect consignment on behalf of establishment for on ward air freighting to
India. Establishment purchase order as well as Ietter of credit will have a clause sta-ting that
agents overseas associate HAwBs are accepted for negotiations and proof of despatch.

Agent and their associates shall ensure to maintain the safety/secrecy of the
goods/information which may have been imparted to the agent or their asiociates during the
course of rendering their services as a freighl forwarding agent. They shall not Inform oipart
yith any Information In regard to the cargo to -y p"..on under any-circumstances and fulfill
their duties diligently and kustfully

RATES

For rendering all the various services mentioned above. the rates will be as per Annexure ---
to ----.

! stlaff ue the duty of the Agent to ensure that in not a single case, the Agent charge to the
Establishment any amount which is higher than the prevailing IATA rate so that ii all the
cases, savings accrue to the establishment by making use of consolidation service. To ensure
its compliance, the Agent shall submit a list every six months In the proforma enclosed,
giving details or fieight charged as also lts comparison with the curreni IA TA rates after
reconciling the same with respective user units (Schedule-lII)
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Agent will pay freight initially to the Airlines and submit bill/claims to respective
Establishment as per contract rates. Establishment win not make advance payments.
However, It Is promised to settle all the airfreight bills within 30 days liom the date ofreceipt
of the bills by the Establishment, All payments made under the Agreement shall be in Indian
Rupees, as converted from foreign currency at applicable exchange rates notified by Air India
from time to time, photo copies of which will be sent to the Establishment by the Agent. The
exchange rates prevailing on date on which the cargo landed at the destinati_on port in India
will be adopted for payment. For this purpose, Agent shall append to their claims a
certilicate from Air India indicating the date on which the cargo landed at the destination port
rn India.

The Establishments' contracts for air shipments from suppliers being mostly FOB Gateway
Airports from where Air India flights operate, all charges incurred up to the point of Air
Shipment are included ln the suppliers Invoices. The Establishment agrees that It will be so
stipulated in the Purchase Order. If any supplis refuses or declines liability in part or full in
respect of FOB Charges, Establishments shall be responsible for payment or such
FOB/AncillarylHandling charges incuned by the Agents' associates.

In case of Ex-Works supplies. Establishment shall pay the pick-up charge and
ancillary/handling and Insurance charges from Ex-Works till the goods are brought to the
AgentS' Associate's warehouse, as per Annexure I to 28. The terms'FOB AIRPORT and'EX
WORKS' shall be in accordance with INCO TERMS 2000 from time to time.

Further, Establishrnent agrees to pay to the Agent 'Charges Collect Fee' at the rate of 1.5% of
the HAWB freight In respect of 'Charges Collect Shipments. No DO Charges an<l BB fee of
the Agent would be levied.

For orders placed by various Establishments for supplies at different destinations, Agent will
raise claims on the concemed establishments placing the orders supported by copy of the
relative cargo arrival notice/DO issued to the respective Establishment, which will be settled
by the concerned Establishment placing the orders.

In case, wherever ovgr-dimensional packages and arricles restricted by IATA are involved,
the consolidation rates, as per Annexure- -- to -- will not be applicable and the actual freight
paid to th€ Airline for such goods shall be paid by the concerned Establishment on production
of documentary evidence. However, in case DGR consignments can be clubbed in
Consolidation, Agent would charge the consolidation fi'eight and one DGR fee for the whole
consignment.

In the event of revision of AIRLINE rates, the percentage revision of AIRLINE rates, will be
proportionate to the revision in AIRLINES rates and Establishment will be advised of the
marmer in which such revision has been arrived at. Necessary documentai proof such as
notification or lefier form Air India would be submitted in case of such revision.

lndian Airlines revisions wil! not apply for this purpose.

Ag€nt confirms that the Armexure--- to --- represent the lowest rates that are being charged
by thern to any of their customeni for similar services rend€red under similar circumstances.
Agent further undertakes that any reductioh in the rates included in the Annexwe --- to ---- as
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may be applied to any other customer for whom similar services under similar circumstances
are rendered by the Agent will be automatically applicable to the Govemment.

WEIGHT

For the purpose ofcalculating the Airfreight, the following provisions which are as per IATA ?

norms will apply:

(i) 6000 cubic centimetres shall be equal to one kilogram.

(ii) Rates will be applied on the actual weight or the measurement unit weight
whichever is greater.

(iii) Fractions of Kilogram or units will be charged to the next higher halfkilogram.

(iv) As Establishment or their Clearing Agents take delivery of the consignments on
receipt of Delivery Order, they will be responsible to check the correctness of weight
from the Carrier/Agency that deliver consignments on Its behalf. In case of any
differences between the suppliers invoice weight, thc actual weight and HAWB weight,
the weight indicaled by the supplier will be the basis for payment of freight charges.

t
AREA OF OPERATION

Air Freight arrangements will be made by Agent and their associates on behalf of the
Govemment from -----(countries names) to ----------destination airport in India).

BANK GUARANTEE

As and by way of Security for the due performance or obligation towards Govemment rmder' this Contract, Agent shall furnish a Bank Guarantee in the form prescribed by Government
ltom a Scheduled Bank for an amount ofRs.-------.

ARBITRATION

ln respect of all disputes or differences whatsoever arising between Govemment and the
Agent out of or relating to the construction, meaning and operation or effect of this contract
or the breach thereof, the same shall be settled by arbitration in accordance with the direchves
issued by the Govemment of India, Catrinet Secretariat O .M .No.53/3/l-84-CAB dated l2th .
March. 1984 forwarded by Deparlment of Defence Production vide their letter
No.59(9)85/DO/l l/Dl (PS/COORD) dated the 20th March, 1985 as amended from time to
time In regard, to disputes between Public Sector Undertakings.

The A3ent is bound contractually to inforrn all users about any change in their rates as and
when they are approved by MOD





APPENDIX'D'
Refers to Para 5 (a)(i)

CONTRACTNO. AirHQ/

PREAMBLE

This contract is entered into on this -- day of --------- between PRESIDENT oF INDIA
represented by Ministry of Defence, New Delhi -l10066 on the one part (cusroMER) and
M/s (A Government of India Enterprises) an existing Company under the
melning of the companies Act, 1956 whose ------- -argo Division is Jituati at 1-------, with
its Registered o{fice situated at ------------ on the other part (THE AGENcy) witir tne
following terms and conditions :

I.O DEFINITION

l.l The terms "Customer" shall mean the President of India or his successors, assigns in this
case MINISTRY OF DEFENCE, New Delhi.

1 .2 The term "Agency' shall mean lvvs -----. and shall include their successors, assigns.
representatives or any company/sub agency appointed as Sub- contractor ror unaJJlng ttre
total scope of work ofpart of the scope of work unless excluded by this Agreernent.

1.3 The term "Contract" shall mean this document along with its enclosures and annexure.

l-4 The term "Aircraft" shall mean this document along with its enclosures and amexure.

.1.5 The term *scheduted Departure Time" shall mean the agreed schedules.departure
trmes of the Aircraft from and included under clause 13.0 of this contract.

1.7 The value of this contract arqounts to USD --- (US Dollar --------only) per
flight/aircraft.

2.0 SUBJECT OF THE CONTRACT

The cuSToMER entrusts hereby the AGENCY with the task of hansportarion by air,
customer's cargo..lrl €he sector to ----------- according to the terms and conditions
stipulated hereinaft er.

3.0 scoPE

t

I
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3.1 The AGENCY undertakes to provide aircrafts type IL-761---- (type of aircraft) for
hansporting the Defence Goods/Equipment from ------- as per the mutually agreed schedule
at the cost stipulated in Clause 4.1 of this contract.

3.2 The AGENCY undertakes to transport the Defence Goods/Equipment in the Aircraft
with utmost safety.

4.O CHARGES

4.1 An amount of USD ---(US Dollar -------) per flight is payable to the Agency for
the airlift of complete Defence Stores as per the scope and the responsibilities indicated in the
contract which considers the normal flying route for ----.
4.2.1 The charges are all inclusive and no extra charges will be payable by the customer.

4.2.2. ln case the cargo Is riot ready at the loading point or loading/unloading is delayed due

to reasons athibutable to customer extra parking charges would be levied and paid by the
customer subject to a maximum of l0% of the value of the contract. The customer shall be
given an opportunity to submit his comments to the agency within 15 days from the date of
receipt of the agencies invoice.

4.2.3 The above amount is inclusive of service tax and other taxes.

5.0 TERM OF PAYMENT

5.1 Paym€nt of the contract value as per clause 4.1 is to be made in lndian Rupees within
30 days on production of relevant documents by the agency to the Air Headquartirs, New
Delhi. The conversion rates for the purpose of calculations shall be the Bank selling rate on
the date oflanding ofthe flight In India.

6.0 LIQUIDATEDDAMAGES

6.1 In the event of delay beyond specified 7 days, from the date of communication as

given in Paru7.l or l5.l as the case may be in providing the aircraft, the customer shall be
entitled to recover as compensation for the damages suffered as a consequqrces oftie delays
liquidated damages, and not as penalty .a sum equivalent to 0.5% (half percent) of the
charges ofthe aircraft not provided within 7 days, for every day of the delay. The amount of
such liquidated damages shall however, not exceed a maximum of l0% (ten percerit) of the
charges of such delayed aircrafi.

6.2 A detailed staternent of liquidated damages, speciling the extent to which the aircraft
has been delayed and the amount of liquidated damages that the custom€r.bonsiders payable
by the agency shall be notified to the agency and the agency shall be given a opportunity to
submit its comments to the customer within 15 days Aom the date of receipt of customer's
staternent. If the agency fails to issue its comments within this period of 15 days, it shall be
deerned to have acc€pted the liquidated darrages.

6.3 The amount of liquidated damages payable to the customer shall be paid by the
agency within 30 days from the date of receip of customer's statement. i



6.4 lf the agency can establish that the delay is caused by any event of Force Majeure, or
is due to any act or omission of th€ customer t then the ugen"y ihall be deemed noito b" in
delay and no liquidated damages shall apply.

7.0 RESPONSIBILITY OF THE CUSTOMER

7.1 rhe customer will communicate to the Agency 7 days prior to date of requirement of
the aircraft.

7 -2 To fulfil the customs clearance formalities for export/import at Airport at ----- and
to bear the relevant expens€s.

7.? 
-To 

deliver the cargo at tarmac ofAirport after the customs clearance by the side ofthe
Aircraft at the Airport 24 hours before the scheduled time of departurej so as to give
suffrcient time for loading without causing any delay in departure of aiicraft.

7 l:l In case the cargo is delivered at a place other than the tarmac of Airport, the relevant
additional transportation and other charges would be payable by the customer .

7 -4 To provide on hand, the necessary documents other than what Is to be provided by the
supplier for Import ofcargo.

7 -5 Arrange for necessar'y security clearance for Aircraff/credAgency personnel at ------

7.6 To obtain DGCA permission.

8.0 RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE AGENCY

8.1 rhe AGENCY will adhere to the schedule intimated by the customer. The AGENcy
will confirm 72 hours In advance regarding date and time of departure of the Aircraft from
the originating Airport subject to receipt of all necessgry permiisions from the customer in
hand.

8.2 The AGENCY shall during the terms of this contract at Its sole expense provide the
following:

' 8.2.1 Required number of rL-76 cargo aircraft for operating at mutually agreed schedule
strictly conforming to International civil Aviation Rules and Aits in force.

8.2.2 Aircraft fuel

8.2.3 Aircraft handling in India

8.2.4 Aircraft hull Insurance

8.2.5 Liability insurance of Standard Hague Convention Insurance

8.2.6 Navigation handling and parking charges
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8.2.7 Loading at --land unloading at -----.

9.0 VALIDITY QF THE CONTRACT

' g.t This contract shall come into force from the date first written and signed by both the

parties and is valid from the date of sigring of the contract till the scope of the contract is

r conlpleted or up to --- whichever is earlier.

IO.O CANCELLATION OF FLIGHT

. l0.l In case flight is held up due to celays attributable to the CUSTOEMR and/or

cancelled by the Customeq relatid charges and fee payable to various authorities will be

bome by th; CUSTOMER against documentary evidence provided by the AGENCY subject

to a ceiling of l0olo ofvalue of contract'

10.2 The cancellation charges as above, payable by the CUSTOMER to the AGENCY will
be as follows:-

(a) BeYond 72 hours ' Nil

(b) Between 72 and 24 hours - 5%

. (c) Less than 24 hours - l0o/o

10.3 The AGENCY is liable to bear the cost and expcnses for all delays excepting these
r 

mentioned herein aS also the Force Majerrre provision and consequent charges thereof that is

not atkibutable to the CUSTOMER.

II.O INSURANCE

I l.l lnsurance will be done by the customer'

ll.2 The liability of the Agency is limited under the rules governed under Warsaw

Conventions. Agency currently carries liabilities lnsurance under the Warsaw Convention.

I2.O TRANSHIPMENT

Transhipment of cargo ln between the destination is not permitted exc€pt due to Force

Majeuri. In such casJ tile carrier shall inform the CUSTOMER immediately and perform all

n""".rury procedure to complete the transportation promptly and bear the cost of zuch

hanshipment.

I3,O SCHEDULE OF DEPARTURE

l3.l The AGENCY will prpvide Aircraft for bansportation of cargo of the cusloMER as

and when required by $e iustomer within a period of 7 days, fiom the date of receipt of
written communication. 
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I4,O FORCE MAJEURE

l4'l Should any force majeure circumstances arise, each of the contracting party shafi beexcused for the non-fulfilment or f,or the derayed firlfilments or */ oi'ii, .in-tractuar

:.0j1.-*:j*r, 
if the affected part within 15 days oi its occunence inform the ortrer farty inwnllng.

14.2 Force majeure shal mean fires, floods, naturar calamities or other acts such as war(declared or undeclared), turmoil, strikes (as not limited to be establishment of the seller),
sabotage, explosions, quarantine restrictions, withdrawal of uutt o.irution n""a"ii" 

"pL," "flighVflights beyond the control ofeither party.

l4'3 It Is understood and agreed between the parties hereto that the rights and obligationsof the parties sharl be deemed to be in suspension during the continuance if the io.." riu;"*"
event as aforesaid and the sa^id rights and obligations shalr automatically reui* upon trr"
cessation of the intfiveninq t.:" majeure 

".,re't. 
the period within *fri,rf, tfr" lgil *aobligations of the parties shall be in suspension due to force maleure ei.enf ,rrutirrot u"considered as a delay with 

.respect to the period of derivery and/or acceptance of derivery
under the contract or otherwise to the detriment ofeither party.

14.4.1 Not withstanding the provisions of the Immediately foregoing clauses it is furtherunderstood and agreed between the parties hereto that in 
-the 

ev'ent 
"of ;t f";; G"r."persisting for an unintemrpted period exceeding 6(six) months, erther party hereto rl-serves

the right to terminate this contract upon giving l;or written notice or:b 6irirty; aay. io trre
other party of the intention to terminate without any liability other than reimbursernent on theterms provided in this agreernent for the goods received.

I5.O SCHEDULING&RE-SCHEDULING

15.1 The customer shall arrange to obtain permission fiom the appropriate Authorities in
case of postponernent or re-scheduling of departuie by them. However, the re-schedured datesshall be informed in advance. The cusrbMER stipulated at clause r 0 shall reimburse
actual cost that is incuned by Agency for re-schedulingiequested by cUSToMER

15.2 The AGENCY will be liabre to pay such cost of rescheduling/postponement of the
departure not attributable to the Customer.

I6.0 ARBITRATION

16 
I In the event of any dispute or difference arising out of or in connection with thisAgreement' the same shalr be settled amicabry by mutua-l consurtations or through the good

offices of the corcemed Agencies. A person appointeo uy ttt" vint.t y 
"ib.i"..T.i"ir Lr*the.unresolved dispute of differences to the soti aoitrator Arbihation .rrurr u" 

"ooJu"iJ'inIndia in accordance with the rules and procedures of the Arbitration and Conciliation Rct or1996 or any re-enactment or modificaiion nereor rtre decision of the Arbitrator shalr be

*j:-O^9tl9l15 T:1..,h: 
parties and the expenses of the arbihatorurrAr Ue paii us *ly beoetermlned by the Artitrator. The Arbitrator may with the consent of both the parties exiend

the time for making the Award.

16.2 The Arbitration proceedings shafl be conducted in Engrish Language at Derhi, India.



I7.O APPLICABLE LAW
Indian I-aw shall govem the agreement and jurisdiction shall lie in the Courts in India.

I8,O RISKARRANGEMENT
In case the AGENCY fails to keep the aircraft ready for trans-shiprment of the cargo at --------
Airport by the scheduled date, subject to Force Majeure, the AGENCY shall make alternate
arrangernents for re-scheduling the transportation on mutually agreed date, within a period of
seven days, in addition to the period of seven days already specified in Clause 7. I and Clause

15 above. If the AGENCY still could not make altemat€ arrangernents within fourteen days,

the CUSTOMER shall make alternate anangern€nts on its own, at the full risk and cost of the
AGENCY.

I9.O OTHERTERMS AND CONDITIONS

l9.l The present contract can not be cancelled in unilateral order by way ofthe parties.

19.2 ln case one party wishes to cancel the present contract it is to inform the other party in
written form. The terms of conhact cancellation are to be determined by both parties on the
basis ofexisting obligations on this contract sigrred as well as obligations to be fulfilled.

19.3 The present contract is made out in English, signed in 2(two) originals, one for each

party, both texts equally valid and enters into force on the date of its signature and shall
rernain in full force and effect till the respective obligation of the parties have been complied
with or up to --- whichever is earlier.

2O.O INTERMEDTATERY

2O.l The parties :agree upon the followingi

20.1.1 The AGENCY confirms to the CUSTOMER that the AGENCY has not engaged any

individual or firm whether Indian or Foreign whatsoever, to intercede facilitate or in any way
to recommend to the Government of India, or any of its functionaries, whether officially the
award of the contract to the AGENCY. Nor has any amount been paid or intended to be paid
to rny such individual or firm in respect of any such intercession, facilitation or
recommendation. The AGENCY accepts that, if it is established that the present declaration
is in any way incorrect, and if at any later stage it is discovered that AGENCY has engaged

any such individual/firm, the AGENCY will be liable to pay the similar amount to the
CUSTOMER for engaging such Individual/firm and making the payment as commission. In
addition, the AGENCY will also be debarred from entering into any contract with the
Ministry of Defence, Govemment of India for a minimum period of 5 years. The
CUSTOMER shall also consider cancellation ofthe Contract without any entitlement of
compensation to the AGENCY will shall also be liable to refund all payments made by the
CUSTOMER in terms of the Contracts along with the interest at the London Inter Bank Offer
Rate (LIBOR).

2I.O PENALTY FOR USE OF LNDUE INFLUENCE

2l.l The AGENCY undertakes that he has not given, offered or proniised to give, directly

or Indirectly any gift. consideration, reward, commission, fees. brokerage or inducernent to
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any person in service of the GUSToMER, oi otherwise in procuring the contract or
forbearing to do, or for having done or forbome to do any act in relation to the obtaining, or
execution of the contract or any other contract with the Government for showing, or
forbearing to show favour or disfavor to any person in relation to the contract, or any other
contract with the Govemment. Any breach of the aforesaid undertaking by the AGENCy or
anyone employed by him or acting on his behalf (whether with or without the knowledge of
the AGENCY) or the commission or any offence by the AGENCy or anyone ernployed by
him or acting on his behalf, as defined in chapter IX of the Indian penal code, lg60 or the
Prevention ofcornrption Act, 1947 or any other Act enacted for the prevention of comrption
shall entitle the GUSToMER to cancel and all or any other contracts with the AGENcy and
recover from the AGENCY the amount ofany loss arising from such cancellation. A decision
of the cusroMER or his nominee to the effect that a breach of the undertaking has been
committed shall be final and binding on the AGENCy. Giving or offering of any grft, bribe
or inducement or any attempt to any such act on behalf of the AGENCy towards any
officer/employer of the cusroMER or to any other person in a position to influence the
decision of the GUSToMER, directly or indirectly or any officer/employee of the
CUSTOMER for showing any favour of relation to this or any other contract, shall render the
AGENCY to such liability, penalty as the GUSTOMER may deern proper, including but not
limited to termination of the contract, imposition of penal damages, forfeiture of the Bank
Guarantee and refund of the amount paid by the AGENCy. However, this clause will remain
in full force and effect till the respective obligation of the party have been complied with or
up to ----(date) whichever is earlier.

I

li
I
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APPENDIX.'E'
Refers to para 5 (a) (i)

AFO 3/97

AIR FORCE ORDER

BY

AIR CHIEFMARSIIAL SKS.AREEN PVSM,AVSM, VM, ADC

CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF

AIRHEADQUARTERS
NEW DELHI, Saturday 29-3-9?

Introduction

I' until 1994 the IAF was undertaking shipment of bulk of its cargo through Emb Hes. Air
transportation, having established itself as an economic and expeiitious ioae, ttr" iar is
now receiving and despatching most of the cargo from Russia by air in charteri aircraft. .Io
ensure speedy clearance and loading/off loading ofthe cargo, it Las been decioed to taydown
instructions-for the various agencies involved in ne nanali-ng of the chartered aircraft and the
cargo to and fro Ex-India.

Aim

2. The aim df this directive is to laydown instructions for all the agencies involved in
handling of the chartered aircraft so that export/import of IAF cigo is carriJ out
expeditiously. The directive covers only the major activities in abroad ,pit 

"- porpLir"
and needs to be expanded into more specific details by command Hq^to cater'ror 'sfeciat
rqquirernents at the unit level.

Handling of Chartered Aircraft .Agencies Involved

3. The agencies involved in the task are :-

ia) Maintenance Directorates at Air Hes i.e. the Indentor.
(b) Consignor.

!:l ArlcrarycarCo Handling agents at despatching and receiving airport.(d) Base/Unit at which aircraft is parked for o{f_loadinfloading. ^

(e) MCUsfunits handling cargo.

Actions Required to be taken bv Various Asencies

4. Air Headquarters Maintenance Directorates
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(a) DtdMaint Cell entering into a contract with consigror abroad is to decide the

mode of transportation and is to complete the procedure of chartering aircraft
including sanction from MOD and release of funds from the CFA.

O) On confirmation of flight, the concemed Dte/Maint Cell is to obtain security and

intelligence clearance for the aircraft, crew and repres€ntatives ofhandling agency to
enable them to operate in Air Force area.

(c) Pass all relevant details of information to the concemed MCU and handling
agency, along with the required documents.

(d) Instruct the handling agency for carrying out immigration, custom and other
formalities on arrival and departure of the flight, and to liaise with MCU for off-
loading and ground handling facilities as required.

(0 All Dte^,laint Cells entering into a contract with foreign Companies are to
apprise thern to use the services sof consolidating/despatching ag€nt designated by
GOI MOD for handling of cargo at despatching and receiving airports.

Actiol bv Command HOs

5. Command HQs are to issue comprehansive instructions to cargo handling agencies i.e.

MCUs and flying stations receiving the aircraft.

6. The instructions for MCUs should cover the following aspects :-

(a) Securityclearance.

(b) Custom clearance of AF equipment.

(c) Ioading/OFloading.

(d) Despatch of consignment to ultimate consigree.

(f) Payments where applicable (e.g. freight to pay).

(g) Inform progress to concemed Maint Cell.

7.. The instructions for Wings/BRDs/Eds receiving the aircraft at places other than 3ll32
MCU locations should cover the following in addition to the points covered in Para 6 above :-

(a) Availability of ground handling eqpt.

(b) Parking.

(c) PoL.

(d) Starting Trolly.

(e) Transport and accommodation for aircrews and ground crews, if required.

Conclusion

8. Handling of the chartered aircraft is a time bound task. Even a delay of a few hours causes

heavy penalties in terms of payment of demurragq non-utilisation of the aircraft and expiry
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APPENDIX'F'
Refers to Para 6 (c)

AIR FORCE ORDER

BY AIR CIIIEF'MARSIIAL SK SAREEN, PVSM AVSM VM, ADC

CHIEFOFTHE AIR STAFF

No.ll/98

AIRHEADQUARTERS

New Delhi,

PAYMENT OF CUSTOM$ DUTY. GODOWN AIID ALLIED

CIIARGES FROM AIR FORCE PUBLIC FUND

l. The following procedure is to be adopted for the payment of customs duty, Air Freight
Charges, godown ient, warehousing charges" unpacking/inspection charges, amendment fees
and service charges for handling and loading consignments in respect of Air Force
Consignments received by Air.

Custom Dutv

2. Bill of Entrv. On receipt of intimation from the Airlines regarding the receipt of cargo the
OC of MCU/Embarkation Unit responsible for clearing the items ftom the Customs is to
submit a copy of bill of entry duly completed. The bill of entry is to invariably reflect the
relevant invoice number and date.

3. Pavment Procedure. On receipt of the above bill of entry the Accounts Olficer of2?ED
AF/30 ED AF is to issue a cheque crossed "A/c Payee only" in favour of the Customs
Althorities or their Accounts Officer ( as specified ) and hand it over to the OC MCU /
Einbarkation Unit or his authorised representatives. The OC MCU/Embarkation Unit is to
make arrangernents for payment of customs duty and for production of following documents
to the Accountant Officers :-

(a) Contiitgent Bill in tbree copies with the following certificates and informations:-

(i) Certified that the stor€s on which custom duty has been levied are not
exempt€d from customs duty in accordance with Sea-Customs Act, 1878 and
Customs Tariff clause .....
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(iD certified that stores mentioned in this b r of Entry have been imported by
the Central Govemment for use in Defence Services, Air Force.

(iii) The consignment mentioned on this b l of entry has been taken on charge
in Stores Inward Book Register and SIB Number has been quoted on the b r of
entry.

(iv) The name of the consigree.

(v) Name of ultimate consignee

(b) Two copies of the Bill of entry with customs duty anfacernent.

J According to the order contained in
sub Section (l) of section 25 of the customs lct tgez 62 ot 1962) the under mentioned
stores when imported into India by-the Govt. of India Department or a stat" Govt. or shipped
on-the order of the Deparhnent of Govt. of India or State Govt. and appropriatJ to iuch
order at the time of shipment or warehoused on Importation and clear? uy o. unJo n"
orders ofa Department of Govt. of India or of State Govt and appropriated to ,u"t, ora",. ut
the time of clearance, from the whole of the duty of customs leviabG thereon, are exanped
from the levy of customs dutyi

(a) Aircraft, aircraft parts, air-craft engines and air craft engine parts.

(b) Jigs and tools for MIG aircraft.

(c) Ground handling equipments for MIG aircraft

(d) Such arms, ammunition and military stores as are dutiable under the First
Schedule to the Customs Tariff Act. 1975(51 ofl975).

(e) The following equipment and stores used by the Defence Services, namely:-

(i) Tools and Gauges which are for use only with ammunition and explosives of
service use Ammunition chernicals; Electric Detonators; Fire Directing and Fire
confol lnstruments such as Range Finders, predictors; plafters, cimputers,
Sights Dial, Signar equipment (Including wireress equipment ani component
parts thereof, used exclusively by the Defence service[ Test equipments for
Radars for Service use, M itary Bridgrng stores and equip-*i, RsoIc a
ECHo Sounding equipment: Specialised cameras for Air 

^Force 
use, Mines

weeping Gear; and parachute.

(ii) Radar,Torpedoes,. Sonar Sets, Mine laying Gear, Driving equipment and
their spares. Accessories Jigs, tools, testing equipment and componints.

(iii) Spare parts, accessories Jigs, tools testing equipments and components for
armoured and specialist vehicles peculiar to th€ Defence Services.

(iv) Guided weapons and their accessories.
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(v) Components, spares,, jigs, fixtur€s, tools, dies, moulds and test equipments
required for the manufacture and testing of guided weapon. *i th"i.
accessories.

(vi) Raw materials and special materials required for the manufacture of guided
weapons and their accessories.

(vii) Rock drills and breakers.

(f) Hovercrafts and parts thereof.

5.Bgfuld-grcg$qA !u![. No custom duties are therefore payable on the Import of stores
referred to above by the Air Force. with this end in view arrangernents have been made
whereby consignments are marked externally to indicate the contents of the package articles,
aircraft spares etc. In case, customs duties are paid for any unavoidable reasons on exempted
Air Stores, claims for refunds are to-be submitted to the customs authorities within tLee
months of the date of payment. The time limit of threc months is to be strictly adhered to as
claims over three months become time barred and therefore, cannot be entertained by the
customs authorities. Full Particulars of the consignment are invariably to be given on the
claims for refund in cash of custorn duties. vouchers for payment of customs duiies are to
indicate the nature of stores and the RV/GRV Numbers by which the stores were brought on
charge should be quoted thereon. In cases where pa)ment of customs duties has to be made to
postal authorities while taking delivery of stores which are exernpted from customs duties,
the Unit is to enter a remark regarding the action taken to obtain refund from those authorities
on the relevant voucher. All claim submitted for the refund of customs duties are to be
entered in a Register giving full particulars of the consignments, date of raising the claim,
cash account particulars of the payment voucher and the date on which refund has been
obtained. Progress of refunds is to be carefully watched by the Accounts officers so as to
avoid loss to Defence Services Estimates.

6. P.qttv cusfon Ptrtv claims and Refunds. In case of overpayment of custom duty up to
Rs.25 in any individual case no claim for refund is to be made nor any claim upto this amount
for short levy of custom duty is to be accepted from custom Department in- any individual
case. Also no formal write offaction is required in such cases.

Other Charges

7. Godown Rent/warehouse charees and other allied charees. The payments on account of
Godown ren/warehouse charges and other allied charges mentioned at para I above are to be
made on similar lines as given in Paras 2 to 3 above with the exception that the Bill of Entry
need not support the contingent bill. But instead the contingent bill is to be supported by a
receipt from the payee concerned and bear the following certificates:-

(a) The packages have been accounted for in SIB number.....

(b) The payment is final and no refund is permissible under the rules OR the payment
of'Rs..... has been made provisionally and a note has been kept for obtaining refund
from ..... vide page number .....(Delete which is not applicable).
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(c) Certified that the payment of Rs. .... towards ..... is not due to neglect and the same
is sanctioned.

(d) Examination Fee. Package was examined by customs authorities as per Customs
Act.

(e) Amendment Fee. The Bill of Entry amended due to .......

(f) Godown Rents:

(i) The goods were received in custom godown on (date) -...... cleared on '*
(date) ......_by custom authorities and received fiom custom godown on (date)

(ii) Reasons for failure to clear within the free period allowed......

(g) Service Charses for Handline. The Service charges for. handling are reasonable
and inescapable.

(h) Godown rent/Warehousing charges and other allied charges paid are at preiailing
rates and have not already been cleared earlier.

8. Freieht Charqes. On receipt of arrival notice of consignment from carriers intimating the
amount to be paid on account of freight charges Contingent Bill is to be raised in
quadruplicate by OC of MCUiEmbarkation Unit. The AirwayBill Number/House Air Way
BilyFlight Number date and name of the agency alongwith amount payable on account of
freight is to be mentioned on the Contingent Bill. On receipt of Contingent Bill alongwith
copy of arrival notice Accounts Officer is to register the bill and issue cheque in favour ofthe
carriers. The shipping documents i.e. Airway BilV House Air Way Bill and Cash receipt
issued by carrier are to support the Contingent Bill.

9. Bookins of ExpenditurE The expenditure on account of freight, warehousing anC'litiiea
charges is debitable to Major Head 2078, Minor Head I I O(b) Aviation Stores(CP) 742102
and expenditure in respect of custom duty is debitable to Major Head 2078, Minor [IFd
I l0(a)-5- "Customs D\ty" 742103. The Vouchers are to be booked under Voucher Head 27B.

10. Disposal of Contineent Bills. The disposal of contingent bill is to be as follows:-

(a) Original - To CDA(AF), Dehra Dun along with a copy Bill of Entry/Receipt from
Payee.

(b) Duplicate - To OC MCU/Embarkation Unit. .l
(c) Triplicate - Unit Copy.

ll. Cash Requisition The units providing accounting services to the Customs Clearance e

' Formations are to take into account the expenditure likely to be incuned on payment of
customs duty and allied charges while forecasting the cash requirements.
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12. Provision of funds at Commg4ds. Corimand Headquarters are to ascertain the
requirement of funds for payment of customs duty based on past expenditure. The amount so

determined is to be annotated on the Cash Requisition, sent to CDA(AF).

13. Positionine of Invoic€s. The Provisioning Cells are to establish proper liaison with the
agencies abmad to ensure that invoices are received by the MCUs in time so that payment of
godown rent is reduced to the barest minimum.

14. This is a modified rgprint of AFO 680176, 2ffi1't7, 3Mn7 arf, 59/78 which are hereby
cancelled and issued with the concur€nce of CGDA, New Delhi vide their UO No.
ATtWlOlgl2iN dated 28 Mar 90

Case No. Air HO/25658/3/D Accts/PC3

(SK Sareen)
Air Chief Marshal
Chief of the Air Staff
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SCHEDULE: I (G)

L Schedule: Para G of Appendix II part III, Air Force Schedule I.
within the country for finalisation of annual contracts for airlift of stores
through Couriers /speed post on one way or both ways as required basis.

Airlift of stores
and despatches

? $rgas lRpnees covere.d A categories of Air Force stores that are required to be
despatched expeditiously in order to meet urgent requirement ofservice
3. Occasions tVhen The Power Can Be Used

(a) For despatch ofarl types ofAir stores when items are to be despatched against
AOG/PHU/MCM and other urgent & operational requirements incluiing cat 6s on
AOG.

(b) contracts entered into should be on one ivay basis or two way basis from
Depot to unit or unit to Depot.

4. Qgntract Concludine Authoritv. Contracts for hiring civil couriers which will be
operated by cLo/SLos of all units and are to be concluded by Air Hes on behalf of the
units of operating units & by Hes MC on behalf of units under it.

(a) Air HQs {DD (Mov)} shourd conclude contract with a reputed courier having
a vast network covering a our Air Force stations centrally. Air Hes & Hes
MC are to decide at the beginning ofthe year their areas ofiesponsibility.

(b) If no contract is concruded by Air He, HeMC may conclude contract
centrally for aI units under HeMC in consultation witn ira. Hes MC is to
obtain written clearance from Air Hes before initiating the process.

(c) The financial limits for approvar of contract is vcAS/AorwAoc-in-c He
MC for Rupees one crore with IFA/CDA concurrence per contract.

(d) contract would be entered into on an annual basis. separate zone wise
contract can be entered into for each depoVunit.

l. Neqgssitv Ansle Aooroyal For Enterine Into Contract. Depending on the necessity
for concluding contracts respective agencies us m"trtion"d aboue wil movi the case to IFA
for acceptance ofnecessity, as given below:

(a) ACAS (Lgs) at Air He to IFA at Air Headquarters and finally to AOM as
CFA.

(b) AOLM to JCDA at Nagpur and finally to AOC-in_C Hes MC as CFA.
6. - ^ 

Details .To Be 4orwarded For Acceptance of Necessifv. The following details are
to be forwarded to IFA for obtaining necessity angle apprwal.

(a) Need for expediency in dispatches to meet operational requirements. Number
of likely despatches based on past tumover. Reasons for selection ofdestination.
(b) Rough indication of expenditure (Basis ofexpenditure should be indicated).

(c) Nature ofitems to be despatched & likely destinations.
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7.

(d) The case should also bring out the advantages of use of civil courier over other
modes of despatches like quick clearance of load. Cost will not be a restraining factor
if operational requirement so dictate.

(e) : If contract for to and fro despatches is proposed, then advantages is to be
brought out in the proposal.

(0 Draft Tender document.

(g) ' List of Qrms to whom tenders are to be invited (HQs MC & Air HQs are to
register firms on an annual basis by advertising in the major news papers).

(h) Confirmation of Budgetary suopport.

Note :

Procedure to be followed for finalisins anFual eontracts Procedure as

laid down for finalising annual contracts in IAPI501 ehapter 26 and
current regalations is to be followed CVC guidelines ure to be adhered
to.

BudgetarY Suoport.

(a) Code Head: The expenditure will be incurred from Major Head 2078, Minor
Head 105 (e), LCH 735/W as per IAP 0152"

O) Budset Proiection. Budgetary estimates are to be forwarded by the units for
the ensuing financial year along with other LCHs. The projection is to be based on
past t1ard of expenditure and future forecast requirements. Irrespective of the contract
concluding authority it is the units that are to forward the budgetary estimates to the
controlling command HQ which is consolidated and forwarded to D Fin P at Air HQ
through DMA for the necessarybudget allocations to the units through their command
headquarters. The responsibility of preparation of budget estimates and the general

rules that are to be followed in prepamtion of estimate is given in Paras 9 and l0 of
LAP 0152 and AFO 54177. The Time schedule to be followed for submission of
estimates is given in Para 32 of IAP 0152.

(c) Budsetary Control: After contracts are finalised all requirements for
despatch by Civil Courier are to be conrmitted in the Accounts Section before placing
order in order to ensure availability of funds'and also to rnonitor expenditure and to
make necessary amendrnents in the modified appropriation retums that follow. Orders
placed for each case will be as per rates finalised in the contract but orders will be
placed only after CFA sanction is obtained on per transaction basis as per schedule I
(G)

(d) Pavine authoritv and &: Tke paynents will be cleared by the Accounts
Officer rn the unit, when the bills are submitted along with the contingent bill duly
vetted and signed by the Logistics Officer.

{e) R.egarding IFA concurrenoe at tlris etnge of, ft*nd Brcr.iection detaried guidelines
as givm in SOF *overed under scheduXe FiH^{ (H} s}re:*id'be fol!*wed"

8. Expem *-eg$g-awwr*vEL A.&.t'; ;eeeessit3' r,iunp"{* ap,pr* ra3 is aaeerrel*;c$ Air"

rIQs/HQs Me would authorise its units {dg,p:!t:.l! *"o fioa'* th* tend,ers ic fin'n approved at

necessity angle stage. Depot#Units are t* f!'*et "ti:,ftdffir" crhtatn +ff*rs i* s*;'rlcd env*;topes &
ensure public opening as per laid dourn Fr$ot4i,**. Sepotitt::it 6ffe Eo pr€.i:*.re a'i-$Q and
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forward the complete documents to Air HQs/HQs MC. The draft contract which is to beentered into should_be forwarded arong withlhe cintract papers. ecas iig.i;;;r;6.;AOLM at HQs MC are to obtain sanction of CFA as routing at para 5(a) & 5(b) above.while-seeking expenditure angle approval Budget availability should be confirmed. Afterexpenditure angle approval Air HQs/HQs MC is-to issue a letier oruuttority authorising the
{lclcoof the depot/unit to sign the contract. In case a two way contract is entered into thec Lgs o/S Lgs o of both units should be designated as contract operating officers. . ordersagainst finalised contract will only be placed- aler obtaining cFA sanctioriwhose powers foreachtransactionwouldbeasdefinedinscheduleI(H).

9.

(a) Past tum over & anticipated tum over.

(b) Draft tender document

(c) List of firfns from to whom tenders wourd be fonvarded
(d) Budgetaryavailabilityconfirmation

(e) At expenditure documents.

{ai Offers received.

(b) Comparativestatement.ofquotes

(c) Determination of Ll
(d) Draft contract to be entered into
(e) Budgetaryavailabilityconfrrmation.

10. Check list for IFA & CFA

(a) Is the entering into a contract justified for the identified destination ?
(b) Does the tender document guard the IAFs interests adequately ?
(c)

(d)

Time limit for processins the case

(a) Financial scrutiny at Necessity angle stage

(b) Floating of Tenders
according
angle stage

(c) Submission of Tendbr documents to
opening of

HQs MC/Air Hes
(d) Submission of documents to IFA &

Has sufficient competition been ensured?

Are funds available to meet the projected requiranent?
I t.

at

l0 days from receipt of the

Within 15 days of
necessity

Within 2l days of

offer

Within 7 days of approval

at Air HQs/HQ MCCFA for approval
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SCHEDULE-I H

l. schcdule. Para G of Appendix II part ItrI, Air Force schedule I.

2' - Arg?Q/Ranges-Qqvered Dispatch of all Air Force stores through speed post/post
parcels (within the weightldimensions rimits allowed by postal departmentf

1, Qccaqions.When The Power,Can Be Used For despatch of all t1,pes of Air Force
Stores other then those which ned to be stores escorted, which are to Ue transferreO from oneunit to another on a valid voucher and are rquird to be transferred to meet
AOGA{OG/PHU/h'1CM or justified urgent requirernent Normal despatches are to be made by'parcel post (refer para 6(b) below).

! - 
Cgntract Qoncludine 4,uthority. Si19e speed post and post parcels are dealt by post

Offices, a govtrnment organisationJir HQ will Lnto into contract vrith the postal
departnent-.D storys (DD (MoV) will be the agency to initiate the case and conclude the
pntract which will-cover-maximum possible all the itations within India. The contract may
be concluded annually or for a period of trvo/three years. The unit SLoVcLos will op€rate
the contract.

5' 
^ 

Necesfitv Anele Aiiptoval For Enterine Intp Contract D Stores will initiate the
case for concluding annuaVtrvo/three y".rr 

"onGct 
*ithTEfrGl department for despatch

of iterns from one unit to the other through speed post or through post parcets. The case is
forwarded to AoM 

-fut 9FA approval from n*"sity angle afteiconcunence by IFA at Air
HQ. The following details are to be included in the case :--

(a) Broad Tumover of past despatches through speed post/post parcels and the
number of likely despatches & as well as anticipata turnov& (apppx)

(b) Details of existing contract for speed post despatches, units covered & new units
proposed to be brought under this schernes or to be deleted from the scheme.

(c) Actual expenditure incurred in the past 3 years.

(d) Rough indication of future expenditure (to attach-estimates from postal
departmen$.

{e) Budgetary support/availability.

(0 Broad terms & eonditions,limitation & modus operandi to be followed.

!. ka9ffs Of FEatisefion 9f Con:trec! F?{, Desn-'qhe! Through Speed postfi'ost
Perqp!. After the aeceptanee of necesrity iate with the
Fusiness cJeveloperremt <Birec*orate (BDD) of Departrne,tat of Posts (DOp) "and 

finalise on
mutmally agreeable f*sms and conditions. IFA is to b* involvd during negotiationr. R-er;f
seleetsf u:mits maaS'*Bs* he imvolvd in ttre process" The various *riponLtr that are €e he
agre*d $p${? si5€ S:ease.cnsrftns of oonsignment, hooking, despatches, delivery, r&tffi*
{rornp€nsat}srx}l f 4*r .$ riF}e$ge$ et{}.



(a) Speed Post. Terms and conditions as agreed to in Air HQ contract No. Air
HQ/621lg/IvIOV dated 30 Nov 99 along with amendment dated 15 May 00 and the
procedure laid down therein has to be followed. The main features of despatch by
speed post is as follows and should be incorporated in the contract.

(i) The contract is finalised under the Book Now Pay Later Scherne (BNPL).
(ii) Dept of Post'is to provide free pick up and delivery at Air Force Stations.
(iiD 3l Air Force stations have been provided with this facility. 24 Air Force

Stations have been provided with this service through Agry Postal Service
network. This should be further extended. FPOs should be used to link up where
civil post offices are not available.

. tiv) The dimensions of itern should not exceed 1.50 Mtrs"'for any one side and
weight can be a maximum of 35 Kgs or as agreed to while formulating the
contract. However postal department should be prevailed upon to accept higher
weight and bigger dimensions.

(v) Rates are charged according to weight and the distance covered in slabs. Fixed
discounts also should be detailed in the contract.

(vi) Compensation is paid by DOP for any delays beyond 24 hrs of the laid down
timings.

(vii) Suitable escalation clause is to be incorporated where the increase/decrease in
rates, should be related to revision ofpostal charges.

(viii) Bills will be cleared on a monthly basis within seven days of receipt of bill by
the unit S Accts O duly adjusting the compensation to be recovered.

(ix) Based on the discussions the finally agreed draft contract is to be put up to IFA
& CFA for approval before it is signed by D Stores. A sample contract is placed
at Appendix 'A'. This is to be treated as a guideline and modified based on
condition and actual needs.

(b) Post Parcels. Based on past turnover D Stores (DD MOV) will enter into
contract with DOP for despatches of stores through parcel posts. Separate contract
shall be concluded in similar manner as that of Speed Post.

8. In case contract has not been finalizedby DDMOV at Air HQ, units can avail these
services on a piecemeal basis at the prevalent rates of DOP. Normal procedure for necessity

& expenditure angle would be followed with financial powers.
9. BudsetanSupport

(a) Code Held: The expendlture will be incurred frorn Major Head 2078llvlinor
Head 105 (e/LCH 735100 as per IAP 0152:
(b) Budeet Proiection: Budgetay estirnates are to be forwarded by the units for
the ensuing financial year along with other LCHs. The projection is to be based on
past trend of expenditure and future forecasts requirements. Irrespective of the
contract concluding authority it'is the units that are to forward the budgetary estimates
to the controlling command HQ which is consolidated and forwarded to D Fin P at
Air HQ who makes the necessary budget allocations to the units through their
command headqumters. The responsibility of preparation of budget estim'ates and the
general rules that are to be followed in preparation of estimate is given in Paras 9 and
l0 of IAP 0152 and AFO 54177. The Time schedule to be followed for submission of
estiirates is given in Para 32 of IAP 0152.
(c) Regarding IFA concurrence at this stage of fund projection detailed guidelines
as given in SOP co.vered under schedule'Xll (H) should be followed.

1.'

:J
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10.

9) Bu$setan-Cgntro!, All requirernents for despatch is to be committed in theAccounts section before ntacing order for ensuring 
"*ii"uiliry of funds and also tomonitor expe'nditure and to make necessary amendments in the modifiedappropriation returns that follow.

q)- P'.aviqe Autho,ritv And.Mode. The payments will be cleared by the Accountsofficer'in the unit, when ttr" uitiG stibmitied urong *itrr the contingent bill dulyvetted and signed by the tngistics Officer.
Check list for IFA & CFA
(al 

:: Il:!houl4, be ascertained that, suflicient iurnover/iustification exist, to

(b) It should be ensured that IAF interests are safeguarded in the contractproposed to be finalizd in terms of timely despatch & compensation in case of delaysor damages.
(c) Budget is or would be availabre to meet this commitment.

(a) Broaf Turnover of past despatches through speed post/post parcels and thenumber of likely despatches & as well as anticipat& tu*ou"i (apirox)'(b) Details of existing contract for speed post despatches,'units covered & newunits proposed to be brought under this schemes or to be deleted from the scheme.(c) Actual expenditure incurred in the past 3 years.(d) Rough indication of future expenditure (to attach estimates from postal
department).
(e) Budgetary support/availability.
At contract singing stage: Draft contract and record of negotiations with DOp12.

I l.

13.

(a)

(b) Financial scrutiny of draft contract - 7 days of receipt by I.FA of the case

Reference - Nil
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APPENDIX 3A'

-

Refers to Para 6 (a)

TERTVTS AND CONpITIOI{S FOR SPEED POST CONTRACT WITH pEPT OF
POST

1.

2.

Terms and Conditions

Speed Post Services under the contract will be provided with the following features:
(a) Booking under BNPL (Book Now Pay Later)
(b) Free pick-up from and delivery at the pronises namely Indian Air Force

Stations located at 3l National and State Speed Post Ceirtres. (Annexure - A).
(c) Speed Post Services at 24Indian Air Force Stations will be provided through

Army Postal Service Speed Post Network through its Army Post Offices
linked with I CBPO and2 CBPO. (Annexure- B)

Features of the Consignments:

Dimensions -Speed Post consignments shall not Exceed ---- metles for. any one

dimension or --- metres for the sum of the length and the greatest circumference
measured in a direction other than that ofthe length.

Weight Maximum weight limit for the Speed Post consignments as per the contract
will be -- Kgs. Accordingly SP Centres; NationaUState will make necessary

arrangements for collection, transmission and delivery of the consignmeirts.

Markings - All Air Force consignments will be identified by distinguished Air Force
MarkingVCodes.

Numbering - All Speed Post consignments booked by the Air Force Stations will be
bar coded.

BOOKING:

4.1 (a) Consignment will be booked under BNPL by the Senior Lngistic Officer
of thelncal Air Force Station with the Local Speed Post Centre.

(b) Senior Logistic Officer has been advised by Air Headquarters to approach the
Manager SPC to avail of the SP bookings facilities.

(c) Manager, SPC will brief the Senior l-ogistic officer, Air Force Station on
procedure of booking under BNPL, determining the arrangement for pick up
such as receipt of advance intimation of date and time to pick-up the
consignment. The timings will be determined with reference to time for
despatch.

(d) As far as possible free pick-up will be arranged through Deprtmental MMS
wherever this is operative. At other places Manager, SPC should be authorized
by the CPMG/PMG to hire conveyance for pick-up. Even where MMS is
operating Manager, SPC will be authorized to incur conveyance hiring charges

when MMS can not be made available.

3.

3.1
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3.2

3.3

3.4

4.
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Weig[t Local Upto
200 krn

2fi) to
500 km

Above
500 km

Uoto 50 erafit
5l to 200 sram
201 to 500 eram
Additional I ks. Or part

For Proof of Delivery, Rs. -- will be charged extrl.

5.

5.1

5.2

5.3

(e) The Agent who will go to pick-up the consignment from the Air Force
pranises will check the following details:

(i) Weight
(ii) Destination with the full address
(iii) Special Air Force Marking/Codes
(iv) Number of Packages
(v) Consignment is impressed with'BNPL' stamp.

4.2 Manager, SPC will also provide to the Logistic Officer copies of BNPL journals and
Bar Code Stickers. A Marketing Executive will be assigned the responsibility to maintain the
liaison with the Air Force Station, wherever Marketing Executives are posted at the SPC:

otherwise Manager SPC will maintain liaison.

DESPATCH:

Speed Post consignments booked by Senior Logistic Offrcer (IAF) located at the
NationallState Speed Post Centres and deliverable to Air Force Stations at

NationaliState SP Centres will be despatched in the same manner as any other speed

Post article
Speed Post consignments booked at National/State SP Centres by the senior Logistic
Officer (IAF) and addressed to Air Force Station located on the APS Network will be
despatched buly addressed to I CBPO, CIO 56 APO or 2 CBPO CIO 99 APO as the
case may be as per Annexure - B.
Sped Post Bags addressed to I
respective Airport TMO direct to
Base Post Offices.
For reasons of size or weight if the consignment cannot be sent inside the bag, the
same should be sent outside loose giving an indication against the relevant entry in the
manifest as "Sent Loose Outside".
RATES:

The Speed Post rates offered for IAF as per the cqntract are as ftillows:

6.2 Discoun*Discount at the following rates will be offered to [AF, based on monthly
billing.

Note : The limit mav varv as per terms of contract
g2

CBPO or 2 CBPO shall be despatched by the
I CBPO/2 CBPO along with other bags for these

5.4

6.

6.1

Monthlv Billins Discount
Rs. 10,001 to Rs. 50,000
Above Rs. 50,000



7.

7.1

DELIVERY:

Delivery Norms - Delivery of, consignments will be made as p€r the norms 
"g1d

,pon U"f*een the Department of Posts and Indian Air Force. The delivery norms for

3l National and state Speed Post centres will be as per Annexure - c.

Delivery in all the 3l National and State SP Cerrtres to the Air Force Stations will be

done at the pranises. Delivery shall be effected strictly from SP Centres only and not

ttnough the Nodal delivery offir" or any other Post office. Manager sP centre shall

therefore make urr*gon.nts for delivery of such consignments as addressed to the

Air Force Stations. T[e delivery may be effected by using departmental mail motor

service wherever it is available. Wherever departmental MMS either can not be made

available or is not in operation, Manager SPc shall be authoriz4lo_in1ur expenditure

on 
"orrury*ce 

of Air iot"" Consignments for delivery at the Specified premises'

INTIMATION OF DELWERY:

As part of the contract, intimation of Delivery is to be grven to the Indian Air Force'

Therefore, as soon as IAF consignmeirts received by SP iS delivered, the Manager,

SpC will communicate the date olddil.ry to the SPCC from where the consigrunent

was despatched.

ENQUIRY NOTE ON IOD - ln case of non-receipt of IOD, Manager SPC from

;|.}g the consignment has been despatched will send enquiry note to-the Manager

SpC of the delivery destination for obtaining IOD particulars well before the

submission of the gf.ip1. bills to the Senior Lngistic Officer Air Force Stations.

q

FORCE MAJEURE:

Despatch and detivery of Air Force consignmentlwill be covered under the Force

maieure condition. Under this Department of Posts will be released from the

iesponsiUifity of puniuf or compleL non-fulfilment of the obligation under this

Contract if such non-fulfilment iesults from Force majeure, such as earth quakes,

flood, fire, tlphoon, hurricane, military action, mass--disease (epidemics), strikes,

diversions, transportation restrictions, iuch as cancellation of flights due to bad

whether and natural calamities etc.

COMPENSATION:

For delays in delivery beyond specified delivery rorrrl$'oorlpensation will be payable

as under:

7.2

8.

8.1

8.2

9.

9.1

10.

l0.l

t0.2

10.3

(a) For delays uP to 24 h

(b) FordelaysbeYond 24 h

In the event of loss or damage to consignrnent in- transit compensation payable to the

Air Force will be zubject to the ma:rimum limit of *-
ir "*t "f article, received in damaged condition, open delivery will be arranged at

the sPC in the pres€nce of Managea SPC and senior Logistic o{ficer or his
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authorised nominee. An inventory of contents found short will be prepared with
reference to the consignment note. It shall be jointly signed.l0'4 A formal claim for the resultant loss will be submitt"A Uy the Logistic officer (lAF)
to the Manager SPC. Same witl be sanctioned by the competent authority.

I I. BILLING AND ACCOUNTING:

ll.l Bills for each month will be sent byJhe Manager SPc by the 7th of the following
month to the Senior Logistic Officer of the IAF along with the IOD particulars of the
Speed Post cbnsignments.

ll.2 As per the Clause --.-- of the contract, IAF has agreed to make the payment of the
amount billed to them within 7 days from the date of receipt.

11.3 The payment will be made by the Ari Force through Account phyee Crossed Cheque
addressed to the Postmaster of the Post Office at the station with which Spc is link;d.
The cheque will be received by the Manager SPC for submitting the same to the
Postmaster for clearance and accounting.

ll.4 Discount at prescribed rates, as per Para6.2 wherever, admissible, will be allowed
subject to the condition that bill-is paid within T days of its receipt. In case of delay
the cheque for gross amount shall be payable. This condition maybe incorporated in
the bill.

l. Schedule: Para H of Appendix II Part III Air Force Schedule I. Despatch through
couriers/speed post for despatch of items on AOG, Cat 'D' on AOG and for non-AOG stores
in exceptional cases (per transaction).

2. Areasnanees C*ered. As enumeratd in Para H of Appendix II part II Air Force
Schedule I and Rule 58 (c)

(a) Despatch of AOG/MOG/PHUA4CM
(b) Despatch of Cat 'D' on AOGMOG/PHU/MCM
(c) All stores in exceptional cases where operational requiranent do dictate.

3. Occasions When The Power Can Be Used

(a) For despatch of all tlpes of stores when it is found to be an expeditious mode of
despatch and advantageous over the other modes of despatches available.

(b) For despatching piece meal consignments when sufficiint load is not available at
a given time for despatching through civil hired transport etc.

(c) For despatching loads that exceed the maximum permissible weight allowed
through speed post.

4- gbtaining NgcessitY Angle Aoproval. As and when the necessity arises case is to be
initiated by SLO/C Lgs O units and depending on the expenditure involved, case will be
forwarded to the appropriate CFA given in the schedule, if it exceeds the unit's powers: -

(a) Units under HQ MC will approach the AOLMs branch for CFA sanction in
consultation with tFA. 
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(b) Units under Air HQ will approach Dte of Move under ACAS (Lgs) at Air HQ to

obtain CFA sanction in consultation with IFA.

(c) All other units will approach their respective SMSOs branch at Command

Headquarters if it crosses their powers for obtaining CFAs sanction in
consultation with IFA.

5. Details To Be Forwarded For Acceptance Of Necessitv
(a) Proof of urgency, which necessitates hiring of civil courier like AOG etc., and

altemate expeditious mode of despatch is not available or would not meet the

requironent.
(b) Rough indication of expendituri & basis calculation of expenditure/ cost.

("i List of firrns who are likely to be invited to quote (reputed firms registered with
the unit/ trade directories etc). Units are to register firms for this service on

similar lines as in case of other supplies & services.

(d) Draft request for offers.
(e) Budgetary 3upport confirmation.
(0 Mode of Tendency to be adoPted.

6" Invitation Of Ouotations And Finalisation Of Ouotations. On receipt of
acceptancr of necessity by CFA, as per Chapter 9 of IAP l50l and current regulations on

Local purchase following actions are to be initiated bythe SLO.

(a) Float tender enquiries to the firms (as reflected in the case forwarded for
acceptance of necessity). Tender enquiry should positively include clauses

relating to Point to point delivery, LD/penalty clause. Since items are to be

despatched on AOG pdority quotes in these cases can be obtained by fax or by
hand. Further action is to be taken as follows :-

(b) Receive quotes and schedule it through CLPC. CLPC should consist of at least

Lgs officer, Accts (if powers without LAO/IFA are to be exercised) or LAO/IFA.

(c) Recommend Ll or the most suitable and economical tender.

(d) Negotiations if any with Ll (only) may be caried out (associating LAO/IFA
depending on the amount per transaction) to reduce the quote. Negotiations are

to be held only if quotes received of the Ll is unreasonable.

(e) Acceptance of single quote is at the discrepancy CFA based on retommendations

ofCLPC.

7. Clearance From expehditure Ansle. SLOs will send the finalised proceedings of
proposaTio S Accts O for availability of funds. All papers connected with enquiry process,

namely tender enquiry, quotations in original, CLPC along with recommendations.& draft

supply order is to be fqrwarded for clearance from Budgetary angle. The proposal may then

U" r"nt to CFA for approval either with or without IFA concurrence depending on the cost of
the transaction vis-i-vis financial limits.

8. BudeetarySgPPgn!.

(a) Code Head. The expenditure will be incurred from Major Head 2078Avtinor

head 105 (e/L.C. H. 735100 as per IAP 0152.

(b) Budeet Proiection. Budgetary estimates are to be forwarded by the units for the

gnsuingfinallcialyear along with other LCHs in the format given in Appendix
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'A'. The projection is to be based on past trend of expenditure and future. forecasts requirements. Irrespective of the contract concluding authority it is the
units that are to forward the budgetary estimates to the controlling command He
which is consolidated and forwarded to D Fin P at Air He who makes thi
necessary budget allocations to the units through their command headquarters.
The responsibility of preparation of budget estimates and the general rules that
are to be followed in preparation of estimate is given in Paras 9 and l0 of IAp
Ol52 and AFO 54/77. The Time schedule to be followed for submission of
estimates is given in Para 32 of IAp 0152.

(c) BudsetarY Documents. The registers that are required to be maintained for
monitoring budget is given at Appendix 'B' along with their formats.

(d) Budebt?rv Control. Before forwarding the case for clearance from expenditure
angle, the expenditure is to be committed in the accounts section io enrur"
availability of funds. This will help the S Accts O to monitor the fund availability
and also to effect necessary amendments in the modified appropriation return that
are forwarded subsequently.

(e) Pavine Authori8 And Mode. The payments will be cleared by the Accounts
Officer in the unit by Cheque, when the bills are submitted along with the
contingent bill duly vetted and signed by the Logistics officer.

9. Execution of O.rder: On receipt of approval for proceeding with hiring, supply ordgr
is to be placed on the approved firm. While forwarding, the supply order- is to be
accompanied by standard terrns and conditions and certain special terms and conditions
peculiar to the unit. These should indicate the following conditions: -

(i) Loading-Clause. It should bring out the responsibility of loading/offloading. The
rqsponsibility should be given to the courier firm.

(ii) Timing as required.
(iii) Time allowed for the items to reach its destination.
(iv) LD clause should be specified.
(v) Responsibility of contractor over safety of consignment.
(vi) Penalty clause in terms of compensation.
(vii) .Payment clause.
(viii) Documents required to effect payment.

C,heck list for CFf& IFA

10. The CFA & IFA should ascertain the following

(a) Is there enough justification to despatch items by civil couriers ?(b) Is the expenditure involved reasonable & commenzurate with the need. Is the
basis of calculating expenditure/cost reasonable & justified ?(c) Is sufficient competition being ensured ?-

(d) Does the request for offer cover the requiremant explicitly & clearly ?(e) Is budgetary support available to meet the commitment ?(0 Does the supply order safeguard the interests of the tAF ?
I l. Documents/Details to be submitted with the case

(a) At Necessitv ansle stase



(0 Proofofurgency
(ii) Draft request for offerlTender enquiry
(iii) List of firms^proposed to be approached to submit offers
(iv) Mode of Teridering
(v) BudgetarY suPPort.

(b) At expenditure ansle stase
(i) Tender enquiry
(ii) Quotes received 

,& ,erairs of neootia are rreld(iii) CLPC proceding & details of negotiations if negotiations

(iv) Budgetary suPPort
(v) Draft supPlY order

12. Time schedule for processing of the case. The basic aim of utilising these powers

i, to "n 
d not happen that the time taken to obtain

approvals far exceeds the actual time taken for despatch. Hence adherence of time schedules

is vitat in this case (It is also incumbent on the initiatory authority to prepare a bullet proof

case for the IFA & CFA to be able to take timely decision). The following time schedules are

to be adhered to.

(a) Financial concurrence
at necessity stage by IFA/LAO at units/
comnmand/Air HQs

(b) Finalisation of CLPC proceeding

(c) Financial concurrence at expenditure

. angle by IFA/LAO at units/command & Air HQ

13,,.,., 
ii References : Nil

2 working days from
receipt of the case

With in 2 days of last date

of receipt of offers.

With 2 days of receipt &
documents
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SOP FOR AIRLIFT OF STORES WITIIIN COUNTRY.WITHOUT
ENTERING INTO ANNUAL CONTRACT

l. Schedule. Appendix II Part-III Air Force Schedule I Para H. Airlift of stores within
the country per transaction basis where no contract exist.

2. Areas/ Ranses covered.

(a) All Air Force stores (Including despatch of Cat Ds ) requird on
AOG/MCM/PHU priority

, (b) Airlifting of operationally/urgent cases of Non-AOG Stores by civil air

Note

Approval af competent authority ie Aoc/co, ACAS at Air HQ/SMS0/A0LM at
HQ MC, VCAS/AOM/AOC-iln-C Commands depending on cost involved for airlift
of Non-AoG stores ss per Para 'H' of schedule r, App II part III, FR pr r yol
should be deemed as sanction and no sepsrate sanction of CFA for extra
*penditure is required

3. Occasion When Powers Can Be Used (As Per Para 4 Of AFO 34198). Air Force
equipmenVstores may be airlifted by civil Airlines in the following cases when scheduled
service Aircraft is not available.

(a) AOG/PUA,ICM equipment/Stores (Including,despatch of Cat Dee
(b) Operationally urgant cases of Non-AOG Stores.

4. Budgetarv Support.

(a) Code llead, The expenditure on air freight of stores received/dispatched by
civil air is to be debited to Major Head 2078 Minor Head 105; (Transportation) and
Cash Account Voucher Head27B.

O) Standard Budget Document. Freight Charge Payment Register as per paraT
of AFO 34/98 is to be maintained at units. Other budget documents similar io atry
locally controlled code head will also be maintained at unit, command and Air HQs.

Notes For: Budgetaw Control And Ex'. -diture Control:

Exoenditure control. Budget sapport be made by making the funds available ii tocally
control code heads Allocation, control and expenditure of fands fu done like any other
locally controlled laeads in following manner:-

(a) ludeet Proie.qtion" Budgetprojection will be made by all command HQto D Fin P as
per Ai2pendk B to IAF 0152. IIniS will projeci iB requirement to their rcspective command
H8
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(!! Availabilitv of Badeet Propossl D Fin P wilt moke bulk allocation to all commandHQ' Command HQ will moke further ollotment to units as per.para 20 and 2I of IAp0I 52.

(c) Budgetsrv CgutlollboQkins and Ex "" -e control Budgetory control witt be
exercised by Dte of Fin P through "tttiiiiiii ,*l"ws received by them from eoch
command as per time schedule laid down in purs 32 of IAp 01s2.

(d) Regording IFA concurrence at this stage of fund projection detailed guidelines as
given in soP covered under schedure xrl @) s'houlcl be foltowed.

5. lVlethodolosv For Dispatch Bv Air.

-(u). 
De_pending upon cost involved, the sanction of CFA as per para 'H, of Schedule

I, App II Part III, FR PT I Vol II will be obtained prior to iespatch. The powers of
CFA are as under: -

(b) Where services of Indian Air Lines or Air India exist within the ur-ban limits,
item will be booked through Indian Airlines and no quotation would be required. The
payment would be made.s per procedure laid down in para g.

6' As per existing provisions and para 5 of AFO 34/98, booking of consignment for
airlrft can only be done through Indian Air Lines. Where services of Indian Air Lines does
not exist but other airlines or C & F agents exist, other airlines is permissible for airlift of
stores within country. In case more than one airline operates from a destination which is not
connected by Indian Airlines, the equipment is to be despatched through the cheapest one
which is to be determined based on their fixed rates on *hi"h they oplate or by invitingquotes' In case certain equipment is required to reach destination on a specific date and
Indian airlines/Air l{il "* not having any flight on that particular day, services of other
airlines be availed if it is cheaper than Indian Ai.lines /Air India. The lost of despatch by
other airlines should not exceed cost of despatch by Indian Airlines/Air India services of
other air lines can also be utilised if it is cheaper than indian Airlines/Air India on a particular
route' Annual contract to fix rates can be finalised by units with civil airlines as per normal
procedure as laid down in IAPI50l Chap 26 if frequency to a destination is regular.

7 ' The process of expenditure and necessity angle is to be combined in one case. The
case is to clearly specifr the reasons for despatch by civil air, the cost involved, the airline
selected (with reasons for selecting the airline) and broad terms and conditions. A draft
supply orders or equivalent is to put along with the case. The case is to be processed through
IFA / LAo / JCDA if the powers being exercised are in consultation with Finance.

8.

SI

No
CFA Financial Limits

without IFA
conculTence

Financial Limits
with IFA
concurTence

VCAS/AOM/AOC-in-C COMMANDS 1,00,000/- 5,00,000/-
2. ACAS at Air HQs/SMSO/ AOLM at HQ

MC
50,000/- 2,00,0001-

3. AOC/CO of self accounting units t0,000i- 50,000i-



(a) When Booked Directlv With Indian Air Lines. Payment for the freight
charges will be made in the folloVing manner:

(i) Pavment of Freieht Charees on Form (S) 266. When equipmenUstores
are required to be despatched by Civil Air, the Logistics Officer is to raise
Form (s) 266 (cargo Transportation request) in quadruplicate.
The original and duplicate copies of the form duly completed along with the
consignment are to be handed over to the Civil Airlines concemed and an Air
Way Bill obtained from them. The Civil Airlines is to retain the duplicate
copy and forward the original copyofthe Form (S) 266 together with their
Bill to the Accounts Officer of the consignor unit for payment. Triplicate
copy of Form (S) 266 is to be passed by the Logistics Officer to the Accounts
Officer. Payrnent is to be effected in the normal manner and vouchers
forwarded to cDA (AF) Dehradun /JCDA (AF) Nagpur along with
monthly Cash Account. The Air Way Bill is to be retained along with the
triplicate copy of Form (S) 266 in support of the Cash Account and check by
the Local Audit.

(ii) custodv/check And Disposal of careo Transportation
ReqqestForm (S) 266. Thebooks of Form (S) 266 are to be
obtained from the Controller of Forms Store, Calcutta, who will issue
to these units purely on an "as and when required basis". Unused books in the
units are to be kept by the Adjutant for safe custody and are to be issued to
Logistics Officer when required. Record of receipts and issues is tc be kept in
the Register (F) 2012 or in Manuscript Register to be maintained for
this purpose. These forms are not to be used for conveyance of personnel by
civil Airlines (extemal or internal). Form (s) 266 is to be signed by the
Commanding Officer of the consignor unit or any other Officer who has been
delegated with the powers to sign on his behalf. Other instructions regarding
safe custody, check and disposal as laid down for Railway Warrants are to
apply putates mutants to Form (s) 266 (cargo Transportation Request).

(b) Despatch of Equ t (Refer of AFO
34198). Where it is not possible for any reason to despatch equipment by
issuing Form (S) 266, or by other airlines. The required arnount is to be obtained
from Accounts Officer on Form 175-A. A manuscript Register is to be maintained by
Accounts Offrcer to record transactions of this nature. The Logistics Officer is to
alrange handing over the consignment to the Airlines and obtain the Air Way Bill and
Cash Receipt. The cash receipt obtained from the Airlines and balance amount along
with a contingent bill and copy of sanction if any are to be handed over to the
Accounts Offrcer to clear the temporary advance.

(c) In cases where transhipment of the consignment has taken place from one
civil Airlines to another, the consignee unit should pay, if necessary, the
contingent charges involved from public Fund after ensuring that the consignor has
not incurred the expenditure on this account. The receipted Bill From the Civil
Airlines in support of the payment made is to be sent to the CDA(AF) Dehradun
along with cash account.
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9.

and expenditure angle approval is combined m this process
Process of necessity

for which following

.1

10.

detailVdocuments are to be submitted.

(a) Document/details proving urgency of despatch by civil air.(b) Expenditure involved based on IA/AI iates. in 
"use 

of despatch by other
airlines, rate of IA/AI are also to be quoted.
(c) Details of consignment to be booked with confirmation that packing utilised is
absolutely necessary & that weight on count of packaging is the miniinum fossible.(d) Mode of payment and expenditure involved. Confirmation on budget
availability is essential.
(e) Terms & condition of despatch tike time limits, & responsibility in case of
damages & delays.
Check list for IFA / CFA

(a) Is despatch through Civil Air justified and in consonace with the urgency
projected.

(b) Are the rates to be paid as per IA / standard rates.

Note :'all cases be routed through IFA / JCDA / LAO if thefinancial powers
are t4 consultatian.

Time Limits for Processing case

Financial scnrtiny ( only in cases where powers 2 daysof the receipt of the case.
to be exercised in consultation with finance).

Reference - AFO 34 / 98

?

I l.

12.

i: 
't
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FREIGHT CHARGES PAYMEI{T REGISTER'
--;-------;-+.1=ff --*';*-=---:--::-"--:---_ -
SI External Particulrs Naine of Airline! Partieular$ Amount Date eash , Rern-arks

Nir. IssueVoicher ofeOrsig4pnt.r towhompa14!rcnt'GfBil,INo Rs.'F. paid Accottttt

No& iod tnade &Date Voucher .

No

'3g*
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SCHEDULE.II

l. (a) Schedule Schedule II
(b) Definition Power to sanction expenditure not precisely covered by Rules(c) Powers Competent Financial authorities andpowe.s*" * rt rr"'*r-^-'

Financial Limits

Conditions
(i) The expenditure should be of a non-recurring nature not falling within thecategories enumerated in Rule 5g.

(ii) The expenditure should not be provided for at all by existing regulations or notprecisely or adequately covered by existing regulations
(iii) The expenditure must be reasonably charged against Defence Service Fundswhich in the opinion of the cFA, is riter-v to 

-receive 
the sanction of theGovernment of Indi4 if referred to thern. ' -

(iv) The expenditure should be legitimate charge against the public Funds.
(v) The canons of financial property are observed.

(vi) The authority exercising the power should be satisfied that the.sanctioning ofthe expenditure is not contrary to any declared o. k rown policy of Government.

Competent Financial Authority Without IFA
Concurrence

With IFA/CDA
Concurrence(A)VCAS/AOA/AOP

/h\ lA^. 
^ 

-

20,IXJO 100000
uJ,, .r,\,ru-Irr-\,s 10000 60000

l' whether dernanded item is an authorized item as per Financial Regulation part -I2 lF"l.h- Local purchase procedure has been strictty folrowed3. The'iterns purchased are not available through ,"*i"" rour"",4. The expenditure incurred is in the interest oiservice
5. The items purchased are not for more than three months requirement.

SOPs to be followed at Unit level

(i) UniVSection requiring the
normal manner. After the
submitted to the Adjutant, the
through SAO.
(ii) Normal local
followed.

purchase procedure as laid down in chapter 9 IAp l50r will be

items is to submit the dernands to the Adjutant in the
dernand for local purchase of the item is raised and
same will be submitted for AOC's/Stn Cdr,s approval
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(iii) Contingent bill duly supported by pre-receipted bill from the suppliers to be
preferred by the Station Adjutant to the Senior Accountant Officer after rigistering the
same under OCG Code Head.

(iv) If the expenditure is within the laid down financial limits the case will be put up to
IFA for the necessary concurrence wherever applicable.

(v) On receipt of the case from IFA's concurence, wherever applicable or otherwise,
the case will be put up for CFA for necessary sanction.

(vi) Iterns purchased to be BOC in Dead Stock Register and the stock taken annually
by a BOO.

(vi)ln case the cost of items required is beyond powers of CFA, statement of case is to
be prepared and submitted to higher CFA for sanction duly recommended by the
AOC/Stn Cdr.

SOP's to be followed at Command level

(i) Receive SOC from Unit in three copies

(ii) On receipt of the SOC, concerned Section in Command will register the details of
the case in the register maintained for the purpose, after checking the justification and
fulfillment of conditions governing the requirement.

(iii) If all the conditions are being fulfilled and expenditure is within the laid down
Financial limits the case will be put up to IFA for thi necessary concurence wherever
applicable.

(iv) On receipt of the case from IFAs concurrence, wherever applicable or otherwise,
the case will be put up for CFA for necessary sanction.

SOPs to be followed at Air HOs level
(i) The SOC duly complete in all respect

Directorate at Air HQs.
will be forwarded to the respective

(ii) All the SOCs pertaining to Unit will be routed to Air HQs through their respective
Command HQs.

(iii) On receipt of the SOC, respective Directorate will register the same in register
maintained tbr the purpose, after checking the justification and fulfillment of condition
governing the requirement.

(iv) If all the conditions are being fulfilled and expenditure is within the laid down
Financial limits the case will be put up to IFA for necessary concurence wherever
applicable.

(v) On receipt of the case from IFA after concurrence, wherever applicable or
otherwise, the same will be put up to CFA for necessary sanction.
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SCHEDULE.III

1. Occasion : These powers are to be exercised to authorize issue of stores to external
agencies on a p€rmanent basis ,when the issue is not authorized. These powers can be
exercised pripr to issue being effected or on an ex post-facto basis in exceptional
circumstances.

2' Range: All Air Force stores except EW, Armament and secret equipment.

3. Procedure : In case an issue is to be made to an external agency which is not
authorized the C Lgs O/S Lgs O of the unit is to initiate a case bringing-out ihe reasons and
necessity of making the issue In case the issue has already been effected and sanction is being
sought on an ex post -facto basis , the reasons why prior sanction could not be taken should
be brought out in the case. The proposal is to be submiited to AOC/CO (Through LAO/rep of
CDA if powers are to be exercised in financial consultation). The case'shoulJbring ouithe
cost of the iterns to be issued as well as the basis of the cost.

4. In case cost of items to be issued exceeds the porvers of AOC/CO of the units. The
complete case is to be referred to Command HQ/Air HQ depending on the cost of the item to
be issued. This will be dealt by CLMO at commands and Dle ornaa at Air Hes

5. The cost of the item issued is not to be treated as a loss and thus requires no separate
regularization of the loss.

6. Time limits for processins of the case:

(a) Financial scrutiny and clearance by LAO/JCDA/IFA. 7 dap from date
of receipt of the case subject to availability of adequate & trained Man -powers.

7. Check list for IFA and CFA

(a) -.- It should be ascertained that the action proposed/taken is inescapable and is
not likely to recur in future.

' (b) Is there 4ny possibility of recovering the cost fully or partially of the items being
issued.

8. References:-NiI.
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Schedule -IV

Power to sanction write off of losses of stores not dqe to
Theft. Fraud or Gross Neglect

Item Power to sanction write offof losses of stores not due to theft, ftaup or gross neglect.

Authori8, Chapter22 IAP l50l

CFA & Financiat Limits
Financial Limits

Conditions
(i) The competent financial authority may write off losses which are not due to theft,
fraud or gross neglect after obtaining audit report-from the CsDA/LAO concerned and
with the concurrence of IFA.
(ii) Loss statement for amounts not exceeding Rs.2000/- whether due or not due to theft,.
fraud or gross neglect need not be referred to cDA by the cFA concemed
(iii) The CFAs at Commands higher level may write off losses which are not due to theft,
fraud or gross neglect after obtaining the audit report from CsDA with the concurrence of
IFA.
(iv) The CFA may write off losses which are due to theft, fraud or gross neglect only
after obtaining audit report from csDA with the concurrence of IFA
(v) Provisions contained in FR Pt I will also be kept in view, while processing the loss of
Stores/public money.

Checklist for trntermediate and Final CFA

Sanctioning authority is to ascertain the following facts before according sanction

(i) The loss is not due to any individuals carelessness
(ii) The loss is beyond the control of storing authority
(iii) No carelessness is involved in safeguarding the equipment
(iv) Necessary enquiry has been ordered and reports rendered before the loss statement is
sent for sanction.

.(v) Rernedial action taken and instructions issued to avoid reccurence in future
(vi) No individual has been shielded to avoid fixing the responsibility

SOPs at Unit Level

ta7

Competent Financial Authority
Without IFA
Concurrence

with

-
IFA/CDA

Concurrence
I. VCAS/DCAS/AOP/AOM NIL 400000
AOC-in-C Command 400000
3. AOC, IAF Self Accounting Establishment NIL 200000
4. OC,IAF self Accountine Establishment NIL 100000
5. JD Met (Air HQ) NIL r00000
6. DGMS (Air) i/r/o Medical Stores only NIL 100000



(i) In case,s of Losses/Damages not due to theft. fraud. or g{oss neglect holding of
Court of Inquiry mav at the discretion of Competent Financial Authority be

dispensed with IFA concurrence where the reported loss is less than Rs, 10.000/-

by citing reasons for such action.
(ii) Accountant Officer are to maintain a record of all loss statement raised in Air
Force on Form (F) 1521 and are to ensure that each entrv ultimatelv records the
approval of Competent Financial Authoritv.
(iii) The financial powers detailed are personal and cannot be delesated to anv

subordinate officer. except under certain definite conditions as detailed in
Financial Regulations.
(iv) Losses of various classes of stores due to one and the same incidence/ cause

should be written on one loss statement.
(v) Air Force equipment which has been lost or damaged . and is to the subiect of

action is on lssue vou
enumerated in Para 3 of IAP 1501.
(vi) Preparation of Form (O) 406 to be done in accordance with Para 5 to 8 of
Chapter 22 of IAP 1501.
(vii) Pricins of loss occurred as shown in Form (O) 406 is to be done in
accordance with para 9 to 10 of Chapter 22 of IAP 1501.
(viii) Price is to be checked bv LAO(AF) concerned.
(ix) IFA's concurrence is to be obtained before according the sanction.

SOPs at Command HOs

(i) Loss staternent will be received in three copies along with the proceedings of
Court of Inquiry if held.
(ii) On receiving the loss staternent, the samd will be checkedJor its correctness in

accordance with Para 5 b (i) Chapter 22 IAP l50l
(iii) Loss statement will be recorded in the register maintained for the same

(iv) Before according'lrrite off'sanction, the competent Financial Authority, in each

case, is to obtain an Audit Report from CDA(AF), LAO(AF) as the case may be.

(v) For the purpose of audit report a copy of Form (P) 28 and (Q) 406 is to be made

available to the audit authorities.
(vi) IFA concurrence will be obtained and sanction accorded.

(vii) After the sanction by the CFA one copy of form (Q) 406 will be retained and

two copies duly signed in ink and dated will be forwarded to the unit originating the

loss statement-

SOPs at Air HOs

(i) Loss statement will be received in three copies along with the proceedings of Court

of Inquiry if held.
(ii) On receiving the loss staternent, the same will be checked for its correctness in
accordance with Para 5 b (i) Chapter 22 IAP 1501

(iii) Loss statement will be recorded in the register maintained for the same

(iui nefot" according'\nrite off'sanction, the competent Financial Authority, in each

case, is to obtain an Audit Report from CDA(AF), LAO(AF) as the case may be.

(v) For the purpose of audit report a copy of Form (P) 28 and (Q) 406 is to be made

available to the audit authorities.
(vi) IFA concurrence will be obtained and sanction accorded.
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Schedule -V

Po*.. to ,urr.tion w.it. off of lor.", of ,to.u, d,r. to
fn.ft, f'*uO

Authoritv Chapter 22lAP 1501

GFA and Financial Lirnit

Conditions

(i) The competent financial authority may write off of losses which are not due
to theft, fraud or neglect after obtaining audit report from the Controller of
Defence Account /LAo concerned with the concunence of lFA.
(ii) Loss statement for amounts not exceeding Rs.2000/- due to theft, fraud or
neglect need not be refened to csDA by the cFAs concerned.
{iii) The CFAs at Commands higher level may write off losses due to theft,
fraud or gross neglect after obtaining the audit report frorn CsDA with the
concunence of lFA.
(iv) The CFA may write off losses which are due to theft, fraud or gross neglect
only after obtaining audit report from CsDA with the concurence of IFA
(v) Provisions contained in FR Pt I will also be kept in view while processing
the loss of stores/publications

Ghecklist for lntermediate and Final GFA

Sanctioning authority is to ascertain the following facts before according sanction

(i) Reasons forwarded for loss are genuine.
(ii) Loss is beyond the capacity of the individual iield responsible for the loss.
(iii) Action taken to avoid such type of losses in the future.
(iv) ln case of loss due to faulty packing/storage, action taken to improve such
requirements.
(v) lf the loss is due to Rly/Transporter, action taken to recover the cost from
Rly/Transporter. ,.

(vi) Remedial Measures taken and instructions issued to avoid recunence in
future..

SOPs at Unit Level

Competent Financial Authority Without IFA
Concurrence

wirh tFA/cDA
Concurrence

VCAS/IJCAS/AOM NIL 1,20000
AOC-in-C Command NIL 1,20000
AOC/CO IAF Self
Accounting Establishment

NIL 60000
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(i) ln cases of Losses/Damages due to theft. fraud. or gross neglect
holdinq of Court of Inquirv mav at the discretion of Competent Financial
Arrthoritv be dispensed with IFA concurrence in cases where the loss is
less than Rupees 10.000 bv citinq reasons for such action.
(ii) Accountant Officer are to maintain a 'record of all loss statement
raised in Air Force on Form (F) 1521 and are to ensure that each entrv
ultimatelv records the approval of Competent Financial Authoritv.
(iii) The financial powers detailed are personal and cannot be deleqated
to anv subordinate officer. except under certain definite conditions as
detailed in Financial Requlations.
(iv) Losses of various classes of stores due to one and the same
incidence/ cause should be written on one loss statement.
(v) Air Force equipment which has been lost or damaged . and is to the
subiect of formal write off action is to be recorded on issue voucher
Form (Q) 406 as enumerated in para 3 of IAP 1501.
(vi) Preparation of Form (Q) 406 to be done in accordance with para 5 to
8 Chapter 22 of IAP 1501.
(vii) Pricinq of loss occurred and shown in form {Q) {q€jsle ie iene in
accordance with Paia 9 Chapter 22 and Para 3 to 14 Chapter 23 of IAP
1501.
(Viii) Fricinq on Form(Q) 406 is to be checked bv LAO(Afl concerned.
(ix) IFA's concurrence is to be obtained before accordinq the sanction.

SOP at Command HQs
a

(i) Loss statement will be received in three copies along with the proceedings
of Court of Inquiry if held.
(ii) On receiving the ldss statement, the same will be checked for its
conectness in accordance with Para 5 b (i) Chapler 22lAP 1501
(iii) Loss statement will be recorded in the register maintained for the same
(iv) Before according "write offl'sanction, the competent Financial Authority, in
each case, is to obtain an Audit Report from CDA(AF), LAO(AF) as the case
may be.
(v) For the purpose of audit report a copy of Form (P) 28 and (Q) 406 is to be
made available to the audit authorities.
(vi) IFA concurrence will be obtained and sanction accorded.
(vii) After the sanction by the CFA one copy of form (O) 406 will be retained
and two copies duly signed in ink and dated will be forwarded to the unit
originating the loss statement

SOP,at Air HQs

. (i) Loss statement will be received in three copies along with the proceedings
of Court of Inquiry if held. t'

(ii) On receiving the loss statement, the same will be checked for its
correctness in accordance with Para 5 b (i) Chapter 22lAP 't501

(iii) Loss statement will be recorded in the register maintained for the same
(iv) Before'according "write off' sanction, the competent Financial Authority, in

each case, is to obtain an Audit Report from CDA(AF), LAO(AF) as the case
maybe. Ill
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Schedule:VI

power to sanction write off of losses of Public Monev not due to

Theft. Fraud or Gross Neglect

AuthoriW FR Pt I Vol I

CFA & Financial Limits :

Gonditions

(i) The competent financial authority may write off of losses which are not due

tl'theft, fraud or neglect after. obiaining audit report from the Controller of

Defence Account concemed, with the concurence of lFA.

(ii) Loss statement for amounts not exceeding Rs.2000/- not due to theft' fraud

oi neglect need not be refened to CsDA by the CFAs concemed.

(iii) Tie CFAs at Commands higher level may write off losses which are not due

to theft, fraud or gross neglect after obtafning the audit report from CsDA with

the concurence of lFA.

iiuj fn" CFA may write off losses which are due to theft, fraud or gross neglect

iniy atter obtaining audit report from CsDA with the concurrence.of IFA

(v) 
-provisionr 

*nluined in. FR Part I will also be kept in view, while processing

the cases of loss of Public money.

Ghecklist for Intermediate &llnalGEA

1. The definition of the term 'Public Money is as follows: -

1q inecoverable personal advances made to individuals no longer in Government

service;
(ii) Overpayments of pay and allowances made to individuals no longer in

Govemment Service;
(iii) Allother inecoverable cash claims including the value of issues on payment

io units or individuals the recovery of which would entail considerable hardship or

present sPecial difficultY; 
t B

\

Gompetent Financial
AuthoritY

Without IFA
Concurrence

with
IFAICDA

Concurrence

Remarks

1.

VCAS/DCAS/AOP/AOM
NIL 50,000 The powers may also be

exercised in resPect of
DSC personnel attached
to the units of Air Force

2. AOC-in-C
Command

NIL 40,000

3. Directorate of
Accounts (For writing
off debit balance of Non
effective IRLA)



iv)Value of stores issued to contractors which, for any cause, there has been afailure to recover and the recovery.of which would present special difficulty;
(v) Losses due to expenditure on ireightin respect of stores'dispatcrrec in error;(vi) Losses resulting from the dispatch of stores by other than the authorizedprocedure;
(vii) lnecoverable debts of units disbanded in accordance with demobilization
orders;
(viii) lnecoverable losses due to thefts and fraudulent-use of railway warrants,
credit notes or raiMay concession vouchers;
(ix) Demurage charges incuned due to negligence on the part of consignor/
consignee

2 Sanctioning authority is to ascertain the following facts before according sanction

(i) The loss is not due to theft, fraud or gross neglect
(ii) The loss is beyond the control of the authorit!
(iii) No carelessness is involved
(iv)Necessary COI if any, has been ordered and reports rendered b'efore the
loss statement as sent for sanction
(v) Necessary instruction have been issued to avoid recurrence of such loss.
(vi) Remedial Measures taken.
(vii) No individual has been shielded to avoid fixing-the responsibility.

SOPs at Unit Level

has
action

orm 3of 1501
vi to be in

8 of Ghapter 22 of lAp 1501.
shown in Form

SOP at Command HQS

tt4



(i) Loss statement will be received in three copies along with the proceedings
of Court of lnquiry if held.
(ii) On receiving the loss statement, the same will be checked for its
conectness in accordance with Para 5 b (i) Chapter 22lAP 1501
(iii) Loss statement will be recorded in the register maintained for the same
(iv) Before according lrrite off'sanction, the competent FinancialAuthority, in
each case, is to obtain an Audit Report from CDA(AF), LAO(AF) as,the case
may be.
(v) For the purpose of audit report a copy of Form (P) 28 and (Q) 406 is to be
made available to the audit authorities
(vi) IFA concurence vvill be obtained and sanction accorded.
(vii) After the sanction by the CFA one copy of form (O) 406 will be retained
and two cgpies duly signed in ink and dated will be fonararded to the unit
originating the loss statement.

SOP at Air HQs

(i) Loss statement will be received in three copies along with the proceedings
of Court of lnquiry if held.
(ii) On receiving the loss statement, the same will be checked 'for its
conectness in accordance with Para 5 b (i) Chapter 22lAP 15A1
(iii) Loss statement will be recorded in the register maintained for the same
(iv) Before according "write off'sanction, the competent FinancialAuthority, in
each case, is to obtain an Audit Report from CDA(AF), LAO(AF) as the case
may be.
(v) For the purpose of audit report a copy of Form (P) 28 and (Q) 406 is to be
made available to the audit authorities.
(vi) IFA concurence will be obtained and sanction accorded.
(vii) After the sanction by the CFA one copy of form (O) 406 will be retained
and two copies duly signed in ink and dated will be fonruarded to the unit
originating the loss statement.

I
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Schedule -VII

Power to sanction write off of losses of Public Monev due to
Theft. Fraud or Gross Neglect

CFA & Financial Limits :

Conditions

(i) The competent financial authority may write off of losses which are not due
to theft, fraud or neglect after obtaining audit report from the Controller of
Defence Account concemed with the concurence of lFA.
(ii) Loss statement for amounts not exceeding Rs.2000/- due to theft, fraud or
neglect need not be refened to CsDA by the CFAs concerned.
(iii) The CFAs at Commands higher level may write off losses due to thefi, fraud
or gross neglect after obtaining the audit report from CsDA/LAO with the
concurence of lFA.
(iv) The CFA may write off losses which are due to theft, fraud or gross neglect
only after obtaining audit report from CsDA with the concurence of lFA.
(v) Provisions contained in FR ft I will also be kept in view while processing
loss of public money.

Chqcklist fo.r intermediate & Final CFA

1. The definition of the term 'Public Money is as follows: -
(i) lnecoverable personal advances made to individuals no longer in Govemment
service;

(ii) Overpayments of pay and allowances made to individuals no longer in
Govemment Service;

(iii) All other inecoverabfe cash claims including the value of issues on payntent
to units or individuals the recovery of which would entail considerable hardship or
present special difficulty;
iv) Value of stores issued to contractors which, for any cause, there has been a
failure to recover and the recovery of which would present special difficulty;
(v) Losses due to experditure on freight in respect of stores dispatched in enofi
(vi) Losses resulting from the dispatch of stores by other than the authorized
procedurei ,/

lt6

Competent Financial
Authority

Without IFA
Concurrence

with
IFA/CDA

Cencurrence

Remarks

VCAS/DCAS/AOP/AOA NIL 40,000 These povYeni may also be
exercised in respect of DSC
personnel attached to units
of Air Force.

AOG-n-C Command NIL 20,000



(vii) lnecoverable debts of units disbanded in accordance with demobilization
orders;
(viii) lrrecoverable losSes due to thefts and fraudulent use of railway warrants,
credit notes or railway concession vouchers;
(ix) Demurrage charges incuned due to negligence on the part of consignor/
consignee.

2. Sanctioning authority is to ascertain the following facts before according sanction

(i) The loss is not due to theft, fraud or gross neglect
(ii) The loss is beyond the control of the authority
(iii) No cqrelessness is involved
(iv)Necessary COI if any, has been ordered and reports rendered before the
loss statement as sent for sanction
(v) Necessary instruction have been issued to avoid recurrence of such loss.
(vi) Remedial Measures taken.
(vii) No individual has been shielded to avoid fixing the responsibility

SOPs at Unit Level

(i) ln cases of Losses/Damaqes not due to theft. fraud. or gross neqlecJ
holdinq of Go$rt of lnquirv mav at the discretion of Competent Financidl
Authoritv be dispensed with IFA concurrence.
(ii) Accountant Officer are to maintain a record of all loss statementr

raised in Air Force on Form (Fl 1521 and are to ensure that each entrv
ultimatelv records the approval of Competent Financial Authoritv.
(iii) The financial powers detailed are personal and cannot be delegatqd
to anv subordinate officei. except under cerlallr definite conditions as
detailed in Financial Requlations.
(iv) Losses of-aarious classes of stores due to one and the same
incidencel cause should be written on one loss statement.
(v) Air Force equipment which has been lost or damaqed. and is to the
subiect of formal write off action is to be recorded on issue voucher
Form (Q) 406 as enumerated in Para 3 of IAP 1501.
(vi) Preparation of Form (Q) 406 to be done in accordance with Para 5 to
8 of Chapter 22 of IAP 1501.
(vii) Pricing of loss occurred and shgwn in FormlQ! 406 is to be done in
accordance with Para 9 Chapter 22 and Para 3 to 14 Chapter 23 of IAP
1501.
(viii) Pricing of loss is to be checked bv LAO (AF) concerned.

SOP at Command HQs
(i) Loss statement will be received in three copies along with the proceedings
of Court of lnquiry if held.
(ii) On receiving the loss statement, the same will be checked for its

. conectness in accordance with Para 5 b (i) Chapter22lAP 1501
(iii) Loss statement will be recorded in the register maintained for the same
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(iv) Before according "write off'sanction, the competent FinancialAuthority, in
each case, is to obtain an Audit Report from CDA(AF), LAO(AFj as the case
may be.
(v) For the purpose of audit report a copy of Form (P) 2g and (e) 406 is to be
made available to the audit authorities.
(vi) IFA @ncurence will be obtained and sanction accorded.
(vii) After the sanction by the GFA one copy of form (O) 406 will be retained
and two copies duly signed in ink and dated will be fonrarded to the unit
originating the loss statefient.

SOP at Air HQs

(i) Loss statement will be received in three copies along with the proceedings
of Court of lnquiry if held.
(ii) On receiving the loss statement, the same will be checked for its
conectness in accordance with para 5 b (i) chapter 22lAp 1501
(iii) Loss statement will be recorded in the register maintained for the same
(iv) Before according \ivrite off'sanction, the-competent FinancialAuthority, in
each case, is to obtain an Audit Report from CDA(AF), LAO(AF) as the case
may be.
(v) For the purpose of audit report a copy of Form (P) 28 and (e) 406 is to be
made available to the audit authorities.
(vi) IFA concurence will be obtained and sanction accorded.
(vii) After the sanction by the CFA one copy of form (O) 406 wil be retained
and two copies duly signed in ink and dated will be iorwarded to the unit
originating the loss statement
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Schedule- VIII (A)
Furchase of stores

SOP FOR LOCAL PURCHASE OF STOR.ES

1. Ranqe: All Air Force stores and equlpment inciuding medical stores.

2. Occasions: Local purchase of stores can be resorted to: -

(a) The powers of local purchase (per transaction) are to be exercised
only in respect of such items of authorized equipment as are urgently required and
then only aftqr it has been ascertained that suppliers are not available or cannot be
obtained expeditiously from the normal source of supply. The use of the powers of
local purchase should be exception rather than the rule.

(b) These Financial powers are also applicable to purchase of spares of
MT and Marine CrafUDiesel Petrol generating set and medical stores. Powers in
respect of stores relates only to purchase of indigenous stores and not in respect of
stores from abroad. This will also include local purchase of ASC stores viz
condiments. CFA for ASC items will be determined w.r.t total estimated annual
requirements. Tenders for such supplies will be invited from ASC registered vendors
and vendors registered with the Air Force or through open tender in consultation with
local lFA.

This will also include local purchase of ASC stores viz condiments and ASC
items. CFA for ASC items will be determined w.r.t. total estimated annual
requirements of the command as a whole. All contracts for ASC stores/AS0 items
will preferably be concluded at Command level taking into account the estimated
annual requirements. Tenders for such supplies will be invited from ASC registered
vendors and vendors registered with Air Force.

For purchase, repair, calibrat*rn etc and for all maintenance(c)

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

requirements for all ranges of equipment whose maintenance philosophy is "Local
repaif by units or through vendors.

3) Wherever financial powers of CFAs are with financial. concurrence/in
consultation with lFA, concurrenie of IFA is to be obtained at each stage of
procurement. As per laid down rules of IFA system, LAOs being lFAs, are
invariably to be involved in following stages of procurement in respect of local
purchase under schedule Vlll.

Acceptance of necessity.
Selection of mode of tendering i.e. OTE/LTHSTE at the time of TE stage.
Approval of sources in case of LTE and STE/Selection of vendors.
Vetting of draft tender enquiry.
Participation in Tender opening and vetting of CST. (All tenders are to be
opened in the presence of bonafide reps. of firms.)

vi) Participation of TPC/PNC at units.
vii) Vetting of draft supply orders and recording of FC NO & Date.
viii) Concunence of DP Extension, waiver of LD and security deposit.
ix) Concunence of Amendments to contracts.

Ifowever, for proposals upto Rs.2lakhs which cover powers delegated upto AOC
self accounting establishments, the concurrence of IFA will be combined at two stages.
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First stage will cover necessity angle concurrence, mode of tendering concurrence and
vettin! draft tender inquiry. The second stage will cover holding of PNC, if required,
and expenditure angle clearance. Moreover, this provision will be followed till the time
a dedicated IFA is posted to the concerned units/self accounting establishment.

It is further clarified that tendering/ contracting procedures for central purchase apply
mutatis mutandis to local purchase. No such distinction has been made in any MOD r

orders/GFR/FR/DFPR

In case of financial powers without concurrence, normal tendering/procurement o

procedures will be followed, though IFA will not be associating. All such sanctions are

subject to audit by CDA (AFyJCDA (AF) as the case may be.

. 4 REGISTRATION OF VENDORS: Separate lists of suppliers will be
maintained by Air Force Units for local purchase and direct purchase and periodically
reviewed for additions / deletions. Vendors already registered with Army, Nu,ry, Ordnance
Factories, DRDO and Defence PSUs and DGS&D will be automatically considered for issue

ofLTE.

IFA, being a resourceful Officer locally available having knowledge of financial,
accounting and contractual matters and working experience of other Departments of
MOD, may be invariably constlted in the process of registration of vendors, particularly with
regard to verification of financial and commercial capabilities of vendors. As such, the
registration work is a multi-disciplinary and techno-cornmercial exercise.

5 ACCEPTANCE OF NECESSITY: Due justification from acceptance of necessity is
to be furnished to local IFA /LAO for scrutiny. In case of provisioned items, non- .:

availability certificate from concerned depot is to be invariably obtained. If it is the first
time procurernent, full de1ails of the case along u'ith jus{ification for procurement is to be ?
furnished for scrutiny of IFA /CFA

6. ESTIMATED COST: The value of local purchase proposals are to be estimated
before issue of Tender Enquiry as follows:

a) Last purchase price. It should not be more than 3 years old
b) LPP should not be escalated as per C.V.C guidelines. Wherever any variati** in the

estimated cost is proposed it should be worked out in a realistic and objective manner
' among other things on the basis of prevailing market rates, RBI indiOes, economic

indices for the raw materiaU labour, other input cost. IEEMA formula wherever
applicable assessment based on intrinsic value and prevailing foreign exchange rates

as promulgated by RBI.
c) Year of last purchase price and date and no. of supply Order.
d) Budgetary quotations where LPP are more than three years old. Manufacturers price

list and current'discount rates may be obtained.

e) In case of price list or LPP is not available, the basis of arriving at the price of each

item is to be indicated.

0 Where price lists/LPPs are not available, prices ar.e to be assessed in consultation with
specialist officers by clearly annotating that prices have been assessed.

After acceptafice of necessity is concurred by IFA (where applicable i.e. CFA powers +

are with concurrence) and approved by CFA, LTE should be issued to established and
registered suppliers concurred by IFA/ CDA and approved by CFA, duly'
recording adequate reasons.
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LAO ls to be lnvolved ln Vetting Draft Tender Enquiries and ln Vetting 
-Draft

Supply Orders. A specimen copy of draft abridged TE is enclosed at Annexure I

ln case of local purchases, the tenders are being invited and CST

is prepared at unit level. This CST will be vetted by LAO with regard to

original quotations to ensure that rates-taxes, duties, and charges have

Ue6n properly accounted for on the CST.The last procurement rate and

source should be indicated in the csT and verified.

Draft Supply Order is to be vetted with regard to standard terms & conditions

of contracts. GOI guidelines, quantities, rates, taxes, duties and charges, payment

t,erms, period of diivery, L.D. clause, security deposit etc. A specimen copy of draft

abridged SO is enclosed at Annexure ll.

While vetting, financial concurrence No & Date of IFA are to be

indicated on draft suPPlY order.

7 TENDERING: In all cases of local purchase except cash purchases

under Srhrd"tr XV(C), tenders are to be invariably invited. Quotatioils on

letter pad / head should not be accepted. A tender, on acceptance, becomes

a contract.

As per rule 15 GFR and Appendix Vlll under Rule 102, open

tendering is to be resorted to for procurement of all items of Rs.2 lakhs

and abo-ve. TPC including CFA and IFA can resort to LTE recording

adequate reasons. IFA's concurrence for mode of tendering will be

obtained at acceptance of necessity stage.

Further selection of vendors for issue of LTE is to be approved by

chairman of TPC i.e. CFA and concurred by lFA, amongst others.

However, the concurence of LAO/IFA will not be obtained in respect of L.T.E.

up to Rs.80, 000/-. Atl cases of L.T.E. exceeding Rs.80, 000/- up to 8 Lakhs are

invariably to be issued with prior concurence of IFA vide MOD letter no. 10(3/02-D

. ;'. 'l. l' 
:(Air-l I ) Dt-0 1 /@/2002.

Total financial powers against single tender including proprietary
purchases without concurence of IFA are only Rs. 5000 as per delegation of
poweF vide MoD letter no. 10(3/O2-D (Air-ll) Dt:-01/04/29O2

8 ISSUE OJ' PAq: Any item being proprietary T naturc is to be

pro.offiM'(original Equipment Manufacturer) the PAC

,, (propriethry Article certificate) in terms of MOD_.I.IeT NO: -93916/RI)

iii;lSZ*Zpinuy Dt: -15/10/1985 should be issued. PAC should be issued in

i"vor of OElWAuthorhed dealer, duly recording reasons. Reasonability of
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rates' among other things, is to be assessed with regard to cost break-up,
price analysis and effective comparison with rates oFsimilar items.

When purchases are to be made from sote manufacturer o!'from authorised
distributor, the percentage of rebate to be allowed by the manufacturer/ distributor
should be seen and the same has been indicated in TPC/Formal sanction is to be
ensured. Reasons for proprietary purchase are standardization,, fitness and
single/known source

The powers of PAC purchases under revised delegation are Rs.5000/- only.

g Unit Level TPC / PNC for local Purchase: -TPC/CLPC at Unit level
has been laid down by MOD. This comprises of

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

AOC / CO Depot
Representative of CDA i.e LAO I ACDA
CQAO
C Lgs O or reprdsentative
Representative Of user section

Association of LAo (AF) being IFA to Aoct co in Tpc respect of
purchases exceeding value of Rs. 1 lakh with or without financial concurence is
mandatory.

Wherever rates are considered on higher side.or as advised by lFA, PNC
may be'conducted associating IFA with Ll firm. Brief for TPGIPNC should be
submitted to IFA / members (Fin.), three clear working days in advance. ln all
cases'of PNC, the rninutes of FNC should be signed by all members, inciuding
member (Fin.) duly incorporating financial advice if any rendered-.
Reasonability of rates is to be brought out in minutes effectivety.

f0 Incorporation Of Standard Terms And Conditions Of Cont{act fn
Local Purehase Order: As per rules all standard terms and conditions of
contract vn. among other things, security deposit, delivery period,
liquidated damages, arbitration, payment terms, terms of delivery,
inspection etc are fo be incorporated in the local purchase order. tocal
purchase order is a contract. Tenders incorporating standard terms and
conditions are to be invited for all such purchases except cash purchases
under Schedule XVI. A tender on acceptance becomes a contract. Security
deposit cannot be waived without prior concurrence of IFA. The
requirement of Earnest Money, Security Deposit and LD will be as per
Rule203,Rule2l3 FR part-lvol-1,and Rule 273 & Rule 12 of GFR. CFA,
hry, however, use his discretion in respect of cases upto Rs. 11001000/-.
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All security deposits in alt approved forms are to be pledged in favour of
IFA/CDA.

Alternatively a system of permanent Security Deposit can be instituted
where each Registered Vendor will submit SD of suitable amount to be decided
in consultation with IFA which will be kept valid during the currency of
registration ln such a system, there is no need for the vendor to submit SD

each time for each Gontract.
tnclusion of Liquidated Damaqe Clause ln LPO

As per GOI Decision Para 8 of Rule 12 GFR, liquidated damage clause is
appticable in alt contracts. Local purchase order is also a contract. L.D. is
recovered for delay due to defaults on the part of the contractor, @2% pm or
part thereof, not exceeding 10o/o of total contract value LD cannot be waived
without concurrence of local lFA.

Amendments To Local Purchase Orders With Concurrence Of IFA

No purchases can be made without inviting tenders except Forests and
Jaits. A tender on acceptance becomes a contract. Any amendment to contract
i.e. local purchase orders with regard to quantity, rate, delivery ;ieriod,
payment terms, having financial bearing, require prior concurrence of CDA/IFA
or representative of CDA /lFA.

The UO no. and date of IFA is to be invariably prominently shown on supply

order as well as amendments to supply order.

Association Of LAO In Tendering At EDs/BRDs In Local Purchases

Cases Beyond The Financial Power Of AOCs/COs

ln cases of local purchases beyond the financial powers of AOGs/COs,
where tenders are being invited by Unit authorities, LAO is to be involved in all
stages right from the stage of acceptance of necessity, determining mode of
tendering, selection of vendors to participation in TPC/PNC, though concurence
will be accorded by appropriate IFA as per delegation of financial power. This is
applicable in cases where financial powers of higher CFAs are with financial
concurrence of higher lFAs.
11 Proiedure: -The user section is to raise a local purchase proforma (LPP),

which snoutO give the following details. This should be submifted to both IFA and
CFA, where such financial powers are with concurrence of lFA, before issue of
TE. IFA will examine the same from acceptance of necessity
a) Details of items required (including specific brand) with justification of the

requirement.
(b) Qty of item required.
(c) Assessed/expected cost of items
(d) Non-availability from stores.
("i Reason why item is to be procured locally eg. Urgently required, commonly

available, demand not materialised etc.
(0 User should certify that qty being procured is barest minimum.
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(g) Proprletary article certlftcate if appllcable duly countersigned by Section
Commander/Director ls to be enclosed ln case proprie[ary purchase is
proposed.

12 The S Lgs O will provlde LPPs for commonly avallable items required. The
LPP should provlde followlng details.

(a) Detalle of items requlred.

(b) Qty of iGm required to be pnocured which should be based on followlng.
(l) Scalelmaxifium establlshment
(ii) Stoeks
(lll) Dues ln, lf any

, (iv) Net requlrement
(c) Last purchase price lf avallable with year of purchase. lf annual contract is

finallzed the contract approved rate is to be quoted.
(d) Proprletary article certificata lf appllcable.

13 ln case Alr HQ/Command HQ authorlzes procurement of an item throtgh
local purchase, the local purchase probrma ls to be raised by the S Lgs O. Air
HQ/HQ MC while authorlzlng any such purchase is to clearly glve the following
detalls:-

(a) Approval of AHSP
(b) lnspectlon agency
(c) List of all flrms reglstered with AHSP/A|r HQIHQ MG for purchase of the item.
The uprds "Likely source of supply" are not to be used while decentralizing such
purchase. ln case only one flrm is registered proprletary purchase should be
authorized.

Wherc sanctlons are lssued wlth concurence of IFA at Alr
HQrslGommands, local IFA le to be lnvarlably assoclated ln
tenderlnglcontractlng and post contract management.

14 Budsetl - Budgetary control ls to be done by Senlor Accounts Ofllccr
for the full flnanclal year. He ls to malntaln budgetary expenditure and
commltment reglster for.all code heads under whleh funds are allocated to
the unlt. Perallel budgetary reglsters are not to be meintalned by the
purchese reglster slnce full responslbtllty of budgetary control is of the
Senlor Accounts Ofllcer. He wlll render monthly expenditure report to
loeal Itr.A, endorslng copy to CDA (AFyJCDA (Af) as the ease may be,
lneludlng letest allotment agalnst varlous code heads or any other
lnformation requlred by locel IFA.

15 Code heedl The expendlture shell be lncurred to respective locel code
heed ofthe revbnue budget

16 B[dset Prclectlon:ludget projeetion will be made by SAO of Units based sn
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following inputs.

(a) Expenditure details based on its budgetary control ragister.

(b) Commitment details based on lts budgetary control reglstar.

(c) Additional funds requirement for cunant year and funds requirement br ne*
year is b be obtained from respective purchase officers. LAO, being local IFA

is to be associated in entire budget exercise

Tlra cornpilad datails are to ba proJectd to command HQ as per Appendlx "B'

to lAp 0152 rntro is furthertro crnsolidate and bruard the details to Dte Fln (P) at Air

He. The responsibility of preparation of budgat estirnatas and the ganaral rules to be

followed are given in Fn GFR and DFPR etc. The time schedule br submlselon is to

be dona as par existing Govt. orders /guidelines.

17 D Fin (P) will rnake bulk allocation to all command HQ. Command HQ wlll

frrrlher make allotmants to unlts endorsing ink signed coples of allotment to lFAs and

CDA AFy JCDA tAF) as tha casa maY be.

18 pty$,tG AuTHORIW AND M@E: Tlle qqy.ment wlll be made by accounts

omcar when the bills are submited along with the

contmctors'bill (nFA-68 revlsed) dutly vetted and signed by the logistlc Officer. lt is
the responsibility of the Accounts officer to ensure that funds arc availao*le pefora

making paymeni. Allthird party payments are to be made through Contractors blll.

19 : ln mattar
withln tha Aetegated powars, lt ls open to the CFA to overrule tha
advlce of IFA by an order recorded ln wrltlng contalnlng the gist of
obfectlons of IFA and reasons for ovarrullng advlce. A copy o{ lhe
order overrullng flnanclal advlce wlll be endonsad to the noxt hlgher
CFA and lFA. ln such cases, the local IFA should also be lntlmatad.
It wlll be open to the IFA to report the matter to the next hlgher IFA
for peruslng the matter wlth the hlgher CFA or dropplng lt_as
deemed flt, (Refer para 2 (b) of Govt. OM No.10 (3)r02-D (Alr-ll) Dtl-
0110412002).

-lt ls entirely the responsibility of loeal
purchase officer to submit the lnformation along with necessary docurnants
for consideration of IFA and CFA.

a. The ltems are authorlsed for Alr Force Equlpments.
b. ltams ane urgently requlrcd.
c. ltems ara not avallable ln unlUED.
d. ltems cannot be obtalned expaditlously from normal sounoe of supply.
e. LP ls resorted to ln exceptlonal eases and not as a matter of routtne-
f.. Purchase proposal ls wlthln the delegated llnanclal powers of IFA and

cFA' 
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Whether CST has been signed by authorized gazetted officer and
ranking statement has been vetted by IFA/rep of lFA.
Tender-opening has been .conducted properly by board of officers
including rep of IFA in presence of authorized representatives of firms.
Where the financial powers are with concurrence, it is to be ensured that
the concurrence of the IFA has been obtained right from the acceptance
of necessity, determining the mode of tendering, selection of vendors,
vetting of draft tender & CST, TPC/PNC (in case of purchased exceeding
Rs.1 lakh etc).
Competitive tenders/quotations have been invited as per rules.
lf the items are required for.stock, then they are not to exceed more than

three nionths requirement.
Items are not of short shelf life and not likely to be unfit in store.
Scales laid down are not exceeded.
Local purchase order has not been split up to avoid necessity of
obtaining sanction from higher authority.
Where higher rates are accepted, reasons in detail are to be given by

TPC before accepting the tender other than L1.

Sanction from higher authority is obtained where such sanction is

required to be oblained whenever it exceeds the delegated financial
power of local IFA and CFA.

2lzl Auolt or sancll(}ns ; -
without concurrence of IFA wi

Audit of sanctions : - Ink signed copy of all sanctions issued by CFAs

will be endorsed to CDA (AF) /JCDA (AF) fbr
rvith or

audit of
audit ofsanctions. Ink signed copy of Supply Orders endorsed to CDA (AF) /JCDA (AF) tbr

sanctions, at the time of placement of Supply Order.

Necessary Subject file containing Original tenders/quotations, CSQ'NA

certificate and other supporting documents should be made available to CDA

(AF)/JCDA (AF) for audit of sanctions.

This is separate from post-audit which is to be undertaken by CDA (AF) /JCDA

(AF) after payment by AF Accounts Branch'

g.

h.

t.

J.
k.

t.
m.
n.

o.

p.

22. Post-Audit: After payment by IAF Account

following documents are to be invariably submitted to CDA (AF)

for audit viz.

Original copy of the Supply Order duly enfaced with

Cancelled'

Contractor's bill (IAFA 68 Revised)

iii) CRV/A&I Note

iv) Inspection Note

v) Guarantee/IVarranty Certifi cae where applicable.

vi) CST alongwith original Quotations/Tenders.

vii) Minutes of the TPC/PNC where applicable.
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viii) Copies of amendments including DP extensions.

The post-audit function is different from audit of sanctions, which is
undertaken immediately after issue of sanctions/supply orders. On the contrary,
post-audit is undertaken after payment is made.

" 23 Time schedule for processing the case.

(a) Filling up details by S Lgs O in

LPP

I working day

1b) Fillinq up of details in LPP by SAO I workinq dav
(c) Financial vettinq by IFA i workino davs

(d) Floating of quotations A/ithin 2 working days of Approvalof IFA &

]FA
Preparation of CSQ'and submission

of CLPC proceeding to IFA and CFA

rVithin 5 working days from the date of
Joenino of Tenders.

Placement of order A/ithin 2 working days of Concunence of IFA

rnd aooroval bv CF'A.
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1. R,ANGE: All illedical $ms {Expmditure & Non Expendable)"

Note: Pwchaffiflro+d incltdes ptdleeed urgent repairs.

2, occASlolrls: Local pwchem of mcdisal €tores ean be resorted to: -

(a) F'or all items of expenddcs/rrn cxp€nd$l€s FV;k!$ and Non PVMS traedieal storles

wttish are aufrrorized items ald are urgently rquired and are neither available through

. service sources nq can be eapeditbudysde avail&le &om seriee soq,rrces.

(b) Fsr all medioan ffis w,trcrein Cqwland ildQ/Ai.r F{Q authorize loeal purdrase of
medical stores normdlyproot.red throu$h eentral Ssrrees.

(c) The rryedr,epairthreugh civil sstrcs witl be dsne ryith the aim to kcepthe ndical
equipment hdd by bspitaXs/,units in a firmrtiwl sate at all tinre if loeal Eil{f
work$sps ryBir freilities ruc iiadequ*c tr aot available.

3. PROCE.DI,'RE

(A) PROC-{,JREA{8NTOf EXP€NDAELS MEDICALSTORES

{0 Emergeney Furc$m: Au&ority: RMS AF 1983 Para 5?6{a) read with Para

S4?€)- PVMS itm ia an ernagwy ard Non PVM8 iterne eonsidered absolutely essential

for the seafinmt of tbe patients" These rnay be purehased out of the Medieal Stores losal

purchase grant paid out of unit's Medieal stores local purehase grants,

(a) Every par in the month sf Feb a BOO will b€ detailed by the Hospital/unit

authoritic fsr cstlmetlng requlrements of expendable medleal stores whleh are urgently

requlred on dey-to-dry basis for r llnanclal yelr.

(b) SOC fur inviting tenders, mode of tendering and opening of tenders will be

prepared by IAF Hospital authorities. This will bc put up to IFA before issue of TE in case

the flnanclal powers rre wlth concunence of IFA.

(c) TPC will deeide supplier the one, who gives maximum diseount on the Maximum

R.etail Priee (MRP) i.e. L-l after taking diseount ints eonsideration and other fastors and

eontract will be valid for one year antl will be annual rate contraet.

(d) In ease of annual rate eontraets, CFA and IFA wlll be determlned with
reference to value of estlmated annual requirements of the yelr.

fe) Approved eopy of the TPC will be fonvarded to PMO of the eontrolling

Command HQ and for the units under Air HQ, Med-2 Seetion at Air HQ for reeord purpose.

In cases, where financial powers are with ooneuffeRqe of IFA, the sase will be submltted
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through IFA, who will vet thg draft S.O. and occord aoncurFence, after examining the

ease.

(D SMO/O i/e Medieal Stores will place supply order fiom time to tirne to supplier

for the supply of expendable medical stores, if it falls within financial powers without

eoncurence. If lt ts wlth concurrence, concurrence of IFA wlll be obtelned before

placlng Supply Order.

G) If a contraetor fails to provide the required stores on time, contraot with him can

be terminated wlth concurrence of IFA.

(h) Bulk Purehases: Authority: RMS AF 1983 Para 576(b) - When PVMS items are

not available from the dependent AFMSD. Purshase will be made against non-availability

eertifieate from the AFMSD. These bills will be passed to the AFMSD, which will fonrad

them to the eDA for payment. Quantity purchase will not exeeed two msnths requirements

or Rs.10,000/- whiehever is less for hospital of 400 beds and absve and for remaining units

one month's requirement at a time as per insfiuetions laid down in *lndenting Proeedrues"

issued by the Offiee of the DGAFMS.

(i ) SOC for neeessity, obtaining tenders and opening of tenders will be submitted to CFA

and IFA (where finaneial powers are with eoneunenee).

0) Following doeuments will be forwarded to CDA for payment through AFMSD.

' i. TPC Proeeedings

ii. Copy of Supply Order

iii. Bills in triplieate

iv. NA Certifieate from dependent AFMSD.

v. CRV and other supporting documents.

The UO No. and date of IFA will be invariably indieated in S.O.

(B) PROCUREMENT OF NON EXPENDABLE MEDICAL STORES

(a) Medieal stores will be procured in eonsultatisn with IFA wherwer required subjeet to

fulfillment of the following esnditions: -

i. The eqpt shsuld be PVMSNon PVIvIS medieal stores

ii. Non.availability should have been eidorsed on the units indents by the AFMSD.

iii. A certifieate by SMSOslspecialists that the eqpt is urgently required for smooth

funetioning of unit/trospital.

iv. Budget provisioning should havebeen made.
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(b) Powers to be exercised with IFAICDA concurrence: In all cases where powers in respect

of purchase of medical stores required sanction of the Competent Financial Authority with

IFA/CDA concurrence, as enumerated in Schedule VOIII of FR Part I Vol.ll, the case will be

forwardd to IFA/CDA as case may be through proper channel for their concurence along

with the documents mentioned below. However, the case where concurrence of IFA/CDA is

not mandatory under above referred Schedule, the Competent Financial Authority will accord '
sanction following normal procurement procedures and the case does not require to be

forwardd to IFA/CDA soncurrence. The documents required to be accompanied with the

case for zubmission to IFA/CDA before issue of TE.

i. SOC along with QR

ii. Indent marked NiA by AFMSD.

iii. A certificate by Commandant/OC Hospital/SMO/Specialist that the stores are

urgentlyrequird for the smooth functioning of unit/hospital.

iv. Draft Tender Enquiry,

v. List of Vendors

vi. Proprietary article certificate (PAC) if applicable duly counter signed by SMO/OC is

to be enclosed in case ofproprietary purchase.

(c) After opening of tenders, CST will be prepared. Where rates are not considered

reasonable, PNC will be conducted with Ll firm, associating tFA. Thereafter, the subject file

along with tenders/quotations, CST, minutes of PNCiTPC where conducted and draft S.O.

will be submitted to IFA for concurrence before it is submitted to CFA for sanction.

(d) A.fter the concurrence of IFA, supply order will be placed indicating UO No. and date of

IFA, lAt the time of payment, Contractor's bill 0AFA-68) along with CRV and other

supporting documents will be forwarded to the Unit accounts officer for payment and the unit :
will intimate receipt of the stores to the respective AFMSD. Command HQ and Air HQ.

(e) Normal local purchase order/S.O. containing standard terms and conditions will be.

placed on supplier/contractor as in case of local purchase. Standard TE will be followed for

inviting tenders as in local purchase. UO No. and date of IFA, where issued with

concurrence is to be clearly indicated on S.O.

(f) Audit of Sanctions: All sanctions/supply orders/minutes of TPC/PNC G

with or without concurrence will be subject to audit of sanctions by CDA
(AFy/JCDA (AF).. All relevant files including supply order, CST, original

Quotations and Concurrence note of IFA, where applicable will be made
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NAME OF THE VENDOR / FIRIVI:
MAILING ADDRESS:

No.

Name of the Unit

Address
Dt.

vide letter no.
items of fbllorving

LOCAL PURCHASE ORDER / ACCEPTANCE OF TENDER
a

l. It is hereby cornmunicated that your quotation
DT. has been accepted fbr

specifications with standard terms a .o*titions mentioned hercin.

. SCHEDULE OF REQUIREMENT: -

(b) Type approvaUlCA No:

2. INSPECTION AUTHORITY: CQA, UNIT

3. PLACE oF INSPECTIoN: At Firm's / consignee's premises.

4. c Specifications mentioned against item, may be obtained ,on payment from theInspectionAuthority/Inspectionofficer,ifrequired.'\

5' IDENTIFICATION AND PACKING INSTRUCTION: The stores shall be
securely packed as per relevant clauses of the specification without any additional cost to the
Govemment to avoid loss_or damage during tiansit so as to reach the consignee in perfect
serviceable condition and fit -fcr the condition.

6' MODE OF DESPATCH: BY ROAD / RAIL.:- The stores shall be dispatched to
the consignee by the supplier on his own iurangement. In case FOR is other than the
consignee, the stores be dispatched by Road / Rail ai deemed fit.7. TERMS OF DELIVERY: F o R DESTINATION: - CONSIGNEE UNIT

8. DELIVERY SCHEDULE: (THE ESSENCE oF THE cONTRACT): l month

DESCRIPTION

(3)

QTY

EA
(6)

o//o
VALUE

UNIT/BASIC
PRICE IN Rs

AI\Y OTHER
TAXES

(a) Specification No:
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from the date of supply order.

g- SECURITY DEPOSIT: - Every Contractor shall deposit security deposit at the
rate of 5% (five percent) of the total value of each contract they secure before or within 20
days of the receipt of acceptance of tender along with acknowledgement copy of Supply
Order, failing which the Purchaser may cancel the contract and invoke where such other
remedies as may be open to the purchaser including Contractor's deregistration.

l0- The security deposit would be in any of following approved forms in favour of
IFA/CDA(AF) and should be valid during the currency of contract unless otherwise specified
viz,

Bank Deposit Receipts or Fixed deposit receipts or Demand Drafts or bank
guarantee of any of the scheduled commercial banks, NSC or KVP on post office cash
certificates or any other approved securities.

I l. If the Contractor fails or neglects to observe or perform any of his obligations under
the contract, it shall be lawful for the purchaser to forfeit either in whole oi in part, the
security deposit furnished by the Contractor. Save as aforesaid, if the contracior duly
performs and completes the contract in all respect and presents absolute "NO DEMAND
CERTIFICATE " in the prescribed form and returns in good conditions, the specifications,
drawing and samples or other property belonging to the purchaser, the Purchaser shall refund
the security deposit to the contractor after deducting all costs dnd other expenses that the
purchaser may have incurred and all does and other moneys including all lossis and damages
which the purchaser is entitled to recover from the Contractor.

12- FAILURE AND TERMINATION: If the contractor fails to deliver the stores or
any installment thereof within the period fixed for such delivery or at any time repudiates the
contract before the expiry of such period, the Purchaser may without prejudice to the right of
the Purchaser to recover damages for breach of the contract. Recover from the contractor as
agreed liquidated damages including administrative expenses and not by way of penalty a
sum equivalent to 2Yo of the price of any stores which the contractor has failed to deliver
within the period fixed for delivery in the schedule for each month or part of a month
during which the delivery of such stores may be in arrears where delivery thereof is accepted
after expiry of the aforesaid period, provided that the total damages so claimed shall not
exceed 107o ofthe total contract price.

13. OPIION CLAUSE:- The purchaser reserves the right to increase or decrease the
contracted quantity upto 25oh that may be ordered at the same rates and on the same terms
& conditions at any time during the currency of the contract. \

14. Paying Officer: - Senior Accounts Officer,IAF Unit

(b) Head of Account: MAJOR HEAD:
MINOR HEAD:
CODE HEAD:

15. TERMS OF PAYMENT:- 100% payment within 30 days of receipt of materials in
acceptable condition on submission of following documents viz,

1. Contractor's bill (IAFA-68 revised )
2. Original Supply Order
3. Guarantee / Warranty Certificate
4. Article in Use Note & Inspqotion note / Documentary proof of receipt
5. ED / ST Certificate where applicable
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6. Or any other document as required a, pl Tender

l6' WARRANTY / GUARANTEE CLAUSE: The contractor/seller here by will submit
a certificate declaring that the goods, stores articles sold / supplied to the purchaser under thiscontract shall be of the bsst quality and workmanship and-new in all respecls and shall bestrictly in accordance with the specification and particulars contained/mentioned in thiscontract' The contractor/seller hereby guarantees that the said goods/stores/articles would
continue to the description and quality aforesaid for a period of tw=elve months, from the dateof delivery of the said goods/stores/articles to the purchaser and will rectiS any defect or
defects free of cost during aforesaid warrantyperiod.

17 ' ARBITRATION: All disputes, differences or questions between the parties prior to
touching the subject matter of the agreement or the respective rights or duties L nabitities of
tlre parties under lor in respect of this agreement shall be referred to the sole arbitration of theAir offrcer Commanding /Commanding officer of Unit, Indian Air Force or person
appointed by him on his behalf and the decision of such arbitration shall be-final and binding
on both the parties. The venue of arbitration shall be the place from which formal acceptance
of tender is issued or such other place as the AoC/ Co /ob at his discretion may determine.

18. JURISDICTION OF COURTS: The courts
acceptance of tender has been issued shall alone have
arising out of or in respect ofthe contract.

This has the concurrence of IFA I Unit vide FC no.

Copy to:

LAO(AD 268D, Bangalore (Concerned IFA)
Jt'CDA(AF)' Nagpur (For post-audit of vouchers and audit of san'ctions)HQMC,IAF @udget hotder)

Signature of the Purchase 0fficer

Name of the unit
NAME OF THE VENDOR / FIRM:

No. Dt:
MAILING ADDRESS: 

-
LOCAL PURCHASE
TENDER ENQUIRY

1- Sealed Tenderto reach this Unit by 10.00 Hours on orbefore 31st JULy
2002- The sealed tender should be dropped in tre sealed tender box in the unit. Noresponsibility will be taken by the unit for postal delay I non-receipt of tenders.
Fax Quotations / Telegrams wiil not be considered. - --F-

of the place from where the
jurisdiction to decide any dispute

DT.

l

I

i
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(a) Ilm9 and date of opening of the sealed renden 12.00 Hours on 31 Juty
2OO2. The sealed quotations will opened in the presence of bidders t
authorised representatives of bidders

(b) Validity: Tender shall remain open for acceptance for 30 days from the
date of opening i.e. up to

(c) Tenderefs
Quotation
dated

No

Fax No.Tel. No.
Mail

E.

(d) SCHEDULE OF REQUIREMENT: -

(f) Specification No:
(f) Type Approval / LCA No:

NB: Please quote rates in figures as well as in words. Unit basic price and all
Government duties and taxes should be indicated separately. Govemment duties /
taxes etc should be specified and spelt out cleady giving the cunent rate applicable.

19. INSPECTION AUTHORITY: CQA, UN|T

20- PLAGE oF INSPEGTION: At Firm's / consignee's premises.

21. Specifications mentioned against item, may be obtained on payment from
the lnspection Authority / lnspection Officer, if required.

22. IDENTIFICATION AND PACKING INSTRUCTION: The stores shall be
securely packed as per relevant clauses of the specification without any
additional cost to the Govemment to avoid loss or damage during transit so as
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(1)

SEC/REF
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DESCRIPTION

(3)

QTY

EA

(4)
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PRICE lN Rs

(5)

ED

(6)
o,
TO

VALUE

SALES
TA)(

(7\

csr

(8)

SC/MST/UPTT

(s)

ANY OTHER
TA)(ES

(10)

ANY
OTHER

CHARGES
(11)

TOTAL
AMOUNT

(12)

Yo VALUE o,to VALUE otto VALUE otto VALUE



23.

to reach the consignee in perfect serviceable condition and fit for the
condition.

MoDE oF DESPATGH: By ROAD / RA|L:- The stores shail be despatched
to the consignee by the supplier on his own arangement. ln case FoR isother than the consignee, the stores may be dispitched by Roao lR"ir, ",deemed fit.

TERMS oF DELtvERy: F o R DEsilNATIoN: - coNStGNEE uNtr

DELIVERY SGHEDU.LE: (THE EssENcE oF THE coNTRAcr): 1 month
from the date of supply order.

SECURITY DEPOSIT: - Every Gontractor shall deposit security deposit at
the rate of 5% (five percent) of the total value of each contractin"y-r""ur"
before or within 20 days of the receipt of acceptance of tender along with
acknowledgement. 

"epl. 
of supply order, failing which the purchaser may

cancel the contract and invoke wnere such other remedies.as may b,e open to
the purchaser includ ing Contracto/s deregistration.

I1" ::qylty deposit would be in any of following approved forms in favodr of
CDA(AFYIFA and should be vatid during thJ currency of 

"onirr"i 
unless

othenrise specified viz,

Bank Deposit. Receipts or Fixed deposit receipts or bankguarantee of any of the scheduled commercial banks, Ndc or KVp onpost office cash certificates or any other approved securities.

lf the Contractor fails or neglects to observe or perform any of his obligations
tinder the contract, it shall be lawful for the prr"i'tarer. to forfeit either in whole
or in part, the security deposit fumished by the Contractor. Save as aforesaid,
if the contractor duly performs and compietes the contract in all respect and
presents absolute "NO DEMAND CERTIFICATE - in the prescribed form
and retums in good conditions, the specifications, drawing 

"no "";pples 
or

other property belonging to the purchaser, the Purchasei shall refund the
security deposit to the contractor after deducting all costs and other expenses
that the purchaser may have incurred ano ail does and other moneys
including all losses and damages which the purchaser is entiled to.recover
from the Contractor.

FAILURE AND TERMINATION: lf the contractor fails to detiver the stores or
any instailment thereof within the period fixed for such delivery or at any lme
repudiates the contract before the expiry of such period, the 

-purchaser 
may

without prejudice to the right of the Purchaser to recover damages for breach
of the contract. Recover from the coltractor as agreed liquidlted damages
including administrative expenses and not by *"y oip"nalty a sum equivalent
la 2o/o of the price of any storbs which the contracior has failed to deliver
within the period fixed for delivery in the schedule for each month orpart of a month during which the delivery *f such stores may be in anears
where delivdry thereof is acceptes! after expiry of the aforesaid period,
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30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

provided that the total damages so claimed shall not excee d 10% of the
total contract price

oPTloN cLAusE:- The purchaser reserves the right to increase or
decrease the contracted quantity upto 25% that may ue ordered at the
same rates and on the same terms & conditions at any .time during the
curency of the contract.

Unsolicited Letters/Canvassing/Post tender conections: Canvassing by
tenderers in any form including unsolicited letters on tenders submitted or
post tender conections shall render their tenders liable for summary rejection.

Paying Officer: - Senior Accounts Officer IAF Unit

(b) Head of Account: MAJOR HEAD:
MINOR HEAD:
CODE HEAD:

35_

TERMS OF PAYM-ENT: - IOOYo payment within 30 days of receipt of material
in acceptable condition. Non-acceptance of payment terms could entail
rejection of tenders.

WARRANWGUARANTEE CLAUSE: The contractor/seller here by wil
submit a certificate declaring that the goods, stores articles sold/supplied to
the purchaser under this conlract shall be of the best quality and workmanship
and new in all respects and shall be strictly in accordance with the
specification and particulars contained/mentioned in contract. The
contractor/seller hereby'guarantees that the said goods/stores/artictes would
continue to the description and quality aforesaid foia period of twelve months,from the date of delivery of the said goods/stores/articles to the

purchaser. and will rectify any defect oi defects free of cost during
aforesaid wananty period.

ARBITRATION: All disputes, differences or questions between the parties
prior to touching the subject matter of the agreement or the respective rights
or duties or liabilities of the parties under /or in respect of this 

"gi""*"nt shallbe referred to the sole arbitration of the Air Officer Commanding
lcommanding officer of unlt, lndian Air Force or person appointed by him on
his behalf and the decision of such arbitration shall be final and Olnding on
both the parties- The venue of arbitration shatlbe the place from which formal
acceptance of tender is issued or such other place as the AOC/ CO /OC at his
discretion may determine.
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Sbhedul$VIII-(B)

Powgrs to pqrchase ATG /IVITG items (Per Transactiont

STANDARD OPERATTNG PROCEDURE ISOP) FOR EXERCTSING FINANCIAL
POWERS RELATING TO PURCHASE OF ATG , MTG ITEMS (Schedule Vlll- B)

1. The financial powers to be exercised by different Air Fbrce Authorities for
purchase of ATG/MTG items are laid down in GOl, MOD letter No. 10(3/02-D (Air-ll)
dated 01 Apr 2OO2 (Annexure Vlll) circulated by Air HQ lefter No. Air
HQ195307/480/Fin P dated 19 Apr 2OA2. 

\
2. A list of items that can be purchased out of ATG Code Head 786119 is given ina,,
the MOD letter No. Air HQ/18517181Tr91931/US-l/D(Air-iv), dated 2810312002 by Air

I HQ lefter No. Air HQ/18517l8lPolicylTrg dated O1lO4lO2

3. The case for procurement under ATG/MTG items is explained as follows: -

Power to purchase ATG/ltlTG listed items (per transaction)

FINANCIAL LIMITS

Competent fi nancial Authority Without IFA
concurrence

With IFA(Air
HQ)*/JCD(AF)
Goncurrence

I AOP Rs.1,00,000/- Rs.10,00,000/-
il AOC-in-C All Commands Rs.1,00,000/- Rs.10,00,000/-
ilt IAF Trg Establishment Commanded by

Air Cmde and above
Rs.60,0001- Rs.1,20,000/-

IV IAF Trg Establishment Commanded by
Go Caot and below

Rs.30,000/- Rs.1,20,000/-

V AOC Self Accountino Establishments Rs.30,000/- Rs.1,20,000/-
XI OC(below Air Officer Rank) Self

Accounting Establishments
Rs.15,000/- Rs.60,000/-

These powers pertain to a per transaction but purchase of similar items should not be split to
bring it within the financial powers of local CFAs or to evade the finaneial concurrence
of appropriate IFA.

*f'1IFA (Air HQ) for Commands (WAC, SWAC, CAC and EAC) and JCDA (AF)
for Commands (TC, MC & SAC)

W|TH IFA'JCDA (AFI CONCURRENCE (LISTED ATG ITEMS) 
.I
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4- Prior concuffence of JCDA (AFylFA concerned is mandatory for exercising
powers as given above by different Air Force Authorities. These powers shall not be
exercised in anticipation of JCDA (AF/lFA's concurrence.

Where financial powers of CFA are with concurrence of IFAICDA, IFATCDA are to
be associated in all stages of procurement activity.

i) Acceptance of n'ecessity
ii) Selection of mode of tendering i.e. OTE/LTE/STE at the time of TE

stage.
iii) Approval of sources in case of LTE and STE/Selection of vendors.iv) Vetting of draft tender enquiry.' v) Participation in Tender opening and vefting of CST.vi) Participation of TpC/pNC at units.
vii) vetting of draft supply orders and recording of Fc No & Date.
viii) Concurrence of DP Extension, waiver of LD and security deposit.ix) Concurrence of Amendments to contracts.

5. All standard terms and conditions of contract such as payment terms, paying
authority, security deposit, arbitration clause, terms of delivery, delivery
period, liquidated damage, force majeure clause( this clause will noi form part
of TE but will be incorporated in supply order if insisted by supplier),
inspection etc are to be clearly indicated in Tender Enquiry and supply order. 

'-

The UO No. and date of IFA/CDA are to be prominently shown in supply order.

6. VETTING OF DRAFT TENDERS AND DRAFT SUPPLY ORDERS:

Tenders are to be invariably obtained to make local purchases as per laid
down as per laid down procedures in GFR/FRyDFPR and MOD letters. Draft tender
enquiries are to be vetted by IFAICDA before issue.

ln case of limited tender enquiry, the list of vendors is to be invariably
approvgd by GFA and concurred by IFAICDA. L.T,E for purchases exceeding
Rs.80000/- upto Rs.8 lakhs will be issued with the prior concurrence of CDA ilFA
/rep. Of CDA. Purchases through competitive prices quoted by reputed dealers/
Kendriya Bhandar/NCCF etc. are to be adhered to. Air HQ letter No. Air
HQ/18502/53/Trg/BM- Dated 5l2l2AO2 refers. The draft supply order is to be
vetted by IFA/CDA.

7. TPG/PNG:
ln all cases of purchases with or without financial concurrence exceeding

Rs. 1 lakh, TPC/PNC are to be invariably constituted as per MOD guidelinei
associating amongst others IFA/CDA.

The brief for TPC/PNC are to be sent to IFA/CDA/Rep of CDA 3 working days in
advance. Price negotiations with Ll firm will be conducted with prior concurrence of
CDA/IFA or his represcntatir.e, vrhere rates are not considered reasonable or competition is
inadequate etc. IFA/CDA/Rep of CDA is to be invariably associated in such price
negotiations.
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The minutes of TPCIPNC will be signed by all mernbers, including Rep of
CDA/IFA.

8. When the cost of items exceeds the power of CFA, the case in the form of SOC
alongwith Acceptance of necessity certificate by AOC-in-C, Command/PSO at Air
HQ is to be raised in two copies and forwarded to IFA/JCDA (AF) through x O l/C
ATG i.e. ATG for concurence upto financial limit of Rs.10,00,000/- As regards cases
belonging to Dtes of Air HQ/Units directly under Air HQ, the cases should be routed
through Dte of Trg.

9. PURCHASE OF UNLISTED ITEMS:

Any item costing less than Rs. 1,000/- which is not listed in Appendix B to GOI
MOD letter No. Air HQ/18517181Trgt931/US-!/D(Air-lV) dated 28th March 2OO2 and
considered essential for training, can be procured locally only after the necessity for
procurement of the items out of ATG/MTG has been accepted by the concemed
PSO in respect of units under Air HQr/branches of Air HQr. Similarly for units/
formations under Command HQrs, necessity for procurement of the item out of
ATG/MTG has to be accepted by AOC-in-C Command concemed.

10.Cases for procurement of ATG/MTG items costing Rs.1, 000/- or more which are
not listed in Appendix B to GOI MOD letter No. Air HQ/1851718tTr91931/US-!/D(Air-
lV) dated 28h March 2OO2 and which are considered essential for training musi be
refened to Govemment for purchase of items after their necessity for procurement
has been accepted by concerned PSO in consultation with IFA Air HQr in respect of
units under Air HQR/Branches of Air HQr. Similarly, for units/formations under
Command HQr, sanction of MOD is to be obtained for purchase of the items after
necessity for purchase of such items has been ace,epted by AOC-in-C of the
Command concemed with concurrence of IFA/CDA.

As regards, AOC-in-C Training Command, the financial powers to purchase unlisted items
are Rs. 50,000/- without IFA concurrence. However, the financial limit is 2 lakhs. When the
financial powers are exercised with IFA/JCDA (AF) concurretc&.
11. PREPARING THE CASE FOR PROCUREMENT OF UNLISTED ITEMS:

When it exceeds the financial powers of Air Force Authorities after opening of tender,
sanction of MOD is to be obtained for which SOC in duplicate is to be raised. SOC must
contain the following.

a) Confirmation regarding availability of funds out of ATG Code Head 786/19.

Powers to Purchase unlisted items Without IFA
concurrence

With IFA/ JCDA
(Afl concurrence

AOC-in-C (WAC,SWAC,CAC, EAC,SAC and
MC)

Less than
Rs,1.000/-

NIL

AOC-in-C, Training Command Rs.50,000/- Rs..2,00,000/-
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b) Acceptance of necessity certificate by PSO of Branch concerned/AOC-in-C, as
the case may be, alongwith views of respective IFA/CDA.

c) Quotation from minimum four resgistered vendors including Kendriya
BhandarA,lCCFyOEM./RFQ. A non-availability certificate from Kendriya
BhandarA',lCCFI if these agencies do not quote.

d) Comparative Statement of quotations received, with recommendation for
procurement of item from a specific firm & ieasons therefore with endorsernent
by ClP/Presiding Officer of the BOO. C.S.Q. is to be vetted by IFA/CDA/Rep
of CDA.

e) If similar items has been supplied earlier, it has to be indicated clearly as to how
these items are being utilised with indication about the utilisation of the proposed
item.

0 No PNC/TPC is to be conducted strictly. Further action as to TPC/PNC/Re-
tendering is to be done only on receipt of instructions irom MOD.

g) Detailed justification and financial implications matching with the
quotation/quotations.

INITIATION OF CASES FOR PROCUREMENT OF LISTED ATG ITEMS BEYOND
THE FOWERS OF AIR FORCE AUTHORITIES.

12. When the cost of the items after opening of tender exceeds Rs. 10,00,000/- or more
under authorised/listed items, SOC in duplicate is to be initiated, with the following
documents enclosed:

a) Confirmation regarding availability of funds out of ATG Code Head 786119.
b) Acceptance of necessity certificate by PSO of Branch concemed/AOC-in-C, as

the case may be along with the views of respective IFA/CDA/Rep of CDA.
c) Quotation from minimum 4 registered vendors including Kendriya

BhandarA',iCCFyOEtU/RFQ.In case Kendriya BhandarA.ICCFI does not quote
then a non-availability certlficate is to be in variably obtained..

d) Comparative statement of quotations received, with recommendation for
procurement of item from a specific firm & reasons therefore with endorsement
by ClP/Presiding Officer of the BOO Such SQ should invariably be veffed by
IFA/CEA/ Rep of CDA/IFA.

e) No TPC /PNC should be conducted after opening of tender. The necessary
action as to TPC / PNC/ re tendering will be initiated on receipt of necessary
instruction from appropriate CFA / higher CFA within whose financial powers, it
falls.

0 If similar items has been supplied earlier, it has to be indicated clearly as to how
these items are being utilised with in<iication about the utilisation of the proposed
item.

g) Detailed justificaiion and financial implication matching with the quotation
/quotations as to reasonability of rates.

13. GOVT SANCTION:
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The case is moved for Govt. sanction. After Govt. sanction is accorded to a specific.

proposal , sanction letter will be forwarded to all concernbd including accounts/audit

authorities by Dte. Of Trg.

Supply order will be issued by Unit/Dte /Command HQrs, the authority purchasing

the item after the draft supply order is duly vetted by IFA/CDA/Rep of CDA.

Contractors bill ( IAFA-68 revised) is to be raised by concerned unit in triplicate and

sent to accounts authorities after receipt/installation of the items and other related documents.

Iterns are to be BOC in the fiegister.

In such cases, where tendered rates exceed the financial powers of CFA after

opening of tenders, no TPC/PNC is to be conducted strictly. The proposal alongwith

CrS1' wiU be referred to MOD along with views of IFA/CDA for necessary directives.

14. paying Authority : In cases of supply orders placed by IAF authorities payment

will be made by local AF Accounts Branch.

15. Audit of Sanction: All sanctions/supply orders/minutes of TPC/PNC with

or without concurrence will be subject to audit of sanctions by CDA (AFy/JCDA (AF).. All
relevant files including supply order, CST, original Quotations and Concurrence note of IFA,

where applicable will be made available by executive authorities to CDA (AFyJCDA (AF)

for audit-of sanctions. lnk signed copies of all sanctionsl SO will be endorsed to CDA

(AFyJCDA (AF).

16. Post-Audit: After payment by IAF Account Branch,the following

documents are to be invariably submitted to CDA (AF) /JCDA (AF) for audit viz.

D Original copy of the Supply Order duly enfaced with' Paid and Cancelled
'ii) 

Contractor's bill (IAFA 68 Revised)

iii) CRViA&I Note

iv) Inspection Note

v) Guarantee/TVarranty Certificats where applicable.

vi) CST alongwith original Quotaiions/Tenders.

vii) Minutes of the TPC/PNC where applicable.

viii) Copies of amendments including DP extensions.

The post-audit function is different from audit of sanctions, which is undertaken

immediately after issue of sanctions/supply orders. On the contrary, post-audit is undedaken

after payment is made.

*
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S,chedule-VIII- ( C )

Purchase of AOG/pHII/MCM items (per Transaction)

BY AIR ATTACHES

l. The enhanced delegated Powers in respect of purchase of AOGiPHUA{CM items
through Air Attaches are given at Schedule VIII (C) Appendix - II Part-III - Air Force -
FR Part - I Vol -2 as amended vide GOI letters dated 0l Apr 02. These powers would
be exercised as follows: -

(a) All AOGs would be procured under these powers where cost per
indent/case does not exceed Rs 20 Lakhs. Maint cell is to confirm that purchase of' these items on AoG fast track would lead to maximum recovery of ac.

(b) Incase of PHU/]vICM items, HQ MC would indicate whether items are to
be procured on fast track basis under powers delegated under schedule VIII (C) or
through normal purchase procedure under schedule XII depending upon the

, urgency.

2. Ranses Covered. The various ranges of Air Force Equipment for which the
Air Attach6's are authorised to procure spares are as follows: -

(a) Aircraft spares
(b) Aeroengine spares
(c) Breakdown spares of rotables / aggregates of aircraft
(d) Spares of Radar & Communication Systems
(e) Spares of GW systems
(0 Spares of any other equipment, the non-availability of which would directly

affect the operational preparedness of the equipmenUsystem.
(g) Technical documentation.

\
3: Occasions When the Powers can bq used. The enhanced delegated powers can
be used by the Air for procurement of AOG/PHUA{CM spares as iuthorised by the
concerned CFA.

4. " Budgetarv Support.The code head, from which the expenditure on account of
p-urclrase of AOG/PHUA4CM spares is met, needs to be clearly-defined in the proposal.

. The code head shall be the one allotted to the particular weapon system from the revenue

"_off: 
head.The budget requirement for AOG/PHUA4CM spares in the forthcoming

finahcial year needs.to be projected along with RE of the prwious financial year by thl
Maint cell to Dh{4.' DMA, at AIR HQ, after due vetting, is to allot the funds to ail the
Air Attach6's at the beginning of the financial year froin within the total allocated budget
and additional allotments can be made from within the revenuebudget in the current year
based on inputs in the PR/PRs/RE/]vIA and feed back of Air Aitaches. The funds would
be transferred from relevant revenue budget of the aircraft/system to code head 742/2g.
Allocation madeto the Air Attaches would be under code head 742/28.

5. Financial Powers (of Air Attaches,.qe,r$cggg& F.1}{_II C\
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(a) Powers for purchase of AOG/PHU/IvICM items Rs 5,00,000 (Without IFA Concurrence)
(b) Powers forpurchase of AOG/PIIU/TvICM items Rs 20 lakhs. (With IFA / CDA Concurrence)

Procedures to be adopted

6 For urgent and critical requirements costing less than Rs 5 Lakhs. These
cases will be handled by the Maint cells, who would interact directly with the concerned
Air Attache

7. NecessitY angle approval: The necessity angle approval for purchases to be
undertaken under Sch VIII C would be accorded by a committee which would be
eonstituted as follows

(a) For caseS from Rs 5 Lakhs to Rs 10.00lakhs

Director of the weapon cell - Chairman
Dy IFA - Finance Member
Specialist officer from the dealing maintenance cell

(b) For cases from Rs 10.00lakhs to Rs 20.00lakhs

ACAS of weapon cell
IFA or his rep.

- Chairman
- Finance member

Specialist oflicer from the dealing maintenance cell

8. The procedure for formulation of AOG/PHU/MCM requirements and the
procedure for obtaining their necessity angle clearance are covered in GoI Air
HQI(r026Al29fLNl516ruSVD Air IV dated 27 Jun200l.

9. Indent Number. After obtaining the necessity angle approval the
maintenance cell is to obtain the indent number from SUPPROS. SUPPROS is to
ensure that numbers are sequentially given for each Air Attache separately. The indent
number given should be such that the weapon system, the range of spares, the
priority of the indent, the identity of the Air Attache etc are identilied instantly.

10. Authorization of purchase.The indent (authority for purchase) is to be
transmitted to the concerned Air attach6 for procurement only at the level of Director of
the concerned rnaintenance cell and not by any functionary placed below. The
authority for purchase would be transmitted by Fax and also routed through the
diplomatic bag. Indents are to be transmitted to only one Air Attache for
procurement. In case of procurements warranting generation of competition between
vendors of two differeqt countries, the tender enquiries are to be floated by the
maintenance cell only.

ll. Expenditureantleapproval. The expenditure angle sanction is to be
obtained as per the guidelines provided in the Govt of India letter Air
HQl60260l29llNl5l6ruSVD (AIR IV) Dated 27 Jun0l. The expenditure angle is to be
obtained by Air Attache Committee (up to Rs 20 lakhs). The team comprising of the Air
Attach6 and ihe counselor Coord (or eny other independent officer with
technicaliprocurementifinancial background designated by the Ambassador) is referred to
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as Air Attach6 Committee or Air Attachd Purchase Committee in the Govt letter referred
at'Para I I above.

12. The Air Attach6 is to obtain quotations from the sources indicated in the indent by
issuing tender enqqjries. Quotations could be obtained from indicated sources by post. In
case the prices indicated in the indent are based on the agreed price lists as approved by
MoD, no quotations are to be obtained. The order should be placed based ottth* agreed
price lists, incorporating standard terms and conditions of the contract.

13. After sealed quotations are obtained, the Air Attach6 is to determine the Ll (only
in cases where multiple vendors are involved) by preparing CST and ascertain
reasonability of the quotations. In case the cost offered is reasonable and less than Rs 5
lakhs, the Air Attach6 is to place the supply order on the firm incorporating standard
tefms and conditions of the contract and as per terms and conditions indica-ied in the
indent. (As per MoD and CVC guidelines no negotiations are to be conduc. 'd in case
cost offered is reasonable). Adequate reasons as to reasonability of rates are to be
recorded. All sealed quotations are to be opened by BOO in presenci of representatives of
firmso bidding as per CVC guidelines.

14. If the order value is more than Rs 5 lakhs and less than Rs 20 lakhs the order is
to be placed bv the Air A,ttache onlv after consultation with the counselor Coord or anv
other independent officer with technicaVprocuremenUfinancial background designated
bv the Ambassador for this purpose. This process of consultation is mandatory brior to
placement bf anv o,rder. which would also be treated as expenditure angle clearance.

15. In case quotations received by Air Attachd against TE are higher than the cost
indicated in the indent by upto 5 Yo,the Air Attach6 Committee is to prevail upon the firm
to reduce the offered cost to the indent cost or less by conducting price negotiations. In
case the firm accepts to reduce the costs to an amount equal to or less than the indent cobt,
the order is to be placed by the Air Attachd after due copsultation with counselor co.ord.
In case the firm does not to reduce the cost and thg final offered cost is higher than
the indent cost upto 5o/o of the indent cost and the offer is found to be reasonable by the
Air Affachd committee, ild the total cost does not exceed 20 lakhs, the order can be
placed on the vendor by the Air Attachd duly recording rqnons. In such cases
immediately after placement of order, the Air Attach6 is to advise the details to the'
Maintenance cell at Air HQ for obtaining ex-post-facto approval of the committee at Air
HQ. The Maint cell at Air HQ would put up the case to IFA and CFA in the original file
for seeking ex-post facto sanction within 7 days of receipt of details from Air Attaches,
with details of the case and minutes of meeting/negotiations with the Ll vendor by Air
Attache Committee. This should be done in exceptional cases where there is paucity of
time to obtain the prior concurrence of IFA and approval of CFA at Air HQr before
placement of supply order due to urgent and operational requirements. This is an
exception but not a rule. Due and adequate reasons are to be recorded by Ai' Attache
Committee.

16. In case quotes received by Air Atta*!a6 ir higker than the cost indicated in ttre
indent by more than 5o/o and it is not pospihie f"or th* Air Attach6 committee after a
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dialogue with the Ll vendor to get the price reduced (indent cost +5olo or less), the case
with the best and final offer is to be referred back to the Maintenance cell at Air HQ. The
Maintenance cell is to put up the case to the committee at Air HQ for consideration. After
consideration, the committee at Air HQ would advise the Air Attach6 (through the
Director at the Maintenance cell) the further coune of action.

17. In case the final offered cost exceed Rs 10 lakhs and the original indent cost which
was approved by a committee at Air HQ headd by a dirwtor was less than Rs l0 lakhs,
the Maintenance cell shall refer the best md final offer for rcconsideration to the
committee at Air HQ heaM by ACAS and fq oorrcrurffi of IFA Air HQr.

18. The communication to Se Air Atache should be speific, unambiguous and
crystal clear. In addition to the prices, the terms and conditions on which the
contracUorder is to be placed should be advised to the Air Attache.

19. In case Air Attach6's are not able to obtain quotes in spite of personal liaison, he
may, in consultation with Counselor Coord / designated offrcer, expand the list to include
established vendors. However this should be resortod to in exceptional cases and not as a
rule. Higtrer prices from the OEM should not be taken as an 

"*".rr" 
to approach others

(except established vendors) and such cases are to be referred back to the Maintenance
cell for advice.

2A. Air Attach6's are to endorse a copy of the supply order to the maintenance cell and
IFA, Air HQr, in addition to the payrng & Audit authorities (ink signed copies). The
Maintenance cell is to update its records and advise HQ M€;"=MIS, concerned depot of the
details of the orders. No advance payment is to be made by the Air Attache unless the
general contract under which the order is being placed authorizes such adv.ance payments.
Air attachd is also authorised to make payments from the funds placed under his disposal
as per laid down procedure against all such orders placed by him. Payments will be made
by Air Attache only incases where Invoice/DBT pbyment is involved. Air Attache will
effect payment against submissiori of at least the following documents: -

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(0

Copy of Original Supply Order
Invoice
Proof of dispatch
Specification certificateof quality for airborne items.
Insurance documents in case of CIP dispatches.
Packing note.

21. Air Attaches on receipt of dispatch details against their orders are to immediately
advice the Maintenance cell, the AWB No or B/L No, its date and flight / shipping
details. After payment, the copies of the iwoice are to be endorsed to the concerned
maintenance cell, MIS, Paying and audit authorities by the Air Attache.

Dir.ectorate of MIS is to forward two monthly summaries to all the Air Attaches,
MC and the concerned dealing directorates. The first surnmary should be giving

-

,

22.

HQ
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details of all the indent numbers allocated during the month for the particular Air Attache
and'the concerned dealing directorate. The r".ond summary should contain the details of
the items received and payment effected by each'Air Attache.

23' Time Lim!!. The following time limit should be adhered to in cases dealt by Airutturh6]_--
(a) Time.by which qirote should be obtained by Air(Attache -15 days from the
receipt of indent or 20 days from the date of the indent number given by MIS.
(b) Finalization of offer and placement of supply order/conclusion of contract-
22 days from the receipt of indent or 2tl days from tire date of indent number given
by MIS, This is subject to the presumption that offer received is unambiguoui and
clear.

(c) If any clarification is required by the supplier, the same is to be obtained
within one week from Air HQ by Air Attache. The time limit will therefore would be
consequently shifted by one week.

(d) If the final and the best price available is more than 5ohof the sanctioned price
and the indent would have to be necessarily reverted to Air He, then the concerned
Maintenance cell is to convene the 

"on."rnid 
Air HQ committee.within one weeli of

receipt of such information by Air Attache. The status of the indent after the Air He
committee meeting is to be intimated to Air Attache within l0 days receipt of
lnhanced prices. The time limit will therefore would consequentrv U" rrtin"J;; id
days.

G) Air Attache should interact with the vendor and try and obtain the delivery
schedule indicated in the indent by the maintenance cell. Reasons fb;; ;;iir;;
schedule other than indicated in the indent should be accepted only with thl
explicit sanction of the indentor.

(D Conditions mentioned in the general contracts existing with some of the
vendors should be followed for utg*t delivery of sp*"r. ii" puy*ents being
carried out should also be based on these generaicontracts for urg"nt ielivery.

34. Policy lbtters to be reffered at: -

(a) Air HQ/S 6a260/2gilR/l5l6rusl/D (Air IV) dated 27 Jun200l.
:::,. :

Policv letters Superceded and cancelled: Nil

ll
a

T
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Schedule-VIII- ( D )

Issue of Direct Purchase Orders

Part ll. lssue of DPO. (Schedule Vlll D)

Ranqe

l. These powers are to be utilized for all maintenance requiranents related aircraft and
weapon systems, it's associated support equipment, MT and also for clothing, Barracks
equipment and all type of stores.

Procedure to be followed

2.. DPOs can be issued by HQ MC/Air HQ as part of procureme{rt of indigenous iterns
onlyagainst PR/SR/etc. as per SOP of schedule XII A to G. However in case procurement of
itenr/s arises other than through PR/SR, the unit is to put up a detailed statement of case
justiffing the necessity and ur'gency of issuing a DPO. The powers to sanction to DPOs are
vested with AOC-in-C HQ MC for decentralized ranges only and AOM at Air HQ upto a
limit of Rs. l0 Lakhs in consultation with IFA/JCDA. Air HQ / MC are to accord necessity
angle approval based on which a DPO is to be issued. Units / formations who are to procure
the itern are to follow normal local purchase procedure with LAO as member of TPC. Air HQ
I MC are to endorse copy of DPO to LAO for advance information.

ACDA/ LAOs, being local lFAs, will be involved in all stages of procurement

under DPOs viz. acceptance of necessity, determining mode of tendering, selection

of sources in LTE, vetting of draft TE/draft Supply Order, TPC /PNC and in post

contractual developments..
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SCHEDULE: VIII (E)

l ' occasions: This provision is applicable for all local purchases done from publicfunds by all H TiF *1o the purchase is ,equired to Le done noro 6r" reputedfirms/supptiers already risted/regi""r"d,1, reputed #;;";;;;o;i#."iii",,r*ents bycentral agencies like Air Hes, Hes uc ani^by d"p"t, ;gainst reviews, census, AOGs etcwould be governed byprovisionr uifoot rote of slneaute xit M and not this provision.

2' Ranges: All IAF stores and supplies, which are locallyprocured at IAF units.

3' scope: The procedures detailed^below apply to local purchase of stores underpurchase of ATG/TvITG-items, purchase of Aoc/Priud*acu items and direct purchase ordersunder A, B, C, D, E of Schedule VIII. 

'ROCEDURE
4. Registration of firms. All self-accounting IAF units w'r,advertise in local as welr as major (zonar) "";;"p"* seeking
Registration of firms is to be done byoperating unit ur'foilorrr, -

t
I

at least once a year,
registration of firms.

(a) Separate regishations to be done for normal local purchase and for Annual LocalService Contracts.
(b) Registration is to be done separately for every range of items. No registration is to. be done under range of .Generaf OrAo SuppheJ,

5' Based on response to the advertisement, Unit commanders are to detail anindependent Board of officers including to"ut ralr"proentative of lo"ui IFA (of whichrngistics officers and Accounts officers are not to be members) to review each request andsuggest registration or non-registration of the firm with reasons thereof. The independentBoard of officers is to also rwiew firms already r"gsterJ and recommend their retention ordeletion' The board is.to obtain inputs on performance of already registered vendors fromthe s Lgs o' while registering n"* fir*, the aspects like, the credibility of the firm, annualtum over, financial status, income tax returns'etc needs to be: verified uv trr" Board ofofficers' IFA, having knowledge of financral accounting 
11d cgnhactint;;s and workingexperience of other Departmint of MoD -uy irrrr#ably be ,orrrjtJ-in process ofregistration of vendors particularly w.r.t. verificatitn of finaniial and commercial capabilitiesof vendors' As such registration wprk is 1ryIli disciplinary and techno commercial exerciseAfter the Board proceedings are approvd by the unit'cor##;;;;;$ of the unit isto implernent the recommendations within li a"v, 

"i"ppr"r"r
6' Ad-hoc registration during the year can be done on receipt of request from potentialfirms' such ad-hoc requests are to be vetted by.a standinf inaepenaent committee, includingIFA/representative'of IFA deslgrated by the unit ***urid"r. The independent committee isto be designated on an annual basis and should not inciude accounts i"Jl"gi"ics .fficers.The recommendations o{-t" independent committee il; be approved by unit commanderfor them to take effect. whenevJ ina"p"no*t board is ordered for review, the vendors forregistrationVAd-hoc registration, copy torelevant orders be endorsed to local IFA.
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7. OEMs (Original Equipment. Manufacturers) and their authorized dealers do not get
automatically registered. These firms are to be put up to the independent committee. S Lgs O
can recommend the OEMs or his authorized dealers for registration when it is confirmed that
it is the OEM. The limits specified for STE i.e. Rs.5000/- apply to both proprietary and non-
proprietary purchases (without consultations wifh IFA/CDA). Similarly, firms registered at
Air HQs, DGAQA, HQ MC, Depots, HAL, BEL etc can also be recommended by S Lgs o
for automatic registration without reference to committee. Vendors, already registered with
Army, Nurry, ordnance Factories, DGOF,DRDO, Defence pSUs and DGS&D will
automatically be considered for inclusion in the list of registered vendors and for issue of
LTE.

8. After registration, a copy of the list of registered suppliers, category w-ise, be
forwarded to the concerned IFA for reference.

9. Procurement on Limited Tender Enquiry basis is to be done from registered firms
only. Users recommendations to procure items from non-registered vendors-for a specific
requirement are to be referred to the independent committee before opening of price bids.
Reference to the independent committee may be dispensed in writing by the unit commander
in exceptional and urgent cases in consultation with IFA. However after the purchase has
been affected the firm is to be referred to the independent committee for registqation for all
future purchases.

BLACKLISTING OF FIRMS

10. C Lgs O/S Lgs O of units may recornmend blacklisting of firms to their command
Headquarters after due'consultation with IFA. The case should give complete details and
should be supported with documentary proof. The case should also be duly recommendd by
the unit commander. Command HQs is to issue a show-cause notice and seek a response
within a reasonable time. lncase of no response in the laid down time the fimr is to be black
listed. Incase of a response, Cornmand HQs is to study it and take a final decision whether or
not to Black list the firm.

I l. Units are to continue dealing with the firms till advised otherwise by the black listing
authority.

12. Incase command HQs decides to black list a firm it is to advise all units under its
command and also advise all other commands and Air HQs (DMA) to advise all units under
them. All IFA at locaVcommand and Air HQ level will also be kept informed whenever
firms are black listed.

13. Black listed firms are not to be considerd for registration for at least 5 years. All
units, command HQs and Air HQ pMA) are to maintain a list of Black listed firms.

A certificate to the effect that vendors whose name haVhave been recommended for
floating TE is/are not black listed may be endorsed while seeking approval of CFA/IFA for
floating LTE/STE.

SELECTTON OF VENrX)RS FOR TENDEBING
& MODE OFTENDERING

ll
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14. Floating of LTE up to Rs. 80,000/- and STE for both proprietary and non-proprietary
purchases up to Rs. 5000/- which are to be exercised without consultations of IFA may be
decided by CFA duly recording adequate reasons and procurement will be effected following
normal procurement procedures as applicable to financial powers with concurrence except
that concurrence of IFA will not be obtained In all other cases i.e. above Rs.80, 000/- to 8
lal4rs LTE is to be floated with the approval of IFA/CDA.This implies that IFAs will be
inyariably involved in all the stages of procurement in respect of local purchase.

i) Acceptance of necessity.
ii) Selection of mode of tendering i.e. OTE/LTE/STE at the time of TE

stage.
iii) Approval of sources in case of LTE and STE/Selection of vendors.
iv) Vetting of draft tender enquiiy.
v) Participation in Tender opening and vetting of CST.
vi) Participation of TPC/PNC at units.
vii) Vetting of draft supply orders and recording of UO NO & Date.
viii) Concurrence of DP Extension, waiver of LD and security deposit.
ix) Goncurrence of Amendments to contracts.

without concurrence are only Rs, 40,000/-. Here all LTE cases beyond Rs.40, 000/-, local
IFAs will be consulted, as perdelegation of financial powers.

In all purchases exceeding Rs.l Lakh with or without concuffence TPC is to be
conducted associating IFA/CDA or Rep.of IFA/CDA.

15. Open tender system should be used as a general rule in all cases in which estimated
value of demand is Rs.2 Lakhs and above. However, LTE can be resorted to by CFA with
prior concunence of IFA, duly recording reasons such as public interest, urgency, availability
of definitely known sources, and security

All procurement below Rs. 8 lakh and above Rs.50001- may be done on Limited
Tender Inquiry basis depending on delegated financial powers of CFAs duly recording
reasons. Tenders are to be invited from all registered vendors for the particular range
irrespective of the fact whether less or more than 7ll5 firms are registered for the particular
range. In case the numbers of firms registered for a particular range are far too many for it to
be administratively convenient to invite tenders, the following guidelines are to be followed,
associating IFA/CDA, as it hag direct financial bearing in all cases, with or without
conculTence.

(a) For all purchases between Rs. 5000 to Rs.l lakh tenders are to be invited from
atleast 7 reliable firms invariably with concunence of IFA/CDA.

(b) For all purchases between Rs.l to 3 lakhs tenders are to be invited from at
least l5 firms invariably with concurrence of IFAICDA.

The basis and reasons for selecting the 7/15 firms are to be clearly brought out by S

Lgs O while seeking necessity angle approval. IFA will invariably be consulted in selection
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of vendors in LTE where such financial powers are with financial concurrence, clearly
justiffing the basis and selection of vendors.

16. All local purchase beyond Rs. 8 lakhs is to be invariably done on open tender basis.
Names of firms recommended by command HQs and/or Air HQ are to bi included while
inviting tenders for a particular purchase even if the firm is not registered with the unit but its
registration has to be ensured before opening of price bids. Any further purchase from the
firm is to be done after it is registered at the unit.

MODE OF TENDERING

17. The mode of tendering i.e., inviting tenders by registered post and receiving
tenders/quotations by post should normally be followed. IFA/JCDA/LAO or his
representatives are to participate in Tender opening. All sealed quotations are to be publicly
opened in presence of bidders/their-authorized representative at specified date and time by a
Board of OfficerS including IFA/rep. of IFA. TenderslQuotations are to be received in sealed
envelopes. However it can be obtained by Fax incase of single Tender or proprietary
purchase in exceptional circumstances with prior concurrence of IFA. Telegraphic or
Letter/Fax Quotations may be considered in exceptional circumstances if the same is
followed by a formal tender within three days provided such telegraphic/letter quoiations are
complete in all respects with regard to price, specifications, delivery and other particulars
essential for taking purchase decisions with prior concurence of IFA. Late and delayed
tenders and unsolicited offers shall be rejected. However, where Tender Purchase Committee
feels that competition is inadequate, late and delayed tenders will be opened by members of
TPC for the mere purpose of comparison of rates.

18. Proprietary purchase is to be resorted to recording adequate reasons among other
things, depending on delegated financial powers following laid down procedures. However,
the financial powers for procurement of articles on P.A.C basis is only Rs.5000/-without
financial concurrence-

(a) The make of a particular firm is only acceptable. The user is to submit a
proprietary certificate giving reasons for fitness while requesting for purchase of the
item.

(b) The purchase of a specific brand of item is being done from the OEM
or his authorised dealer, where there is single known source available. This is
subject to the condition that the firm has only one dealer in the local market
for the particular brand range. Where there are more than one authorized
dealer, quotes may be invited from different authorized dealers. Brand
purchases are to be resorted to only to replace a particular brand in use or to
repalr a brand item from the authorised dealer of the brand. Proprietary
certificate in such a case is to be signed by the Logistics officer.

(c) All proprietary certificates are to be signed by unit commander before the
purchase is effected i.e., while according acceptance of. necessity angle
sanction.

Standard Terms and Conditions of Contract

. r53
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Tenders incorporating standard terms and conditions are to be invited for allsuch purchases except cash purchases under schedule XVl. A tender on
acceptance becomes a contract As per rules all standard terms and conditions of
contract viz" among other things, security deposit, delivery period, liquidated
damages, arbitration, payment terms, terms of delivery inspection etc are to be
incorporated in the local purchase order. Local purchase order is a contract. Security
deposit cannot be waived without prior concurence of lFA.

2A Liquidated Damage Glause ln LpO

As per GOI Decision para I of Rule 12 GFR, liquidated damage clause is
applicable in all contracts. Local purchase order is also a contract. L.D. is recovered
for delay due to defaults on the part of the contractor, @ 2o/o per month or part
thereof, not exceeding 10% of total contract value. LD cannot be waived without prior
concurrence of local tFA. Recovery of LD or waiver will be watched Oy bOn
(AF/.iCDA (AF) during post-audit.

21 Amendments To Local purchase Orders

No purchases other than cash purchases under schedule XVI can be made
without inviting tenders except from Forests and Jails. A tender on acceptance
becomes a contract. Any amendment to contract i.e. locat purchase orders with
regard to quantity, rate, delivery period, payment terms, having financial bearing,
require prior concurence of CDA/IFA or representative of CDA nfR i.e. LAO beirig
IFA to AOC/CO.

The UO no. and date of IFA is to be invariably prominently shown on supply
order as well as amendments to supply order.

POST-AUDIT:

While forwarding the Vouchers for post-audit, a original copy of supply order
and amendment issued thereof along with quotations, CST CRV/Abi notes and other
relevant documents will be forwarded to CDA/ Jt.cDA (AF) for.post-audit.
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SCHEDULE - IX

SOP TO EXERCISE POWERS FOR WAIVING COVIPERNSATION FOR LOSS
DUE TO THE FAILIJRE OF A CONTRACTOR

l. Occasion: These powers are to be used on fbllorving occasions:-

(a) In case stores handed over to contractor on loan contract or embodiment are not
returned / are returned in deteriorated condition.

(b) In case advances have been paid to a contractor and it cannot be recovered
through bank guarantee or security deposit.

(c) Or if there is a consequential losses due to contractors action / failure.

2. Range: These powers would encompass all ranges of items.

3. Procedure: In case a contractor

(a) Fails to return items held in his custody on loan contract or embodiment or return

them in deteriorated condition

(b) Or fails to return any advance which cannot be recovered through bank guarantee

or from the security deposit full or partially.

(c) Or if there is a consequential losses due to contractors action / fbilure.

The agency which has made the issue of item/cash is to asceftain
the following condition is met: -

(a) Is it due to exceptional circumstances that neither the contractor nor the IAF
agency is at fault.

' (b) There are no means to recover the cost from the contractor to Air HQ to take up

the case with MoD. IAF units issuing items on loan should ensure safety of the

item and incases if required I Bonds on securities could be obtained from the

firm.

4. lncase the above conditions are met the SAO/C Lgs O/Sys O of the unit or the concemed

ofhcer handling the original issue/contract at command HQ/Air HQ is to formulate a SOC

and forward it to Air HQ @te of MA for Maintenance issues and ACAS (Accts) for other

areas who in turn are to make out a proposal containing the following: -

(a) History of the case with enclosed documents like copy of contract or authority
under which issue was made etc.

(b) The total loss involved and basis of calculation of the cost'

(c) Exceptional circumstances which warrant'use of these powers.

(d) Rbason why recovery from contractor is not possible or should not be pressed.
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(e) When any store is issued on loan to contractor the loss due to non-return /
deteriorated condition should be written orf tnro-ugh-; il ,tut.r,"nt .ft",
gryglal by CFA. Audit report'is to be mandatorityobiaiaa ror ai losses beyond
Rs 2000/-.

(0 Rernedial measures to avoid rec'rrenc€ of such incidents.
(g) Draft letter of authority waiving offthe compensation.

:' Al"-. obtaining the audit report a detailed proposal is to be referred by the pSo to IFA for
financial vetting and scnrtiny, who after his @ncurrenc" i, . o* *;;;;;dl ;ffi ;;
consideration and approval as CFA. r r - r--r--

67 After approval'of CFA the PSO concemd is to issue'the letterof,authority

8. 'Referehces: -'Nil

a6
a

!,
*
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Appendix .B'
Refers to Para 8

(c)

COMMITMENTS AND EXPENDITURE REGISTER TO BE MAINTAINED BY UNITS

CODE HEAD: FOLIO NO:........

DETAILEDSPECIAL INSTRUCTION:
HEAD

MAJOR HEAD:

MINOR HEAD:....

COMMITMENTS VIZ ORDERS PLACED ON SUPPLIERS

F

Allotment Surrenders/withdrawals Total
Amdunt

Amount Reference Date Amount I Reference I Date
Initial

Subsequent

EXPENDITURE
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SCHEDULE XI

SOP FOR TIIRING OF CIVIL ROAD TRANSPORT/PASSENGER VEHICLES

l. schedule. The powers for hiring of transport and carlpassenger vehicle from civil
sources in single transaction are enumerated under Enhanced Financial Powers in schedule
XI, Appendix II part III AF. The powers are as under: -

Annual or six monthly contracts to fix rates can
concurence of IFA as per normal procedure, if frequency
finalizing contracts, among other things rates from civil
obtained to ascertain reasonability.

Note:

As per Para 2 B of Annexure X to GOI MOD letter no Air HQ/s g5307/542/6/D Fin
P/I428/US/D (Air'I) dated 16 sep 97. One transsction will be takenlo *"on the value of all
orders placed for oll the transport based on the days' or anticipated number of iays,
requirements- Where more than one supplier is involved, the transiction with all sippliers
on that porticulur date will be treated as single trunsaction. If, however, the hiring ine of
item of the demand for trsnsport is to be moie from more thin one supplier, the oggngoi"
volue of all the orders of thot item placed on a particular date witl bi tuken togiiltei yor
determination of the financial authority.

2. Area Covered. The powers enumerated in Schedule XI pertain to the following: -
(a) Hiring of Road Transport. The civil road transport would include load carrying

vehicle, crane, bulldozers, tractors, fork lifters and other mechanical transplrt.
158

a

be finalised by units with prior
to a destination is regular. While
authorities (RTO/STA)are to be

a

Competent Financial Authority Without IFA
Concurrence

With IFA
Concurrence

(A) Hiring of road transport from civil source for
load carrier in a single transaction. ( I )

(i) VCAS/AOM

(ii) AOsC-in-C Commands

(iii) AOC Self accounting Esrablishments

REMARKS: (l) Contracts can be finalised by units
hiring transport on a regular basis to fix rates but each
hiring transaction is not to exceed the delegated powers.

1,00,000

60,000

15,000

[,00,00,000

25,00,000

60,000

(B) Hiring of CarlPassenger vehicles in a iingte
transaction (2)

(i) VCAS/AOM/AOsC-in-C Commands

(ii) AOC/CO self accounting Establishments

REMARKS: (2) Contracts can be finalised by units
hiring transport on a regular basis to fix rates but each
hiring transaction is not to exceed the delegated powers.

1,00,000

5,000

5,00,000

25,000



Hiring of Passenger carrying vehicles viz Cars, Vans & Coaches.

3. Occasions When Powers Can Be Used. The above powers can be used
when Air force means of transport are not available (Appendix 'A' to IAP 0152 refers).

Note:

With the recent policy of railways not accepting the piecaneal goods (except war like stores)
for booking by rail and only accepting full rake of rail, Para 147 of IAP l50l Chap 3stands
amended declaring road transport as normal means of transport and not an expeditious means.
In light of this, Para 149 (iv) of IAP l50l also stands amended where in extra expenditure is
now not required to be regularised by CFA However, ratefixation indic:ated in para 147 has
to be done with the concutrence of IFA concerned.

4. Budgetary Support

(a) code Head. The expenditure will be incurred from Majoi Head 2078 Minor
head 105 Locally Controlled Code Head 735100 as per IAp 0152.

(c)

Budset Proiection. Budget projection will be made by all command He to. D
Fin P as per Appendix B to IAP 0152. units will project its requirement to
their respective command HQ. Budgetary estimates are to be forwarded by the
units for the ensuing financial year along with other LCHs in the format given
in Appendix 'A'. The projection is to be based on past trend of expenditure
and future forecasts requirements. Irespective of the contract concluding
authority it is the units that are to forward the budgetary estimates to the
controlling command HQ which is consolidated and forwarded to D Fin p at
Air HQ who makes the necessary budget allocations to the units through their
command headquarters. The responsibility of preparation of budget estimates
and the general rules that are to be followed in preparation of estimate is given
in Paras 9 and l0 of IAP 0152 and AFo 54/77. The Time schedule to be
followed for submission of estimates is grven in Para 32 of IAp 0152.

Availabilitv Of Budeet Proposal. D Fin P will make bulk allocation to all
command HQ. Command HQ will make further allotment to units as per para
20 and 2l of IAP 0152.

(d) Budsetarv Control /bookins and Expenditure control. Budgetary control
will be exercised by Dte of Fin P through estimates and reviews received by them
from each command as per time schedule laid down in Para 32 of IAP 0152. At
Command and unit level, the budgetary control will be exercised like any other
locally controlled code head.

Methodolow Of Hirine.

(a) Obtaining Necessity Angle Approval. As and when the necessity arises case
is to be initiated by SLO of units and depending on the expenditure involved, case
will be forwarded to the appropriate CFA given in the schedule (In consultation with
IFA/JCDA/LAO if powers to be exercised are in consultation) for seeking necessity
sanction. The proposal should include a certificate that no other hired vehicle can be

(b)

a.
"a

(b)

il

5.
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availed of and service transport is not available for this purpose. While seeking
necessity angle approval the details of load, destination, blpe of transport required
qdantum of load, cost estimates, basis of cost estimates & availability oirunas, mode
of tendering to be adopted and list of vendors involved with draft tenier document. In
casie an annual contract with rates fixed to a destination exist, process of obtaining
necessity & expenditure angle should be combined. The proposal should also
contain broader points as under.

(t The purpose for which hiring of civil transport is proposed, is bonafide
and authorised in Govt orders.

(ii) Detall of load/personnel to be conveyed are authorised and it is
obligatory on Govt to provide transport for them.

(iii) I)istance involved.

(rD Type of transporUvehicle to be
duration of hiring on the basis of load
conveyed.

hired with number of vehicles and
in tonnes or No. of personnel to be

(v) The value involved and how it has been arrived at
(vi) Availability of funds.

(vii) Efforts should have been made to obtain the hiring rates from local civil
euthorities for each type of vehicle/transport

(viii) In case of return jourrrey/back load, reasonable discount has been offered.
(ix) Whether credibility and past performance of transport contractors are
setisfactory

(x) Pattern of hiring in regard to the quantum, expenditure in the preceding
yeer and justifications for abnormal variations if any, is given.

(xD Transport hired for officers on temporary duty etc is as per prescribed
scales.

(xii) fn case of hiring of other vehicles wherever a ,regular hired transport
contract existing or operating in the station, the reasons for resorting to hiring
needs to be specified.

(xiii) If hiring in the circumstances mentioned at (xii) above is due to non-
availability of the particular type of transport in the contract reasons as to why
that particular transport was not catered for in the contract. If this was not
provided for because the requirement for the same was not felt at the time of
concluding the contract, how the requirement has come up now and why this
could not be visualised earlier. If this requirement is going to be substantial or
continue over a period of time, feasibility of including this requirement in the
contract already existing was considered or could be considered.

(xrv) If the hiring proposed is due to failure of contractor the same should be at
the risk and cost of the regular contractor.

(xD How for the quoted rates compare with rate obtained from RT0/civit
transport authorities, in case the same has been obtained,

(xvi) Is the hiring proposed inescapable and the requirements cannot be met by
any other altennative methods.
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(xvii) The expenditure incurred in hiring of transport up to the last occasion
with last occasion.

(xviii) If hiring is resorted to very frequently will it not be more economical to go
in for regular contracts for specified periods say 3 months, 6 months, one year
etc.

(xix) In case stations where both Army and Air Force units exist and Army is
hiring transport requirement and Air Force units whether it would be desirable
route the requirement through the concerned Arrny authorities. However, the
final discretion to hire the vehicles directly will still rest with rAF.
(b) Wherever the powers of CFAs in a single transaction are with financial
concurrence' IFA/CDA/Rep. of CDA is to be invariably associated in all stages of
hiring contract i.e.

i. Acceptance of necessity

ii. Mode of tendering

iii. Selection of sources in case of L.T.E

iv. Opening of tender

v. Vetting of CST

vi. TPC/PNC

vii. Vetting of draft supply order

viii. Vetting of work order (where work order is placed on the basis of Annual Rate
Contract and powers of CFA are with concurrence)

ix. Post-conhactual matters having financial bearing.

CDA/IFA or Rep. of CDA/IFA will be associated with the whole exercise of
identiSing the requirernents, sources as well as finalisation of rates for particular half
year, full year.

Annual Rate Contracts for various destinations and per Kilometer basis
can be finalized by Units, which.frequently hire transporto in consultation with
IFA. HoweYer, each hiring transaction is not to exceed the delegated financial
powers.

(c) If the cost involved is more than the powers for single quotation purchase,
standard procedure of inviting quotation from all registered firms as per normal
procedure will be adopted and case forwarded to appropriate CFA for expenditure
angle sanction (IFA conculrence is to be taken wherever applicable). Maximum
competition is to be ensured. All units would register firms as pei procedure indicated
in SOP relating to schedule VfII (E). The reasonability of L-l iatels to be established
with reference to the comments on reasonability obtained from civil local transport
authority of the respective State Govt. Where no contract exists at the station rates are
to be obtained from civil authorities on a quarterly basis. Draft supply order is also to
be put up to IFA for vetting and later to CFA while seeking expenditure angle
approval.

(d) Hiring will be resorted to after obtaining financial concurrence of IFA where
applicable and sanction of CFA from expanditure angle.
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(e) A similar principle & process is to be followed for hiring of passenger
vehicles. Passenger vehicles are to be hired for entitled personnel only.

Note:' Hiring of load transport is to be done on per ton per km basis as a rule unless

(, The volume of consignment is large and is not commeniurate with the weight.
In such cases, hiring is to be done on per km basis.

(i, Iffull truckload cannot be utilized & due to operational / technical / security
reasons the balance truckload necessarily has to be left unutilised. In such cases
hiring can be done on per km basis with clear indication of tonnage under utilized. a

6. Invitation Of Tenders And Finalization
On receipt of acceptance of necessity concurred by IFA and approved by CFA as per

existing guidelines, following actions are to be initiated where open tender enquiries are not
floated, tender enquiries will be issued to reputed and registered firms with prior concurence
of CDA/IFA.

a) Vetting of draft tender enquiryby IFA/ CDA before issue.

b) Tenders are to be opened by BOO including LA.O/IFA and preparation of CST by i
executive authorities and vetting of CST by IFA/LAO.

c) Conducting of TPC, which will comprise, amongst others, IFA/CDAI Rep..Of
CDA in cases exceeding Rs.l lakh and recommending Ll or the most suitable and
economical tender, duly recording reasons.

d) Negotiations if any with Ll (only) may be carrid out by TPC including IFA/
CDA / rep of CDA , if the cost of,fered is higher and unreasonable as compared to -=

necessity angle stage. These negotiations are to be recorded in writing.
e) Draft supply order to be vetted by IFA/LAO before issue r

7. Documents/Details to bg submitted alone with each proposal to IFA and CFA

(i) At necessitv ansle staqet - Whether the purpose for which hiring is
proposed is bonafide and authorized in Govt orders.

(a) Details of load and destination involved or details of passengers to be
transported.

(aa) Details of different types of relevant vehicles with load / passenger
carrying capacity, available with the unit & at the stn to be given.

O) Type of carrier to be hired. r^

(c) . Cost estimatep, basis of cost estimates. IFA will vet estimate cost
among other things w.r.t L.P.R, local market rates. Estimated cost should not. be escalated.

(d) If annual contract exists, in which case process of necessity &
expendifure angle gets combined, while obtaining concurence of appropriate
IFA and approval of CFA. i

(e) Budget availability

(D Mode of tendering & draft tender fonn/conditions. Draft tender
enquiry will be vetted by IFA before issue.
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(ii)

(g) Vendors from wlrom offers would be invited. The basis of selection of
vendors and their respective capacity should be clearly explaind

At expenditure angle stage

(a) Original tenders / quotations along with supporting documents

O) Comparative statement of .tenders along with original quotations/
tenders. The CST will be vetted by IFA / Rep. Of IFA before it is put up to
TPC.

(c) Minutes of TPCIPNC proceedings

(d) Draft supply order. This draft supply order will be vetted by IFA
before issue. UO No. and date of IFA will invariably be indicated id S.O.

(e) Reasonability of prices as compared to market rates/ L.P.P etc.

(0 Budget availability,

Specific Points to be looked into: -

(a) Proper selection of civil transport hiring agencies by unit board of oflicers
including IFA / Rep. Of IFA need to be done in accordance with prescribed
procedures.

(b) While tendering whether all known requirements for all units, in the
station/area on a particular day or No. of specified days taken into account and
pooled together. Concurrence of IFA is to be obtained in respect of financial
powers with concurrence

(c) Sanction is not split up to bring it within the powers of lower CFAs.

(d) Crossed DD per stipulated amount in TE as earnest money payable will
accompany each tender.

(e) Transportation conditions have to be brought out in specific terms in TE
and the contracUsupply order. '

(f) All standard terms and conditions including Security Deposit & mode of
payment are to'be incorporated in TE as well as in contract/supply order in prior
consultation with IFA. S.D. can be waived by CFA with prior concurrence of
IFA.

(g) Specifications of vehicles required to be clearly mentioned in TE as well
as in contracUsupply order.

(h) Laid down instructions for loading vehicles will have to be complied with.

(i) The existing instructions in protection during transit have been followed.

Check list for IFA and CFA

(a) Is the requirernent justified?

O) Is the rnode of 6ihffig*dgfq.+fppropriate? Is the selection of civil
transporters is approprigte? _-.-
(c) Are the costs \\iled reasonable?

(d) Is adequate compeiiiionbeing ensured? How does rates compare with last
rates accepted;
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(e) Are funds available to meet the requirement?

l0' "qt*tzciard terms and conditions of Civil Hired Transport: - on receipt of approvalfor
proce*dixg with hiring, supply order is to be placed o, th" approved liim (vetted by IFA/LAo, as the csse msy be) while forwarding, the supply order'i, to be'ploe'ed incorpiroting
the standard terms & conditions and ceft;in tp""iit i"r*, and conditions peculior to theunit The contract s*ould contuin interolia,following conditions.

l' Loading or collection / delivery clause. It should bring out the
responsibility of loading / off loading or collection / delivery. The
responsibility should be given to the firm.

2. Transportation time from consignor to destination.

3. Liability of contractor for safety of consignment.

4. Standard penalty clause

5. Standard pay-nent Terms

6. Documents to be specified in supply order for submission to transporter for
claiming payments.

7. Arbitration clause

8. Insurance

9. Security deposit, to be pledged in favour of cDA (AFyJCDA (AF)
10. Revocation / cancellation of rate contract

ll. Force majeure clause. This will not form part of T.E. Where a contractor
insists, the same may be included in S.O.

12. Modalities of Recovery of sums.

11. Transit Insurance

All goodVPlant^ ung Machinery/Specialist vehicles handed over to private l

transporters/contractors for transportation to any destination should normally be insured with i

any P.S'U. Insurance Company under Government of India under ;"g;r ;ii";eral Insurance
Corporation, to cover all transit risks such as theft, fire, accidents,"damage etc. with prior
conculrence of IFA HQ MC on case to case basis. In such cases, HQ MC niay take insurance
cover centrally at Nagpur, instead of Units doing individually. itrir ir Aal.p"nr;i;;;
transportation of government property by piivate transporters is fraught with 

"nor*ou, 
,.u"rii

risks. while determining CFA, total transportation charges along *ih inr.r*rrce charges will
be taken into account.

12. Price Variation Clause:

Any such clause in Transport rate contract is extranesus to standard terms and
conditions of contract. Any such Price Variation Clause can only be incorpor;i;J;;;
prior concurren* 

"j MqP GinyMoq as it involves indefinite iiauitity to state. Fixed
transport contract should beco-nbluded,-\_-:-..=. . 

.u \
13. Pavine Authoritv And Mode. The pa, per procedure given

t
i

a
a

(a) As
contingent
operators.

far as possible the payment of ffgnt charges witibe effected on a
pre-receioted bill of +he Road frnncnnrrbill duly supported with the pre-receipted bill nf tbe Road transport

Where, no*."::"*ot, *:::,ies carihot be ananged,;itre iogiVi* oirir",

down



a

will withdraw cash advance and after despatch will submit contingent bill along with
contractors cash receipt.

(b) The number and date of carriers receipt for the stores will be quoted in the
stores outward register and itern number in the stores outward register will be quoted
in the contingent bill for payment of freight charges. The quotations in respect of rates

obtained will be enclosed with the Contipgent Bill. The issue vousher on which the
stores are vouched should also be quoted on the contingent bill. Contingent Bills will
be entered in the Bill Registers. In cases where the road transport is hired by the

intermediary forwarding agencies, SIB rtumber will be quoted on the contingent bill-

(c) It should be certified by the officer hiring the transport that all terms &
conditions of the order/contract have been complied with.

i

Post-Audit

After payment, copy of contract / work order in Annual Rate Contract, along all
supportirtg documents are to be submitted to CDA (AF)/JT.CDA (AF) for post audit
and compiling of expenditure.

14. Time limit for processins the case

(a) Financial scrutiny at Necessity angle l0 days from receipt
stage

(b) Case is to be put up for expenditure angle 2 days from date of offers
approval

(c) Financial scrutiny at exp angle stage 2 days from receipt ofthe cases

rF
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Aopendix 6A'

Refers to Para 4 (b)
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Appendir'B'
Refers to Para 4
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SCHEDULE XI

l' Schedule' The powers for hiring of transport and carlpassenger vehicle from civil
sources in single transaction are enumerated undeiEnhanced Financial powers in scheduleXI, Appendix II part III AF. The powers are as under:

I)

concurrence of IFA as
finalizing contrfiIs)
obtained to ascertain

mry cc

normal
ruracrs to hx rates can be finalised by units tith prior
p-rocedure, if frequency to a destination is regular. wt it"

other things rates from civil authorities (RTo/srl)are to be
8

,5

on that particulor date will be'heated us transaction, i7, kowever, the hiring'ine of
'::r.:l:!:,!:r::!!:'::::p::n''{ !" *,e:!^m ,n-o!e,t;;;,; '*;;;;;;;"';;;;;;;i"":!:: :{::: : ! : : :! :,: ! t 

!'.a : 
i t e : A( c e a'nz pni 

"-y 
re,' iu, i i t r t' ii i it"' ;";;f; ;: ;;determination of the financial authority;,,__

tlity.
Note:

As per Para 2 B 
"! l"n::y* \" GoI turoD letter no Air rrQ/s g5307/542/5/D FinP/1428/as/D (n'-21"::! r! ::: ?N* tonsaction witt be taken-to mean the vatue of agorders placed far all the transpon 

\"d.-on_-t!e days' or anticipated number of days,
':::'::f:::::.Y!-":"-:?::,:!":'n" ',u\q1i"r 

is invotied, the- 1,oo'*i,i**-i'i* ott suppriers

2' Area Covered. The powers enumerated ih Schedule XI pertain to the following: -
(a) H:.lf of Road-Ti?{@E-. T-fuivil rdi\ansport "ri^ouid inctude load carrying

169 \

Competent Financial Authority Mthout IFA
Concurrence

With IFA
Concurrence

(A/ r-unng or roao transport tiom civil source for
load carrier in a single transaction. (l)

(i) VCAS/AOM

(ii) AOsC-in-C Commands

(iii) AOC Self accounting Establishments

REMARKS: (l) Contracts can be finalised by units
hiring transport on a regular basis to fix rates uut eactr
hiring transaction is not to exceed the delegated powers.

1,00,000

60,000

15,000

1,00,00,000

25,00,000

60,000

(D, nrrurg or \.arrassenger vehlcles in a single
transaction (2)

(i) VCASiAOi\,{/AOsC-in-C Commands

(ii) AOC/CO self accounting Establishments

REMARKS: (2) Contracts can be finalised by units
hiring trans,port on a regula basis to fix rates but each
hiring transaction yo, to exceed the delegated powers.

1,00,000

5,000

5,00,000

25,000

Annuat or srx monthly contracts to

\,-



Hiring of Passenger carrying vehicles viz Cars, Vans & Coaches.

3. Occasions When Powers Can Be Used. The above powers can be usd
when Air force means of transport are not available (Appendix 'A' to IAP 0152 refers).

Note:

With the recent policy of railways not accepting the piecerneal goods (except war like stores)

for booking by rail and only accepting full rake of rail, ?ara 147 of IAP l50l Chap 3stands

amended declaring road transport as normal means of transport and not an expeditious means.

in light of this, Para 149 (iv) of IAP 1501 also stands amended where in extra expenditure is

now not required to be regularised by CFA However, rateJixation indicated in para 147 has

to be done with the concarrence of IFA concerned.

-4. Budgetarr Suooort.

(a) Code llead. The expenditure will be incurred from Major Head 2078 Minor
head 105 lncally Controlled Code Head 735100 as per IAP 0152.

(b)

(b) Budeet Proiection. Budget projection will be made by all command HQ to D
Fin P as per Appendix B to IAP 0152. Units will project its requirerrent to

their respective command HQ. Budgetary estimates are to be forwarded by the

units for the ensuing fihancial year along with other LCHs in the format glven

in Appendix 'A'. The projection is to be based on past trend of expenditure

and future forecasts requirements. lrrespective of the contract concluding
authority it is the units that are to forward the budgetary estimates to the

conholling cornrnand HQ which is consolidatd and forwarded to D Fin P at

Air HQ who makes the necessary budget allocations to the units through their
c.b:mmand headquarters. The responsibility of preparation of budget estimates

and the general rules that are to be followed in preparation of estimate is given

in Paras 9 and l0 of LAP 0152 and AFO 54177. The Time sehedule to bo

followed for submission of estimates is given in Para 32 of IAP 0152.

Availabilitv Of Budeet Proposal. D Fin P will make bulk allocation to all
ll make furttrer allofinent to units as per Para

' 20 and 2l of IAP 0152.

(c)

(d) Budsdtary Control /bookinF and Expcnditure control. Budgetary control

will be exercised by Dte of Fin P through es6imates and reviews received by them
' from each command as per time schedule iaid down in Para 32 of IAP 0152. At

Command atd unit level, the budgetary conhol will be exercisd like any other

locally conholled code head.

Nlethodolgw Of Hirine.

(a) Obtainins Necessity Ansld Approval. As and when the necessity arises case

is to be initiatod by SLO 6f units and dependr$gron the expenditure involved, case

will be forwardedto the appropriate CF#.givetb$g schedule (In csnsultation with
IFA/JCDA/I-AO if powers to iieexerciFed are fr'dnsll*{on) fo.r-seeking necessity

sancticn. The propoial should includ€'-a*tertificate that no ofier hired vehicle can be
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a

availed of and service transport is not available for. this purpose. While seeking

necessity angle approval the details of load, destination, type of transport required,
quantum of load, cost estimates, basis of cost estimates & availability of funds, mode
of tendering to be adopted and list of vendors involved with draft tender document. In
case an annual contract with rates fixed to a destination exist, process of obtaining
necessity & expenditure angle should be combined. The proposal should also

contain broader points as under.

(i) The purpose for which hiring of civil transport is proposed, is bon4fide
and authorised in Govt orders.

(ii) Detail of load/personnel to be conveyed are authorised and it is

obligatory on Govt to provide transport for them.

(iii) Distance involved.

(iv) Type of transporUvehicle
duration of hiring on the basis
conveyed.

to be hired with number of vehicles and
of load in tonnes or No. of personnel to be

(v) The value involved and how it has been arrived at.

(vi) Availabihty of funds.

(vii) Efforts should have been made to obtain the hiring rates from local civil
authorities for each type of vehicle/transport.

(viii) In case of return journey/back load, reasonable discount has been offered.

(ix) Whether credibility and past performance of transport contractors are
satisfactory

(x) Pattern of hiring in regard to the quantum, expenditure in the preceding
year and jrlstilications for abnormal variations if any, is given.

(xi) Transport hired for officers on t"emporary duty etc is as per prescribed
scales.

(xii) In case of hiring of other vehicles wherever a regular hired transport
contract existing or operatirtg in the station, the reasons for resorting to hiring
needs to be specified.

(xiii) If hiring in the circumstances mentioned at (xii) above is due to non-
availability of the particular type of transport in the contract reasons as to why
that particular transp.ort was not catered for in the contract. If this was not
provided for because the requirement for the same was not felt at the time of
concluding the contract, how the requirement has come up now and why this
could not be visualised earlier. If this requirement is going to be substantial or
continue oyer a period of time, feasibility of including this requirement in the
contract already existing was considered or could be considered.

(xiv) If the hiring proposed is due to failure of contractor the same should be at
the risk and cost of the regular contractor.

(xv) How for the quoted rates compare with rate obtained from RTO/civil
transport authorities, in case the same has been obtained.

(xvi) Is the hiring proposed inescapable and the requirements cannot be met$y
any other alternative methods.

t7l



(xvii) The expenditure incurred in hiring of transport up to the last occasion
with last occasion.

(xviii) If hiring is resorted to very frequently will it not be irrore economical to go
in for regular contracts for specified periods say 3 months, 6 months, one year
etc.

(xix) In case stations where both Army and Air Force units exist and Army is
hiring transport requirement and Air Force units whether it would be desirable
route the requirement through the concerned Army authorities. However, the
final discretion to hire the vehicles directly wilt still rest with IAF.
(b) Wherever the powers of CFAs in a single transaction are with financial
concurence' IFA/CDA/Rep. of CDA is to be invariably associated in all stages of
hiring contract i.e.

i. Acceptance of necessity

ii. Mode of tendering

iii. Selection of sources in case of L.T.E

iv. Opening of tender

v. Vetting of CST

vi. TPC/PNC

vii. Vetting of draft supply order

viii. Vetting of work order (where work order is placed on the basis of Annual Rate
Contract and powers of CFA are with concurrence)

ix. Post-contractual matters having financial bearing.

CDA/IFAor Rep. of CDA/IFA will be associated with the whole exercise of
identifring the requirernents, sources as well as finalisation of rdtes for particular half
year, full year.

Annual Rate Contracts for various destinations and per Kilometer basis
can be finalized by Units, which frequently hire transport, in consultation with
IFA. However, each hiring transaction is not to exceed the delegated financial
powers.

(c) If the cost involved is more than the powers for single quotation purchase,
standard procedure of inviting quotation from all registered firms as per normal
procedure will be adopted and case forwarded to appropriate CFA for ixpenditure
angle sanction (lFA concurrence is to be taken wherever applicable). Maximum
competition is to be ensured. All units would register firms as.per procedure indicated
in SOP relating to schedule VIII (E). The reasonabilityof L-l rate is to be established
with reference to the comments on reasonability obtained from civil local transport
authority of the respective State Govt. Where no contract exists at the station rates are
to be obtained from civil authorities on a quarterly basis. Draft supply order is also to
be put up to IFA for vetting and later to CFA while seeking eipenditure angle
approval.

(d) Hiring will be resorted to after obtaining financial concurrence of IFA where
applicable and sanction of CFA from expenditure angle.

t
a

-
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(e) A similar principle & process is to be followed for hiring of passenger
vehicles. Passenger vehicles are to be hired for entitled personnel only.

Note: - Hiring of load transport is to be done on per ton Wr km basis as a rule unless

(i) The volume of consignment is large and is nol commensurate with the weight.
In such cases, hiring is to be done on per km basis.

(ii) If rttil truckload cannot be utilized & due to operational / technical / security
reasons the balance truckload necessarily has to be left unutilised. In such cases
hiring can be done on per km basis with clear indication of tonnage under utilized.

6. Invitation Of Tenders And Finalization

On receipt of acceptance of necessity concurred by IFA and approved by CFA as per
existing guidelines, following actions are to be initiated where open tender enquiries are not
floated, tender enquiries will be issued to reputed and registered firms with prior concurrence
of CDA/IFA.

a) Vetting of draft tender enquiry by IFA/ CDA before issue.

b) Tenders are to be opened by BOO including LAO/IFA and preparation of CST by
executive authorities and vetting of CST by IFA/LAO.

c) Conducting of TPC, which will comprise, amongst others, IFA/CDA/ Rep. Of
CDA in chses exceeding Rs.l lakh and recommending Ll or the most suitable and
economical tender, duly recording reasons.

d) Negotiations if any with Ll (only) may be canied out by TPC including IFA/
CDA / rep of CDA , if the cost offered is higher and unreasonable as compared to
necessity angle stage. These negotiations are to be recorded in writing.

e) Draft supply order to be veld by IFA/LAO before issue

7. Documents/Details to be submitted alone with each proposal to IFA and CFA

(i) At necessitv angle stase: - Whether the purpose for which hiring is
proposed is bonafide and authorized in Govt orders.

(a) Details of load and destination involved or details of passengers to be
transported.

(aa) Details of different types of relevant vehicles with load / passenger
carrying capacity, available with the unit & at the stn to be given.

(b) Type of carrier to be hired.

(c) Cost estimates, basis of cost estimates. IFA will vet estimate cost
among other things w.r.t L.P.R, local market rates. Estimated cost should not
be escalated.

(d) If annual contract exists, in which case process of necessity &
expenditure angle gets combined, while obtaining concurrence of appropriate
IFA and approval of CFA.

(e) Budget availability

(0 Mode of tendering & draft tender form/conditions. Draft tender
enquiry will be vetted by IFA before issue.

t-
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(g) Vendors f'rom whom ollers would be invited. The basis of selection of
vendors and their respective capacity should be clearly explained

At expenditure anqle staee

(a) Origin4l tenders / quotations along with supporting documents

(b) Compararive statement of tenders along with original quotations/
tenders. The CST will be vetted by IFA / Rep. Of IFA before it is put up to
TPC.

(c) Minutes of TPC/PNC proceedings

(d) Draft supply order. This draft supply order will be vetted by IFA
before issue. UO No. and date of IFA will invariably be indicated in S.O.

(e) Reasonability ofprices as compared to market rates/ L.P.P etc.

(0 Budgetavailability,

8. Specific Points to be looked into: -

(a) ," Proper selection of civil transport hiring agencies by unit board of officers
including IFA / Rep. Of IFA need to be done in accordance with prescribed
procedures.

(b) While tendering whether all known requirements for all units in the
station/area on a particular day or No. of specified days taken into account and
pooled together. Concurrence of IFA is tb be obtained in respect of financial
powers with concurrence

(c) Sanction is not split up ,oL.ing it within the powers of lower CFAs.

(d) Crossed DD per stipulated amount in TE as earnest money payable will
accompany each tender.

(e) Transportation conditions have to be brought out in specific terms in TE
and the contract/supply order.

(f) All standard terms and conditions including Security Deposit & mode of
payment are to be incorporated in TE as well as in contract/supply order in prior
consultation with IFA. S.D. can be waived by CFA with prior concurrence of
IFA.

(g) Specifications of vehicles required to be clearly mentioned in TE as well
as in contract/supply order.

(h) Laid down instructions for loading vehicles will have to be complied with.
(t) The existing instructions in protectiqn during transit have been followed.

(a) Is the requiranent justified?

(b) Is the mode of tendering adopted appropriate? Is the selection of civil
transporters is appropri ate?

(c) Are the costs indicated reasonable?

(d) Is adequate competition being ensured? How does rates compare with last
rates accepted.

(ri)

a

9.
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(e) Are funds available to meet the requirement?

10. Standard terms and conditions ofCivil Hired Transport: - On receipt )7 approval for
proceeiling with hiring, supply order is to be placed on the approved jirm (vetted by IFA/
LAO, as the case myl be) while forn'arding, the suppty order is to be placed iicorporating
the standard term{ & conditions and cerlain special lerms and conditions peculiar to the
Llnit The contracl should contain interelia, following conditions.

l. Loading or collection / delivery clause. It should bring out the
responsibility of loading / off loading or collection / delivery. The
responsibility should be given to the firm.

2. Transportation 6me from consignor to destination.

3. Liability ofcontractor for safety ofconsignment.

4. Standard Penalty cleuse

5. Standard Payment Terms

6. Documents to be specified in supply order fof subrnission to transporter for
claiming payments.

7. Arbitration clause

8. Insurance

9. Security deposit, to be pledged in favour of CDA (AF)/JCDA (AF)

10. Revocation / cancellation ofrate contract

I l. Force majeure clause. This will not form part of T.E. Where a contractor
insists, the same may be included in S.O.

12. Modalities of Recovery of sums.

ll. Transit lnsurance

All goods/Plant and Machinery/Specialist vehicles handed over to private
transporters/contractors for transportation to any destination should normally be insured with
any P.S.U. Insurance Company under Goyemment of India under aegis of General Insurance
Corporation, to cover all transit risks such as theft, fire, accidents, damage etc. with prior
concurrence of IFA HQ MC on case to case basis. In such cases, HQ MC may take insurance

cover centrally at Nagpur, instead of Units doing individually. This is indispensable as

transportation of government property by private transporters is fiaught with enormous transit
risks. While determining CFA, total transportation charges along with insurance charges rvill
be taken into account.

12. Price Variation Clause:

Any such clause in Transport rate contract is extraneous to standard terms and
conditions of contract. Any such Price Variation Clause can only be incorporated with
prior concurrence of MOD (Fin/lfOF, as it involves indefinite liability to state. Fixed
transport contract should be concluded.

13. Pavine Authoritv And Mode. The payments will be made as per procedure given
down

(a) As far as possible the payment of freight charges will be effected on a

contingent bill duly supported with the pre-receipted bill of the Road transport
operators. Where, hcwever, credit facilities cannot be arranged, the logistics officer

t
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will withdraw cash advance and after despatch will submit contingent bill along with
contractors cash receipt.

(b) The number and date of carriers receipt for the stores will be quoted in the
stores outward register and itern number in the stores outward register will be quoted
iglhe contingent bill-for payment of freight charges. The quotations in respect oi rates
obtained will be enclosed with the contingent Bill. The issue voucher on which the
stores are vouched should also be quoted on the contingent bill. Contingent Bills will
be entered in the Bill Registers. In cases where the road transport is hired by the
intennediary forwarding agencies, SIB number will be quoted on tihe contingent bill.
(c) It should be certified by the ollicer hiring the transport that all terms &
conditions of the order/contract have been comptied with.

Post-Audit

After payment, copy of contract / work order in Annual Rate contract, along atl
supporting documents are to be submitted to cDA (AF/JT.CDA (AF') for post audit
and compiling of expenditure.

14. Time limit for processins the case

(a) Financial scrutiny at Necessity angle l0 days from receipt
stage

(b) Case is to be put up for expenditure angle 2days from date ofoffers
approval

(c) Financial scrutiny at exp angle stage 2 days from receipt ofthe cases
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Appendix oA'

Refers to para 4 (b)
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Appendlx'B'

Refers to Para 4

G)

CODE IIEAD:.......................

SPECIAL INSTRUCTION:
HEAD...................

FOLIONO:....

DETAILED

EXPENDITURE

MAJOR IIEAD: ................

MINOR HEAD:..................

$Allotment Surrenders/withdrawals Total
Amount

Amount Reference Date Amount I Reference I Date

Initial

Subs€quent
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SCHEDULE . XII A. B AND C

SOP FOR INITIATING CASES FOR APPROVAL FROM
NECESSITY ANGLE UNDER AT AIR HEADQUARTERS

Schedule

l; Schedules XII A, XII B and XII C deal with obtaining necessiqz angle approval
against requirements projected through Periodical Reviews, Special Reviews, Rotables
Reviews, MCI\,I/PHU transcriptions, Life of Type Reviews, Procurement against Scaled
Deficiencies (under revenue heads only and requirements arising out of census, repairs,
calibrations and other items (both scaled and non-scaled) required for maintenance activities
of the IAF. The schedule also caters to procwement of technical maintenance publications
and one time purchase of rm-scaled items.

Sub-Schedules.

2. Schedule XII A. Schedule XII A confers powers to accord necessif angle approval
for procurernent from indigenous Defence PSUs and Govt Departments.

3. Schedule XIIB. Schedule XII B confers powers accord necessity angle approval for
p.o"*oo-*tfro-iodig"ooussourcesotherthanDefencePSUsanacovtDepartments.

4. Schedule XII C. Schedule XII C confers powers to accord necessity angle approval
for procurernent from ex-iinport.

Occesions

5. These porryirs are to be invoked by Air HQrs under the following circumstances.

(a) For centralized ranges based on requirements projected by HQ MC and
requirernents gen€rated at this HQ.

O) Agdinst AOG/PHUA{CM transcription lists.

G) For all imports for decentralized ranges. While forwarding the case for import
requirements for decenhalized range, HQ MC is to indicate in the covering
letter the cost of indigeirous content as approved by thern for determination of
CFA only in cases where they have to be referred to MoD..

Ranee

6. These powers are to be utilized for all maintenance requirements related aircraft and
weapon E/st€ms, its associated support equipment, MT and also for clot[ring, Barracks
equipment and all type ofstores (authorized stores) for all centralized ranges
Budgetarv Suoport
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'7 . Budgetary support is to be provided under Major Head 2078, Minor Head I 10.

Respective code heads for Aviation, MT, Clothing, Rations, Ordnance etc for supply/repair is
to be used.

8. Budgetary projections are to be made through four retums for each financial year (i.e.
PR, PRE, RE and MA). The RE for the financial year will also indicate the Budget Estimate
for the succeeding financial year.

9. A budgetary register is to be maintained code head wise by each Maintenance
Directorate giving full details of allotments made, commitments (ie order placed and supplies
awaited) and actual payments made. The total commitments are normally not to exceed the
total allotments. Howeveq to cater for slippages in delivery and to ensure optimum
utilization of funds allotted, 25o/o over and above the allotment may be committed for
necessity angle approval The acfual expenditure is under no circumstances to exceed the
allotments.

10. Availability of adequate funds under the required code head is a pre-requisite for
processing a case. This is the responsibility of the indent or. DDCA und€r ACAS Fin @)
would be responsible for HAL budgeting

ll. The format of the Budgetary Registers as laid down in SOP ------are to be
meticulously maintained. Budgeting in case of HAL is to be done as per existing guidelines.

NECESSITY ANGLE APPROVAL

Gross/Net Requirement

12. In all cases (except for AOC/PHUA4CM kanscriptions), the review will be canied
out by the EDiBRD in accordance with laid down instructions. The Review Documents to be
received from HQ MC must include the following. These documents are to be formulated in
case the review is done at this HQrs.

(a) The Working Sheet, as applicable, giving lirll justification whenever nocessary
(i.e. basis of aniving at gross requirernent).

(b) The Review Sheet/Census sheet (for scaled equipment) (Basis of arriving at net
requirement).

(c) The Schedule of Requirernent separately for each SOS (source of supply) (i.e.
imports, Defence PSU, vendors DPO or manufacturing task) duly technically
vetted, priced and authenticated by the O i1c provisioning , C Lgs O and
CO/AOC of the ED. In case of BRD, O i/c Overhaul Line is also to authenticate
the Review Documents.

(d) In case of irnport, each review is to be accompanied with import clearance
certificale. In case, the review is generated at Air HQ the SORs have to be vetted
by HQ MC for import clearance unless it can be proven that item has not been

indigenised.

13. In the case of AOG/PHUIN4CM transcriptions, lists received from HQ MC or
generated at this HQ are to be treated as Schedule of ReQuirernents. The Dues In is to be
subtracted as per existing guidelines.

I
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14. A soft eopy o! the Schedlle of Requirqnrent on a floppy is also to be provided.by HQ
MC to the conc€rnd Maintenance Directorate in a suitable database. This may be lWs

Access or lvl/s Excel or dBase or FoxProx (BUT NOT lWs WORD).

15 The Review Sheet, Working Sheets and SORs are to be prepared in standard formats

accordance with existing policies and regulations laid down.

16. ln case of Mandatory iterns, the Review documents are not to be accompanied with
working sh.eets. An updatei copy of the Mandatory Lists is to be made availabli to the IFA
and Miintenance Cell every year. The list would give the fihnent details of mandatory items

systernise.

Pricine

17. The proposal is to be priced as per existing guidelines provided in Leaflet 12 of tAF

I 54 I . Following details are to be indicated against each item in the SOR.

(a) Last purchase price, LPP should not be escalated as I matt€r of practice.
Wherever any variation in the estimated cost is proposed it should be worked out

in a realistic and objective manner among other things on the basis of prevailing

market rates, RBI indices, economic indices for the raw materiaV labour, other

input cost. IEEMA formula wherever applicable assessment based on intrinsic
value and prevailing foreign exchange rates as promulgated by RBI.

(b) Year of last purchase price and date and No. of Supply. Order. OR

(c) Budgetary quotations where LPP is more than three years old .Manufacturers i
price list and current discount rates maybe obtained. OR

(d) In case of pqice list price or LPP is not available the basis of arriving at the price

ofeach item is to be indicated

(e) Where price lists/ LPOs are not available, prices are to be assessed in consultation

with specialist offers by.clearly annotating in lndent that prices have been

assessed.

(0 HAL pricing is to be one as per existing MoD guidelines

Note : In case where price lists have been negotiated and finalized. A combined case

for necessity and expenditure angle is to e formulated. This should be explicitly stated

in the proposal

TechniselYatting-elAilllQ

18. The Review Documents ard to be technically vetted by the specialist officers at the

Maintenance Directorate. Special attention is to be paid to the correctness of the part

number, suitability of the item, quantity on SOR. The specialist officers vetting the Review

Documents are to sign the soR as having vetted the SoR indicating the iterns which have

been vetted. Joint Director and Directors are to carry out sample technical vetting and record

it on the file.
Vendor Selection.

19. A careful selection of the authorized and registered vendors is to be made for the

range of spares on the Schedule ofRequirernent in consultation with IFA .
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20. The forecast factor applied or the ROH task based on which the review was carried

out should be clearlY indicated.

21. The forwmd provisioning for which procurement being undertaken should be brought

in the proposal..

22. Based on the above inputs a proposal as per existing guidelines is to be formulated.

Separate schedule of requirernints me to be prepa;ed separately for each Source of supply as

follows

Import
Defense PSU
Indigenous vendor to be procured centrally (the AHSP & inspection egency

should be clearlY sPecified)
(d) lndigenous vandor but to be procures by decenlralia-ation i'e', issue of DPO

Gl Manufacturing task ) '

23. The fotlowing documents ar€ to be attached with each proposal'

(a) All review documents which justiff at the arrival of the Gross and net

requirernents.

O) Budgetary support certificate as per AOMs S&P Canon l/2001'

(c) PAC (proprietary article certificate) wherever applicable sigrred by the Director

of the Maintenance Cell .as CFA indicating the UO No' and date of IFA'

(d) Schedule ofrequiranents prepared separately SOS wise '

(e) Draft indent/RFP/RMso/DPo^4anufacturing task/l€tter of authority or Draft

conhacv so/ RMSO etc in cases where price list are finalized and case is

moved for combined necessity and expenditure angle approval '

(D knport clearance Certificate, wherever applicable'

24. The case file is to be initiated by the AD/DD/JD/Dir * of the concemed fleeUweapon

system. The file is to be routed through the normal channels up to the penultimate CFA who

will then route the file through IFA to the CFA. ln case HAL is the vendor involved the case

is to be routed through DDCA prior to the penultimate CFA.

* Note. All cases beyond Rs. l0 crore are to be initiated by Dir/ACAS only'

25. FOR EXAMiiE. an indent costing less than or equal to Rs. 2 crores will be initiated

Uy tne l6b6-ild to,rt"a through JD to IFA. After IFA's concurrence, the file will be

routed to the Director who is the CFA in this case.

?6^ Checklist for IFA and CFA

(a)IFAandCFAaretocheckthatalltherequireddocumentsasperpara25
above are placed on file and that requirernents have been calculated as per

existing norms.
(b) They are also to verif for thernselves that the vetting camed out by specialist

offtcershavebeendonecorrectlyandconscientiously.Would_this
procurement lead to over or under provisioning ?

(a)

o)
(c)

,
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27.

(c) Availability ofbudget for the proposal is to be ensured.

Once necessity angle approval for the proposal has been obtained on file, eitherior

(a) An indent is placed on Dte Purchase ( applicable to only Dtes under ACAS ( Lgs)

(b) RFP is floated by Maintenance Cell. RFP should be signed by any Gazetted
Officer of the concemed Maint Cell

(c) RMS Orders placed . This should be signed by at least the JD/Dir

(d) DPO is placed . This should be signed by at least the JD/Dir

(e) Manufacturing task is issued. This should be signed by by at least JD/Dir.

(g) Contract/SO is signed in case price list is available and necessity & expenditure
angle has been combined and sanction obtained together. This should be signed
by at least the Dir/ACAS .

:
The indent is to be vetted by AHSP before procurernent is initiated is necessary only

(a) AHSP is an extemal ageYrcy
(b) Specialist excepts some changes in the QR

29. The above documents are to be distributed as per existing orders and based on
existing guidelines.

30 Financial Scrutinv of Draft Indents bv IFA:IFA Air HOs.

IFAs will undertake financial scrutiny of Indents. While vetting the draft
Indents, IFA will exercise the following audit checks from acceptance of
necessity.

Description of Stores: A drafi Indent should contain the following
information, full particulars including the section number, reference
description and denomination or the quantity of each item.

Details of the major assembly of which the items are components or
accessories and also the name of the manufacturer wherever known should
be clearly indicated.

Sources of Supplv: DctNils of latest contract under which the item was
procured should be indicated in the rernark colurnn of the Indent: Likely
sources of supply are to be indicated indicating PSUS if any. In case of
PSU, purchase preference should be given which wilt be incorporated in
Indent. If an Indent of the item is outstanding details thereof should also
be mentioned. This will enable the IF A ar,d procurement agency to
identify the sources of supply.

Mode of Tendering: Mode of tendering, such as OTE, LTE, STE aud PAC
should invariably be indicated in the Indents. On the basis of Indent, entire
procuremenU tendering action is initiated.

28.
if

II.

III.
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IV. Head ofAccount: The major head, minor head and code head to which the
expenditure is to be booked is to be clearly indicated in the Indent.

V. Budsetary provision: Availability of funds to meet the proposed
expenditure is to'be certified and. commitment thereof is to be noted. This is
to be ensured by IFA.

VI. Authority for raisine lndent: The Specific authority or Government letter
under which powers have treen delegated should be clearly mentioned in
'the Indents.

VII. Pricins of Indent: The pricing of Indent is to be done carefully' This
estimated cost is the basis for determining the reasonability of rates. The
estimated cost is prepared:

a, By obtaining budgetary quotation along with manufacturers priced
catalogues and current discount rates.

b. When price lists are not available,. purchase price as shown in latest
contract and Local Purchase order under which the items were
procured are to be indicated.

c. When price list or contracUlPO prices arc not available, prices are to
be assessed by specialist oflicers and it should be indicated in the
Indent accordingly.

Vru. pg!!very-!A!g: The date by which delivery is required should be clearly
stated in Indents. Terms like "as soon as possible or urgently required are
not to be used. In case of perishable items with limited shelf life delivery
should be suitably phased with due regard to the shelf life and the
anticipated rate of consumption. In such cases, it should be clearly stated
that in Indents that deliveries earlier than dates specified will not be
accepted. While tendering this delivery date will be taken into account.

IX. Urgencv Certificate: Priority Indent should be used sparingly and that too only
for operational requirements like AOG, IOR and urgent requirement like
UR&USR

X. Proorietarv Certificate: where the item to be procured are proprietary of any
firm or a particular make of any equipment is required, a proprietary
certificate as per the prescribed proforma is required to be issued by CFA with
the concurrence of associated finance/IFA, duly recording adequate reasons.

XL Clearance from the point of indigenous availabilitv is to be ensured before
concurring proposals for import: Further address of the consignee, packing
and dispatch instruction, and inspection clause should be clearly indicated in
the Indent.

XII. Net Requirement:

a. Arithmetical correchess is to be checked

b. Quantities of PR and SOR statement are similar, in case reductions of quantities
in SOR rersons thereof ere recorded,

c. PR/SR have been technically vetted

Itl\
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d. Net requirement is worked out using the correct formula, since different
formulas are used to arrive at net requirement

XilI. While vettine Indents. concurrence is accorded by IFA for procuremint on
PAC basis, it should be ensured that in such cases item is procured strictly
on PAC basis from the Proprietary lirms only.

XIV. The g!ghp|$_is to be checked to see whether it has been priced on
the basis budgetary quotations, LPP or as per price list of firm or assessed

cost. . For realistic pricing of Indentsr. budgetary quotations are to be
obtained. Wherever any variation in the estimated cost is proposed it should be
worked out in a realistic and objective manner among other things on the basis

of prevailing market rates, RBI indices, economic indices for the raw materiaV
labour, other input cost. IEEMA formula wherever applicable assessment based
on intrinsic value and prevailing foreign exchange rates as promulgated by RBI.

XV. Last Paid Rates: While preparing estimated cost, last paid rates should not
be increased by percentage as a matter of practice. Wherever any variation
in the estimated cost is proposed it should be worked out in a realistic and

objective manner among other things on the basis of prevailing market rates,

RBI indices, economic indices for the raw materiaV labour. other input cost.

IEEMA formula wherever applicable assessment based on intrinsic value and
prevailing foreigrr exchange rates as promulgated by RBI.

XVI. Notine of UO No.& Date: The financial concurrence number and date of
IFA should be clearly indicated in Indent. It should be endorsed in the
Indent as follows:

" This has the Jinancial concurrence of IF A AOC-in-C

Air HQvide UO No..,...dt...'

30. CIIECK LIST for IFA i.e. JCDA/ACDA/LAOs
I. It is to be ensured that net requirement has been worked out properly with

regard to liabilities and assets, Dues-in, dues-out, stock position, CAR and F.F
have been properly worked out,

n. It is to be ensured that M,P.E. has been worked properly. In no case should the
provisioning exceed the months fixed for M.P.E. Similarly it is to be ensured that
S.S.F. and R.A.F. figures have been worked out correctly.

nI. It is to be ensured that M.F.E. has been correctly worked out for perishables,
short shelf and corlmon user items.

ry. It is also to be ensured that Current Annual Rate (C.A.R.) and forecasting factor
(F.F) have been correctly accounted for.

V. It is also to be ensured that assets have been properly accounted for with regard
to serviceable stocks, dues-in and estimated yield from repairable assets.

VI. It is to be verified that the estimated cost indicated in the indent has been worked
out properly with rbgard to (1) Last purchase price i2) Budgetary quotations (3)
Cost assessed by specialist oflicer in case of first time procurement. LPP should
not be escalated as a matter of practice. Wherever any variation in the estimated
cost is proposed it should be worked out in a realistic and objective manner among
other things on the basis ofprevailing market rates, RBI indices, economic indices for
the raw material/ labour, other input cost. IEEMA formula wherever applicable
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asscssment basotl tln intrinsic ',aruu antr prc'airing firreign cxch.nuc ratcs As
promulgated by RBl.

vll' lt is also to be ensured that sources fronr nhich items are proposcd to be
procured VIZ DGOF-, llAL. or trade etc are to bc vettcd.

vlll. ln case of PAC it is to be examincd that the items arc of proprictarl. n:lture'nd
firm/source proposed is an oErlt .pAC shorrrcr not be accorded for borrght o.t
itenis unless forms part of main systen/srrbsystcm.

lx. The mode of tendering, namcry orE., LTE AND srE arc to bc eramincrr and in
case of P&lll' two bid svstcm to be fofiorvcd is to bc indicatcd in tnrtcnt at the
acceptanceof necessity stage.

x. lt is to be further ensured that head of accorrnt has bccn corrcctly indicated and
budgetary provision has been adequater;- mattc, as pcr Classification Iandbook.

xl. ln case of RMSO orders for HAL, it is to bc ensrrred that quotcd ratcs are as per
their printed price catarogue. rn cases rvherc priccs are escalated without livingadequate satisfaction, pNC incruding a finance member may be conductci rvith
m/s HAL,

xll. ln case of bought out items under Rrvtsos. Deta s of the source, nature of the
item, imported or indigenous, departmcntat charges if any, handling charges etc
are to be called for from m/s HAL,

XIII. where price list are not ava abre, wherever feasibre, the cost break-up of the
items quoted with regard materiar, rabour overheads, profit, insurance, freight,
handling charges, taxes and duties are to be called for aisessing the reasonability
of the rates.

Xlv. In case of indents for imported items, it is to be confirmed that the items are not
available from indigenous source.

Xv. The authority under which the indent is raised is to be verified with refcrence to
specific govt. order or authority, which is to be invariabry quoted in the rndent
for reference of lFA, Audit Authorities etc.

XVl. whenever indents are to be praced on rorver cFAs for e,g. HervrC pracing
certain items, it is to be ensured that such procurement is to be done in
consultation with rFA. where consurtation with IFA is required, an ink signed
copy ofthe indent is to be endorsed to concerned IFA i.e. AaDA/LAO co-loclted
at thc Unit.

xVll. lt is to be ensured that items proposed to be procurcd :rrc of revenue in nflrure ic
other than items which have a rife of 7 years ancr cost Rs. 2 lakhs or more arc
classified as Capital.

XVIll. whenever financial concurrence is accordcd to :rn\ indcnts, it is to be ensured
that uo number and date of appropriate rF,\ arc to bc invariabrv indicated in
the indent.

XlX. while issuing indents it is to be ensured that ink signed copies of the in<tent are
endorsed to respective IFA and JCDA (AF) .

I
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Serial
No

Activity Normal cases AOG/PHU/'IVICM
priority

lnitiation of the proposal 45 days from the receipt of
review documents

9 days from the receipt
of the Tianscription
lists

2. DDCA ( only in cases
where HAL is inVolved
)

9 days 3 day

3. Penultimate CFA 9 days 3 day
4. Financial scrutiny 45 days from the date of receipt

of the case or 7 days from
receipt of last query. Queries
would be raised only once.
Incase of additional inputs the
issues are to be discussed with
the Director / ACAS of the
maint cell and the discussions
recorded based on which the
finai recommendations are to
be given to the CFA.

9 days fiom the date of
receipt of the case.
Incase of additional
inputs the issues are to
be discussed with the
Director i ACAS of the
maint cell and the
discussions recorded

Note

Time Frame for Prooosals

l. All queries are to be replied within 7 days of raising of the same.
2. In case of delay beyond one week, the issue is to be brought to
penultimate CFA so that a meeting is conducted with IFA.

IAP. I 541 Preparation of Reviews and amendments issues from time to time .

GOI lefter Air HQ/61279/4lLNt0l5iDO-II/D(Air-I) dated 26 Sep 1995
GOIletter Air HQ/61279/35l4lLRl921lDOII(Air'.1) dated 29 Jul 1998.

the notice of

l.
2.
3.
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AT HOMC AND ED/BRD

Schedute

l. Schedules XII A, XII B and XII C deal with obtaining necessity angle approval
against requirernents projected through Periodical Reviews, Special Reviews, AOG / MCM /
PHU transcriptions, Life of Tlpe Reviews, Procurernent against Scaled Deficiencies (under
revenue heads only), repairs, calibrations and other items (both scaled & non-scaled) required
for maintenance activities of the IAF. The schedule also caters to the maintenance
publications and one time purchase ofun scaled items
Sub-schedules

2. Schedule XII A. Schedule XII A confers powers to accord necessity angle
.. approval) for procurement from indigenous Defence PSUs and Govt

Departments.

3. Schedule XII B. Schedule XII B confers powers to accord necessity angle
approval for from indigenous sources other than Defence PSUs and Govt
Departments.

4. Schedule XII C. Schedule XII C confers powe$ to accord necessity angle
approvalfor procurernent ex-import.

Occasions

5. These powers are to be invoked by HQ MC ED/BRD under the following
circumstances:-

(a) For decentralized ranges based on various reviews and requirements as per
Para I finalized by ED/BRD( beyond Depot's delegated financial powers).

(b) Against AOG / PHU / MCM transcription lists/ requirements.

NOTE :- Incase where price lists are available necessity & expenditure angle approval is to
be combined. ln case of import ranges where price lists are finalized after necessity &
expenditure is accorded , the ED / BRD is to forward the sanction paper to HQs MC for
import clearance who after according import is to forward sanction papers to Air HQ
(Maintenance Cell) for placement of order. Similarly MC for cases ryithin their powers rare
to fonward sanction paper to Air HQs (Maint.) along with import clearance for placing order

Ranqe

6. These powers are to be utilised for all maintenance requirements related aircraft and
weapon system, it's associated support equipment, MT and also for clothing, Banack
equipment an all type of stores (authorized stores) for decentralized ranges only.

Budqetarv Support

'1. Budgetary Support is to be provided under lvtajor He,d 2078, Minor Head ll0.
Respective coiie heads for Aviation, MT, Clothing, Rations, Ordnance etc for supply / repair
is to be used.
8. Budgetary pdections are to be made in four quarterly retums at the end of each
quarter of the financial year (ie PR, PRE, RE and MA). The RE for the financial year will
also indicate the Budget Estimate for the succeeding financial year.
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2. A budgetary re-uister is to bc maintaincd c.trc hcatr rvisc. by cach Maintcnance
Dire'ckrr le givin-q full details olallotnrcnts rnadc, corrnritnrents 1ic ortlcrs placc4 & ,upfli".
arvaitc'd) att<l aclual paylrcnts matle. -fhc total ctxnrnitnrcnts are nonnally not to excccti the
total aliotincnts. llorvcvcr. to catcr lirr slippages in tlclivcry and to cnsurec,primu* utilisation.l' funds dllorte(|. 2-50'., .r'cr and abovc the all.hncnt rnay bc comrnittctr. The act'at
cxpenditure is under no circumstances to exceed thc allotments.

10. Availability of adcquarc flnds untrer the rcquirctr c.tre hcatr is r pre-requisirc firr
proccssint a c:rsc. 

-l'his 
is the responsibility ofthe intlentor.

ll. Payinq Authoritv

(a) l-or pfocurcment bv llO NfC pa)4nents rvill be made by JCDA ,He MC in
casc ol'schedulc XII A and schcdulc fll B. Florvevcr, in case of proJurernent
thr.ugh I IAL existing palment pnrccdure ,rhrough Aos. DAD will continue to be
tbllorvcrl.

(b) l_l .(b) For procurement bv ED/BRD. All payment in respect of Centrar
Purchase rvill be rnade by JCDA Nagpur in respect of sos praced by EDs/BRDs,
('l'hc cxpenditure which are susccptible to controi against budget proviiion are known
as locally contmlle{ heads. The fbllorving categorie,i falls under LCH :_

I . Paynent to Industrial Establishrnent in shrre tlepots, lactories etc
2. TransportationCharges
3. Miscellancous Expcnses.
4. Paynent fbr stores.
5. Works expcnditure , and
6. Pensions.

The entire slore budget comes under LCH,)

At HO ilIC

12. Review will bc' ca'ied out by the ED / BRD in accordance with raicr down
instructions. The Review Documents must include the tbllowing:(a) The working Sheet, as applicable, giving fuU justification wherever necessary.

(b) The Revierv Sheet/census sheet (for scared equipment)- Basis of arriving at
the net requirement [n case of first time procurement, furi justitication orr"qui.",r,"nt
is to be given and how the previous reqJirements *"." nrit shourd be specided along
with basis of pricing the estimated cost.

(c) The Schedule o-lRgguiremant separately fbr each SOS ( source of Suppiy) (
i.e. imports ,Defence pSU, vendors, Dpo or manufacturing task) , aury t""ii'ni"urry
vetted, priced and authenticated by the orc provisioning, clo afu coTeoc ortrcED' ln case of BRD, olc overhaur Line is also io authenticate the Review
Documents.

(d) Import clearance certificate for imports even in cases within delegated powers
of ED / BRD, obtaining of import clearanJe is mandatory fiom He MC. 

-
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13- ln thc casc of AoG / pHrJ r MCM transcriptions or rcquirements generated at HeMC arc lo be treated as Schedule of Requirernents. Dues in is to be sibtracted as per
cx isting guidclines.

14' A soli copy of the schcdure of Requirement on a floppy is arso to bc provitred by
ED/BRD kr HQ MC Provisioning cell in a suitable database. This mav be MS-Access or
lvts-

t

15. The Rcvierv Sheet, working Sheets and SORs are to be prepared in accordance with
cxisting policics and regulations Iaid down.

16. 
_ . In case of Mandatory items, the Review documents are not to be accompanied by

rvorking sheets. . A copy of the Mandatory Lists is to be made available to the JCDA and
HQ MC Provisi':ning cell and to rhe LAO / CDA rep of each depot.

AT ED/BRD

17- At ED /BRD the provisioning and procurement functions to be delineated and are to
be functioning independently. the Review will be carried out by the ED / BRD (provisioning
.section) in accordance with laid down instructions. The Review Documents must includc
the following: -

(a) The working Sheet, as applicabre, giving fulr justification wherever necessary.

(b) The Review sheet/census sheet (for scaled equipmenr) :- Basis of a'iving at
the net requirement .

(c) The Schedule of Requirement separately for each SOS ( source of Supply) (
i.e. imports, Defence pSU, Vendors, DpO or manufacturing task) , duly tcctrnica y
vetted, priced and authenticated by the oIC provisioning, cl-o and coTnoc of theED- ln case of BRD, orc overhaul Line is also io authenticare the Review
Documents,

(d) Import clearance certificate for imports even in cases within delegated powers
of ED / BRD, obtaining of import clearance is mandatory from He MC.

Pricins

18. The proposals are to be priced as per existing guidelines provided in Leaflet 12
of IAP 1541.

Following details are to be indicated against each item in the SOR: _

9l Last purchase price, Lpp shourd not be escarated as a matter of practice.
wherever any variation in the estimated cost is proposed it shourd he workei out in a
realistic and objective manner_ among other things-on the basis of pr€i,ailing mirrket
rates, RBI indices, economic indices for the raw materiar/ labour, othcr inlut c<-,st.
IEEMA formula wherever appricabre assessment based on intrinsic ualue a.d
prevailing foreign exchange rates as promulgated by RBI.
(b) Year of last purchase price and date and No. of Supply Order. OR
(") Budgetary quotations where Lpp is more than three years old .Manufacturers
price list and current discount rates may be obtained. OR
(d) In case of price rist price or Lpp is not available the basis of arriving at the
price ofeach item is to be indicated
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(e) Where price listVLPOs are not available, prices are to be assessed in
consultation with specialist offers by clearly annotating in Indent that prices have
been assessed.

(0 HAL pricing is to be one as per existing MoD guidelines

Note: In case where price lists have been negotiated and finalised. A
combined case for necessity and expenditure angle is to be formulated. This should
be explicitly stated in the proposal. After approval ED / BRD / HQ MC along with
import clearance are to forward the sanctioned papers to Air HQs(Maint Cell) for
placernent of orders.

Technical Vettine at HO MC.8D / BRD

19. The Review Documents are to be technically vetted by the specialist olficers. Special
attention is to be paid to the correctness of the itern, suitability of the item, Quantity on SOR
and price. In case prices are assessed, the basis of the pricing is also to be vefted. The
specialist officers vetting the Review Documents are to sign the SOR as having vetted the
SOR.

20 Vendor Selection. A careful selection ofthe authorised and registered vendors (as per
AOM's Canon l0l200l) is to be made for the range of spares on the Schedule of
Requirernent. In case of recommendation of vendors by DGAQA / AHSP, the final
recommendation of the Provisioning cell shall be the basis of vendor selection in
consultation with IFA.

21. The forecast factor applied for the ROH task based on which the review was carried
out should be clearly indicated. The future period for which procurernent being undertaken
should be brought out in the proposal.

22. In case of repair / overhaul, there could be occasions when tenders are to be received
conforming to certain technical specifications. In such cases, the proposal must bring out this
fact.

23. Based on the above inputs a proposal as per MoD guidelines Separate Schedule of
requirernents are to be prepared for each Source ofsupply as follows:-

(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)

Import

il:fl;:lrtha"* to be procured centrany ( rhe AHSp & inspection agency
should be clearly specified )
Indigenous vendor !o be procured by de-centralisation for e.g. issue of DPO
M anufacturing task

24. Thb following docurnents are to b€ attached with eech proposel for concurrence
of IFA and epproval of CFA.

(a) All review documents which justif at the arrival of the Gross and net
requirements.

(b) Budgetary support certificate as per AOMs S&P Canon l/200t.
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(c) PAC (proprietary article certificate) wherever applicable duly approved by the
competent authority (Refer Maint SOP relating to schedule XII ----) i.e., C
Lgs O at Depots and SLMO / Dy SMSO at HQs MC.

(d) Schedule ofrequirernents prepared separately SOS wise .

(e) Draft indent/RFP/RMso/DPo/Manufacturing tasUletter of authority or Draft
contract/ SO/ RMSO etc in cases where price list are finalized and case is
moved for combined necessity and expenditure angle approval .

(0 Import clearance certificate.
Routins of Proposal for Necessity Ansle Sanction.

(a) At HO MC. The procurernent case file is to be initiated by the Vc Prov Cell
at HQ MC The file is to be routed through the normal channels up to the
penultimate CFA who will then route the file through JCDA to the CFA.

(b) At ED/BRD. The procurernent case file is to be initiated by the Uc
Prov Cell at BRD/ED. The file is to be routed through the normal channels up to
the penultimate CFA who will then rou(e the file through LAO/Rep of CDA to the
CFA.

(c) In case the proposal is beyond the financial powers of ED / BRD it is to
forward the proposal elone with view of local IFA ie ACDA./LAO. to HQs MC and
in case it is beyond the powers of HQ MC, the case is to be referred to Air HQS for
taking it up with MoD.

Checklist for LAO/JCDA and CFA

26. (a) LAO/JCDA and CFA are to check that all the required documents as p€r para
25 above are placed on file and that requirements have been calculated as per existing
norms.

(b) Tney are also to verifu for themselves that the vetting carried out by specialist
officers have been done correctly and conscientiously. Would this procurernent lead
to over or under provisioning ?

(c) Availability ofbudget for the proposal is to be ensured.

27. Once necessity angle approval for the proposal has been obtained on file, either/or

(a) An indent is placed on the purchase cell. In case of import the indent along

with sanction papers is forwarded to Air HQs for procurement action.

(b) RFP is floated by the Purchase Cell.. RFP should be signed by any Gazetted
Officer of the concerned Maint.Cell. .

(c) RMS Orders placed .

(d) DPO is placed . This should be signed by at least C Lgs O at depots or SLMO
at HQs MC

(e) Manufacturing task is issued. This should be signed by at least the C Lgs O of
ED / BRD and SLMO / Dy SMSO at HQ MC.

t
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(0 Contract/SO is signed _in case price list is available and necessity &expenditure angle has been combinetr and .sanction obtaine'd together. rni, .J,rrla t"signed by at least the C Lgs O of ED / BRD an. SLMO / Oy SM-SO at Ha M;":

i9 
The indent is to be vetted by AHSp betbre procurement is iniriatetr is necessary onry

(a) AHSp is an extemal agency(b) Specialist excepts some changes in rhe eR

29- The above documents are to be distributetr as per existing orden and based onexisting guidelines

30. Financial Scrutiny of Draft Indents by IFA i,e., JCDA, ACDA and LAOs. .

IFAs w l undertai(e financial scrutiny of Indent (MoD retter AirHQl6l279/35/4/LR/1215/Do-rvD (Air-t) Dt. 26/09/6gs while vetting tr," orun-'in.r"ntr,
IFA will exercise the following audit checks from acceptance ofnecessity.

I. D-e.scriptign.of stores: A draft Indent shourd contain the fofiowing information,full particulars including the section number, reference a"i"ripii." 
- 

aradenomination or lhe quantity of each item.

Details of the major assernbry of which the items are components or accessories and
also the name of the manufacturer wherever known shouldi" 

"r"-ry 
i"ai""iJ.'-

II' sources of supprv: Details of ratest contract under which the item was procured
should be indicated in the remark column of the Indenf: Likely sources of supply
are to be indicated indicating psus if any. rn case of psU, purchase preference

' should be given which will be incorporated in Indent. If an Indent of the item is
outstanding, details thereof should also be mentioned. This will enable the IF A and
procurernent agency to identifu the sources of supply.

III. Mode of Tenderinq: Mode of tendering, such as OTE, LTE, STE and pAC should
invariably be indicdted in the Indents. on the basis of Indent, entire procurement/
tendering action is initiated.

ry. 4ead of Account: The major head, minor head and code head to which the
expenditure is to be booked is to be clearly indicated in the Indent.

v' Budgetarv provision: Availability or funds to meet the proposed expenditure is to
be certified and commitment thereof is to be noted. This is to be ensured by IFA.

vL Authoritv for raising Jndent: The specific authority or covemment retter under
which powers have been deregated should be crearly mentioned in the Indents for
reference of lFA, Audit Authorities etc.
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Pricine of Indent: The pricing of Indent is to be done carefully. This estimated

cost is the basis for detenirining the reasonability of rates. The estimated cost is

prepared:

a. By obtaining budgetary quotation along with manufacturers priced catalogues

and current discount rates.

b. When price lists are not available, purchase price as shown in latest contract

and Local Purchase order under which the items were procured are to be

indicated.

c. When price list or contracUlPO prices arc not available, prices are to be

assessed by specialist offrcers and it should be indicated in the Indent

accordingly.

Deliverv Date: The date by which delivery is required should be clearly stated in
Indents. Terms like "as soon as possible or urgently required are not to -be used. In

case of perishable items with limited shelf life delivery should be suitably phased

with due regard to the shelf life and the anticipated rate of consumption. In such

cases, it should be clearly stated that in Indents that.deliveries earlier than dates

specified will not be accepted. while tendering this delivery date will be taken into
account.

Ureencv Certificate: Priority Indent should be used sparingly and that too only for
operational requirements like AOG, IOR and urgent requirernent like URR, USR

Proprietarv Certificate: where the item to be procured are proprietary of any firm
or a particular make of any equipment is required, a proprietary certificate as per

the prescribed proforma is required to be issued by CFA only indicating the UO No.

and date of associated finance/lFA, duly recording adequate reasons.

clearance from the point of indisenous availabilitv is to be ensured before

concurring proposals for import: Further address of the consignee, packing and

dispatch instruction, and inspection clause should be clearly indicated in the Indent.

Net Requirement:

a. Arithmetical correctness is to be checked

b. Quantities of PR and SOR statement are similar, in case reductions of
quantities in SOR reasons thereof are recorded.

xI.
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c. PR"/SR have been technically vetted

d. Nel requirement is worked out using the correct formula, since different
formulas are used to arrive at net requirement.

xlII' while vettine Indents, concurence is accorded by IFA for procurement on pAC
basis, it should be ensured that in such cases item is procured itrictly on pAC basis
f.rom the Proprietary firms only.

xN T!cg!d!q of soR is to be checked to see whether it has been priced on the basis
budgetary quotations, LPP or as per price list of firm or assessed cost. For reatistic
pricing of Indents, budgetary quotations are to be obtained.

xv While preparing estimated cost, last paid rates should not be
'ilrcreased by percentage as a matter of practice. wherever any variation in the
estimated cost is proposed it should be worked out in a realistic and objective
manner among other things on the basis of prevailing market rates, RBI indices,
economic indices for the raw materiaV labour, other input cost. IEEMA formula
wherever applicable assessment based on intrinsic value and prevailing foreign
exchange rates as promulgated by RBI.

Notine of UO No.& Date: The financial concurence number and date of IFA
should'be clearly indicated in Indent. It should be endorsed in the Indent as follows:

" This hqs the Jinancial concurrence of IF A AOC-in-C

HQ MC vide UO No... ...dt...."

CHECK LIST for IFA i.d. JCDA/ACDA/LAOs
It is to be ensured that net requirement has been worked out properly with regard to
liabilities and assets, Dues-in, dueslout, stock position,. CAR and F.F have been
properly worked out.

It is to be ensured thit M.P.E. has been worked properly. In no case should the
provisioning exceed the months fixed for M.P.E. Similarly it is to be ensured that
S.S.F. and R.A.F. figures h2rve been worked out correctly.

It is to be ensured that M.P.E. has been correctly worked out for perishables, short
sheif and common user iterns. .

It is also to be ensured that Current Annual Rate (c.A.R.) and forecasting factor
(F.F) have been correctly accounted'for.

It is also to be ensured that assets have'been properly accounted for with regard to
serviceable stocks, dues-in and estimated lfreld from repairable assets.

It is to be verified that the estimated cost indicated in the indent has been worked
out properly with regard to (l) Last purchase price (2) Budgetary quotations (3)
Cost assessed by specialist olficer in case of first time procuraneni. Io. no ca""
should L.P.P. be escalated as a mrtter of practice. wherever any variation in the
estimated cost is proposed it should be worked out in a realistic and objective
manner among other things on the basis of prevailing market rates, RBI indices,
economic indices for the raw materiaV labour, other input cost. IEEMA formula
wherever applicable assessment based on inrinsic value and prevailing foreign
exchange rates as promulgated by RBI.
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vnl.

x.

x.

xI_

It is also to be ensured that sources from which items are proposed to be procured
VIZ, DGOF, HAL, or trade etc are to be vetted.

In case of PAC il is to be examined that the items are of proprietary nature and
firm/source proposed is an OEM .PAC should not be accorded for bought out items.

The mode of tendering, namely OTE, LTE AND STE are to be examined and in
case of P&M, two bid system to be followed is to be indicated in Indent at the
acceptance of necessity stage.

It is to be further ensured that head of account has been correctly indicated and
budgetary provision has been adequately made, as per Classification Handbook.

In case of RMSO orders for HAL, it is to be ensured that quoted rates are as per
their printed price catalogue. In cases where prices are escalated without giving
adequate satisfaction, PNC including a finance member may be conducted with m/s
HAL.

ln case of bought out items under RMSOs. Details of the source, nature of the item,
imported or indigenous, departmental charges ifany, handling charges etc are to be
called for from m/s HAL.

Where price list are not available, wherever feasible the cost break-up of the itests, l
quoted with regard material, labour overheads. profit, insurance, freight, handling
charges, taxes and duties are to be called for assessing the reasonability ofthe rates.

In case of indents for imported items, it is to be confirmed that the items are not
available from indigenous source.

The authority under which the indent is raised is to be verified rvith reference to
specific govt. order or authority, which is to be invariably quoted in the Indent.

Whenever indents are to be placed on lower CFAs for e.g. HeMC placing certain
items, it is to be ensured that such procurement is to be done in consultation with
IFA. Where consultation with IFA is required, an ink signed copy of the indent is to
be endorsed to concerned IFA i.e. ACDA/LAO colocated at the Unit.

It is to be ensured that items proposed to be procured are of revenue in nature.

Whenever financial concurence is accorded to any indents, it is to be ensured that

UO number and date of appropriate IFA are to be invariably indicated in the indent.

While issuing indents it is to be ensured that ink signed copies of the indent are

endorsed to respective IFA and JCDA (AF)

XII.

XIII.

XIV.

XV.

XVI,

XVII.

XVIII.

xx.
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Tirne Frame for Pronosals

Serial
No

Activity Normal cases AOG/PHU/MCM
priority

l Initiation of the proposal 45 days from the receipt of
review documents

9 days from the
receipt of the
Transcription lists

.,
Penultimate CFA 9 days 3 day

3. Financial scrutiny 45 days from the date of
receipt of the case oi 7 days
from receipt of last query.
Queries would be raised only
once. Incase of additional
inputs the issues are to be
discussed with the Director /
ACAS of the maint cell and
the discussions recorded based
on which the final
recommendations are to be
given to the CFA.

9 days from the date
of receipt of the case.
Incase of additional
inputs the issues are
to be discussed with
the Director / ACAS
of the maint cell and
the discussions
recorded

Note

l. All queries are to be replied within 7 days of raising of the same.

2. 
. 
In case of delay beyond one week, the issue is to be brought to the notice of

penultimate CFA so that a meeting is conducted with IFA.

l.

2.

J.

IAP l54l Preparation of Reviews and amendments issues from time to time,
GOI l"tter Ai. H Ql 612't 9 / 4 lLN l0 I 5/DO-IyD(Air-t) dated 26 Sep I 995

COI letter Air HQ/6127 9/35/4/LR/92 t/DOII(Air-t) dated 29 Jul I 998.
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Appendix A

(Refers to Para 9 of

SOP for lssue No 6)

BUDGETARY SUPPORT CERTIFICATE

(ALL AMOUNTS IN RUPEESLAKHS)

(Indentor)

Name:

Rank:

Designation:

Date:

(Budget Coord)

(where applicable)

l. Financial Year
) Directorate
3. Maintenance Cell
4. Allotment
5. Expenditure up to
6. Contiactual Obligations
7. Non-contractual Obligations
8. Funds Now Available (4 - 5 - 6 -7)
9. This Proposal'
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L Sche4ule. Schedule XII A, B&C (Footnote), Appendix II part III -Air Force -FR part
I Volume II Issue of April 2002.

2. The powers are with VCAS/AOIVI/AOC-IN-C only MC up to 5 crores. VCAS will
utilise powers for requisitioning specialists relating to for ops related tasks and AoM for
maintenance related tasks for centralised ranges/systems , specialists required at operational
units and specialists from abroad for de-centralised ranges/systems . AOC-IN-C, Hes MC
can requisition Indian specialists for decentralised rangevsysterns within He MC, IAF for
areas relating to under his jurisdiction . These powers cannot be further delegated

3. Requisitioning of specialists can be done fiom organizations / firms / vendon / OEM
only . Free lance specialists cannot be hired under these powers . ,

4. The cFA will be determined based on the Total cost i.e. cost of re-imbursement to the
specialists as well as the cost offacilities being provided to the specialists.

5. occasions Areas/Ranqes covered. Specialists can be requisitioned for any task for
which expertise is not available in within the LAF or the quantum of the specialization
available within the IAF is inadequate to meet the requirement or if contractual obligationJ
warrant the requisitioning of the specialist . Examples are like ac waranty t"u.. fto-
manufacturer, team from manufacturer for any repair/inspection of aggregates or ac spares,
indigenisation consultancy etc.

6. Budsetarv Support. The financial outgo involved in the deputation of specialist
shall be debited from the repair or supply or indigenisation code head of the corresponding
weapon system for which the specialists are deputed. For example if specialists are coming
for MiG-29 ac repair task, the money has to be debited in'l4l/31 (repair code head of MiG-
29 ac). The financial outgo involved which need to be budgeted could include the
reimbursement rates of specialists, hotel stay in India, air tickets from abroad to India and
back and air travel within the country (if conhact specifies that these have to be provided by
customer), road transportation within the country and any other facilities as provided for in
th€ contract. ln case payment is to be made by operating units, the palng authority should be
clearly brought out .

7. Procedure to be followed (From abroed).

when the need for calling specialists from abroad has arisen, the maintenance cell at Air Hes
is to make a proposal and the following is to be brought out :-

(a) Purpose for which specialists are required. How many specialists, type of
specialists, duration and from where specialist is required is to be stated. The technical
specialists should certifu that these services have to be obtained and cannot be
provided from existing assets of IAF. Full justification of needs and qty are to be spelt
out. The facilities which would be provided to the specialist needs to be defined and
costed . The facilities which normally could be provided to the specialist are: -
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(i) Travel from his country to India and back

(iD Trave! by road ,rail or Air within India

(iii) Transportation at work site

(iv) lodging and messing ( gra<ied )
(v) Facilities for families and recreation , normafly provided in case of

long stays .

(vi) Medicalfacilities

o) It should be brought out that whether the services of the specialist are being
obtained as per an existing contractual obligation or not .

(c) The basis of selection of vendor/s (whether proprietary or otherwise) shourd
be clearly brought out in each case.

(d) The case should also bring out whether a General contract or any other
agreern€nt (covering terms & conditions and/or cost) exists with vendor from whom
specialists are being called for (e.g. in case of RAC ..MiG" and Ros-oboronexport a
general contract listing all terms and conditions has been finalizd ana is in vogue
and if so whether the terins and conditions are in conformity with the contract ."in
case specialists are required from any other manufacturer the facilities to be provided
should be brought out (these facilities which would be provided should be included in
the RFP as well the contract to be negotiated and finalized ).
(e) The proposal should be costed which should include the reimbursernent rates
of the specialists as well as..the cost of all the facilities provided to the speciJists.
costing of facilities is not to be included if it is being prod-ded within the resources of
the IAF. The bass ofcosting should be brought out in the proposal.

(0 . A draft RFP is to placed alongwith the proposal which should bring out the
services required as also the facilities which wouldbe or would not be provi"tled. The
RFP should also bring out the temrs of payment. It should be brought out if the
services are available from more than one vendor or if the services "- b" obtuio"d
from one vendor only on proprietary basis .

!d The. case is to be processed for approval from necessity angle approval ..
Determination of the cFA is to be done based on the totai .oit 1.".'*.t or
reimbursement to specialist plus cost of facilities
(h) _ All powers in this regard are to be exercised by the cFA in consultation with
the IFA.

A)_ Ater necessity angle approval is accorded , the RFp is to;,be signed by an 1, .

officer ofthe rank ofWg Cdr and above and offers requested for. -, - .'-
(k) offers are to be obtained ds per guidelines in AoM task directi* 27 /2001
Td :* proges-e-d for expenditure angle approval based on principles gi.ven,in SOp
relating to schedule XII (D) to (G). Negotiations if necessarry 

"r" 
to Ue 

"J."" 
b" ipi

chaired by the cFA with IFA as a mandatory member and specialist .*ru"^ l" 
""-opted on a case to case basis . power for conduct of the Tpc cadnot be daegated by

the CFA . i
q Based on the expenditure angle approval a conFact or a supplement to the
General contract shodd be finalised . The contract tcnns and conditions should be in
conformity with the RFP and negotiarions ( if held ) . The time aame.in which the
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activity is to be completed , the obligations of both the parties and facilities ro be
provided to the specialists is to be clearly brought out in the contract . The contract is
to be vetted by IFA .

Ng!g. In case reimbursement rates with any firm for the year in which they are to
come over for the task are already negotiated then the case can be moved for necessity
and expenditure angle together.

8. Contract finalization. After the contract is finalized, the following action is
required: -

(a) A letter of authority listing all the facilities to be provided as per the contract to the
vendors specialist/s by IAF is to be issued after approval of CFA in consultation with IFA .

This letter is to be issued in consultation with IFA/JCDA and signe{ atleast by Dir at Air He
and Dy SMSO at HQ MC. The letter should clearly speci$ the paying authority as well as
the currency in which the payment is to be made ( it could be partial Rupees and partial
foreign currency ) . The draft letter of authority is to be put up while seeking expenditure
angle appmval .

(b) Obtain the particulars of the specialists which include their name, passport number,
fathers name, date till passport is valid, nationality, date and place of issue of passport and
getting security clearance from lnt. directorate for their work in specific IAF bases.

(c) Booking of air tickets through DD Mov (if the contract so specifies) from abroad to
India and back. DD Mov has to be approached with letter mentioned at para 8(a) who in tum
will issue a voucher for air tickets. This voucher from DD Mov has to be exchanged at Air
India office and a specific number PTA will be given by Air India oflice. This PTA number
has to be transmitt€d to concerned Air Attache alongwith the security clearance. The pTA
number will help the specialists in getting the tickets in the country oforigin. In addition, Air
Attache or Company should be given dates on which the team is acceptable to the Indian
side.

(d) A copy of letter at para 8 (a) should also be sent to be concemed bases where the
specialists are going alongwith security cledrance so that thqy also know what facilities are to
be provided as well as their paying authorities .

9. Deoutation of Soecialists from orsanisation (other than IJAL) within the
g!51 The procedure is similar as requisitioning from abroad other than foreign air tickets.
Their facilities and reimbursement rates can also be tailored according to the organisation and
negotiations. In case of Govt organizations, clearance from his organisation and certificate
that no TA/DA is being paid needs to be obtained.(in case TA./DA are being reimbursed by
the IAF). Payment shall be done on contingent bill. The palng authority for Air HQs shall be
CDA and for HQ MC shall be JCDA.

10. Time Schedule The time for the processing the case shall be as follows ( these time
limits would apply for both necessity and expenditurg. angle approvnl )

Activity Agency Time
Preparation of case Concerned cell at Air HQ or HQ

MC
15 days from receipt
of requirement

Vettins by Penultimate CFA ACAS/SMSO 03 days
Financial agency vetting IFA/JCDA l0 days
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CFA AOM/VCAS/AOC in C MC

I l. Documents to be out to IFA end CFA

The following documents shall be put upto IFA and CFA

(a) Detailed justification for number of specialists and duration for which required.
Also why the task cannot be handled within IAF resources.

(b) Details of vendors, which are being approached. For ac tasks only OEM shoutd be
approached. In case of other requirernents the basis of selection of the vendors should
be clearly spelt out.

(c) Costing ofproposal should be complete i.e. including reimbursement rates to
the specialist and other facilities to be provided.

(d) Draft RFP which gives the no ofspecialists required, duration for which
required, all facilities which shall be provided to specialists including payment terms
and all other standard contractual clauses

(e) Budgetary support confirmation.

(0 In case.specialist is being hired from a Govt organisation , the clearance from
the specialists organisation is to be put up in file along with the case .

(g) Proprietary article certificate in case of a single vendor situation, to be sigrred

by Director at Air HQs or Dy SMSO at HQs MC .

(h) At time of expenditure angle approval Documents / file vide which necessity
angle approval was accorded .

0) At time of expenditure angle approval, Quotations are to be put up with
Comparative statement ofquotes plus extra charges for urgency if applicable with
reasonably acceptable level ofcost .

(k) Draft of Contract / Supply Order and letter of authority .

0) At time ofexpenditure angle approval, Budgetary confirmation status is
again to be put up .

12. Check list for IFA and CFA

(a) ls it necessary to hire these specialists ? Can this service not be obtained from
existing Human resources of the IAF ?

(b) Is the detailed justification given for no of specialist and duration adequate or
can the number be reduced vis a vis the job content ?

(c) Are the specialists being requisitioned from OEM and if not is there sufficient
valid reason given to requisition them from other agencies ?

(d) Is budgetary support available

(e) Is draft RFP with all terms and conditions available.

(0 Has costing been done correctly ? In all other cases it should be as per LPP or
cpecialists officers ass€ssment. ls the offered cost reasonable .
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SCHEDULE: XII D. E. F & G

SOP FOR PROCUBEMENTTHROUGH TENDER PURCHASE COMMITTEE AT

AIR HEADOUARTERS. HO MC & DEPOTS

Schedule

l. Schedules XII D, XII E, XII F and XII G deat with the powers for indigenous and
foreigr. procurement at Air HQ, HQ MC and Depots through a Tender Purchase Corhmitte€.

Sub-schedules

2. Schedule XII D. Schedule XII D confers powers for indigenous procurement
at Air ItQ. The powers are to be exercised in consultation with IFA at Air HQ. The powers
have been delegated to VCAS / AOM, ACAS / Director of weapon system concerned and D
Purchase to effect purchases through a Tender Purchase Committee. Thesc powers would be
exercised for all procurements for centralized range.

3. Schedule XII E. Schedule XII E confers powers for indigenous procurement
at HQ MC. The powers are to be exercised in consultation with IFA at HQ MC. The powers
have beeh delegated to AOC-in-C and AOLM at HQ MC to effect purchases,"thrcugh a

Tender Purchase Committee. These powers would be exercised for all procuternent for
decentralized ranges. TPCs will invariably be conducted for all purchases exceeding
Rs.5,00,0001

4. Schedule XII F. Schedule XII F confers powers for indigenous procurement of
items of derentralised ranges at self-accounting Equiprnent and Repair Depots. The
powers are to be exercised in consultation with local IFA to effect purchases through a
Tender Purchase Committee. These powers would be exercised for all procurernent for
decentralized ranges and for which the depot is the stock holding agency or the AHSP.

$lg:- In case of decentralized ranges, HQ MC can give combined and expenditure
angle for import of iterns, only in cases where price lists are finalized. After approval
HQ MC is to forward the sanction papers to the concerned Maintenance Cell for
placernent oforder and effect ofpayment.

5. Schedule XII G. Schedule XII G confers powers for procurement ex-import at
Air HQ. The powers have been delegated to VCAS / AOM and ACAS (Lgs) to e{fect
purchases through a Tender Purchase Committee. These powers are to be exercised for all
imports covering all centralized and decentralized ranges.

All procurements would be done by the concerned Maintenance Cell for the weapon
systems it handles. Dte of Purchase will undertake all procurements for Dtes under
ACAS(Lgs). In case of HQ MC and depots the procurement agency would be
designated by AOC-in-C HQ MC and AOCICO of the depot respectiwly.

Procurement of CriticaVUrgent Reouirements

(on AOG/PIIU/MCM) frorn sources abroad

6. The provisions and procedure in resp€ct of urgent indents as specified vide Govt of
IndialetterNo. AirHQ/60260/29iJPJI5l6ruSyD(AirJV) dated2T Jun20Ol basedonwhich
detailed working guidelines for implementation of above procedure have been amplified vide
AOM's Canon l2l2o0l (Copy of above GoI letter is enclosed with AOM's canon l2l2001)
are to be followed .



Occasions

7. These powers are to be exercised only after the necessity angle approval vide Sch XII
A / XII B / Xil C has been accorded for the procurement .

Ranges

8. These powers would cover ranges for all procurement for which expenditure is to be
incurred from Maintenance Revenue funds. For expenditure on a/c of capital item /
Purchases the proposal may be sent to MoD.

Budgetary Support

9- Budgetary support is presumed to be available under the respective code-heads once
necessity angle approval has been accorded. However, -it is mandatory that Budgetary
support from respective code head is once again re-confirmed at the procurements stageilso.
PROCEDURE

10. This SoP has been divided into pre- & post-contract rctions for ease of reference
and understanding.

PRE-CONTRACT ACTIONS

I l. The various phases ofthis stage are: -
'(a) 

Technical Vetting of Indent and financial vetting of Indent by IFA and
detennination of Mode of Tendering in consultation with IFA.

(b) Selection of sources in consultation with IFA and issue of Tender
Eqqiry/RFP duly vetted by IFA.

?':,'

(c)

(d)

(e)

(D

(e)

(h)

(i)

c)
(k)

Receipt of quotes, Technical Evaluation with IFA consultation, opening
price bids ( Technically acceptable ) and their acceptance in prisenc-
Vendors.

Prqnration of Comparative Staternent of Quotations (CSe) and vetting of
CSQ by IFA.

Initiation of Purchase proposal and holding of Price Negotiations, if necessary
in consultation with IFA.

Retendering. in consultation with IFA.

Obtaining expenditure angle approval (and if required enhanced cost
sanction).

Approval ofTPC.

Vetting of draft contract and recording of UO No. and date by IFA.

Signing of final contract.

Post contract activities ( Para 35)

of
of

The Maintenance Cell / Provisioning cell or equivalent cell which obtains the necessity angle
approval of IFA and cFA will forward a formal indent to the purchase cell, within 7 days of
necessity angle approval. The indent is to be the same as approved by cFA at time of
necessity angle approval. A indent no. is to be obtained from Dte MIS at Air He Ge Mc
and depots are also to allocate indent numbers). The indent should clearly specifi iliechnical
and commercial bids are to be invited separately.

I



Vettins of Indent bv Purchase Cell

12. The indent SORs is to be checked for its completeness with specific attention to
weapon system, range of spares, recommended vendors or proprietary certificate (signed by
Director of indentor or similar rank of HQ MC and Depot), details of the items indicating
Qty, estimated cost, total financial implications including ED, ST, Freight etc and source of
supply, sanction of CFA, financial concurrence of IFA, UO No and date of IFA,
specifications wherever necessary, confirmation of budgetary support, code head estimated
cost, expected delivery schedule and consignee distribution, in addition to other aspects. The
indent is to be vetted by DGAQA / AHSP (for indigenous purchases) if the indenting Dte
anticipates any changes in the specifications. The purchase cell while registering the indent
shall carry out all his further communications under the original indent no. The purchase cell
is to confirm registration to the indentor within 3 days of the receipt of the indent.

Vendor Selection and mode of tenderinq

13. A carefirl selection of the authorised and registered vendors is to be made in
consultation with IFA for the range of spares on the Schedule of Requirernent based on
guidelines. The selected vendors from who offers are to be obtained should be in consonance
with the indent.

!glg:- HQs MC and EDs/BRDs will be responsible for registration of firms for purchase to
be made by them respectively under their delegated power There is need for widening the
vendor base at Command and Unit level. IFA,/ rep of IFA, being a resourceful officer locally
available having knowledge of financial, accounting and contractual matters and working
experience of other Departments of MoD, may be invaiiably consulted in the process of
registration of vendors, particularly with regard to verification of financial and commercial
capabilities of vendors. As such, registration work is a multi-disciplinary and techno-
commercial exercise.

14. In case any vendor is to be added or deleted from the names included in the indent,
the issue is to be necessarily referred to indentor, IFA & CFA with reasons to be recorded as
an on going exercise to increase vendor base Vgndors already registered with Army, Navy,
Ordnance Factories, DRDO, DGS&D and Defence PSUs for similar iterns will invariably be
considered for issue of L.T.E. if considered by TPC unless these are recorded and adequate
reasons to the contrary. Where such capacity verification is to be undertaken as deemed fit by
TPC, it should invariably be undertaken before opening of tenders , though tenden will be
provisionally issued to such vendors, pending capacity verification.

15. Mode of Tendering is to be decided in consultation with IFA at necessity angle of
approval stage itself. All procurernents of aircraft and weapon systern related components
and services are to be done on either proprietary, single tender (ftom OEM) or limited tender
and not on open tender systern. The need to obtain waiver from open tender for each indent
is therefore not essential. Open tender is to be resorted to in case of procurement of general
items where specifications can be easily related to by the market. All registered firms as per
foot note at schedule XII (M) are to be approached inespective whether they are less
or more than 7/15 firms. No waiver from open tender enquiry is required if at necessity angle
stage it is certified that all registered vendors would be approached. IFA should ensure that
mode of tendering is clearly indicated in Indent at the time of financial vetting, Including the
requirernent of two-bid systan where applicable.

Tender'Enquirv/RFP
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16. A tender enquiry or RFP is to be prepared incorporating all the required details from
the indent and got vetted by IFA at necessity angle stage. In addition, the following is to be
cleatly mentioned: -

(a) Details of items required in a form, which each supplier can understand. Be
specific ifseparate technical and commercial bids are required.

@) Date and time 6f opening oi tenders, giving a suitable period for adequate
response.

(c) Desired period of validity of offers.

(d) Amount of eamest money to be deposited.

(e) Inspectionclauses.

(f) Mode and terms of delivery.

(g) Mode and terrns ofpayment and paying authority.

(h) Securitydeposit requirements.

(i) Performance Guarantee, if applicable.

0') ArbitrationClause.

(k) Liquidated Damages Clawe.

ln case General conFactymain agreement exists with a firm, the RFP should be tailored
accordingly in which case IFA consultation may be dispensed with. The RFP should be as
approved at necessity angle stage and/or should be a hue and complete reflection of the
indent. Deviations if any should be done only after clearance of indentor and after approval
of IFA and CFA. In specific cases, a two-bid i.e. technical comrnercial tender enquiry m4y
be resorted to. Two bid system should be invariebly be followed where technical
specifications are to be ascertained or are not known or are likely to be at variance
between vendors, or which involve techno.commercid evaluation viz. Plant and
Machinery /equipment and specialised stores etc.

\9!9:-To the extent possible format of RFP / Tender Enquiry should be
standardized.

Issue of Tender Enquiry/RFP

l'1. The RFP/tender enquiry should be issued within 3 days of registration ofthe indent.
Normally tender enquiries and RFPs are to be sent by registered post only. Fax messages may
be resorted to only in cases of Single Tender Enquiry/ Proprietary Purchases or AOG/urgent
indents and only if the R-FP/TE is five pages or less RFPVtenders aro to be signed by any
gazetted officer.

18. Adequate Jime is to be given to the tenderers to respond, depending on the number of
lines involved. The urgency should be also kept in mind. In case of general contracts (main
agreement their terms and conditions should be adhered to.

Receiot of Ouotes

19. Quotations are to be received in sealed envelopes. Fax / telegraphic quotes are to be
accepted only incase of single tender, proprietary purchases and AOG/urgent requirements.
The o{fers are to be opened by a Board of Officers, including Finance representative of
IFA/CFA.. Late tendeis (i.e. those reeeived after the due date & time of opening) and



delayed tenders are not to be opened at all. Exception to this principle can be made when
the offer is against single Tender Enquiry or proprietary purchase or from oEM. In
case separate technical and commercial bids are invited only the technical bids are to be
first opened and ref6rred to the Alrsp/Tech committee. commercial bitls of only
technically acceptable quotes are to be opened. Rejection of technical quotes can only be
d9ry by AHSP with the approval of ACAS at Air He, sMSo/AoLM, u{juc and Aoc/co
ofDepot, duly recording reasons in minutes of T.E.C. but not by individuaitechnical officers.
2o. The Tender opening Sheet is to be authenticated by all the mernbers the Board of
officers including manber (Fin.) and signature of vendors present at the time of opening bids
must be obtained, with a certificate that sealed commercial bid have been opened in- their
presence.

Preparation of CSO

2l: once all the accepted tenders have been received, the purchase wing IFW / Fpw is to
collate them in the form of comparative statement of euotations (cse) ;d this should be
signed by the purchasing officer. The cse will be vetted by IFA /aDA with regard to
original quotationvtenders, indents and other supporting documents. A purchase profrsal as' per guidelines is to be formulated and put up to Tpc as prescribed in MoD'(Fin) with
recommendations within 7 working days of opening of bids. The purchase cell on befialf of
the TPC will not enter into any correspondence with any vendoi on any corpmercial and
financial issue related to the procurement unless he has the written approval of the Tpc
mernbers or cFA in consultation with IFA. The purchase officer is responsible to confirm
reasonability of cost and tec}nical acceptance of quotes in the purchase proposal and will
approach the indentor/specialist only for specific queries on specihc item. beneral reference
to indentor/specialists for general vetting of offer is not to be resorted to. Indentor is
responsible to confirm that requiranent still exists and to confirm budget availability. Cases
of enhanced cost action are to be handled and processed based on principles given in eir uq
lelterNo/61279/35/4fLgs dated l8 June 2001 in consultation with IFA.
.21-A while vetting the ranking statemenycse, IFA will ensure that where a firm/firms
have not indicated taxes/duties/other charges as per Tender Enquiry which are otherwise
applicable/leviable at a later datq are to be loaded as per prevaiiing rates correctly to
equitably compare the offers and to determine the ranking order. After loading, if the loaded
firm still remains Ll, order will be issued for the quoted value but not for the lo-aded value.

Constitution of PNC and Holdins of PNC Meetines

22. As a rule if prices are reasonable there should be no price Negotiations. This is in
consonance with MoD & cvc guidelines. Howevel exceptions can be made where the
offers received are at wide variance from the estimated cost or it is common knowledge that
the quoted prices are unreasonable. ln such cases, only the Ll is to be invited for a-price
Negotiatiln Meeting. The Purchase Coordinating Officer has no right to make a counter_
offer to the firm on his own under any circumstances unless approved by the Tpc.
23. A Price Negotiation committee (pNC) including finance member is to be formed for
conducting negotiations with the Ll. The composition of the pNC is to be as enumerated at
schedule XII D to G. Additional mernbers can be co-opted on a case-to-case basis. pNC
should be held within 30 days of opening ofthe quote.

24. In case price negotiations are to be held, the purchase cell is to put up a brief of the
case to the TPC member atleast five days before the negotiations commence. The brief
should clearly spell out the aspects of the case and the pointi (including all issues other than
prices also) on which discussion is to take place so that the pNC is firlly aware of the case



and the contentious issues that have to be resolved in the price negotiation meeting. The PNC
recommendations are to be clear and unambiguous. A counter-offer may be made to the Ll
only by the PNC. In case PNC fails to arrive dt any conclusion in the first instance, the n€xt
PNC is to be held by the next higher CFA within Air HQ, HQ MC. The minutes of all
TPCs/PNCs ,including financial advice rendered if any, by IFA will be meticulously
maintained and all such minutes will be sigred by all members including mernbers (Fin.)

25. The provisions and procedure laid down in Govt. of India Letter No. Air HQ/60260/
29/JN I 5l 6/USI/D(Aii"-IV) dated 27 Jun 2001 are to be followed for urgent procurements..

Producl R'esemation

26. As stated vide para 3.5 of chap 3 of DGS&D manual (Annex-IX) it is important to
note that all iterns of handloom textile iterns including Barrack and Blankets are to be
procured by all Central Govt Departments including Defence only from ACASH
(Association of Corporation and Apex societies of Handlooms) at prices which are fixed by
Ministry of Textiles/Finance except specific items which are not as per specifications laid
down for Defence ex€mpted by MoD.

Norms to hold Price Neeotiations (PNC)

27 . Files may be made available to TPC mernber for examination and PNC briefs should
be made available to the mernber's et least 5 days before the PNC . As far as possible an
internal PNC should be held by the members before holding the PNC with the vendor
Negotiations with LV techno-commercially acceptable vendor where considerd essential
may be conducted with prior concurrence of IFA in following cases. .-

(a) When there is inadequate competition in LTE. less then three quotations are
received against LTE.

(b) Wide variation between Quotes of Ll and L 2 and amongst Quotes of
tenderers.

(c) Wide variation betw€en estimrted cost and tendered cost.

(d) In case of proprietary items procured on single tender where reasonability of rates
cannot bejustified.

(e) Where all tenderVfirms quoting one make but different prices end terms and
conditions etc. and

(f) Any other factor, which has a bearing on linancial terms end conditions directly
or in directly which IFA or TPC deems necessary to conduct negotiations.

Re-tenderins

28, In extrerne cases, where the Ll is not amenable to persuasion in reducing the costs, or
not complying with among other things, delivery schedule rnd standard payment terms,
re{endering may be resorted to only after approval of IFA and CFA who are to satisry
themselves that retendering will not lead to further increase in prices.

29. In cases of re-tendering, fresh tender enquiries are to be issued to all vendors listed in
tho indent. However, additional vendors could be approached or'ty after consulting the
indentor, and obtaining approval of IFA and CFA. The previous Ll must invariably be asked
to compete tfresh.

30. In cases where against limited tender or open tender, single quotation is received, or
which results in only one effective offer all such cases should be carefully examined and re-
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tendered due to extrerne inadequate competition as deerned fit by. Tpc duly recording
reasons.

3t. The procedure to be folowed for inviting quotations, ,""aunft*."* and preparing
cSQ are the same as detailed above. RE-tendering wil be done oiry ;d;;;;; 

"fIFA/CFA.

32. once the minutes ofthe pNC meetings are finalised, a purchase proposal is to be put
up to thc cFA, through the penultimate cFA and IFA, for eipenditure angle sanction and
approval for procurement. 

$1oroq9sa! is to be prepared on guidelines i'if,r" l J"y, .r
successful completion of PNC. Cost finally arrived at slould be c-omplete and clear inciuding
all taxes, P&F charges etc and not conditional.

J1.. . fr" purchase proposar is to crearly bring out a[ the facts of the case, right from
initiation to the agreed terms and conditions ofthe-procurement.

34' f $at Sngact or suppry order is arso to be prepared and put up at the same time for
approval. The draft contract is to be vetted by IFA who will record uo Not" No *a 0"t".
DeJivery period in the contract should be specific and not conditional. o.*-#Jt" u"
submitted for paymant should be clearly defined.

]5. _ once the cFA approval has.been accorded, the draft contract is to be finalized with
the firm at the earliest. The conkacusupply order is to be sigred by an om"o oiur" .-t or
atleast a Group captain / wing 

-commander. 
The suppry ordi is toL sent in d"pli*t" J tr,"

firrn who will sign each page, of one suppry order and retumlre .u*" ror *.a.'----'- 
--

POST4ONTRACT ACTIONS
36. The various stages ofthis phase are: -

Obtaining signed. copy of the supply order.
Distribution of contract copies.
Security Deposit if applicable.
Bank Guarantee / Performance Guarantee ifapplicable.
Monitoring of supplies / deliveries.
Opening of Letters ofCredit.
Payments, including lery of Liquidated Damages in consurtedon with IFA and
rfter CFA's approvai.
Amendments to clauses of the conhact to be done in consultation with IFA and
after CFA's approval .

(i) Amendments to Letters of credit in consultation with IFA and after cFA
concurrence ifthere are any financial implication.

.f) short-closing of contract in consultation with IFAdd after cFA concurrence if
there are any financial implication.

ft) Cancellation of contracf in consultatioqwith IFA and approvel of CFA.
(l) Invoking option clause, repeat order in consultation with IFA.

Acceptance of ContracUSO/RMSO

37- The pmchase officer has to have a monitoring system to ensure that the contracts
placed arei'ly sigred by the If no supply order is received f ithin 14 auy, aor"
the date of issue of the contract/supply order then a rerninder is to be,*i ty ruvsffi no.t

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(D

G)

o)
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and the matt€r pursued till a supply order duly signed by supplier/tirm in token of its
acceptance (Rule 234 of FR Part I Vol. I ) is received.

Distribution of Contract or supplv ordbr Copies

38. It is incumbent on the Purchase coordinating o{ficer that copies of the contract /
Supply Order are delivered to all the concemed agencies. Chiefamong these are: -

(a) The vendor.

(b) The consignee.

(c) The Inspection Agency.

(d) The Palng Authoriry. (original copy is ro be endorsed)

(e) HQ MC lAF.

(0 Controlling Command of the consigree, if different liom He MC.
(g) The indentor.

(h) The audit authority.

File.

IFA

Port of destination (Emb HQ/Ir4CUs)

DDLIS, Air HQ RK Puram.

(D

(')

(k)

0)
Monitorine of Supplies / Deliveries

39. Regular monitoring of supplies and delivery schedules is a niust to ensure that both
the parties meet contractual obligations.

Opening of Letters of Credit and Other Modes of pavment

40. The Lefters of Credit ure to be opened in accordance with the terms of the contract.
There should be no delay that will invite adverse comments from any authority or agency,
including the vendors. This will ensure the credibility of the IAF and will go a'long way in
fruitful cooperation among LAF and vendors.

41. similarly, all payments are to be promptly cleared and all queries attended to on
priority to obviate any misunderstandings.

Amendments to Contracts and LCs

42. All amendmiiits to contracts, with financial implication (direct or indirect) including
short closing, ana delinery period extensions are to bi invariabiy approved by the cFA, in
consultation with the IFA. The note must bring out in detail the effects of the proposed
amendments. Financial aspects are to be clearly spelt out, including release of security
deposits, bank / performance guarantees and the effect on budget. uo Note No and date of
IFA/CDA will be clearly indicated in all amendment letters.

Securitv Deposits and Bank & Performance Griarantees

43. Security deposits and bank / peiformance guarantees fiom nationalized banks subject
to a minimum of 5olo and maximum of 107o contract value are to be insisted on from the
supplier as per prevailing regulations for indigenous procurements. The quantum of sD may
be varied in case of unregistered firms by cFA with concurrence of IFA .These should be
valid for the complete period of the validity of the contracvorders. All delivery period
dftensions should be subject to extensions of deposits and guarantees. waiver from deposits
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and guarantees can only be given by cFA in consultation with IFA based on Govt
approved regulrtions. The requirement ofSD, terms and conditions related to forfeiture of
deposits and guarantee in case of failure should be clearly brought out in the contract/supply
order. All security deposits and bank guarantees should be pledged in favor of cDA/lFA.
44 In case of plant and Machinery, performance guarantee equivalent to l0 yo of the
total contract value is to be obtained from the contractor which will be kept valid till expiry
of guarantee/warranty period, i.e.l8 rnonths from the date of supply or 12 months fiom
the date of successful erection and commissioning whichever is less.

In case where contrrctor fails to deposit/submit pG, it will be recovered from its
bill, which will be released only on expiry of guarantee/warrant5r period.

Provisions for performance guarantee are to be incorporated in tender enquiry. It is
further to be ensured by IFA that such performance guarantee is obtained from any
nationalized bank and pledged in favour of CDA/IFA.

Lew ofLD
45. LD Clause invariably incorporated in all contracts .Levy ofLD is to be done as pcr
existing regulations and contractual obligation. TPC is empowered not to include LD clause
in case ofjustifiable reasons. LD clause is not to be included in contracts/SO if the general
contracymain agreement does not cater to such a clause. Extension ofDp (Delivery period)
should be accompanied with lely of LD clause unless the cFA & IFA has waived it off. LD
is to be recover ed@ 0.5%o per week, 27o per month or part thereof, maximum of l0yo of
the value of out standing Supply / work.

MISCELLANEOUS ACTIVITIES
46. Registration ofvendors- Registration of vendors is to be done with utmost care,
to ensure that the firm is trustworthy, reliable and quality-conscious. As far as possible,
oEMs are to be preferred. Registration of firms for procurement under schedule XII will be
done by HQs MC associating IFA,/rep of IFA. Registration of firms for procurement under
schedule XII will be done by EDs/BRDs associating IFA,/rep of IFA.

As an on going exercise to increase vendor base, firms ,already registered with
Army, Navy, Ordnance Factories, DRDO, DGS&D and Defence pSUs for similar items
will invariably be considered for issue of L.T.E ,as deemed fit by Tpc unless there are
adequate and recorded reasons to the contrary. where such capacity verification is to
be undertaken as deemed fit by TPC , it should invariably be undertaken trefore
opening of tenders, though tenders will be provisionally issued to such vendors, pending
capacity verification.

47. Acceptance ofExcess Supplies. There may be occasions when excess supplies
are made by the vendor due to various reasons. These excess supplies may be acceptid, in
exceptional case but with the prior approval of cFA, with the concurrence of IFA. The
note to cFA, in such cases, must be detailed and completely self-contained, giving reasons
why the excess supply arose and the necessity (or otherwise) for acceptance. All financial
aspects for the excess supply must be clearly brought out in the note. IFA will ensure that
the value of, such excess/short supplies should not exceed 57o of the original value and
cFA will be determined by value of original order plus excess/short supply.(Note under
Rule 248 FR Part I , vol. I)
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48' Reoeat-@ers.Against an outstanding indant for which acc€ptance of necessities has
!T" pp-u"a by cFA repeat order can be praced with the consent of,""a"r-,"d*
following conditions.

(u) . B9{ore placing a Su3qlf 
-Order 

for repeat purchase, the proposal will be
submitted by Maintenance 9iil fgl obtaining concunenoe of IFA'and approval of
appropriate (For original) cFA. The cre riitt be determined wrt total value of
certarn proposar prus the present qty. for which repeat order is being propo.Ji. u"
placed' Repeat order is to be considered onry in case of urgency o,ft"" in"i. i, 

"odownward trend in prices.ard 
9dcr""l s.-o. was praced a-fter Lmpetitr*-ii"ar"g.

This order is to be praced within 6 months from the date of originar suppry ;.ae..It should not exceed 50% oforiginal contracted quantity.

(b) The tech specification / description of item must be compared with earlier
procurement / supply order.

49.' Any deposits
placed by the vendor as security deposit or uuot l pe"ro.-il6!ilant"e *ili b" ."n ni'i tothe vendor only on satisfactory completion of tie contract. All such SD/pG shourd be
pledged in favour of CDA/IFA.

50' Option Clause.Against an outstanding-indent for which acceptance of necessities has
been approved by cFA it may be advantageous to the rAF to have an option 

"tuor" 
in tt 

"main contract that will allow exercising of option clause i.e, 2syo of origi""r 
"oit"cteaquentity in accordmce with the termJand conditions of the contract rfri, optioo 

"i",rrumay be exercised on approvar of cFA, in consurtation with IFA auring currency orcontract. It should be ensured that there is no downward hend in the martei lr no mitnrt
result will accrue by floating fiesh RFps. And iterns are urgently rquired.
50.(A) Audit of Sanctions: k*-signed copies of all sanctions issued by cFAs with or without
concrurence of IFA will be endorsed to CDA(AF)dCDA(AF) for audit of sanctions. Int_
singed copies of s'pply orders wil be endorsed to cDA(iFyJcoeterj o, "rat "rsanctions, at the time ofplacernent of supply order. Necessary subjea nt" 

"orrtuirring 
oigina

tendervquotations, cSe, indent, minutes of TpC/pNC and otirer ."pponiog J3"r,t,*t
should be made available to CDA6lgTf6pO(AI) for audit of sanctions.

All sanctions issued with or without financial .concurrerce should be endorsed by
respective cFAs ie Air HQrs. commands and units to resilective audit offices viz,
CDA(AFyJCDA(AF) as the case maybe.

This is separate from pre-audit of contractors bills which is to be undertaken by
CDA(AF)aCDA(AF) before releasing paynrent. CDA(AF) New Derhi, .,nil 

""r.y 
o-oi 

"uJit 
or

all--sanctions issuid by Air Hers with or without 
"oo"u''*"" of lre(air Hq*i, ICDAiAFIwill carry out audit of sanctions ail issued by HeMc, BRDs, AMSEs *a oito *rt *oo

HQMC with or without concurrence of their respective IFAs.

Routins of Procurement Cese Fil€s

ll. The procrnement case.file is to bejnitiated by the purchase coordinating officer. Thefile is ro F ryt a through the normal charmels up to th" penurtimate cFA, ;ho witi ttren
route the file through IFA to the cFA. This principle applies at Hes MC as well as depots.

Particlprtion of rprc/pNC is dirferent from finencrar corcurrenG'. Though pNC
ls attendcd by rcpresentetive of IFA, concurrence win inverhbty bc outeinfi- ironrppropriete IFA who will olfcr independent financirl edvice to CFA.
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52. This SOP gives broadly the guidelines to be adopted for timely and effective
procurement. Detailed guidelines at HQ MC and independent Depots are to be issued by the
respective formations to ensure that the spirit ofthis SOP is followed.

Time limits for eech activitv of procurement end check list for CFA

53 The effect of delay in processing and clearance of various procwement activities
needs no ernphasis. The bmad time limits proposed for each step in processing ofa case is
enrmerated b€low

These steps also provide a checklist for intermediary and final CFA to efectively monitor
the progress of a proposal and identiff the stages at which the delay has occurred. This will
enable CFA to institute suitable measures to accelerate the processing of the proposal and
finalize the conkact with. required expediency. The period specified for various activities are
more lvoddng guidelines which may vary from case to case depending on the urgency,
requirernen! availability of manpower, workload, information/documents and overall
magnitude of the subject.

Actions to be taken in case time limits are not adhered to

54. Audit authorities, as an independent agenc% are to comm€nt upon the delays clearly
bringrng out the defaulters which will institute certain degree of accounlability at all levels
and have a positive impact on faster processing of proposals resulting in reduction in lead
times and subsequent reduction in the inventory holdings ofthe lAF.

Policv Letters & Reeuletions @eference)

AirHQs/61279l35/4/Lgs dated 18 June 2001

Policv letters superceded

Gol 22(6l84lD (O-I) dated 24 Sep 1984

Sl no Activity Max No of days

I Raising of indent Within 03 days ofnecessity angle approval
,,

Issue of RFP Within 07 days of receipt & registration of
indent

3. Reference to TEC after receipt of
offers in case of Two Bid system

Tech vetting ofthe offer should be completed
within 7 days byTEC
Opening of commercial offers within 7 days
from date of conclusion ofTEC.

4. Constitution of PNC and holding
ofPNC

30 working days from date ofopening of
commerqial offer including vetting of CST by
IFA. CST should be prepared within 3 working
days from date ofopening of tenders.

6. Conclusion of the contract 7 days from final approval by the TPC /receipt &
approval of draft contract.
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AIR HEADOUARTERS. HO MC & DEPOTS

SCHEDULE: XII D. E. F & G

Schedule

l. Schedules XII D, XII E, XII F and XII G deal with the powers for indigenous and
foreign procurernent at Air HQ, HQ MC and Depots through a Tender Purchase Committee.

Sub-schedules

2. Schedule XII D. Schedule XII D confers powers for indigenous procurement
at Air IIQ. The powers are to be exercised in consultation with IFA at Air HQ. The powers
have been delegated to VCAS / AOM, ACAS / Director of weapon system concerned and D
Purchase to effect purchases through a Tender Purchase Committee. These powers would be
exercised for all procurements for centralized range.

3. Schedule XII E. Schedule XII E confers powers for indigenous procurement
at HQ MC. The powers are to be exercised in consultation with IFA at HQ MC. The powers
have been delegated to AOC-in-C and AOLM at HQ MC to effect purchases through a
Tender Purchase Committee, These powers would be exercised for all procurement for
decentralized ranges. TPCs will invariably be conducted for all purchases exceeding
Rs.5,00,000/-

4. Schedule XII F. Schedule XII F confers powers for indigenous procurement of
items of decentralised ranges at self-accounting. Equipment and Repair Depots. The
powers are to be exercised in consultation with local IFA to eflect purchases through a
Tender Purchase Committee. These powers would be exercised for all procurement for
decentralized ranges and for which the depot is the stock holding agency or the AHSP.

[g!9:- In case of decentralized ranges, HQ MC can give combined and expendirure
angle for import of items, only in cases where price lists are finalized. After approval
HQ MC is to forward the sanction papers to the concemed Maintenance Cell for
placernent of order and effect ofpayment.

5. Schedule XII G. Schedule XII G confers powers for prccurement ex-import at
Air HQ. The powers have been delegated to VCAS / AOM and ACAS (Lgs) to effect
purchases through a Tender Purchase Committee. These powers are to be exercised for all
imports covering all centralized and decentralized ranges.

All procurements would be done by the concerned Maintenance Cell for the weapon
systems it handles. Dte of Purchase will undertake all procurements for Dtes under
ACAS(Lgs). In case of HQ MC and depots the procurement agency would be.
designated by AOC-in-C HQ MC and AOC/CO of the depot respectively.

Procurement of Critical/Urgent Requirements

(on AOG/PHUI&ICM) from sources abroad

6. The provisions and procedure in respect of urgent indents as specified vide Govt of
India letter No. Air HQ160260/29lJPJt5l6ruSyD(Air-IV) dated 27 Jun 2001 based on which
detailed working guidelines fgr implernentation of above procedure have been amplified vide
AOlr4's Canon 12/2001 (Copy of above GoI letter is enclosed with AOM's canon 12/2001)
are to be followed .
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Occasions

7. These powers are to be exercised only after the necessity angle approval vide Sch XII
A / XII B / Xll C has been accorded for the procurernent .

Ranges

8. These powers would cover ranges for all procurement for which expenditure is to be
incuned fiom Maintenance Revenue funds. For expenditure on a/c of Capital item /
Purchases the proposal may be sent to MoD.

Budgetarv Suooort

9. Budgetary support is presumed to be available under the respective code-heads once
necessity angle approval has been accorded. However, it is mandatory that Budgetary
support from respective code head is once again re-confirmed at the procurernents stage also.

PROCEDURE

10. This SoP has been divided into pre- & post-contract actions for ease of reference
and understanding.

PRE.CONTRACT ACTIONS

I l. The various phases ofthis stage are: -

(a) Technical Vetting of Indent and financial vetting of Indent by IFA and
determination of Mode of Tendering in consultation with IFA.

(b) Selection of sources in consultation with IFA and issue of Tender
Enquiry/RFP dulyvetted by IFA.

(c) Receipt of quotes, Technical Evaluation with IFA consultation, opening
price bids ( Technically acceptable ) and their acceptance in presence
Vendors.

of
of

1

(d) Preparation of Comparative Staternent of euotations (CSe) and vetting of
CSQ by IFA.

(e) Initiation of Purchase proposal and holding ofprice Negotiations, ifnecessary
in consultation with IFA.

(0 Re{endering. in consultation with IFA.

(g) Obtaining expenditure angle approval (and if required enhanced cost
sanction).

(h) Approval ofTPC.

(t Vetting ofdraft contract and recording ofUO No. and date by IFA.

(,) Signing offinal contract.

(k) Post contract activities ( Para 35)

The Maintenance Cell / Provisioning cell or equivalent cell which obtains the necessity angle
approval of IFA and cFA will forward a formal indent to the purchase cell, within 7 days of
necessity angle approval. The indent is to be the same as approved by cFA at time of
necessity angle approval. A indent no. is to be obtained from Dte MIS at Air He (He MC
and depots are also to allocate indent numbers). The indent should clearly specifi iftechnical
and commercial bids are to be invited separately.
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Vetti4e of Indent bv Purchase CelI

12. The indent soRs is to be checked for its completeness with specific attention to
y:apon srytgl range of spares, recommended vendors or proprietary certificate (signed by
Director of indentor or similar y* "{.Ha 

MC and oepot), aetails Lf ttre iterns iniicating
Qty, estimatd cost, total financial implications including eb, sr, Freight etc and source of
supply, sanction of CFA, financial concurence of IFA, UO N; and date of IFA,
specifications wherever necessary, confirmation of budgetary support, code head estimated
cost, expected delivery schedrrle and consignee distribution, in addiiion to other aspects. The
indent is to be vetted by DGAQA / AHsp (for indigenous purchases) if the indenting Dte
anticipates anY changes in the specifications. The purchase cell while'registering the indent
shall carry out all his further communications under the original indent nol The pischase cell
isto confirm registration to the indentor within 3 days of the receipt of the indent.

Vendor Sehction and mode of tenderine

13. A'careftl selection of the authorised and regist€red vendors is to be made in
consultation with IFA for the range of spares on the schedule of Requirernent based on
guidelines. The selected vendon frorn who ofers ar€ to be obtained shoul-d be in consonance
with the indent.

Iloter- HQs MC and EDs/BRDs will be responsible for registration of firms for purchase to
be lade by therr respectively under their delegated power There is need for widening the
vendor base at command and u- olt level. IFA"/ rep of IFA, being a resourceful officer lially .

available having knowledge of financial, accounting and conhactual matters and working
experierrce of other Departnents of MoD, may be invariably consulted in the process of
registration of vendors, particularly with regard to verification of financial and commercial
capabilities of vendors. As such, registration work is a multi-disciplinary and techno-
commercial exercise.

14. In case any vendor is to be added or deleted frorn the names included in the indent,
the issue is to be necessarily referred to indentor, IFA & cFA with reasons to be recorded as
an on going exercise to increase vendor base vendors already registered with Army, Navy,
ordnance Factories, DRDO, DGS&D and Defence pSUs for,similar items will invarialty ue
considered for issue of L.T.E. if considered by Tpc unless these are recordd and adequate
reasons to the conhary. where such capacity verification is to be undertaken as deemed fit by
TPC, it should invariably be unde,rtaken before opening of tenders , though tenders will be
provisionally issued to such vendors, pending capacity verification"

15. llrode of rendering is to be decided in consultation with IFA et necessity angle of
epqroval stage itself AII procurernents of aircraft and weapon systern related compo"nents
and services are to be done on either proprietary, single tender (from oEM) or limitei tender
and not-on open tender system. The need to obtain waiver from open tender for each indent
is therefore not essential. Open tender is to be resorted to in case of procurement of general
items where specifications can be easily related to by the market. All registered firms-as per
foot note at schedule XII (M) are to be approached irrespective ihether they are less
or r4ore than 7/15 firms. No waiver from open tender enquiry is required if at necessity angle
stage it is certified that all registered vendors would be approached. IFA shoutd ensure that
mode of tendering is clearly indicated in Indent at the time of financial vetting, lncluding the
requirernent of two-bid system where applicable.

Tender Enouirv/RFP
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16. A tender enquiry or RFP is to be prepared incorporating all the requireil details t'rurn
the indent and got vetted by IFA at necessity angle stage. In addition. the fbllorving is kr be
clcarly mentionerl: -

(a) Details of items required in a fbrm, which eac'h supplicr cln undcrstantl. Be
specitic ifseparate technical and comrnercial bids are rcquirc(I.

(b) Date and time of opening of tenders, giving a suitable periotl for adequate
response.

(c) Desired period of validity ofotfers.

(d) Amount ofearnest money kr be deposited.

(e) lnspcction clauses.

(f) Mode and terms of delivery.

(g) Mode and terms of payment and palng authority.

(h) Security deposit requirements.

(i) Pertbrmance Guarantee. il appticable.

() Arbitration Clause.

(k) Liquidaied Damages Clause.

ln case General contractVmain agrerment exists with a firm, the RFP should be tailored
accordingly in which case IFA consultation may be dispensed with. The RFP should be as

approved at necessity angle stage and/or should be a true and complete reflection of the
indent. Deviations if any should be done only after clearance of indentor and after approval
of IFA and CFA. ln specific cases, a two-bid i.e. technical commercial tender enquiry may
be resorted to. Two bid system should be invariably be followed where technical
specifications are to be ascertained or are not known or are likely to be at variance
between vendors, or which involve techno-commercial eialuation viz. Plant and
Machinery /equipment and specialised stores etc.

Note:-To the extent possible format of RFP / Tender Enquiry should be
standardized.

Issue of fender Enquirv/RFP

17. The RFP/tender enquiry should be issued within 3 days of registration ofthe indent.
Normally tender enquiries and RFPs are to be sent by registered post only. Fax messages may
be resorted to only in cases of Single Tender Erlquiry/ Proprietary Purchases or AOG/urgent
indents and only if the RFP/TE is five pages or less RFPs/tenders are to be signed by any

.Sazetted omcer.

18. Adequate time is to be given to the tenderers to respond, depending on the number of
lines involved. The uigency should be also kept in mind. In case ol general contracts (main
agreement their terms and conditions should be adhered to.

Receipt of Ouotes

19. Quotations are to be received in sealed envelopes. Fax / telegraphic quotes are.to be
accepted only incase of single tender, proprietary purchases and AOG/urgent requirements.
The offers are to be opened by a Board of Officers, including Finance representative of
IFA/CFA.. Late tenders (i.e. those received after the due date & time of opening) and

I
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delayed tenders are not to be opened at all. Exception to this principle can be made when
the offer is against single Tender Enquiry or proprietary purchase or from oEM. In
case separate technical and commercial bids are invited only the technical bids are to be
first opened and referred to the AHSp/Tech committee. commercial bids of only
technically acceptable quot€s are to be opened. Rejection of technical quotes can only be
done by AHSP with the approval of ACAS at Air He, SMSO/AOLM, U{UC anO AOC/CO
of Depot, duly recording reasons in minutes of T.E.C. but not by individual technical offrcers.

20. The Tender opening sheet is to be authenticated by all the members the Board of
offrcers including member (Fin.) and signature of vendors present at the time ofopening bids
must be obtained, with a certificate that sealed commercial bid have been opened in their
presence.

Preparation of CSO

21. once all the accepted tenders have been received, the purchase wing IFW / Fpw is to
collate them in the form of comparative statement of euotations (cse) and this should be
siped by the purchasing officer. The cSQ will be vetted by IFA /cDA with regard to
original quotations/tenders, indents and other supporting documents. A purchase proposal as
per guidelines is to be formulated and put up to TPC as prescribed in MoD (Fin) with
recommendations within 7 working days of opening of bids. The purchase cell on behalf of
the TPC will not enter into any correspondence with any vendor on any cbmmercial and
financial issue related to the procurement unless he has the written approval of the Tpc
members or cFA in consultation with IFA. The purchase officer is reiponsible to confirm
reasonability of cost and technical acceptance of quotes in the purchasi proposal and will
approach the indentor/specialist only for specific queries on specific item. General reference
to indentor/specialists for general vetting of offer is not to be resorted to. Indentor is
re-sponsible to confirm that requirernent still exists and to confirm budget availability. Cases
of enhanced cost action are to be handled and processed based on principles given in air Hq
letter No/612'19/35/4/Lgs dated l8 June 2001 in consultation with IFA.

.21-A while vetting the ranking statanent/csQ, IFA will ensure that where a firm/firms
have not indicated taxes/duties/other charges as per Tender Enquiry which are otherwise
applicable/leviable at a later date, are to be loaded as per prevailing rates correctly to
equitably compare the offers and to determine the ranking order. After loading, if the loaded
firm still remains Ll, order will be issued for the quoted value but not for the loaded value.

Constitution of PNC and Holdine of PNC Meetines

22. As a rule if prices are reasonable there should be no price Negotiations. This is in
consonance with MoD & cvc guidelines. However, exceptions can be made where the
offers received are at wide variance from the estimated cost or it is common knowledge that
the quoted prices are unreasonable. In such cases, only the Ll is to be invited for a price
Negotiation Meeting. The Purchase coordinating officer has no right to make a counter-
offer to the firm on his own under any circumstances unless approved by the TpC.

23. A Price Negotiation committee (PNC) including finance member is to be formed for
conducting negotiations with the Ll. The composition of the pNC is to be as enumerated at
schedule XII D to G. Additional members can be co-opted on a case-to-case basis. pNc
should be held within 30 days of opening ofthe quote.

24. In case price negotiations are to be held, the Purchase cell is to put up a briefofthe
case to the TPC mernber atleast five days before the negotiations coflrmence. The brief
should clearly spell out the aspects of the case and the points (including all issues other than
prices also) on which discussion is to take place so that the pNC is fully aware of the case



and the contentious issues that have to be resolved in the price negotiation meeting. The pNC
recommendations are to be clear and unambiguous. A counter-offer niay be mad-e to the Ll
only by the PNC. In- case PNC fails to arrive at any conclusion in the first instance, the next
PNC is to be held by the next higher cFA within Air He, He MC. The minuies of all
TPCs/PNCs ,including financial advice rendered if any, by IFA will be meticulously
maintained and all such minutes will be signed by all members including mernbers (rin.)-
25: The provisions and procedure laid down in Govt. of India Letter No. Air He/60260/
29/JN 1 51 6/usl/D(Air-lv) dated 27 Jun 2001 are to be followedfor urgent procureients. .

Product Resemation

26. 
, 
As stated vide para 3.5 of chap 3 of DGS&D manual (Annex-IX) it is important to

note that all items of handloom textile items including Barrack and Blankets ars to be
procured by all central Govt Departments including Defence only from ACASH
(Association of Corporation and Apex societies of Handlooms) at prices which are fixed by
Ministry of rextiles/Finance except specific items which are not as per specifications laid
down for Defence exempted by MoD.

Norms to hold Price Neeotiations (pNC)

27 . Files may be made available to Tpc rnember for examination and pNC briefs should
be made available to the mernber's at teast 5 days before the pNC . As far as possible an
internal PNC should be held by the, mernbers before holding the pNC with'the vendor
Negotiations with LV techno-commercially acceptable vendoi where consideted essential
may be conducted with prior concurrence ofIFA in following cases..-

(a) when there is inadequate competition in LTE. less then three quotations are
received against LTE.

(b) wide variation between Quotes of Ll and L 2 and amongst euotGs of
tenderers.

(c) Wide variation between estimated cost and tendered cost.

(d) In case of proprietary iterns procured on single tender where reasonability of rates
cannot be justified.

(e) where all tendervfirms quoting one make but different prices and terms and
conditions etc. and

(f) Any other factor, which has a bearing on financial terms end conditions directly
or in directly which IFA or TpC deems necessary to conduct negotiations.

Re-tendering

28. In extrerne cases, where the Ll is not amenable to persuasion in reducing the costs, or
not complying with among other things, delivery schedule and standard pajment terms,
re-tendering may be resorted to only after approval of IFA and cFA who are to satisry
themselves that re-tendering will not lead to further increase in prices.

29. In cases of re-tendering, fresh tender enquiries are to be issued to all vendors listed in
the indent. However, additional vendors could be approached only after consulting the
indentor, and obtaining approvat of IFA and cFA. The previous Ll must invarlably be asked
to compete tfresh.

30. In cases where against limited tender or open tender, single quotation is received, or
which results in only one effective offer all strch cases should be carefully examined and re-

I
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tendered due to extr!'rne inadequate competition as deemed fit by TPC duly recording
reasons.

31. The proculurc to be lbllowed for inviting quotations, receiving them and preparing
CSQ are the same us tletailed above. RE-tendering rvill be done only after approval of
IFA/CFA.

Approval bv TPC. Expenditure Anqle Sanction and vetting of Draft Contract

32. Oncc the minutcs olthe PNC rneetings are tlnalised. a purchase proposal is to be put
up to the CFA, through thc psnultimate CFA and lFA, tbr expenditure angle sanction and
approval fbr procurenrcnt. This proposal is k) be prepar€\j on guidelines within 3 days of
successful completion of PNC. Cost finally arrived at should be complete and clear including
all taxes, P&F charges etc and not conditional.

33. 'fhe purchase proposal is to clearly bring out all the facts of the case, right fiom
initiation to the agreed terms and conditi<lns of the procurement.

34. A drafi contract or supply order is also to be prepared and put up at the same time for
approval. The dratl contract is to be vetted by tFA who will record UO Note No and date.
Delivery period in the contract should be specific and not conditional. Documents to be
subnritted for payment should be clearly defined.

35. Once the CFA approval has been accorded, the drafi contract is to be finalized with
thc tirm at the earliest. The contracVsupply order is to be signed by an officer of the rank of
atleast a Group Captain I Wing Commander. The supply order is to be sent in duplicate to the
finn who will sign each page, ofone supply order and retum the same for record.

FOST-CONTRACT ACTTONS

36. 'fhe various stages ofthis phase are: -

(a) Obtaining signed copy of the supply order.
(b) Distribution of contract copies.
(c) SecurityDeposit ifapplicable.
(d) Bank Guarantee / Performance Guarantee if applicable.
(e) Monitoring of supplies / deliveries.
(1) Opening of Letters of Credit.
(g) Paynents, including levy of Liquidated Damages in consultation with IFA and

after CFA's approval.
(h) Amendments to clauses of the contract to be done in consultation with IFA and

after CFA's approval .

(i) Amendments to Letters of Credit in consultation with IFA and after CFA
coircurrence ifthere are any financial implication.

f) Short-closing of contract in consultation with IFA and after CFA concurrence if
there are any financial implication.

(k) Cancellation ofcontract in consultation with IFA and approvat of CFA.

(l) Invoking option clause, repeai order in consultation with IFA.

Acceptance of Contract/SO/RMSO

3'1. The purchase officer has to have a monitoring system to ensure that the contracts
placed are duly signed by the contractor. Ifno Supply Order is received within 14 days from
the date of issue of the contract/supply order then a rerninder is to be sent by Fax/Speed Post

a
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and the matter pursued till a supply Order duly signed by supplier/firm in token of its
acceptance (Rule 234 of FR Part I Vol. I ) is received.

Distribution of Contract or supplv order Copies

38. It is incumbent on the Purchase Coordinating Officer that copies of the contract /
Supply Order are delivered to all the concerned agencies. Chief among these are: -

(a) The vendor.

(b) The consignee.

(c) The Inspection Agency.

(d) The Paying Authority. (original copy is to be endorsed)

(e) HQ MC lAF.

(0 Controlling Command of the consignee, if different from HQ MC.

(g) The indentor.

(h) The audit authority.

(i) File.

(k) Port of destination (Emb HQ/MCUs)

(D DDLIS, Air HQ RK Puram.

Monitoring of Supplibs / Deliveries

39. Regular monitoring of supplies and delivery schedules is a must to ensure that both
the parties meet contractual obligations.

Opening of Letters of Credit and Other Modes of Payment

40. The Letters of Credit are to be opened in accordance with the terms of the contract.
There should be no delay that will invite adverse comments from any authority or agency,
including the vendors. This will ensure the credibility of the IAF and will go a long way in
lruitful cooperation among IAF and vendors

41. Similarly, all payments are to be promptly cleared and all queries attended to on
priority to obviate any misur:Cerstandings.

Amendmerits to Contracts and LCs

42. All amendments to contracts, with financial implication (direct or indirect) including
short closing, and delivery period extensions are to be invariably approved by the CFA, in
corrsultation with the IFA. The note must bring out in detail the effects of the proposed
amendments. Financial aspects ar€ to be clearly spelt out, including release of security
deposits, bank / performance guarantees and the effect on budget. UO Note No and date of
IFA/CDA will be clearly indicated in all amendment letters.

Securitv Deposits and Bank & Performance Guarantees

43. Security deposits and bank / performance guarantees from nationalized banks subject
to a minimum of 5olo and maximum of l07o contract value are to be insisted on from the
supplier as per prevailing regulations for indigenous procurements. The quantum of SD may
be vmied in case of unregistered firms by CFA with concurrence of IFA .These should be
valid for the complete period of the validity of the contract/orders. All delivery period
extensions should be subject to extensions of deposits and guarantees. Waiver from deposits

IFA0)
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and guarantees can only be given by cFA in consurtation with IFA based on Govt.approved regurations. The requirernent of sD, terms and conditions retatea to torteiture otdeposits and guarantee in case of failure shourd Le clearly brought out in tt" 
"oni.uJruppryorder. All security deposits and bank guarantees should bl pledgJd in rurro, orcoalma.

44 In case of plant and Machinery, performance guarantee equivalent to l0 Zo of thetotal contract varue is to be obtained from the contracior which *iir u" r."ft uuria iii.r J*pi.yof guarantee/warranty period, i.e.rg months from the Jate of suppry o.'rz -orrii*-i.o-the date of successful erection and commissioning whichever is Iess.

In case where contractor fa.s to deposit/submit pG, it wit be recovered from itsbill, which will be released only on expiry of guarantee/warranty p€riod.
Provisions for performance guarantee are to be incorporated in tender enquiry. It isfurtlrer 
..9 be ensured by IFA that such performance guarantee is obtained'no. 

"r,ynationalized bank and pledged in favour of CDA./IFA.

Lew ofLD
45. LD clause invariably incorporated in a[ contracts .Levy ofLD is to be done as perexisting regulations and contractuai obligation. Tpc is empowered not to include LD clausein case of justifiabre reasons. LD crausJ is not to be in"iuc"a in 

"ontru"tJio-ir'm'Jgilourcontract/main agreernent does not cater to such a clause. Extension 
"rop 

p"rir""y F*.olshould be accompanied with revy of LD ciause unress ne Cra & IFA has i"irJii .rf lois to be recovered@ 0.5% per weerg2'/c per month or p*rt thereof, maximun of 100/n ofthe value of out standing Supply / work.

46' Re4stratlon gf-vendors. Registration of vendors is to be done with uhnost care,to ensure that the firm is trustworthy, reriabre and quality-conr"io* e" iu, ai'possiure,OEMs are to be preferred. Registration of firms for procurement under schedule XII wi bedone by HQs MC associatingJFA,/rep of IFA. Registration of firms ro, pro"ui",n"ni *a".schedule XII will be done by EDs/BRDs associating'tFA/rep of IFa.

. As an on going exercise to increase vendor base, firms ,arready registered withArmy, Navy, ordnance Factories, DRDO, DGS&D and Defence psu. ro. ii-it". itern,will invariably be considered for issue of L.T.E ,as deemed fit by Tpc ,nt"ss tie." 
"r"adequate and recorded reasons-to the contrary. where such caiacity veriticauon ls tobe undertaken as deemed fit by TpC , it sirould invariably be undertahei 

- 

Ueforeopening of tenders, though tenders w r be provisiona y issued il rr.rt 
"""J".r, p"ra-gcapacity verification,

47. Acceptance bf Excess . There may be occasions when excess suppliesare made by the vendor due to various reasons. These excess suppries -uy b" u"""pif, inexceptional case but with the prior approvar of cFA, with the concu..*". 
"i 

ifi.-rr,"irote to CFA, in such cases, rnusl le detailed and completely ,"tf_contalnea, gi;;;;".,why the-excess supply arose and the necessity (or othirwise) ro, u"""pt*."] ati'tn-"iuraspects for the excess suppry must be crearly brought out in tle note. Iira rv l 
"rrrr,." 

irr"tthe value of such excess/short supplies shourd not exceed szo of ttre originat vaiue ana
9A -rlr-u j"termined by varue of original order prus excess/sho.t ,rpiirr,.ir.i"t" rra",Rule 248 FR Partl, vol. I)
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48. Repeat orders.Against an outstanding indent for which acceptance of necessities has

!e_e1 approved by cFA repeat order can be praced with the consent of vendor under
following conditions.

(a) Before placing a Supply order for repeat purchase, the proposal w l be
submitted by Maintenance cell for obtaining concu-rence of IFA- and approval of
appropriate (For original) cFA. The cFA will be deterrnined wrt. totai value of
certain proposal plus the present qty. for which repeat order is being proposed to be
placed. Repeat order is to be considered only in case of urgency wli"." ih".e i, ,ro
downward trend in prices and originar s.o.' was placed after iompetitive binding.
This order is to be placed within 6 months from the date of originai supply order.
It should not exceed 50% oforiginal contracted quantity.

(b) The tech specification I description of item must be compared with earlier
procurernent / supply order..

49. . tuy deposits
placed by the vendor as security deposit or bank / performance guarantee wili be refunied to
the vendor only on satisfactory completion of the contract. All such sD/pG should be
pledged in favour of CDA,/IFA.

50. Ootion Clause.Against an outstanding indent for which acceptance of necessities has
been approved by cFA it may be advantageous to the IAF to have an option clause in the
main contract that will allow exercising of option clause i.e. 2syo of original contracted
quantity in accordance with the terms and conditions of the contract. This option clause
may be exercised on approval of ctr'A, in consultation with IFA during 

-currency 
of

contract. It should be ensured that there is no downward trend in the markel if no fruitful
result will accrue by floating fresh RFps. And items are urgently required.

50.(A) Audit of sanctions: Ink-signed copies of all sanctions issued by cFAs with or without
concurence of IFA will be eidorsed to GDA(AF)/JCDA(AF) for audit of sanctions. Ink-
singed copies of supply orders will be endorsed to cDA(AF/JCDA(AF) for audit of
sanctions, at the time of placernent of supply order. Necessary subject file coniaining original
tenders/quotations, csQ, indent, minutes of Tpc/pNC and otler supporting ai"umerrt.
should be made available to CDA(AFyJCDA(AF) for audit of sanctions.

All sanctions issued with or without financial concunence should be endorsed by
respective cFAs ie Air HQrs. Commands and Units to respective audit offices viz,
CDA(AFyJCDA(AF) as the case may be.

This is separate from pre-audit of contractors bills which is to be undertaken by
CDA(AFyJCDA(AF) before releasing payment. CDA(AF) New Delhi, will carry out audit of
a1l sanctions issued by Air Hers with or without concurrence of ra(air Hqrsi, lcoelery
will carry out audit of sanctions all issued by HeMc, BRDs, AMSEs uoa oinei units under
HQMC with or without concurrence of their respective IFAs.

Routing of Procurement Case Files

51. The procurernent case file is to be initiated by the purchase coordinating officer. The
file is to be routed through the normal channels up to the penultimate cFe, i,ho will then
route the file through IFA to the cFA. This principle applies at Hes MC as well as depots.

Participation of rfc/PNC is different from financial concurrence. Though pNC
is attended by representative of IFA, concurrence will invariably be obtainei from
appropriate IFA who will offer independent financial advice to CFA.

DETAILED WORKING GUIDELINES
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52. This SOP gives broadly the guidelines to be adopted for timely and effective
procurement. Detailed guidelines at HQ MC and independent Depots are to be issued by the
respective formations to ensure that the spirit of this SOP is followed.

Time limits for each activitv of procurement and check list for CFA

53 The effect of delay in processing and clearance of various procurement activities
neds no emphasis. The broad time limits proposed for each step in processing of a case is ;enumerated below

Sl no Activity Max No of days

I Raisine of indent Within 03 days of necessity angle approval
') Issue ofRFP Within 07 days of receipt & registration of

indent
3. Reference to TEC after receipt of

offers in case of Two Bid systern
Tech vetting ofthe offer should be completed
within 7 days by TEC
Opening of commercial offers within 7 days
from date ofconclusion ofTEC.

4. Constitution of PNC and holding
ofPNC

30 working days from date ofopening of
commercial offer including vetting of CST by
IFA. CST should be prepared within 3 working
days from date ofopening oftenders.

6: Conclusion of the contract 7 days fiom final approval by the TPC /receipt &
aooroval of draft contract.

These steps also provide a checklist for intermediary and final CFA to effectively monitor ;
the progress of a proposal and identiff the stages at which the delay has occurred. This will
enable CFA to institute suitable measures to accelerate the. processing of the proposal and
finalize the contract with required expediency. The period specified for various activities are
more working guidelines which may vary from case to case depending on the urgency,
requirernent, availability of manpower, workload, informarion/documents and overall
magritude of the subject.

Actions to be taken in case time limits are not adhered to

54. Audit authorities, as an independent agency, are to comment upon the delays clearly
bringing out the defaulters which will institute certain degree of accountability at all levels
pnd have a positive impact on faster processing of proposals resulting in reduction in lead
times and subsequent reduction in the inventory holdings of the IAF.

Policv Letters & Resulations (Reference)

AirHQs/61279/35/4/Lgs dated I 8 June 2001

Policv letters superceded

Go | 22(6)l84lD (O-I) dated 24 Sep 1984
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1. Schedule Schedule XII D Footnote.

(a) The "Footnote'" at Schedule Xll D authorizes/envisages AOM/AOC-in-C
HQ MC, in consultation with IFA to: -

(i) Finalise 'Long Term Product Support' contracts except for Defence

PSUs for maintenance requirement.
(ii) Finalize 'Price List' and pricing philosophy norms for operation of
price lists except for Defence PSUs for maintenance requirement.

(b) Above has to be based on principles as laid down and approved by MoD'
based on detailcd SOP laid down in consultation with IFA.

(c) AOM will enter into LTPSAs (Long Term Product Support Agreements) and

related price lists and agreem€nts for all import and also for indigenous centralized

systems. AOC-in-C HQ MC will enter into LTPSAS and finalize price lists and

related agreements only for indigenous supplies for decentralized rariges only, in
consultation with their respective IFAs.

2. Occasions: Whenever a need is conceived to provide lor life time product support for

a systai-oito ensure unintemtpted supplies and services fiom any supplier or it is beneficial

to the state in long term or when it is not feasible to develop many vendors does not exist due

to initial large capital investment, criticality of technology and its absorption by the vendor

and criticality ofthe item, a long term product support agreement with-in-built price fixation

mechanism will be preferable with the vendors. A long-term product support agreement

could be entered into in case we are dependent upon the vendor on a recurring basis and the

equipment which needs to be supported is likely to continue into service for atleast l0 years.

taeatly a long-term support agreement should be entered into with the oEM or a vendor who

has developed or manufactured the item. However, in case the country's laws do not permit

OEM to export iterns directly a long-term product support agreernent could be entered into

with the authorized agency (established vendor) who is directly supported by the OEM. The

authorized agency should be an established vendor as defined by MoD. A similar principle is

to be adopted for finalization ofprice lists:

sgQ: For finalizing price list a detail of last 3 years procurernent price of each itern or LPP

t"* to b" indicated before finalization. The present.downward / upward trend has to be

indicated.

3. Bqgg: A long term product support agleement and price lists can be entered into for

all ranges of equipment in use in the IAF covering all tlpe of maintenance services. Existing

agreements or general conditions can be modified or amended or extended'

4, Budgetarv Support: There is no expenditure involved. In cases where common

ugreettr"nts .*" entered into by MoD with a vendor for a particular maintenance service for

an the three services separate agteements cannot be entered into by Air HQ/HQ MC'

Into: The decision to e.nier into LTPSA will be case specific. Ideally a LTPSA should be



:.,

,l . entered into with the principal vendor/oEM or on whom we are solely dependent on a

, recurring basis i.e. purchases fiom the vendor are done in large volumej or on proprietary
basis. Following guidelines however, will be adhered to decide to enter into LTpSA: -

(a) ln case ol foreign vendors the LTPSA will be preferable for long term product
support encompassing training, supply ol publicatiorvcatalogues/ modifications,
supply of spares, (normal and urgent) repair of assemblies, wananty and its execution
calibration for the equipment etc. is in use by the IAF. The LTpSA should be with
oEM or principal vendor from whom equipment was procured or an established
vendor if the oEM does not possess an export license. It is prudent to have LTpSA at

' the tune of initial purchase. Ifdone subsequently specific reasons need to be spelt out.

(b) In case of indigenous vendors LTPSA lor Maint services (supply, repairs,. calibration, specialists hiring, urgent supply etc.) should be entered into: -

(i) To ensure unintemrpted supplies and services from indigenous vendors (other
than Defence PSU) because: -
(aa) To save foreign exchange and promote indigenisation.

(ab) To save time for procurement from abroad and to resolve post
warranty problems.

(ac) Critical technology cannot be provided by other vendors.

(ad) Highly qualified/skilled personnel required for technology absorption.
. Availability of such skilled/qualified personnel is not assured in the

local market:

(ae) Other vendors cannot be developed easily and in short span oftime.
(af) MPE requirement is not lucrative enough to attract other vendors and it

is neither economically viable to produce in small quantities/batches
nor commercially/attractive.

(ag) When the spares will be required over a long span of time.

(ah) When quality assurance and inspection requires elaborate and detailed
technical methods, extensive documentation and expertise to qualifu
products to aviation standards. And that establishment of such eA
system may not be easily possible by the vendors.

When rejection rates during the manufacturing process and in final
products are high due to critical technological processes and stringent
standards/fi ne tolerances.

(ak) When the vendor is agreeable to negotiate cost structure and enter into
Long Term Price Fixation.

6.

Acceptance of Necessitt.,

Necessity for entering into LTP$A-will have to be first concurred by IFA and
accepted,by the CFA as per the delegated powers in Schedule XIl. CFA,

(ai)

(a)

(D
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rvhile acccpiing the necessity, will ensure guidelines in para 5 above are

adhcretl to. IFA should clear the case within l0 days of its receipt. Following
documdnts, authenticated figuresifacts etc are to be mentioned in the proposal
tirr acceptance of necessity for IFA and CFA:-

(aa) rvhen rvas lhe main equipment procured'1. What is the expected llfe?.
Whether LTSA was finalized initially or not?. Reasons for not carrying

' ' out?.

(ab) Expectecl letiover useful life cycle olthe main equipment or system for
which exploitation is planned and reasons fbr entering into LTPSA?

(ac) What type of services are to be availed']

(ad) Are there any product support clauses in the main contract vide which
the main equipment rvas procured?

(ae) If'the LTPSA is not being finalized with the OEM reasons for not
entering into LTPSA with OEM should be brought out?

(a0 ls there an existing LTPSA with the tirm or did a LTPSA exist which
has lapsed?

(ag) Eitimate annual expendilure on the maintenance services of the

equipment

(ah) Broad system of indenting, supply and payments which are proposed to
be included in the LTPSA.

, (ai) Broad outline of other terms and conditions of the LTPSA proposed to
be entered into? For what period should the LTPSA be applicable
(should extend upto full service life of the main equipment as far as

possible)

(aj) Broadly outline as to hour the LTPSA would be operated when finalized
. and who would operate the LTPSd.

(ak) Advantages ofentering into LTPS{.

(al) lt should be certified that no LTPSA exists with the firms and that no
other LTPSA, is in the process ofbeing finalized by any other agency.

(am) The draft RFP should be placed in file.

(b) After concurrence by IFA and acceptance of necessity by the CFA, the likely
OEM/vendor is to be intimated of the intention to' enter into long-term product

support agreement through a formal request for proposal (RFP). The RFP should be a

detailed document clearly bringing out services required and tlpe of contract which is
proposed to be entered into. The RFP should be signed and ieleased by ACAS at Air
HQ and SMSO/AOLM at HQ MC. Off'ers should be invited in sealed envelopes are

opened by an independent board of ofticers detailed by ACAS at Air HQ and

SMSO/AOLM at HQ MC.

(c) The LTPSA will be entered into by the concerned ACAS of the maintenance

cell at Air HQ and SMSO/AOLM as desigaated by AOC-in-C HQ MC, with prior
occurrence of respective IFA.

,\
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(d) The RFP is not meant for competitive tendering. In case where more than one
vendor exists separate LTPSAs are to be entered into with each vendor. A LTPSA is
not a binding agreement to procure items from one vendbr only and nor is it meant to
restrict competition.

(e) Based on the offer of the firm the following comments are to be compiled by
the maintenance cell/agency at HQ MC designated- to finalize the LTPSA, with
concunence of IFA.

(i) Clauses acceptable as offered
(ii) Clauses not acceptable or partially acceptable with reasons thereof
(iii) Clauses not included and need to be included
(iv) Is the offer in line with the initial proposal. If not deviations be brought out.
Are deviations acceptable? Ifyes. reasons thereofand.ifnot proposed course of
action.

(0 The above analysis is to be put up to IFA and CFA within 15 days of receipt
oftheofferalongwithasecondRFP.ThissecondRFPistobeputuponlyincaseof
major deviations in the offer and other wise firm is to be called for negotiations. The
second RFP is to be termed as request for BAFO (Best And Final Otrer). The second
RFP (BAFO) should be released only after approval ofIFA and CFA .

(g) Based on the response to the initial RFP and BAFO the firm is to be invited
over for negotiations. The negotiations are to be held by a committee consisting of

, AOM/AOC-in-C HQ MC - Chairman i

IFA - Finance Mernber
Specialist officer as designated by ACAS at Air HQ and by SMSO/AOLM at HQ {
MC.

The committee may form a sub-committee to carry out initial negotiations with the
vendor but the final decision will be taken by the Main Committee.

(h) Based on the negotiations a final proposal along with the copy offinal conhact
to be entered into should be put up for approval of IFA and CFA. After the approval
is obtained the contract is to be sigred by ACAS at Air HQ and SMSO (AOLM at HQ
MC and the vendor). This proposal should be vetted and approved by.IFA within 3 -
weeks of submission ofthe pioposal.

7. Clauses of Contract The mandatory clauses which should form part ofa contract and
which are to be vetted by IFA are as follows :-

(a) Subject ofthe contract
(b) Indenting procedures and time limits for submission of offen
(c) Range of equipment and type of services
(d) Terms of delivery
(e) Terms of payment
(0 Quality, specifications, inspections etc.
(g) Gua(antees ( Ifnecessary eamest money be obtained)

O) Transportation, making, packing etc.
(i) Claims
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0) Out of Production support clause
(k) Supply of technical documents especially flight safety

0) Liquidated damages
(m) Force Majeure clause if insisted by the vendor/supplier
(n) Arbitrations/settlernentofdisputes
(o) Confidentiality
(p) Non-involvernentofintermediary
(q) Any other clauses at directed by MoD /MoD (FinyIFA.

8. In addition to the mandatory clauses, optional clauses as required by
circumstances/specific to the casd, may also be included in consultation with IFA./cDA. The

optional clauses to be entered into should be clearly brought out in the initial proposal.

g. All contracts required to be entered into by IAF are 'on behalf of the president of
India" and not on behalfofan individual.

I 0. Copies of the contract shoutd be distributed as given below :-

(a) Both the parties to the contract.
(b) Purchase Cell
(c) JCDA(AF) and IFA (ink signed contracts) with specimen signatures
(d) Operating depots/units as well as depots/units likely to receive services

undet the contract
(e) Payment authority
(f)Audit authority (internal and extemal)

Finalization of price lists and agreement to operate the orice lists
n. The SOP lays down the philosophy and basis of forming, finalization and operation of
the price lists for aggregates, spares, publications/catalogues/manuals, materials, repair of
main equipment and sub assemblies deputation of specialists etc. Price list should be

finalized separately for supply, repair of equipment and for other services.

12. Price lists and agreernents to operate the price lists would be entered into by AOM for
all foreign purchases and indigenous purchases for centralized ranges and by AOC-in-C HQ
MC for indigenous purchases for decentralized ranges only. Price lists and agreernents to

operate lists should be finalized with firms on similar principles as in case of LTPSA.

13. A comprehensive proposal is to be put up to IFA and CFA which could fall into
following categories :-

(a) Price lists and agreement on pricing philosophy are finalized and additional
iterns need to be added to the price list

(b) Agreement on pricing philosophy is finalized and price lists are to be

finalized.

(c) Price lists are finalized but agreanent on operation of the price lists is to be

finalized.

(d) Both agreernent on pricing philosophy and price lists are to be finalized.

14. The lrocess and procedure as followed for finalization of LTPSA i'e. in principle
approval ( necessity angle ) , holding of negotiations and final approval by IFA and CFA
should be followed for finalization of price lists and agreernents on operation of price

listVpricing philosophy. Each price lists should mandatorily have an agreement on operation

of price lists/pricing philosophy. After the offered or draft price lists are received, these

should be verified by specialist officer and his staff as a time bound exercise. It is incumbent
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on the specialist officer of Air HQ/HQ MC to provide inputs on each item for IFA and his
staff to ascertain reasonability of prices except for low value or low tumover items. The
definition of low value or low tumover is to be decided by CFA in consultation with IFA on a
case-to-case bases. The details oflast 3 years conhact price or LPP be indicated against each
item to ascertain reasonability ofquoted proposed price in the price list.

15. Approagh to the formulation of the Price Lists and Asreement on pricins
philosophv All prices will be finalized through negotiations between both the sides which
will take place by a committee consisting of the IFA the CFA and reps ofspecialists officers.
The committee may form a sub-committee to .do the groundwork for the main commitree.
Any ofthe following principles could be utilized for negotiations and finalization of the price
lists.

(a) The LPP price ofthe equipment/spares supplies.
(b) System to sub-system ratios as decided by CFA in consultation with IFA.
(c) Cost of similar items
(d) Any other system which can justifu reasonability of cost is to be made.

16. The Price in price list will tre in currency in which payment is to be made.

17 . Prices fixed in the price lists are to be with 'no advance' liability to the buyer. In case
of granting the advance pa)Tnent by the buyer in exceptional cases the vendor will grant
discounts at agreed levels in relation to the total value of the supplies and quantum ol' advance paFnent. IFA must be consulted in such matters. similarly bulk discount levels
shouldbeclearlyindicatedintheagreementonpricingphilosophy.

18. Applicability ofthe price list i.e. duration for which the prices will be valid as well the
month and date ofthe year when escalation is to be applied should be clearly defined.

19. Any amendment to agreed price list will be incorporated with the mutual agreement
ofboth the parties and with prior concurrence of the IFA.

20. Principles of Price Escalation The escalation to be applied to the price list of any
year will be as on a defined date of each following year and the escalation so applied will be
valid for the whole year ( 12 months) or as negotiated & defined in the contrjct. Such clauses
will be incorporated only with the prior concurrence of IFA/CDA. However, this could be
tailored to meet specific requirements.

21. Percentage Escalation The percentage escalation to be applied after the base year is
to be agreed to by both the parties. CFA will obtain prior concurrence of IFA in this. The
percentage ofescalation should have relationship to any ofthe following :-

(a) Average annual inflation rate
(b) Wholesale Price index
(c) Indigenous availability, i.e. whether material is available or imported.
(d) Average prevailing wholesale rates of materials used.in manufacture of the

spare/equipment as obtained from reputed trade joumals or publications of
industrial associations, Go\t etc.

(e) Policy of Govt regarding imposing / reduction in excise duty / custom duty (for
indigenous only).



. (f) . Average accepted laboui hour rate.in the respectivd industry.

22. ,, Percentage escalation should be fixed in the agreement on pricing philosophy either
based on formrrlae with inputs from authorize govemm;nt agencies or renowned agencies. In
cases where flat escalation rates are fixed their period should not exceed 5 yeais and this
figure should be again re-negotiated.

23' Systern and principles of Addition to existing price lists as well as inclusion of in lieu
or evoluted items should be clearly brought out in the agreement on operating the price list.

24' Any unprecedented inciease or decrease in prices of inputs, which warrant
amendments to agreed price list,'will be put up by the vendor to the coniract operating officer
for consideration ofCFA,616i1p4 and final incorporation into the contract.

25.
separate price list will be for.mulated for each type of repair, 

^odificutiotrr, 
ouohiuiE. of

a

t

equipment, components, sub-assemblies etc. and other services. cost of repair of units/
aggregates in connection with repair/defect not within guarantee period or ixceeding the
appointed life would not be included in the:price list.. The cost of repair/defect rectific-ation .

should not generally exceed 33% of the original cost and in any car. jO% of th" original cost .

9f th3. 
Syinlenvassernbly/component. The prior concurrence of IFA/JCDA(-AF) will

invariably be obtained to finalize such price lists.

26. The price indicated in the price list will be applicable for new, unused and current
production items only, in case ofsupplies.

27. The prices once fixed in the price lists are not negotiable except in exceprional cases.
as give above, which will be negotiated by the both the parties *hi"h *ill invariablv be
attended by IFA.

Check list for CFA and IFA

29. It should be ensured that each case of LTpSA, price list and agreement on operation
of,price list/pricing philosophy are cleared fiom necessity angle before the negotiat'ions are
held.

30. The reasons for entering into a LTpSA, price list and agreement on operation ofprice
list/pricing philosophy should be adequate and justifiable.

31; cF.d is not to clear any proposal for LTpSA, or clear any case fo_r. finalization of
T,"l9T*! to price lists or finalize'an! agreer.elr on pricing philosophy unle.r tn" opinion
of IFA has been taken.

32- Finalization of LTPSAs, pribe lists and their operating agreements are long drawn
pJoqgs.ses.- Herrce, cFA and IFA ihould insist on drawing out a fixed time schedule for them-and monitor them regularly.

33. Documents to be put up along with the proposal

For LTPSA (at necessity angle stage)



(a) Draft RFP
(U Extract ofmain agteernent which lay down product support guidelines

(c) Time schedule chart for finalization of proposal

For LTPSA (at stage after offer is received and for finalization ofthe proposal)

(a) Draft contracVoffer
(b) Negotiationminutes

For Price list (after necessity angle stage)

(a) Draft Price lists to be finalized

(b)Workingsheetsjustiffingreasonabilityofcostofeachiternexceptlow

, turnoverivalue iterns (as decided). Each sheet is to be signed

14 CONCURRENCEOFIFAS:

ln resp€ct of L.T.P:S.A., IFAs will be involved iight from the stage of acceptance of
necessity, det'errnining the mode of tendering, netting of RFP/draft tender enquiry, selection

of vendors ,vetting of,C'S.T.,TPC/PNC and post-contractual matters'

The U.O. No. and date of IFA will be prominently shown on L'T'P'S'A'

(a) Final draft agreement to be €ntered into.

Reference suoerceded

NIL

For iinalization of asreaq!9nl on--BI!e!ng.
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Occassion3: When foreign exchange (FFE) is to be paid/released.

@gg: All contracts finalized/to be finalized in foreign exchange.

PROCEDURE FOR FFE RELEASE

Annual Proiection :

l. At the time of projection of RE/BE, each Weapon Cell is to work out the notional FE
budget for the following year by taking into account the known committed liabilities as also
expectd fresh liabilities and the same is to be projected to DMA to reach along with RE
retum by l5 Nov. The weapon Cells are to indicate the contract detail where available as well
as broad iterns ofexpenditure in case ofanticipated liabilities.

2. The DMA is thereafter to consolidate the notional FE budget and refer to IFA for
vetting and concurrence. After concurrence, the notional FE budget is to be forwarded to Dte
of Fin Plg and MoD Finance as was being done in the past.

3. MoD(Fin/Bud) vide their letter No ID No 230(6)/98/B-tt dated 28 Apr 98 has issued
necessary instructions to be followed for release of FFE by IFA (Air Force) and at Air He.
The release of FFE by the CFAs at Air HQ would be made only after scrutiny of the proposal
by IFA. MoD (Fin/Bud) will make available the required funds for the release on quarterly
basis based on the projections made by DMA through IFA.

Ouarterlv Proiections

4. The consolidated requiranent of funds in respect of each Directorate is to be forwarded
by respective ACsAS by 5th of the month preceding the commencement of each quarter. For
example - funds required for the quarter Apr-Jun should be projected by 5th Mar. Similarly,
for other quarters, info is to reach DMA by 5th ofJun, Sep and Dec.

5. DMA will consolidate the requirement of funds as a whole and project the
requirement of the quarter to MoD (Fin/Bud) through IFA for vetting and clearance. MoD
(Fin/Bud) will allocate the FFE budget for the Air Force in bulk which will cater to the entire
requirement ofFFE being released under delegated powers ofCFAs at Air He only.

PROCEDURE FOR RELEASE OF FFE UTTTO 8 CRORES

6. (a) There are two states in the processins ofFFE cases:

Stage l: The first stage involves sanction of the proposed expenditure by CFA
fiom necessity angle. This sanction is to be obtained from the CFA by the maint Cell
as per existing procedure.

.Stase 2:

The second is the procurcrnent stage which involves actual noting and release
of FFE. Nothing of FFE by the Indentor and DDMC is primarily a confirmed



commitment for making available necessary financial support in terms of foreign
exchange for the purchase proposal. After the bulk allocation is made to DMA,
sanction for actual release of FFE will be accorded by cFAs as per the delegated
powers laid down in the MoD (FiniAir) letter mentioned above, following the
procedure as below: -

(b) Proposals Prosressed bv D Purchase

(D At the time of initiating the purchase proposal (pp) by D purchase. the
profoma for noting./release ofFFE duly filled for noting/release will be ptaced
in PP file by D Purchase for noting of same by the Indentor (Annexure I
refers).

. (ii) Indentor while scrutinizing the PP as member of the TpC will place
release of FFE proforma along with the one placed by Dte of purchase

confirming availability of funds, noiing of cash out to yearwise (Annexure II
refers)

(iii) After purchase proposal is approved by TPC/CFA, D purchase is to
send the file to DDMC for confirming availability/provisional noting of funds.

(iv) Thereafter, DDMC-is to send the file to D Purchase for placing of
contract and sending the file to IFA for vetting and recommendation to CFA
for release ofFFE.

(v) The CFA will accord his approval for release ofFFE and forward the
proposal file to IFA for noting ofFFE.

(vi) IFA is to route the file to D Purchase through DDMC so that DDMC
notes the UO No/lD No in his records.

(vii) D Purchase to send a copy of the approved FFE release proforma to
Indentor for further action.

(viii) Channel of movement of files containing proposals for release and
noting is errclosed as App 'A' to this SOP

(c) Contracts prosressed by Maint Cells:

.ln case of contractual and instalment payments which are progressed by
Maint Cells and not through D Purchase, the dealing Maint Cells will process the
case for FFE release to IFA/CFA through DDMC. In the case of contracts in
operation, dealing Maint Cells are to indicate Contract No, Amount of Contract,
Advance Payment details, Balancd Amount to be paid, Invoice No; Certificate
regarding non-payment and receipt of stores against particular invoice, delivery
schedule and liquidated damages to be imposed in cases of late deliveries etc. In such
case files will be routed as shown at App 'B' to this directive.

7. The detailed procedure for release of FFE have been issued vide MoD/Fin ID No
230(6)198/8Jl dated 28 Apr 98 and ACAS (Lgs) Directive 2198 dated 12 Nov 98 (Copies
placed as Appendices 'C' and rD' respectively). However, the financial limits will be as
enhanced vide GOI letter dated 0l Apr 02 i.e. upto 4 crores by ACAS concemed and beyond
4 crores and upto 8 crores by AOM.

Procedure for Pavment Authorisation for Procurement carried out under Delegated

' 
"au
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8. The present systein ofpayment has three modes i.e. purchase through Lbtter ofcredit;
Invoice or Bill Payment and Advance payment. once the sanction of the cFA is available in
all these modes, the related payment will be ef'fected by cDA on submission of requisite
documents by the concemed DteiD Purchase. payment Authorisation Letter (pAL) as per
format given at Appx 'Er &. rF' alongwith a certified copy of FFE Release proforma duly
approved by cFA quoted with I.D./U.o. No by IFA and Form I as per standard lormats will
be forwarded to cDA (HQ) bv the Dte. In case of payment by LC, the relevant LC
Application Form duly completed should also be sent alongwith these documents. The
specimen signatures of the authorised signatories oi pAL is to be forwarded to cDA (He).
cDA (HQ), New Delhi would prescribe a check list of documents essentially required by
them for processing of payment proposals so that there is no occasion foi retuming of
payment proposals for want of certain documents. An illustrative checklist for opening of
LCs as circulared by the office of pcDA (He) vide letter No 49025/Fps-vMisc/Ruisia dated
l8 Jul 02 is placed as Appendix G.

I

w
The existing procedure in vogue will be followed for the ciiis /indents which are

valued at prices exceeding Air HQ delegated power i.e. Rs. g crores. These proposals will
continue to be processed in consultation with MoD as is being done presently.- DGL for
payment authorisation to CDA (HQ) will continue to be issued by MoD onty.

Denotine/Renotins of FFE:

l0- In case of delayed supply resulting in carry forward of financial liability to the
ensuing financial year other than what was initiaily noted, D purchase is to raise ihe fresh
FFE release noting proforma and send the file to Indentor for de-noting/re-noting and placing
a fresh release ofFFE proforma according to period ofcash outgo. Indentor is to send ihe file
to IFA through DDMC for allotment of Uo No. IFA will returrr the file to D purchase
through DDMC so that DDMC may note uo No in his records. D purchase is to inform the
Indentor accbrdingly. where applicable a similar procedure is to be followed by Maintenance
cells for contractual/instalment payments. De-noting should be done immediately after
receipt of information ofdelay in supplies, so that the FFE amount would be available ior any
other contract, during the same financial year.

I l. DIVIA,/DDIVIC is to ensure the followins :

. (a) Maintenace of an authentic and well-maintained record of all FFE notings
carried out under the delegated powers which should show separately FFE release
under the following serials:

2l. Aircraft
22. Aircraft - UK
23. Aircraft Spares - USA
24. Aircraft Spares - France, Russia and other countries.
25. Signals, Armament and other Electric Spares.
26. Miscellaneous.
26A. Assembliesand sub-Assemblies.

(b) The FFE release register should serve as a parallel record to the one
maintained by IFA and hence is to be a replica ofthe IFA maintained register.
(c) FFE released after issue of Supply order/Contract represents total expected
FFE liability for the financial year. Against this sanction, pALs as and when issued by
weapon cell/D Purchase and received by DDMC is to be entered in the FFE register
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and this is to be treated as cash outgo and compared/tallied with pcDA(He) records.
(d) To prepare and send a monthly summary of the FFE releases noted against
each of the serials in the form of report to IFA so as to reach him by sth Jf the
following month.

(d) 
.PCPA(Ha) would be sending a monthly. report giving the actual FFE outgo
both to IFA and DMA. The records are to be ta ied a;d discrepancies are io
be sorted our mutually between pCDA(He), IFA and DMA.

t2.

(a) FFE release proforma

(b) Contract copy or copy oforder
(c) co'firmation that all contractual obligations have been met, documents like
BG for advance payment and performance-cum-warranty bond have been submitted
in the format prescribed in the conhacusupply order, and that this payment has not
been made earlier, no dues are to be recovered from the firm and thai LD wherever
applicable has been deducted 

.

(d) Confirmation on availability of funds

(e) Draft Payment authorisation lefter

Check list for IFA and CFA.

(a) To verif, ifthe FFE release being soughl is as per the contractual obligations.
(b) To ascertain correctness ofthe amount being released.

(c) To ensure that funds are available to meet this requiiernent.
Time Schedule for nrocessing of the case:

(a) Preparation ofFFE release proforma

13.

t4.

15.

By Maint cell

(b) NotingbyDDMC

(c) Vetting and noting by IF A
References:

2 days

I day

3 days

Appendix'Ai
(Refers para 6(b) (viii)

MoD (Fin/Bud) ID No. 230/t6l98/B-l I dt 28 Apr 98.
ACAS (Lgs) Directive 2/98 dated 12 Nov 98.
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Tele'.3377277

AirHQt60265/79 A4C-l

Annual Proiection:

Appexdix 'D'
(Refers to para 7)

l2 Nov 98

INTRODUCTION

l. Under the orders contained. in MOD(Fin./Air) letter, No. MOD (F) ID No.c5(l)/96lAF /EP dated 09 Mg 9s, the existing delegaied financial po*"., ,o e6ira t",
release and noting of FFE of Rs.l lakh in respect of stJres funded fiom the revenue budget
have been enhanced to Rs.2 

_crores in each iase in respect of stores procured from both
westem and clS countries. The enhanced delegated financial po*"., upto n.. r-ool"i,i, -"to be exercised by ACAS (Lgs) and above Rs. lOb lakhs to Rs.200 lakhs by AOM,

AIM

2. The aim ofthis directive is to.lay down precise guidelines for Release and nothing of
FFE under enhanced delegated financial powers at Air Hiadquarters.

BUDGETING

? At the time of projection of RE/BE, each weapon cell is to work out the notional
budget fur the following year by taking into account the known committed liabilities as also
expected fiesh liabilities and the same is to be projected to DMA to reach ur""g .'itr, nn
retum by 15 Nov. The Weapon Cells are to indiiate Contract details where availaile as well
as broad items ofexpenditure in case of anticipated liabilities.
4. The DMA is thereafter to consolidate the notional FFE budget and refer it to IFA fbr
vetting and concurrence. After concurrence, the notional FEE bud-get i, to u" ro.*u.a"a to
Dte of Fin Plg and MoD (Fin) as was being done in the past.

5' MoD (Fin Bud) vide their letter No. ID. No. 230l(6/98/8.l l dated 28 Apr 98 has
issued necessary instructions to be followed for release of FFi by IFA (Air rri*j iri"t ei,Ha' Tl: relea'se of FFE by rhe cFAs at Air He would be n'ua" onf un". r"ri,,irv ir,n"
proposal by IFA. MoD(Fin Bud) will make available the required funds for the relias" on
quarterly basis based on the projections made by DMA throughlFA.

. OuarterlvProiections

I The- consolidated requirement. of FFE in respect of each Directorate is to be
forwarded by respective ACsAS by 5s of the month preceding the commencement oi eachquarter. For example - funds required for the quarter Apr-Jun shourd be p-i""t.o iy lc
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March. Similarly, for other quarters, info is to reach DMA by 5th of Jun, Sep and Dec.
7.' DMA will consolidate the requirement of FFE as a whole and project the requirement
of the quarter to MoD (Fin/Bud) through IFA for vetting and clearance. i,IoD (Fin/bud) will
allocate the FFE budget for (the Air Force in bulk which will cater for the entire requirernent
ofFFE being released under delegated powers ofCFAs at Air He only..

(a) There are two stages in the processing ofFFE cases:

S_tase Lj: The first stage, involves sanction or the proposed expenditure by CFA
from necessity angle. This sanction is to be obtained form the crA by the Maint cell
as per existing procedure bofore firm indents are raised on D purchase.

Stase 2 : - The second is the procurernent stage which involves actual noting and
release of FFE. Nothing of FFE by the Indentor and DDMC is primarily a conirrmed
commitrnent for making available necessary financial support in terms of foreign
exchange for the purchase proposal. After the bulk allocation is made to DML,
sanction for actual release of FFE will be accorded by CFAs as per the delegated
powers laid down in the MoD (Fin/Air) letter mentioned above, following the
procedure as belo'y: -

(e) Proposals Proqressed bv D Purchase

(i) At the time of initiating the purchase proposal (pp) by D purchase. the
profoma for noting./release ofFFE duly filled for noting/release will be placed
in PP file by D Purchase for noting of same hy the Indentor (Anneiure I
refers).

(ii) Indentor while scnrtinizing the pp as mernber of the TpC will place
release of FFE proforma along with the one placed by Dte of purihase
confirming availability of funds, noting of cash out to yearwise (Annexure II
refers)

(iiD After purchase proposal is approved by TpC/CFA, D purchase is to
send the file to DDMC for confirming availability/noting of funds as is done
in case of Indigenous

(iv) Thereaftel, DDMC is to send the file to D Purchase for placing of
contract and sending the file to IFA for vetting and recommendation to CFA
for release of FFE.

(v) The CFA will accord his approval for release of FFE and forward the
proposdl file to IFA for noting ofFFE.

(vi) IFA is to route the file to D purchase through DDMC so that DDMC
notes the U.O. No./ID. No. in his records.

(vii) D Purchasq is to send a copy ofthe approved FFE release proforma to
lndentor for further action.

(viii) Channel of movement of files containing proposals for release and
noting is enclosed as Appx A to this Directive.

(c) Contracts Proqressed by Maint Cells:



In case of contractual and instalment payments which are being progressed by
Maint Cells and not through DPurchase. the dealing Maint Cells will process the case
for FFE release to IFA/CFA through DDMC. In the case of old contracts, dealing
Maint Cells are to indicate contract No., Amount of Contract; Advance Pa5rment
details, Balance Amount to be paid, Invoice No., Certificate regarding non-payment
and receipt o/ stores against particular invoice, delivery schedule and liquidated
damages to be imposed in case of late deliveries etc. In such cases files will be routed
as shown at Appx B to this directive.

(d) Fresh Prooosals

The enhanced financial powers have been vested with Air HQ in respect of
both Western as well as CIS countries. Hence, all fresh proposals upto Rs. 2 Crores

. are to be routed through D Purchase by Maint Cells. The procedure stipulated in papa
8(a) & 8 (b) will be followed in all cases

(e) FFE should be got released only after obtaining the approval of CFA strictly
as per norrns and conditions of the contract and delivery schedule. ln case the
payment is to be released through LC, the same may be opened at appropriate time, so
that minimum expenditure is incurred towards bank charges.

Procedure for pavment authorization for procure,ments carrid out under Delegatd Powers
i.e. upto 2 crores.

9. The present system of payment has three modes i.e. Purchase through Letter of Credit,
lnvoice or Bill payment and Advance payment. Orrce the sanction of the CFA is available in
all these modes, the related payment will be effected by CDA on submission of requisite
documents by the concemd Dte/D Puirchase. Payment Authorisation Letter (PAL) as per
format given at Appx C&D along with a c€rtified copy of FFE Release Proforma duly
approvd by CFA quoted with I.DJLJ.O, No. by IFA and Form I as per formats given at
Annex III to this Directive will be forwarded to CDA (HQrs) by the Dt€/D Purchase. In case
of, payment by LC, the relevant LC Application Form duly completd should also be sent
along with these documents. The specimen signature of the adlhorized signatories of PAL is
to be forwarded to CDA HQ. CDA (HQrs), New Delhi would prescribe a check list of the
documents essentially required by them for processing of payment proposals so that there is
no occasion for returning of payment proposals for want of certain documents.

Procedure for Release of FFE above Rs. 2 Cores for Western/ClS countries:

10. The existing procedure in vogue will be followed for the cases indents which are
valued at prices exceeding Air HQ delegated power i.e. Rs. 2 Crores. These proposals will
continue to be processed in consultation with MoD as is being done presently. DGL for
payment authorization to CDA HQ will continue top be issued by MoD only.
Denotinsy'Renotine of FFE:

ll. In case of delayed supply resulting in carry forward of financial liability to the
ensuing financial year other than what was initially noted, D Purchase is to raise the fresh
FFE release noting proforma and send the file to Indentor for denoting/renoting and placing
a fresh release of FFE proforma according to period of cash outgo. Indentor is to send the
file to IFA through DDMC for allotment of U.O. No. IFA will return the file to D Purchase
through DDMC so that DDMC mav note U.O. No. in his records. D Purchase is to inform



the Indentor accordingly' where applicable a similar procedure is to be folowed byMaintenance Cells for contracrual/ilr^r"lr"";r'o'j^#rr. Denoting should be doneimrn*:jiaterv after receipt orinror-utiol orler.av;;;;;ilr, so that the FFE amounr wourdbe available for anv ott 
"r 

ront u"i*u,iri"g in the ;;?;;ciar year.

12. DMA/DDMC is to ensure the following :_

(a) Maintenance of an authentic and well maintlined record of all FFE notings
;ffid1,ilffi*L|;t".*ed powers which,r,ourJ,r,o*-;il#,; FFE rereaie

Zl. Aircraft

22. Aircraft Spares _ UK
23. Aircraft Spares _ USA
24' Aircraft Spares - France, Russia and other countries
25- Signals Armament and other electic spares.
26. Miscellaneous

26A. Assembliesandsub-Assemblies

o) The FFE :r*: register shourd serve as a paraler record to the onemaintained bv IFA and hen"ce ir-r1be a replicu orui" IFA;;;a'ined register.Format is given at Annexure n lo fr4oO letter. 
r --- v-

(c) FFE released after issue of sup. ply-order/contract represents totar expectedFFE liabilityofthe financiat v* aerirli,rus.;#; pAff; 
"J#; issued byweapon celt/D Purchase *ti ro"iuua by DDMC ir ,".ug ent"rea in ttr" rir registerand this is to be treated as cash outgo -d "ornp*"d/tarliea with cD-A, (He) records.

(d) To prepare and send a monthly"surnmary of the FFE releases noted against
ffi:JtilT"lfials 

in the form oi 
'"port 

to IFA so as to reach him by sft of the

,,:l." _:frL[:ff)_Xl,j*_::i$Lr.1 1o^ntrrrl lery,t as per Annexure-rv of Govt.n:x,il:1'J:;**":=::,:pj[e#;1iiffi i.r,ffi IH,T,""i:,i*
13. The above iffil lf:l:',*'xn* ::l*,';1':;@; ;;;*;;il ffA;:i;

lTffi:i"#':::*,:.111:'oo"*.";d;;fi ;'effi :ff 3:*,.
), IFA and DMA.

t 07 t /8. u /e8 dated 20 octqs, .;", i#'d;;"ffiffiffJ,j#idT#
14. Please acknowledge.

sdl-
(S Raghavan)
Air Mshl
ACAS (Leg

OffgAOM
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IFA (Air HOrs)

All ACsAS/DMP&OA

9qovto

C,GDA',EDA fiOrs) New Delhi
HO UC
ACAC
4FA ForClrlzgsfacldfli',.'''..
.$Tl 

t..' 
,.=, . ,: ' :. .r; ;. . . 

- '' ' .t...,,
r:ae, ,-:--. .,:.-- :1 i

'i-$1.i:;" ..

u;:

Dir (*ir.$,:MoD
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Tele:
Air HQ/

CDA IIQ (Foreign Payment Section)(Five copies inct
Hutments, New Delhi-Uooll

AUTHORJSATION FOR PAYMENT AGAINST

APPendix - E
Dte:

one signed in ink) "G' Block

Code Head

Sir,
l. I am to convey the sanction of AOlv{/ACAS{Lgs), Air Headquarter (VB) under the

delegated pow€rs as per I\roD (FidAir) letter fo lvto! [D N, PC5(1y96lAf Eqpt, dated 09

Mar-98 towards the payment of the cost of the zupply/repair amounting to USD/PDS/FF

equivalent to
Rs. (in words RuPee ) only) to lWs

Account No of Bank

on preserrtation of following documents:
(a)

o)
(c)
2. The FFE amounting to Rs 

-- 

has been released by
CFA i.e. AOIv{/ACAS(Lgs) and noted by IFA (Air HQ) vide their ID ruO No

@'flT",*Ji'SX*K'J':ffi :'*f edurY

3. The expenditure is debitable to Major Head 2078, Minor Head ll0(b)

dated

Copyto:
CGDA, New Delhi - I 

"opyCDA (lffest BlocklRK P:rrarr
CDA (AF), Dehradun - I copy

Yours faithfully
(Dir/Jt Dir)
for AolH// ACAS (Lg$

DDMC(VB) - l copy
DO(AF)Budget- l copy

IFA(AF) - l copy
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Appendix't.'

Tele: Dte:

AirHQ/ 2Cf/z

cDA HQ (Foreign Paynent Section) (Five copies incl one signed in
ink)'G'Block llutments New Delhi-l l00l I

OPENING OF LETTER OF CREDIT FOR CONT NO
FOR SUPPLYTREPAIR 

-

UNDER DELEGATED POWERS

Sir,

e l. Contract No dated hasbeenconcluded
o with--- (supplier) for the supply/repair of as per clause

of the above contract, the IF A is to open an irrevocable Letter
of Credit for an Amount of (currency)

equivalentto Rupees

I@ _ @xchange Rate)1. The LC witt Ue opened in
favourof:

2. Validityof LC

l. The following special conditions are to be included.
(a) fart aelivery and part payment acceptable.

3. The payment from letter of credit will be made subject to the presentation of the

t (u)
(b)
(s,)

(d)
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4. All charges in connection with opening of letter of Credit will be bome by

_ The sanction is also accorded to incur the expenditure as may be

necessary on account of opening of Letter of Credit and rernittance of the afirount by the

defaulter party.

5. Necessary foreign exchange equivalent to USD has been sanctioned by
competent financial authority i.e. ACAS (Lgs/AOM and noted by IFA vide their ID/UO No.

_ , dated __. Certifid copy of the relgase proforma duly approvd by CFA is

enclosed.

6. The expenditue involved is debitable to Code Head , Major Head 2078, Minor

Head I lo o) 2' 
Yo'rs faithfu'y,

Dir/Jt Dir
For AOlvt/ACAS (Les)

Copyto:
CGDA, New Delhi SBI, Sansad Marg, New Delhi
RBI, Sansad M*g, New Delhi Air HQ/DDMC

-t, *
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Appendix'G'
(Refers to para 8)

Check list of openine l,etter of Credit

l. The Govt. letter or sanction of other competent authority (5 copies including ink
signed) authorizing payment and conveying the sanction for opening of LOC attached and the

Govt. sanction or sanction or other competent authority or the agreement specifically
indicating PCDA, New Delhi as the payrng authority.

2. The relevant contract clause under which the paymant has been authorized to
indicated in the Govt. sanction or sanction of other competent authority.

3. The name, complete address, telex/fax, phone number of the beneficiary with Banking
particulars including Account Number are quoted in the Govt. sanction of other competent
authority.

4. Codes for classification of expenditure are clearly mentioned in sanction letter to
booking to correct code head on receipt of debit advice from bank.

5. Concurrence of Ministry of Defence (Finance)IIFA as the case may be obtained in
respect of FFE release and particulars of its noting by DGA(budget) No.AJO No. and date are

clearly indicated in the sanction.

6. Annexure D containing details of contract of payment are attached in quadruplicate.

7. The party who will bear bank charges should be indicated in the contracUsA sanction
or sanction of other competent authority/Annexure'D'.

8. Format for declaration cum undertaking (pnder section 10(5) chapter III of the
Exchange Maintenance Act 1999) is attached.

9. Application and Guarantee for issue of documentary credit on form No. 2 is attached

in quadruplicate (FD Swift-700).

10. Form No.2 is correctly filled in, indicating the type of contract,'imount of
nomenclature, quantity the list of documents to be presented for payment the transshipment.

Contract No. and validity period of LC etc. Complete address of consignee/lading office
should be given. These details will be checked with reference of the contract.

I l. Whether the stores are to be dispatched on FOB basis or CIF basis. rln case the stores

are to be dispatched on CIF basis submission of Insurance Policy is to be indicated in Form
No.2.

12.
cle

13.

\
The docr\nents required to be submitted by the seller to the bank should be indicated

The LC i{ opened as per terms and conditions of the contract. The type of LC viz.
e/Divisible etc. should be clearly specified. (If the LC is

to be confirmed At the Buyer's cost the case should be submitted to Group Officer for orders
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as the'confirmation charges are high).

14. It will be checked and ensured that the amount for which opening of LC has been
authorized as p€r Govt. letter is covered by the provisions of contracUAA/SA.

15. CuttingVover writings should be avoided and if any, should be authenticated under
full signatures.

16. The specimen signature of the signatory should be forwarded to the PCDA, New
Delhi, in advance. The offtcer signing the documents should also note his name, designation,
telephone/fax numbers (affix a stamp) to facilitate contact, ifrequired.

17. Whenever there is a proposal to extend the validity of LC, it will be seen whether, the
extension is at the request of the supplier and whether the supplier will bear the extension
charges. Since extension of LC affects the delivery schedule, it will be seen whether it
attracts the provisions of LD cluse. It will further be seen whether LD has been exempted or
action has been initiated to recover the same. -\

18. On receipt of information regarding payment against the LC through debit advise 'i

from the bank, action will be taken to compile the expenditure to correct head of account,
immediately on receipt.

3
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Annexure - I

RELEASE OF FFE PROFORMA

l. Sl. No.

2. File No.

3. Directorate

4, Nomenclature of Store/Cont

5. Sl. No. urder which the foreign exchange is requirod to be noted
(in case of FFE)

6. 'Nameofthetnuntry

7. Mode ofpayment : LClDBT/Invoice etc.

(a) If LC, tlpe of LC

O) P€riod of validity

8. Terms ofp5ment

(a) (i) Adnar*:pymeat

O) Payment made if any

(i) Amount paid

(ii) Balance to be paid

9- lVhether the budget provision has been made during the Current financial year?-

10. Budget Code Head MAJOR CODE

MINOR CODE
CODE HEAD

I l. Amount to be noted in foreign currency.

12. The FFE released askd for , - pDS
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(a) Contract enterd into upto 3l Mar

(b) Fresh commitments

Whether the exirenditure is of Maint/Scheme

13. This is a cas€ of new commitment i.e, of current financial yer out of the

allocationRs..........:......lakhsnoted. ':' :, "'
With the preseNtt case involving'relese of Rs

(}W|-2WZ) Rs ' lakhs will be left'
s

14. The like$ year.wise'ca*r outgo in this case'will be as under:-

(a) Total value of item Rs lakhs

O) Cash outgo in 2002-03 - Rs lakhs

(c) Cashoutgo in 2003-04 - Rs akhs

lakhs out of SBE

(d) Cash outgo in 2004-05 - Rs

(e) Cash outgo in 2005-06 - Rs

Exchange Rate adoPted

Contact.No.

(0 Cash outgo in 200ffi7 - Rs akhs

iC.rrr*t Exchangerate: Dd€

lakhs

laktrs

15. datd

Sirnature of the SponsofinF0flicelr

.-&
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2.

l.

3.

4-

5.

SCHEDULE XII (J)

Schedule XII (J) deals with the powers for formulation of maintenance scales. ARS,
RotableVAggregates, Tools, Test and Ground Eqpt. The powers are to be exercised
by vcAS/AoM in keeping with laid down go.t 

"*-"nt norms.

9ccaslon - The provision under Schedule XII sub-schedule (J) is to be exercised for
formulation of maintenance scales for ARS, Rotables/aggregates, Tools, Test and
Ground equipment. The powers are to be exercised Uy vCaVeOM in consultation
with IFA/CDA at Air He as per laid down Go\rt no;s. The ARS booklet is to be
reviewed once every two year. Rotables scale once every three years & TTGE scale
once every five years. However amendment to scales can be takln up on as required
basis.

Renges covered - All weapon systerns in IAF.
Budgetarv bupport - No budgetary support is required for formulation of
maintenance scales.

Procedure -
(a) ARS Scale :The draft ARS scale is to tre prepared by CSDO and forwarded to
maintenance cell that is to ensure :-
(i). . All mandatory spares required to carry out scheduled servicing/maintenance
activities at first & second line / O & I level. A certificate to this effeciis to be given
by the Tech specialist of the maintenance cell.

(ii) Items are to be included based on the past recurring consumption trend of
class B & C items as per norrns prescribed for depots, ASps *d op".uiing uni,r. Th"
basic norm being that item should have shown u.on"u-ption trend 

"rr"rfo+ 
*onths(to be translated to 1000/1500/2000 hrs as applicable). Details of consumption to

support the Qty included in ihe scale should be piovided.

{iii) In case items which do not fall in to the category at sub para (I) & (ii) above
are proposed to be included in the scale detailed justifrcation for .u"ir- it"* is to beprovidd. 

.:.1
(iv) The- scales for newly inducted systems are to be proposed based on the OEM;s
recommendations for'l' and .O' level spares.

(v) Addrtional Qty required 30 days pack & Dett operations should be clearly
indicated.

(vi) The draft ARS scale ( to be prepared in two volumes) as per the MiG 2g/SU
30 ARs scale model & is to be put up to IFA for scrutiny and to abrvr approval.
(vii) After approval of the scale by AOM, the scale is to be allotted an IApT
nu,ftrber by the maintenance cell and forward to JD publication for printing . ,
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(b) Scale for Rgtabtes/TTGE

(i) The draft scale of RotableVAggregates, Tools, test and Ground equipment are
to be formulated by the cSDo, *[o ir to obtain inputs from various units, depots.
CSDO is to be tasked by Maintenance cell through ACAS(MP) well in time to
ensure timely issue of scale.

(ii) The TTGE scale is to be formulated as per guidelines given by AOMs S & p
canon 7/2001.

(iii) The rotables scale is to be formulated as per guidelines in AFO 22190. The
rotables scale should be made in two parts. Part I is to include all rotables proposed
to be scaled. Part II is to include all rotables (LRUs /AggregateV- dnUy
Repairables ) not proposed to be scaled. Part I & II combined together would thus
form the complete list of rotables for the fleeUsystem.

(iv) The qty required for 30 days pack and Dett operations should be clearly
specified in the draft TTGE rotable scale.

(v) Supporting data to justifr the Qty proposed to be scaled should be provided
with the case.

(vi) CSDO is to forwdrd the scale to the Maintenance Cell who are to vett the scale
and formulate the final draft scales. Maintenance Cell is to formulate aproposal for
approval of the scale. The proposal is to be routed to the AHSP/ Indigenisation
agency(which could be DGAQAAIe MC/ Maint ell).

(vii)After vetting by AHSP/Indg agency the proposal is to be put up to IFA for
serutiny and concurrence. After concurence of IFA, proposal is to be put up to
AOM for approval.

(viii) After obtaining sanction of CFA, the scales will be allotted an unique
IAPT number to each scale and forwarded to the JD(Pub/CSDO for printing and
issue to the all concerned.

(ix) ACAS(MP) is to be involved in the process till approval of the scale.

6. Amendment(increase) & addition to scale between review periods are to be done by
adopting procedure at Para 5. Deletions or reductions are to be done after obtainini
approval of Director of Maintenarice cell (without consultation of Finance).

7. The schedule for processine the case

(a) FinancialscrutinyofARSscalebylFA 07 working days from the date. of
receipt of the case

(b) Formulation of proposal on receipt of draft l0 working days from the receipt of the
TTGE & Rotable scale from CSDO case

(c) Vetting of TTGE & Rotable scale by 15 days from the receipt of the case
AHSP/Indg agency

(d) Financial scrutiny of TTGE & Rotable scale l5 days from the receipt of the case

Ilocument to be submitted with each case.

(a) Draft scale.
(b) Supporting data to justiff Qtyro be used.



.-a:-
Draft lettr of autlrority for issue cf iUe'spale
the Director of the Maintenance Cell after approrral

9. Check Listfor IFA & CFA-

(c) This
sf

Rifcicilcq;10.

(a) ,itreqs ing lfueosd to be scaedf..*qequ*bto ryport th€
I,AF.

(b)' lVoEId tts l651tio*

.Aflo.?zgo-
AFO 10lo6.

(a)
(b)
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Schedule : XII (K 1)

l. Occasion: The provision under sub-schedule XII (K l) is applicable for
inhoduction of new items not already authorized/scaled. The powers io sanction
expenditure up to Rs 0l crore by ASEPSC Maint (AOM) are-to be exercised in
consultation with IFA, Air HQ and up to 03 crores are to be exercised by DCSA as
chairman ASEPC in consultation with IFA.

2. Ranse covered: Any item/equipment required for maintenance/I.AF use.

3. Budeetary Sufllort: The budgetary support for items readily available in the
market is to be provided by the designated Maintenance cell for the concerned
weapon system from respective revenue code head.

4. Procedure : The following procedure is to be fottowd for introduction of new
iterns:

(a) An SOC is to be raised in accordance with Org Memo 37l86dated 2l
Nov 87 bythe unit/Depot and forwarded to command He.
(b) The Soc duly vettd by command He is to be forwardd to the
concerned Maintenance Cell at Air He.
(c) The "In principle" approval is to be obtained by the concerned
Maintenance Cell at AirHe.
(d) The maintenance cell is to refer the case to DMA to allocate a
vocabulary number to the item before forwarding the SOC to Dte of
standardization and Dte of Value Engineering. This vetting is to be completed
within 07 days.

(e) The case will then be referred to DGAQA/AHSp to be designated by
ACAS (MPyACAS (Lgg for technical and non-technical stores resiectivety.
This vetting to be done within l5 working days.

(0 Before forwarding the case to [FA, the budgetary commiknent is to be
made by the concerned Maintenance Cell and the recornmendation of
penultimate CFA may also be obtained. Financial scrutiny should be. completed rvithin 15 working days.

(g) After obtaining IFA's concurrence, the case is to be put up to
AOM/DCAS for final approval. IFA and lor AoMiDcAS may ir,*quir"d
convene a nieeting of ASEFC/ASEPSC mernbers before approving the case.

(h) Once an item is thus inducted in service, the case will be referred to
ACAS(MPy ACAS (Lgs) for inclusion in Air He Routine order part ry.

5. The above approvalwould constitute necessityangle approval based
on which procurement is to be done on guidelines given in Schedule Xll
D,E,and F.
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Schedule-Xll (K2)

,

l. Occafion: Replacement of existing mainte_nance scaled item with an

improved ne"si6t*niil b" considered with prior concurrence of IFA, among other thing, in

following circumstances,

(a) If existing item is out of production.

(b) If existing scaled item is redundant.

(c) If new version is cost effective-

3. Range covered: All scaled Air Force stores required for Maintenance activities.

4. Procedure:

(a) procedure for obtaining necessity angel approval as per Maint SOP No. 06 is

to be followed except that justification for procurement of replacqment should be clearly

brought out including financial, operational & maintenance advantages for approval of CFA

and concurrence of IFA.

Note:- The stock por'ition of existing stores/Financial value and utilization/disposal of
existing

5. In all cases of up gradation/ replacement, IFA will be involved right from the stage of
acceptance of necessity, determining rnode of tendering, selection of vendors, vetting draft

TE/draft Supply Order, TPC /PNC and in post contractual matters.

6. IFA will examine such cases among other things with regard to book value, year of
purchase, hours used, expenditure incurred on repairs/ overhauls/renewals/indicating

any special infrastructure created, depreciation, obsolescence of technologr etc. keeping

in view the overall cost-effectiveness

7. .IFA will ensure that such cases are dealt following two. Bid system, inviting separate

technical and commercial bids. These should be evaluated by TEC and TPC constituted

separately for this purpose. It is to be ensured that requirement of two bid system is specified

in T.E
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t Schedule XII (L) deals with the delegated financial powers for topping up
to SSF level for cenhalized and decentralized ranges.

2 occasions. These pow€rs can be usd by ED/He MC to top up the stocks of
items at EDs up to SSF level without a PR/SR. SSF figures as determined by Hes
MC /Depots are to be basis for ariving at the requirements.

3 Range. These powers can be utilizd for all tpe of spares procured through
SR/PR.

:

(a)

(b)

All ARS and mandatory items of all weapon systems.

All non ARS and non mandatory items affcting more than 5% of the

uE of flet on an annual basis. For first and socond line senricing and

0.2 norms for third and fourth line as per existing Govt orders,

respectively.

All clothing, barrack and MT spares.

This power is not applicable to all sgaled TIGE, scaled rotables and

repairable.

For iteins which are required on AoG / pHU./ McM priority to meet

external de'rnands & internal requirements and which fall below norms

given at sub para I l(b) above and SSF has not been fixed.

The powers for procurement of items up to SSF level is for individual

iterns. As and when the stock of the items fall below sSF level the depot is

to ascertain the quantity requincd to top up the SSF level. A Lpp is to be

raisod by unit and cFA sanction obtained in consultation with LAo
wherever financial pow€rs are with the concurrence of the IFA from
necessity angle based on which procurement as per normal purchase

procedure through TPC is to be followed. In case item is to be procured

from HAL LRMS order is to be issued after necessity and expenditure

angle approval. Proprietary purchases would be regulated as per schedule

xu (M). HERE local IFA i.e. ACDA/ LAos, will be involved wherever

(c)

(d) s

(e)



. financial powers are with the concurrence of the IFA in all stages of

proctSemeirt involving'wqptance of necessity to placement of Supply

Order and in post contraetwal'developme.nts

5 The approval from necessrty ande and expenditure angle would be as per

Schedlle XII. Whileobtaining necessity angle approval the C Lgs O of the ilepot is to

be provide foltowing details to L,AO/ rep of CDA (for financial pow€6 with the

ooncwr€nceof thc IFA) and CFA: -

(a) Consumption pattern of item iRlast 3 years (year wise)

O) RAF and SSF figures. Action taken at RAF level. Date SSF has

fixed or ,, A,OG 1 PHU I MCM details wh€r-€ SSF is rpt fir€d.

( c) stock held date items hbs falten below SSF.

:v-
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(Schedule Xll (M)

1. Schedule: Schedule XII (M) for proprietary purchases,

2. AOM and his subordinate CFAs will exercise powers in case of centralised ranges and

AOC in C HQs MC and his subordinate CFAs in case de-centralised ranges.

Part l. Proprietarv Purchase l(Schedule Xll (M]l
Range

3. These powers are to be utilized for all maintenance requirements related aircraft and
w€apon systems" its associated support equipment, MT and also for clothing, Barracks
equipment and all tlpe of stores and do not relate to local purchase which is regulated by
schedule VIII (E).
Occasions

4. The powers are to be used when procurement of items is to be done from one vendor
only.

(a) Determination of proprietarv Article and issue of PAC: All articles related to
aircraft & weapon systerns are to be treated as proprietary if

(i) Only one firm is registered for the particular ftlnge of equipment by Afr
HQ (Maintenance cell) for import or by AHSP for indigenous supply items.

(ii) If item is to be procured from defence PSUs and no othe^ indigenous
agency is registered for supply of the item.

For all other ranges of iterns to establish that an artiole is in fact a proprietary article
appropriate process of documentation has to be followed. Brand nirme of such an
article should never be used. Only generic name with adequate tech specification
details should be used. The specification also should be drawn up by the user with
experts available in the Air Force or other organs of Govt of India and not wrt any
details provided by a supplierlprivate manufacturer etc.

(b) Before issue of any PAC all such documents should be consulted and IFA
conclurerce obtained along with necessity angle approval. Any such PAC must not
be signed by any offrcer below the level of a Director at Air HQs / SLMO at HQs MC
I C Lgs O at Depots. The certificate should issue on the format prescribed in
Appendix 'B' to leaflet No.l2 tAP l54l duly modified" indicating UO No. and date
of IFA.

proprietary purchases Procedure to be followed

5. For procurement of items on proprietary basis, the procedure for obtaining necessity
angle approval as laid down for schedule XII a, B and C (as applicable) at Air HQ and HQ
MC is to be followed. A proprietary article certificate (PAC) is to be attached alongwith
documents to be forwarded to IFA/CFA while obtaining necessity angle approval. The



routing of the case and the time limits for processing of the case would be as per schedule )ilI
A, B and C.

NOTE: For expenditure angle sanction procedure laid down for XII D, E, F, G \rill b€

followed.

6. Proprietarv Purchase at ED / BRDs (fpr decentralized ranees onlv): The depots
can undertake proprietary purchase of indigenous iterns from Defence PSUs, upto a
maximum of Rs. I Crores under the delegated financial powers. For procurement from all
other indigenous sourEes up to Rs I crore the following procedures to be adopted (Financial
ooncrrrrenoe would be grven by AOC / CO of the depots in consultation with LAO):

(a) For Air-bome ltems. For air borne items for procurement on proprietary
basis unto Rs. I Crore, the O VC indigenisation at BRD/CLO at ED is to ccrtifu that
the item is proprietary to the particular firm and that no other vendors exist for the
particular item. Details of items. as well iui reasons for its proprietary purchase along
with the financial sanction documents are to be referrd to HQ MC for proprietary
purchase clearance. AOC-in C, HQ MC is to accord proprietary purchase clearance in
consultation with IFA & issue a letter of authority to AOC / CO of the depor C Indg
Officer is to be consulted before according a clearance. The procurement ;f fte it€ms
there after is to be undertaken as per SOP of schedule XII A, B, C for acceptance of
necessity angle sanction and schedule XII D, E, F, G for expenditure angle sanction

(b) For Non Air Borne ltems. For procurernent of, non air borne iterrs on
proprietary basis within Rs. I Crores for decentralized ranges, after necessity angle
sanction is obtaind AOC / CO of depot are to refer the case to HQ MC to accord
proprietary purchase clearance in consultation with JCDA. After necessity angle
approval the procure,ment can be undertaken by ED/BRD under the procurement
powers mder schdule )flI (F) and as per SOP related to schedule XII D, E, F and G.
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SchedulgXll- N

PGWER TO DECENTRALIZE INDIGENOIIS PURCHSA NORMALLY
UNDERTAKEN CENTRALLY BY AIR HOSIHOS MC

{Powers to decenfralise pufchase on administrative srounds)

I These powers are to be utilised incase the provisioning and procurernent responsibility

of the weapon system has not been de-centralised to HQs MC / Depots / Units. Procureinent

in such cases can be decentralised to HQs MC under normally under following circumstances

(a) If HQs MC or the dePot is the AHSP

(b) On grounds of administrative necessity.

Note: Pgrchase includes procurelnent, repair, calibration, and all other maintenance

sernices.

Z HQs MC or the depot i Unit while forwarding their'proposal are to give reasons why

the procurernent should be de-sentalised. The Maint cell at Air HQs ar-e to obtain necessity

angle approval as per normal procedrne as given in schedule Xtr A, B & C based on which it
is io iszue a letter of authority decentalizing the purchase. HQs MC/ Depot / Unit is to

undertake the procrnement as per -normal procdure throrrgh TPC as gven in schedule XII
D,E,F&G.

l. Occasions These powers are to be utilised for decentralization of provisioning and

indigenous procurement responsibility from Air HQrs to HQ MC.

2. Ranse The complete range of IAF equipment is to be covered in a phased manner.

Procedure to be Adopted.

3 The decision to de-centralise pro-visioning and indigenous procurement for any mnge

of equipment to HQ MC or Depot shall be taken twice a year i.e. on 0l Apr and 0l Oct of
each year till the process is completed.

4. The decision to decenhalise any range of equipment will be taken by a committee
'consisting of :

(a) AOC-in-C HQ MC

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

AOM

IFA Air HQrs

IF'A HQ MC

DMA - Air HQrs - Secy and Convener

Note : AOC-in-C HQ MC and AOM rnay co-opt additional mernbers on a case to case basis.

4 ACAS (at Air HQsi and SMSO, I{Q MC and AOLM, HQ MC are to forward their

proposals for iecentralisation by 15 Feb and 15 Aug of each year to the Secretary dnd

Conven€r of the meeting. The proposal should include:



(a) Range of equipment to be decentralized.

(b) Reasons for selection of the range of equipment 
.,t

. (c) Broad road map of the transfer including management during overlap period.

(d) Infrastructure and manpower/establishment to be transferred.

5 Based on the inputs and proposals, DMA is to work out an agenda for the committee
meeting. The agenda should be finalized after approval of the AOM.. DMA is to forward
the agenda alongwith the relevant propos.als to all the committee members at least 15 days in
advance of the committee meeting. DMA is to fix a date for the,meeting in April'and
October in consultation with all the committeb members. The meeting is to Ui tretO at either
Delhi or Nagpur or any location as convenient to the committee members.

6 Based on the decisions taken during the meeting, DMA is to issue a letter of authority
decentralizing the provisioning ana procurement responsibility. This letter is to be issued in
consultation with IFA. copy of decision may also be endorsed to GGDA.
7 DMA is to take up the issue through a SOC with DPP for transfer of the establishment
from Air HQ to HQ MC within l5 days oi th" decision of the committee meeting.---
8 The Committee is to also review the implanentation of the decision taken on
decentralisation in the previous meeting of the committee.

9 DCAS and AOC-in-C HQ MC, IAF to take up infrastructure and manpower
requiranents with CGDA for IFA at Air He and He MC..

l0 HQ MC is to re-structure their functioning to the i,laintenance Cell concept on similar
lines as at Air HQrs. This is a mandatory pre-requisite for further and future decentralization.

I I The time schdule for implementation on the decentralization of each systdm should
be finalized by the committee in each of their meetings.

12 The committee decisions should be unanimous and differences if any are to be
resolved mutually through consultations.

Policy letters to be referred to : NIL

Policy letters superceded : NIL
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SCHEDI]LE - )ilr-(n
pTREgTORATE OF METEOROLOGY

Conrpetent Flnrnclal Authorlty
I'lnenclr Llnib

WtthoutIFA
Concurrence

With IFA/CDA
Concurrence

I 2 3
(P) To oonduet provisional rwiew in respect of
M€teorDlogical oquipmcnt-

(Rs) (Rs)

vcAs
(a) I Scaled equipments (tncludingaffisories,
spar6 and oonnected packingmaterial as
sp€cifid in AFI 59/68 as amended)

25,W,00o/-

@) "Other oquipmeirlaccessories sparcdparts,
material alrcddy,intnoduced into service till date
for Maeorological purpose.

5,00,000/-

r Attached as Appendix .A'to thedraft SOp.
tt Attached as Ap@ix .B' to the draft SOp.

l. Remarks:-

The tenns and conditions as laid downin GoI MoD Letter No Air Hell73 301 ZzlllMdl
5921uslD (Air:D datd 03 May 9l as amended will apply. The procedure foi provisioning and
accounting of Maeorological equipment as laid down in afl - S{rcSwill be'foliowod.
2. Codq Eeadsi Major Head 2078

(a) Minor H@d I l0 (b) Stores Scheme 74Llt2.

(b) Minor Head I l0 (b) Maintenance 742/Zg.

3. - ploceaureforgudeetProiecttonlBased upon the forecast rquirement of the stors
under different Code Heads, Dirctorate of Meteorolog will project the budgetary requirerneirt
before &e Financial Year b€gins. Availability of firnAs in tA"u-t CoAi geads is to be
confirmed by DD/AD Met (Equiprnen$ to the IFA along with the SOCA.Iote as applicable while
processing the purchase ofstores.

4. Standard Operatins Procedure

(4-l) Standard Ooeratine Procedure to be followed at UniVcommand level.
(a) Since all the procurement of the Meteorological quipment is cenhally done at
Cental Met Store AFND/Air HQs, no SOP is required at Unit/-Command level.

(4.2) SOP to be followed, at Air HOs CIte of Met)

(a) Accepfance of necessitv ansle sanction.

(i) A SOC is prepared by DD/AD Met (E) with details ofjustification supporting the
necessity of procuremenVreplacement of the Met equipment. This includes ihe prwious
procurement, if aiy, performance of previously procured Met equiprnent. Whither the
same q/pe of equipment is proposed to be procured or some othermodel is proposed for
procurement' Give reasons for not procuring the same model/equipment. quuntity
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proposed is to be justified as compared to the pervious procurfir€nt and number of Air
Force units where installation is proposed.

(ii) DocumentVpamphlas suppoding the cost of the equipment may be attached
along with the SOC so that the authority may reach to the nearest possible conclusion in
respect of the estimated cost. ln case of additionaUs$sequent procurement the price of
last procurement may be mentioned so that current price may be calculated with
necessary escalation, if any.

(iii) After aniving at the final decision budgetary suppon should be ensured along
with the Code Head from which expendihre is to be incurrd. The.detaits include
allofrnenl, committed liability, prese,nt proposal and balance available. Payrng authority
and mode ofpayrrent also to be mentioned.

(iv) A schedule of requirement indicating item, Nrmber/descri$tion, quantity unit
cost, total cost, ED, CST, freight, source of supply etc.

(v) Pnrposals submitted for concurrence of IFA should have the recommeirdations of
penultimate CFA. Proposals so submitted will be exanined by IFA, After the
recommendation of IFA the draft SOC along with Dtaft Sanction Order/Sanction Letter
will be sent to CFA for his approval and signature

(bl Expenditure angle sanction

After obtaining acceptance of necessity angle sanction the indentor will iake
action as follow: -

(i) Obtain eight digits Indent Number allotted by DMIS Air HQ ffB). Send a copy
of I:ndent to DGAQA/technical authority for vetting and one copy to Dte of Purchase for
taking procur€rneNrt action. Dte of Purchase will float tender enquiry as suggested in the
Indent ie single Tender, orE or LTE. Tech bids and price bids should be asked
se'parately. Tech bids should be opened first by Tech evaluation committee/AHSP and
re'marts/reasons acce,pting or rejecting technical bids to be rccorded. Price bids of only
technically accepted vendon should be opened. IFA will be associated at the time of
opening price bids. Signature of minimum three officers will be obtained on the opened
price bids.

(ii) For Limited/Single Tender enquiry procurement on PAC basis IFA ooncrurenoe
should be taken.

(iii) Acceptance./Rejection of Technical bids should be done after IFA consultation.

(iv) CSQ will be prepared by Dte of Purchase. Bssed on rates of lowest quotation,
proposal will be submitted for obtaining expenditure angle sanction through IFA. CSQ
will be duly vetted by IFA.

(c) Formulation of purchase orooosal

After obtaining CFA sanction from acceptance of necessity angle Tender Enquiry
will be floated to likely source of supply (Draft invitation to tender is placed as Appendix
'G'). Draft Tender Enquiry will be vetted by IFA before flqating. The following
documents to be placed in file for making purchase proposal: -

(i) CFA'Sanction from acceptance of necessit-v anglg vetteo ;opy of schedule of
requiremen! letter for invitation of price bids along with price bids and CSQ. Signature
of venders present at the time of opening of price bids.

(O Based on the Ll rates draft proposal will be initiated for obtaining CFA Sanc-tion
fror.n Expenditure angle. SO will also be prepared..In case price quoted by firm is not
considered reasonable as compared to LPP/Budgetary Quote. PNC may be cnnducted
with the selected firm. IFA will be associated in the PNC" Firm's acceptanc€ of revised
price should be obtained in writing. Proposal should be submitted as per revised offfer of
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L-1. Draft Supply Order will be vetted by tFA. Option clause, LD clause, payment terms,

delivery terms, ED, ST etc should be indicated in SOlproposal'

(iii) After obtaining concurrence of IFA, approval of CFA from expenditure angle

sanction will be obtained. Ink signed copy of SO will be sent to CDA (AF), RK Puram.

Distribution of copies of SO will be to Inspecting agency, Indentor, IFA, Consignee &
others as applicable.

(iv) In case of AMC, the foltowing points will be considered:-

o What is the normal life of the equipment?

. What is guarantee/warantee of the equipment?

o For what period AMC is to be considered?

. whether AMC will be comprehensive/non-comprehensive?

. Do we have in house facilities for maintenance?

payment may be authorized after completion of work on quarterly basis or

as mutually agreed upon. Where installation and @mmissioning is to be canied

out, due iar6 snouiO Ue taken for payment against supply of stores and

insiallation. IFA wiil invariably be consulted right from the stage of acceptance of

necessity, tendering, contracting to post-contract rnonitoring in case of AMC

contracts.

(d) Post contractual oblisations

(i) Directorate of PurchaselPurchasing agen:y will ensure security deposit and

u"ceptan"e of SO by the firm. on receipt of SO inspecting authority will initiate action

for inspection, as ,Lon * the store is ready. Payment terms, ED & ST etc should be

indicated in proposal/SO. S D can be waived by CFA, with prior conculrence of IFA

ICDA.

(ii) In case the supplies are not completed in time the same is to be intimated to Dte

of purchase and 
"o.r*ign"". 

If delivery period has expired, action will be taken for

extension of delivery p*rioO and imposing LD clause. Bank Guarantee for the extended

delivery period to be ensured. IFA will invariably be consulted in all these matter such as

DP extension, Amendments and LD.

(iii) In case of subsequent requirement or outstanding indent proposal may be initiated

ior'"ro"iring option clause during the currency of the contract, IFA to be assoeiated for

exercising option clause. Before taking approva! of, he should be informed of the

original supity order and quantity being procured under optional clause. cFA will be

det-erminedwiih regard to total value of original SO aind option quantity'

(iv) Repeat Order may be placed on firm subject to the condition that: -

(a) original order was not against urgent/emergency demand.l'

(b) Repeat order may be placed within six months of date of original SO.

a

i

(c) It should be ensured that there is no downward trend in market.

(d) The value of rePeat

ordered.

order may not exceed 50% quantity originalty

(v) IFA should be associated while obtaining CFA sanction for repeat order

in case of urgent requirements'
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Appendix I to Air Force lnstruction No. 59 of 1968

Scale of non-consirmable Equipment for Met offices at the Air Force unit

Sl No. Items Description Qtv Classification

(a)

t.

2.

J.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

SURFACE OBSERVATORY:

Accumulators 12 Volts (complete with covers) 4

Aircraft Altimeter

Air Meter complete with leather case

Alidade I

AnemometerwithWindvane (Cyclometer) I

Barometer Aneroid I

Barometer Station Standard t

Backboard with bottom rings (for Barometer
-Station Standards) 2
Barometer cage 2
Barometer Illuminator 2
Bottle water Constant kvel 2
Bottlewaterlarge 3
ClockAlarm I
ClockWaIl(forIST&cMD 2
Cloud Search Light complete with Cable on
Drum & Rod
Distant reading Electrical wind Instrument
complete with duplicating Dials and Self
recording Attachments
Distant Reading panel wilh temperature, pressure
and wind (Direction and Speed) Indicators

Goggles Cloud Observing
Measure Rain Glass
Measure Glass Snow (for high Altitude Stations)
Mobile Surface Observatory Kit, containing Hand
Anemometer, Anemoscope, Aneroid Barometer,
Whirling Psychrometer with Thermometers (2),
Clock Alarm and Cloud Goggles, all in portable
box ( For units including ALG's &DZ's).
Psychrometer Assman Complete with case
Psychrometer Frame Whirling with l,eather Case
Rainguage
Screen Stevenson
Screen Stevenson - Stand for
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I
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(b)

39.
40.

41.

42.

43.
44.
45.

46.

(c)

47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.

6:9

Screen Stevenson- Large
Screen Stevenson Large- Stand for
Snowgauge complete (for high Altitude Stations)
Thermometer Remote Reading
Thermorneter Minimum
Thermometer Maximum
Thermometer Ordinary (Dry & Wet Bulb)
Thermometer Psychrometer Assman .

Thermometer Psychrometer Whirling
Torch Hand Electric
Watch makers Lens (for Barometer readings)
Windvane Ordinary (for ALGs)

SELF RECORDING INSTRTJMENTS:

Anemograph PT with Dust Cover
Barograph OS daily/weekly complete with
Drum and Clock
Hygrograph daily/weekly complete with
Drum and Clock
Micro-Barograph daily/weekly complete with
Drum and Clock
Rain gauge Self- Recording
Sunshine Recorder
Thermograph daily/weekly complete with
Drum and Clock
Thermograph,Dry and Wet combined daily/weekly
complete with Drum and Clock

'P|LOT"BALLOON EQUIPMENT:

Adapters for Hydrogen Generator HP/LP
Adapters Ordinary
Adapters Special
Balloon Release Drum
Balloon Box 0 Met DType)
Balloon Filler Set (I Met DType)
Board Drawing
Box for keeping Protractors and Velocity Scales

Compass Prismatic with leather case

Cover water- Proof or Theodolite
Direction Measure
Direction Plate
Filter Colour for Theodolite
Gauge Pressure (for Hydrogen Cylinders)
Gauge Pressure (for Hydrogen Generators)
Generators Hydrogen HP/LP complete with
accessories
Ice Box (Capacity 200 lbs)
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66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
7t.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.

m
ilI

64.
65.

lcm= I lfutt-)
2cm =l Km F
4cm: lKm J

Key Lever Hydrogen 5/16'?
Key Hydrogeng/32"

Lime Box
Meter Scale
Nephoscope Fineman MK II with Box
Observation Board
Protractor Qradrant
Protractor Special N &R
Protractor 30 cm
Protractor45 cm
Spring Balance 250 gms
Spring Balance 1500 gms
Theodolite (together with box)
Tripod for.Theodolite
Valve Fine Adjustrnent
Vel1lity Scales Set

Consisting:

Watch Stop I
Watch Pocket (Ordinary) I

FOR FORECASTING AIYD TRAINING SECTIONS:

Pentogqaptr I
Instnrment Box (@ftunm) I
Chtrt- Duplicator I
MagnifyingGlass . " 1

MISCELLATYEOUS (TOOLS ETC.) :

m
m
ilI
m
ru
ilI
ru
UI
ilI
UI
II
II
u
II

II
II

80.
8r.

(d)
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83.
84.
85.

(e)
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m
m
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I Set
I
|.
I Set
I
I

86.
87.

88.
89.
90.
91.
92.

Pad l-ocks
Screw Drivers Set consisting Blades: 2mm
4mr,6mrn' 8mqr & lOmm
Hammerhand
Irlail Puller/ Nail Ejector

. Spanner set
Wooden Mallet

. Wrench Adjustable (for Generators)

&l':: iF,".
'!
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APPENDIX II TO AIR FORCE INSTRUCTION NO.59 OF 1968

SCALES OF CONSUMABLE EQTIIPMENT FOR UPPNN AIR AND SURFACES
OBSERVATORIES AT IAF UNITS

ONE STATION PER YEAR

l.
2.

S5, NO. ITEMS rI'nv

Balloons (Ceiling)
Balloons PB (for calibration units attached
with army)
Balloons PB for Station @ one ascent a day
Bamboo Sticks for Stations @ one ascent a day
Cell dry (ftrBarometer llluminator)
Cells Dry (for Torches Hand Electric)
Batteries (for Theodolites)
Bulbs electric 3.5 Volts & 2.5 volts (for Barometer
Illuminator and Torch Hand Electric)
Bulbs Electric (for Cloud Search Ligbts)
Cable Multicore for DR Wind Equipment
Candles PB @ one ascent a day
Caustic Soda @ one ascent a day
Camel HairBrush
Fish Twine
Ferrosilicon for PB Stations @ one ascent a day
Hydrogen gas Filled in steel Cylinders (6 cubic Meter) for pB
Stations @one ascent a day
Ink - Recording (for Self Recording Instuuments)
Lantern Paper for PB Stations @ one ascent a day
Muslin & wick
Oil for Clocks
Paper Coloured
Pens (spare) for self-Recording Instruments
Pellets Magnesium (for Generators Hp/Lp)
Plotting Needles
Rubber Tubing %"
Rubber Solution
Thread Solution
Thread Linen
Tails (for PB Station) @ one ascent a day
Charts Autographic (for all self recording instruments and
Attachments)
Sheets Velocity (Graph) for PB Ascents
Trajectory Sheets for PB Ascents
Charts and sensitized paper (for chart Duplicator)

As required

As required
450
40 Kgs
As required
As required
As required

As required
As required
As rquired
450
125 Kgs
As required
As required
75 Kgs

l6 Cylinders
As required
450
As required
As required
As required
As required
As required
As required
As required
As required
As required
As required
450

As required
As required
As required
As required

J.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

9.
10.

I l.
t2.
13.

14.
15.

16.

a

a

5

?

t7.
18.

19.

20.
2t.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

31.
32.
33.
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Appendixes .B' to the draft SOp

List of other equipment (not included in the scaled equipment) is given below:-

l. Satellite Imageries Reception and Video Display System (SIRAVDS).

(a) Introduction: - Basically it is Computer based systern and was introduced into
Meteorological service in the year lgbl & lgg3 iespectively and installed at 53 different AF
locations allover the country. It is used to receive Satellite lmageries from the INSAT after an
interval of every three hours with the help of another integrated system called Direct
Reception System (DRS). The details on DRS will be given in subsequent paragraph.

(b) Composition: - The system consists of the following paits:-

(i) Colour Monitor.
(ii) Central Processing Unit (CPU).
(iiD Laser Jet Printer (LJP).
(iv) Key Board & Mouse.

(c) The above system is being upgraded by this Directorate. SOC and Govt Sanction have
already been taken. Directorate of Purchase, Air HQ ffB) has already opened Technical Bids,
Price Bids are likely to be opened shortly. But basically it will reinain a PC Based s),rstenn
with latest computers and some additional facilities.

2. Direct Reccption System (DRS).

(a) Introduction: - DRS is the system, which receives the Satellite Imageries form
the INSAT with the help of a Dish Anterma installed at all the 53 AF installations. The
Satellite Imageries received are stored in the SIRAVDS CPU and prints as required are taken
with the help of the Laser Jet Printer (LJP).

a(b) Composition: - The slntem consist of the following parts:-

(i) Dish Antenna.
(ii) FEC, FDM & Helical Feed.
(iii) Reception Devicq consisting of Power Supply Unit, FDM, TDM-DEMUX &

TP Fax Interface Unit.

3. Meteorological Message Handling System (MMHS).

(a) Introduction:- MMHS is a PC based system used to receive the Met data from
INSAT with the help of Dish Antenna mentioned above" It receives, stores and transrnits the
Met data simultaneously.
(b) Composition:' The system consists of the following parts:-

(i) Monitor & CPU
(ii) LX-800 Printer.
(iii) Key Board & Mouse.
(v) Junction Box & TP Relay Box.

2V1



(c) The above system is being upgraded by this Directorate. SOc and Govt Sanction have
already been taken. Directorate of Furchase, Air HQ ryB) has already processed the case of
procurement..Basically it will remain a PC Based system with latest computers and some
additional facilities.

4' Laser Range Finder (LRF): - Laser Range Finder is a hand held Met instrument, usedfor measurement of low cloud ceilinglbase. They aie installed at the AF stations where hyrrg
commitnents are ToIg Td intensity of lo* clouds is comparatively hazardour to flyrng. Earlier
version of LRF-CHME has become obsolete. New version of LRF I-H-iO qt' - l0 have been
procured and procuranent of another 15 sets of LRFs LH -30 is in process. ' J

5. Digital aneroid Barometer @AB): - DABs are pressure-measuring instruments, which uses
sensitive sensors for the purpose. It is used at remote locations, where vflcury barometers are not
installedlnot feasible to be installd, such as forward areas & advance landing grounds. DABs are
also used for VIPA/VIP commifinents and helipad duties. It is an electonic i"ii.", which run on
electrical supply and the 

-display 
is digital as is evident from til;".-;;; iLion, of DABs are

also available, which is planned to be procured so that it can be used extensiveiy at remote f*uli*" 
-

+

i

t

+
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Appendix'C' to $QF

AIR FORCE INSTRUCTIONS = 59168

Meteorological Equipment - Provisioning and Accounting 0f

l. Introduction

Meteorological Equipment consists of special and very delicate instruments. Met Equipment is nor
provisioned, store, handled or accounted for by the IAF. Equipment Organisatbn,- but by ihe IAF Met
Organisation.

It has, therefore, been necessary to issue this AFI in regard to IAF Met'Eq*uipment. In the absence of
any specific instruction in this AFT, the general principles laid down in LAP l50l will be followd.

The Deputy Director of Meteorology-I, Air Headquarters, New Delhi (DD Mct -I, Air He) is treated
as "Self Accounting " for the purpose of dealing with IAF Met Equipment, Accessories, Spares and
cgnnected Packing Material. The DD Met -I is granted the financial po*L* of "OC Unit- (Viz Rs 100/-) for
the write-offof losses (vide AFI 28A4q.

Receipt, Stores, Handling and dispatch etc of Met Equipment is done by the AF Central Met Stores,
AF Station New Delhi, under the dirction of DD Met - I, Air He.

The present Air Force Instruction (no 59/68) comes into force with immediate effect and
simultaneously supersedes Equipment Accounting Instruction No. 157/55 (as amended by EAI No. l83l5E,
t93/6t & t94/6t).
2. Provisioning

(i) DD Met -I (Air HQ) is responsible for the provisioning of all Met
necessary rccessories, spffi md connated packing material) required for
Equipment (non-consmable and consumable qry grven in Appendices I & II.

, Equipment (including
the lAF. The scales of

(ii). In case 'of issues of Met Equipment to Met Training Setions, and to Units during Special
exercises and Qperations, the limits indicated in the scales may be exceeded. The DD Me-t -i (eir
HQ),'would authorize such excess issues on an as required basis, depending on the specific
requiiements of each individual case.

(iii) Non- consumable items of lVleteorological Equipment listed in Appendix I (to this AFi) have
been classified into three classes (Viz. Class I, II and III)- for the purpose of determining the quantum
of holding of the said items in the Central Met Stores. The holding - iimits (Maximum and
Minimum), which would be in addition to the requirements of the fulet ucrits according to the
approved scales, are shown hereunder:

Percentage in relation to the total authorized holdings of the Met units

Minimum Holding

I
II
UI

lWo
5U/o
30%

50%
3Ao/o

t5%
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The respective classification for each item is shown in Appendix, against the item concerned.

(iv) Items (e.g., Screen Bilham and Stands for Screen Bilham etc.) which are now available in the
Central Met stores or at units but are not listed in the 'scales' attached to the present AFI will
continue to be used till they are wasted out.

(v) Standards and specifications of Met Equipment would normally be in conformity with those
currently adopted by the British Meteorological Services (Meteorological Oflice, Air Ministry,
London) and lor by the India Meteorological Department unless required to be specially developed/
adopted by the IAF.

(vi) Budget Estimates in respect of IAF Met Equipment would be prepared by the DD Met - I and
processed through DD Budget & CO- Ord (Air HQ). On receipi of Budget sanctions, Indents/
Demands for Met Equipment would be progressed after necessary administrative and financial
sanctions frorn'the Ministry of Defence (and its associated Financial) in conformity with the general
rules laid in IAP 1501, chapter 5 (for such other rules as may be specially fuiA ao*t -by 

the
Government). If, however, exemptions of the above=mentioned rules *" gr*t"j by the Goverriment
in regard to IndentslDemands pertaining to provisioning of IAF Equipment, such exemptions would
equally apply to meteorological Equipment.

(vii) Meteorclogical Equipment available in India would be ordered from manufacturerV suppliers
in India (e.g., the National Instruments Ltd., Calcutta in India would normally be ordered from the
United Kingdom (U.K.), USA or from any otheicountry where the equipment is available.

(viii) Common -user items (e.g. Accumulators, Aircraft-Altimeter, Stop- Watches, pocket-
Watches, Clocks, Alarm, Torches, Padlocks, Small like Ferrosilicon, Caustic Sod4 Cells (for torches)
etc rnay be obtained through the LAF Equipment Organisation. ln case such items of the required
specifications are not available through the LAF Equipment sources, local purchase will be resorted to
by DD Met - I.

(ix) Hydrogen Gas required for Meteorological purposes would be obtained from the India
Meteorologicai Department (Hydrogen Factory, Agra)'viAe enO €QUIP) 74/56 and LAp 1501,
Chapter II, paras 39 and 40.

3. Storage and Accounting of Met Equipment at the Central Met Stores, AF Station, New Delhi

(i) All Met Equipment will be stored, handled and accounted for by the Central Met Stores, AF
Station New Delhi.

(ii) All Met Equipment received by the Central Met Stores will be entered in the 'stores Inward'
(as per specimen- Apendix VI) and will be on Provisional Charge till the said equipment is tested.
The ma><imum time limit for keeping of stores on provisional charge will be six (6) months. In case
the equipment is not received after appropriate tests from lndia Met Department within this specified
time of six (6) months, the AF Central Met Stores will bring the stores on charge on stock Record
Cards I Form (Q) 468] as vouched by the consignor. The stores concerned miy subsequantly be
converted into correct category on receipt of Test Reports and the Stock Record Cards amended
accordingly.

a

-

a

t
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(iii) Cental Met Stores will maintain all records of 'Receipts' and .. Issues,, of Met Eqpipment.For detailed Instructions regardrng Maintenance of F (Q) 468; see chapter ,, p.rr* j? tn?s of IAp1501. , ___ _--_r,Y4 _, r,q

a

I

(iv) India Meteorological Departnent will normally be entrusted with calibration, testing andrepairs of Met Instruments, and for these servico n"""rlury payments will be made from the Defence -
Budget to the India Meteorological Department, through irr"ii uilr rug ."*i.", renderd. Hourever,the repairable items like Pocket-watches, stop watches,-wall clocks, Adnn 

"ro"t, 
or the clek systemof autographic instruments can be entrusted to the local workshop or hrms for repairs under thefinancial powers of DD Met-I, under Rule 82, F.R. Part I as amended by current Air Forcelnstructions' The cost of such repair must not, however, 

"r.J,rt" ii"*"i"r"p"*"o of the officermentioned above- Contracts are to be entered into if the cost of repairs exceis Rs 65/- ; u;;;i"case.

(v) Cenhal Met stores will receive demands for Met Equipment directly from the units aniiarrange supply- For items under short supply the dishibution to units will be under specific order#dirwtives as obtained from DD Met -I (Sl tql \ecessary entries will be made in the Stock Recordcards lForm (e 468]. Three copies :f g: packing Nolte' wll be prepurd. i;;.G'ffi;Packing Note will be kept in the box/packingr".orJr. The Equipm"nt i*t"r, ready) will be dulypackd and dispatched to the units concerned by GoodsPassenger trains (as appropriate) on Militarycrcdit Notes or through P & F (Mov) urrit AF Palam, through postal channels- as considerednecessary' on receipt 9f the Equipment by the unit concerned oo"lopy of the packing Note, will bereturne4 duly checked and receipted, to the central Met stores.

(vi) The Met Equipment returned by a unit to the central met stores will be categorized by DDMeG I (.{ir HQ) or by a Met Officer depuJed by him. The Equipment considered as due fortestingir€pafuvcalibratim by tk lndla tv{eibrologicai Deparbrent *iu u" sent to the said Departnent
as P€r in conformity wift tbe test+eporh of fu tncia ui D€ptt (after re,pain *n"r" necessary). Allthe Met equip'ment reeivd by fu central 

-Ml sory (fton ,nl 
""iol *iti u* rctoo*redged on Form

Sal429-!old F-qY 0ool and entered on the.S-tock- ri*ont* card" fFg;ie) o*l and in A-in-uLedgers [Form (F) 1515J of the units concerned.

(vii) Separate Registers will be mairttained. b{ ft: Cenhal Met Stores in u&ich the followingtransrctions will be entered in chronological order(as they occur) during the financial yqr:- --e

(a) Stores Inward Book (Receipt)
(b) Stores outward Book (Iszues)
(c) Transfer Outward Register
(d) Loan Inward Register
(e) Writesofflshike-off

Seprate series of vqrchers for Internal gd Ex]ernal Issues, Receipts and Conver,sion vouchers willbe maintained nrrmberd consecutively, for eaeh financid il*-
(viii) Stock taken of Met equipment held in the cenM Met stoFes will be arranged once a year by
lD-MerI (Air HQ) in accordance with the insfiuctions laid dil ; th;;6il5 of IAp l jgl, andfurther action taken as required. officer-in-c!*g" centrat rnret siot"s *iri."-plete the certificateprescribd for office ilc store atthe bottom of Form (e) 405 (old Fmm 33). ,
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4. Issue of Met Equipment and Accounting

(i) central Met stores will be responsible for the initial issue of Met Equipment when ameteorological oflice or observatory is sLrted at a unit.acf;G;;,h" scales given in Appendices I& II of this AFI Form (Q) 429 (old Form 600) action will be trk*;r;;;pot of a1such issues.

(ii) After the initial supply of Equrpment is dispatched, cenhal Met stores will prepare anInventory on Form (F tsz:l) lold fo; 3l of .ll ;;; ;;r;;f, .quip**t supplied and theequipment will be entered in alphabetical order. The inventory will then be sent to the officer or NCor/c of the Met section at the unit.concemed, togelher with two copies Sheet I of Form (Form 1527)' for physical check with the equipment ."""iuJo. one copy or rt""i I of form (Form l5z7) dulychecked; witl be retumed by the officer or NCo i/c of the l\,iet section to the central Met Stores withthe signature olft" 'Illentory Hglderl together with a 'Nil' discreplcy certificate or with a list ofdiscrepancies, if any' Discrepancies (if an!), would be reconcil"d fi;""gh appropriate investigationswhere necessary. All non-consumable t"tei eq"ipment issuJ to ;ft; uniusection will be enteredin articles-in-use (A-in-u) Ledger opened ror ttrat unit/section. fsee IAp l50l chapter 12, paras 7g to95 for general instructions regarding Form (Forml527J. v's'ru LL' P.'!

(iii) subsequent changes of iterns held by receipts, returns, losses, etc. will be noted on the unitcopy of the Met equipment lnventory by thi rnveniory ld9"i with appropriate voucher number (s)and date of change- A-in-u Ledger rri:a 6y the central Met Stores will iso be amended accprdingly.

(iv) ott t: Ap-ril of each year, units will send Met equipment krventories to the central Met storesfor annual checking- Before YdTg the_ unit copy of the Inventory, an independent check andphysical verification will be carried out of all the it"** or rt'rJ 
"q.d;t*t held on their inventoriesagainst the last inkd column before 3l't March of each fi;*-6. A copy of Form (F) 1527(sheet t) will be raised and signed by the Independent checker and the krventory-Holder This sheet,as also the 'Nil' discrepancy certificate or with a list o.f discrepancies (r1 *O noted/recorded by the -Independent checker, will be sent along with the unit copy of the t;r;-r;o,"i"li" i.i*r na"Stores.

(v) me1t" unit copy of the rnventory is received by the central Met Stores, it will be checkedagainst the A-in-u Ledger for the unit concerrred uni iri" "".11;i;*" completed in ink anddiscrepancies (in any) clarified. If nay losses or discrepanci"r *;;;ri*d, appropriate action will betaken (see section 5 below). The Inventory will then be retumed to the unit concemed.

(vi) on change of Inventory Holder at a unit incoming and outgoing Inventory Holders will signSheet I [Form (F) 1527] of the inventory afterphysicar] crreti"!,rr! ir"*, against the last inkedcolumn of the Inventory. one copy of 3heet r irorm q) $2T tigeth", *itrr-u ;Nill airirp*.ycertificate with a list of discrepancies (if *9, *iti i,u rotir*i"J,;i;A;'# iorn *"incoming/outgoinS: ihventory Hoidbrs, to the c"ri*r Met stores. on receipt of sheet I [Form (F)1527 and the required certificate, the change-over of the inventory;il; noted by the central Metstores in the-inventory Register and discrfuancies (if any), reconciledand appropriate action taken(see Section 5).

5. Discrepancy Loss orBreakage

Whenever a discrepancy, Ioss or breakage of any item of Met equipment is noted or an instrumentrequires repairs u, u."ljl 
1 a91ai!ea report witi ue submitted 

19 Do M"il tei, nq with a copy to thecontrolling command (c Met o). In casi of loss/damage etc. will render a Statement describing in detail the
276
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circumstances under which the losVdarnage occurred or was noticed. In addition, the officer or NCO ilc will
give a certificates indicating whether or not in his considered opinion, negligence or carelessness was
involved. DD Met I (Air HQ) will ask for the initiation of a formal Investigation at the Unit concerned
whenever he considered such an Investigation necessary, or will give a decision on the report (depending on
its merit) and communicate this to the unit concemed together with instmctions for the disposal of the broken
or repairable instrument (see sation tr also). The normal rules for regularization of losses by raising F (Q)
406 (old Form 34) as laid down in Chapter 22 of IAP 1501 will be followed for adjusting A-in-U
Ledgers/Unit Inventories.

6. I)emand by Units for Met Equipment

(i) All demands for consumable and non -tonsumable Met equipment will be sent to the Central
Met stores on Form (Q) 429 (old Form 600). Five copies of Form (Q) 429 will be prepared at the
unit dernanding met equipment. Out of these, three copies i.e. original black, blue and red will be sent
to Central Met Stores, one copy to the controlling Command (C Met O) and the last copy retained in
the forms pad (for record) at the unit.

(ii) On receipt of the demand, Central Met Stores will anange for the supply of Met equipment
[see section 3 (v)] and returned to the unit two copies of form (Q) 429 (Blue and red) after entering
the actual quantities supplied, as soon as the supplies are dispatched. The Inventory Holder, and
reerpt of this voucher, will physical check the equipment against the Form (Q) 429, retained Red
copy of the voucher for his rrcord and return the Blue copy (duly receipted) in token of receipt of
equipment. All the non-cottsumable Met equipment received will be entered in the Met Equipment
lnventory.

(iii) In regard to the accounting of consumables equipment at a unit inventory holder will maintain
a separate register show'rng details of receipt (s). Consumptions and balance in hand as per specimen
shown in Appx VII to AFL Separate pages will be used for each item.

(iv) Any discrepancies or breakages as revealed by physical check on receipt of Met equipment
will be notifid in detail to the Central Met Stores I and copy to DD Met- I (Air HQ) immediately.
The returnable Blue copy of Forrn (Q) 429 will however not be amended. On receipt of the receipted

'' copy of Form (Q) 429 Central'Met Stores will link this copy with the copy retained by them after
clariffing the discrepanciesl breakages, if any necessary enhies will also be made by central Met
Stores in A-in-U Ledgers concemed.

7. Returned of the Met Equipment and action taken there on

When any Met equipment is required to be retumed 1o C.entral Met Stores from any unit, this will be
done with pnpr intfoiation lo the Command (C Met O\a$ Xir ffq tpp ft{et O. Necessary precautions will
be taken b),the unit iq pryhing the inslrumant (sqe para! b (i) to 8 (iii)1. Three copies of Form (Q) a29 will
bb prepaled for the Mot equipntent disnatched- two copies (Rd and Blue) of which will be sent to Central
Met stores. The third copy will be retained at the unit for record in the paid as soon as the equipment is
received at central Met Stores and checked, one copy of (Q) 429 (Blue) will be returned to the unit
concerned, duly receipted and other copy properly filed by Cantral met Stores. The concerned will link the
copy of Form (Q) 429 (retumed by the Central Met Stores) with the third copy (retained at the unit) and
q\arry our necessary amen&nents in the inventory. Any discrepancies or breakages (within transit) will be
siitably actioned (see Section 5 above).
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& Dispatch of Met Equipment by Units

(l) As most of the items of the Met equipment are very delicate and fragile special care will betaksr in packing the equipment (see chapter 3, IAP l50l and special inshuction laid down for
packing Thermometer etc. in the hand book- 'Instruction to observer' at II and III class
observatories). " Double Packing Slntem" is always adopted in packing Thermometers.

(ii) As far as possible, Thermometers, Watches, Aneroid Barometers and such other valuable
instnrments will be sent by registered post, duly insured (see para 72, chapter 3, lAp l50l), if
packing are are large and not accepted by postal authorities, they will dispatched by passenger train,
duly insured. Barometers - Stations Standards and Theodolites witt invariably bsescortdby Met
personnel, who will personally handle the instnrments during transit and- carry them in their
compartmeirt while taveling. If the escort for Barometers - Statioa Standards hold rank lower that a
Flt Sgt he will be issued with lst class railway warrant for his joumey while escorting the Barometer,
vide Govt of India" Minisfiy of Defence letter No. Air HQ/i7340tMet/2077-M/DffrAOV & eTG)dat€d 20 Mar 1956. Met instruments are not to be sent by goods trains..

(iitl Full Hydrogen cylinders will be dispatched by passenger train and special mention will be
mde of the coir covers and caps :n the railway receipts while bookittg, in order that these may not be
detrchd and lost in transit. Empty Hydrogen iylinders wiil b; dispatched Uy gooas train.
Metomlogical consumable equipment, chart *O fot will invariably be dispatched-bfgoods hain
(uader MC Notes). trn case of emergancy, these will be dispatched ty p*r*go train (uniler MC
Notes) d the discretion of DD Met-I (Air He).

!9 - - 
Me! etliPment will not be transferred from one unit to another without the prior approval of

DD Met -I (Air HQ). Whenever any Met equipment is transferred from one unit to anotier, aner
obtaining necelsary approval, Form (Q) +Zl lofa form'600) action will,be taken by the consignor unit
and a copy of Fonn (Q) 429, duly receipted by the consignee unit, will be forwarded to Central Met
fltores- for necessary adjustnent in A-in-U Ledgers tForm (F) 15151 concerned. Both the units
concernd and the central Met Stores will amena tfri respeciive inventories in respect of such
tnansactions.

9- Return Voucher, fssue Vouchers & Conversion (Transfer) Vpuchers at Units

All receipt vouchers, Return vouchers, Issue Vouchers-Form (Q) 429 and Conversion (Transfer)
vouchens form (Q) 403 (old form 2l) will be serially numberd from I't April (during financial year)-e.g. IV
No- 25165{6 or RV No. 6/65-66 and entered in a register maintained at the unit,for thi purpose. 

-

10. Inwerd and Outward Loans of Met Equipment

(t Loan of Met equipment to the other senrices orto the Deparftnents of the Ministry of Defence
can be made on the m6rit of each casb subject to the condition that the items (s) concerned can be
spared withoulprqiudice to LAF requirements. This can be under the approval of the CAS or under
the apppval of the authorityto whom the cAS may delegate this power.

+

i

Loans of Met qquipments to agencies outside the Defence sector, subject to
condition as above, would however, require the concurence of the Ministry of
(Defence/Air).

.f

?

a

3

the same i
Finance ?
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(ii) Loan period will ordinarily not elrceed six months. In special cases, when useful Met Data are
collected or an important Scientific Investigation is conducted, loan may extended for a further period
of six months each time de,pending upon the importance of the work undertaken.

(iiD ln other respects, all loans will be govemed by the gareral instructions contained in Chapter II
ofIAP 1501.

(iv) Such items of Meteorological or Scientific equipment which may not be available at the
Central Met stores but are urgently required either for Meteorological work or for associated
scientific investigations, may be abtained on loan by the DD Met-I (Air HQ) from other services or
Government Departments or Institutions.

(v) Special care will be taken of the equipment on loan to the LAF.and such equipment will be
refurned before the expiry of the loan period or as soon as the need is over, whichev€r is earlier, to
the lender concerned.

(vi) IAFF (Q) 431 (old Form 603) will be used for Met Equipment loaned to other services or
depar&nent. All loans (In or Ou$ will be entered in the register maintained for the puqpose (see
section 3, para vii).

ll. Writes-offFinancialPswers etc.

(i) The following categories of items will be written-offstruck offcharge:-

(a) lnstrrments, which are beyond rryair"

(b) lnstmments, which are beyond economical, repair.

(c) Items which have deteriorated due to climatic conditions to the extent of becoming
unfit foruse.

(d) Instnrrn€Nrts
individual).

(e) Instruments broken accidentallywhile in transit.

(0 lnstruments broken accidantally during acc?tance or calibration tests.

ln respect of the above-mentioned categories, the verification by the DD Met-I (either by
himself or in consultation with other authorities concerned) would be adequate for write-offunder the
appropriate financial powers.
(ii) All cases of loss/damage will be reported immediately in writing by the person

concem'ed or the person dismvering the loss/damage for the first time, to his immediate

superior and to the lnventory Holder.

The Inventory tord", (if other than the S Met O) will put up the Statement to the S Met O
without delay.

Wlrcrever theft is involved o-r"suspqted, the S Met O will inform the Air Force /Army/Civil
Police (as appropriate) for investigation.

broken aecidentally (not due to negligence or carelessness of any
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The S Met O will forward the Statement (and other relevant Reports, if any), together with his
own rernarks to the DD Met-I (Air HQ) with a copy to the Controlling Command.

The DD Met-I (Air HQ) will examine the case bn merits and issue orders indicating'whether
the case is for normal write-ofVFormal Investigation/Court of Inquiry.

(iiD In cases of normal write-ofI, Form (Q) 406 9in quadruplicate) will be raised by the Inventory
Holder as per speciman in AppfV and sent to DD Met-I (Air HQ) through the conholling C Met O
for write-off approval. Once write-off is approved and the approved Copy of Form (Q) 406 is
returned to the unit, destruction certificate as per specimen in App 'V' will be rendered by the unit
and the item struck-off from the trnventory (both at Central Met Stores and unit). In the case of items
held on charge of the Central Met Stores the action will be initiated by the O ilc Central Met Stores
and on approval of Form (Q) 406, the item will be struck offcharge on the Form (Q) 468.

(iv) [n cases of Formal Investigation/ Court of lnquiry, the Form VC-of I will be constituted at the
station concerned. The proceedings (in triplicate) together with the Form (Q) 406 will be submitted to
DD Met-I (Air HQ) through the Controllin! Command. The proceedings will be approved by the D
Met on behalf of the CAS. Form (Q) 406 will be approved by DD Met -I (Air HQ).

(v) A Formal Investigation/Court of Inquiry will be ordered in all cases involving theft, fraud or
negligence. In such c:rses a Summary of the case will be forwarded along with the completed
proceedings to the CDA for audit verification. On return of the case by the CDA with their
recommendations/remarks, the case will be put up to Financial Authorities for concurrence to write-
ofVstrike-off under appropriate financial powers. This is irrespective of whether full or part amount
of cost of the item damaged Aost has been recovered from the individual concerned, or the person
concemed has already been awarded any disciplinary punishments or both.

(vi) In all cases of write-off DD Met-I (Air HQ) will exercise financial powers as "OC Self
Accounting Unif' under rule 73, FRI Part I, read in conjunction with AFI282/46. When the loss
involved is beyond the financial powers of the DD Met-I (Air HQ) the ease will be submitted to the
CAS-IAF for sanction of write-off(see AFI 282/46).

(vii) DD Met-I (Air HQ) will exercise local purchase powers in respect of Met Equipment up to
the financial limit laid down in AFI 282/46 for OC of a Self Accounting Unit.

Case No. Air HQl259Oll8/D Accts/3420/3/D (Air-W).

Min of Def (D) DyNo. 1575-STIAF 0f 1968.

GC Aggarwal
Under Secy
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-/
.Aopendix I to Air Force lnStructi.on'No. 59 of 1968

Scale of non-consumable Equipment for Met officesat the.{ir Force Unit

Sl No. Items De$cription Qty Classilication

-

J

-l
t

t
a

:

(a)

t

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

ll.

12.

13.

t4.

15.

16.

SURFACE OBSER.VATORY: .

Accumulators 12 Volts (complete with covers)

Aircraft Altimeter

Air Meter complete with leather case

Alidade

Anemometer with Windvane (Cyclometer)

Barometer Aneroid

Barometer Station Standard ,

Backboard with bottom rings (for Barometer
Station Standards)

Barometer cage

Barometer Illuminator

Bottle wat€r C-onstant Level

Bottle water Large

Clock Alarm

Clock Wall (for IST & GMT)

Cloud Search Light complete with Cable on
Drum & Rod

Distant reading Electrical wind Instnrment
complete with duplicating Dials and Self
recording Attachments

Distant Rading panel with temperature, pr€ssure
and wind(Direction and Speed) Indicators

Goggles Cloud Observing

Measure Rain Glass

4

l

I

I

I

I

2

2

2

2

2

3

I

2

I

ilI

ilI

il

ru

n

I

I

m

m

I

I

I

u

u

ilI

I

2

2

.' lv.

,

18.

19.

II

il

I

I

281
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20.

21.

Mco$re Glass Snow (for hish Altitude Stations)

Mobile Surface Obsewatory Kit, containing Hand
Anemometer, Anemoscope, Aneroid Barometer,
Whirling Pslrchrometer with Thermometers (2),
Clock Alarm and Cloud Goggles, all in portable
box ( For units including ALG's & DZ's).

Psychrometer Assman Complete with case

Pslrchrometer Frame Whirling with Leather Case

Rainguage

Screen Stevenson

Screen Stevenson - Stand for

Screen Stevenson- Large

Screen Stevenson Large- Stand for

Snowgauge complete (for high Altitude Stations)

Therrnometer Remote Reading

Thermometer Minimum

Thermometer Maximum

Thermometer Ordinary (Dry & Wet Bulb)

Thermometer Pslrchomotor Assman

Thermometer Psychomotor Whirling

Torch Hand Electric

Watch makers Lens (for Barometer readings)

V/indvane Ordinary (for ALGs)

SELF RECORDING INSTRI,JMENTS:

Anemograph PT with Dust Cover

Barograph OS daily/weekly complete with
Drum and Clock

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

2

2

2 Sets

2

3

I

I

I

I

I

u

u

m

ilI

m

ilI

m

n

I

T

T

I

I

II

I

m

.-

i

3

I22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

(b)

39.

40.

II

n

g

1-

G

a.

t
I
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I

II

II

m

41.

42.

43.

'44.

45.

Hygrograph daily/weekl y complete with
Drum and Clock I

Micro-Barograph daily/weekly complete with
Drum and Clock I

Raingauge Self- Recording I

Sunshine Recorder I

Thermograph dai lylweekly complete with
Drum and Clock

Thermograph Dry and Wet combined daily/weekly
cbmplete with Dnim and Clock

PILOT BALLOON EQTIIPMENT:

Adapten for Hydrogen Generator HP/LP

Adapters Ordinary

Adapters Special

Balloon Release Drum

Balloon Box (I Met D Tlpe)

Balloon Filler Set (I Met D Type)

Board Drawing

Box for keeping Protractors and Velocity Scales

Compass Prismatic with leather case

Cover water- Proof or Theodolite

Direction Measure

Direction Plate

.Filter Colour for Theodolite

Gauge Pressure (for Hydrogen Cylinders)

Gauge Preszure (for Hydrogen Generators)

Generators Hydrogen HP/LP complde with
accessories

2E3

u

u

t

II

m

'tI

II

il

46.

(c)

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

59.

60.

61.

62.

I

I

I

m

il

m

m

m

II

m.

ilI

II

II

I

I

l

I

I

I

I

I

I ilI



63.

&.

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

70.

7t.

72

73.

74.

75.

76.

77,

78.

79-

80.

81.

(d)

82.

83.

84.

Ice Box (Cryacity 200 lbs)

Key Level Hydrogen 5/16-

Key Hydrogen9132"

LimeBox

Meter Scale

Nephoscope Fineman MK tr with Box

Observation Board

Protractor Quadrant

Protractor Special N &R

Protrrctor30 cm

Protrrctor45 cm

Spring Bakmce250 gtns

Spring Balance 1500 gms

TMolite (together with box)

Tripod forTMlite

Valve Fine AdjusEnent

VelocityScales Set

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I Sct

ilI

IN

ilI

ilI

ru

ru

m

ru

UI

m

m

ilI

m

tr

It

II

tr

-
E

ra

t

Consisting: lcm =
2cm =l
4cm =

Watct Stop

Watch Poaket (Ondinary)

FOR FORECASTING AIIII) TRAINING SECTIONS:

Pentograph

Box (Draftsman)

Chart- Duplicator

I Kmr
KmL
lK- J

ir

tr

tr

II

I

I

I

.l
I

I

-

t
1S

2V
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85.

(c)

86.

87.

88.

89.

9{}.

91.

92.

6

I'Sdr
':'
l,

I

I Set

I

: -ilI

u
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m

m

m

m

mg'

a'
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t
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APPENDIX II TO AIR FORCE INSTRUCTION NO. 59 OF 1968

'qCALES OF CONSUMABLE EQUIPMENT FOR UPPER AIR AND SURFACES
OBSERVATORIES AT IAF UNITS

ONE STATION PER YEAR
SL NO. ITEMS QTY &

l.
2.

Balloons (Ceiling)
Balloons PB (for calibration units attached
with army)
Balloons PB for Station @ one ascent a day
Bamboo.Sticks for Stations @one ascent a day
Cell dry (for Barometer Illuminator)
Cells Dry (for Torches Hand Electric)
Batteries (for Theodolites)
Bulbs electric 3.5 Volts &2.5 volts (for Barometer
Illuminator and Torch Hand Electric)
Bulbs Electric (for Cloud Search Lights)
Cable Multicore for DR Wind Equipment
Candles PB @ one ascent a day
Caustic Soda @ one ascent a day
Camel HairBrush
Fish Twine
Ferrosilicon for PB Stations @ one ascent a day
Hydrogen gas Filled in steel Cylinders (6 cubic Meter) for pB
Stations @one ascent a day

.Ink - Recording (for Self Recording lnstnrments)
Lantern Paper for PB Stations @.one ascent a day
Muslin & wick
Oil for Clocks
Paper Coloured
Pens (spare) for self-Recording Instruments
Pellets Magnesium (for Generators HP/LP)
Plotting Needles
Rubber TubingYt"
Rubber Solution
Thread Solution
Thread Linen
Tails (for PB Station) @ one ascent a day
Charts Autographic (for all self recording instruments and
Attachments)
Stleets Velocity (Graph) for PB Ascents
Trajectory Sheets for PB Ascents
Charts and sensitized paper (for chart Duplicator)

As required

As required
4s0
40 Kgs
As required
As required
As required

As required
As required
As required
450
125 Kgs
As required
As required
75 Kgs

l6 Cylinders
As required
450
As required
As required
As required
As required
As required
As rquired
As required
As required
As required
As required
450

As required
As required
As required
As required

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
10.

I l.
12.
13.

t4.
15,

16.

17.
18.

19.

20.
2t.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
2t.
28.
29.
30.

31.
32.
33.

G

I

!

a
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APPENDIX III TO AIR FORCE INSTRUCTION NO 59 OF 1968

Air Force Station
New Delhi-O3

Date.........May 1968

Tests/Repairs of AF Meteoroloeical Instruments

Sir,

l. The undermentioned AF Met Instrument are being handed over to Sh

Of your oflice for necessary testVrepairs:-

Please rcknowldge receipt and intimate the date when they are ready for collection.

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

2.

Youm faithfully

(............. )
Office-in-Charge
Central Met Stores

f'

*

The Deputy Director-General of Observatories (Instuments)
Lodi Road, New Delhi-O3 :-

Copyto:- AirHeadquart€rs, (DD Met-I), New Delhi-l I

Received the above -mentioned instruments correct.

DDG(r)
Lodi Road-New Delhi-03

Date

287
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To,

Appendix 'D' to SOP

No. Air HQ/ I 7330/22/ t / lMetl 592NS{D (Air-r)
Government of India
Ministry of Defence
NewDelhi- ll00ll
03 May 91.

The Chief of the Air Staff(2O copies)

Subject:- DELEGATION OF FINANCIAL
POWERS TO AIR HEADOUARTERS

Sir,

l. The work relating to the provisioning of Meteorological Equipmant has been reviewed and with a
view to ensure greater cases relating to procurement of bpth consumable and non-consumable

Meteorological Equipment (Including necessary accessories, spares and connected packing materials), the

president is pleased to delegate the financial powers, as indicated below to VCAS at Air HQ-

Item Nature of Power

(a) Meteorological Equipment To conduct provisioning reviews up to Rs 5 lakhs without

based on approved scale. pre-financial scrutiny-

(b) Meteorological Equipment To conduct provisioning reviews up to Rs I lakh without

not based on approved scble. pre-financial scmtiny.

2. The above delegation of powers will be utilised forprovisioning reviews of items as listed below:-

(a) Scaled Meteorological Equipment (including necess4ry accessories, spares and connected

packing materials) as specified in AFI 59168 and any amendments thereof.

(b) Other Meteorological Equipment/accessories/spares/packing materials already introduced into

service till date for Meteorological purposes-

3. The above-delegated powers will be'utilised byAirHQ most judiciously.

4. The above delegated,powers will be for repeat purchase of items for which previous prices are

available and the prices to bi paid can bd correctly estimated with reference to their approved rate of
escalation ot nor*il rate of escalation in the county from which the item is proposed to be purchased. The

delegated powers will not be utilised for provisioning of any new items, ie, those being procured for the first

time.
5. Air Headquarters will ensure that:-

(a) Existing scales are current and have the approval of the Ministry of Defence.

iUl Those icales which have not been reviewed during the last three years are reviewed

expeditiously and in the mean time delegated powers for raising indents in respect of such items

should be exercised with the conculrence of Associate Finance.

a

t
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(b) The review of the approved scales after three years from date of issue strictly adhered to and
MOD (Fir/Air) are appraised accordingly.

6. The delegated powers will take effect from the date of issue of these orders and will remain valid
initially for a period of three years only and will be reviewed thereafter. Extension will be granted on a

:- periodical basis, as considered necessary.

;
7. In cases involving expenditure in FEE, the existing procedure for obtaining the release of foreign-, €xchange will be ensured.

8. The exercise of the above powers will continue to be governed by the procedural and other
instnrctions issued by the govemment from time to time.

g. This issues with the concurrence of Ministry of Defence (Finance) vide UO No. 562lS/AF/Eqpt dated
0l 05 1991.

Yours faithfully
-----sd-------
(Binay K Jha)

Copyto:-
The Contrsller Gerreral of Defence Arcounts, New Delhi.
The principal Director of Audit Services (AF & N), New Delhi.
The Senior Director of Audit Defence Services, Dehra Dun.
The CDA (AF), Dehra Dun (2 copies - I signed in ink)
DFA (AF/EqpO) * 5 copies.
Officer ilc Central Met Stores, AF Stn, New Delhi.

4
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Appendix'E'to SOP

onnrt snxcroN rcrren

Tele: 3010231Bxtn- 7529 Air Headquarters (VB)
Directorate of Meteorology
New Delhi-l l00l I

Air HQ/I7320/lltlMet 2W2

SLiB: PROVISIONING OF MET EOLIIPMENT
METEOROLOGICAL BALLOONS

l. The undersigned hereby sanctions raising an indent for the procurement of the following met .
equipment on 'limited tender enquiry'basis, at a cost not exceeding Rs. lakh in terms of powers conferred
vi-dgschedule XII, item P (I) (a) of Appendix II, Part III - Air Force FR part I Vol II (flSf edition) as D

amended vide Govt of India MoD Letter No. l0(3)/02-D (Air-II) dated 0l Apr 02.

Sl No. Item Unit @ Unit Price Total Price Source

(a) Latex Rubber Balloons Each
(27 Gms Pink)

2. The above cost is inclusive of all tues, excise duties etc.
a

3. The expenditure involved is debitable to Major Head 2078, Minor Head I l0 (b)-12 other Aviation
Stores Code Head 742/12 Met Equipment Scheme (Central Purchase) of the Defence Services.

4. This letter issues with the concun€nce of the IFA, Air HQ vide their ID No. ..... dated

(.... ....... ... .) .
Air Marshal
Vice Chief of the Air Staff ;

D Pufchase
Air Headauarters

Copy to:-
TheController General of Defence accounts.
The Director of Audit, AF & Nurry, NewDelhi.
The Dy Director of Audit, Defence Savices, Dehradun.
The Controller of Defence Accounts (AF), Dehradun.
(3 copies, one signed in ink)
The Dy Controller of Defence Accounts, AF New De-lhi

CDA (AF) RK Puram, West Block -V Wing4 New Delhi.
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1.

2.

To,
Director of Purchase, Air HQ, New Delhi'

Please alrange to suPPlY the

Stores required

(a) Sanction of the comPetent

authority has been obtained
for the purchase of Stores'

O) Funds have been Provided
under apProPriate Head in
the sanctioned Budget Esti-
-mates for the hnancial Year.

(a) Majoa Sub-Major and Minor
Head of Account to which the

Cost is debitable.

(b) Is the exPenditure is voted
or charged

4. (a) In the case of purchase of stores

involving foreign exchangti, has

the requisite allotment of FEE

been sanctioned bY the

comPetent financial authoritY'

O) Also indicate reference of
develoPment wing for clearance

from indigenous angle.

5. (a) Designrition of the Account
Offrcer to whom the cost is

to be debitable

6. (a) Plan/Non-Plan scheme-

Sector dfuse
Revenuey'Maintenance

a

*

I

t

3.

a

(b)
(c)

s
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Aspendix'F'tq POI

Schedules of requirement
attached at ApPx 'A'

Yes : (Sanctioned vide letterNo. ReferAppendix 'E').

20a2 -2003

Major Head 2078 (Rev), Mirior
Head I l0 (b)-2 Aviation Stores

Code Head 742/12-Met EqPt

Schemes (Central Purchase)

Vored

NIA

N/A

cDA (AF)
I Floor, Wing - 4
West Block- 5

RK Puram
New Delhi - 110066

Plan scheme.

Meteorology
Revenue



7. Any special instructions or other instructions for these articles are given below.

(a) Item No. I Schedule of requirement : Appx 'A'.

(b) Despatch of Stores : The Firm is to contact the inspecting [OaOt (Met) or ]
authority for instructions in this regard { an officer F
after factory acceptance test. 

[aetaitea 
bV him. J ,

(c) Consignee : O i/c Central Met Stores
AF Stn New Delhi-t10003

8. Last source of supply : (For example)
Tata Power Company Ltd. (Electronic Division)
42/43, Electronic City, PO Electronic City
Hosur Road Banglore-56 1229.
(MOD Contract no 3( I /93/DS/SYSTEMS)
dated2g Mar 93. r

g. Stores to be dispatched : O i/c Central Met Store, New Delhi-l10003 .

10. Inspectingauthority. : DGAQA/DMet,AirHQryB)oranofticerdetailedby him.

I l. Designation of the Inspecting : DGAQA/D Met, Air HQ (VB) or an offrcer detailed by him.
Offrcer by whom inspction is
to be carried out.

12. State that the Indent has been : N/R '

duly checked by DGAQA and 'r
required no of drawing and
specifications have been attached.

13. Special information regarding sources of supply. (As Attached)

(............)
Wg Cdr

Date: 2002 DD Met

Copy To: MOD D (Air IV)
MOD (Fin/Air)
CGDA
CDA (AF) RK Furam
DCDA (AF) New Delhi
DFinP
D Purchase (5 Copies)
Central Met Stores

d
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.{'

+.-:

2. DeliveiyDatgi','r-.''' ,l ' ,,.

3. Name and Telephone Number
of the Offrcer detailed to progress
the case.

o#FAp_ ot{slj tsMnpiATE, cEqTT r,rcArE

' ': .: :(For,Exgrple) 
"

Sateltite hnages Reception and Video Display

: 30Apr20O2

: (...............r.r..-r-)
DD Met, Air HQ ryB)
Tele: 30 1 02 31 Extn- 7 457

t
j-.1

rF:

ai

I

t
':'!

c

i.>

t

4. '.I certiff that the krdent No. (AiiHQ/t713gtbl87"l*rtetdated O3 Aug 2001) is operational immadiate.

l. De*ription'of Stdre3 '.

rNptrryI Ng, 0rngstito02 i Air Hol!?3311?87llf[et

2n



APPendix'A'
(Ref to Air HQ (Dte of Met)
Indent No. 0l

Air HQ/I7330/2/87lMet
Dated 03 Aug 2001.

SCTIEDULE OF REOUIREMENTS

INDENT NO 0l/200 !-2002:AIR HQITTA/2/STIMET DATED 03 AUG 2001

(NEW INDENT NO. ........... DT .......... ALLOTTED BY MIS}

FOR PROCUTTEMENT OF SATELLITE IMAGES RECEPTION

AND VIDEO DISPLAY SYSTEM (SIRAVDS)
]

!t'

SI No

l.

Descriofion

Satellite Images Reception Each

And Video Display sYstem.

(STRAVDS)

Denom Otv Total kice Rs.

Limited
tender
enquiry

.*

Remarks:

l. Supply should be completed byApr 2C/|i2.

2. ftotb{rp* and demonstration by Nov 2001-

3. pC, Monitor and peripherals as per'Appx B' to SOC. Stnrcture should be P-III or P-[V the latest

with the following additional Cards:-

(a) To receive Satellite pictwes (Interface Card) both Polar orbiting and Geostationery

satellite.

O) Digtal to Analogue Convert ion Card (DAC)
\

4. PC-Stnrcture shoul0 cenfirm to normal PC with additional cards as per para 3 subpara (a) & (b)

above.
5. Firys to quote separately for Software and Hardware.

6. Price is to tle negotiatd with short listed frnn.

7 . Training product support and maintenaoce as per paias 3,6,'l & 8 of QRS at site-

g. krstallation, Commissioning and testing for the ry.t * to stabiles. Acceptance test at the factory

before packing.
g. Supetying {i1;q to quote AMC rates (with or without spares) for next five years at the locations

Fven ir "*fou,tt". 
Fid should also quoteforTl.hi1 

-*pTo 
in case of changes in Pc SEucttre.

IO. Ea"n Consigrynent should be warranted for 12 months frorn the date of Installation.

I l. ConsigRee *ittU" O i/c Cenfal Met Storpq AF Stn New Delhi-l10003 for initial testing and

inspection.
12. Buy brck ofold PC sPtem.

1
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SL NO.

01.

?

LIST OF SUPPLIERS

ADDRESSES

T13f1wer Company Limited (Electronic Division)
42143, Electronic City
Electronb. Cig. Post Oflice
Hosur Road- Banglore
56t229

BK Consimpex
109, Kusal Bazar
32-33,Nehru Place
New Delhi-l10019

National Information Technologies Ltd.
205, New IndushialAre4
Mandideep Distt, Raisen
Bho,pal-462046

l-

ta.
I
i ,..

t

!

I

I

.

-
I

.*

02.

03.

*

t

,:, 05. Net Connat Solutions h/t Ltd.

New Ddhi- tftOos .

I,'.,t
ffi. INFO @toetrs Systere h#a hd.IJd. ,

p-18 lsr Fb€r :

Crm pa* Extn"
NewDelhi- l10016.

c.ro,&i. ',"above'vendo,, arc the so'rce{s) of supply. Request Financial
tlhgffi;' "'' "'' -----\-/

1a

i (. . .. r-. t*,,1.--,)

w&@.'tt,
,rDD.!*Sf.,
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Appendix 'G' to SOP

BY REGISTERED POST

Tele

Fax

:3377275

: 011-3017664

Directorate of Purchase

Air Headquarters
Vayu Bhavan
New Delhi - I l0 0l I

*****2W2
Air HQ/, 0?NR **** IPW/PUR.

lvt/s *****

INVITATION TO TENDER
TENDER ENOTJIRV NO AIR IIO/ 02 NR ***** /IPW/PUR

DUE ON: ******
Dear Sir

l. Enclosed please find tender documents for supply of ******

2. On behalf of the purchaser named in the Schedule 'A' to the tender, I invite you to teirder for the

supply of *****. The quotation is to be in INDIAN RUPEES'

3. The quotation is to be submitted in two sets in different envelopes. The hrst set should contain the

technical bid,'capacity verification certificate, and commercial terms without price and tender documents' The

second set of quotatiJn e;;" lia; snouru contain the details of the item, price and other commercial terms and

conditions and the tendei documpnts. Both envelopes should be seald and markd as TECHNTCAT'/PRTCE

BID FOR TENDER ENQIIIRY NO AIR HQ/O2.NR ***APW/PUR DATED ***** DIJE FOR OPENING

oN ****** FOR SUPPLY OF ******

4. YOUR OFFER SHOULD BE ADDRESSED ONLY TO ACAS (LGS).

5. IN THE EVENT OF THE TENDER ENQUIRY NO AND OTHER DETAILS AS PRESCRIBED IN THIS

iTNonn ENQUIRY NoT BEING ANNoiATED IN THE MANNER PRESCRIBED, ON THE COVER

eN:o r rngiovBn cETS opENED TNADVERTANTLy By rHE srAFF sucH QUOTES MAY BE

RENDERED INVALID. IF THE SEALED BIDS ARE DROPPED IN TI{E'WRONG BOX THEY COULD

BE RENDERED INVALID

6. The record of past performance along with the Price bid may also be indicated. Any para/column left blank

for providing speciftclgeneral information be duly frlled or crossed as not applicable'

7. Tender documents attached are to be returned alongwith your quotalion duly- filled- and signed by you as

having read, endorsed & accepting the terms and condiiions mentioned therein. Printed terms & conditions if
any of the tenderer *1i not u" 

"olttria"t"a. 
Deviations if any from tender specification should be highlighted

fuitlttg which the offerwill be treated as incomplete'

8. FOR +ROCUREMENT/CLARIFICATION OF SPECIFICATIONiDRAWINGS AND OTHER

TECHNICAL DETAILS, PLEASE CONTACT *******

g. please intimate your lncome Tor No. and complete postal address of Income T'ar Office'

a-

t

i

-'
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10. In the event of contract being concluded on you, the said contract will be governed by General Conditions

of the contract concluded by the Ministry of Defence (Dept of Defence Production & Supplies), as per schedule

B & C (revised Nov 89). Returnable copy of the same if desired can be collected from this office.

I l. you will be required to furnish Security Deposit at the rate of 2.5o/o of the- total value of the contract you

secure or Rs.2 Lakhs whichever is less. The security deposit can be in any of the fonns as explained in clause

23(a) of Schedule B (revised Nov 89). It has to be furnished within l0 daysof receipt of acceptance of your

offLr, failing which purchaser may cancel the contract and purchase the cancelled quantity at your risk and cost

and subject-to otheriemedies as may be open to the purchaser including contractors de-registration for Defence

Supply.

12. Sealed Tender should be dropped in Tender Box marked as follows:

tsxnnn nox xo z
ACAS &GS)
mn or puncnnsn Gonmcx exo wmcExggst

OPENING ON THURSDAYS

13. The Tender Box is kept near Reception offrce, Vayu Blravan. The quotation can also be sent'by courier/

Regd post so as to reach'before due date and 'time. No rdsponsibility will be taken for postal ddlay or non-

delivery/non-receipt of tender documents.

14. The s€aled quotations will be opened in public on due date at 1135 hrs. Your representative should be in

possession of an authority from your finn, in case, he is attending the tender opening. ln case, due to any

lxigencies the due date for op""i"g of.the tenders is declared as closed holiday by the Govt-, the tenders will in

,o"h c*es, be opened on next working day at the ibid' time'

l5.Incomplete'tenders will be rejected summarily without assigning any re:rson and the decision of the

purchaser shll be final andbinding on all parties.

16. In .,$€ you ate unable to offer against our subject Tender Enquiry we would appreciate 1 nofe of regret

from youi siie giving in brief, re:lsons for not quoting and request you to return our enclosed tender documents.

Thanking you,

(................)
Wg Cdr
DD Purchase

Copyto:

IndentOr: ****'l*- w.r.t indent nO **:i***

Inspection Authority: *****

AIR HEADOUARTERS (I)TE OF PTJRCHASE)
SCHEDVLE -, +;
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Date &Time to reactr tnl* "fn"-, t 130 Hrs on ** 

-

Time and date of openinn oFlendG
Validity of Tender rcqmm

Ilescription Price in Indian Rupessi

Duties/taxes etc should Fspicified giving the

t'

I

a

3

ERWISE THE OFFER LIABLE TO BE RE ECTED)
TO BE FILLED BV THE

Discount,ifotfer@

IsExciseduty@

If Excise Duty is e
p4gise duty leviable for item.
Strrcharges on Ei-Ge?@

Is SalesTax extra? (@
If Sales Tar is "iForm.
Is Customs Outy nxem
(Answer in YES /IiO)
IIqDE IS REQTIIRED INDICATE AND ENCLOSE THE
NOTIFICATIONUNDER WHICH CDE CAN BE
ISSUED.
If CDE is required

If CDE is required in

! Vgut company exem
Excise Duty ? (Answer in yes Aibj
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3.

Note: the tenderers are required to spell out the rates of Customs duty, Excise duty,
sales tax, in unambiguous terms, otherwise their offerg will be loaded with the
maximum rates of duties and taxes for the purpose of comparison of prices.
Tenderers should furnish details about the deviation, if any, from the tender specification failing
which the Offer will be treated as incomplete. FOR OBTAINING/DETAILS OF SPEC. /DRG.*** MAY BE CONTACTED DIRECTLY

Preference to the tenders ryroting FIRM & FIXED rates may be given if their offer is found to be
meeting all technical QRs.

Firms offering variable prices should give detdils of escalation f<rrmula, whieh shquld, however, avoid
WAGE ESCALATION.

DELIVERY REQUIRED :

TERMS OF DELIVERY. :

CONSIGNEE :

FOR Destination.

INSPECTION AUTHORITY :

AGENT INSPECTION AUTHORITY :

INSPECTION OFFICER :

f

a

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

I l. PURCHASER: The President of India through Director of Purchase, Air HQ, Vayu Bhawan, New
Delhi-l l00l l.

12. Names of tenderer backing out/defaulting after opening of tbnders will be recommended for deletion
from the compendium of registered suppliers maintained by HQ DCAQAIHQ DGQA and other defense
organisation or for particular group of items depending on merits-

13. The purchaser reserves the full right to accept in full or part or reject any tender received without
assigning any reason therefore and his decision orr the subject will be final ancl binding on all parties.

IMPORTANT CLAUSES

14. Special Clause: The following special clause to be strictly adhered to while submitting the quotations: -

(i) Price Nesotiations: There will be no price negotiations, if rates received for technically
acceptable offers are considered reasonable.

(iD Unsolicited letters / canvassing / post tender revisions / corrections shall render their tenders
liable for summary rejection

(iii) .Option-.1Q!ggg; The purchaser reserves the right to place order on you for additional qty upto
25oh of the qty that may be ordered, at the same rates and on the same terrns and conditions at any time
during the currency of contract.

15. PAYMENT TERMS: - 95Yo PAYMENT WILL BE RELEASED AGAINST COPY OF INSPECTION
NOTE AND PROVISIONAL RECEIPT ISSUED BY CONSIGNEE AND BALANCE sYO AFTER
ACCEPTANCE OF ITEM BY CONSIGNEE.

(................)
Wg Cdr

DD Pur [PW)
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Schedule: XII (O)

Powers to place AOGIPHU/IVICM requisition o+
Defence PSUs for Indigenous Items

" l. Schedule XII(O) : Powers to place AOG/PHUA,ICM rquisition on Defence
PSUs for Indigenous items.

WO IFA Concurrence With ,
IFA/CDAConcurrence

AOC/CODepot/AFLE Rs 1,00,000/- Rs 10,00,000/-

2. Areas / ianees : This schedule (sub- schedule) shall cov€r the 'Rotables /
Repairable/ LRUs I Maintenance & Component level Spares pertaining to
weapon systems Produced / Supplid / Repaired & Overhauled I Fabricatd by
lWs HAL & lvI/s Bharat Electronics and other Defence PSUs.

3. Occasions: Depot Commanders conferred with the subject powers are to
make use of the delegated financial powers to expeditiously procure spares

requird on AOG / PHU / MCM priority from Defence PSUs mainly lvl/s HAL
and lWs BE subsequent to realising that spares or their Irrlieurs are not
immediately available to meet AOG/PHU/I\{CM demand.

BudselorY Support & Manaeement:

4. Expenditue is debitable to Major Head 2078, Minor head ll0(a) & (b) of the

Defence Service Estimates.

.5. Code Heads pertaining to Repair and Supply of spares from IWS HAL are

different; therefore, the correct code heads are to be mentioned while raising the

RMS Order. Payments are to be made as per existing procedure for HAL. In case

of lvlls BE where orders are placed by the Depot/AFLE the bills are to be
forwarded to JCDA Naglnr for payment. The concerned Depot/AFLE is to
include requirement of funds for this purpose in its. Forecast estimates and

PRIPRE/REA,IA. HQMC will centrally monitor and manage these funds for all
depots.

6. Regarding IFA concurrence at this stage of fund projection detaild guidelines as

grren in SOP covered under schedule Xn (D should be followed.

Procedure & Follow up of raisine Requisitions / Orders :

7. This procedure is applicable for Defence PSU only, when non availability of
stock has been certified by the concemed depot. In case stocks are not available
with the depot against an AOG/PHUA{CM on a requisition is to be raised on the

concerned defence PSU within 2 workicg dap of receipt of the demand. The

asons 
has to be elaborated as to how item hc*become MOG/PHUA'ICM-
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a

8. Quantity to be requisitioned from the PSUs is to be worked out as follows:
(a) Qty on AOCPHUA{CM + Sufficient stock to meet requirements of
three aircraft / Equipment (this is only applicable in case of recurringly
required spares andnot non-recurring spares and repairable) oi
(b) Actual quantity required to meet PHU/MCM

9. . Estimated cost need to be worked out w.r.t LPP/Budgetory quote/price lists.

Requisitions are to be directly submitted to the concerned division at lWs HAL or

M/s BE by the most expeditious means. A copy of the requisition is also to be

addressed to the IFA/JCDA/LAO concerned if cost is beyond the financial

powers of the depot/AFLE without concurence. Separate formats are to be used

for Rotables/ Repairable and other items. Prices will be indicated in the

requisitions w.r.t LPP /budgetary quotations/price lists of PSUs.

10. RMSOs/Supply Orders are to be raised after due vetting by IFA within 30 days

of receipt of price details from the PSU. If the cost of order is within the

Delegated Financial Powers of the AOsC/ CO of BRD / ED / AFLE. The terms

and conditions of the orders are to be vetted by IFA inconsonance with existing

policy. Procedure for raising covering RMSO/SO is given below :-

Price / Terms received on Requisitions from the PSU

I l. Within 3 days of raising the requisition the AOC/CO of the depot/AFLE raising

the requisition is to ascertain if costs are available in FPQ/price list. In case price

is not available in FPQ/price list the AOC/CO of the depot/AFLE is to seek cost

details from the PSU within 3 days of raising the requisition. Pricing of HAL is
to be done as per existing MOD guidelines in consultation with IFA..

12. On receipt of price details along with the terms & conditions of supply from the
pSU,Unit may submit all documents viz. quotation of the PSU and other

supporting documents to IFA for his security/ concurrence IFA will examine the

following facts:

(a) Whether the price quoted is within the delegated financial powers of
the

AOsC/ CO of BRD / ED /A'FLE-

(b) Whether the price quoted is beyond the delegated financial powers of
the AOsC/ CO of BRD / ED /AFLE-

(c ) Whether Prices quoted are reasonable among other thing with
reference to LPP/Price Lists/ Budgetary or terms & conditions meet a

reasonable time frame of supply for clearance of the AOG / PHU / MCM.

13. A covering RMSO/order is to be raised against the specific requisition after

obtpining concurrence from the IFA if the value of order is beyond Rs 1,00,000/-

(Rs On;ac) but less than Rs 10,00,0001 (Rs Ten Lacs). Concurrence from the

IFA is not required if value of order is less than Rs 1,00,000/- (Rs One Lac).
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While putting up the case to CFA and/lFA the following details should be clearly
brought out :-

(a) Details of items on AOG, qty on AoG and demand details. Efforts

should be made to explore availability from other service sources.

(b) Inability confirmation

(c) Details of the requisition raised.

(d) Cost details and confirmation as to reasonability of cost with regard to

LPP/Price Lists/ Budgetary quotation.

(e) Reason why additional qty is being procured or MOe/EOe
requiranent (if applicable). However efforts should be made to
procure as per acfual requirement only.

14. Subsequent to receipt of price details or if the FPQ/Price list price is available, if
it is realised that the quoted price is beyond the powers vested with the depot
commander / AFLE" the quote is to be forwarded to Air HQ (Maint Cell) along
with details at para'I2 (a) to l2(e) for obtaining concurrence and approval from
Appropriate Competent Financial Authorities MoD along with viewof local IFA
i.e. ACDA/LAOs.

15. Extension of validity of price at least for a period of 90 dap is to be initiaed by
the concerned depot / AFLE for zuch rquisitions. Afte,r approval of Appropriate
Competent Financial Authorities MoD and MoD (Fin) the order will be raised by
Air HQs copies of which are to be forwarded to the Depot IAFLE concerned.

16. The Depot I AFLE is to then prpgress the order to its logical end under
intimation to the concemed provisioning cell at Air Hes.

TPC/PNC

17. AOC/CO, Depot/AFLE, and IFA i.e. LAO, observe that the prices or other Terms
& conditions including PDCS quoted against the requisition are
high/unreasonable, a unit level TPC comprising amongst others, IFA i.e. LAo
will negotiate the price/terms with the PSU unless Govt. approved Price List
already exists fbr HAL Items. A detailed brief for PNC shouldbe circulated to all
members of TPC, iniluding IFA, i.e. LAo three clear working days in advance
along with subject file. In case the issue cannot be resolved through negotiations
the issue is to be referrd to the Maint cell at Air HQ who will tak-e up 6e matter
with PSU for resolution. IFA is to be involved in all negotiations. An effort
should also be made to ascertain from the OEM, the price and delivery schedule.
ln case prices are high and delivery-schedules are not acceptable, the case may be
referred to HQ MC along with views of LAO, LD Clause is to be included in
supply order.

3ffi
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Concurrence of IFA:

18 IFA i.e. ACDA/LAO will examine the quotation of the P.S.U/ He may critically
examine the reasonability of rates, among other things, with regard to Lpp,
budgetary quotations, price lists or cost-break up i.e. labour, material ov€rheads
to be obtained from P.S.U.

IFA should ensure that during PNC, PSU invariably submits details of cost
break-up for rnanufacfured items and necessary dqcuments in proof of
reasonability of rates. IFA may ensure that PSU submits a list of bought-out
items and a list of manufactured items separately. In case of high value
bought out iterns, detailed information as to source of supply,
handling/departmental charges of PSU, price of the bought out items with
regard to invoice is to be celled from PSU.

IFA may advise in cases where PSU quotes unreasonable high rates for high
value bought out items, it is expedient to negotiate in such rates with pSU and
OElWits representative of bought-out items in PNCs. The minutes of all such
PNCs, including specific advice rendered by IFA, are to be maintained end
minutes of such PNC should be signed by all mernbers, including IFA, i.e.
LAO. R6asonability of rates is to be clearly boqght out in minutes.

IFA will vet covering draft RMSO/SO with regard to pNC minutes if any, rates,
terms and conditions of supply such as delivery schedule, liquidated damage,
warranty/guarantee, payment terms etc. After vetting, IFA will record UO No.
and date of his ofhce in Draft RMSO.

19. Follow up Action bv BRD/ ED/ AFLE on RMSO : Depot Commanders /
AFLEs are to evolve an information systern with the concerned pSUs to monitor
the progress of all RMSOs placed on spares required on AOG / pHU / MCM
priority on a monthly or once in two months basis and conducting meetings with
the concerned HAL based on which minutes are to be issued .IFA should
invariably be associated in such follow up action and meetings.

20. The concemd provisioning agency at Air HQs, Conholling Command Hes and
HQ MC, IAF are to be kept informed on the progress of RMSOs by 05ft of the
succeeding month.

2l . Close liaison with the PSU by Depot is envisaged for a pro- active advancement
ofPDCs.

Action to be Taken in case of delav / Clearance of placement of Order bevond 30
days

22. Delay n placement of order within the stipulated time fi'ame can occur due to:

(a) Observations / clarifications required by the IFA/ CFA. ln such cased
the iszue is to be discussed and queries resolved through discussions. The
record ofdiscussions is to be miduted.
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(S) Reasonability of the terms & conditions and price is to be negotiated
with PSU. In such cases the time limit of 30 days starts fiom the day the price
is negotiated. IFA should invariably be consulted on all such matters where
such financial powers are with the concurrence of IFA..

(c) The quote / terms have been referred to Air HQs for approval as it is
beyond financial powers of depot/AFLE..

23. Actions required to be taken bv the Depot Commanders / AtrLEs ip such
case are :

(a) Initiate extension ofprice validity.

O) Expedite the issue with IFA or Air HQ or PSU as necessary.

24. Documents to be submitted for CFA/IFA (rrherever financial powers are with
the concurrence of the IFA)

(a) Details of items on AOG, qty on AOG and demand details

(b) Inabilityconfirmation

(c) Details ofthe requisition raised.

(d) Cost details and confirmation reasonability ofcost.

(e) Reason why additional qty is being procured or MOQ/EOQ
requirement

(D All the spares should be priced based on LPP. Ifnot available

(g) assessed price be duly authenticated by specialist technical officer.

(h) Details 6fdues in, ifany.

g) Availability oEfunds in relevant Code Head.
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Activitv
Raising of requisirion by depot

: Ascertaining prices from price listVFPQ or
.. obtaining prices from PSU

Initiation of case for placernent of order by
depot or reference to Air HQ if beyond
financial powers

Financial scrutiny of calie by
IFA/JCDA/LAO

. Approval ofCFA

'fime lirnits for orocessing of case

. Timc limits
Within 2 worting days of receipt of
AOG demand

Within 3 days of raising the requisition

Within 3 days of receipt of price
quoteVagreement on prices by
negotiations

7 working dap subject to availability
of manpower, space and other facilities
by the unit/HQ MC.

: 
Policv letters & regulations r€quired to be followed:

(a) Leaflet2l ofIAP l54l

O) AirHQ6t274l6.5/LR/D(Air-D/MJSD (Air-I) dated O4 Jan 2000.

.':i:
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SCHEDI]LE.)ilII

Item Powers exercisable in consultation with Controller of Defence Accounts for
regularisation of audit objection arising out of breaches of Rules and .Regulations when the
monetary value ofthe loss could be assessed

Authoritv NO 49187

CFA & FINAN{CIAL LIMITS

Conditions

(i) Irregulaities connected with Railway Warrants and Military Credit notes e.g
bregular issue of Warrant/Military Credit notes.

(ii) Non production of receipted copies of issue voucher of store, failure to hace in
the ledgers credits in respect ofreceipt vobchers

(iii) Erroneous expenditure in respect ofdeployment ofman power

(iv) l,oss of auditable documents like car diaries, ration shength statements where the
ceiling of the value of the transaction involved an be assessed with reference to
other connected accounts i.e., with reference to total value of POL issued or
rations drawn during the period to which the cost documents pertain.

(v) hregularities connectod with the use of MC note. These powers will be exercised
after the necessity for an{ the practicability of recovery has been considered by
the competent financial authority.

Check list

In all cases of audit objections, arising out ofbreaches of nrles and regulations, effods should
be made to assess the losVfinancial implications, if any, involved in the inegulatity and
action taken as given below :-

(a) Where the loss to the state or the financial implications involved can be computed,
the inegularity will be regularized in consultation widt the Conholler ofDefence
Accounts under the procedure prescribed in Chapto VII of FR Pt I Vol I.
Financial powers of offic€rs competent to regularize such objections and an

3r0

Powers dxercisable in consultation with CDA for Resularisation of

Audit obiection arising out of breaches of Rules and Regulation

when the monetarv value of the loss could not be assessed.

Competent Financial Authority Without IFA
Concurrence

With IFA/CDA
Coicurence

Existing

VCAS/DCAS/AOA/AOIWAOP NIL 2.50.m0 s0.000
AosC-in-C Command NIL 1.00.000 20.000



illustrative list of the tlpe of objections which may be regularized under this
procedure are laid down in Appendix II ofFR Pt I Vol IL

O) Cases of irregularities which involve no loss or where the monetary value of the
loss is not assessable, (e.g., non verification of stock within the prescribed period)
may, depending on the nature of the irregularity, be referred to the AOC-in-C,
AOC/Stn Cdr and heads of Branches at Service Headquarters by the Conholler
of Defence Accounts for regularisation.

The Conhollers of Defence Accounts will report to Gov€mment of India cases, if any,
wherein their opinion, the intention of the above delegation of powers has been
misapplied.

. SOPs at unit level

(i) Units incident of audit objections to be reduced to the barest minimum and the
transactions carried out as per rules and regulations in force.
(ii) Audit objections are to be dealt as per the procedrire laid down in AFO 49187 and
the settlernent obtained on priority
(iii) There may be cases where there is a disagreement between the unit and audit
authorities or due to breaches of rules and regulations. Such cases be forwarded to
next higher CFA after obtaining audit report.

SOP at Command HOs and Air IIOs level

(i) Sanction will be accorded on the basis of SOC , on receip of SOC from the unit
the following will be checked:-

(a) SOC are forwarded in six copies

@) Correctness of requisite particulars
(c) Nature of irregularity
(d) Correctness of financial effect.
(e) Remedial measures suggested therein.
(f) Action taken to avoid recurrence of the same
(g) Whether SOC is accompanied with initial audit report from the LAO(AF)
(h) The SOC is vetted by the respective specialist cell and processed for final audit

report.

(ii) On receipt of the SOC, concemed Section in Command/ Air'HQs will register the
details ofthe case in the register maintained for the purpose.

(iii) If all the conditions are being firlfilled the case will be put up to IFA for the
necessary concurrence wherever applicable.

(iv)On receipt of the case from IFAs concurence, wherever applicable or otherwise, the
case will be put up for CFA for necessary sanction.

;
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Schedule XV A.B &D

Powers to incur expenditure qn local purchase of
Stationary includine printins &bindins throueh private agencies

and local purchase of rubber stamps and other olfice seals assessed

Sch.XV-A. B & D

CFA & Finencial limits IINANCIAL LIMITS

Conditions

(i) Powers should be exercised through the Dte of Fii P/C Accts O/S Accts O/DMA Air HQ
who is to ensure that adequate funds have been allotted and are available in the budget.
(ii) Powers in respect ofpurchase of stores relate only purchase of indigenous stores and
NOT in respect ofstores frorn abroad.
(iii) Office Equipment includes Fax machines, High Speed Digital Duplicators/copy printers,
risographs. Typewriters including Elechonic Typewriters, Duplicators, electric stencil
cutters, Photo copiers, Laminators, Binders and Shredding rnachines, display equipments,
Printing Machines including accessories, Engg Plan Printers, Perforation Machines, Pre-
printing machines such as Camera etc, post printing equipments , dyes, plates and
composing materials.

3. Acceptance of Necessitv Angle Sanction

(i)The user Directorate/Unit will submit the requirement through a staternent case
indicating justification, Qty and financial implications.
(ii) The SOC should have recommendation/approval of appropriate authority the
Directorate/Unit level.
(iii)On receipt of SOC respective Dte authorized to incur expenditure will submit the
proposal through a note in the file for concurrence of IFA for acceptance ofthe
approval from necessity angle.
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Competent Financial Authority WTIHOI,]T
IFA
Concurrence

WithIFA/CDA
Concurrence

I 2 3
(Rs) 6s)

(A) L,ocat purchase of stationary &Office Equipment
(per transaction)

(i) VCAS/DCAS/AOP/AOM/IG 50,000 25,00,000
(ii) AOsC-in-C Commands s0,000 25,00,000
(iii) D Org and AOC/CO of self accounting
Units

30,000 3,00,000

(B)BLANK
(D) I-ocal purchase of nrbber stamps and office seals

(i) AOC-in-C Command Full powers
(ii) OC Unit Full powers
(iii) Camp Commandant Full powers



(iv)The note-seeking acceptance ofnecessity angle sanction should be coined in a
thoughtful manner so that it is capable ofbeing understood even by a layman.
(v)Part I ofnote should indicate the details ofcase in brief, itern for which SOC has
been submitted. It may be ensured that no other requirement of similar type of item
exist, ifexists it should be clubbed to avoid piece-meal sanction.

(vi) It may be clarified in the note whether sanction is sought for procurement
through Govt agency viz. Kendriya Bhandar, Super Bazar, NCCFI or through trade.
All stationary iterns will be pmcured through competitive tendering. Tender will be
invited from Kendriya Bhandar, Super Bazar, NCCFI alonwith reputed private
fi rms/authorized dealers.
(vii)If it€rn is to be procured through trade NA CERTIFICATE FROM Gorrt. agency
should be obtained. Mode of tendering to be specified viz. OTEiLTVSTE/PAC.
(viii)It may be clarified as to whether item has been procured in the past or not if
procured at what cost ifnot procured what is the basis ofcost. Budgetary quote

ifrilflh#*li*?', *,,, * -ade on the basis orcompetitive tendering on
Propriety Article Certificate Basis from OElvl/Authorised dealer.
(x)Availability ofFunds should be indicated in the prescribed proforma CodeHead to
which expenditure will be booked may be mentioned.
(xi)A SOR should be placed in file indicating Description of itern/Brand name/Qg
rate total financial implication and source of supply.
(xii)Recommendation of penultimate CFA should be obtained before submitting the
file for concurrence of IFA.
(xiii)The specific authority/Schedule ofdelegated power under which CFA can
accord sanction be indicated.
(xiv)IFA will examine the case based on justification, Qty, estimated cost and concur
for approval ofCFA for obtaining CFA sanction from acceptance ofnecessity angle
sanction.

.B' EXPENDITURE ANGLE SANCTION

(i)After obtaining approval ofthe proposal from necessity anglg sanc{ion ofthe
concemed Dte who is authorized in incur expenditure and at whose disposal funds
are placed will process the case for procurement through Govt. Agency for Trade
sources IFA should be associated for selection ofvendors for procurement through
trade.
(ii) Sealed Quotation/ Tenders will be invited in a sealed cover on the basis of
SOR/mode of dispatch ofquotation to vendors. Tech and price bid to be obtained
separately. Price bids of only those firms should be opened who are declared tech
acceptable by TEC. (Ranarks ofTEC should be obtained in file). The date and
time ofopening ofquotations will be specified in the letter for invitation oftenders.
(iii)Signature ofvendors present at the time of opening oftenders should be
obtain€d.
(iv)Representation of IFA should be associated at the time of opening ofBids. In
case no vendor is present at the time ofopening of Bids, a BOO should open the
price Bids.
(v)Signature ofat least three officers should be obtained on all the Price Bids.
(vi)A comparative statement ofPrice bid should be prepared in presence ofvendors
and lowest vendor should be ascertained. CSQ should also be signed by two
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executive officers. CSQ will be vetted by IFA./ rep of IFA before it is put up to
TPC for sanction.
(vii)Based on price quoted by lowest vendor, the proposal should be submitted for
expenditure angle sanction or holding price negotiation ifrates are not considered
reasonable. IFA should be associated during pnc.
(viii)For obtaining expenditure angle sanction the proposal should be submitted in a
file explaining facts of case indicating that proposal pertain to procurement of

aty at an estimated cost of Rs

CFA sanction was obtained in terms of Sch Govt letter

--dt___-_---- copy placd at encl
Quotes
to

were invited from
Since IWS

firms. Quotes placed at encl
have quoted lowest it is decided to procure

at a total cost ofRs
. Total financial implication worfts out to Rs.

the same from lvf/S
Plus ST 2
Funds are available. Expenditure will be booked to Code
Drat Supply Order is placed at encl

Proposal should be submifted
penultimate CFA.

to IFA after obtaining recommendation of

IFA will examine the proposal w.r.t SOR quotes - rates, vet the Draft Supply
Order and forward to CFA for conctrrence.

All the procedures regarding PaymentrBOC etc will be as per prescribed
procedure.

5. Audit of sanctions:- Ink signed copy of all sanctions issued by cFAs with or without
concurrence of IFA will be endorsed to cDA (AF) /JCDA (AF) for audit of sanctions. lnk
siped copy of Supply Orders endorsed to CDA (AF) iJCDA (AF) for audit of sanctions, at
the time of placernent of Supply Order.
Necessary Subject file containing Original tenders/quotations, CSegA certificate and
other supporting documents should be made available to CDA (AFyJCDA (AF) for
audit of sanctions.

This is separate from post-audit which is to be undertaken by CDA (AF) /JCDA
(AF) after payment by AF Accouhts Branch.

Sch XV- A

purchase of stationerv & OIfice
Eduipment )

stationary of different sizes and specifications serving the same purpose will be treated as
similar articles. Powers of cFAs' and IFAs will be determined accordingly splitting of
financial powers to avoid the sanction of next hig[rer authority and IFA is to be striictly
avoided

Co-ordinating agency and procedure foi obtaining Financial Sanction
As per the existing orders HQ EAC, HQ CAC, HQ WAC, HQ SWAC, IFA (Air He) is rhe
IFA for obtaining financial concurrence. Similarly for HQ TC, He SAC, He MC, JCDA
(AF), Nagpur is the IFA. For obtaining this financial concurence, the under mentioned
procedure may be followed: -
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(a) For HQ Commands, wh.ich falls under the jurisdictron of IFA (Air He), JD Org(P&F) will be the coordinaring agency. Simirarly for He commana.-#rri"t i"rrunder the jurisdiction .lJg?A (AF),.Nagpur, C Org He MC will U" .oodinuting
agency. All cases for obtaining sanclions for local p-urchase or sutron".y unali't'rr"
enhanced powers are to be routed.through the prescribed 

".".di;;;;;"r; ;;.
obtaining concunence ofthe respective IFAs.

(b) The additional, as we as existing financial powers, in respect of alr the cFAs in theIAF can only be exercised after obtaining NAC from GISb/RsDs o""pi in 
"*"-ornon voca items of stationary which can be purchased without obtuining Nic.

(c) The indent for stationery are to be forwarded by the Air Force Units to the
GISO/RSDs(as per their d."llg:1"4 for obtaining stationery, i, tfr" t"gi*;.g-;f
eachcalendar year as per AFo 5l/97. Time frame-for submission of ind;al;i;;,
strictly adhered to for ensuring that bulk of requirement of stationery i, -.i ty tt 

"RSDs.

(d) After obtaining NAC from RSD, possibility of meeting the requirement of stationary
out of the stock available with the Air Force Form, unJstutio*ry olp",ieria'io;,
Barrackpore should be explored. only if the required items are 

""i """ii"ur" 
*Tti,

AFF&SD, is local purchase action to b; initiated.
(e) Attention is also drawn to this He lener No Air He/21285/3/org(p&F) dated 0l Jur97 (eopy enclosed) wherein it has been clarified that in no "i" .o.. tt* d,r""

sanctions in respect of any unit be accorded in a quarter. More than one sanction in amonth in respect of any unit is also not permissible as in many 
"ur"r 

rt rru.,r"-L""n
tr€ated as spilt purchase by the audit authorities.

(f) Requirement ofeach should not exceed l/4ft of annual indent placed on RSD.
(g) competitive tenders/quotations shourd be invited from KB/super Bazara{ccFl.

Another reputed private Firmv authorized dealers. where rates are nnt 
"orrrio".Jreasonable, PNC will be conducted with I firm, associating IFA/Rep of IFA.- ----

(h) A schedule of requirement indicating itern, brand, quantity, denomination, rates, totar
cost, should be indicated in SOR.

(i) The draft sanction letter should be placed on records for iterns/value for which
sanction is to be obtained.

(k) Draft sanction letter should indicate that this issues with the concurrence of IFA videtheir letter No dated.

?-
of Pavment

camp commandant at Air Hes/stn Adjutant at unit revel is responsible for provisioning offunds, making payment of the bilrs foi offiec oquipment, stationery and stores of officec:ntingel? and kceping its proper accounts. pro"ea*e laid down i- rr"ui prr"rr*" 
"ia"chapter 9 lAp r50l and DACL 14/98 to be fciilowed. Budgetary rures anJ ";il;r; *enumerated in AFo 54/77 are to be adhered to. Dy camp comdi(accts/st, ,ca]i i, 

"lr" 
t"

maintain a contingent bill register to procesvrecod Misc. office contingent 
"-p"riait"r"i1l,received from personal/Dte of Air HeVlodger units.



(a) Last three years expenditure to be calculated.
(b) Present and forth coming requirernents also to be added to prepare gross

requirement.
(c) Average consumption data to be calculated for preparation of net requirement.

8..SOPs to be followed at Unit level

(i)Units/Station Commanders will submit their demands for stationery to the Station/Unit
Adjutant for the itern required.

(ii) Local purchase committee will be formed and market survey carried out.

(iii) Procedure as laid down in DACL l4l98 and Chapter 9 IAP l50l to lbe meticulously
followed.

(iv) LPO will be raised and submitted to S Accts O, who will check the availability of
funds.

(v) In case IFA's concurrence is required and if all the condltions are being fulfilled and

expenditure is within the laid down Financial limits the case will be put by the Adjutant
to IFA for the nec€ssary concrlrence wherever applicable.

(vi) On receipt of the case from IFAs conclurence, wherever applicable or otherwise,

the case will be put up for CFA for necessary sanction.

9. Audit of sanctions:- Ink sigred copy of all sanctions issued by CFAs with or without
concunence of IFA will be endorsed to CDA (AF) /JCDA (AF) for audit of sanctions. Ink
sigrred copy of Supply Orders endorsed to CDA (AF) /JCDA (AF) for audit of sanctions, at

the time of placement of Supply Order.
Necessary Subject file containing Original tenders/quotations, CSQ,NA certificate and

other supporting documents should be made available to CDA (AFyJCDA (AF) for
audit of sanctions.

This is separate from post audit which is to be undertaken by CDA (Af) /JCDA (AF)

after payment by AF Accounts Branch.

Sch.-XV-B

BLANK

12 SOPs at unit and Air ileadouarter level (Local Purchase of Rubber Stamps and
Brass Seals)

l. Rubber Stamps- The authorities will exercise their financial power to get Rubber

stamps made locally as per the powers delegated. At the time of placing orders, the

indentors should ,keep in mind that the rubber stamp round shaped are indented for
exclusive use of the lndian Embassies and other high digritaries and that the rubber

stamps ofoval shapes only are to be used by other indenton.

2. Usual@ lndents for manufacture of the brass

seals are to placed on the Superintendent, Postal Seals, Aligarh, by Air HQ. The

demand from the units are to be sent to Dte of Signals who will consolidated the same.

i
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Distribution of brass seals will also be carried out by the same Dte. Manufacture of
brass seals will, however be arranged by the Dte of Org, Org (p&F) . The indent
should be accompanied with the specimen sketches (in duplicate) of the required brass
seals showing the exact design, shape and measurerient of each seal to guide the
manufacturer. The indent should indicate clearly the Head of Account to. which the
cost is debitable and the name of Accountant officer by whorn the debit will be
adjusted.

3. Local Purchase of Braqs Seals - In case when there is no supply or reply liom the
usual source ofsupply and the requirement is ofan urgent nature, the local purchase of
Brass Seals may be resorted to with prior permission of CFA.

4, Patment of bills for rubber stamps and brass seals - The cost ofRubber Stamps
and Brass seals is debitable to the stationery code Head 786/24 of Defence Servicis
Estimates. The bills in respect of supplies of Rubber Stamps will be seni by the
suppllrng firms directly to the indentor for payment. The indentor will arrange cheque
payment of the bills directly to the suppllng firm. As regard payment of bills in
respect of supplies of Brass Seals, the Superintendent p&T Forms. and Seals, Aligarh
will sent the corurected invoices direct to the indentoq who should complete the same
and retum duly countersigned by AOC/Stn Cdiiunit Commander to the
superintendent P&T Forms and seals for raising necessary debit against the controller
of Defence Accounts (Air Force) New Delhi. The booking of expenditure in all cases
will be done by CDA(AF), Dehradun.

SOPs enumerated in para 7 and 9 above is to be followed.

Audit of sanctions:- Ink signed copy of all sanctions issued by cFAs with or without
conourrence of IFA will be endorsed to cDA (AF) /JCDA.(AF) for audit of sanctions. lnk
signed copy of Supply orders endorsed to cDA (AF) /JCDA (AF) for audit of sanctions, at
the time of placement of Supply Order.
Necessary subject file containing original tenders/quotations, csegA certificate and
other supporting documents should be made available to cDA larylcoa (AF) for
audit of sanctions.

^ This is separate from post-audit which is to be undertaken by cDA (AF) /JCDA (AF)
after payment by AF Accounts Branch.

I

t4
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I' schedule: XV : This schedule lays down financial powers in respect of Duplication
of Maintenance documents on magnetic media and as hard copies.

2. Occasions: These powers are to be exercised for duplication of all maintenance and
logistics documents on magnetic media and copies through the following means :-

(a) Duplications ofdocuments using in-house resources.

(b) Duplications ofdocuments through extemal agencies.

These powers will also be applicable for Cataloguing ofParts catalogue and price lists
on magnetic media.

3- B4nges covered: All maintenance and logistics documents, publications required for
accomplishing Technical, Logistics and allied functions.

4- Asencv Responsible: Jt Dte of Publication either itself or through cSDo, under the
ACAS(MP).

Duplication Throuqh Service Sources

5. Joint Directorate Publication, Air He @Kp) under ACAS (Mp) (who may even task
CSDO in some cases) will be responsible for centralised printing/duplication of maintenance
and logistics documents on magnetic media as well as on hard copies. For duplication of
docurnents on magnetic media in-house JD publications is to pui up rhe requirement of
hardware(like computers Printer, scanners, cD writen, cD duplicators, cDs, Floppies etc) to
DIT separately for procurement through revenue head of DIT as a one time requirement or
replacement against existing itern which has completed the utility in life and usage.

6. Budgetarv Support: JD Publication is to ensure thdt the annual budget forecast for
purchase of printing and binding mateials(799/23 o1786/26) is projected will in time for
allotrnent of necessary funds.

Dirplication/Printine (in-house)

7. Duplication/Printing of maintenance documents rhrough JD publication should be
resorted to only in the following cases :-

(a) The publication does not fall under the purview ofcopy rights Act.

@) The publication is not classified.

(c) The total number of pages of the publication to be duplicated is more than 100
pages and is to be distributed to more than 25 addressees.

8. Sponsoring Directorate is to forward the request for duplication to JD Publication at
Air HQ (RKP) alongwith the following documents/information :-

:
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(a) "camera-ready'' copy or.the manuscript duly authenticated (Hard print and
Floppy/CD wherever feasible). euality of paper, ink, binding et should be
clearly brought out.

(b) Date by which the job needs to be completed.

(c) Requisition slip alongwirh Certificate duly sigred by the Director.

(d) Broad justification for the duplication/printing and the utilisation of tbe total
copies proposed to be printed.

(e) Details of consumables required to be procured.

9. JD Publication/CSDO would then cost the proposal and forward the case with all the
details to IFA(if powers are to be exercised in consultation) and cFA for approval after
which the printing/duplication job is to be undertaken. For in-house duplicationthe proposal
would be combined from necessity and expenditure angle.

Duplication Through External Source

l0- Joint Directorate Publication, Air Fle (RKp_ under ACAS (Mp) (who may even task
cSDo in some cases) will be responsible for printing/duplication 

-oi 
maintenance and

logistics documents on magnetic media as well as on hard copies.

I l. , Bu4setary Supnort: JD Publication is to ensure that the annual budget fore cast for
purchase of printing and binding materials (786/23 or 7g6/26) is projected well in time for
allotment of necessary funds.

12. Regarding IFA concurrence at this stage of fund projection detailed guidelines as
given in SOP covered under schedule XII (H) should be followed.

13. Duplication of maintenance documents through extemal agencies should be resorted
to only in the following cases :-

(a) The publication does not fall under the purview ofCopy Rights Act.
(b) The publication is not classified as TOp SECRET, SECRET or

CONFIDENTTAL.

(c) The total number of pages of the publication to be duplicated is more than l0
pages and is to be distributed to more than25 addresses.

(d) JD Publications and CSDo do not have the capacity in terms of to provide the
quantitative and qualitative requirements.

14- Sponsoring Directorate is to forward the request for duplication to JD Publication at
Air HQ @KP) alongwith the following documents/information :-

(a) "camera+eady'' copy of the manuscript duly authenticated (Hard print and
Floppy/CD wherever feasible),euality of paper, ink, binding etc should Le clearly
brought out.

(b) Date by which the job needs to be completed.
(c) Requisition slip along with certificate duly signed by the Director.
(d) Broad justification for the duplication/printing and the utilization of the total

copies proposed to be printed.
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15. JD Publication is to cost the proposal based on past experience/assessmenvmarket
survey and forward the case with all the details to IFA (if powers are to be eiercised in
consultation) and cFA for approval from necessity angle after which the printing/duplication
job is to be undertaken. JD Publication should clearly bring out the following in the proposal.

(a) Availability of funds.
(b) Reasons why the task cannot be undertaken in-house, through photo copy,

resorgraph etc.
Agency who would co-ordinate the printing CSDO/ JD Pubs.
Draft RFP to be floated on LTE basis. RFP should be specific on quality ofpaper,
ink, quality, proofreading procedure etc.

(e) List of vendors to whom RFP would be floated (Proprietary purchases are not
permitted). ACAS (MP) would register firms through process of advertisements- in news papers atleast once a year.

(f) Availability of tunds.

16. Necessity angle approval is to be obtained as per principles given in SOp relating to
schedule XII(A) to(C).

17. Floating of tenders, opening of qdotes, formulation of purchase proposal and
procurement is to be undertaken as per principles given in soP relating to schedule xII (D)to
(G) except that the composition of the TPC would be as follows :-

(a) AOIvIiACAS(MP)- Chairman (depending on the financial powers )
(b) IFA or rep ofIFA
(c) JD Publications
(d) Project Officer(if applicable)

Only after TPC approves the proposal and accords expenditure approval the order is
to be placed. The order would be released by JD PubVCOCSDO. Post contract operations
would be as given in para 35 of SOP relating to schedule XII(D)Io(G).

18. Docrunents to be submitted alongwith each proposal as well as time schedule for
clearance ofeach proposal would be as per SOP relating to schedule XII (A) to(G).

19. Time limits for necessity angle and expenditure angle approval would be as per
schedule XII (A) to(G).

References: SOPs relating to schedule XII (A) to(c).

(c)
(d)

I

I
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SCHEDULE -XVI (A) (B) (C)

Misc. Expdr. Incurred by CAS while on Tour

!@ MiscellaneousProvision

. Authority FR Part I Vol I

Competent Financial Authority Without IFA
Concurrence

With IFA/CDA
Concurrence

I 2 3
I.MISC EXPENDITURE INCURRED BY CAS
WHILEONTOUR

The Chief of Air Staff 50,000
Auth: Rule 60 ofFR PT I

2. CEREMONIAL PARADE
OAOC.IN-CWAC 1,00,000

{ii) AOC-in-C other Commands r.00.000
Auth: Rule 290 ofFR PT I
3. LIMIT OF IMPREST ADVANCES

(A) Detachment Commanders
(i) Lone D€tachment 25.000
(ii) Short Detachment 10.000

Aulh : Rule 476 of Pav & Allowance Resulations
(B) Advance ofSalvage party

(i) Officer in-charge of Salvage 25,000
(ii) WO YC Salvaqe party 10.000
(iii) NCO YC Salvase oarty 5,000

Auth : Rule 479 of Pay & Allowances reqllations
(C) Limits of imprest advance for Cash purchase

(i) IAF self accounting €stablishment
commanded by Air Cmde & above

30,000

(ii) LAF self accounting establishments
commanded by Gp Capt & below

20,000

, @
" (i) Powers should be exercised through the Dte of AcctVC Accts O/S Acct O who is ensure

that adequate funds have been allotted and are available in the budget.

(ii) Powers in respect of purchase of stores relate only to purchase of indigenous stores and
Not in respect ofstores liom abroad.

SOPs in case of expenditure incurred bv CAS while on tour

I (i) The expenditure of non recurring nature under this code head would be on the following
objects :-

(a)'Donations when visiting Training Establishments, Boys Training Units etc

(b) Provision of hophies, Flags etc for presenting to Training Establishments
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(c) Provision of amenity articles when visiting hospitars, welfare centers etc

(d) Similar grants

(e) Miscellaneous expenditure incurred by the chief of the Air staff while on tour forwhich no specific provision exists in the Regurations, e.g. gratuities to the
servants, coolie here, etc. This expenditure in the Financial years should not
exceed l0olo of the amount allocated to the Chief of the Air Staff.

(ii) No sanction accorded by the above authorities should involve an express contravention of
any existing rule contained in the authorised codes or regulations.

(iii) No such grants be made for services or individuals projects on which the Govemment of
India have definitely refused previously to incur expenditure.

(iv) The unspent balance at the end of the Financial; year will lapse to Govemment.

(vi) contingent bill duly supported by pre-receipted bills to be preferred to s Accts o Race
Course for booking under the relevant Code head and payment action.

Expendifure incurred on Ceremonial Parade

Checklist & SOPs in case of expenditure incurred on Ceremonial parade

(i) All expenditure, other than transportation charges, incurred in connection with Cerernonial
Parades, including parades on the following occasions be govemed under these rules :--

(a) Republic Day

(b) lndependence Day

(c) Visits of high officials to military stations.

(ii) All the expenditure under this head will be debited to 'unit allowances and other
Miscellaneous Expenses".

(iii) Expenditure incurred on transportation charges i.e., cost of Government hansport, hired
transport or transport lby rail, and cost of petrol, oil and lubricants consumed shall be met
from the respective accounts head concemed.
(iv) contingent bill duly supported by pre-receipted bills to be preferred to S Accts o for
booking under the relevant Code head and paJment action.

SOPs at Commend HOs for Ceremonial Parades

(i) Receive SOC from Unit in three ofcopies

(ii) on receipt of the soc, concemed section in command will register the details of
the case in the register maintained for the purposg after checking the justification and
fulfillment of conditions goveming the requirernent.

(iii) If all the conditions are being fulfilled and expenditure is within the laid down
Financial limits the case will be put up to IFA for the necessary ooncur€nce wherever
applicable.
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(iv) on receipt of the case from IFAs concurrence, wherever applicable or otherwise,
the case will be put up for CFA for necessary sanction.

Exoenditure on Advance to Salvage party

(i) An officet or non commissioned officer who is placed in command or charge of a party
proceeding sea craft or MT Salvage duties may be authorized by his commanding officer to
draw an advance of cash, to enable him to meet the cost of local purchases, hirelf lab our,
conveyance and such other expenses as may be necessary for service purposes for which
immediate payments in cash on spot are necessary.

(ii) The advance will be paid by the accountant officer or imprest holder as the case may be,
from the public funds account and a receipt for the amount advanced will be obtainej and
submitted as a voucher to the account rendered to the CDA(AF).

(IIr) Before proceeding on detachment or salvage duties, the oIficer or NCo in command
should be instructed to obtain receipts for all payment made under the terms of there rules.
His aftention should also be directed to the rules regarding permissible expenditure on
rations.

(iv) on retum of the detachment or Salvage party to its parent unit the officer or NCo in
command' will, without delay, handover to the Accountant officer/Imprest Holder the
unexpendd cash balance of the advance together with vouchers.or receipts for all payments
made. The Accountant Officer/Imprest holder will account for the transaction in tihe public
Fund A"/c.

Checkli3t & SOPs for advances for Detachment Commander

(i) A Flight commander who takes his flight away from the station on detachment may only
be allowed to draw an advance, to enable him. to make local purchases and hiring whicir may
be necessary during his absence for service purposes, and which can only be obtalned by cash
payment.

(ii) All other SoP's enumerated in para (ii) to (iv) for Advance to salvage pagy will be
followed.
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SCHEDULE XVII (A)

SOP ON PAYMENT OF DEMMURAGE/OTHER & WHARFAGE
CHARGES MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

2. Areas Covered by the Schedule : The consignment in IAF are received from
different sources and transported by various modes like :

(a) Air
(b) Rail
(c) Road
(d) Sea

Here the Schedule XVII-A to cover all consignment received from above

modes/means and payments ofdernurrage, wharfage and any other charges.

3. Occasions when the powers can be used ; The incidence may arise that demurrage'

wharfage, terminal storage and processing, warehousing, handling and freight under charges

or any oth€r charges required to be paid to the carrier or other authorities, which are beyond

the control of unit/Depot/BRD/Emb HQSa,ICU. The power under the schedule are to be

utilised as and when incidence occurs.

4. Budsetarv Support

(a) Code Head : Major Head : 2078 Def Services (IAF)
Minor Head : 105 (c) TPT, SUB Head C

Aviation Stores (EP)

(b) EgCgglglProjection System : MCO/Lgs Oft/Offr Designated by AOC/CO
to project the requirements of fimds through Controlling Command HQrs to D Fin P

. at Air HQ as per prevalent procedure of PR./PRE/RVMA. Funds allocated are to be

closely monitored by Command HQ of allottee units since the expenditure is
rmplarmed and time is essence.

(c) Budgetary Control @ookings) and expenditure control system

Demurrage, Wharfage or any other charges is payable due to non-collection of'
consignment within the authorised fiee period. On detection of such an incidence, the

unit is required to take immediate action to collect the consignment by payng the

charges due so as to avoid further damages. The expe,nditure thus will always be

unplanned and sanctions will have to be Ex-Post-Facto. The standard documents and

registered will be maintained which are in vogue.
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Competent Financial AuthoritY Without IFA
Concurrence

WithIFA
Concurrence

(A) Payment of Demurrage and Wharfagg Charges Rs.. Rs.

(i) COMCU/EmbHQn 10,000 50,000

(ii) AOC/CO Unit 1,000 s,000

(iii) vCAS/AON{/AOC-in-C 10,000 25,000



(d) Paying authority and mode of payment : Inter departmental book
adjustments are to be made by CDA. The mode of pa)ments are :

(D MC Note IAF (T) l7l I in case of Railways.
(iD Cheque payment by Accts Offr, Delence Accts Department (AO DAD)

in case of Sea/Port.
(iii) Pre-deposit A,/C (PDA) in case of Air delivery where charges are made

to Airport Authority of India (AAI).
(iv) By air CAN (Air Cargo Note) or cheque payment by Accounts Officer

of Unit.

5. Obtainins expenditure anele sanction : The sanctions are to be obtained ex-post-
facto. Procedure and documents to be submitted for obtaining expenditure angle approval of
CFA is enumerated below.

(a) Cases where oavment of demurrage. wha;age or anv other charges
where expenditure is within CFA powers (without IFA concurrence) :

- On detection of incidence that Dernurrage or any other similar charges are
payable to carriers or any other agencies due to non-collection of consignment.within
free period, MCOfunit representative will collect consignment from.carrier
immediately by submifting MC Note,/Cheque/Payment voucher for book adjustment
and obtain receipt/bill from carrier. AOC/CO to approve the expenditure after
collection of consignment. Necessary action to be initiated for reimbursernent of
funds. The AOC/CO may use his discretion to dispense with holding of Court/Board
of Enquiry if he is convinced that no theft, fraud and gross neglect has taken place. A
waiver certificate is to be issued by AOC/CO in such a case giving adequate reasons
for it.

(b) Cases wherc pavment or demurraqe. wharfage or any other charges
where exoenditure is within CFA powers (with IFA concurrence).

On detection ofan incidence that Demurrage or any other similar charges are
payable to carriers or to any other agencies due to non-collection of consignment
within free period, MCOfunit representative will collect consignment from carrier
immediately by submitting MC Note/Cheque/Payment voucher for book adjustment
and obtain receipt/bill Aom carrier. AOC/CO to approve the expenditure after
collection of consignment. Necessary action to be initiated for reimbursement of
fund. The AOC/CO may use his discretion to dispense with holding of Court/Board
of enquiry if he is convinced that no theft, fraud and gross neglect has taken place. A
waiver certificate is to be issued by AOC/CO in such a case. Officer handling
transportation at Unit is to initiate a proposal containing the following -

(i) Any one of "First information" document i.e. faxlcarrier notice/carrier receipt,
advising receipt of the consignmant.

(ii) ' Regular check" certificate from MCO/Designated Officer of the unit.
(iii) Court/Board ofenquiry, copy ofwaiver certificate which ever applicable.
(iv) Reason for delay and non-collection within free time by MCO/Designated officer
(v) Srggested remedial action.



The proposal is to be forwarded to IFA for financial concurence. On receipt of IFA
concurence, obtain approval of CFA.

(c) Cases where pavment of demurrage wharfaqe or any other charges
where expenditure is bevond the delesated powers of CFA

On detection of incidence that Dernurrage or any other similar charges are
payable to carriers or any other agencies due to non-collection of consignment within
free period, MCOrunit representative will collect consignment from carrier
immediately by submitting MC Note./Cheque/Payment Voucher for book adjustrnent
and obtain receipt/bill from carrier. AOC/CO to approve the expenditure after
collection of consignment. Necessary action to be initiated for reimbursement of

. funds. The AOC/CO may use his discretion to dispense with holding of Court/Board' of enquiry if he is convinced that no theft, fraud and gross neglect have taken place.
A waiver certificate is to be issued by AOC/CO in such a case.

Incidence having expenditure beyond power of CFA are to be refered to
Commard HQiAir HQA,IODnAOO6inI ttttough proper channel as the case may be
along with following documents r

(i) Any one of"First information" document i.e., fax/carrier notice./carrier receipt.
(ii) "Regular check" certificate from MCo/Designted officer of the unit.
(iii) CourctBoard of €nquiry with recgmmendations of Command HQ's or waiver

certificate.
(iv) Remedial actions proposed, wherever applicable.
(v) Copies of correspondence related to delay in question.

Respective Dte at Air HQ/Cell at command HQ is to process and obtain ex-post-
facto sanction of CFA. On receipt of CFA sanction, a letter of authority is to be
issued.

6. Check list for IFA & CFA : The following aspect could be checked whether :

(a) Regular checks were made by rmit/unit representative to the carrier or other
authorities.

O) Was action taken immediately on receipt of first information.

(c) Loss is not due to theft, fraud, and gross neglect and waiver of Court/Board
of enquiry is justified (in applicable cases).

(d) Are remedial actions proposed sufficient to ensure prevent recurrence in
future.

(e) Delays were beyond the control of consignee.
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Schedule- XVII (B

SOP: TRAISSIT INSTIRAITCE IPER TRANSACTIOI{ B.ASISI

l. Schedule : Para B of Appendix II of Part III Schedule XVII. Insurance of iterns
during transit p€r transaction with a foot note, "to be done on a case to case basis where
necessity to be justified". Financial power VCASiAOIWAOC-in-C Rs.1,00,000/- without
IFA concurrence and Rs.1,00,00,000/- with IFA concurrence for payment of insurance
charges.

2. Areas/Renges Covered . lnsurance can be undertaken for all Air Force stores being
transported. Insurance is to be done with a nationalized insurance agency only.

3. Occasion When The Powers Can be Used.

TRANSIT INSURANCE IS AN EXTREME EXCEPTION TO BE IJNDER TAKEN
IN EXCEPTIONAL CASES ONLY

(a) Defence store that have a very high degree of susceptibility to damage loss in
transit and the risk that, if damaged the damage would be of such nature that would
render the entire equipment beyond economical repair or entail very heavy
expenditure on repair.

O) Despatch of items through private vendors where kansporters has no
responsibility of damage in transit and damage clause is not covered under
transportation charges and it meets criteria at para 3(a) and (d).

(c) All stores in exceptional-cases when operational requirements so dictate.

(d) When itern i5 dispatch to vendor (in lndia or abroad) for repair/maint or being
rd>eived back after repair and the item is not insured by the supplier as per contract or
transportation charges do not include insurance and item falls under category of para
3 (c), (d), (e), (f) and (h).

(e) Imported items of fragile nature.

(0 Air Carrier is likely to pass tbrough storm or through air space of country
where war/unrest is anticipated.

' (g) Ship carrier is likely to encounter storm or hostilities at sea.

O) Civil Road transport is likely 1o pass through strife tom townr'infested with anti
social elernents or pass through area hit by floods etc.

(r) Any cari4r transporting inflammable goods.

(k) Any other reasons to prevent loss/damage to stores

4. Acceptance Of Necessitv And Clearence From Budeet Anqle. The following are
the agencies that are involved in initiating the case for hansit insurance.

(a) Imported Ranges. For items being imported, :espective maintenance cell
.at Air tIQ that propose the requirements of insurance has to initiate the case and
forward it to D Fin(P/DMA (for budgetary purpose) which in tum with its remarks
will forward it to AOM for acceptance of necessity. Maintenance cell may club this
proposal while initiating case for air lift.
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lUl Other Ri4ees Within The Country. If any need is felt by the units to
insure any itern being transported within the counhy then,

(D Units under Air HQ will initiate the case in the form of soc and forward it to
concemed Dte at Air He for progression and obtaining for acceptance of the
necessity as per details given at para 5.

(iD other units. will initiate the case and forward it to the respective command
Headquarters for progression and obtaining for acceptance of the necessity as
per details given at Para 5.

5. Ttarl!,To Be Forwarde and Expenditure anele.
The following details are to be forwarded to c@

approval.

(a) Full justification for the need for transit insurance. To clearly spell out the
in19lnce cover required for fragile iterns, fire hazard, cyclone hazard, 

-hoiilities 
etc.

Multi contingenry cover viz cyclone and fire needs to 6e spelt out. The cost of the
equipment to be insured should be ctearly specified in thl proposal. The date of
purchase should also be indicated.

(b) Past reference ifany & known, where insurance cover was provided in similar
case.

(c) Quotation from all Nationalised insurance companies and a cSe formulated.
Ll is to be identified. euotes are to be invited by the concemed director of the Maint
cell.

(d) Terms & conditions of the insurance poricy (a draft insurance policy is to be
placed alongwith). System of payment should be specifi€d, ftrsurance operating
olficer should be indicated.

6. 
- 
The case is to be processed through IFA in case insurance premium cost is qual to or

more than Rs. one lakh. The sanction in this case would be combind to- 
"e""ssity 

*ra
expenditure angle. Based on the sanction the Director is to sign the insurance poticy ana rr"
is also to issue a letter authority for payment release.

7. Budgetarv Support

q_^ 
^ jcode==Hed_- The expenditure shall be inburred from Major Head

2078/]vlinor Head 105(e/LCH 753100 as per IAp 0152.

O) BudqetarvProiection

(i) ,qt A! HqE. Concemed Dte is to prepare their budget estimate for
the ensuing financial year based on the past expenditure anJ future forecast
requirernents and forward it to DMA under AoM. DMA will compile the total
requirernents from all cells and Foject it to D Fin p. D Ein p in tum wilr
allocate necessary funds to the maintenance cells through DMA.
(ir) The responsibility of preparation of budget estimates and the general
rules that are to be followed in preparation of estimate is given in parai s andl0 of IAP 0152 and AFo s4r77. The Time schedulel be foilowed for
submission of estimates is given in para 32 of IAp 0152.

(c) Budeetarv contror. DMA/D Fin (p) will maintain and monitor the
expenditure on insurance at Air HQ. Therefore all cases of insurance are to be routed
through DMA/D Fin (p) at Air He.



(d) Pavins Authoritv And Mode. Payment will be effected on submission
of contignet bill by Air HQ alongwith letter of authority.

8' _ Becuuon-attnsu.ance. on receipt of approvar for insurance proposal is
to be finalized between Air Force and lnsurance company based on the standard rules and
clauses pertaining to insurance and deed is to be executed. The lnsurance policy is to be
signed by the Director level at Air HQ. The Insurance policy should clearly state that the
policy would be operated by the Aoc/co or S I gs o/c Lgs o of the consignor unit.
MCU while forwarding the policy to units detailed guidelines are to be issued to operating
unit on how to implement and utilize the policy.

9. Documents/Details to be submitted to IFA & CFA for aoproval

(a) Nature, Type and cost of equipment to be insured.

(b) Total cost implications and confirmation of Budgetary support.

(c) Draft insurance policy.

(d) Quotationsofnationalizedinsurancefirms.
(e) Draft letter of authority

10. Check list IFA and CFA

(a) To ascertain ifinsurance is unavoidable and necessary.

(b) Ifit covers the possible envisaged risks.

(c) Are rates being charged in conformity with laid down prernium rates?

I l. Time schedule for processinq ofcases

Within 7 working
days ofreceipt

ofthe case

Within 7 days of
receipt of case

12- References : G of I MoD letter No. 14( l7l86/D(Proc/D coord dated 17 hl lgg2.

Vetting of case at Comrnand HQ/Air
HQ and Initiation ofproposal

Financial vetting by IFA
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SCHEDULE : XVII(C)

l. Schedule. Schedule XVII (c) Appendix - II part-III _ Air Force _ FRpart_I
Vol 2. Issued on 0l Apr02.

2- Ranses covered. The various ranges of Air force Equipment for which the
Repair tasks can be issued on the repair agencies are as follows:-

(a) Aircraft

(b) Aero engines

(c) Rotables / Aggregates of aircraft and aero engines

(d) Complete Systems and Repairables of Radar & Communication Systans

(e) Complete Systems Qomplete System Repairables of GW systems

(f) Repairables of any other equipment for which regular cat D arisings occur and
future requirernents ( for repair) can be anticipated or cat 'D' have iccumulated
& need to be repaired.

3. The repair* and overhaul (RoH) task is the tool for utilization ofexisting inventory
of repairables and should be judiciously planned and used to recycle the available (and
expensive) assets tbr forward usage / exploitation of the major equipment.

*Note :- The word repair is not to be limited to repairs only but shall include modified
paintings or other activity which changes . the condition ofthe item to be repaired.

!. ocgasions when the Powers can be used. The enhanced delegated powers can
beused for:-

(a) Issue ofAnnual Repair Tasks

(b) Issue of special tasks / ad-hoc tasks

(c) Issue of amendments to the tasks

(d) Regularization of the tasks ( Excess / Shortfall in production)

(e) Regularization of production ofNontask iterns.

5. Budgeterv support. Budgetary support is not required in case ofissue oftask to IAF
BRD's. In case of issue of task to indigenous agencies outside tAF Budgetary support is a
necessity. ln case of issue of RoH task to extemal indigenous agenciei (in;hdig other
services) Budgetary support fiom relevant repair code head for the particular aircrafl/iystem
is to be provided. In case of tasks issued on HAL, the proposals have to be routed and
vetted by Dte efFin (P) (DDCA) to provide budgetary support.
Issue ofAnnual tasks.

6. All RoH tasks are issued financial year-wise i.e. Firm task for next one year and roll
on task for balance part of the MPE period. The two rirost important aspects of formulation
of the repair tasks are the accuracy of the task and the timely issue of tie task.
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7. Norms for Formulation of Repair & overhaul Task The draft repair tasks for
aircraft, aero engines and rotables are to be prepared at Air HQs as per the guidelines given in
IAP l54l leaflet 30 Part-I & II (copy placed as Annexure-I) and AOM's Supply and
provisioning Canon M/2001 (copy placed as Asnexure-Il ) .

8. Schedule for Issue of Tasks. The process of preparation and issue of the Repair
and overhaul task is to begin at least 12 months prior to the commencement of the task year.

The schedule tb be followed from the beginning of formulating the draft task till the task is
completed and regularized is placed at Annexure III.

g. Documents / Data required for Formulation of Tasks. The key to accurate
tasking is the accuracy of the data. The basic data / documents required for calculation of
task are:-

(a) Unit Establishment (UE)
(b) Aircraft / engine holdings and the status of each ac / engine.
(c) Past utilization rate(three years) and the plarured rate for the task period.
(d) List ofrotables/ Aggregates with details ofTBO, TTL & Fit per qty.
(e) Withdrawal pattem ofrotables/ aggregates of at least last three years.

(f) AOG arisings during last three years.
(g) Holdings ofrotables (all categories)
(h) Average service life ofall the rotables.

10. Technical Vettinq of Tasks. The tasks as prepared based on the laid down norms
should further be technically vetted bearing the following questions in mind:-

(a) Would the tasf output ensure a continuous flow to the units keeping in view the
task qty and the cycle time?

(b) Would the ROH task qty for next one year translate into sufficient Airframe and
engine_hours to meet the flying effort for the firm task period?

(c) Is the task related to th€ AOG arising rate?

(d) In case of any technical modification resulting in changes in life , task figures
should be accordingly corrected,

(e) Cat D holdings at the repair depots should be considered. '

(f) In case the past withdrawals were due to some tecbnical drficiency which has

since bee.n corrected, the task figures should accordingly be corrected.

All tasks before being put up to IFA and CFA for concufience should be certified by the
technical specialist of the weapon cell, that above technical vetting has been carried out.

Processing & Routing of Proposals ( Issue of Repair Task)*

* Note :- All tasks after approval are to be issued by a task number by Dte of MIS. Copies of
all task, zimendments, production performance and regularization are to be forwarded to Dte
of MIS.
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ll. @ The draft task for ROH to be issled on BRDs

will be processed as follows:-

(a) The draft repair task ( duly formulated as per the norms and technically vetted)

are to be sent to HQ MC and the BI{D for their vetting. The draft repair task

should be accompanied by the worting sheets.

(b) The BRD suggests arnendments (if required) in the draft task qty '

(c) The amended draft repair task with comments of the repair

(d) depot and recommendations of HQ MC ( at SMSO level) received back at Air
HQ.

(e) Based on the above, inputs me task figures may be modified at Air HQs and the

task is finalized at Air HQ.

(D A case is prepared and forwarded to IFA for conclurence and subsequent

approval ty eOU. Before the case is forwarded to the IFA, the

recommendations of the penultimate cFA (i.e. the respective ACAS ) is to be

obtained. The case contents are as follows:-

Case Contents

(i) Define the aircraft, system and the range for which task is to be issued. Define the repair

alency/agencies to which task is to be issued (in case past of the task is to be issued by MOD
. the same should be brought out).

' (ii) Bring out in brief what the repair agency has achieved/not achigved in last 3 years

. ;cluding existing capabilities as well capabilities which would be added during the years for

which task is proposed to be issued. Would the repair agency be required to be provided

additional support to meet the proposed task.

(iii) Bring out the process & logic followed in finalization of the task. Also clearly bring

out:-

(aa) Whether all supporting documents as required as placed in file'

(ab) Whether technical vetting has been carried out as per Para 9 of this SOP.

; (ac) Whether vefting of HQMC, lAF (SMSO) has been done? & if all HQ MC
recommendations have been incorporated.

' (ad) Bring out any deviations if any from the existing procedure. ln case the task of
the repair agency is being reduced due to constraints the same should be

highliehted. Bring out details of items/aircreift/ system not included in the task

due to conshaints & altemate couse of acdon proposed to be taken'

(ae) Budgetary support (l.y DDCA in casc of HAL based) and Maintenance Cell (in

case of extemal ager:ry other than HAL) confirmation should be provided.
- (af) Summariie the proposed repair task. Confirrn draft task to be issued is placed in
' file In case ol delay in issue of task a delay,report signed by ACAS giving

reasons for delay is to be attached.

(ag) Obtain financial concurence from IFA'

ah) Seek aPProval ofCFA. 
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(ag) After approval by AOM, a formal ROH task is issued to the BRD. Copy of task is
to Ta{: available to repair agency, IFA, Dte MIS, audit authorities'i"A p"yirg
authorities.

12. . . Tas.k tg be Issued on HAL Divisions. In case of task to be issued on the HAL
Divisions the following procedure will be followed:-

(a) Draft repair task to be forwarded to the HAL Division concerned and the AFLE
for comments.

(b) HAL 
^may 

suggest changes to the draft task ( if required) , duly concurred by the
CO of.the AFLE concemed and forward to Air He.

(c) At Air HQ , the task qty is finalized.

(d) A case is prepared and forwarded to Dte of Fin (p) (DDCA) for costing ofthe
task and for working out the advance payments to be made to HAL. case cintents
should be as per Para t I (e) above. The pricing of the task is to be done as per
AoMs S&P canon l/2002. Dte Fin (p) is to provide details of the costing and ihe
basis of the costing.

(e) The case is then forwarded to IFA for financial concurence and subsequent
approval by AOM. Before the case is forwarded to the IFA, the
recommendations of the penultimate cFA ( i.e. the respective ecAS ) is to be
obtained.

Issue the formal task on the.HAL Division crearly indicating the advance payment
which is permissible ( as indicated by Dte of Fin (p) / DDCA).

r

13.
case ot task on PSU' with whom the pricing policy/ norms have been nnati""a uy tvtoD] tn"
following procedure will be followed:-

(a) Draft repair task is forwarded to the pSU for acceptance of the draft qty and
comments, The Draft repair task should indicate the Govt orders which-would
regulate the paynents.

(b) The comments / acceptance of the qty on draft task received from ihe pSU ( duly
concurred by the Air Force Liaison Organization, ifestablished).

(c) The task quantities are finalized at Air He.
(d) Requirement of Funds in the repair code head (Non HAL) for cash out go during

the next financial year is noted.

(e) A case is, prepared and forwarded to IFA for
subsequent approval by AOM. Before the case is
recommendations of the penultimate CFA (i.e. the
obtained.

(f) After approval by AOM, a formal ROH task is issued to the pSU.

Thisprocedure will also be followed while tasking repair agencies of other services.

14.
private vendors. :- The enhanced delegated po*os -" fo@

financial concurrence and
forwarded to the IFA, the
respective ACAS ) is to be
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:

case the pricing policy has been accepted by MoD. In cases where repairs are to be
undertaken through the PSUs with whom no pricing agreement exist, the repair / overhaul
should be undertaken as per the normal procedure for repair of Air Force equipment and shall
be governed by the Financial poweni as given at Schedule - XII , Appendix-Il, part _ III _
Air Force, FR Part-I Vol 2. Issue of200l.

Issue of Adhoc Tasks

15. In addition to the Repair and overhaul task , additional tasks such as Mod
ernbodiment, Painting, wing repairs, upgradations etc are requird to be issued. These are to
be formulatd based on the actual requirernents and are issued on the approval AoM after
concurrence by IFA.

Amendment to tasks durins task vears :- Normally no reduction in task is to be sought at
this belated stage unless the repair arisings (Demand) are expected to ieduce as compared to
what was anticipat€d when the initial task was proposed. Similarly no increase in tasi should
be sought, unless the repair arisings have actually risen or are expected to rise. The
proposed increasddecrease in task should be suppoded with requisite data. Decrease of task
could be sought during the mid term review due to constraints which are beyond the control
of HQ MC/Repair depots. Specific details of the constraints should be brought out in each
case and specific action desird from this HQ should be brought out or alternately repairs
abroad should be recommended. In case any amendment is necessary during the current year
a case bringing out reasons for the amendment should be put to IFA & cFA on similar lines
as in case of issue oftask.

Regu larization of Reoair Tesks.

16. All Repair Agencies are to carry out a detailed review ofthe repair task at the end of
the task year and forward it to Air HQ by 30 April (for BRDs ,with recommendations of
sMSo HQ Mc). In case of Excess / Shortfall in production, the details of task and the
reasons / justification for excess / shortfall in production are to be given the repair agency
.The procedure for regularization of tasks is as follows:-

(a) Reeularization of Task : IAF BRDs.

(D A detailed review to be carried out by the BRD at the end of the task year
on production status ofeach individual itern on the task.

(ii) Final review of task received at Air He through He MC with the
recommendations of SMSO He MC, IAF including remedial measures to
make tasks in future more accurate,

(iii) After scrutiny of the final review of task at Air He, a case is prepared for
regularization of the task. The case contents should be as follows: _

Case contents

l. Link and summarize the repair task issued.

2. Bring out summary of task achieved based on inputs of repair agency and or. 
HQ MC, IAF:-

(a) Summary details of iterns & qty under achieved with reasons.

. (b) Summary details of items & qty over achieved indicate reasons for low
tasking.
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(c) Relate task to serviceability achieved during the period.

(d) Confirm documents as required are placed in file.

3. Bring out the remedial actions to be taken / or taken to avoid recurrence of
inaccurate tasking and also action to be taken to get items repaired in case of
iterns where task has been under achieved.

4. Bring out effect of under achievement of task on the fleeVsystem during the

year.

5. Confirm (for external agencies only) if budgetary adjustments have been

done for over and under achievements'

6. ln case of delay in seeking regularization a delay report signed by ACAS is

to be placed in file. Confirm draft regularization letter is placed in file.

7. Seek approval of CFA (AOM).

(iv) The case is put up for the approval ofAOM after concurence by IFA.

(v) After approval by AOM, a formal amendment of the task is issued for
regularization of the task.

ftr) Reoulerization of Task : HAL Divisions.

(D A detailed review to be carried out by the HAL Division at the end of the

task year on production status of each individual itern on the task.

(iD Final review of task received at Air HQ through the AFLE concerned

with the recommendations of CO AFLE

(iii)AfterscrutinyofthefinalreviewoftaskatAirHQ,acaseispreparedfor
regularization of the task

(iv) The case is forwarded to Dte of Fin (P) ( DDCA) for noting the changes in
the task and the payments thereof.

Case contents should be as per 16(a) (iii) above.

(v) The case is then put up for the approval of AOM after concurrence by IFA.

(vi) A formal amendment of the task is issued for regularization of the

task.

(c) Regularization of Task : PSUs (where pricins norms are finalized) or to ;

other services.

(i) A detailed review to be carried out bythe PSU at the end ofthe task year

on production status of each individual item on the task.

(ii) Final review of task received at Air HQ through the AFLE concemed /
concerned ED with the recommendations of CO AFLE / ED.

(iii) After scrutiny of the final review of task at Air HQ, a case is prepared for ?
regularization of the task. Case contents should be as per Para l6(a) (iii)
above.

(iv) The case is then put up for the approval of AOM after concurrence by IFA'

(v) A formal amendment ofthe task is issued for regularization of the task'



' Ileteils /,D.ocuments to be provided to.IFA and CFA

17. For Issue ofTask.

(a) Issue of ROII Task for Aircraft

+ (i) Summary of data as per Annexure - I to Appx A IAP l54l Leaflet 30 Part I

. (ii) Repair task chart as per Annexure - 2 to Appx A IAP l54l L€aflet 30 Part
I

(iii) Aircraft position as on 0l Apr 200- as per Annexure - 3 to Appx A IAP
l54l kaflet 30Partl -

. (iv) Summary Aircraft Position as per Annexure - 4 to Appx A IAP 1541
Leaflet 30 Part I

(v) . List of usable assets as per Annexure - 5 to Appx A IAP l54l Leaflet
.i. 30 Part I

r (vi) List of repairable assets as per Annexure - 6 to Appx A IAP 1541

Leaflet 30 Part I

(vii) Utilization rate as per Annexure - 7 to Appx A IAP l54l Leaflet 30
Part I

(viii) Acceptance of draft task by repair agency/ HQ MC (refer Para I I and 12

above).

. (ix) Draft aircraft repair task along with the forwarding letti:r.

' (b) Issue of F.OH Task for Aero ensines

(i) Summary of data as per Annexure - I to Appx B IAP l54l Leaflet 30
Part I

(iD Repair task chart as per Annexure:2 to Appx B IAP 1541 Leaflet 30
Part I

(iii) Aero engine position as on 0l Apr 200- as per Annexure - 3 to Appx B
IAP l54l lraflet 30Partl

. (iv) Production of Engine arisings as per Annexure 4 to Appx B IAP l54l
Leaflet 30 Part I

" (v) Summary Aero engine Position as per Armexure - 5 to Appx B fAP
l54l Leaflet 30 Part I

(vi) Premature with&awal of engines as per Annexure 6 to Appx B IAP l54l
Leaflet 30 Part I

(vii) List of usable assets as per Annexure - 7 to Appx B IAP l54l kaflet
30 Part I

, (viii) List of repairable assets as per Annexure - 8 to Appx B IAP 1541.
Leaflet 30 Part I

(ix) Utilization rate as per Arurexwe - 9 (Sheets I I 2 arld 2/2) to Appx B
IAP l54l Leaflet 30Partl



(x) Acceptance of draft task by repair agend He MC (Refer para I I and 12
above).

(xi) Draft aero engine repair task along with the forwarding letter.

(c) Issue of Repair Task for Rotables

(i) Data on flying hours and Flying Factor (FF) as per Annexure I to Appx A
IAP l54l Leaflet 30 Part - II

(iD Production Performance for previous 3 years as per Annexure 2 to Appx
A IAP l54l Leaflet 30 Part - II.

(iii) Updation of Assets Position as per Annexure 3 to Appx A IAp l54l
Leaflet 30 Part - II

(iv) Computation of Rotable Repair task as per Annexure 4 to Appx A IAp
l54l Leaflet 30 Part - II

(v) Acceptance of draft task by repair agency/ HQ MC ( Refer para I I and 12
above).

(vi) Draft rotable repair task along with the forwarding letter.

For Resularization of Task

(a) The file on which the original repair task was approved and issued.

(b) Production performance Retum of the Repair Agency as on 3 I Mar. . .. . . . . .

(c) Detailed justification for Excesdshortfall in production ( for each itern for
which task is to be regularized) given by the Repair agency (Refer para 16
above).

(d) Draft amendment to the task along with forwarding letter.

Note : Delay reports are to be enclosed wherever applicable.

Time Schedule for prpcessing of task case
(lssue, amendment as well as regularization)

Activity

Preparation &
initiation

Agencv Time Schedule (in working days)

Maint Cell l5 dap on receipt of
inputs from repair agency/ HQ MC, IAF

7 days

3 days

l0 days

18.

l.

2.

J.

4.

5.

Budgetarysupport DDCA
(only in case of HAL)
Vetting by ACAS
penultimate CFA
Financial agency IFA
vetting
Approvalby CFA AOM 7

Note :- In case above time limit is not adhered to

penultimate CFA.

the issue is to be brought to the notice of

t.
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Is the case

.A,re all docrmrents as per Para 17 / 18 place in file?

16 (a[iii]of the SOp?

I,AP l54I L€aflet30&31



SCHEDULE-XV[-(D)

SOP FOR ISSUE OF FORECAST FACTOR

l. Schedule XVII D

2. Occasion: Once every six months for issue of Forecast Factor on l't Jan and l"t Jul 
t*

every year. The case for issue of factor is to be processed and issued by DMA after
concurrence ofIFA and approval ofCFA.

3. $4gg Forecast factor is to be issued for all aircraft range and weapon systems as

well for clothing and Barrack stores. The procedure for issue of forecast factor for aircraft
system is to be followed as given in the succeeding paras.

Planned UE

4. Plarmed UE for each type of aircraft in service covering a period of5 years or more as

required will be made availabli to DMA by Directorate of Plans and Programmes. Planned '
UE in respect of aircraft being phased out will be duly annotated as "Life ofType".

Assets

5. Month-wise actual assets of each tlpe of aircraft will be provided by Air Force
Statistical Organisation to DMA. For the purpose of calculation of forecast factors, planned
UE or actual assets, whichever is less is to be taken into account.

6. Assets awaiting approval as Cat "E'should however be'specifically indicated.

7. Moreover, assets should take into account planned fuhre build-up including upgrades
during the period for which the fore cast factor is being issued. This input is to be obtained
by DMA from DASR.

Authorised Planned trlvins Hours

8. The monthly rate of effort for each type of aircraft is laid dow4 by the Directorate of
Plaris. The authorised planned flying hours is calculated by multiplying the planned UE or
assets (whichever is less) by the rate ofeffort for the authorised MPE.

Adoption of Rate of Effort

9. Forecast factor for each type of aircraft will be calculated on the basis of approved
percentage rate of effort.

Calculation of Fore cast Factor for Aircraft

10. The basic formula for calculation ofFF is:-

Planned UE or Assets + Dues - ia x Rale of effort x MPE period

-- (whicheveris less) (perac per month)

Flying hours done in last 12 months
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I l. The drill for calculations for one period are illustrated in Appendix "A" to this SOP.

Calculation ofForecast Factor for Ranses other than Aircraft

12. The formula for calculation of FF for ranges other than aircraft are placed at
Appendix "B" to this SOP.

leltileofcasee
13. The case files are to be initiated by DMA. Inputs required from ACAS (Ops) are to be
obtained on these files. There after, the files are to be routed through the respective ACAS of

. the Maintenance Cell (For which the fore cast factor is being calculated) for
recomrnendations. Thereafter, ttre files will be put up for approval ofCFA after concurence
by IFA. After approval of CFA the lefter of authority for issue offwill be signed and issued
by DMA. A copy of the letter should be addressed to all maintenance cells, HQMC and
depots under HQMC.

14. Time schedule for issue ofForecast Factor

Activity Agency
responsible

Time schedule

Effective
FF from ls
Jul

Effective FF
froml stJan

Provide Planned UE details to DMA D Plans 15 Anr l5 Oct
Provide Actual Asset status to DMA Air Force

Statistical
organization

15 Apr 15 Oct

Provide Dues-In details for fresh
inductions to DMA

DASR 15 Apr 15 Oct

Provide Rate of effort to DMA D Plans 15 Apr 15 Oct
Case to be put up to ACAS (Ops) DMA 0lMay 0l Nov
Vetting by ACAS(Ops) and forwarding to
concemed ACAS of Maint Branch

ACAS(ops) l0May l0Nov

Comments of ACAS of Maint Branch to
be offered by and forwarded to IFA

Concemed ACAS 20May 2ONov

Vetting by IFA to be done by and put up
to AOM

IFA 3l May 30Nov

15. Dqcuments to be provided to CFA and IFA

The following.documents are to be submitted to CFA and IFA alongwith the case

G) Planned UE details as provided by D plans

O) Actual assets as provided by Air Force Statistical organisation
(c) Assets awaiting approval as Cat "E '.
(e) Dues-In of assets as provided by DASR.
(D Rate ofeffort as provided by D plans
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G)
q,

(i)

0) a delay report by signd

16. CheckIstforIFA and CFA
(a) to check ifall documents as p€r para l5 are enclosett.

(b) to ascertlin and judge if RoE is realistic and,achievable and would not lead to
over provisioning

' (c) to asc€rtain if major, changes rike upgrades, phasing out etc have been cattrrd
to in the process,.: ,

(d) to carry out a sarnple check of calculation of forecast factor
(e) if the additional cushion as shown in Appendix .A, is pragnatic.

References: LAP t54l Leaflet No. 8

.!

!

a
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ADDendix'A'
(Refers to Para 9 of SOP No.9)

DRILL FOR CALCULATION OF FORIECAST FACTOR EXAMPLf,

FORECASTFACTORFORAIRCRAFTFOR PERIOD: JAN.JUN

i suPPos 
Future past one year

(a) Planned UE 100 80
(b) Assets + Dues-in I 15 100
(c) Authorised rate of Effort 20 30(per aircraft per Month)
(d) MPE (in months) 5'l 57
(e) Past 12 months Actual Fllng Hours 15000

' A. Calculation of Toase of Rate of Effort

(a) Authorised Planned Fllng hrs 80 x 30 x 12:28800
for the last one year (Planned UE x
Rate of effort xl2)

O) Actual Flying done in last one year 15,000

(c) Percentage flying achieved 15000x 100 52%
in last one year 28800

a

^ (d) Percentage flying achieved + 52 + 13! Max 257o cushion (rounded offto Nearest l0)
(e) Percentage Rate ofEffort to 20x70 14

beapplied 100

The forecest fector will therefore be as fqllows :-

rr=19"J1":L = 5.32
r5000

3 NOTE l: As stated in para 6 of IFA 1541, leaflet No.8, Government authorises different
percentages for rate of effort in respect of each aircraft. In the above example, GovernmentI has laid down that l3%o of the authorised rate of effort be taken as cushion, over and above
the actual perc€ntage achi€ved by this aircraft. This is 1o be rounded_ off to the nearest 10.

NOTE 2: 25o/o is the maximum improvemart limit possible and need not be applied to the
maximum limit in ,all cases. The ACAS of the Maint cell is to certifo the maximum o/o of
improvernent which is possible for the subsequent year. These could tre a possibility h€rein.
This could be in the negative if the existing ROE carmot be maintained due to Maint reasons.

i

{
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Aooendix 'B'
(Ref€rs to para l0 of SOp No.9)

FORECAST FACTOR FOR RANGES OTIIER THAtt ATRCRAm

Forecast factor for Tools, Testers, Ground Equipnent end Ground Redsr.

The foiecast factor for TTGE and Ground Radar is calculated as followsi

E E _ Planned Holding of Main Eqrt during the MPE
Actual Holding of Maint Eqlt during the consumptim period

2. ' Forecast factor for clothing and Barrack stores.

Thrb forecast factor for clothing and Barrack Stores is calc,ulated as followsi

3. Ir Foit"*t fu"to, for items of DGOF origin are to bc calculated for a MPE of 54 months
and islued to the concemed Maintenance Celii on f " Oct every years.

Actual strenglh during the past l2months
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SOP FOR ISSUE OF RATE OF EFFOTKL

l. Schedule XVII (E) ofFinancial Regulations.

2. B3nse Rate of effort is to be finalized and issued for all aircraft and Ground Radar

systems.

3. Occasion Rate of effort is to be issued and promulgated oncE a yeai in the month of
March.

4. Backeround Rate of effort is a major contributory factor'in determination of
forecast factor which is the direct multiplying factor to determine future spares requirernent

as also arisings with reference to TBO. The rate of effort used for determination of forecast

factor should therefore, be as realistic as possible so that we do not over provision and extra
spares.

5. The present Government approved rates of effort are as follows :-

a) Fightos I5h per ac Per month

b) Trainen 20h per ac Per month

c) Chetak/Cheetah 30h per ac per month

d) MI-8 45h Per ac. Per month

e) Ml l7 / 17 lV 45h per ac Per month

0 Ml 26 50h per ac Per month

C) Ml25l35 30h per ac Per month

h) lL76 66h Per ac Per month

j) AN-32 66h per ac Per month

k) Avro 45h per ac Per month

I) Domier 30h Per ac Per month

m) HPT-32/Kiran 30h per ac per month

n) Canberra 30h Per ac Per month

6. Procedure to be followed for Determination of Rate of Effort Henceforth, fixation
of ROE will be an annual exorcise to be carried out in the month of January of every year.

The average operating hrs for a specific type of radar have been depicted. A few radars are

estimated to opoate more or less depending on sector and OP requirement in the area of
deployment. In future too, the same pattem is likely to continue. Rates of Effort - C & R

.' Radar are appeirded below :-

Type of Str UE Govt Firm rated ROE Anticipated
ROE

Deviation
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Radar Approved

ROE

Proposed for

I Yr (PM) per

Radar

Next 4 yrs

(PM) per Radar

(within l0%)

THD-1955 t2 N/A N/A 2s0 260 l0 hrs

TRS-221s 06 N/A N/A 29s 310 l5 hrs

PSM-33 09 N/A N/A 226 240 l5 hrs

P-40 06 N/A NiA 90 100 l0 hrs

P-I8 05 N/A N/A 80 90 l0 hrs

sT-68(u) 06 N/A N/A 70 80 l0 hrs

sr-68(uM) l3 N/A N/A 75 80 05 hrs

IND.I l0 N/A N/A 50 55 05 hrs

IND-2 06 N/A N/A 55 60 05 hrs

I

7. ACAS (Ops), two months before the issue of R.ate of Effort, Is to put up a detailed case
defining the rate of effort for each gpe of ac and ground radar on a per month per aclradar
basis. This should cover projection for 5 years, the projections is to be firm for the first year
and tentative for the next four years. The proposal should clearly bring out the following i

a) Tlpe of aclradars strength and UE.

b) Govt approved rate of effort.

c) Rate ofeffort achieved in the last two years separately for each year, backed by
supporting data.

d) Firm rate of effort proposed to be achieved in the neit one year.

e) Anticipated rate of effort for the four subsequent years with annual figures given
separately.

f) ln case there is a deviation of+l0plo on the rate ofeffort achieved in the past vis-a-
vis the firm or anticipated rate of effort, reasons justifing the decrease orjustification as
to how higher rate would be achieved is to be brought out. In case higher rate of effort Is
proposed for future, comrhents of the Maint Branch are to be obtained as to whether the
higher rate ofeffort can be achieved and technically/logistically supported. ACSA(MP)

would coordinate this activity for the Maint Branch.

g) The proposal should thereafter be submitted for approval of ACAS(Ops) and
thereafter forwarded for vetting by lFA.

h) The IFA, after vetting is to put up the case to the VCAS for approval and issue of
ROE authorisation, based on ACAS (Ops) is to issue a formal letter of authority by the last
week of February each year.

8. CheckLisiforIFA andCFA



a) To verifu ifthe rate ofeffort achieved has been calcurated accurately.

b) To ascertain ifthe firrh and anticipated rates of effort are realistic and achievable.
c) To ascertain ifthe Maint Branch can support the proposed higher rate of effort, if
applicable.

r 9. Time Schedule

a) Vetting ofproposal by Maint Branch 15 days

(thrpueh ACAS (MP))

b) Vetting by the IFA 5 days

10. Documents/detiils to be submitted with the case :

a) Actual ROE achiwed backed by supporting data.

b) Firm and anticipated ROE for next one + four years.

c) Draft letter of authority for Issue ofROE.

. I l. References
i

, a) Earlier Govt. Letter vide which ROE has been approved by MoD.
b) Air HQ/s l8r58n54a/plans/pc-l/333/Do II (Air III) dated . 15 Mar 1994.

c) AirHQ/S 18098/13/pranvpc-2t2oouDll/D(AirIII) dated08Aug r98E.

d) AirHe/SlS42UplanVpC-6816/DOtUD(Airlll) dated 06Apr1988.

F-
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SCHEDI.JLE: XVII (FI

SOP FOR DECLARATION OF IAF'STOR"ES AS SURPLUS

AOM will exercise powers in case of centralised ranges and AOC in C Hes MC in !
case de-central ised ranges.

Occasions for Raisinq Surplus Reports

l. Surplus Reports are to be raised on the following occasions: -

(a) Whenever a PR / SR is raisd.
' (b) Whenever a major assernbly is declare obsolete.

G) Whenever a mod is inhoduced.

(d) Whenever an upgrade is inhoduced.

Ranges covered:

2. This SOP shall cover all Air Force stores and equipment.

Definitions

3. Surplus Stores. Stores, which cannot be utilised against pres€nt or anticipated
future requirement. These will include inactive stores for purpose ofdisposal. These will also
include stores, which are rendered pre-mod due to modifications or upgrades.

4. Obsolete Equipment. When an equipment has been withtirawn from service
due to technical inefficiency to carry out the intended work. This includes items: -

(a) For which rgquired role has disappeared.
(b) That has been completely superseded by another equipment.

5. Obsolescent Equioment. An equipment is declared obsolescent when no firther
provisioning is carried out, because: -

(a) A probqpe of successor equipment has been formally accepted.

(b) An equipment, though obsoletq is required to be retained to meet
tacticaytechnical training or other special requirernent [IAP l54l Leallet 4l para
2(c)1.

6. Active stores shall consist of

(a) All spares pertaining to Curr€nt Aircraft and major ground signal installations
(like Radars" Transmitters receiv€rs, g€nerators, machine tools, spec.ialist vehicles
etc) in service in the Air force irrespective of whether there has been issues or
not.

@) All other equipment on which there have been issues from the stock holding units
during the pas-t three yean.

(c) Equipment not falling under (a) and (b) above which may be required in an ',
em€rgency.

(d) Valuable and attractive iterns shown in LAP 1501, Apperdix 'F' shall continue to
be held and accormted for as active stock.
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1 Inactive stores shall corisist of
(a) All aircraft major ground/signal equipment withdrawn from the service and their

specific to t)?e spares, ground and ancillary equipment.

(b) obsolete equipment declared by issue of Air He Routine order part tv including
salvage.

(c) Equipmpnt put up for disposal under orders of competent authority.

8. Active stores cannot be declared surplus at rmit level. Authority for declaring such
items. surplus rests only with mother/ repair depots. Active stores can ie declared siurplus
only during the process ofraising Provisioning Reviewp.' current Annual requirement (ciR)
is to be taken into account while initiating action for declaring Active Stores surplus. Action
to be taken for class B & c stores will depend upon whether an item has bAR o. ,,ot.
Similarly, action can also be taken for items, which can be repaired. i.e. Rotables and class A
items. Following cases will emerge:-

(a) cAR:0: cAR in respect of class B & c items is based on five years rec'rring
consumption' In case there is no recurring consumption during iast five years
CAR would be zero and following actidns are to be taken: -

(i) checlq if it is an insurance item. @ole equipment, armarnent, structural
components, war reserves etc fall in this category). If it is an insurance item
then take a note of quantity to be held as insurance. check whether stock
exceeds the insurance quantit5f If yes, then the net surplus is to be workedout. If the stock is less than the insurance quantity then necessary
provisioning action is to be initiated to bring the asiets (siock + dues in) to
insurance quantity.

(ii) check if the itern has been procured against any programme requirement. If
yes the quantity so procured is also to be segregatedand kept earmarked. In
case stock is 

.less. than the programme requirement then necessary
provisioning action is to be initiated to bring assets (stock + dues_in) to
programme quantity.

(iii) If the itern is an insurance or against programme requirement item, such
quantity is to be retained and balance quantity is to be considered for
declaring surplus and listed as such.

(iv) If the item is not insurance or programme requironent the comprete qua'tity
is to be considered for declaring surplus and listed as such.

(b) GAR>O : Itern is not to be considered for declaring surplus in case the
procurenent is less than five years old and consumption data for such period is
not available. If itern has positive cAR and available stocks are beyond MpE' and O i/c Provisioning considers the necessity of initiating case for declaring the
itern surplus, following actions are to be taken :_

(i) check if it is an insurance item. Also check if it is programme reQuirernent.

(ir) Quantities corresponding to these requirernents are to be retained, The time
period to be considered for calcurating the retention quantity is shown in. Appendix 'A'to this SOp.

(iiD CAR ( Current Annual Rate): Consumption for 5 years divided by five.
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(iv) FF for MPE conesponding to 57 months is to form basis for working out
retention quantity. The FF is to be converted to 12 months FF by dividing
the FF of 57 months by 5. Wherever the FF is not available, retention
quantity is to be calculated presuming FF for 12 months period as ONE.
Two example of calculations of retentions quantity are as follows (All
Figure hypothetical): -

(aa) Aircraft Item

CAR =05
.FF Corresponding to MPE of 57 months 4.5

FF or MPE of 12 months = 4.5/5
Life of aircraft = l0 years
Stock = 150

'. Retention Ouantitv Calqtrlation
Retention period
(Appendix 'A' refers)

= l0 years
refers

.'. Retention quantity : CAR X FF for 12
months x

retention period in years

=5X(4.s/s)Xr0=4s
'. Quantity surplus to : 150-45 = 105

Retention period quantity

(ab) General ltems

CAR. = 3.5
FF for MPE 57 months =4
FF for MPE 12 Months :4/5
Retention Period = l0 yearq
Stock = 103
'. Retention Quantity : CAR X FF for 12 months x

retention period in years

= 3.5X(4/5)Xl0 =:28
.'. Qty Surplus to retention
quantity

= 103-28 = 7l

(v) Complete Appendix 'B' to these instructions for working out the quantities
to be Eonsidered for ileqlaring surplus and list such items. It is to be noted
that insurance and programme requirernents over and above the retention
period quantity are to be retained and only the balance quantities.are to be
considered for declaration of surplus.

(c) Iterns Capabte Of Beine Repaired Check if any of the items listed, falling
in the category of Rotables and class 'A' stores are held beyond requirernent and
are to be considered for declaring surplus. Such items can not be declared
surplus based on CAR. The retention period requirement of such iterns would be
based on wastages (ex yield ofrepairs). Following actions are to be taken:-
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Total scale for IAF + wastage during retention period,
retained and balance is to be considered for declaring
during retention period will be calculated as follow: -

Wastage I Iduring | = | Averaee Annual Repair/OH X Wastase Rate X
retention | | Retention Period
period I I 100

(ii) In case of class 'A' iterns where scales are not laid dorjvn, wastage during
retention period as above is to be calculated. Depot scale based on average
quantity for repairs, percentage yield of repairs and dernand patterns is to be
fixed. The retention period requirement in such cases would be depot scales
+ wastage during retention period.

(iii) While calculating the retention period only that much of stock of repairable
items is to be taken into account, which can be converted into serviceable
stock (Based on yield of repair).

(iv) ln case serviceable stock is more than the retention period quantity the
repairVoverhaul of iterns is not be undertaken.

(v) Items, which are to be considered for declaring surplus, are to be as listed as

per Appendix 'C' to this procedure.

g. Flow Chart for declaring Active class 'B' and 'C' stores is shown at Appendix 'B' to
the procedure. For Class 'A' and Rotables, similar procedure is to be followed. 

.

LISTING OF ITEMS FOR CONSIDERING DECLARING
OFSURPLUS (OBSOLETE AIID OBSOLESCENT ITEMS)

10. Obsolete Items :- If the iterns is declared obsolete under authority of Air HQ Routine
Order Pt -IV, then the itern is to be considered for declaring surplus and listed as such

ll. Obsolescent ltems: For obsolescent itans procedure as for active stores is to be
followed. Quantity considered for declaring surplus is to be calculated and listed as such.

12. Pre-mod for pre-upsrade items These iterns are to be based on Modification leaflet

, or Modifications leaflets or Bulletins or Task Cards or STIV Sis etc and based on technical
inputs provided by the agency undertaking any upgrade . The list of such surplus iterns is to
be raised by the Mother Depot i.e. the stock holding depot . This should include not just the
pre-upgrade or pre-mod iterns removed from the aircraft but also stocks of such items held in
store .

suRPLps REPORT CUM DTSPOSAL REVTEW STATEMENT

13. Surplus Report cum Disposal Review Statement as per Appendix 'D' is to raised by
the unit /depot . (The formats at Appendix 'A' and 'B' are to be suitably rnodified for raising
the surplus for pre-mod and pre-upgrade iterns ) . The classification and grouping of items for
declaring sqrplus is follow the same classification as in case of PRs as given in AOM's
supply and provisioning Canons 5, 5,{ & 58. The statem€nt will include Active Stores
(Class A to Class C), Obsolete and Obsolescent stores. The category in which the items fall
is to be shown in the rernarks column. The surplus reports are to be priced as per AOMs S&P
Canon 212001 . The basis of arriving at the price should be indicated against each it€m . The

(t is the quantity to be
of surplus. Wastage
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Ao9199 of the depot is to certifr in person,that the pricing is accurate and has been done as
per laid down norms ,

14. . c4ncellation of Dues-in carefur check of dues in, in respect of aI items
featuring into the surplus list cum Disposal Review Staternent is to be checked for dues in.
Top priority is to be accorded for taking up for cancellation of all dues in. Cancellation of
dues in even with penalties is to be carefully considered at all levels. ffr" aepot raising O" pn
is to enclose the latest Dues_ ln status for the iterns being declared s".plus ulonjfitt eact
Schedule of surplus generated

ts' . *ttineiuda^ uthentication of Lists. Each of the lists so compiled is to be
checked for possible altemative use. Aircraft and specialist items are also to be considered for
general-purpose and instructional use. The final list of iterns recommended by mother depot
is to be compiled. In case the range is for decentralised weapon system, column no 12 and 13
of the statement are to be omitted. The list is to be forward-ed toHQ Mc in three copies for
fiirther action. The staternent will be accompanied by all working- sheets. A soft Jopy o"
magnetic media will also be sent.

Action bv HOMC

16. The surplus list is to be forwarded by the Depot to SLMO (suppry/ sLMo
(Support).The surplus report will be vetted by the concern-ed cell and forwarded io St"tSO',
Branch for technical vetting.

l7- SMSo's Branch will, carry out technical vetting similar to the vetting of pRs and
establishing the feasibility of altemative utilisation of the items. All surplus ieport costing
greater than Rs l0 lakhs will be vetted by a committee as per details given ietow -

(a) Upto Rs l0 lakhs - by.staffof SMSO and to be concurred by SMSO Hes MC
(b) Rs l0 Lakhs to Rs I crore - by a committee consisting of

DySMSGHQsMC
Specialist rep ofdepot , which has raised the review .
co-opted technical specialist mernbers from BRD's /AFLEs or operating units
/ Air HQs on a. case to case basis ( members from operating uniti ai. uQ. *"
to be detailed throu8b ACAS(MP) .

The recommendations of this committee are to be approved by SMSO Hes MC .. (c) Rs I crore and above - by a committee consisiing of
SMSO - HQs MC
Dy SMSO- Hes MC
Specialist rep ofdepot , which has raised the review .
co-opted technical specialist members fiom BRD's /AFLEs or operating units
/ Air HQs on a case to case basis ( mernbers from operating 

""it" 
r ai-t uq.

are to be detailed through ACAS(Mp) .

The commiftee may forward list to agencies wherever a posgibility of altemate utilisation
exists . SMSO HQs MC is to formulate guidelines for tichnical v*ting of surplus lists .
Wherever alternative utilisation is feasiblg amendmeirts in items and / oi quantities will be
carried out. Ifthe surplus is negligible the item may be doleted from the list.

AoLMs branch will issue amendment details based on the inputs of the sMsos branch to
the depot forwarding the statement as well as *ill issue allotnent letters based on the
altemate utilisation suggested by SMSOs branch

i
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It. For l)ecentralised Ranges

(a) The surplus report will be forwarded to JCDA (AF) with a detailed proposal for
financial ooncurrence after exploring the possibility of exploring altermaiive r,"e.
The forwarding to JCDA (AF) wilr be as per norms fo owed foi processing pRs
for decentralised ranges. The proposal will contain a clear staternent that aliDues
IN has been cancelled . Unless all possibilities of altemate utilization are ruledout the proposal is not to be forwarded to JCDA(AF) .

(b) After financial concurrence the surprus report w r be put up to Aoc in c Hes
MC ( these powers cannot be delegated ) for approval.

(c) once approved the final list will be sent to unit along with letter of authority
signed by the Aoc in c or authority designated by him in writing on for
initiating disposal action as per SOp for Issue no XI.

] ? _ For centralised ranges the staternent will be forwarded to Air He (concemed
Maintenance Cell), after checking alternative utilisation of iterns and filling colunurs No l0 &
I I in two copies. The statem€nt will be accompanied by all working sheets. e soft copy will
also be sent on magnetic media

Action bv Air HO

2o-. For centralised ranges, technical vettilg will once again be carried out by
maintenance cell. Amendments will be carried out wherever alrimative utilisation of the
item is feasible and HQ MC and depot will be informed accordingly. The proposal will
contain a clear staternent that all Dues IN has been cancelled . ln case thi Maintenance Cell at
Air HQs feels that an item being declared surplus can be sold to another country it is to
progess the case through ACAS ( Inl ) . Unless all possibilities of altemate utiization are
nrled out the proposal is not to be forwarded to IFA(AF) .

21. The maintenance cell thereafter will obtain IFA's concurrence & cFA's approval and
forward approved copy of surplus report along with letter of authority signea uy ttre eou or
authority desigrrated by him in_ writing to Depot direcfly for disposallction. copy of the
covering letter will be forwarded to He MC as well.

22. The complete process of declaring active stores surplus is given in Appendix '8, to
this procedure. The process of declaring obsolete and obsolescent it"-r ...rpiur is given in
Appendix 'F' to this procedure.

!

23. once the iterns are declared surplus (whether active, obsolescent or obsolete), these
itemvquantities are to be segregated. No further provisioning of these items is to be
undertaken.

24. The dlsposal of these items thererfter is to be under trken as per sop for Issue No Xr.

TIMEFRAMNS

25. The following time-schedules are to be strictly adhered to: -



Activity Time frame
Preparation qf Surplus Report and forwarding to He MC
Vetting by HQ MC (SMSOs branch ) and ascertaining feasibility of
alternative use

30 days

Allocation of such identified items by HQ MC 7 days
Forwarding the vetted Surplus Report to Air HQ (For Centralized Ranees) 7 days
Concurrence by IFA at HQ MC on the vetted Surplus Report (for
Decentralized Ranges)

l5 days

Concurrence by IFA at Air HQ on the vetted Surplus Report (for Centralized
\anges)

l5 days

NOTE: - Queries, if any, are to be replied to within 7 working days. In case the
matter is not resolved wifhin the stipulated time-frames, it is to be brought to the notice
of the next higher artthority,

ROUTINGOFFILES

26. The files are to be routed tkough the normal channels till the pelrultimate CFA, who
will route the file, through the IFA, to the CFA for approval.

CHECKLIST FOR PENULTIMATE CFA. IF'A AIYD CFA

27. The following documents are to invariably accompany each case: -

(a) Review documents i.e. basis of arriving at the surplus qty

(b) Authority for declaring an item obsolete / Obsolescent (in such cases).
(c) Authority for carrying out mods / upgrades, in such cases or inputs from agency

undertaking the upgrade i.e. basis of declaring the iterns pre-mod or pre upgrade

(d) Technical vetting by Committee under SMSOs branch. Certificate that no orher
altemate utilisation is possible.

(e) Allocation of items identified for altemative use.

(f) Certificate that all Dues IN is cancelled.

28. Draft letter of authority

29. References: NIL
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SCHEDULE XVT- (c), (H), (O, (K)

Occasions

l, . For final disposar of sarvage and Air Force stores and^equipment that have beendeclared surplus to requirement of IAF.

Range

2. All Air Force stores equipment and salvage .

Definitions

3' surolus.stores. Stores, which cannot be utilised against present or anticipated futurerequirernent and incrude inactive stores for purpose of?isposal and have been declaredsurplus by the competent authority

4' salvage. The term salvage denotes repairable stores beyond economical repair andunserviceable, stores which have been utilised and served their purpor" -J i"'"" 
^u*"

condernned under proper authorities to_be of no- value except .rs scrap. Generally these storesare categorised as Cat 'E' IAFO 257 /77 para 2 (b)].

PRE DISPOSAL ACTION

5' The procedure for declaring the iterns surplus is given in Maint Sop No X. Actions .This SoP is to be folowed when-competent authority f,as decrared it*" ,r.pi".-*J.r.pr",
reports for disposal of the itans are to be raised.

6. For disposal ofsalvage no surplus report is to be raised.
7' It is advisable to transfer complete stock to a singre location, in case substantial varueon disposal is expected to be retrieved. In case retrievab"re varue wourd be.".uo o, n"nlinibr"or if the.transportation cost of getting the item to one location ;;"J, il l"irk",;';?',:" aaccrue, disposal in-situ even if it is from, multi location , would be preferable. rt" a"cisionin this respect is to be taken by concerned stock holding alency in consurtation with the unitwhere the surplus is held . bven irnurti;";io;ffi;H i. ili#"o ,i'i.ilri'j'iLl,r,r"po{ il tb be raised by the stock hording depot for det#rination of the cFA . gi*"# trr"actual disposal process could be sep*ut"ly do* .

8. . Makins qf Lots. once the decision for disposal has been made and confirmed andsuch stores l"t^" b":r segregated, convenient sized rots *" to b" -ua" *rri"r, *orl'Ji"rp r,easy disposal ofsuch stores.
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SurDlus stores are to be disposed offby following methods

(a) Disposal through local auction (if the total value of stores is Rs.50,000/- or less in
a single category/report).

(b) Disposal through iWs MSTC (The contract is presantly valid up to 3l Jul 2003).

(c) Disposal through approved Govt. Auctioneer.

Disposal throush Local Auctio+.

9. If the value of the Surplus Report is such that MSTC and Govt auctioneers do not
want to participate (unwillingness for non-participation is to be taken in writing),
Commanding Officer of the Depot may resort to local auctioning after approval of HQ MC.
This disposal is to be undertaken through Regional Govt Auctioneets , whose list is circulated
by Air HQs ( Dte of MA )

Disposal throueh MSTC
10. The procedure for disposal of surplus stores through MSTC is to be followed as given
in Govt. of Indian letter No. Air HQ/60281/95{MC-2211291NS/D(Air-IV) dated 2l Jul 98.
The fresh agreenents for disposal through lv1/s MSTC have been extended from 0l Aug 2001
to 3l Aug 2003 (both days including) vide Govt. of India letter No. Air HQ/60281/95ilr,IC-
2l2777NSlD (Air-IV) dated l8 Dec 2000.

I l. Minimurn reserve price (MRP) of the surplus stores to be disposed off are to be fixed
by a Board of Officers. The composition of the BOO will be as under i

(a) C Lgs O/S Lgs O.

(b) Rep ofCEO.

(c) SAo.

(d) [,AO or his rep.

The MRP is to fixed as p€r norms given in Govt. of Indian letter No. Air
HQ 60281 l95lMC-22/1291 NS/D(Air-ID dated 2 I Jul 98.

12. The MRP Board should be marked Secret' and should be kept in locked cupboard of
.A,OC/CO of the depot .

13. The Surplus report and the Board Proceedings fixing the MRP are to be forwarded by
the stock holding depot to HQs MC ifcost ofthe surplus report exceeds Rs 3 crores . In case

cost of the surplus report is less than Rs 3 crores the approval is to be accorded by the

!
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Aoc/co of the depot . A proposal is to be put up by c Lgs o ( at depots ) & AOLM branch
( at HQs MC ) to LAO/JCDA/IFA which should include the following details :_

(a) CFA sanction which had declared the stores surplus

(b) Surplus report

(c) Board proceedings fixing the MRp

(d) Draft authority letter authorising the depot to proceed ahead wit the sale .

(e) Mode of disposal to be followed i.e. local auction or MSTC or Govt
auctioneer .

After approval of LAO/JCDA/IFA cFA approval is to be obtained and a letter of
authority, authorising the sale is to be released . This letter of authority is to be signed
by an oflicer of the rank of Wg Cdr and above .

14. If the Aoc/co feels that disposal through Gorrt. Auctioneer would be prompt and
beneficial to the state, he may do so after approaching He MC for approved Govt. auctioneer
who could conduct the auction in-situ. The list of Regional Govt auctioneers is regularly
circulated by Air HQs ( Dte of MA ) .

Maintenance of Surpluses meant for disposal
15- AFo l9l2000 amended from time to time and updated, dwells at length on
maintenanie and accounting of the surplus stores to be disposed off These stores arJnot to
be subjected to stocktaking, periodical inspection and can be stored in the open on hard
standing with tarpaulin covers ifcovered accommodation is not available.

Acceptance of lower MRP

In case the bids obtained during the sale proceedings are

(a) less by or upto l0 % of the MRP and the bid is found to be reasonable the sale
supervising officer can take a decision to accept the lower bid .

(b) less by or upto range of lO-3O % of the MRP and the bid is found to be
reasonable the sale supervising officer will refer the issue to the Aoc/co of the
depot on the spot of the sale who can take a decision to accept the lower bid .
The sale-supervising officer wourd obtain written approvar oi the eoc/co of
the depot in writing on an ex-post facto basis within 3 days of completion ofthe
sale .

(c) less by or upto range of 30-50 % ofthe MRp the sale supervising officer is to
obtain the best bids and not give a decision on the sale immediately io the bidders
. He is to obtain it in writing from the best bidder that he will hod his bid for next
60 days . He is referring the matter to the AOC/CO of the depot in writing
within 3 days of holding the sale . The Aoc/co of the depot is to refer the casi
to the BOO which has determined the MRp for their inputs . The MRp board

16.
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should provide his inputs within 7 days of it being referred to them . Based on
the inputs of the Boo the c Lgs o of the depot is to put up his professionar
assessment whether the lower bic should be accepted or not and put it up to
AOC/CO of the depot through LAO/Rep ofCDA for approval . The LeO should
accord clearance within 5 days of receipt of the case . If the lower bid as
compared to the MRP is accepted then tle bidder is to be informed accordingly .

If the lower bid as compared to the MRp is not accepted then the complete sale
proceedings are to be reconvened .

(d) less by 50 % and more of the MRp the sale-supervising officer is to obtain the
best bids and not give a decision on the sale immediately to the bidders . He is to
obtain.it in writing from the best bidder that he will hod his bid for next 60 days .
He is referring the matter to the AOC/CO of the depot in writing within 3 days
of holding the sale . The AOC/CO of the depot is to refer the case to the BOO
which has determind the MRP for their inputs . The MRp board should provide
his inputs within 7 days of it being referred to thern . Based on the inputs of the
BOO the C Lgs O of the depot is to put up his professionat assessment whether
the lower bid should be accepted or not and put it up to AOC/CO of the depot
who with his remarks is to refer the issue to the AOLMs branch at Hes MC if ihe
bid is acceptable . Ifthe lower bid is not acceptable the Aoc/co ofthe depot is
reconvene the sale proceeding without referring the case to Hes MC . AOLMs
branch at HQs MC are to submit the case within 5 days of its receipt to
JCDA/IFA with their comments for approval of AOC in C Hes MC . The
JCDA,{FA should accord clearance/ reject the case within 5 days of receipt of
the case . If the lower bid as compared to the MRp is accepted then AOLMs
branch at HQs MC is to issue a letter of the authority to the AOC/CO of the depot
for the bidder is to be informed accordingly . If the lower bid as compared to
the MRP is not accepted then AOLMs branch at Hes MC is to advise the
AOC/CO of thd depot that the conplete sale proceedings are to be reconvened .

Procedure for disposal of salvage

17. Salvages are generally disposed offby: -
(a) Transferring to Army Salvage Depot.

(b) By public auction through regional Govt auctioneer or MSTC .

18. Feasibility of hansfer to Army salvage Depot is to be checkedrfor convenience and
whether scrap value would be commensurate with the cost of transportation. Local
commanders are to take judicious decision. Commanders have unlimited financial powers for
disposal of salvage stores which are not required to be exercised in consultition with
l,AO/rep of CDA. Salvage required to,be disposed off is to be reported to MSTC / Gor4
auctioneer directly or through command HQs atleast once a quarter or on accumulation of a
zubstantial lot . The Govt auctioneer/ MSTC would arrange the sale as per normal procedure .

Disposal of scrap froF RockeUBomb at Air Force Ranges/Demolition
srounds.

19. The metallic scrap from various Air Force range/demolition grounds will be disposed
offby auctioning the right of collection of scrap by calling tenders through advertisement in
leading news papers published under jurisdiction of commands having these range
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I' occasion: when a need arises to issue iterns on loan to any agency outside the IAF or
for extending the loan period of items already on loan.

2. Note: Issue of items on loan contract do not fall in this category. Issue ol loan
contracts requires no sanction within the validity period of the .contract ii the terms of issue
on loan are as per the contract / order. All issue outside the Air Force not against a contract
can be made after approval ofCFA if it is required to meet an IAF requirernent.

3. Ranse: All Air Force stores. powers in respect of issue of loans of EW,
Armament and secret equipment will be exercised at Air He only.

4- Procedure: In case the need arises to issue an item on loan the c Lgs o / s Lgs o
at the units or for extending the loan period, for a period of less than on" y"-, he is to
formulate a case which should bring out the reason and necessity of issue ofihe item. The
case is to pe put up to the Aoc/co of the unit who is to accord a written approval based on
which the issue is to be effected. After approval a letter of authorizing the loan is to be issued
by an officer designated by the cFA. copy of the letter is to be endorsed to cDA (AF)
Dehradoon and LAo. In case the period of loan is likely to exceed one year but less than 2
years the case with complete details is to be submitted to command He or Air He (for units
directing under Air HQ). At command He approval of Aoc-in-c is io be obtained and at
Air HQ that of vcAS/AoM. After approval the unit is to be authorized to effect issue. ln
case the loan period is likely to exceed 2 years the issue is to be referred to Air He to take up
the case with MoD. IAF units issuing items on loan should ensure safety of thi item and
incases ifrequired I Bonds or securities could be obtained from the firm.

5. The case is to be referred to the concerned Maintenance cell at Air He and clMos
at command HQ for processing and obtaining approval of cFA. cases can be initiated
directly by Command HQ or Air HQ directly.

6. IAF units issuing items on loan are to ensure that they are retumd in time & in the
condition it is supposed to be retumed. SAo at units would maintain loan ledger register
(which is not to be duplicated by s Lgs o) and he should advice S Lgs o of retum of item at
least one month prior to expiry of the loan period.

7. Procedure laid down in Chapter II oflA,p l50l maybe followed.

a
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SCHEDULE_XVII (M)

l.
t1

L Schedule XVII: This schedule lays down financial powers in
aircraft and systems to Govt educational institutions.

respect of gifting of

I

2. occasions: These powers are to be exercised when technically life expired systerns
are to be gifted to Educational Institution under Govt oflndia.

3. Ranges Covered: The term technically life expired components implies: _

(a) Aircraft complete or its power plant and allied systems
(b) Armament, Missiles
(c) Electronic Warfare Systems (after clearance from Ops and Int branches)
(d) All Radars (ADGES and Non ADGES)
(e) Mechanical Transport (Specialist/Common user)

4. Asencv responsible: The Jt Dte of Mp under the ACAS (Mp) 
.

5. Procedure: The concerned maintenance cells will forward details of the Total
Technical Life (TrL) expired system (as referred in para 3 sub paras (a) to (e) above to the Jt
Dte of Maint Plg (JD MP) aloqg with

(a) certificate of competent technical authority dectaring an item as TTL before. processing the case.
(b) certificate from competent technical authority that all usable components have

been retrieved & accounted for and the item to be gifted has no usage value in its
original condition.

(c) Financial value (Salvage value) ofcomponent to be gifted.

Incase of EW systems the concemed maintenance cell will take the clearance of the
Ops and Int directorates before forwarding thg details to JD Mp.

6. Disposal action in respert of such cases as mentioned above, will not be initiated by
the maint cell for a period of one year from the date of intimation to JD Mp.

'1. on receipt of information on TTL expired systems; the JD Mp will register the same.
Similarly, all requests from Govt educational Institutions will also be registerk with the JD
MP' who shall put up these requests to the committee consisting of the following: -

(a) CAS Chairman
(b) AoM
(c) IFA
(d) ACAS(Sra) Secy

8. The committee shall approve the requests received and approve the gifting. once the
committee approves the giting the JD Mp shall formalize the same through a noti on file an

!
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Schedule XVll!
( woRKS)

1. The Following standard operating procedures (sop) will be adopted for
exercising of financial powers delegated vide schedule XVlll Appendix ll part lll Air
Force of FR-l Vol. ll, issue of date ------read in conjunction with para 15 of Defence
works Procedures (DWP-86) as amended vide MoD tetter No. 3(7y93ls (wks), dated
26 Aug 98 and MOD letter No.TO(3/02-D(Air-il) dated 01 Apr 02.

2- The soP is lo be adopted by the various cFAs while exercising financial powers
for Acceptance of Necessity (AoN) and issuing Admin Approvals (inclusive oi those
requiring consultation with the lFAs) as well as Demolition of Buildings. The revised
delegated powers of various CFAs are at Appendix.

AIM

3. The aim of the soP is to lay down guidelines for command Hes and Dte of AF
Wo*s (VB) for exercising the financial powers delegated vide Govt orders referred to in
para 1 above.

PREPARATTON OF CAP|TAL WORKS PLAN (CWp)

4. HQ commands are to forward draft cwp for the next Financial year by 01 Dec to
Air HQs. MoD (Fin) accord approval to the draft CWp before implementation.

5. At Air HQ, a meeting witlr soAs/SASo will be held to finalise and compile the Draft
cwP. while formulating cwP the works services are priorities in the following ordL: -

(a) Over-riding priority is given to Op works:

o) The works, which are considered necessary as per the policy decision taken by
MOD.

(c) The works services considered necessary in consonance with the direction of
cAS and other authorities at Air He. Minimum 04 projects relating to runway
surfacing is to be included in the cwp every year and prioritized as per the
priority approved by the AOM branch.

(d) Projects relating to Airfield lighting system are prioritized as per the priority
approved by the AOM Branch.

The prioritizations of works services are done as per the suggestion made by the
Commands.

The draft cwP will be routed through IFA and AoA before sending to MoD /MoD (Fin).

6- on obtaining approval of AoA, the finalized cwp will be submised to MoD and
MOD (Fin) for approval.



7. CWP as approved by Ministry of Defence 
. 
will be commuhicated to the HQ

Commands for implementatiott. eir Uq *iit also comm'nicate the maximum ceiling upto which

*o.t, *i,rrin the approved cwp couli be sanctioned during the financial, year. lt is to be

"rr*"0 
UV ffq Commands that only those projects, *^qt -t included in CWP' are 

^processed
for issuin! edministrative Approval (AAS). A copy of CWP will-be forwarded to the following:

a. D Air-ll/MOD

b. AFA/MoD (Fin)

c. IFA (Air HQs)

d. CDA (AF) Dehradun and

e. JCDA (AF) Nagpur'

Amendment of CWP:

8. All proposals from HQ Commands for-amendments are to have the approval of AoC-in-

C *a .o--*ts of IFA wilibe obtained before sending any case of amendments to CW? to

rra"rilrra"orrirl. Any addition in the cwp me to be balanced by proposing deletions so that the

t;;";.i "i"#"ved 
cwp is not exceetled. Amendments will be put up for approval of MoD

andMOD (F).

l0.ThefinalizedproceedingsofBooonceapprovedbyCFAswilltesubmittedto'IFAfor
oituirrir,g ,*.rr.r*"i to* L5N angle. Once Acceptance of Necessity is approved by CFA

with concunence of IFA, it ir lo U"- fottarded t9 lonal Chief Engineers for preparation of

Approximate Estimates (AEs).

lnclusion of proiect in cwP is an indicatibn of priority requirement of the..project

since individual works oetaits are not gone into at tllis stage. lFAs can que.stion the

;;r;ity;iG wo*s, wntih are intendt-ed to be canied out. complete information as to

""""pi"""" 
of necessity 

"uln ", 
scales, deficiencies, operational requirements if any

"L"ri,"iin 
all supporting ooiuments are to be submitted to IFA for comprehensive

,i*i"v 
""t*itrr-stl'noingih; 

t""t tn"t the same has been included in c.w.P. ln Air

For"",'".""pt"nce of nlcess1y and administrative_approval will be done in.two distinct

,t"g"i, ;utdining tne concu;dnce of lFn /CDA(AF) where the same is with financial

concurence.
1,1. Acceptanceof NecessityStbge: ltrefersto.approval inprincipleof the,cFAand

*n",,,"n""ofIFAtotne-proposeo-*orkorservice.AtthestageofAoNincaseof
t.;;;;t;i;r;ajor works a'moirg other tnings,.an indicarion of the cost, supported by

5n !ngir"", appreciation *tt"Ue suOmiied to IFA for concunence and CFA for

"ppiou-"r. 
tn caie of proposals for minor works, a rough cost along with a brief note

explaining the scope of work.

An indication of cost is required for submission to the cFA and IFA to accept the

n"""r"iry foi a service I wo*. ft-ii based on plinth area, or, other rates for a particulbr

t,p" 
"i;'""itrction 

w1h peiceniage of totat cost added for accessory services' A rough

g.TheCFAwilltakeactiontoconveneaBoardofofficersi.e.Recee-cum-Siting.Cum
corting eo*J to assess the requirernent of work services falling under their delegated powers.



cost is empirical in nature and is given on a "not exceeding basis" the object being
merely to determine the CFA and lFA.

The CFA and IFA wlll examine each proposal as to

1.

lt.

t.

The necessity of the service.

Whether it is accordance with Government Policy.

Whether it agrees with sanctioned scales

iv. lts urgency

12. Administrative Approval Stage: lt refers to concurrence by IFA and approval
by CFA to the execution of a work / service at a stated cost. lf the necessity for a major
work is accepted, an approximate estimate will be prepared by engineering authorities
for the purpose of administrative approval items of special work, if any will be specified
and their necessity explained.

Approximate estimate will be based on plinth area, cube, or unit rates for any
similar works canied out. Approximate costs may be given for such items of work,
details of which are not fully known at the time of preparation of the estimate or for items
for which no previous rates exist.

Engineering authorities who prepare AE will pe responsible that it is as
accurate as possible in the circumstances. This approximate estimate will be vetted by
regional CDA.

13. Where the approximate estimate exceed by more than 1go/o of the amount for
which necessity was accepted, revised acceptance of necessity by IFA and CFA will be
necessary. This tolerance limit is however not intended io cover any additional
requirements of users, or, to enrich the specifications already sanctioned.

Administrative approval is then accorded by IFA and CFA to the execution of the
work I service at the cost shown in approximate estimate.

Administrative approval will be conveyed by a letter specifying the source from
which funds will be provided. lt will also state whether work is authorized or special, if
authorized the autlority will be quoted, along with UO no. and date of IFA / CDA and if
special, reasons for approval will be stated except where the GOI is the CFA.

14. Engineering authorities will not be required to prepare approxirnate estimates
until the necessity for a work has been accepted by IFA and CFA, nor to prepare
detailed designing and specifications until administrative approval has been
accorded.

lf approved work is not commenced within five years of the date of
administrative approval, fresh approval from CFA and IFA must be obtained.

lf changes or additions become necessary through revision of scales or
establishments or on other administrative reasons, a supplementary estimate will be
prepared and administrative approval accorded by IFA and CFA competent to accord
administrative approval to entire work. (lncluding both original and supplementary
estimates) CFA will certify that supplementary estimate has been necessited by purely
adminisler by purely administrative reasons.



Where it is anticipated that due to technical reasons, the expenditure is likely to exceed
authorized limits, a revised estimate will be prepared and revised administrative
approval obtained with prior concurrence of IFA and approval of CFA.

Preparation of Acceptance of Necessitv (AON) and Approximate Estimates (AEs)
and issuance of Admin Approvals (AA)

l5.Projects Costing Rs.120 lakhs to Rs.1000 lakhs:

The sanction of various works will go through the following stages: -

(a) lnclusion of project in approved C.W.P.

(b) Preparation of AEs by CE and technical vetting of the same by the C-in-Cs
Branch and vetting by concemed regional CDA in whose area the work to
be executed falls.

(c) lssue of AAs by appropriate CFA with concurrence of lFA.

These steps are in consonance with MOD letter No. 10(S/02/D (Air-ll) dated 01 Apr
2002.

Gheck list to be observed bv CFAs:

16.While issuing the AON and AA, the CFA will ensure the following:

a. The project has been included in the cunent year CWP.

b. AEs have been scrutinized by the competent Engineering Authority and
vetted by concemed regional CDA in whose area the wo* to be executed
fall and thereafter IFA 's concunence has been obtained.

c. The Board Proceedings have the approval of the CFA.

d. The proposal has been concuned by the IFA and approved by CFA from
Acceptance of Necessity angle.

e. The funds for the purpose are available.

f. The conect budgetary Code Head is indicated in the sanction letter.

g. UO no. and date of IFA is to be prominently indicated in A.A.

17..Head of Accounl: The Ms will indicate among other things the amount, the
Budget Head from which funds will be provided for the work. F,r AF works the i
Budget Head is 4078 Capital Outlay, Sub Major Head 03-Air Force Minor Head
202-Construction Works, Detailed Head 917/34 (New Capital Works).

18. lnk signed copies of M logether with copy of vetted approximate eslimale will be
sent to the followiqg: -

a. IFA concemed

b. Command Regional CDA t

c. Command Engineering Authority

d. Concemed CDA within whose accounting circle the work is being
executed.

Special works:
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'!9.special works are those services not categorized as Authorised works and dt:
not fall under CWP. These may be approved with IFA's prior concurreRce as p€i
delegated financiai powers at Appendix, when:. -

a. Exceptional local conditions justify the necessity

b. As an important experimental measure

c. Special wor{<. shouid not be approved if the efiect would introduce a ner*
practice cr change of scales.

' d. Where no scaies have so far been laid down anci there are no oid*rE
prohibiting the undertaking of these works. CFA with the coneurence u;
IFA may within their competence sanction works if it is customary of
technicaliy essential to provide the same.

The CFAs anrl !FAs while sanctioning Special Works shor.lld ensure thai such a
sanction does not set precedent. The certificaie as per the fornrdt given Iteiow is tc ij€
rendered for the purpose

20- ln determining the cFA and IFA in a case where the project includes both the
authorized and special item 6f work, the criterion shall not be the financial powers
for the normal items of work alone. ln such a case therefore if the estimated cosi
of the total of the special items of works exceeds the financial powers of the CFA
and IFA for those atears the administrative approvet shati be issueci by the CFA
and IFA under whose powers the special items falls.

CERTIFICATE

It is certified that the special works as mentioned in the work will not create a

precedent for future works.

' Command Works Officer

Release of Works

21.once Admin Approvals have been issued, the work is released and allotment of
funds will be made as follows: -

a. Upto 31 Dec, 10% of the cost of the project will be allotted to new works in
the CWP.

b. After 31 Dec only token amount will be allotted.

c. ln respect of extemal service procedure as envisaged in para 299 RMES
will be followed

22.The expenditure against allotment will. be watched by the Command Her. The
lFAs and Regional CsDA functionins, as fFA will also monitor this aspect by
maintaining a register for keeping reqords of works approved and funds released
for the same during the first finanoial year. This will be ensured neither the
overall upper ceiling fixed for enhancbment exceeds, nor the funds for these new
works released during the first financial year are beyond the allocations made for
new works. Register keeping the records of works approved and funds released
for the same during the first financial year will be made by the Dte. of AF Works.



Copy of the release letter will be sent to CDA (AF) Dehradun /JCDA (AF) Nagpur'
Contrcil on expenditure against allotment is exercised by Regional CsDA / MES.

23.The existing procedure for acceptance of tenders, conclusion of contract, issue of
amendment and deviation orders etc. and also appropriation of funds will remain
unchanged.

24.rhe scrutiny of tender documents by audit or by cDA/lFA, prior to acceptance is ..

not necessary. Wherever possible, the advice of IFA / CDA will be taken
before a tender of an unusual nature is accepted, such as lowest tender,
found invalid, or, withdrawn for any reasons.

25.No expenditure of liability is to be incuned until funds are available except when
the provisions of Paras 10, 11 and 12 of Defence Woiks Procedure 1986 (DWP-
86) are invoked. The procedure in vogue for works ordered under paras 10, 11

and 12 of Defence Works Procedure 1986 will also remain unchanged.

TECHNICAL SANCTION.

26.AfterissueofAAandsreleaseoffunds,thecompetentEngineeringAuthorities
as per the existing procedures will issue technical sanction and copies of
technical sanction accompanied by costed schedule of projects or sub projects

will be fonararded in all cases to concerned CDA/IFA'

27.The financial powers as laid down vide Appendixwill be exercised by cFAs in
consultation with the lFAs.

28.The book value of each building (including subsidiary building) will be taken .
separately and not the total book value of all the building in a demolitioo I
statement in order to determine the authority competent to sanction its
demolition.
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SCIIEDTJLE_>{IX

Introduc{ion.

l. Information Technology (IT) has been identified as the single Sreat€st enabler to
propel the country in the new millennium. Accepting the potential of Information
Technology in the Air Force, the Gort of India has given a special thrust to facilitate IT
penetration down to the lowest levels of the Air Force hierarchy. Due to the peculiarities
of IT which make it distinct from any other technology, a need was felt to setup a new

budget head "Major Head 2078, Minor Head I l0 (i) stores detailed head 754" exclusively
for it in the Indian Air Force in 1999. This was done with the primary aim to spi:ed up
and streamline the process of automation in the Air Force and. also specifically address

the peculiar nature of IT characterized by rapid obsolescence and the need to procure

services and not only products. Financial powers to €xecute the IT related projects up to
Rs fifty lak{rs were delegated to the Air Force. The financial powers have since been

revised by Govemment of India, Ministry of Defence vide Schedule XIX to FR Part I and

the same are placed at Appendix -'A'. These financial powers are to be exercised for all
IT projects and procurernents so as to achieve synergy. UnitslDtes are not to undertake
projects individually under any other code head. The financial powers laid down are

powen for a single transaction and are limited by the amount of funds that are available.
IFA/CsDA will be advisors to the various CFAs as designated by CGDA from time to
time.

2. In the light of tle experience gained in the last three financial years, enhanced

need to streamline the procedures and obviate the problems that have been faced in actual
implanentation, a 4cessity to devise the procedure for IT procurements was felt. This
SOP therefore lays dolm detailed instructions for execution of IT Fojects and purchase

of IT related items under the delegated financial powers of subordinate

formations/establishments.

Aim.

3. To lay down Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for implernentation of IT
projects and effecting purchases of IT related products under the delegated financial
powers.

Gmeral Guidelines

4. Tlie financial powers for IT have been delegated to the CFAs under two heads viz;
powers in consultation with IFAs/CsDA and powers without consultation of IFAs/CsDA*
The implication ofthese two heads are as under:-



Polyqrs in Consultation rvith IFA,/CDA. All procurements under this
rvill.be effected after prior concurence of the appropriate IFA,/CDA.
implies that the IFA/CDA will be associated at the f;llowing stages:-

Acceptance of necessity including technical specifi cation.

Determining the mode of tendering.

Selection of vendors in limited tender enquiry.

Vetting offinancial terms and conditions of the dra{l tenders.

Opening of tender/Quotations.

Evaluation of techno-commercial trids inTEC in case of two-bid
system.

Opening of only technically and commercially acceptable price bids"
Vetting of commercial bids and comparative statement of quotations
(CSQ). CSQ will be prepared and authenticated by the IAF authorities.
which will be vetted by IFA before the same is put up to TpC.

Tender Purchase Committee (TPC) stage. & pNC wherever applicable.

Vetting ofdraft supply order by IFA before the TpC report is put up to
CFA for sanction ofthe purchase.

Post contractual monitoring of terms and conditions of the supply
order such as delivery period (Dp exlension), waiving of tiquid-ity
damages / security deposits, risk purchase; issue of corrilendum to the
supply orders etc.

(xi) Exercising ofoption clause / repeat order.(b) Powers without consurtation of IFA,/CDA. proposal under this head will
be effected with the cFA's sanction, following the l;id down stages/procedure
as above except that the IFA/cDA's concurrenie is not required to"beiaken.

5. The seven sub heads under which expenditure may be effected out of budgei head
IT, major head 2078, minor head I l0 (i) stores detailed head 754 are as under:_

(a) Purchase of computers systems. - (Schedule XIX) Al
(b) Purchase of system software and application software. (Schedule XIX) .A2

(c) Access networks and media connectivity including associated hardware and
software. (Schedule XIX) A3

(d) software development, technical consultancy for IT projects, and IT training.
(Schedule XIX) A'4

(e) Purchase of computer peripherals and accessories. (Schedule XIX) A5
(f) Purchase of computer stationery and consumables. (Schedule XIX) A6
(g) Repair and maintenance of computer systems. (Schedule XX Bl to 83)

6- The guidelines wrt the iterns/systerns that can be procured out of each of the
above heads are placed at Appendix 'B'. The list of items that has been given is
representati'r€ and is not exhaustive. Specifications given in the attached sample
documents are.only to explain how things are to be written and are not binding wito
technical specifications of items. Technical specifications should confirm to ihe user
requirements and take due consideration of the rapid advancement and obsolescence in
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the field of IT making it mandatory for hardware and software at the time of procurement
to match the day's technology with provision for interoperability and upgrades. All
authorities keeping the spirit of soP and cannons of financial propriety in mind may
intelligently interpret the guidelines. In case of specific need for clarification/
amplification, reference may be made to Dte of Information Technolog5r, Air He.

Annual IT Budsebrv Plan (AITBP)-

7. The AITBP.covering all major IT projects and procuranents including carryover,
maintenance etc. will be prepared and forwarded by commands after in-principie
approval of the CFA (AOC-in-C) to.DIT Air He by 0l Nov of every year. Training
establishments, Aoc J&K and MAo will also forwarded their iroposals through their
conholling Commands. The DIT in-turn will obtain in-principle approval of the VCAS
and project requirement of funds to D Fin P for budgeting of funds for the next financial
year. The propos4ls of the commands will be in the form of schedule (list) of various
projects for commandvwingvunits under respective cFAs. This would constitute ..in
princiole" accq)tance of need and should not be considered as approval from the
necessity angle since IFA is not involved in this activity. Based on this DIT will make a
priortisation plan. The prioritization plan will be sent to commands and the respective
IFAs by Feb end ofeach year.

8. The schedule should not be confined to the likely budget, but it should contain a
comprehensive list of all projects operationally required and whose priority could be
periodically revised as per operating needs. This is to ensure that projects have been
conceived in advaace in case of additional allocation of funds at the Revised Estimates
(RE) stage of the budget are made. The time for completion of all IT projects should be
realistically worked out.

Submissbn of hoiect Proposals

g. The respective cFAs will duly approve the proposals from necessity angle with or
without consultation of IFAs as applicable. IT projects relating to subordinate
formationvunits will be consolidated by respective command He. projects relating to the
requirernerrts of various brancheVdirectorates at Air He will be vetted and consolidated
by the respective branch heads.

Budgetarr Control.

The requirement offunds can be classified for two rnajor activities: -

(a) Funds for undertaking projects as per Schedule XIX A I to A4.

(b) Purchase of computer peripherals, stationery/consumables, repair and
maintenance of the computer systems as per Schedule XIX A5, 4,6, Bl to 83.

(a) Wing/Station EDP Sections will project consolidated requirernent of funds
to their accounts sections through Logistics Sections and in parallel to Command
EDP sections for all lodger units to whom logistics support is being provided by
the Wing/Station/Logistics Sections. This requirement of funds will be for para
I I (b) above.

(b) Command HQ (Command EDP) will have requirernent of funds for
undertaking projects as per Schedule XIX Al to ,A.4 in addition to A5, d6 and Bl

10.

ll.
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to 83. Command EDP Sections should consolidate requireme,nt of funds as
follows: -

(i) Requirement of funds for undertaking projects as per Schedule XIX
Al to A4.

(ii) Requirement of funds (consolidated for all stationdwings) for
- procurement, r€pair and maintenance as per ScheJule XD( A5, A6,

Bl to 84.

(c) Command EDP sections will project consolidated requiranent of funds
after in-principle approval of CFA (AOC-in-C) to their Command Accounts
sections and Air HQ @ff as per zub para (b) above.

(d) Command Accounts section will demand funds (754101) from D Fin P, Air
HQ as per existing procedure. D Fin P (Air HQ) will allot funds to commands
with due consideration of intirnation by DIT of the in-principle approval of the
VCAS mentioned at para 7 above.

(e) On receipt of funds from Air HQ, Command Accounts section will
intimate Command EDP section regarding the same. Command EDP section will
recommend allocation of funds for various wings/stations and projects to
Command Accounts section. Command Account sectionlwill allocate firnds to
various wingVstations and projects and intimate the satne to wingVstations
account sections, Command EDP and CLMO section.

(D Funds for projects at Comm:rnds and Training establislments will be
allotted to wings/stations providing accounting services (account section) since
payment will be released by Command EDP sections /Training establishments.
Funds at Air HQ will be allotted to DIT.

Initirtbn ofIT koiecb

12. The end user will initiate all IT projects approved in the finalized AITBP. For
projects to be executed under the powers of VCAS/ACAS (IT) the detailed case shall be
for*arded by the sponsoring organization so as to enable Dte of Info Tech to progress the
case for its sanction. For pdects within the powers of the other CFAs, a comprehensive
case will be prepared and processed with the respe.ctive CFAs. In all cases whi:re the
project involves networking, the user will also invariably indicate the manner of
administration of all IT resources. Some of the important aspects to be included in the
SOC are: -

(a) Present system.

(b) Existing resources and their usage.

(c) Proposed system including upgiadation if any, with broad systern architecture.

(d) Benefits likely to accrue.

(e) Outputs desired from the system.

(D In case of networking project, proposed network architecture with inter-se
distance ofnodes.

(g) Software required to be developed/procured/upgraded.

(h) Feasibility ofbuy back provisions.
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(, The requirement of systern ptudy and analysis through vendor for complex
proj ec'ts, if necessary.

0) Requirement of haining for users in a particular project isl to be clearly
specified.

Technfual Examinatirm and Approval

13. The Director IT will carry out technical vetting ofSOCs ofthe projects referred to
Air HQ for VCAS / ACAS(IT) sanction. All such cases will be forwarded to the DIT,
Air HQ through Command EDP/Controlling Directorate. All projects other than those
referred to Aii HQ for sanction will be vetted as well as coordinated between EDP
Section and CSO (Air) before approval by the CFA. At training establishments these will
be coordinated between the local EDPO and C Eng O.

heparati<m ofSchedule of Requirement (SOR)

14. Schedule of requirement will be prepared after technical examination of the
SOCs. SOR will be as per Appendix 'C'. The following points must be adhered to while
preparing the SORr

(a) Technical details must be complete in all respects. Modifications are
authorized at the time oftender enquiry to cater upgrades and obsolescence.

O) The pricing should be either based on last procurement price (LPP) or
budgetary quote considering the present trend in the market.

(c) Procurernents that require to be covered by an AMC and whether the AMC
cost will be included while evaluating the project cost should be clearly stated
in the tender enquiry. As a generel rule, AMC cost will not be included to
evaluete the overall project cost

ConcNrrrene of IFA,/CI)A

15. A self-contained note on file will be forwarded to the IFA for according
@ncurence after duly obtaining recommendation of penultimate CFA. IFA./CDA may
accord concurrence (acceptance of necessity and vetting of the draft tender and list of
vendors in LTEJ to the SOC within reasonable period of 2-3 weeks after receipt ofthe
proposal. All observations on a case may be raised once to avoid piecerneal observations
resulting in delays for approval ofthe cases.

Approval ofthe CFA

16. The CFA after concurrence of IFA"/CDA may accord his approval to the project
from necessity angle. After obtaining CFA sanction the SOR will be allotted a SOR serial
No. A register will be maintained for allotting SOR Sl Number against each CFA
sanction. This SOR number has to be quoted in supply order and SO No has to be quoted
against each indent, so as to monitor the progress ofindent.

17. Processinq of Cases within Financial Powers of CFA at Commands and
Trainins establishments IT projects which are within the financial powers of the CFAs
at Commands and Training establishments will be processed by the respective EDP_
Section for approval of the. CFA with the conburrence of IFA/CDA. CLMO section at
each Command HQ will co-opt one logistics officer for undertaking necessity angle
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approval, tender.activities, 3upply order and post contractual obligations, involved in IT
projects and l,ogistics sections at other formations will undertake this functions.
18.
establish{ngnts_Lor sanction of thc vcAS. Ii@
powers of the cFAs at commands, but within the financial po*or of vcas shall be
processed.by the.DIT forapproval of the vcAS with the concurrence of IFA (Air Force).
DIT will issue the vetted supply order and carryout subsequent project impiementafion
and monitoring through the end user.

19. Tender. Tender is the basic document, which lays down project parameters, and
it acts as the reference document for the vendor as well as thi user. Due care will
therefore be taken in preparing the document. The tender will be signed only by an
officer authorized by the cFA to do so. The associated legal authori-ties mayvei and
affect any matirial alterationvchanges in the tender dlocument involving lelal
implications. Draft tender enquiry will be vetted by IFA before issue.

20. Tender Preparation. The bids in the tender will invarlably be asked in two
separate parts simultaneously viz. techno-commercial and price bids, barring
exceptional cases where the nature of the procurement does not require any technical
evaluation. Both these bids will be asked in separate sealed envelopes. payment term will
form part of techno.commercial bids along with other commercial terms except price.
Sample tender document is placed at Appendix 'D'. Depending upon the nature'of IT
project, tender to suitable vendors from the approved vendor list will be issued. Approved
vender list should be drawn up in consultation with IFA. The vendor list should be
annexed with the draft tender enquiry so that the same can be vetted by the IFA
simultaneously. various aspects zuch as nature and size of project vis-ir-vis vendor
capabilities, customer service support, regional prcsence of vendor depending upon
location of project, past performance of 'the vendor etc will be kept ln mini wirite
selecting vendors for a particular tender.

2l- sEcuRrrY DEPOSIT:- Every contractor shall deposit security deposit at
the rate of 5% (fle percent) of the total value of each contract they secure bifore or
within 20 days of the receipt of acceptance of tender along with acknowledgernent
copy of Supply order, failing which the purchaser -uy carr""i the contract and lnvoke
where such other rernedies as may be open to the purchaser including conhactor's
deregishation.

_ In case of risk purchase, if the quotation of the defaulting firm happens to be
lovzest and technically acceptable, they will be required to fumish securi-ty deposit
equivalent to the difference between his quotation and the next best tichnically
acceptable quotation or 10%(10 percent) of the proposed contract value whichever is
more in any of the forms specified below within 15 days of the intimation to thern for
admission of the said security transit failing which their offer will be ignored and
placement of the contract on the next best offer will be considered.

The security deposit would be in any of following approved forms in favour of
CDA(AF), New Delhi / JCDA (AF), 2nd Floor, NS Buitding Civil Lines, Nagpur _

440fi)l and should be valid during the currency of contract unless otherwise sp,ecin"a.
Govemment securities issued by the Government of India or any of, the Statis in the
Union of India shall be accepted at 5% below the market price or the face value,
whichever is less. All securities shall be pledged to the president of India. No claim shall
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lie against the purchase either in respect of interest if any, due on security deposits or
depreciation in value.

(a) Bank Deposit Receipts or Fixed deposit receipts or Demand Drafts of any of
the scheduled commetcial banks.

(b) Treasury Receips.

(c) Govemment Promissory Notes and stock certificates of the central Govt.or
State Govt.

(d) National Saving certificates, post Office Cash Certificates, post Office
Savings Bank Pass Books and Kisan Vikas paha.

(e) Bonds / Security Certificatgs issued by and under the authority of Central /
State Covemment.

(0 Bank guarantees fiom any nationalized bank for a totar period of more than
06 months from expiry of Dp.

' No claims shall lie against the purchaser either in respect of interest or any
depreciation in value of any security. ln case of bank deposit receipt the purchaser shali
not be responsible for any loss that may result on account of failure of such bank.

If the contractor fails, or neg]ects to observe or perform any of his obligations
under the contract, it shall be lawful for the purchaser to forfeit either in whole or in part,
the security deposit furnished by the contractor. save as aforesaid, if the contractor iuly
performs and completes the contract in all respect and presents absolute "No DEMANIi
CERTTFICATE " in the prescribed form and retums in good conditions, the
specifications, drawing and samples or.other property belonginglo the purchaser, the
Purchaser shall refund the security depoiit to the contractor after deducting all costs and

9th9r 9xryses that the purchaser may have incurred and all does and 
-other 

moneys
including all losses and damages which the purchaser is entitled to recover f.om tie
contractor. security deposit can be waived by cFA with prior concurrence of
IFA/CDA duly recording adequate reasons in case of reputed and reliable firms,
registered with NSIC, DGS&D, and DRDIO etc.The requirement of S.D will be
stipuleted in T.E. and S.O.

22. Pavins Authoritv: - AF Account Branch.

22A) Audit of Sanction:- All sanctions/supply orders/ minutes of rpc/pNC with or
without concurrence will be subject to audit of sanctions by cDA (AD//JCDA (AF)..
All relevant liles including supply order, cST, original euotations and concurrence
note of IFA, where applicable will be made available by executive authorities to
cDA (AFyJCDA (AF") for audit of sanctions, Ink signed copies of all shnctions/ so
will be endorsed to CDA (AFyJCDA (AF).

23. , Pavqrents Terms. The payments should be we spread over the complete
implementation cycle of the pdect/procurement, such as delivery of hardware ani its
acceptance, setting up of network, complete integration etc. In case of application
software projects and consultancS the payment may be linked to the various siages of
software development such as acceptance of Software Requirement specifications (-SRS),
Systern Design Documents (sDD), testing etc- payment term will form part of tecnno-
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cornmerci.l bids, which will be deliberated during techno+ommercial evaluetion in
TEC, which will be attended amongst others IFA/CDA. The suggest6d guidelines for
this are given below. The same can be suitably adapted based on the nature of specific
proj€ct -

(a) Hardware, Softwere and Networking Componcnts and Training
(i) Up to 50% of the total cost (less cost of haining) of the order on

delivery & acceptance of the hardware, software and networking .'
components at th€ place of delivery.

(il) Up to 40% of the total cost (less cost of training) of the order on
installation of the systerns at various user locations by the vendor's
representative and acceptance of complete systern encompassing LAN
and WAN by Air HQ/Command.

(iii) l0Vc of the total cost of the order against bank guaranty fiom any
nationalised bank (valid for thirteen months) for performance
during warranty period, fiom the date of acc€ptance of syst€ms by
the user for a period of 12 months to be pledged in favour of ;
CDA/IFA.

(rO Cost of training (1007o) will be paid on issue of satisfactory certificate
by the end user.

(b) SYstemstudv

(i) Upto 50% on completion and acceptance of OCD.

(ii) Upto 50% on completion and acceptance of SSS, IRS, networking
architechure and draft RFP.

(c) ApplicationSoftware

(iii) Upto 25%o of the cost of application software on completion and sigr
offof the SRS document.

(rg Upto 25Vo of the cost of application software on completion and sign
offof the system design document.

(v) Upto 25Vo of the cost of application software on tersting and
acceptance of the software.

(vi) Upto 25% of the cost of application softr4,are on completion of
successfu I installation and haining.

(d) Hardware Softwarq Peripherals and Networkine Components (without
installation)

(r) ln case installation is not required up to 907. of the total cost of the
order after delivery, inspection & acceptance of the hardware,
software, peripherals_and networking components at the place of
delivery.

(ii) l$Yo of the total cost of the order against bank guaranty (valid for
thirteen months) for performance during warranty period, fiom"the
date ofacceptance ofsysterns by the user.

(e) AMC 100% payment may be made every quarter after on receipt of
satisfactory services.



24. Limited Tenderine. Due to the peculiar requirernents in the IT field and vast
proliferation of all types of vendors and suppliers, often supply of locally assembled
products is quite likely. Moreover, technical capability and expertise of the vendors is a
very important aspect that mlst be objectively considered for any IT project. Resorting
to limited tendering to short'listed vendors of repute, while ;6ting adequate
compelitiol, is therefore essential to get the requisite quality. Hence, tendks may be
invited only from vendors from an approved list of vendors at each He/Formationlunits,
keeping in view the requirements of adequate competition and transparency. List of
yenge's to whom tender enquiry is proposd to be issued must be app*aea with the
draft tender enquiry while obtaining IFAs concurrence and cFA sanction from necessitv
angle. A presentation / briefing of the vendon must be held to explain ;the scope of thl
project after issue of tender enquiry involving schedule XD( Al, M, A3,A4 and AMC
under 83. This activity must be undertaken on same day at the same time for all
vendors so that all vendors are on equal platfomr regarding our requirements and their
understanding of the subject projects.

25- vendors Lists. A list of approved vendors will be maintained and updated by all
the cFA on regular basis. The vendors should be classified for different services oft:ered
like tumkey solutions, software developmen! consgltancy, networking, systern
integration etc. The vendor list will be updated and enlarged aom time to tim; bas;d on
interaction with the Ministry of Information Technology, industry organizations such as
cII' MAIT' NAsscoM etc. and through prequalification exercises. List of approved
vendors by all cFAs will be forwarded to Dte of IT, Air He for record oo"" 

"i*y 
y"*

by 0l May. Advertisement in national dailies will be issud to register vendors latesi by
30 Sep every year. Vendors already registered with Army, Navy, DRDO, Ordnance
Factories and other Defence Departments / pSUs and DGS&D will automatically be
considered for inclusion in list ofregistered vendors

26. , Situa$ons Reducins Jo Sinde Vendor Case after TEC Evaluation. A single
vendor situation may result after tendering if only a single lr"trdot .espondsG-u tenderir
the bids of other vendors have been rejected by the TEC. Ln all such cases, re-tendering
will normally be resorted to. This amounts to Single tender as per Rule 2l of DFpR
27. Propriltarv Jtems. A number of IT products are of proprietary in nature.
Procurement of proprietary items may be resorted to with prior concurren"" nf m.A/coa
based on fumishing of such certificate by the head of formation/uniVdirectorate initiating
the proposal and it will be regulated w.r.t Sop on pAC issued . In the case o?
expansion or replacement ofexisting in-use hardware to increase the capacity of software ,
features, procurement from the original supplier or oEM may have to be resbrted to on a
single vendor basis for ensuring coinpatibility. The statement of case should ilearlv state
this aspect. care should be taken to include this aspect in the original contract for such
items of hmdware and software, which may require an upgradation on a later date so that
the same is binding on the vendor. However this should not prevent us tom approaching
other vendors subsequently in consultation with IFA where applicable.

28. Technocommercial Evaluation of Bids.

(a) IT proc'rements can vary from procurement of peripherals and consumables,
simple standalone systems, commercial softu,are to complex systems,
networks, consultancies and application software. TEC evaluaiion would be
mandatory for all projects / pfocurements unless exernpted specifically in this
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o)

SOP. Wherever technical evaluation is to be carried out, a Technical
Evaluation Committee (TEC) will be constituted.

Evaluation shoul4 as far as possible be done against laid down qualitative
requircments in the tender enqutry. This would enable evaluation of all
products or systems on a common platform and level playing field and will
ensure maximum oompetition. The equipment can also be called for
demonshation on (no cost-no commitmentr basis. Any offer by vendors of
higher specifications than laid down in the tender enquiry may be accepted. In
case of application software and consultancies, the vendors may also be
asked for a presentation by the TEC to eveluate the understanding of the
systern and the software practices to be followed by them.

Technical evaluation must ensure that all systems quoted are as per the tender
specifications and the solutions offered are complete in all respects and that all
vendors are brought on par. The TEC should only classif offers of various
vendors as tecbnically acceptable or unacceptable giving reasons for the same.

Wherever any additional equipmant, software etc over and above that specified
in the tender document is considered necessary by the TEC for a complete
solution, the same will be clearly recommended by the TEC in .its report. The
TEC may seek clarifications from vendors if so required.

(c)

(d)

(e) The TEC report should bring all the tenderers',on par", to \elp the CFA in
clearly identifing the products and services likely to be procured from any of
the selected vendors. The idea is that price alone is the criterion once the
TEC clearance is glven to deterrrine the award of the tender. The TEC
report will be approved by the CFA or an officer nominated by him before
price bids can be opened.

(q Payment terms and all other commercial t€rrns except price will be decided in
TEC.

29- Technical Evaluation committee. A designated Technical Evaluation
committee (TEC) will open all techno-commercial bids received from vendors and
evaluate all the proposals. However, technical evaluation for computer
stationery/consumablev standard peripherals and ancillaries can be dispensed with the
'approval of the cFA and IFA This exemption may be obtained irt the time of necessity
angle/prior to placement of supply order. The composition of the TEC will be as under:-

(a) O{ficer ofthe rank Sqn [.dr or above
with sound IT background.

(b) One officer from user organization with
adequate knowledge ofthe project.

(c) One oflficer with sound IT background.

(d) Representatives of Directorate of Sigrral/
cso (Air/SE (L).

(e) Rep iflFA
30. Time-frame for submission of rEC report The TEC will be a time bound
committee. Director IT, Air HQ/command EDP,Training establishment EDpo shall
speciff the date for submission ofthe report by the TEC.

- . Chairman*

- . Member*

- Member*

- Member*

- Finance Member



31. Revised Price Bids. Revised price bids may be asked from all the vendors when
the TEC has recommended any addtionalities or reduction which may have commercial
implications. Revised price bids may also be asked for when a considerable delay has
occurred since the submission of the price bids or when downward trend in prite of
products is evi,ie.rt. Fnor concurrence of the CDA/IFA will be taken for revisid price
bids in cases where procurements are to be effected in consultation with the cDA/IFA.
32' Tender Purchase committees (Tpc). Tender purchase committees will be
constituted by the cFAs for all IT projects in excess ofRs one lakh. sanction may be
accorded by the cFA from acceptance ofnecessity angle where concurrence of the IFa is
not required, however for expenditure angle, sanction Tpc will be constituted for all IT
projects in excess of Rs one lakh. The price bids of vendors which are techno-
commercially considered acceptable as per recommendations of rEC will only be
considered. The minutes ofrEC will be maintained duly recording reasons for rejeCtion
/acceptance which will be signed by all members including CDA/IFA or Rep of IFe.
These vendors will all be considered to be on par. Nominated Boo including Rep of IFA
will open the technically acceptable commercial bids on the date and time specified in the
presence of vendors who wish to be present at the time of opening of commercial bids.
sigrature of vendors will be obtained for having opened sealed quotes in their presence.
Late tenders are not to be accepted/opened after the specified time. In absences of
enough competition the date of opening may be got extended with the concurrence ofIFA
and approval of cFA but without opening the commercial bids. Extension of opening of
bids will be communicates to all venders by FAX/Regd post. The officer signing-the
tender enquiry will put up commercial bids to the Tpc with vetted comparative
statement of Quotations (csO.csr will be vetted by IFA/cDA before it is put up to
TPc. TPC will satisff itself with the cse and may negotiate prices with lowest bidder
wherever necessary. TPC will thereafter make its recommendations to the cFA for
approval after due concunence of the IFA/cFA. All proceedings of the Tpc meetings
will be fully documented in detail. Adequate notice will be given to the IFA/designatfr
cDA for detailing representatives for the TPC. In order to avoid unnecessary -ouorr*tof rPC representatives and the files, Tpcs- for several proposals can be itubt*d urra
considsed on a specified day at a time and location convenient to all. Tpc is to be
constituted for all procurements above Rs 01 Lac. All proposals under consideration
with rPC on a particular day will be considered separately and will not be clubbed for the
purpose of deciding the cFA. The cFAs are enjoined to decide periodicity of such
meetings in consultation with their IFAs. Typical composition of a Tpc/pNc stralt te as
given below:-

(a) An officer nominated by the CFA
(depending upon the overall cost of the project).

O) Rep of CDA/IFA.
(An officer of the level of
Dy IFA/ACADA/DCDA/JCDA)

(c) One officer from user organization
with adequate knowledge of the project.

(d) One officer with sound IT background

(e) One logistics officer

Chairman

- Mernber Finance

- Member

- Member

- Mernber

3l. Financial Limits for chairman of rPC/PNC. Tpc/pNC shall be chaired by the
officers as per the financial limits laid down as given below :-

Amount
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Rep of IFA/CDA will be

DCDA/JCDA/Dy IFA)

(Rep of IFA/CDA will

LAO/ACDA/DCDA/Dy
FA).

34. Tirne Frame for submission of TPC Report The negotiations by TPC will also
be time bound . The CFA shall speci$ the date for submission of the report by the TPC
at the time of its constitution. The minutes of TPC/PNC will be signed by all memb€rs of
TPC including IFA/Rep. of IFA duly recording financial advice if any rendered. The
chairman of TPC/PNC will sign on the opening page indicating total number ofpages and
each page will be initialled by secretary TPC/PNC.

35. Sanction of the CFA. Concurrence of the CsDA/IFA or their authorized
representatives will be obtained on file ifcluding vetting of the supply order where
projects are to be executed in consultation with the CDMFA after completior: of
TPC/PNC if constituted. Such concurrence shall be given preferably within lifteen
workine days, The IFA,/CDA should indicate the U.O. No. and date of their office on
the draft supply order and this will be prominently shown in the final supply order to be
issued. A sample copy of draft supply order is placed at Appendix 'E'. The supply order
shall be signed by an officer authorized by the CFA and sp€cimen signature will b'e sent
to payrng agency on change of the CFA and change of officer performing the duties, The
TPC report shall thereafter be approved for sanction of procurernent proposal by the CFA
under whose financial power the project is being executed. The formal sanction of the
CFA will clearly specift the name of the firm and the final price for the project and UO
No. and date of IFA/CDA. The sanction will be siped by an olficer authorised by the
CFA. Sample copy of sanction is placed at Appendix 'F'.

36. Cases where Proiect cost exceeds the Financial Powers of the CFA et the.
TPC Staee. Cases where the project cost exceeds the financial powers ofthe CFA, who
had approved the proposal from neccesity angle, the complete case file with
recommendations of the CFA, who had approved the proposal from neccesity angle,
alonwith views of local IFA will be forwarded to appropriate CFA within whose powers
the procurement can be effected. No PNC will be conducted without the prior approval of
appropriate CFA. Concurrence of the IFA/CDA will be obtained before sanction of the
appropriate CFA. The reasons for the project cost having bxceeded the planned cost
should clearly be indicated in such cases alonwith views of local IFA. In all such cases,
the CFA will also issue specific directions in regards to PNC retendering if any
responsibilities for project implernentation and also the methodology for processing
payments. The CFA and IFA are not bound to accept recommendations ofthe CFA and
IFA who had approved the proposal from neccesity angle,CFA.

37. Supply Order. Supply order will be placed on the vendor, as approved by the
CFA after vetting of the same by CDAAFA on the recommendations of TPC. An officer
authorized by the CFA shall sign the supply order. The supply order will include all
terms and conditions that affect the execution of the project like brand/rnake/model of
each equipment and cost of each item. Ink sigred copy of Supply Order endorsed to
IFA/CDA at the time of placement of S.O. A register will be maintained for keeping all
details of supply orders. All supply orders to be placed should be allotted a serial number
e.g for supply order No.l the number will be No.000l IDlTl2002. The register will be
help ful for monitoring post contract obligations like refund of security deposit, extension
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ofDP, LD, qty supplied / outstanding etc. A copy of the supply order and a copy sigred
in ink will be submitted along with the bill to the paying authorities. The under mentioned
will be highlighted:-

(a) Scope ofproject.

O) Items to be provided/services to be rendered.

' (c) Overall project cost.

(d) Deliveryperiod.

(e) Payment terms

(0 Acceptancetestingmethodology.

(g) Liguidateddamages.

(h) Warranty and maintenance cover dwing waranty period.

. (i) AMC or maint of software if applicable.

_ 0) Uptime calculations if applicable.

(k) Spares and consumables if applicable.

0) Softwareupdates/upgradesifapplicableetc.

(m) Option clausq security deposit / BG etc.

(n) Arbitration

38. Repeat Orders. Repeat orders may be placed in case of urgency only with
. the prior concunence of IFA,/CDA, approval of the CFA and with the consent of the firm
. subject to fulfillment of the following criteria: -

(a) The original order was not against an urgent/emergent demand.

(b) Repeat order must be placed within six months from the date of the original
order.

(c) It has been ensured that there is no downward trend in prices.

(d) For value of repeat orders the value ofrepeat order may not exceed 50% of the
quantities originally ordered.

' 39. Association of IFA./CDA with Post-Contractual Developments havins
Financial Bearins. The IFAs / CsDA will also be fully associated with the posf

. contract stage developments having financial bearing like extension of delivery period,
waiver of liquidated damages, risk purchases etc. ln other words, the prior
concurrence of IFA/CDA will be obtained in such matters. Amendments to supply orders
because ofprinting errors not effecting schedules given in the supply order/tender enquiry
can be made without associating IFA/CFA.UO No. and date of IFA,/CDA will be
indicated in all amendments to SO

40. Procedure for Attending Seminars and Guest Lectures. The dynamic nature
.-'! of IT and the need to kqep all personnel up dated with the latest in IT demands that' attending ssminars and guest lecturers vbuld be necessary. Expenditure on such

serninars and guest lectures is permissible fiom the IT budget. While laid down
procedure for obtaining IFA/CDA concrjrrence will be followed, no tendering will be
necessary in such cases. Suitable docuq{ints giving details of purpose of such seminars
etc along with cost should be enclosd for vetting by the IFA/CDA before approval by
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the CFA. Wherever beneficial, suitable MOUS trlay be entered into with reputed IT
organizations with concurrence of IFA/CDA and approval by the CFA.

41. very often information regarding IT sepinarvconventions etc is received at short
notice. In such cases, concurrence of IFA/CDA may be obtained on telephone and
recorded on file by the IFA/CDA at the earliest opportunity thereafter approval of
CFA be obtained.

42. Outsourcing of IT Training. Formations/Organizations have the freedom to
conduct IT training according to their requirernents whether at vendors location or at their
own. Following modes of training may be utilized: -

(a) Training at Vendor's Location (Option-If . FormationVorganizations may' 
undertake haining at vendor's location as required. In this opiion vendor may
be .contracted to provide instructors, hardware, software, coursewfie,
infrastructure, ancillaries etc.

(b) Trainine at User Location (Ootion-ID. The users rvill provide infrastructure
and the remaining will be the same as at option above. Computer hardware,
software, instructors etc are to be provided by the vendor.

(c) Training at User Location with User's Computer Hardware end Software
(Option-IID. Same as option II except that the user's computers hardware,
software along with infrastructure is utilized for training. Vendor will provide
instructors and courseware only.

43. Procurement Procedure for Computer Stationery and Consumables. The
requirement of computer stationery will be worked out wrt actual average annual
consumption of last 3 yrs based on computers held on charge. The details of computer
likely to be added of likely to become obsolete may also be indicated. Iterns, which are
not covered under annual conhacts, may be procurdd following normal local purchase
procdure. The procurement procedure for this category shall remain the sanie as is
being followed for any other Air Force Stores. The authorities delegated with financial
powers out of the IT budget will also procure computer stationery and consumables for
their lodger units/establishments to whom they providE logistics sppport as per guidelines
given below. The extent of expenditure on computer stationery and consumables will be
within the allocated fimds in a financial year. The procedure / guidelines for procurement
will be as under: -

(a) The requirement of computer stationery and consumables for various
unitVestablishment will be consolidated by the respective CFAs at
units/formations and by Directorate of IT at Air HQ for Air He and. units
directly under Air HQ at New Delhi.

O) Based on availability of funds computer consumables and stationery will be
procured during the financial year.

(c) Sanction ofthe CFA and prior concurrence of IFA/CDA where applicable will
be obtained by the concerned organization following laid down logistics
procedures.

(d) Tendering, placing of order, procurement ofthe items and forwarding bills for
HQ.CDAAFA will be associated in all stages of procurement viz.acceptance of
necessity, selection of sources in LTE, tendering, TPC/PNC, vefting of draft
S.O. and post contractual monitoring where such powers are with financial
payment will be done by the respective unit logistics sections/DlT at Air
concurTence



(e) Computer consumables and computer stationery shall be treated as separate
it€ms. Splitting of.sanctions should be avoided. (Rule 147 of FR part I Vol II)
CDA,/IFA should carefully audit all such sanctions.

(0 Pre-printed computer stationery can be procured.

(g) Computer consumables and computer stationery will be procured from Super
Bazar/ Kendriya Bhandar/NCCFI. In case these organizations are not located
within the municipal limits of the nearest market a mention of the same may be
made in the CSQ/bilVsanction.

(h) Computer stationery and consumables can be procured and stocked as
follows:-

(i) Maximum establishment -

(ii) Minimum establishment -

Four months

Three months

(i) Necessity and expenditure angle concurrence and approval can be combined.
Moderations/changes in quantity if required may be advised by IF{CFA at the
tifne of granting concurrencey'approval before placernent of supply order.
Similar clause may be added in the tender enquiry to amend quantities.

0) Computer station€ry and consumables for computer systems procured as
embedded systerns will be procured from code head rmder which their Vocab
Section falls. Computer stationery and consumables will be from lT code head
wh€re computers have been provided by Dte of Flight Safety, JD Teha, Dte of
IT, earlier locally procrned under code lrcad 742 or 250 or through ATG/
ETGIMMOLS since all these are not part of embedded.

(k) ln case it is decided by the user that annual contract is required to be entered it
must be insured that all activities of contract (up to signing of contract) are
completed by 28 Feb so that contract can be operative wef0l Apr.

0) I U)o/o payment can be made after delivery and inspection of stores.

(m) Expenditure on computer stationery and consumables is to be incurred from the
IT head only and fiom no other head.

44- Procufement of Computer Perioherals and Ancillaries (Schedule XIX A5).
computer peripherals and ancillaries can be required unoer tni rottowing conartroi-

(a) Existing computer peripherals/ancillaries have become Cat 'E'.
(b) Existing computer peripherals/ancillaries cannot be further used due to non-

availability of spares/consumables.

(c) Comput€r peripheralVancillaries are additionally required to me€t assigned
tasks.

45. The user shall be submit the requirernent in the format of self contained letter/
service note to the cFA through proper channel for approval. concunence ofIFA will be
obtained ifrequired.

46- Based on merits ofeach case the cFAs may authorize procurement of peripherals
and ancillaries. Sanction letter will be issued by the cFA or his authorised representative
allowing units to undertake local purchase on not exceeding basis.

47 . Procedure for Upqrade. Repair and Maintenance of Computer Systems,
(schedule XIX Bl to 83) The procedure for this category shall rernain the same aJ is
being followed for any other Air Force Stores for upgrade, repair and maintenance. The
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authorities delegated with financial powers out of the IT budget will upgradg repair and
undertake maintenance for their lodger unitVestablishments to whom they provide
logistics support as per guidelines given below. The extent of expenditure on upgrade,
repair and maintenance will be within the allocated funds in a financial year. The
procedure / guidelines will be as under: -

G) The requirement of upgradg repair and maintenance of computers and
peripherals for various units/establishment will be consolidated by the
respective CFAs at units/formations and by Directorate of IT at Air HQ for Air
HQ and units directly under Air HQ at New Delhi.

O) Based on availability of funds upgrade, repair and rrintenance will be
undertaken during the financial year.

(c) Prior concurrence of IFA"/CDA where applicable and Sanction of the CFA will
be obtained by the concemed organization following laid down logistics
procedures.

(d) Tendering placing of order, procurement ofthe items and forwarding bills for
payment will be done by the respective unit logistics sectionVDlT at Air
HQ.CDAAFA will be associated in all such cases right from acceptance of
necessity, selection of vendors, tendering, TPCIPNC, vetting of draft Supply
Order and post contractual matters having financial bearings.

(e) All CFAs with prior ooncutrence of IFA/CDA where applicable will sanction
local purchase of any spare parts, maintenance stores, material or items of
equipment required to expedite repairs of all tlpes ofequipment. The financial
limit stated against each is for any one article of any number or similar articles
purchased at the same time or dissimilar items purchased for one purpose.

(D These items will be procrned ex-trade.

(g) Computer spares for undertaking upgrade, repair and maintenance can be
procured and stocked as follows:-

(i) Maximum establishment

(ii) Minimumestablishment

(h) Necessity angie concurrence by IFA (where applicable) and approval of CFA
shall be required for unde'rtaking repair, upgrade and annual maintenance of
computer systems.

(i) Computer systems procured, as embedded systems will be upgraded, repaired
and maintained from code head under which their vocab section falls. Upgrade,
repair and maintenance will be from IT code head where computers have been
provided by Dte of Flight Safety, JD Tettra, Dte of IT, earlier locally procured
under code head 742 or 750 or through ATG/ETG/IMMOLS since all these are
not part of embedded systerns.

0) The users may enter into AMC or undertake maintenance on as required basis
at their discretion as per local resources available. AMC entered with for one
year can be extended up to a total of three years subject to the condition that
the same was mentioned in the tender enquiry. Iterns broadly similar in nature
to those in AMC can be additionally brought under the AMC on pro-rata basis.
Extension in period of AMC and iterns additionally brought under AMC will
require approval of CFA (with or without cansultation of IFA) as applicable.
AMC should be entered only for servteeable equipment having sufficient

3S4

- Four months
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residua! lift during the period of the contract. CDMFA will be associated in
all stages viz acceptance of necessity, tendering, TpC/pNC, .vetting of draft
Supply Order and post contractual monitoring.

(k) In case it is decided by the user that annual contract is required to be entered it
must be ensued that all activities of contract (up to signing of contract) are
completed by 28 Feb so that contract can be operative wef0l Apr.

48. hoiect Implementation. The organization tasked to undertake the project or the
organization to whom the project has been sanctioned will be responsible for the project
implementation and to ensure that the project is executed as per the terms and 

"onditiorr.givan in the supply order.

4? Prqiee!-Implenentatio4 core Grouo (pICG). A pICG wilr be constitnted by
the end user consisting of a Project officer and:n Assistant project officer. The
composition of the PICG will be intimated to the respective controlling authority at the
time of initiation of the case. care will be taken to ensure that the officers nominied are
aw-are of the entire projec and will be available till the project is completed. The pICG
will act as user interface and will be involved in all subsequent actions requiring
ilvolvement of the user as outlined in this sop. The pICG wili be responsible ior thI
following: -

(a) To ens're that the installation site is completely ready prior the instdlation.

o) To make arrangements to €nsure that the vendor's delivery schedules are not
delayed due to unprepared/under prepared user site(s).

(c) To ensure that the vendor delivers all items as per the supply order and
specifications.

(d) To arrange safe custody ofthe equipment till. the. systan is finally accepted by
the end uscr.

(e) To ensure system installation, integration, fine-tuning and proper functioning
as per the supply order from the vendor.

(D ln case of any dispute with the vendor to refer the matter to the CFA.
(g) To forward necessary certificates, as would be required by the CFA/

Directorate of IT Aom time to time to progress the installation/payments.

(h) ln case of software. related projects, ensure proper data capture, complete
software testing and integration of the software.

(t ln case of specific project involving application development or tumkey
projects, DIT, Air HQ may nominate a suitabre represeniative as technical
adviser to the PICG.

50. . Installatipns and Acceotance. The vendor will carry out the system installation
on the terms. and conditions specified in the supply order. The uro *-ill be responsible
for the complete installation and final acceptance ofthe systern.

5 l. - svstem Acceptance. on completion of systern installation by the vendor, a board
of officers ordered by the end user will carry out Acceptance Tests in accordance with
procedure specified by the cFA for such acceptance. The board shall cany out the
acceptance test so as to check the functioning of every aspect of the installation. The
board shall carry out extensive tests to ensure that the system installed is as per the supply
order and is fully functional. The importance of the acceptance testins neefs no ,:



board will also clarifi the aspect regarding the date of commencement of warranty. The
proceedings of the board of officers will be forwarded to the CFA within twentr
workinq davs of completion the ecceDtance test. The duration of the acceptance test
itself may vary from project to project.

52. Feedback A copy of the supply order shall be sent to the end user as soon as it
is issued and it should include the likely date of commencement of work, milestones laid
down and the probable date of completion. The following Mbacks shall be sent by the
end user/sponsor to the CFA and Dte of IT in respect of all procuronents except
computer stationery and consumables: -

(a) After the system becomes operational, two six monthly feedbacks will be
forwarded in the first year of the project giving out the complete details such as

downtime, systern effectiveness, problems encountered, quality of customer
support provided by the vendoq etc.

(b) A four monthly feedback as on 01 Jul,0l Oct, 0l Jan and 3l Mar will be
forward giving consolidated details of IT training, seaninars and guest lectures
that havc been conducted during the previous quarter.

53. Dte ofIT shall maintain a database of feedbacks regarding all lT projects that are

under Post Implementation Monitoring.

54. Monitorins of Contractual Oblisations. Monitoring of contractual obligations
will be the responsibility of the end user. In case of any breach of contractual obligations,
the CFA will be intimated. Any dispute as to the terms and conditions of the contract will
be referred to the CFA and CDMFA.

55. Technolow Reports. For all projects that have been vetted or sanctioned by the
Air HQ, a 'Technologr Report' giving details of the project and its utilization will be
given to the Dte of IT and CFA on completion of the project.

56. Summarv of Proiects Executed. A summary of all projects €xecuted during
the previous financial year along with the major iterns procured and their status as on 0l
April will be consolidated by all Command HQ and forwarded to the Dte of IT bv 01

May every year and to their respective IFAs.

57. Sinele Winddw Solution. All procurement in a proposal may be preferably made
from one vendor to ensure compatibility of hardware with peripheral, solhvare and
networking equipment e.g. it will be prudent to buy a PC from one vendor along with
UPS and printer as service support is through single vendor and the same stands good for
solutions on tumkey basis.

58. BOC of ltems. All items on their receipt will be BOC by means of CRV/A&I.
Delivery challans must be filed securely and should be signed speciling the date of
receipt of the equipment as the same will be help in establishing date of delivery which
in tum is linked to payment terms and deduction of LD. CRV certificate in addition to
standard wording should bring out challan number and date of receipt of equipment.
CRV/A&I will be raised after inspection of items by BOO. No L.D. will be waived
without the prior concunence of IFA/CDA.

59. In tiew
of fast obsolescence./change in technolory in the field of IT, there will be numerous
occasions as follows: -

(c) 'Ihe manufacturer has upgraded technical specifications from those ordered.
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(d) Technical specifications of items have changed in gen€ral as per industry
standards.'

(e) The OEM has discontinued the model ordered.

60. The supply order must state that incase amendments to the supply order are
required by the firms wirh respect to the above (para), the same must be iiimared to the
purchaser within l0 dala ofdate ofissue ofsupply order.

6l' The TEC will exmine facts and make a reporl TEC must ens're that items
offered in lieu have equal or better specifications and certifications. Items offered as in
lieu should be accepted onlv i{ $e yme is being offered at no extra oost The proposal
will be put up to ihe cFA (with/wiftout consultation of IFd as applicable) r-'g"rlting
amendments to the supply order. Dp extension in zuch cases will be-grantedwitUivittroui
LD with prior concurence of IFA./GDA. Delivery period same as per originat supply
order will be granted from dAe of app,roval of the amendment by the CfA.
62- 

- 
Any other situation may be considered on merits of the case by the cFA (in

consultation with / without IFA as applicable).

coNcr.psroN

63- This soP will serve only as a guideline and is by no meaDs exhaustive.
Formatiorrvconaolling authoritics may supplerrent these with any additional proceduresif considered necessary peferably taking the accredited IFA inio confidence. The fast
obsolescence of IT poducts necessitates the need to always ensure backwaJ
compatibility with older rystems along with the necessity to be close to stare of the art-
64- This soP supersedes sc earrier instructions issued on tte subjert from time
to time.
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Appendix'A'

SCHEDULE-XD(

S

I

No

Objects on which expenditure
can be sanctioned

CFA Financial Limits

Without
consultation
of IFA/CDA

ln consultation

of IFA/CDA

In Rupeess

A Financial nowers for Svstems Automation

I Purchase of Computer Systerns DCAS/VCAS

ACAS (rD

AOC-in-C

Trg Estt
Comdt(AVtr0

200lakhs

100 lakhs

100 lakhs

l0 lakhs

,) lrovision of Acces networks,
nedia connectivity including
rssociated hardware and software

DCASA/CAS

AOC-in-C

100lakhs

50 lakhs

3 Purchase of systern software
and application software

DCASA/CAS

ACAS (IT)

AOC-in-C

100 lakhs

50lakhs

25 lakhs

4 Soft ware development and
technical consultancy for IT
projects and IT training

DCASA/CAS

ACAS (rT)

AOC-in-C

100 lakhs

50 lakhs

25 lakhs

5 Purchase of cpmputer
peripherals and ancil laries

DCAS/VCAS

ACAS (IT)

AOC-in-C

Trg Estt
Comdt(AVM)
AOC
(J&K/MAO)

5 lakhs

2 lakhs

I lakh

100 lakhs

50laktrs

25 lakhs

l0 lakhs

i
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The total annual expenditure is subject to@
budgetary allotnent for this purpose.

2. Expenditure on comput€r stationery and consrmrables is to be incuned
frorn the IT head only and from no other herad.

6 Computer stationery and
consumables (See notes below)

DCASA/CAS

ACAS Gr)
AOC-in-C

Trg Estt
Comdt(AVM)
AOC
(J&KA,IAO)

AOC/CO/CO
MDT

t lakh

5lakhs

I lalfi

]'*

I lakh

50 lakhs

l5lall$
15 lakhs

05 lakhs

05 lakhs

Notes:.

sl.

No

Objects on which
expenditure can be
sanctioned

CFA Financial Limits

Without
consultation
ofIFA/CDA

In
consultation
of IFA/CA

In ruecss

B.

I l,ocal purchase <if
spaes and mainte-
nance of computers,
peripherals and
ancillary equipment and
upgradation of
computers

DCAS/VCAS

ACASGT)

AOC-in-C

DIT

AOC/CO/COMDT

I lakh

I lakh

I lakh

0.8 lalfi

0.5 lakh

5lakhs

3lakhs

2lakhs

2 Local repair of
computers, peripherals
and ancillary equipment

DCAS/VCAS

ACAS(rT)

AOC-in-C

DIT

AOC/COiCOMDT

I lakh

0.5 lalfi
0.5 lakh

0.2 lakh

0.16lakh

4lakhs

I lakh

I lakh

3 Maintenance of
computer systerns and
their peripheral through
annual maintenance

DCAS/VCAS

ACAS (rT)

AOC-in-C

DIT

AOC/CO/COMDT

I lakh

0.5 lakh

0.5 lakh

0.2 lakh

0.3 lakh

10 lakhs

I lakh

I lakh

I lakh

I lakh

Note:
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Appendix-'B

(Ihis list is representetive end not erheustive)

ComDuter Svstems

(a) Tumkey projects to include:-

(i) Wide Area Networks with associated equipment.

(il) LAN inclusive of servqrs, nodes, associat€d peripherals and
software (qnteins and application).

(iii) Complete workstations/stand-alone PCs including peripherals.
Syst€ms and customized application softwae.

(i") CAT lab facilifies.

(v) Pmjectoonsultancy.

(b) Smd-alone PCs inchding peripherals md syatem/commercial off the
shelf softwae.

(c) Laptop computqs/nofe book computers.

(d) Palmtop mmputers or any other similr mmputers

Access Networks. Medie Connectivitv Includiue Associ.ted Hardware end
Software.

(a) VSAT terminals

(b) l,eased lirrcs along with associated teminal

(c) Access networks

(d) Versa mn, digital cross connects, OLT BW mmagers etc.

(e) Routing equipment like routers, switcheq Firen a[s, EncrSption devices
€tc

(0

(e)

(h)

Outdoor OFC/Cooper cabling and associatd hrdwae.

XDSk ftIDSUADSL etc).

Primry and higher order multiplexes with suitable interface cards as per
need-

(r) ModemVradio modemVany other type of modems in IT.

0) Structured cabling.

(k) Any radio basod link for extension of data chamels.

Svstem Softwere md Application Softwere

(a) Operating systems for standalone PCs like Linux, Windows ME etc.

(b) Network operating sptems like UNDOWinrbws NT etc.
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(c) Network managernent software.

(d) ERP software and solutions.

Commercial offthe shelf software and suites such as:-

(i) Ofrce automation software - like MS Office 2000, Lotus Notes etc.
(ii) RDBMS/DBMS like DBZORACLBSeL ServerA/isuat Foxpro etc.
(iii) Antivirus software like McAfee, NAV etc.

(iv) Computerbasedtrainingpackages.

(v) Software for high end applications - like AuroCAD, Scala, Animaror prc
etc.

(vi) Software dwelopment tools and computer based training dweloprnent
toolVpackages like visual studio, author wa€ etc.

(vii) Data recovery software.

(viii) Data encr5ption intrusion detection
software including

(ix) Diagrostic tools, QA tools and
engineering related tools.

rystern, firewalls and security

CASE tcols and other software

4.

(a) Consultancy from civil vendors to carqr out the following:_
(i) Feasibility study

(ii) Information system plan etc.

(iii) Systems strdy, requirerrent analpis, and system design.

(iv) Solutions for tumkey IT projects.

O) Cusomized software development.

(c) Seminars,wor*shops,conference,qmposiums,conventions.

(d) Guest lectures.

(e) IT relared training Aom civil institutions.

(0 Network audit.

(g) Quality assurance audit ( sndy, consultancy, by professional agencies.

Comouters Peripherals and Ancillaries
(a) 

_Sfandby 
power managernent equipment such as CVT, UpS, batteries for

UPS, spike busters etc.

(b) computer storage devices and backup devices like external disk staiions,
hard disks, tape drives, zip drives, zaz dives, DAT drives, microfilming
equipment, PC OS, ant virus and office automation tools etc.

(c) Input devices like keyboards, scanners, touch screen, mousg joystick,
(d) gytpu devices like all q/pes of plotters, printers such as dot matrix printers,

inkjet printers, laser printers, line printers etc.
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(e) Modems.

(f) CD chang€rs, CD drives, juke boxes, DVD ROM driveg CD writ€rs etc.

(g) Projection rysterrs like videop'rojc{ion systernq visualizes, LCD projectors,
overhead Fojectors, LCD panels etc, which arre required to be computer
networted/IP addresses compatible.

(h) Multimedia kits, audio -visual kits, rrikg speakers, DVD driveq digital ""
camera digital video camera etg which are required to be oomputer
networfted.

fi) Display qnterns like monitorg anti-glare screens etc.

ft) Printer sharer, vidoo splitters etc.

(l) All types of interface cards and nemories such as RAM, video graphic cardq
video grabber cards, controller cards etc.

(m)Networting equipment like switches, hubs, routers, networt interface crrts,
mounting cord, information outlets, surface mount box, jack panels, jack
patcb, racks with accessories, conduits etc.

(n) Test and maintenance equipment like multimeters, IC testers, vacuum
cleaner etc-

(o) Special computer firrniture

.6. Computer Stationery and Consumables

(a) Comput€r printer paper ofvarious sizes and 6pes.
(b) Map litho paper etc for photocopying purposes.

(c) Cleaning cloth, cleaning liquid, drive cleaning kits qtc.

(d) Magnetic media zuch as floppies, tap€s, write able CDs etb.

(e) Magnetic storage devices.

(0 Printer ribbons, cartridges etc for all types ofprinters etc.

(g) Paper for photocopier and laser/inkjet printers.

O) Connectors like RI 45, RI I I etc.

(i) Cables for devices like printer, scanner, UpS etc, power cables, LAN /
UTP / OFC cables etc.

(t) Plastic parts of equipment. 
.'

(k) Batteries of UPSs, lamp's for projection systems etc.

0) Printer head.
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APPETIDD('C'

scgEDttLE oF REIoUIREUEIYT

Sl. No. Iteris ary Rate Amormt

I

(a)

FC
CPU - Intel P-Itr @ 800 MHz or above 133
MHz bus speed
Ceche - 256 KB full speed 12 Cache
RAM- 128 MBSD RAM expandable to 512
MB
Grephics - AGP integrafed /separate with 4
MBVRAM
IDD- 1.,{4MB
HDD-IDE20GBorlbove
(Seagate/Samsung/PC OEM)
CD -DVD6Xorabove
Ports - 23, lP, I USB, 2 PS-2 (for key board
and mouse)
Multimedia - Pcylntegratd audio (Sound -
blaster compatibility) $,ith l20W speaker,
mike, microphone + Head set
Ethernet - l0/l00 MBPS Ethemet Card PCI
Dust i:over (for CPU, monitor, keytoard) paper
support clip Windows.IllE licensed Edition.
Original media and documents to be providd.
(No recovery CDs are allovred).
Windows ME rnust be preloaded on all PCs
General Soecification
PC must be Mcrosoft certified for Windows
98/MEi2000
FCC Class 'B' / ERTL Certification must be
provided.
PC brochure must be provided.

(b) Monitor -15" SVGA (Dgital)
(Microteck/LG/Samtron/OEM)

(c) 107 Keys keyboard PS-2 with skin inter net
enabled

(d) MS Mouse PS*-2 with pad inter net enabled
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Server
P-III Xeon Server with int€rnal clock spe€d 900
MHz or above up gradable to dual Xeon &
future processor.
133 MHz or above FSB
3x9 (Plus) GB HDD Hotswap'pable.
LVI) (LJltra 2 SCSI) (80 MBPS/sec transfer
ratQ Hard disc conholler.

- 512 KB firll speed 12 extemal CPU

RAM- 256 MB ECC RAM with same speed as
FSB expandable to ztGB.

Graphics l6 bit or above VGA
with2MBVRAM
FDD- I,,I4MB
52 x CDROMDTive
DAT (t2124)GB
Ports - 25, lP, 2 USB, 2 PS-2 (for key board
and mouse)
Keyboard & Mouse, I/O int€rface ports, I RJ-
45 Network Jack..
Slots - 5 Or above PCI VO expansion slots.
Network Adapter-2 x 32 Bit PCI l0/1fi)

MBPS Ethemet Adapter (hrtel Ether Express
Pro)
Power Suppl5r - Redundant hot swappable

power supply.
Mini tower with extra cabinet fan.
Dust cov€r
Server class machine with Server maagemen!
Security and Maintenance Software & tools.
Dust cover .
*Certified for Unixware
15" Digital Colour Monitor

MS Mouse PS-2 with pad internet enabled

107 Keys keyboard PS-2 with skin Intemet
enabled
UPS 2 KVA Otrline 30 Min backup SMF
batteries and necessary chords.

Certification must be
UPS 0.625 KVA oftline minimum x.ith 15 Min
backup SMF bafteries and necessary chords.

(ISO Certification must be provided)

Scanner A4 size (600x1200 dpi) with
cable/cord for power and data (Brochure must
be provided)

Inkjet Printer A-4 size with cabler'cord for
power & data (Brochure must be provided)



a

-

i

F
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HP/Lexmark/Epson/OEM

07 Laser jet Colour printer A-4 size with
cable/cord for power and data (Brochure must
be provided)

08 Dot Mafrix Printer 132 Col 30O CPS (High
speed draft) 24 Pin with power and data cord
(Brochure must be pmvided)

09 Patch Cord 5'l7' (Lucent)

l0 Microsoft office XP Prof edition \r,ith media
and documents (Latest)

ll Unix 7.1 or latest with media and documents
(25 user) with media and documents

t2 Visual studio 6.0 or latest (enterprise edition)
with media and documents

l3 Adobe PhotoShop (latest) with media and
documents

t4 Oracle 8i or latest for Unixware (25user) with
media and documents

Total
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Refer Para 16 of SOP for Schedule XIX
Dated............

SAMPLE TENDER DOCUMENT

REGD. POST

SON LDR

TOTAL No. OF PAGES ........

(Includine appendix if anv)

Dte of Information

Air HQ Computer Centre

Subrorto Park

New Delhi - I l0 010

Mar200.2

Tele:.566'1267
Technology

ArF.HQ/99026/t1'11

lWs

/Drr( )

(As per attached list)

INVITATION TO TENDER FOR PROCURBMENT OFIIARDWARE &
COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE TENDER ENOUIRY NO. DIT/OOO1/2002

Sir,

l. Enclosed please find tender documents for supply of

2. Directorate of Information Technology, Air HQ, hereinafter referred to as

customer, is interested in procurement of hardware and commercial software as

indicated in Amex - I. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Please give your technical and

commercial offers as per Annex 'I' attached. A presentation to explain the scope of the

tender will be held at .............hrs on ...'...........at

3. Ll vendor shall be decided on the comprehensive total of all iterns or unless

specified otherwise, hence you are requested tb quote your most econbmical rates for all

items. The quantities are tentative and may be changed while placing order, during

technical evaluation or before opening of commercial quotes. All vendors in fray at that

stage will be informed. However this will not involve change in commercial bids hence

you are requested to quote your most economical rates for all items.

4. The quotation should have minimum validity period of 120 days from the last

date of receipt of quotations at Air HQ.

5. The following points may please be adhered to while filling up the forms:-

(a) Only the enclosed formats (AnnexureJ) in original will be used. All sheets

will be submitted duly affixed with the company's stamp and signatuie of
the authorized signatory of the company. Additional sheets, duly
authenticated, may be attached to elucidate specifications or clariff
specific issues. 
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(b) Income Tax clearance iertificate may be attached.

(c) Incase of authorised dealer the dealership certificate from OEM and the
date fiom which the dealership is held may please be enclosed.

(d) The quotations must be Indian Rupees.

(e) The record ofpast performance along with price bid be indicated.

(0 All offers must be addressed to ACAS (lT).

G) The costs to be indicated for each itern should be the landed cost of the
item, inclusive of all taxes, levies, fiight etc. The cost should not be
related to price variation clause. In case the vendor pays Octroi the same
will be refunded on proof of payment.

(h) Total costs for the full quantity to be supplied will be indicated in figure
towards and any amendment should be initialed and stamped.

(i) Incomplete tender will be rejected as procurement of all iterns is going to
be made from one r4endor only. Incase of stationery/consumables &
peripherals, the firms may quote for items available with them however he
purchaser will reserves the right to make procurement item wise /
consolidated.

(t) Technical and commercial offers will be submitted on specific formats
enclosed with this tender document in separate envelopes marked
'lechnical offer" and "commercial offer". Each offer will be in separate
envelope and will be distinctly marked as 'technical offer' and
commercial offer'. The envelopes will also be marked with our reference

number, date and due date ofopening of tender.

(k) For servers and PCs only OEMs or their associates are.authorized to
quote for this tender enquiry even if the tender enquiry has been sent
directly. The associates should furnish letter from OEMs to quote for their
product. Bidders are advised to check and recheck with their OEMs that
only one firm has been authorised to quote on them behalf.

(Applicable for IIW tenders only)

6. The systems/items quoted must satisry the following general qualiffing
requirernents.

(a) Computer Hardware

(D Industrial standard (ISO certified) products with proven
reliability.

(ii) Must have standard diagnostic and maintenance tools built-in or
supplied separately.

(ii| Certificate by manufacturer of compliance with FCC Class 'B' or
better/ERTl certification. Self declaration by the manufacturer is not
acceptable.

(iv) PCs must be be certified for OS such as Windows ME/2000/XP
certified by Microsoft. Servers if asked must be cenified for OS which
has been asked along with the Server. Self declration by the firms is not
acceptable .

i

(b) Software
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(i) The operating systern must be the latest licensed version available
of that product and must be configurable to perform all the tasks it is
specified to perform on the quoted hardware.

(iD The application or application development tools must be the
latest version of the product, complete in all respect with all standard
development libraries and must be capable of performing as specified, on
the quoted hardware platform.

(c) Accessories

(i) The accessories quoted must meet the requirements as mentioned
above for the computer hardware and must perform its intended task
seamlessly in the computer hardware and software envitonment
mentioned above.

(ii) There should not be a requiranent ofadditional cables and chords.
The peripherals must be provided with required chords and plugs even if
not provided by the OEM.

(iii) Drivers (original) must be supplied individually against each item.

7. You are requested to indicate your acceptance of the above offer based on the
terms and conditions as given out in the succeeding paragraphs as per Annexure-ll.

8. Deliveries and Implementation Schedule. Details of project implementation
are as underi

(a) Hardwarg and Commercial Software :-

(D Delivery of all hardware, commercial software and neworking
components at _ within eight weeks of
acceptance of the firm supply order or within nine weeks of
placement of firm supply order, which ever is earlier. The delivery of
hardware from to the other establishment will be
vendor's responsibility. The details of hardware and software to be
installed at each site are given at Annexure-Ill

(it LAN to be established and all components tobe integrated within
Six weeks of completion of Acceptance testing at

(b) Application Software

(i) System study and SRS sign off(D Day)

(il) Preparation and acceptance of conceptual
& physical desigrr

(iit Design and development of protoq/pe
' and its Installation & acceptance.

(iv) lnstallation & acceptance ofintegrated
system

Handing over of systern complete in all respect to

Four months

D + 2 months

D + 5 months

D * 6 months

(c)
within six months &om the date of sigrr off of the

SRS. The time will run concurrently both for .hardwhre and application
software from date of acceptance of the supply order or from one week after
issue of supply order which ever is earlier.
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9. Application Software Develooment The software will be developed for
tr and the areas, which are to

be automated, are as follows: -

(a) Automation of activities in the

(b) Automation of activities in the

(c) Automation of activities in the

(d) Automation of activities in the

Branch

Branch

Branch

10. The various modules that are required to be developed are as given at Annexure
'IV'. These modules requir€d shall be correctly identified during system study phase
and suitably integrated later to work in an optimized way. various other document
deliverables as given in subsequent paragraphs shall be jointly sigred and approved prior
to start of coding.

I l. Systern study of
staff will co-opted.

and
will also be co-opted by the user at the system study stage.

12. At the end of system study an SRS will be submitted which will be approved by
the 

'ser. This will form the basic document for further progress. The sRS will bL
submitted and accepted within four months from the dat€ of acceptance of the supply
order or from one week after iszue ofsupply order whichever is earlier.

13. Features in the application software should include: -

(a) Three+ierarchitecture.

(b) Access to various modules and sub-modules be through user ID and
password.

(c) Context-sensitive help to be made available as and when required.

(d) Menu driven facility to provide backups on regular basis.

(e) The software application will be GUI based.

(f) The solution will be Y2K compliant.

14. Following softrvae dwelopnart tools sbdd beusd for :-

be
will be canied out.

Reps of
HQ

(a) Front end

O) Back end

(c) Environment

(d) CASE Tool

Visual Basic and MS-Access.

MS SQL Server 7.0 (or latest) and MS-Access.

Windows NTAVindows 200 Advance server

Rational studio suites for analysis, test and development
will be used. Rational unified prosess will be used
through out the software devclopment life rycle and
outputs of these tools with respective repository shall be
handed over where applicable

Minimum C2 security level will be catered for in the
application software.
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15. Software Stindards. IEE,E 12207 processes shall be used during the entire
development process and MIL-STD{98 for documentation at different stages of
software development is to be strictly adhered to.

16. Deliveries durinq implementation of application software.

(a) Following deliverable shall be submitted by the development agency:-

(i) Deliverables in pre SRS Stase

(aa) Operationalconceptdescription.

(ab) Software development plan (to be signed off before
coding).

(ac) Systenr/subsysternspecifications.

(ad) System/sub systan desigrr description.

(ae) lnterfacedesigndescription.

(ii) Deliverables in SRS preparation stage

(aa) Software requirements specifications (to be signed off
" before coding).

(ab) lnterfacerequirementspecifications.

(ac) Software test plan.

(ad) Software installation plan.

(iii) Deliverables in desim stase.
(aa) Software design descripion

(hrb) Danbase design dacrigim (to be signed offbefore coding).

(@) Softwaete$ description (it sh,atl be emrcd 0ut as fa as possrible live

data shall be us€d ad ttrb data *u11 be oolleaed a.s early as SRS

rypaation 
stagr. Developrnant agancy shall use ib own resouces

for this prpose).

(iv) Deliverables after desisn staqe.

(aa) . Tested and properly documented programs (source codes).
Finally accepted program shall be demonstrated for actual
compiling and it shall be handed over as an installable copy.

(ab) Software test report.

(ac) Software installation plan.

(ad) Software user manual.

(ae) Software version description.

(a0 Softwareproductspecifications.

17. Acceptance Testins Procedure. ltre systern will be subjected to detailed
acceptance testing procedure to test individual components and successful integration of
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all components. The vendor and the user will work out the details of the procedure
jointly' The general guidelines for carrying out fhe acceptance test are u. p". Ano"*u."v. The specifications of the equipment should be in conformity with the details
provided by the vendor and as per the given specifications. The user would issue an
acceptance certificate on successful completion of acceptance testing after delivery as
per Annexure vI. The date of issuing the acceptance certificate would be deemed to be
the date on which the warranty will commence. on establishment of LAN and
integration of the hardware components in the LAN an installation certificate will be
given by the user as per Annexure VII.

Acceptance of the System

18. (a) Hardware Acceotance. This will involve the following activities :-

(D Installation of servers and clients along with necessary operating
systerns and other peripherals such as printers.

(iD . Testing of the hardware in stand-alone mode and in a networked
environment after integration.

(iiD Obtain hardware sign-off.

(b) Ilardwarelmpleme.ntation

(i) Provide support fcr acceptance and train users on the systern
software.

(ii) Obtain sign-offon hardware deliverables.

(c) Networking. This will involve the following: -
(i) lnstallationofngtwork.

(ii) Testing of network.

(iiD Obtain networking sign-off.

19. Trainine (if required) Training of two batches of 20 personnel each for
(Name of Institution/Org). The training will befive working days at

t

carried out vendor's premises. vendor shall provide hardware, software, 
"ol*r"**",and instructors. The syllabi will be as per Annexure vIII. The vendor must conduci

training through reputed training institute or through itr own resources. This training
will commence within one month of issue of supply order.

20. SECURITY DEPOSIT:- Every contractor shall deposit security deposit at
the rate of 5%o (ive percent) of the total value of each contiact they secure bifore or
within 20 days of the receipt of acceptance of tender along with acknowledgonent
copy of supply order, failing which the purchaser -ay "an""f 

th" conhact and lnvoke
where such other remedies as may be open to the purchaser including contractor's
derdgistration.

, In case of risk purchase, if the quotation of the defaurting firm happens to be
lowest_ and technically acceptable, they will be required to fumish security deposit
equivalent to the difference between his quotation and the next best tichnically
acceptable quotation or 10%(10 percent) bf the proposed contract value whichever is
more in any of the forms specified below within 15 days of the intimation to them for
admission of the said security transit failing which their offer will be ignored and
placernent ofthe contract on lhe next best offer-will be considered
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The security deposit would be in any of following approved forms in favour of
CDA(AF), New Delhi / JCDA (AF), 2nd Floor, NS Building Civil Lines, Nagpur -
440 001 and should be valid during the currency of contract unless otherwise specified.

Government securities issued by the Government of India or any of the States in the

Union of India shall be accepted at 50lo below the market price or the face value,

whichever is less. All securities shall be pledged to the President of India. No claim shall

lie against the purchase either in respect of interest if any, due on security deposits or
depreciation in value.

(a) Bank Deposit Receipts or Fixed deposit receipts or Demand Drafts of any of
the scheduled commercial banks.

(b) Treasury Receipts.

(c) Govemment Promissory Notes and stock certificates of the Central

Govt.or State Govt.

(d) National Saving certificates, Post Office Cash Certificates, Post Office
Savings Bank Pass Books and Kisan Vikas Patra.

(e) Bonds / Security Csrtificates issued by and under the authority of Central /
State Government.

(0 Bank guarantees from any nationalized bank for a total period of more

than 06 months from expiry of DP.

No claims shall lie against the purchaser either in respect of interest or any

depreciation in value of any security. In case of bank deposit receipt the purchaser shall

not be responsible for any loss that may result on account of failure of such bank.

If the Contractor fails or neglects to observe or perform any of his obligations

under the contracl, it shall be lawful for the purchaser to forfeit either in whole or in part,

the security deposit fumished by the Contractor. Save as aforesaid, if the contractor duly
performs and corypletes the contract in all respect and presents absolute NO
DEMAIID CERTIIilCATE " in the prescribed form and retums in good conditions,

the specifications, drawing and samples or other property belonging to the purchaser, the

Purchaser shall refund the security deposit to the contractor after deducting all costs and

other expenses that the purchaser may have incurred and all does and other moneys

including all losses and damages which the purchaser is entitled to recover from the

Contractor.

2l Performance Bank Guarantee. Being a tumkey solution including hardware,

and networking, l0olo of the complete cost of oroiect shall remain under bank zuarantee

till the exoirv of the warrantv as oerformance warranty. The vendor shall fumish a

performance bank guarantee,equal to ten percent (10%) of the total value of the contract

pledged in favour of GDMFA from a nationalized bank within seven days of the receipt

of supply order. In case of non-adherence to the delivery schedule for all deliverables of,

the project .rs grven above liquidated damages will be deducted from this amount or
from any paym.ent due to the supplier. Bank guarantee will be valid till one exha month

after expiry of the warranty. (12 months from the date of successful installation and

commissioning.)

22 Paying Authority: Air Force Account Branch

23 .Payment terms are as under (these mav be changed as per the Droiect

!:equiretnen!):-

a) Hardware Software and Networkins Components and Trainins
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(D 50% of the total ctist (less eost of training) of the order on delivery &
acc€ptanee of the hardwarg software Ed netwo*ing components at place of
delivery.

(iD 40% ofthe total eost (less eost of training) ofthe oder on installation of
the sptems at various user loeations by thi vendor's representative and

-sgceptance 
of complete system eneompassing LAN and WAN by Air

HQ/Command.

(iii ) l07o of the total cost of the order against bank gparanty hom any
nationalised bank pledged in favour sf CDA/IFA (valid for ttrirteen months) fui
pedormance during wananty period, from the date of aeceptance of systems by
the user.

(iul 
.Cost of training (100%) will be paid on issue of sarisfaetory eertificate by

the end user.

(b) SvstcmStrdv

(D 50% on completion and aeeeptanee of OeD,
(iD 50% sn eomple-tion and aceeptime€ of SSS, IRS, networking
architechure and draft RFp.

(c) Arp]lcatlooSoftwsre

(D 25% of the cost of application softrrare on eompletion arid sign
offof the SRS doeument.

(ii) 2570 of the eost of applieation ssftware on cnmpletion and sign
offof the systun design document.

(iii). 259o ofthe cost of applieation softwa,re on tercting and aceeptance
ofthe software.

(iv) 2590 of the cosr of applieation software on eompletion of
successfu I installation and training,

Llouldated Dnmaoes.

(a) The supplier shall cany out supply and insralladon of all cquipment and
ry.$l"a.e according to the schedule stipulated in the supply ordq. 

- 
The time

frdhe and the. date of delivery and installation mentionea ln the supply order
shall be deemed to be the essence of the supply order, The a"iivery ana
insiallation must be completed not later than rhe date spcified therein.

(b) In the event of thc failure of the supplier to complete delivery and
installation of the said equipment, assbeiated peripherals and ioftware within the
stipulated rime, the Govemment of India shall-at their option be ehrlld ro
recover from the supplier as ageed liquidated daraages, and not by way of
penalty, a sum of .5 o/o (Half perecnt) of the price of agreed cost ofsuppty of
equipment, associated pedpherals and software as. aforcsaid for every week
thereof during which the deliveqy and installation may be in sfi€a$, not
exceeding l0% oftotsl conttact value ,t,
(c) The supplier's liability for delay shall dor exce€d l0% of the ordered
priee. If the delay is longer than ten weeks the Goveftftent of India shall, except
as provided hereinafter, be entitled to caneel the onder in full or in parr at their
sole diseretion without any financial repercussions on Goverqment ofintlia,
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(d) Govt of India will have the option to buy the hardware, software from the
market at the vendor's risk and cost. The mode and method of such risk
purchase would be at the total discretion of the customer - Dte of Information
Technology.

(e) If any delay in supply and installation arises iiom Force Majeure
circumstances, the Govemment of lndia may consider additional time as
necessary under the circumstances of the case provided that supplier shall be
responsible for keeping the Govemment of India informed of circumstances
which may lead to the delay of supply and installation of equipment within
fi fteen days of the occurrence of such circumstances and also immediately when
such circumstances come to an end failing which no Force Majeure
circumstances will be acceptable to the Govemment of India.

25- Svstem Maintenance. In order to ensure functionality during the lifetime (six
years) of the systems being procured, the vendor would provide system maintenance,
rvhich would include hardware maintenance and system softrvare. Vendor will provide
the fbllowing: -

(a) During the period of waranty the vendor will ensure that the system
continues to perform in exactly the same manner as at the time ofacceptance.

(b) Hardware supplied would be repaired on site. The user would approve
any equipment being moved out ofsite for repairs, ifrequired.

(c) Vendor's responsibility wrt commerciaybrought out software will be
limited to providing updates/upgrades, which come free of cost from the
principles. As and when the user wishes to upgrade commercial software vendor
would provide complete assistance during the maintenance period even though
this may be from third party.

(d) The date ofissuing the acceptance certificate after installation in case the
same is involved or the date of acceptance of the systems after delivery would be
deemed to be the date on which the warranty will commence.

(e) Vendors will provide one year free on site comprehensive warranty for
the Complete system to include hardware, operating system, networking and
application software,

(0 The vendor will also guarantee to provide spares and 
"onrurrfrr", 

on
payment for a period of five years irrespective of AMC. The customer will be at
liberty to obtain the sarne from other sources.

(g) During wananty, the vendor will repair/ replace without any cost any.
equipment/parVaccessory which becomes defective except items of a
consumable nature.

(h) During the warranty period all warranty benefits received by you from the
OEMs, for any equipmeht pertaining to third parties will be passed on in toto to
the buyer.

0) The buyer may invoke the bank guarantee in case you fail to ensure
rectification of defects within two weeks of the defect being intimated to you.

(k) Vendor will ensure 957o systerns availability (uptime) during the
warranty period. Methodology for calculation of downtime will be as per
Annexure IX. In case of failure to maintain specifid uptime the proportionate
loss to the govemment will be made good by the vendor specified in the tender.
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Altematively warranty may be extended by the duration for which the company
has been unable to provide 'specified uptime. The discretion to exercise either of
these options lies with the Director Infbrmation Technology. Bank guarantee
submitted, as performance guarantee will be extended accordingly in case of
extension of warranty period.

0) Warranty should be valid throughout India.

(m) Unserviceable hard dis,<s will be repaired at site. Hard disks beyond
repair at site will be replaced with new or serviceable hard disks of equal or
better specifications. Unserviceable hard disks will not tre returned to the
vendor under any circumstances, but will be destroyed at site by IAF authorities.

(n) Warranty shall include replacement of all unserviceable parts other than
floppies, CDs, ribbon, cartridges, and toners. Batteries, plastic parts and printer
heads will be covered under warranty

(o) Any failure in the system or a subsystem thereof should be iectified
within a maximum period of 48 hours of lodging a complaint, including loading
of operating software if required. If the system is down beyond 48 hours, penalty
at the rate ofRs. 250/- (Rs Two hundred and fifty only) per day per systim will
be charged or recovered out of bank guarantee held toward warranty or any
payment due to the vendor. In case of any syster/sub system being down for
more than seven working days, user has the option to get it repaired fiom any
suitable agency at the risk and cost of vendor, which will be deducted from the
Bank Guarantee, or any other payment due to the vendor.

(p) Any system failing at subsystan level three times within a period of three
months or displaying chronic faulty behaviour or manufacturing defects or
quality control problems will be totally replaced by the vendor at his risk and
cost within 30 days of being intimated.

26. AMC Terms and conditions for AMC will be as per Annexure-X.

27. Software Updatgs. Vendor will guarantee prbvision of all software updates,
depending upon the optibn to be exercised by the user, for a period of five years after
expiry of warranty period on chargeable basis. However if the upgrade is liee from
OEM, the same will be passed to the user free of cost.

28. Force Maieure: (This will not form part of tender enquiry. However if the
same is insisted by the contractor, it will be incorporati:d in the supply order.)

(a) Should any force majeure circumstances arise, each of the contracting
party shall be excused for the non-fulfillment or for the delayed fulfillment of
any of its contractual obligations, if the affected party within 15 days of its
occurrence informs the other party in writing.

(b) Force majeure shall mean fires, floods, natural calamities or other acts
such as turmoil, strikes (as not limited to be establishment of the seller),
sabotage, explosions, and quarantine restrictions beyond the control of either
party.

(c) It is understood and agreed between the parties hereto that the rights and
obligations of the parties shall be deemed to be in suspension during the
continuance of the force majeure event as aforesaid and the said rights and
obligations shall automatically revive upon the cessation of the intervening force
majeure event. The period within which the rights and obligations of the parties
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shall be in suspension due to foree majeure event shall not be considered as a
delay with respeet to the period of delivery and installations andlor acceptance of
delivery and installations under lhe eoRFaet or otherwise to the retirement of
either pafty.

(d) Notwithstanding the provisions of the immediately foregoing clauses it is
further understood and agreed between the parties hereto that in the event ofany
foree majeure Benisting for an unintemrpted period exeeeding 6 (six) months,
either party hereto reserves thc right to t€ nninatc this contraat upon giving prior
written aotiee of 30 (thirty) days to the other pady of the intention to tenninate
vritho.ut an)r liability other than rpimbursement on the terms provided in this
agreement br the goods received.

29, Rlsk snd Eroense.elausel In the event sf the contractor not supplying an item
within the stipulated period, the eustomer (Dte of Infsrmation Teehnology, Air HQ) will
be at libeny to proaure thc same &om another souree and in casc the cost of the item(s)
i$are$igher than the present ordered eost, the extra aost shall be recovered from the
eontraator through deduetions from bills pending against the present order or bank
guaraRt€e of any other payment due to the eontractor.

30. Af@!Uon. In the event of any dispute or differeRee between the parties hereto,
such dispute or difG-rence shall be resolved amicably by mutual consultation or through
the good oftiees of emporveed ageneies of the Beneficiary, If such resolution is not
possiblq then, the unresolved dispute or differenee shall be refened to arbitration or an
arbitrator to be nominated by Seeretary, Department of Legal AfTairs ('Law Secretary')
in terms of the Ofliee Memorandum N0. 55/3/l/?5-eF, dated the lgrh Dec-,
l9?Sissued by the eabinet Seeretariat (Department ofCabinet Affairs), as modified from
time ts time. The Arbitration Aet 1940 (10 of 1940) shall not.be applicable to the
arbitmtisn under this elause the. The award of the arbitrator shall be binding upon
partics to the dispute. Prcvided howevg, any party aggrieved by such award may rnake
a ftuther referensa for setting aside or revision of the award to Law Secretary whose
deeision shall bind the parties finally and conclusively.

3 I . QLbnrlssion ef Offefs The vendor oflering a complete tumkey solution
shall only be considered for participation in the commetcial bids. Henoe vendors should
c.nsure that thcir bids are complete in all respcets anb include all hardwarc/software
required &r an integrated, workable solutioo conforming to the speeification given.
Vendors should elearly mention the need for any additional hardware/software
compoRent required for a workable solution in their technieal and eommercial offers in
ease it has not been ineluded in the sprecifieationsltender.

32, Onee the supply order is plaeedit \+ill be the vendor's responsibility to make the
projeet funetional, Any additional cost incured in hadware./software/ networking
oomponents required for eompleting thc integrated tumkey project and for which the
vendot has not bid at the time of suh'mission of the tinal sffer will be bome by the
vendor.

33. Make, model and version (late,st) will be spoeified for all the items. Complete
technied. specifieations and- literature for hardware, software and networking will be
ataehed with tbe teehnieal bid. Networking details will inelude implementition and
network management details.

34, An offer reeeived inieomplete or ambiguous is likoly to be rejected at the
diseretion of thc Direstor Infunuation Teehnology without rceourse to filther
elarifiqations" The Director laformalion Tee.ltnology also reserves the right to seek
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clarifications with one or more vendors if considered necessary anrl also not accept any
o{fer at all in cese they are rrci reasonably pricd.
35. Any condition / terms given in the technical or commercial bids by vendors will
not be binding orn the Dircctor Information Technology. All the terms andionditions for
the supply, delivery, testing and acceptance, payment, wananty, uptime, penalty will be
as given hersin and no change in Bny terms or conditions by the vendors will be
acceptable, Alterations, if any, in the tender documents should 6e attested properly by
the vendor, failing which the tender will be rejected. vendors will noi *utr- *y
assumptions while sribmitting their bids. If required, clarifications will be sought prior to
submission of bids.

36. 
-Date 

and time of opening of commercial bid will be intimated at later stage to
ihose firms whose technical quotes qualift for participation in the commercial bid.

37. All prices will be landed cosrs, inclusions of all iaxes. freights etc. All iterns, tbr
*'hich excise duty is applicable, will be specified in the commercial bid and it will be
inclusive in the cost" Vendor will be responsible to produce excise duty certilicate in
respect of all such items, whether manufactured by the vendor or otherwiie if so desired
by the IAF authorities.

38 for,r are requested to deposit your best offer (commercial and technical bids) in
the tender box kept near reception at Air He (Vayu Bhawan), Rafi Marg, New Beihill00ll by_hrson : Any offer received after this will be rejected. Tenders are
not to be sent to Air HQ computer cenhe for depositing. Tenders are to be addressed to
Director, Dte of Information Technology, Air He computer centre, subroto park, New
Delhi-l l0 010

39.. OlgoF_Claus"e. The purchaser will have the right to increase./decreasa 25% ety
of the original order during the cunency of the contract at the same terms and conditio-ns
at the same rates,

40. llgase ensure that.this is your b_Qgt and linal offer.

41. In the event of the tender enquiry number and other details as prescribed in this
tender enquiry not being annotated in the manner prescribed.on the cover and if the
cover gets opened inadvertently by the staff such quotes may be rendered invalid. If the
sealed bids are dropped in the wrong box they wili also be renclered invalid as we don't
have a system of getting tender boxes of other directorates opened because of suoh
reasons.

42. Printed terms & conditions if any of the tenderers will not be considered.
Deviations ifany from tender specification should be highligtrted failing which the offer
will be treated as incomplete. *

43. For elarification of specifications and other technical details please contact*r****

f. - Th" tender box is kept near reception office, Vayu Bhavan. The quotation can
also be sent by courier/Regd post so as to reach before due date and time. No.,
responsibility will be taken for postal delay or non-delivery/non-receipt of lender
documents.

45. -The sealed quotations will be opened in public in presence of bidders/authorized
Rep. of firms on due date at I 135 hr.. Your representative should be in possession of an
authority from your firm, in case, he is attending thd tender opening. In case, due to any
exigencies the due date for opening of the tenders is declmed 'as closed holiday by the
Govt., the tenders will in such cases, be opened on next working day at the ibid time.
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46. Incomplete tenders will be-rejected summarily without assigning any reason and
the decision ofthe purchaser shall be final and binding on all parties.

Note: Vendon will submit their techno-commercial and price bid on the orisinal
tender document (includine its appendices and annexure). Photocopies will not be
acceDted.

Yours faithfully,
Sqn klr
Dy Director IT
FoTVCAS

Encls: !gg!4!g!
Annexure - I.............. Format of commercial bid and technical bid.

'Annerure -.II ..-..,,.... Certificate: Acceptance ofterms and conditions ofthe tender enquiry.

Annexure - III .......... Details of hardware and software at each site.

Annorure - fV .....,.... Application software: Modules to be developed.

Annerure - V...........i. General guidelines for carrying out acceptance test.

Annexure - VI........... Acceptance cedifrcate after delivery.

Annerure - VII ----. Acceptance cedificate on installation.

Annerure - VIII ....... Syllabi for training.

Annexure - IX ..--,.., Calculation of downtime.

Annexure - X ........,.,. Terms and conditions of AMC.

Annexure - XI .......... flown time calculation: Weightage factor
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Annexure I to ApDendix 'D' .

SAMPLECOMMERCIALBID

st

No.

Items Qty Make Model No Rate Amount

I

(a)

tPct-
lcPU - Intel p-ut @ 800 MHz or
I above 133 MHz bus speed
I

I Cache - 256 KB full speed L2 Cache
I

IRAM- 128 MBSD RAM expandable
I to 512 MB
I

I Graphics - ACP integrated /separate
I with 4 MB VRAM
I

I rnn - r.44 MB
I

I unn - IDE 20 cB or above
I

| (Seagate/Samsung/Pc OEM)

lao ouo 6X or above

Ports - 25, lP, I USB, 2 PS-2 (for
key board and mouse)

Multimbdia - PCVlntegrated audio
(Sound -blaster compatibility) with
l20W speaker, mike, microphone +
Head set

Ethernet - 10/100 MBPS Ethemet
Card PCI

Dust cover (for CPU, monitor,
keyboard) paper support clip
Windows ME licensed Edition.
Original media and documents to be
provided. (No recovery CDs are
allowed).

Windows ME must be preloaded on
all PCs

General Soecification

PC must be Microsoft certified for
Windows 98/]vIE/2000

FCC Class 'B' i ERTL Certification
must be provided.

PC brochure must be provided.

o) Monitor -15" SVGA (Digital)
(MicrotecVlG/Samtron/OEM)
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(c) 107 Keys keytioard PS-2 with skin
iiter net enabled

(d) MS Mouse PS'|-2 with pad inter net
enabled

t
(a)

Server

P-III Xeon Server with internal clock
speed 900 MHz or above up gradable

to dual Xeon & future processor.

133 MHz or above FSB

3x9 (Plus) GB HDD Hot swappablti,

LVD (Ulha 2 SCSD (80 MBPS/sec
kansfer rate) Hard disc confidller.

Crche - 512 KB tull speed L2
external CPU Cache

RAM- 256 MB ECC RAM with
same speed as FSB expandable to
4CB.

Graphics l6 bit or above VGA

I with 2 MB VRAM

I 
FDD- 1.,r4 MB

j 52 x CD ROM Drive

I oar (tzrzc) cs
I

lrorts - 25, lP, 2 USB, 2 PS-2 (for

I tey Uoard and mouse)
I

I Xeyboard & Mouse, VO interface

I ports, t RJ-45 Network Jack..

l*ro.. - 5 Or above PCI Uo
I expansion slots.

I N.h"o.L Adlpter-2 x 32 Bit PCI

I loltOO MBPS Ethemet Adapter (Intel

I 
Ether Express Pro)

I Potn". Supply - Redundant hot

I swappable power supply..

I Mini tower with extra cabinet fan.
I

I 
Dust cover

lserver class machine with Server

| rn*ugon*t, Sectirity and
I Maintenance Software & tools. Dust
l*"o.
I

| *C"rtifi"d for Unixware

t
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SAMPLE TECHNICAL BID

;
I

I

t

s
No.

Specification asked for Qty Make Model
No

Specification
rtl'ered

Deviation
ifany

I

(a)

PC

CPU - Intel P-III @ 800 MHz or above
133 MHz Bus speed

Cache - 256 KB tull speed L2 Cache

RAM- 128 MBSD RAM expandable to
512 MB

Graphics - AGP Integated /Separate
with 4 MB VRAM

FDD- I.44MB

HDD - IDE 20 GB or above

(Seagate/Samsung/PC OEM)

CD - DVD 6X or above

Ports - 25, lP, I USB, 2 PS-2 (for key
board and mouse)

Multimedia - PCVlntegrated audio
(Sound -blaster compatibility) with
l20W speaker, mike, microphone + head

Ethernet - 10/100 MBPS Ethemet Card
PCI

Dust cover (for CPU, monitor, keyboard)
paper support clip. Windows Mf,
licensed Edition. Original media and
documents to be provided. (No recovery
CDs are allowed).

Windows ME must be preloaded on all

General Soecification

PC must be Microsoft certified for
Wiirdows 98/ME/2000

FCC Class 'B' / ERTL certification must
be provided.

PC brochure must be provided.

o) Monitor -15': SVGA (Digital)
(MicrotecVlG/Samtron/OEM)

(c) 107 Keys keyboard PS-2 .with skin
Intemet enabled

(d) MS 'Mouse PS*-2 with pad Intemet
enabled
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2 (a) Server

PIII Xeon Server with intemal clock
speed 900 MHz or above up gadable to
dual Xeon & future processor.

133 MHz or above FSB

3x9 (Plus) GB HDD Hot swappable.

LVD (Ultra 2 SCSD (80 MBPS/sec
transfer rate) Hard disc contrbller.

Cache - 512 KB full speed L2 extemal
CPU Cache

RAM- 256 MB ECC RAM with same
speed as FSB expandable to 4GB.

Graphics l6 bit or above VGA

with 2 MB VRAM

FDD_ I.44MB

52 x CD ROM Drive

DAT (t2/24)GB

Ports - 25, lP, 2 USB, 2 PS-2 (for key
board and mouse)

Keyboard & Mouse, VO interface ports,
I RJ-45 Network Jack..

Slots - 5 Or above PCI UO expansion
slots.

Network Adrpter-2 x 32 Bit PCI 10/100
MBPS Ethemet Adapter (Intel Ether
Express Pro)

Power Supply - Redundant hot
swappable power supply.

Mini tower with extra cabinet fan.

Dust cover

Server class machine with Server
maDagement, Security and Maintenance
Software & tools. Dust cover .

*Certified for Unixware

(b) 15" Digital Colour Monitor
SVGAMicroteck/LG/ Samtro

(c) MS Mouse PS-2 with pad Intemet
enabled

(d) 107 Keys keyboard PS-2 with skin
Intemet enabled

03 UPS 2 KVA Offline 30 Min backup
SMF baiteries and necessary chords.

(lSO certification must be provided)
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M UPS 0.625 KVA offline mininum with
15 mirutes backup SMF batteries and

necessary chords. 
.

(ISO certification must be provided)

05 Scarurer A4 size (600x1200 dpi) with
cable./cord for power and data @rochure
must be provided)

06 Inkjet printer A4 size with cable/cord
for power & data (Brochure must be
provided)

HP/Lexmark/Epson/OEM

07 Laser jet colour printer A-4 size with
cabldcord for power and data (Brochure
must be provided)

08 Dot Matrix Printer 132 Col 300 CPS

(high sirced draft) 24 Pir with power and

data cord (Brochure must be provided)

09 Patch cord 5'l7' (Lucent)

l0 Microsoft oftice XP Prof edition with
media and documents (latest)

l1 Unix 7-l or latest . with media and
documents (25 user) with media and
documents

t2 Visuill studio 6.0 or latest (enterprise"

edition) with media and documents

l3 Adobe Photoshop (Latest) with media
and documcnts

t4 Oracle 8i or latest for Unixware (25user)

with media and documents

I

Note : All pages are to be sigred by Auth. Signatory-

Date :

Place :

(Authorised Signatory
of
accompany)
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I

Aiurexurc-tr to Asrdrdix 'D'

It is certified that all the terms and conditions as hid in the above
paragraphs and anywhere else in the tender and its appendices are accepted by the
company and we will abide by th"em. It is further certified that any cost incurred
on additional hardware / software / networkhg components required to complete
the integreted turnkey project would be borne by us.

3

Company seal
Compeny)

Ptace :

(Authorised Sigpatory

Date :

lo
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Annexure-Ill to Apoendix 'Dr

HARDW
ARE

AFS

Hindon

AFS

B'lore

AFS

Pme

AFS

Thane

AFS

Baroda

AFS

Bhatinda

Total

l
Desktop

8 8 l2 8 6 l2 54

2. Printer
DMP

3 3 5 3 ) 2 l8

3. Ink jet
Printer
640 C

I I I 1 I 6

4. Laser
Printer
(61Gold)

I I I I 1 5

5,
Scanner
Colour
(hp s300
c)

I I 2 I 1 6

6. UPS
600 vA

8 8 8t2 8 6 t2 54

SOFTW
ARE

AFS

Hindon

AFS

B'lore

AFS

Pune

AFS

Thane

AFS

Baroda

AFS

Bhatinda

Total

MS
Office
Professio
nal 200O

8 8 t2 8 6 2 44

MS
Office
Client
License

l0 l0
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Annexure fV to Appendix 'D'

APPLICTION SOFTWARD : LIST OFMODULESTO BE DEVELOPED

!

l.
t
J.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

ll.
12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Module I

Module II
Module III

Module IV

ModuleV

ModuleVI

ModuleVII

Module VIII

Module IX

ModuleX

ModuleXI

Module XII

ModuleXIII

ModuleXIV

ModuleXV

ModuleXVI

- ADMINISTRATION

- CAMP

- TRANSPORTMANAGEMENT

. MAILMANAGEMENT

. ACCOUNTS

. SECURITY

- RAILBRANCH

- IMPORTCLEARANCE

- EXPORTCLEARANCE

- UN PEACEKEEPING MISSIONS

- DOCUMENTRETREIVALSYSTEM

. QUERIES

. PERIODICALREPORTSANDRETURNS

- EMAIL,MESSAGEANDWORK

FLOW SYSTEM MANAGEMENT

- SYTEMMANAGEMENT

- MANAGEMENTOFCARGOAND

PASSENGERS TO ANDAMAN AND

NICOBAR

FINALISATION OF CONTRACTS

ADMINISTRATION

17. ModuleXV[ -

l
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Annexure V to .Appendix .D'

GEI{ERAL GIIIDELINE : ACCEPTAI\CE TEST PROCEDURE (Am

l. Introduction Acceptance testing is an essential part of project implonentation.
It is at this stage that the user is to test and accept individual iterns as also the entire
system. The physical delivery as per the supply order and performance as per the
technical literature and parameters given in the contract are to be verified by a technically
competent board of officers. As bulk of the payments due to the.vendors is made after
successful acceptance, it is imperative this is done diligently as well as expeditiously.
Some general guidelines for the ATP are enumerated in the succeeding paragraphs.

2. Sussested Composition. A suggested composition for the ATP board is as given
below : -

(a) Presiding Officer

O) Member I
background.

Member 2

(d) Mernber 3 Any other competent member as

by the CFA.

desired

(e) Member 4 - Qualified engineer ofthe vendor.

3. Conduct. Since the payment terms and schedule are linked to the ATP, the
ATP should commence expeditiously once the bulk of the hardware has been received.
The board must endeavor to complete the proceeding at the earliest. Time frame for
completion of the proceedings should invariably be laid down. If certain minor hardware
has not been received, the ATP board may proceed with the ATP and make mention of
the same in the ATP report. The balance hardware can be received subsequently and a
supplementary ATP carried out.

4. Responsibilitv of User. The responsibilities of the user towards the conduct of
ATP shall be as given below: -

(a) The user shall have the site readied for the conduct of ATP including
adequate power points, adequate space to house & test the items, stablb & well
earthed power supply, tables, back up power supply (for the smooth conduct of
bum out test) etc.

O) Ensure availabiliy of the monbers during the conduct of that ATp.

(c) ATP should be completed expeditiously. Any equipment not rneeting
specifications or any other observation should be raised in writing immediately to
the vendor.
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unit at which items are being BOC /
from Dte of IT.
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5. Responsibilitv of Vendor. The vendors responsibili'ty towards the conduct cf
ATP shall be as given below: -

(a) Provide the necessary diagnostic s6ftware (standard software like AMI
DIAG S.O/COMPAQ diagnstics etc.)

(b)" Ensure availability of a competent service engineer during the conduct of
the ATP.

(c) Provide for speedy replacernents of defective components so that ATP of
the complete hardware may be completed in one gt.

(d) Deliver the complete hardware in one go.

(e) Provide detailed blue print ofthe network layout.

(0 Provide necessary test equipment to verifu throughput at ihe individual
nodes and ofthe entire network.

6. Time frame. The ATP should commence once bulk of the hardware has becn

delivered and the board should endeavor to complete the ATP as soon as possible but not
exceeding twenty working days from the date the hardware is delivered.

7 . ATP Guidelines. Some guidelines for acceptance testing of various syst€ms

are as enumerated below: -

(a) Receipt ofhardware and software delivered by the vandor.

(b) Physical check ofall packages and boxes.

(c) Checking the items received as against the quantities mentioned in the
suPPlY order.

(d) Carry out the acceptance testing of the PCs, Servers and other peripherals

at the place of delivery. Acceptance certificate required for making payment

against delivery will be issued at this stage as per annexure VI to appendix A.

(e) Shipment of the hardware and peripherals to the various locations as per

details given in the supply order (ifapplicable) under arrangernents of the vendor.

(D Establishment of the network and installation and integration of the
various components of the networks.

(g) Set up e-mail for all users (if applicable)

(h) Carry out acceptance testing ofthe networVintegrated systern.

C) The report of the board of officers 3ftall give the date-wise details of
hardware receipts.

8. Acceptance Testins of Stsnd Alone Desktoos.

(a) Configuration of the hardware including the peripherals should be as per

the supply order.

O) All machines should be checked physically to ensure all order items are

supplied as conhacted. !!

(c) It should be ensured that all compuiers meet the specifications as per the

supply order.' Print out of the diagnostic software report giving details of
performance of the PCs should be taken. (The vendor should provide the

diagnostic software).

(d) The perlormance of each component ofthe systern should be tested.
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(e) Each component must be checked for its specifications that i.e. hard disk,

network card, RAM etc.

(0 All the software being provided must be the latest and comple{e with all

manuals. They must inctude the licenses, Media (CD ROM) and certificate of
authenticitY.

. (g) Software that has been contracted for as preloaded (Operating System,

! Office Automation Software, Anti Virus Software should be loaded by the

vendor). Additionally the software should be supplid with Media (CD ROM)

documentation and Certificate of Authenticity. The requisite number of media,

licengq;errd.ii*tificates of authenticity as indicated in the supply order should be

checRed.

(h) Monitors should be checked for their correct settings and there should be

no flickering.

" (i) The UPSs should be checked for their complete range and standby

characteristics as asked for in the supply order and as per the technical literature.

. (k) All CD-ROM drives must be checked for their correct configuration.

(l) Atl printers should be tested for their functioning and sample printouts

taken. Printer selftests is a good means to check their services.

(m) Software for the UPS (if contracteO should be compatible with the

Operating System asked for. The UPS should be tested for provision of the

required backup time at the specifid load.

- 9. Acceotance Testine for Networks.

(a) All the steps mentioned above shall be valid for a network also, when

individual componelts are tested in a network. 
_*-.

(b) A comptete blue print ofthe network giving actdal cable layout, hardware

distribution" power distribution etc should be provided by the vendor and verified
on ground.

(c) The network should be fully integrated, which should include Server,

clients, hubs/switches and all other peripherals. Individual ports should be

checked for serviceabilitY.

' (d) Dial up connectivity rrhere applicable should be verified between different

locations'
' (e) The complete network to include all packages of the Network Operaling

. Sptern (with the requisite number of user licenses) will be installed and

configured as per the requirements of the user given in the supply order. The user

shall thereafter veriff the configuration.

(0 All the shared resourc€s on the network such as printers, etc shall be tested

by firing jobs from the clients. The necessary driver software for these shared

.. devices shall be loaded on the clients and the user shall veriff the same.

G) All the software including the Network Managernent Software. Antivirus
Software shall be supplied with Media (CD ROM) documentation and certificate

of authenticitY.

(h) The through out at individual nodes and of the entire network shouldbe
verified. 
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l. C€rtified that all the comput€rs, peripherals networking components and software
mentiond in the supply order No. Air HQ/ /DIT dated has been
physically checked and tested as per the testing Focedures -entioned itt the above
mentioned supply order. All tlie items are found to be correct and meet the specification
mentioned in the zupply order and tallies with print out of the AMI Diag/Compaq Diag of
each computer.

Annexure VI to Aonendix'D'

ACCEPTANCE CERTIFICATE : DEIVERY OF EOUIPMENT AGAINST

SUPPLY ORDERNo dated

The Board proceedings are being forwrded separately.

(Name of the Offcer)

Rank

Presiding OfficerOffice Seal

Date:

,.

//

g
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Annexure VIII to Aonkrdix 'D'

TO IAF PERSOI\TNEL

:

i

It'
I

I

I

i

I

t

\
t

l. The training requirtd to be imparted to IAF perronnel, as part of the tumkey
project will comprise of two categories of courses. The fint is for the system
administraJors and application developcrs and will be of six weeks dration. The second
also of six weeks duration will be for op.r"loo.

2. Suggsted syltabi for each of the cqurses are as follows: - 
.

(a) Course for Sptein Administrators & Developers: 06 weeks (each)

(02 barches of I5 personnel each)

(i) Unix Adminisfation

(ii) Network Installation & Administration

(iii) Oracle RDBMS

(iv) Oracle Developer

(v) Delphi Development

(b) Course for Operators

(03 batches of I S persotuel each)

(i) PC&Windows2O0O

(ii) LJND(

(iii) Oracle & Oracle Dweloper

3. Training will be conducted by instructors of Authorised lnstitutes of Oracle and
Unixware at Air Force Sh, Guwahati, on equipment provided by the vendor. Course
contents will be provided by the Air HQ as per above
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Annexure IX to Appendix 'D'

" CAITULAIIONOFSYSTNVIAVAII"ABILIIY

l. The system availability shall be calculated as given below: -

(a) Weishtase factor. In order to calculate the system down time, a weightage

factors, as given out in Annexure XI have been assigned for each sub systern/system.

Down time of each sub systern, which will contribute towards down time of the whole
system, will be obtained by taking the product ofthe weightage factor and the down time
(in hrs) of each sub system.

(b) Down Time. The number of hrs a sub system is down shall be the time
elapsed, four working hours after the malfunction is reported to the CONTRACTOR by
the CUSTOMER, to the time the sub system is handed back to the CUSTOMER, after
repair/rectification. Methodology of calculation of downtime is as given in the tender.

2. Sub-syster/System down time does not include the following: -

(a) Call has to be planned within contracted maintenance boun.

(b) Time for which the machine is shut offdue to failure of power or causes other
than machine breakdown.

(c) Sundays and holidays will be included in the downtime only if a complaint is

logged with the CONTRACTOR by 1300 hn on the day preceding the Sunday/holiday.

In case the complain is logged after 1300 bn on the day preceding the holiday the holiday
(or holidays if there is more than one contiiuous holiday) will not be taken in downtime
but all subsequent holidays, till the complain is rectifid will be taken into account.

5. The CUSTOMER will maintain proper monthly efficiency r€port and these will be signed

by the CONTRACTOR's representative. CUSTOMER will also maintain proper recordsof the

date and time of call losging and will also record the complaint No. given by the CONTRACTOR
when the complaint is logged. This record will be siped by the service engineer of the

CONTRACTOR when he visits to rectifr the compliant.

Calculation of Down Tine

No. ofhrs Sub System x down - X IIrs.

(No of working days sub-system X down + 8)

Weightage factor of Sub-System X-Y (From Armexure x)

Weighted Sub-system downtime- xt y = z (brs)

Total System Down Time (TSDT) in hrs : Sum of contribution of weighted down time ofall Sub

Systems : > TSDT (h$) : Z 1 + 22 +....... Zn (where Zl,22 are weighted systern down limes of
each sub-sydtem comprising the system).

TSDT (days) = TSDT (hrs/8.

Actual System Uptime percentage = (No. Working &ys - TSDT in days) x 100 = U%

Required System Uptime : 95%

(For Server = 99%)

IF REOUIRED SYSTEM UPTIMEiS GREATER THAN ACTUAL SYSTEM UPTME

Deviation in Sys Uptime :
(Required Sys Uptime - Actual Sys Uptime) x 100 = (95-U) x 100

Required Systens Uptime

r:!-

ir"
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l. Bank GJrar?ntee for_AMC. Jh; enlire AMC period will be covered by a bankguarantee equal to the annual value of the AMc. This bank guarantee w r re'rene*J
every year and will be valid for a period of 13 % months commencing at the date of
conrmencement of the AMc every year. Bank guarantee from any nationalised bank w r
be pledged in favour of IFA,/CDA.

2. . . 9oE-mgncement qf AMC. If the customer decides to exercise the option to
e.nter 

intg IA'YC upon expiry of the free wan'anty period, the agreemeht for AMC will be
signed with the appropriate aythod-v o_ne month irior to ttre expiry of the fiee *uou.rtyperiod. In case of failure to do so, bank guarantee for warranty zubmittea by you wilt be
encashed.

1 . Renewal of AMC. The AMC will be renewed ev€ry year l2_calendar monthsfrom its commencement at the option of the user. If the customer decides to exercise theoption to renew the AMC on expiry of the previous y".* AMC, ,h;;;;;T.; il;renewed AMC will be signed with the approp.iut" autlority one week pior to the expiryof the previous year's AMC. tn case of failure to ao sq uant guarantee i".-p;;-i'*;
years AMC, submitted by you will be encashed.

4' sJgem Maintqn+nce. In order to ensure functionality during the lifetime (six
years) of the. systerns being procured, the vendor wourd provide .yri"- ."iri"""ri"",which would include hardware maintenance, networkin! and soihpare (ry"t;-*;
application). During the period, the vendor will *.ur" ihut the system *ntino", toperform in exactly the same manner as at the time of acceptance.

(a) 
- - Hardware. Hardware supplied would be repaired on site. The userwould aporove any equipment being move out ofr site for repairs, ii ."q"i;. 

*-.

o) --Nafwor.kine. Networking maintenance wilr include periodic testing, atmutually decided periodicity in addition to attending tr 
"riy 

t ""ta"*ri'*occurrence, of the networking circuits which incrudes cauling, iubs ana arotrrernetworking components and netrrorking software. ell ictive *i p*J;
components will be covered under networking maintenance.

(c) 
^ 

sort*are Maintmance This would consist of system and application
sonwate-

(m) 
.-,Cpmmerci?l Softyvare. your responsibility in this regard would belmueo 

-ro 
provlding updates/upgrades, which come fiee of tst from theprincipal source. The customer w l not be asked to aownloaa the updates from

!t"*:t. You will also provide upgrades of antlvirus software as ana whenissued. As and when the user wiihis to upgrade commerciat software vendorwould provide complete assistance during^tf,e maintenance period. RDBMSsuppon..il compulsory at your aud oEM level. In case oi a crash will be

:::ry::'-b^5lr ::|,"_idi"e 
the oS or RDBMS as the case may be and recrearing

::,:p::1,],1t,:nvrronrnenr including the,databases, subject to proper backuf,

Annexure.X to Apoendix 'D,

made available to vou bv the user. o"" "oo"'"rd'-in" ir"iJ i".Tr1
as permissible by OEM.
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(iD Application Software. Following provisions are mandatory for this
support.

(aa) Reliabilitv Guarantee. You will maintain a 48 hours response
time on all days including Sundays and holidays. Ifthe user discovers an
error in the accepted software that prevents the user fiorn performing in
accordance with the documentation provided by you, the user shall notiff
the error. You will provide analysis of the error as well as carry out
sample runs for the affected module. Ensuring updating of the data and
its integration with rest of the modules would be vendor responsibility.
You will also provide an updated version of the program, which would
correct the error. The program would be delivered in the same form and
quantity as the original version and shall be accompanied by updated
documentation. You shall on a monthly basis provide routine bug
status reports. Responsibility to maintain complete log of the error
reporting and downtime shall be yours and the eame would be
audited by a team designated by the'user.

(ab) Reloadine. ln case of a crash you will be responsible for
reloading the application software and recreating the operating
environment including the databases. However, creation ofbackups will
be user responsibility.

(ac) New Release Clause. You will notiff the user of availability of
upgra.des. Upon written confirmation from the irser you will provide
upgrades and ensure its integration within 30 days provided there are no
structural changed in the design. Provision of upgrades for RDBMS and
anti-virus software is obligatory and should be done by you without
request.

(ad) Renewal Option. You will ensure maintainability of the
application software for a period of seven years after the warranty
provided the AMC is contracted with you. An opfion to renew the
contract or provide/develop a new version of the software is to be given
to the user on terms and bonditions worked out afiesh.

5. Payment due from the CUSTOMER under confact shall be paid in arrears
towards the end of the corresponding half yearly period, in two equal installments. The
CONTRACTOR will forward the irvoice along with pre-receipted bill to the
CUSTOMER IMMEDIATELY AFTER EXPIRY OF HALF YEARI,Y PERIOD.

6. Vendor will ensure 950lo systerns availability (uptime) during the AMC period.
Methodology for calculation of downtime will be as per Annexure {X to Appendix 'D' ln
case the uptime works out to be less than 95% but more than 60%, the contractor agrees
to the percentage rebate which will be adjusted in the payment to be made at the end of
the corresponding six monthly period. The CONTRACTOR also agrees that no payment
will be due to him for half yearly period during which, if he fails to maintain uptime of
60%.

7 . [n case of breakdown of any equipmentrancillaries, the downtime will commence
after four working hours after informing the contractor's Customer Support Department
(s). If the CONTRACTOR fails to recti$ the defect ever after expiry of seven days from
the date, the defect was first reported, the CUSTOMER shall have the right to get the
defect rectified by a third party without affecting the CONTRACTOR'S obligations for
maintenance of the-systerns under this contract. Payment thus made to the third party will
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be deducted fiom the amount due to the coNTRACToR under this contract. In cas€ the
rry3! t" thr third party exceeds ttt" u.ounr au"lo ir," coNrnacroR the 6ame w'rbe recovered from the bank guarantee provided by the CONTRACTOR.
8. The CONTRACIOR will provide AMC forall it€rs m€ntion€d at Appardix _
g. The maintenance service does not include _

(a) Elechicd work external to the accessories, attachments, machine or otherdevices not coveied under the CONTRACT.
(b) .. Furnishirrg platens, supplies of accessories, paining or refinishing ofmachines or fumishing 

'nutoi"t therefore, making 
' 
speciEcuir* 

- 

"irul"i o.performing a service connected with rclocation oF r4achines ; ;diti; *removing accessories, attachments of other devices.
l0' (a) During AMC, the 

.vendor will repair/replace without any cost anyequipment/parvaccessory, which becomes a"i""iiu" exc@t iterns of a consumablenature.

(b) During the AMC period all benefits received by you fiom the OEMs, forany €quipment pertaining to third parties will be passai l,,i i" t* i" trr" u-"y* ' "
(c) Unserviceable hard disks.will be repaired at site. Hard disks beyondrepair at site w r be repraced with irew or'serviceable r,"ra arrt. 

-"i 

"q"li ".befter specifications. unserviceable rr.ra aiJ.-rniu 
"ot 

u. 
""ru-"i11-ii"vendor under any circumstances, Uut ,riff U" a-".royua at site by LAF authorities.

(d) AMC shall incrude replacement of a' unseryiceable parts other thanfloppies, CDs, ribbon, cartridges and toners. Butt.,lo, pfasti" iarts _i prfr#heads will be covered under AMC.
I l' In case of termination of contrac! the coNTRACToR wi hand over the systanin fully functional state. If the coNrna'mon la"1"l*o over the complete system infully functional state at the time of terminat'ron 

"r""ro"i, the cUSTOMER sha[ havethe right to get therystern repaired by any thi.Jp-".ty-",G 
"rp"rrre 

of the contractor andrecover cost from the bank guarantee.

12- The AMC shan include both preventive and corrective maintenance to be caniedout byCONTRACTOR of the computer sptems of the CUSTOMER.
13.-_Required prwentive 

TuintSTg:_9f the equipment shall be provided bv thecoNTRAcroR quarterly during the cusroMER'i' ,i".ra *-ti"g Irl*'"ii "i#liworking days. The maintenance service will be normalltoffered between 0900 AM to
i;1'o"iY 

on weekdavs, including saturdavs, L'i--".i.ai"g s*a"y.---J e-"ii
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Nomerclature Weightage Factor (Y)

Main Server

HDDs

Monitor/Graphics Adapter

Motherboard/Memory/SCSl Controller

FDD

DAT

CDROMDRIVE

UPSruPS SOFTWARE\

KEYBOARD

MOUSE

ETHERNETCARD

os
ANY OTHER COMPONENT OF
BACKOFFICE

Terminals

HDD

Monitor/Graphics card

Motheltord

FDD

CDROMDTive

cVI
I

Ke]6oard

I Mouse
I

I 
Ethernet Card

los
I

I Hub/Switchesl--
I All nodes connected to the Hub/switch
I

lPrinterst-
ll-aser
I

IDMP/lnkjet
I

MS

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.10

0.25

0.20

1.0

1.0

0.75

0.95

1.0

0.80

1.0

1.0

0.75

1.0

0.9

1.0

1.0

0.s0

0.25

1.0

l-0

0.2

o.2

Annexure 'XIt to Appendix 'D'
DOWN TIME CALCULATION : WEIGHTAGE FACTOR
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Appendix-'E'

SAMPLE SUPPLY ORDER

Tele :
Technolog5r

Dte of Information

Air HQ Computer Centre

Subroto Part

New Delhi - I l0 010

Mar

i

7

Air HQ/99026/138/DIT
2002

lvllS

SUPPLYORDERNo /2002-03

SUPPLYORDERF'OR

Dear Sir,

l. Please refer to our lettef, of hrtent (LOD No
dated and your letter dated . A formal contract is
hereby placed on you for and on behalf of the President of India for the supply of iterns
mentioned in Annexure 'IIt and on temn and conditions mentioned in Annexure .It.

2. Please acknowledge receipt of this supply order within swen working days Aom
date of issue of this supply order, on the performa attached at Annexure .III of hereto
with a copy to the consignee. In case acknowledgenrent is not r,eceived within the target
date it would be assumed that the said supply order has been accepted unconditionalty.

3. Please quote on all letters and invoices the number and date of this tefter and
supply order number for reference.

4. Your quotation and letters reftrred to above and this supply order and the
schedules, appendix and annexure, annexed hereto, together with your letter of

- acknowledgement thereto, as Annexure 'II', Appendir A shall be the sole repository of
' this transaction.

.()
Sqn l.dr

Dy Director IT

FoTVCAS

Encls :

. l. Annexure-I (Schedule ofterms and conditions of supply order)

2. Annexure-Il (Details ofhardware and software)

3. Annexure-Ill (Certificate for acceptance ofterms and conditions by the (vendor)

4. Annexure-IV (BG performa)

5. Annexure-V (List of modules to be developed Sarne as Annexwe VI to

I ott

I
I



Office of issue

Name & address of the

Annexure-I to Appendix E

DfT, Air HQ Computer Centre, Subroto park

New Delhi - I l0 010

The President of India

Quotation No................... dated ---------

The general conditions as giverr here under,

shall apply and no other terms and
conditions will given the supply order.

The iterns being supplied will conform

to the specification given at Annexure .II'.

: As given at Annexure 'II'
As given at Annexure .II'.

/- Rupees

only)

: CDA (AF) West Block, RK puram New

: Major head 2076, Minor head ll0(l),
detailedhead,T54/O2

IWs-

5.

J.

4.

6.

7.

8.

9.

t0.

Contractor

Name of Purchaser

Contractor's quotation

No & date

Condition of the contract

Specification goveming

supply

Quantity ordered

Price per unit (incl, :

ofTaxes and duties)

Total Price Rs

Consignee

I l. Paying Authority
Delhi

12. Head ofAccount

a

13 SECURTTY DEFOSIT:- Every contractor sha, deposit security deposit atft:.r3t"jj 5% (five percent) of the t"t"l r"rr" "i """rt contract they secure before orwithin 20 days of the receipt of acceptance of tender along with'ackn"*f 
"Og**,:,:E-of 

suply order, failing which the purchaser may 
"un"ei 

th" contract and lnvokelvnere suctr other rernedies as may be open to the purchaser including cort ""t*',deregistration.

. In case of risk purchase, if the quotation of the defaulting firm happens to belowest. and technically acceptable, they'will l" ,"qui."a to fuiiish *#;;;;t,equivalent to the difference-between his quotation -a *r","*t b"rt i;"h"i:;i;
acceptable quotation or 10%(10- percent) of the proposed contract value whichever is.:t: T any^olthe forms specified below within 15 iays of the intimation ;;; f.;admission of the said securiry rransit failing which tlGr offer wilr o" igr"."J'*iplacement of the contract on the next best offer;ill be considered.

-- T" security deposit would be in any of following approved forms in favour ofCDA(AF), New Delhi / JCDA (Af,.), 2nd i'loor, NS n,iifaiog, Civit Lines, N;;;_
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440 001 and should be valid during the currency of contract unless otherwise specified.
Government securities issued by the Govemment of India or any of the States in the
Union of India shall be accepted at 5olo below the market price or the face value,
vihichever is less. All securities shall be pledged to the President of India. No claim shall
lie against the purchase either in respect of int€rest if any, due on security deposits or
depreciation in value.

(a) Bank Deposit Receipa or Fixed deposit receipts or Demand Drafts of any
ofthe scheduled commercial banks

O) Treasury Receipts.

(c) Governme,nt Promissory Notes and stock certificates of the Central
Govt.or State Govt.

(d) National Saving certificates, Post Office Cash Certificates, Post Ofrcc
Savings Bank Pass Books and Kisan Vikas Patra.

(e) Bonds / Security Certificates issued by and under the authority of Central /
State Gov€rnment.

(D Bank guarantees from any nationalized bank for a total period of more
than 06 months from expiry of DP.

No claims shall lie against the purchaser either in respect of interest or any

depreciation in value of any security. ln case of bank deposit receipt the purchaser shall

not be responsible for any loss that may result on account of failure of such bank.

If the Contractor fails or neglects to observe or perform any of his obligations under the

confi?ct, it shall be lawfirl for the purchaser to forfeit either in whole or in part, the

securig deposit fumishd by the Contractor. Save as aforesaid, if the contractor duly
performs and completes the contract in all respect and presents absolute "NO
DEMAND CERTIFICATE x in the prescribed form and returns in good conditions,

the specifications, drawing and samples or other property belonging to the purchaser, the

Purchaser shall refund the security deposit to the contractor after deducting all costs and

other expenses that the purchaser may have incuned and all does and other moneys

including all losses and damages which the purchaser is entitled to recover fiom the

Contractor.

14 Proiect Details. The Project involves the automation of
a 'Turnkey Basis' including establishment of I-ANs as indicated at para .......'and
development of application software. Development and installation of application

software is to be completed within six months from the date of sign off of the SRS.

After final Acceptance and Testing Procedure (ATP) of hardware, networking and

application software, a parallel nm of complete system shall be done for a period oftwo
months, which shall include use of live data. Subsequent training of
personnel on application softwarb is also to be carried out for 20 personnel for a period

of 24 working days. Training will commence within one month of the acceptance of the

application software.

The project involves the automation of
which would involve: -

(a) The deployment of hardware, commercial software and complete
andnetworking at

(b) Development, testing and deployment of application software and its

15.

I
\

acceptance at The application software



developed would subsequently be required to be ported to

16. _ Deliyery and Implementation Time Schedule. Details
implernentation are as under :-

(a) Hardware and Commercial Software :-

(b) ApplicationSoftware

(i) System study and SRS sign off(D Day)

(it Preparation and acceptance of conceptual

& physical design

(iiD Design and developnient ofprototype
months

and its Installation & acceptance.

(iv) Installation & acceptance of integrated

(D Delivery of all hardware, commercial software and networking
components at will be made within
eight weeks of acceptance of the firm supply order or within nine
weeks of placement of lirm supply order, which ever is earlier.
(ii) LAN is to be established and all components will be integrated
within Six weeks of completion of Acceptanie testing after delivery at

of project

Four months

D + 2 months

D+5

D + 6 months
system

(c) Handing over of system complete in all respect to

":*ffx#&"_T *il*:.#;
application software from dale of acceptance of the supply order or fro. ;;;
week after issue of supply order which ever is earlier.

17. Networkine. A node LAN wilt be establishedat _ and a seven node LAN atAll@ender win t" connecti to?Lr, 
",u"r,r,r*rr, " 

aar
up corm€€+ivity using a 56 Kbps modem.

18. Networking at the two locafions will be configured in an optimized way. The
cabling will be structured and must conform to Cat V specifications.

19. Application software Deveropment. The software w l be developed
and the areas, which are to

for
be

automatedr are as follows: -

(g) Automation of activities in the

(h) Automation of activities in the

(t Automation of actii,ities in the

(j) Automation of activities in the

HQ

Branch

Branch

Branch

Branch
20. The various modules that are required to be developed are as given at Annexure
't1 

. Jhege modules required shall be correctly identified during systJm study phase anJsuitably integrated later to work in an optimized way. various othei iocument
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deliverables as given in subsequent paragraphs shall be jointly sigrred and approved prior

to start ofcoding-

Acce@noe oftheSvshn

21. (a) Hardware Acceptance' This will involve the following activities i

(D lnstallation of servers and clients along with necessary operating

tystems una omer peripherals such as printers'

(iD Testing of the hardware in stand-alone mode and in a networked

environment aft er integration'

(ir) Obtain hardware sign-off'

(b) EerdwarelmDlementation

(t Provide support for acceptance and train users on the system

software.

(il) Obtain sigr-off on hardware deliverables'

G) Networking. This will involve the following: -

(iiD Obtain networking sign-off'

(v) lnstallationofnetwork'

(vi) Testing of network'

*tuf ttitt be co-oPted.

be
ofa1

caried

- will
RepsSoftware SYstem studY of

HQ

(a) Three-tierarchitecture'

(b) Access to various modules and

Ia) Front end.

th) Back end.

sub-modules be througlr user ID and

Visual Basic and MS-Access.

MS SQL Server 7.0 (or latest) and MS-Access:
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and

ffier atthe sYstem studYstage'

23. At the end of system study an SRS will be submitted which will be approved by

the user. This will f"- d;;; t";;ent for firther progress' The SRS will be

submitted and accepted *ith;-;; ;nths fiom the date of acceptance of the supply

il;;;ft"--; n"Lk ufto it'o" of supply order whichever is earlier'

24. Feahres in the application software should include: -

password.

G) Context-sensitive help to be made available as and when required'

(d) Menu driven facility to provide backups on regular basis'

(e) The soft*'are application will be GUI based'

(0 The solution will be Y2K compliant

Follorrirg sftr*,ae dwelopnrent tools dnlld be rsed for



(c) Environment. Windows NTAVindows 20O Advance

(d) cASE Tool' Rational studio suites for analysis, test and
development will be used. Rational unified process
will be used through out the software development
life cycle and outputs of these tools with respective
repository shall be handed over where applicable

(e) 
T* Xt'*l,Tr:jil#ritv 

level will be catered for in the

26 Software Standards. lf,&E 12207 processes shall be used during the entire
development process and MIL-STD498 for documentation at different stages of
software development is to be strictly adhered to.

27 Deliveries during implementation of application software.

(a) Following deliverable shall be zubmitted by the development agency:-

(i) Deliverables in pre SRS Stage

(aa) Operationalconceptdescription.

(ab) Software development plan (to be signed offbefore coding).

(ac) System/subsysternspecifications.

(ad) System/sub systern design description.

(ae) lnterfacedesigndescription.

(ii) Deliverables in SRS preparation stase

(aa) Software requirements specifications (to be signed off before
coding).

(ab) Interfacerequirementspecifications.

(ac) Software test plan.

(ad) Software installation plan.

(iiD Deliverables in design stase.

(aa) Softwae design daoiption

(ab) Database desigrr description (to be signed offbefore coding).

(ac) Software test description (it shall be ensured that as far as possible
live data shall be used and this data shall be collected as early as SRS
preparation stage. Development agency shall use its own resources for
this purpose).

(iv) Deliverables after desien staee,
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(aa) Tested and properly documented progmms (source codes).
Finally accepted program shall be dernonstrated for actual compiling and
it shall be handed over as an installable copy.

(ab) Software test report.

(ac) Software installation plan.

(ad) Software user manual.

(ae) Software version description.

(a0 Softwareproductspecifications.

28. Acceptance Testinq. Delivery of all hardware, commercial and application
software and networking components will be at . The system will

individualbe subjected to detailed acceptance testing procedure to test
components and successful integration of all components. The details of the procedure
will be worked out jointly by the vendor and the user. The general guid;lines for
carrying out the acceptance test are as per Annexure vI. The.specificitions of the
equipment should be in conformity with the details provided by the vendor and as per
the gven specifications. The user would issue an acceptance certificate on successful
completion of acceptance testing as per Annexure vIL The date of issuing the
acceptance certificate would be deemed to be the date on which the warranty will
commence. on establishment of LAN and integration of the hardware components in
the LAN an installation certificate will be given by the user as per Annexure VIII.

&rfoEqgaee &rnk Guarantee. Being a tumkey solution including
hardware, and networking, 107o of the comolete cost of proiect shali
remjrin under bank guarantee till the expirv of the warrantv as
performance warrantv. The vendor shall fumish a performance tant<
guamntee equal to ten percent (10%) of the total value of the contract within
seven days of the receipt of the supply order. ln case of non-adherence to the
delivery schedule for all deliverables of the project as given above in para 16,
liquidated damages will be deducted from this amount. Bank guarantee will
be valid till expiry of the warranty. The performa for bank guarantee is
given at Annexure [V.

29.

30

31.

Peying Authority AF Account Branch.

Pavment Terms. Payment terrns are as under:-

(a) Eardwarq Software and Networkine Components and Tiainine
(i) Up to 50% of the total cost (less cost of training) of the order on
delivery & acceptance of the hardware, software and networking
components at the place of delivery.

(iD Up to 40yo ofthe total cost (less cost of training) of the order on
installation of the systems at various user locations by the vendor's
representative and acceptance of complete systern encompassing LAN
and WAN byAir HQ/Command.

(iii ) 10olo of the total cost of the order against bank guaranty (valid for
thirteen months) for performance during warranty period, from the date of
acceptance of systems by the user.
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Appendix 'D')
6. Annexure-Vl (Acc€ptance testing procedure _ Same as Ann€xure)
7. Annexure-Vll (Acceptance certificate on delivery _ Srne as Annexu:e M

to Appendix .D')

8. AnnexureVltr(Installation certificate _ Same as Annexure D( to
Appendix.D)

9. Annexure-D( (Terrrs and conditions for AMC-same as Annexure X to
Appendix.D' .

10. Annexure-X (systffi ava ability and downtime - sa'e as AnnexureD(

to Appeirdix .D')

I l. Annexure-Xl (Weightagp factors for calculating downtime)
12. AnnexureXll (Sflabi for naining - Same as annexure VItr to

Afpendix'D).
hkSimedConvbr

l. CDA (AF), West Block, RK purasU New Delhi-l l0 066.
2. Dir of Audit, Min ofDe{, Neur Delhi.
3. IFA - The iszues in ooncurrence with pur U.O. No.

datod

4. User Agency

5. User Agency's He
6. Air HQ Computer Cenhe
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(e)

(c)

(iv)._ Cost of training (100%) will be paid on issue of satisfactory
certificate by the end user.

System Study

(D Upto 50% on completion and acceptance ofOCD.
(iD. . Upto 5070-on completion and acceptance ofSSS, IRS, networking
architechure and draft RFP.

Application Software

(D Upto 25o/o of the cost of application software on completion and
sign offof the SRS document.

(iD Upto 25Vo of the cost of application software on completion and
sign (iii) lJpto 25%o of the cost of application software on tersting
and acceptanc€ ofthe software.

(iiD Upto 25o/o of the cost of application software on completion of
successful installation and training.

(d) _ H?rdw.qre. Software. Peripherals and Networkine Compohents
(without installation)

(D In case installation is not required up to 90ole of the total mst of
the order after delivery, inspection & acceptance of the hardware,
software, peripherals_and networking componenG at the place of delivery.
(ii) l07o ofthe total cost ofthe order against bank guaranty (valid for
thirteen months) for performance during.warranty period, fromthe date of
acceptance of systems by the user.

Liquidated Dameses-

(u)^ The supplier shall carry out supply and instalration ofan equipment and
loftware according to the schedule stipulated in.the supply order. 

'The 
time

frame and the date of delivery and installation mentioned in the supply oider
shall be deemed to be the essence of the supply order. The aeiivery ana
installation must be completed not later than the dite ipecified rherein.
(b) In the event of the failure of the supplier to complete delivery and
installation of the said equipment; associated peripherals and ioftware within the
stipulated time, the covemment of India shall at their option be entitled to
recover from the supplier as agreed liquidated damages, and not by way of
penalty, a sum of .5 7o (half percent) of the price of agreed cost of supply of
equipment, associated peripherals and software as aforesaid for every week
thereol dyllC yhich the Celivery and installation may be in arrears, not
exceeding I 0% of total contract value.

(c) The supplier's liabitity for delay shall not exceed l0% of the ordered
price. If the delay is longer than ten weeks the covemment of India shall, except
as provided hereinafter, be entitled to cancel the order in full or in part at th#
sole discretion without any financial repercussions on Govemment oflndia.
(d) Govt oflndia will have the option to buy the hardware, software fiom the
market at the vendor"s risk and cost. The mode and me0rod of such risk
purchase worild be at the total discretion of the customer - Dte of InformationTechnolory. $s

\
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(e) If any delay in supply and installation arises from Force Majeure

sircumstances, the Govemment of India may consider additional time as

necessary under the circumstances of the case provided that supplier shall be

responsible for keeping the Govemrnent of India informed of circumstances

which may lead to the delay of supply and installation of equipment within
fifteen days of the occurrence of such circumstances and also immediately when

such circumstances come to an end failing which no Force Majeure

circumstances will be acceptable to thb Govemment of India.

33. Method of recoverv of liquidated damases. The amount charged as liquidated

damages should be deducted by the customer from the amount due for payment to you'

If the utnount of such LD exceeds the payments due to you, you shall within 30 (thirty)

days make payment to the customer in FULL & FINAL settlement of claims failing

*lii"h th" bank guarantee will be encashed to make good the amount exceeding the

payments due to you.

34. Svstem Maintenance. In order to ensure functionality during the lifetime (six

years) of the systems being procured, the vendor would provide s)Nstem maintenance,

which would include hardware maintenance, networking and software (systan and

application). During the period, the vendor will ensure that the systern continues to

perForm in exactly the same manner as at the time of acceptance.

(a) Hardware. Hardware supplied would be repaired on site. The user

would approve any equipment being move out offsite for repairs, ifrequired.

(b) Networkine. Networking maintenance will include periodic testing, at

mutuatly decided periodicity in addition to attending to any breakdowns on

occunence, of the networking circuits which includes cabling, hubs and all other

networking components and networking software. All active and passive

components will be covered under networking rnaintenance-

(c) Software Maintenance. This would consist of system and application

software.

(D Commercial Software. Your responsibility in this regard would

be limited to providing updates/upgrades, which come free of cost from

the principal source. The customer will not be asked to download the

updates from Intemet. You will also provide upgrades of anti-virus

software as and when issued. As and when the user wishes to upgrade

commercial software vendor would provide complete assistance during

the maintenance period. RDBMS support is compulsory at your and

OEM level. In case ofa crash will be responsible for reloading the OS or
RDBMS as the case may be and recreating the operating environment

including the databases, subject to proper backup made available to you

by the user. One copv of all the media for all commercial software as

a backup will be prepared bv vou and eive at IIO. as permissible bv
OEM.

(iD Application. Following provisions are mandatory for this

suPPort.

(aa) Reliabilitv Guarantee. You will maintain a 48 hours response

time on all days including Sundays and holidays. If the user discovers an

error in the accepted software that prevents the user from performing in
accordance wilh the documentation provided by you, the user shall notify
the error. You will provide analysis of the error as well as carry out
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35.

sample runs for the affected module. Ensuring updating of the data and
its integration with rest of the modules would be vendor responsibility.
You will also provide an updated version of the program, which would
correct the error. The progam would be delivered in the same form and
quantity as the original version and shall be accompanied by updatei
documentation. You shall on a monthly basis provide routine bug
status reports. Responsibility to maintain complete log of the error
reporting and downtime shall be yours and the same would be
audited by a team designated by the user.

(ab) Reloadins. In case of a crash you will be responsible for
reloading the application software and recreating the operating
environment including the databases. However, cr€ation of backups will
be user responsibility.

(ac) New Release Clause. You will notifi the user of availability of
upgrades. Upon written confirmation from the user you will provide
upgrades and ensure its integration within 30 days provided there are no
structural changed in the design. Provision of upgrades for RDBMS and
anti-virus software is obligatory and should be done by you without
request.

(ad) Renewal Ootion. You will ensure maintainability bf the
application software for a period of seven years after the warranty
provided the AMC is contracted with you. An option to renew the
contnrct or provide/develop a new version of the software is to be given
to the user on terms and conditions worked out afresh.

Warrantv.

(a) The date of issuing the acceptance certificate after installation in case the
same is invqly3d or the date of acceptance of the systerns after delivery would be
deerned to be the date on which the warranty wil_l cqmnaenc€_

@ 
: 

Vendors will provide one year free on site comprehensive rvarranty for
the complete systern to include hardware, operating system, networking and
application softryare.

(c) The vendoi'will also guarantee to provide spares and consumables on
payment for a period of five years irresp€ctive of AMC. The customer will be at
lib€rty to obtain the same from other sources.

(d) During wananty, the vendor will repair/ replace without any cost any
equipmenVpart/accessory, which becomes defective except items of a
consumable nature.

(e) During the warranty period all warranty benefits received by ycu from the
OEMs, for any equipment pertaining to third parties will be passed on in toto to
the buyer.

(D The buyer may invoke the bank guarantee in case you fail to ensure
rectification of defects within two weeks of the defect being intimated to you.

(g) Vendor wili ensure 95olo systems availability (uptime) during the
warranty period. Methodology for calculation of downtime will be as per
Appendix . In case of failure to maintain specified uptime the proportionate loss
to the govemment will be made good by the vendor as specified in para 12.
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Altematively warranty may be extended by the duration for which the company
has been unable to provide specified uptime. The discretion to exercise either of
these options lies with the Director Information Technology. Bank guarantee
submitted, as performance guarantee will be extended accordingly in case of
extension of warranty period.

Warranty should be valid throughout India.

0) Unserviceable hard disks will be repaired at site. Hard disks beyond
repair at site will be replaced with new or serviceable hard disks of equal or
better specifications. Unserviceable hard disks-vtill not be returned to the
vendor under any circumstances, but will be deshoyed at site by IAF authorities.

(k) Warranty shall include replacernent of all unserviceable parts other than
floppies, CDs, ribbon, cartridges, and toners. Batteries, plastic parts and printer
heads will be covered under wananty

0) In case of breakdown of any equipment the downtime will commence
after four working hours after informing your customer support departrnent. Any
failure in the system or a subsystem thereof should be rectified within a
maximum period of 48 hours of lodging a complaint, including loading of
operating software ifrequired. If the systern is down beyond 48 hours, penalty

at the rate ofRs. 250/- (Rs Two hundred and fifty only) per day per systern will
be charged or recovered out of bank guarantee held toward warranty or any
payment due to the vendor. In case of any systern/sub system being down for
more than seven working days, user has the option to get it repaired from any
ggitable agency at the risk and cost of vendor, which will be deducted from the

due to the vendor.

(m) Any system failing at subsptan lweltQree times within a period of three
months or displayng chronic faulty behavioui
quality control problems will be totally replaced by thele
cost within 30 days of being intimated.

(n) Required preventive maintenance of the equipment shall be provided. by-
you quart€rly during the customer's normal working hours and normal working
days the maintenance service will be normally offaed between 0900 AM to 0530
PM on week days including Saturdays but excluding Sundays and gazetted
holidays.

(o) Your obljgation on maintenance for any repair services are limited only to
the quipment and software listed in Annexure _

36. Annual Maintenance Contract. As committed in the quotes given/accepted by
you at the option of user/rep of DIT, you will under take AMC for five years @ %
for hardware ant @ To for networking and _7o for application software
after the expiry of one year warranty period. All maintenance services will be
provided on site. The AMC terms and conditions will be as per Annexure IX.
37 . Spares and Consumables. You will furnish a separate guarantee to provide
spares and consumables on payment for a period of six years from the date of
completion of warranty, irrespective of AMC. Non-compliance will be keated as
breach ofcontract and will attract legal action.

Software Updates. You will guarantee provision of all software updates,
depending upon the option to be exercised by the user, for a period of five years after
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39.
of_
and

expiry of warranty period on chargeable basis. However, if the upgrade is free from
OEM, the same will be passed to the user.

Trainine on Application Software. Training will be imparted to 20 personnel
. This training will be organized during the installation

implernentation period in coordination with the staff of
The training will be imparted on:-

(a) Basic training on systern software and database administration.

(b) Detailed training on application software.

40. Training on Commercial Software. Vendor will give training on conrmercial
software to 20 persons in two batches for ten working days. The training will be carried
out by vendor on site. (Similar draft sll'abi for training is placed at Annexure XI). The
training will be on :-

(a) managanent and configuration.
(b) OS and Windows NT
(c) SQL server installation and administration
(d) NT System installation and adminishation.
(e) Networknetworktroubleshooting.

4l . Force Maieure:

(a) Should any force majeure circumstances arise, each of the contracting
party shall be excused for the non-fulfillment or for the delayed fulfillment of
nay of its contractual obligations, if the affected part within 15 days of its
occurrence informs the other party in writing.

(b) Force majeure shall mean fires, floods, natural calarnities or other acts
such as war, turmoil, strikes (as not limited to be establishment of the seller),
sabotage, explosions, and quarantine restrictions beyond the control of either
party.

(c) It is understood and agreed between the parties hereto that the rights and
obligations of the parties shall be deemed to be in suspension during the
continuance of the force majeure event as aforesaid and the said rights and
obligations shall automatically revive upon the cessation of the intervening force
majeure event. The period within which the rights and obligations of the parties
shall be in suspension due to force majeure event shall not be considered as a
delay with respect to the period of delivery and/or acceptance of delivery under
the contract or otherwise to the retirerne,nt of either party.

(d) Notwithstanding the provisions ofthe immediately foregoing clauses it is
further understood and agreed between the parties hereto that in the event ofany
force majeure persisting for an unintemrpted period exceeding 6 (six) months,
either party hereto reserves the right to terminate this contract upon giving prior
written notice of 30 (thirty) days to the other party of the intention to terminate
without any liability other than reimbunement on the terms provided in this
agreernent for the goods received.

42. Risk and Expense Clause: In the event of the contractor not suppllng an itern
within the stipulated period, the purchaser (Dte of lnformation Technology, Air HQ) will
be at liberty to procure the same fiom anoth€r source and in case the cost of the iten is
higher than the present ordered cost, the extra cost shall be recovered Aom the contractor
through deductions from bills pending against the present order or any other payment
due to the contractor. *,
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43 Arbitration (this form is to be submitted in the iudicial stamp paper):- In
the e.vent of any dispute or difference between the parties hereto, such dispute or
diffelence shall be resolved amicably by mutual consultation or through-the good offices
of empowered agencies ofthe Beneficiary. If such resolution is not possible, then, the
unresolved dispute or difference shall be referred to arbitration or an arbitrator to be
nominated by Secretary, Department of Legal A{fairs ('Law Secretary') in terms of the
Offrce Memorandum NO. 55/3/l/75-CF, dated the l9s Dec_, lgT5issued by the
Cabinet Secretariat (Department of Cabinet Affairs),as modified from time to time. The
Arbitration Act 1940 (10 of 1940) shall not be applicable to the arbitration under this
clause the. The award of the arbitrator shall be binding upon parties to the dispute.
Provided however, any party aggrieved by such award may make a further reference for
setting aside or revision of the award to Law Secretary whose decision shall bind the
parties finally and conclusively.

U This issues with the concurrence of IFA/CDA vide UO No. 

-- 
date

Your's faithfully,
(

Sqn Ldr
Dy Director

IT
For VCAS

A34g1ure trtoApp€ndh(_E'

SAMPLE COPY

DETAILS OFHARDWARE & SOFIWARE FOR

AUTOMATION OF

Sl No. Itern Description Den Qty Rate (Rs) Total (Rs)

(a) Server P,-III 667 MHz Intel Ea 01 '2,33,535.00 2,33,535.00

P-III Xeon 667 MIIz with

- 256 KB Full speed 133 MHz

FSB upgradable to dual Xeon CPU

- 256 MB 133 MHz expandable

to 4 GB SD RAM

- lnterfaces LVD @ 80 MBPS

- Hard Disk 3x9 GB hot

. swappable LVD (Ultra 2 SCSI)

- CD ROM Drive 48x IDE

- HP Bare 12124 GB DAT drive backup

- SMPS 2+l redundant hot swappable

1.,14 MB FDD 3.5"



- 15" Digital SVGA colour monitor

- 107 keys keyboard (PS2)

- MS Mouse (PS-2) with pad

- 2 Serial, I parallel 10/100

MBPS,32 bit, tull duplex

Ethemet adapter WOL

- Dust cover

; Router Ea 0l 1,63,200.00 - 1,63,200.00

(b) PC-P-III 650 MHz FSB Ea 25 49,215.00 12,3O,375.W

Infinitv 2000 BL

- 256 KB Full speed L2 Cache

- 64 MB RAM upgradable to

5 12 MB for expandability

- Hard Disk 10.2 GB or above

- 1.44 MB FDD

- 25, IP, I USB,2PS-2

(for keyboard and mouse)

- 4 I\{B AGP on Board
' 

Microphone and head set

- DVD lOXwithsoftMPEG

- Sound on board 120 W speakers

- 15" SVGA digital monitor

- MS (PS-2) Mouse with pad

- Keyboard 107 keys PS-2

- D Link 32 Bit pCi Ethernet card

10/100 MBPS with boot & WOL

F - Windows 98 SE licensed edition

preloaded with media and documents

- Dust cover

(All products are ISO 9000)

(c) LIPS 2 KVA (Online 30 min Ea 0l 53,680.00 53,680.00' SMF batteries) (ISO certified)

(d) UPS 0.625 KVA (15-20 min Ea 25 6,415.00 1,60,375.00

omirc SMF batteries)

(ISO 9000 certified)

(e) Inkjet printer A-4 size HP 640C Ea l0 6,030.00 60,300.00

with cable/chord for power and
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data (ISO Certified)

(f) TVSE MSP 345 (24P,132C, Ea 15 l2,l75.OO 1,82,625.00

300 CPS with cable chord for

power and data chord

(ISO certified)

Softwrre

(g) Unixware departmental edilion Set 0l 1,40,000.00 l,'{),m0.00

Ver 7..1 for 25 users with CD

with media and documents

(h) Oracle 8.1.x for unixware 8.1 Sl€t 0l 47,700.00 47,700.00

( l0 user) media and documents

Networkins

(i) Intel Express 460T 24Por. Ea 0l 53,040.00 53,040.00

10/100 MPBS (standalone/managed)

(j) Router I LAN (RI 45) Port Ea 0l 1,63,200.00

1,63200.00

2 WAN (V.35) Ports, kased

Line Modem built in V.35

and separate Mod€r-ns (CISCO)

(k) lg"4urackwiftdoor Ea 02 20,'S00.00 40,800.00 l:
and stand for installation

(l) Cat-5 cable (Lucent) Bdle 03 6,032.N 18,(D6-00

(305 mtrs)

(m) Cat 5 ilo with surface mount Ea 50 415.00

20,750.N

(Lucent)

(n) Cat 5 mounting cable 5'17' Ea 50 365.00
l8;250.00

(Lucent)

(o) 24rPort Cat V Jack Panel Ea 02 5'405.00 10,810-00

(Lucent)

(p) Installation with PVC Mtrs 70O 20.00 14,000-00

conduit

(q) Project Management Charges 27'000.00 ;:
(r) Applicationsoftwaredevelopment

1,00,000.00

installation and training for 20

Personnel 
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Thrcuqh

Dte of Information Technology

Air HQ Computer Centre,

Min of Def, Govt of Indi4

Subroto Park

New Delhi - l l0 0l0

Sirs,

l. Receipt is acknowledged of your supply order No.

- 

together with enclosures.

dat€d

S*

;
*.
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Dated

Annexure 'IV'to Aooendix .E'

Round stamp of the

(Stamp Paper)

(Barrker's Name and Address)

Dte of lnformation Techndlogr
Banker

Air HQ Computer Centre

Subroto Park

New Delhi - I l0 010

Bank Gua'antoe No.

Amount ofGuarantee
Guarantee Valid upto

Last date for lodgrnent ofclaim

(hereinafter referred to as the Bank) in favour of5iElfTnformation T*h"""r"t, ;;;
Headquarters computer centre, subroto park, New Delhi - I 10 010 (herein ut"r.i'r".,Jto as the beneficiary) for an amount not .exceeding Rs. @upees

This deed of guarantee is executed by the _- @anker) constituted
under the State Bank of India (subsidiary ba*") AtJ959jrl"i"g it, Hfu offi;;t

and other places, a branch , Oelhi and amongst others

only) at the at the request of
_ (herein after referred to the

contractors (s). This guarantee h- 1..1{ subject to the condition that the liability of thebank under this guarantee is limited to a maximum of Rs. (R#;;
and guarantee shall remain in full force ui to

(date A guatantee) ard cainot be invoked otherwise ,han ;;;#;;
dernand or claim urider guarantee served on the bank on or before (date of
guarantee).

In consideration of Director Info Tech, Air He computer centre, subroto park, NewDelhi - ll0 010 (here in aft€r called .the Beneficiary') having 
"g.""d 

i;;.;;;
_____::__ -_,_ (Contractor) from the demand there under the terms and
condltlons ot an tender/enquiry./order No. _ dated
made between_ Direcior, tnfo.rnuGn fe"fr"ofogy, ai.-ffq C".p.*
centre, subroto Park, New Derhi - l l0 010 for supply of computer systems (hereinaffer
called the "agreernenf), of performance guarant; for the due fulfilh*t iv *r" .ha
contractor (s) ofthe terms & conditions contained in the said agreement on production oi
a bank guarantee_for Rs . we (bankers) herein after
referreri to as "the bank') at the.equest of 

- 
{contractor) do hereby

rmdertake to pay the beneficiary' an amount notE"eeairrg ns 
"grtrjany loss or damage caused to or suffered or would Ue caseA to o, sufoea f], tfre

boreficiary by r.easgn of any breach by the said contractor (s) of any of the te#s or
conditions contained in the said agreement.
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We (bankers), do hereby undertake to pay the amount

due and payable under this guarantee, without any dernur, merely on dernand from the.
beneficiary stating that the amount claimed is due by way ofloss or damage caused to or
would be caused to or suffered by the beneficiary by reason of breach by the said

contractor (s) of any of the terms or conditions contained in the said agreement or by
reason of the contractor's failure to perform the said agreement. Any such demand made

on the bank shall be conclusive as regards the amount due and payable by the bank

under this guarantee. However, our liability under guarantee shall be restricted to an

amount not exceeding Rs.

3. We undertake to pay to the beneficiary any money so dernanded notwithstanding.
any dispute or disputes raised by the contractor (s/supplie(s) in any suit or proceeding

pending before any court or tribunal relating thereto, our liability under this present

being absolute and unequivocal.

4. The payment so made by us under this bond shall be a valid discharge of our

liability for payment there under and the contractor (s)/supplier (s) shall have no claim

against us for making such payment.

5. We (banker), further agree that the guarantee herein contained

shall remain in full force and effect during the period that would be taken for the

performance ot all the dues of the beneficiary under or by virtue of the said agreement i!
have been fully paid and its claims satisfied or discharged or till (date)

that the terms and conditions of the said agreement have been fully and properly carried

out by the said contractor (s) and accordingly discharge this guarantee. Unless a dernand

or claim under this guarante€ is made on us in writing on or before (date),

we shall be discharged from all liability under this guarantee thereafter.

6. We, (Banker), further agree with the beneficiary

that the beneficiary shall have the fullest liberty without our consent and without
affecting in any manner our obligations hereunder to vary any of the terms and

conditions of the said agre€ment or to extend time of performance by the said contractor

(s) from time to time or to postpone for any time or from time to time any of the powers

exercisable by the beneficiary against the said contractor (s) and to forbear or enforce

any of the terms and conditions relating to the said agreement and as shall not be

relieved from liability by reason ofany such variation, or extension being ganted to the

said contractor (s) or for any forbearance, act or omission on the part of the Be. neficiary
or any indulgence by the beneficiary to the said Contractor (s) or by any such matter or
thing whatsoever which under the law relating to sureties would, but for this provision,

have the effect of so relieving us.

7. This guarantee will not be discharge due to the change in the change in the

constitution ofthe Bank or the. Contractor (s/(Suppliers).



8. In the event of any dispute or difference between the parties hereto, zuch dispute
or difference shall bc resolved amicably by mutual consultation or through the good
offices of empowered agencies of the Beneficiary. If such resolution is iot posislble,
then, the urnesolved dispute or difference shall be referred to arbihation or an arbihator
to be nominated by Secretary, DeparEnent of Legal Affairs ('Law Secretary') in terms of
the 0ffice Mernorandum NO. 55/3/l/75-CF, dated the 196 Dec_ ilZSissued by" the Cabinet Secretariat (Departrient of Cabinet Affairs),as modified 6m time to time.
The Arbitration Act l9zt0 (10 of 1940) shall not be applicable to the arbitration under
this clause the. The award of the arbitrator shall be binding upon parties to the dispute.
Provided however, any party aggrieved by such award may make a further referenci for
setting aside or revision of the award to Law Secretary whose decision shall bind the
parties finally and conclusively.

9. We, (Banker), lastly undertake not to revoke
this guarantee during its cunency except with the previous consent of the beneficiary in
writing.
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Suretj, writtcn claim or'- ' .

(Signature ofthe Bdn& Manager





(Same as Amrre VII to'$mdix lD')

..
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Annexure 'X' to Appendix .E'

The system availability shall be calculated as given below : -
(a).. Weightase factor, In order to calculate the system down time, a
weightage factors, as given out in Annexure XI have been assigned for each sub
syst€m,/systern. Down time of each sub system, which will contribute towards
down time_of the whole systern, $,ill be obtained by taking. the p.oauct of itre
weightage factor and the down time (in hrs) ofeach .uL .y.t"rn.
(b) Down Time. The number of hrs a sub system is down shal be the time
lltr:$ . 

f^.I.__yotoe hours after the maifunction is reported to rhe
CONTRACTOR by the CUSTOMER, to the time the sub system is handed back
to the CUSTOMER, after repair/rectification. Methodology of calculation of
downtime is as given at Appendix .A'.

Sub-systenr/System down time does not include the following:
(a) Call has to be planned within contracted maintenance hours.

o) Time for which the machine is shut off due to fa ure of power or causes
other than machine breakdown.

("1 sundays and horidays will be incruded in the downtime only if a complaintis logged with the coNTRAcroR by t300 hrs on the aay precedini the
sunday4roliday. In case the comprain is rogged after 1300 hrs ; ,h; i;y
preceding the holiday the holiday (or horidays if there is more than o.re
continuous horiday) wiil not be taken in downtimi but ail subsequent h"il;;,1;li
the complain is rectified, will be taken into account.

5. The cusroMER wifl maintain proper monthly efficiency report and these w l
be signed by the coNTRACToR's representative. 

-cusrouLn 
will also maintain

proper records of the date and time ofca logging and w l arso record the 
"o,npruint 

No.
given by the CONTRACTOR^whalrg-cglniaint is logged. This record *t]iil;;;;
by the service engineer of the coNTRACToR when he iisits to rectif the compriani
Calculation of Down Time

No. of hrs Sub Systan x down - X Hrs.
(No of working days sub-systern X down I g)
Wrightage factor of Sub-Systern X-y (From Annexure x)
Weighted Sub-system downtime- x* y = z (hrs)
Total system Down Time (TSDT) in hrs = Sum of contribution of weighted down time ofall Sub Systems = > TSDT (hrs) = 21 + 22 +....... Zn (where Zi, ZZ are *""f-;;
system down times of each sub-system comprising the system).

TSDT (days) = ISDT (hny8.
Actual System Uptime percentage = (No. Working days _ TSDT in days) x 100 = U%
Required System Uptime = 95%
(For Server = 99%)

t.

Deviation in Sys Uptime =
(&eouired Sys Untime - Actual Svs Uotime) x 100 : i95-U x 100
Required Systems Upiime 95
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Annexure 'XI' to Appendir 'E'

Nomenclature Weightage Factor (Y)

Main Server

HDDs

Monitor/Graphics Adapter

MotherboardilVlernory/SCSl Controller

DAT

CDROMDRTVE

UPSruPS SOFTWARE\

KEYBOARD

MOUSE

ETHERNETCARD

OS

ANY OTHER COMPONENT
BACKOFFICE

Tetminals

HDD

Monitor/Graphics card

It{otherboard

FDD

CD ROM Drive

cw
Keyboard

Mouse

Ethernet Card

os
Hub/Switches

MS

All nodes connected to the Hub/switc,h

Printers

Laser

DMP/lnkjet

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.10

o.25

0.20

1.0

1.0

0.75

0.95

1.0

0.80

1.0

t.0

1.0

0.2

o.2

1.0

o.75

1.0

0.9

1.0

1.0

0.50

0.25
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Fax:

337 7453

301 1507

Air HQ/99026/l l7lDIT (CASB)

cDA(AF)

West Block V, RK Puram

NewDelhi- 110066

Dte of lnfsmaim Tedrnlory

AirHQffayrBtrarar)

New Delhi - I l0 0l I

15 Jun 2001

SANCIION FOR PTJRCHASE OFCOMPUTER SYSTENd,S

l. Authority is hereby accorded for the purchase of the following comput€r systems,
peripherals and networking equipment for CASB at a total cost not exceeding of Rs
16,70,145/- (Rupees Sineen lakh seventlt thousand one hundred lorty ftve only) all
inclusive under the financial powers of VCAS:-

Vocab Ref/ : 10 EDP/S-HCI, - INFINITY GLOBAL LINE 2550

Sl No. IEn Descriptiqr Den Ay Rae (Rs) Total

(Rs)

--- (a) Infinitv Global Line 2550
2,27,235.00

Ptocessor Inel P-Itr Xeon @ 866

MIIz or above with

Ea 01 2,2',1,235.O0

256 KB Full Sp€od ondiecadre

RAM-256MBECCSDRAM

F.:<pardeb to a GB, 133 MHz FSB

Addc ulra 160 SCSI qroller

Hrd Disk 3 x 9 GB Hot Swrypable

Lnm l60wideSCSI

CDROMDrive52x
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- D[TDivenn4cBbadcp

- SMPS I o&arodrndrthotsumable

- I.4{}pFDD

' t5iDieihlsvcAcrhrMmih
':- lO7kgn k5too{d(ru)

- MSMcuse (P$2)wihpad

- EtherrH-lcylooMBPSElFner

(hrc),32birftlddeqwit

wol.wFM

- Sen'trlt uagernent bols

'' DiatnsicOols

- MfiiplecsincroooliagfuSNMp

Itiltageablc

Certified frrsC0 uND(

- Drscors

O) t4tlt!?gq0Erc Ea 07 48,000.00 3,36,000.00P-III 733 MEz or above
- 133 Mhz FSB

- 256 KB Full Sp€€d 12 Cache

- 64MB SDRAMupgradableto 512 MB
- Graphics' Integrated 4 MB

Display cache

- Hard Disk 10.2 GB or above

- I..{4MBFDD

DVD I6X

- 15" SVGA Digital Colour Monitor
- Multimedia - Integra.ted audio

(Sound blaster compatibi lity)
with 120 W speaker, microphone.and

headset (OEM)



- Keyboard PS-2 - 107 keys

(Mechanical tlpe)

- Mouse - MS Mouse PS2

- Ethemet- l0/100 MBPS Ethemet

Card 32 bit PCI

- Ports 2 S, I P, 2 USB, 2 PS-2

- Windows ME licensed edition

with complete media and documents

(pre-loaded on all PCs)

Certified for windows 98 by Microsoft

- Dust cover, PaPer suPPort cliP

(All products are ISO 9000)

(c) InkjetPrinterA-4 SizeHP 640C Ea 03 5'525.00

16,575.00

with cable/chord for power and data

(d) PrinterlipiT2lTO (136 Col Ea 02 lp3'000'00
2,q6,000.00

24P,904 CPS with Power and

data chord
(e) PrinterLIPIT6l00, I000LPM Ea 0l 2'55'370'00

2,s5,370O0
with power and data chord

(0 UPS 2 KVA (Omine 30 Min Ea 0l l5'14s.00
15,145.00 SMF batteries) (ISO certified)

(g) UPS 0.625 KVA (15'20 Min Ea 07 4'635.00

32,445.A0
offline SMF batteries)
(ISO 9000 certified)

O) HP CD Writer 8230e exterrnal Ea 0l 17'580.00

17,580.00
with power and data chord

(i) ZipMve25}MB (I-Omega) Ea 02 ll'950-00
23,900.00
extemal with Power and

. data chord

Software
6; tlni*Ware 7.lx (15 user) or latest Set 0l l'00'495.00

1,00,495.00
with media and docrirnents

(k) Oracle 8 i standard edition Set 0l 59'580.00

59,s80.00
for UnixWare ( l{ user) or latest
with media and documents
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0) Oracle Intemet Derreloper Suite Ea 0 l 1 ,4g,7,10.00
1,48,740.00

(atest) with media md documents

(m) Intel inbusiness l6Port Ea 02 23,560.00
47,120.n

auto sensing 10/1(n MpBS swirch

(n) UTpto t0BaseFlMedia $ 04
35'9oo'oo 

converter, sr converter

(o) l6portCarVJackpanel Ea 02
7,180.00

(p) Cable(FibreOptic) Mtrs 200 2ZS.N, 45,000.00

" 
(q) l9'fulllengthrackwithdoor Ea 02 " 22,440.00

44,880.00
(Floor standing rack)

O Cat V Mounting cable 5,17, (Lucent) Ea 30 250.00
.7,500.00

.G) VOBoxes(Lucent)
12,m0.00

C) Cable cat V UTP (Lucent) Bdle 0l 6,500.00
6,500.00

(305 mtrs)

(u) Structw€d Cabling using pVC Mtrs ZOO 2O.W
4,000.00
conduits

(v) fibrycabfingbetweentwoEthernet 200mrrs 21,000.00
21,m0.00
Switches and project management
charges

Total Rs.
16,70,145.00

8B7s.O0

3,590.00

,i

Ea 30 400.00

2. The igns aeo beproanr€d funllrt HCL Infaqtvrlns, Wrpet, tonAAwy

3. The expenditure is debitable to Major Hod. zo7g, Minor Head r r0(l) and code
Head754O2.
4. Normal local purchase procedure as per lAp l50l chepter 9 (as amended) and
existing regulations is to be followed.
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5- cDA (AF) we$ Block v, RK Rrraq Nsu/ Ddhi is adrorizql m nrala rhe paynrart or

frllowingtems:

(i) 50 % of the total cost ofthe order on delivery of hardware, software and
accessories at Air HQ Computer Centre, Subroto parkn New D,elhi

(iD 40 Vo of the total cost of the order sn installation of the sy,items at user
. location by the vendor's representgtive and acceptance of complete

systerns

_ (iii) . lW/o of the total cost of the order against Bank Guarantees (BGs) for
performance during warranty period valid for one year fiom the date of
acceptance of sptems at CASB.

6. Thls hds the approval of Vice Chief of the Air Staff vide N-39 dated 06 Jun 2001
and the concurrence of IFA vide N-39 dated 3l May 2001 on file Air He/9$26/llTlDtl
(cAsB).

(
Gp Capt
DIT

forVC AS
Coovb

AD (LAS)
Air HQ Computer,Gtatre Subroto Park,
t<lew Delhi - I l0 dlo '
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LOGII}TIC SYI}TEM IlT AIR rlORCts

INIT.OITUCTION

This chryrer desoribps lho pras€nt IAF log$tgs sysrssr Thp dedts ar. e
cove,red in tlre zubsequeni sections mder the following heads:

IAF Inygo.tory Clascifi.sarior drd ld.ofiification

Ysri.aus Agpqales invplved in prpvisioqing and procuremenf

Organiqdion Stuctul€ of IAF

Provisioning Responsibility, provisioning principles,
Formulae and Prrocedures

Proonsnd n€qpoosi.bili.ty and hoeeduros

Stor-.agg

Demnd, Sqply, Distribution and Traosporbtion

Dsposd sd Salvc8rg

Acagrnli[g end AldiJ Pt rrdtr;
Existiry M. eggnp.nt ftrformadot Syptmt

$os.ti.o'n - I

Sestiqr- II

. 
Eestiou- IU

Section - IV

Section- V (s)

$osdeq-Vl (0

Section - V[ (g)

Ssetioa-VII (h)

Ssstior-D( (i)

Seetiss- X (i)

(e)

(b)

(,o)

(d)
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SECTION - I

INDIAN AIR FORCE INVENTORY

IAF holds a huge inventory comprising weapon systems like aircraft,

marine vehicleVMT vehicles, spares, clothes ration etc. This section describes the

various t5pes of ltems in the IAF Inventory and their classification and

Idemification system.

I. CL\SSIFICATIONOFIIITVENTORY

Various classifications are being followed for inventory management.

These are discussed below:-

I.1. CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO TYPE OF ITEM

The entire inventory with Indian Air Force (other than Meteorology, MES,

medical, dental stores and office equipment) is called the 'Air Force Equipment.'

Air Force Equipmeft is s$-classified' as 'machines', 'stores' and 's.rpplies'.

(a) Air Force Machines - This is a comprehensive term which

includes aircraft, airframes, aero-engines, MT vehicles and marine craft,

power plants, ground radar, missiles etc.

O) Air Force Stores - Air Force Stores include all,;qrticles

odusive of machines shown in IAP 1086 or Price Llists or are'ieflected

into maintenance publications or are required to be fitted on machineVare

r'equired for maintenance of machines or otherwise authorised to be held.

These include breakdown or maintenance spares for rarious Air Force

machines. Air Force'stores' are further classified as:
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t.2 C'lass ofStortc

G) clrss A - All ardeleo yyhich renarn 9n cha{gs a4d elFl[el b9

exchanged elrc€pt on their retrm to stor€s, and which when defective

beryo.nd the s€pasljy qr authgn'ty af th.e unij to reparr- nu$ h€ fp.tuled to
spprepncte Bepsir Dspot rvt.s_rejn fre qpinion pf th, Wing/Stgrie.o

C,T,O.4.ogstis Qffiscr-(in rcspgqt ef t_€4tile sr! woglet artieles s-d itsue
of Barrack Equipment vocab Sections 20,2lpT d 23>, an| in thg qq$g 9f
o.lbcr o-€lfragsguttin€ utts, q/hsra C,T,O is n.oJ esrabli$bod; the Serusr

T;,hnical Qffi.oors/Spooialist Qftpex ooafirm rhd no

s€r_viqseb.ldrc,pflrablq sonponsnS 9m bc reticved a€pnanically nay be

{iqp9gqd 9f 9q satrgge at units according to normd procedure.

(b) Clagi g - Al! it€ms rrhich twain gn shargg ald sqruroJ be

replaaed g-xgspl or lhsir rshlrn tp star-es b.ut whis! Euy be sgrditiongd

ad, if nsggs-s_ary, gou.d.s,-mned 94 th'o rsaoglm.sr.d€tio.u of the. Wingi
StationCTOiSTO.

(c) Ctass C All ar-uoles Fot coyerd ur-rdsr class A and B and

wltch Blp qpru!&Uy.bB4y sgnsur_nsd iq use,

(.d) Air Fbrw Suootioc - 4u Fqrss supp.ligg ingludg iteno like fee4;

medical comforb, solid ard liquid fuel aviation and MT fuel, electricity,

Cas a!'.d $"tsr disinf.ssktts; lubrisaub ets, -obBirlgd &pm A$C qrd IleJ,

1,-3. C.L\SSIFICATIONFORMAINTf,NAITICb

Spares are required for maintenance at wings and at the repair agencies.

The sparps usgd el lhe wings al e ,oa!!od l _t and Zr,.d lina spar. es while fhpse us€d d
thc BBD s are sdlgd 3!d ao.d 4dr line epsr- ee' Eesh rra! pf sprvrsrng stando fpr rhc

kind of repern being satlisd glrt on rh.g w-eqpgt sy6r..€m. For qrr-e14ft. sy,stems, lst
line servicing moans regular flight servicing 2nd line servicing stands for minor
ropern, n&il.e 3rd lra.e sd 4{r line sorvi-o.rng is ur,qior r,aperdoy_erhauls.

& t\. >epair a,gez,o)t, tAc. spa.we s *r.e lwtt ".r classlJi.J.
as vtrand.ot ovy anJ, _n on.- m^nd o.t.,ryt.

t
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(a) Mandetorv These are spares that have io be replaced

cornpulsorily €very time an assembly is opened for sewicing. Thus, all

items having consumption norm >= 0.9 are categorised as mandatory

items.

O) Non Mairdetorv These are spares that are replaced based on

their condition at the time-of servicing. Their replacement will therefore

be based on the appreciation ofthe technical staff servicing the assembly.

These spares will have consumption norm less than 0.9. Consumption of
some spares may increase over a period of time and these could become

mandatory spares if consumption norm touches 0.9.

CLASSIFICA TION FOR STOCKING AND DEMANDING

The categorisation of items for the pgrpose of stocking and replenishment

is as follows:

(a) Automatic Renlenishment Svstem (ARS) items The IAF

follows an Automatic Replenishment System (ARS) for lst and 2nd line

consumables. Under this systern, the stock of lst and 2nd tine items

available with different units is topped up once a month by the ASPsiEDs

upto pre-determined stock levels to replenish the consumed quantities as

per scale. The scales (stocking levels) ofdRS items are reviewed every

year at the AHQ level.

(b) Listed Non-ARS iiems - The$e are the items rryhose conzumption is

being monitored. Some of these items ultimately are included in the list of

ARS items, it being regularly consumed at Op units. The stock of such

items is replenished on las required' basis until included in the ARS list.

Presently this system is out ofrogue.

1.4.

I

(c) Non-ARS items - These are the items which are obtained on demand

by the units from AsrgEOs.

.'

I
t\

i
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(d) Rof*bles -These are tle items which satisfu the following conditions:

*Replaceability: The zub assembly must be removable and

replaceable (LRLI) at field unit level.

*Tum over life: The item must have a reasonable turnover_ This
may be in terms of operding life that is ,Time Between Overhaul'(TBO)

or Mearr Time Between Failure (MTBF).

*Repairability OnIy LRUs which are capable of being repaired

repeatdly on being sent to the repair agency for repair may be scaled as

per the float.

* Criticality: LRUs not fulfilling any of the above criteria may still be

considerd as rotable based on the criticality ofthe item. This is important

for electronic equipment where the high rate of obsolescence means that

certain critical items may neod to be scaled.

High value LRUs: Higb value items may be identified for conscious

scaling.

(e) TTGE (Tools Testerr,and Ground Eouioment) - These items

are scaled. These are replaced based on condition.

I.5 CI,ASSIFICATION BATIED ON COI{DMON

Items are further classified based on their condition (availability for
sewicing). For this purpose spares have been categorised ,A'through E, where.

a) Category A (or Cat A) is a new serviceable item which is unused:

b) Category B are items that have been used but are in serviceable
condition

c) Category C are items requiring testing to establish their condition

d) Category D are repairable items awaiting repair.

e) Category E items are those which are unserviceable beyond
economical repair and are to be disposed off
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1.6 CLASSIFICA TION BASED ON CONSI]MPTION

IAF classifies items as active./inactive.

a) Active Stores -Active stores consist of all new equipmen!

equipment in current use(items which have been issued during the last

three yeats), I'aluable and attractive items and equipment which is no

longer.in current use but may be required in an emergency'

b) Inactive Stores Inactive. stores consist of stocks, excepting

thoseofAirbomeequipmentpertainingtocurrentaircraft,notlncurrent

use and on which there has been no issue for the last tlre€ years, items put

up for disposal including salvagg obsolete equipment, aircraft going out

of service and their specific to tlpe spares'

IDENTIFICATION OF ITEMS

The huge IAF inventory necessitates a zuitable identification system' IAF

currently follows five identification systems as detailed below:

a) Vocab Number -The Vocab number identifies the system to

which the item belongs and gives the generic description ofthe item. It has

three major compone'nts which identiff sowcg item aod sub item' For

example, 300 series is for Indian source and EOO for Russian' Thus, 801

MiG is a MiG tool of Russian origin. There is a second system of vocab

allocation which indicates only the weapon code for example: MBZ-

Indicates that the item belongs to MiG 29 fleet' A new system of vocab

allocption has been instituteC for upgrades like MiG Bis and SU 30

MKl"in which the vocab is rnade up of two parts namely aircraft type and

system q?e for e.g.. The ELTA (FW) system for MiG Bis upgrade has

been allocated vocab BuELTA wherein Bu is aircraft type i'e Bis upgrade

a-,rd ELTA is the name of the system. For details kindly refer AOMs Task

Directive 30/2001
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b) Part Number - It is the number given by the manufacturer.

This is the most commonly used classification in IAF. If tlre OEM have

given different part numbers to the same item because of tirne gap in the

production process then other part n'.unbers are referred to us in lieu part

numbe,rs. The part number can be broken down into sub parts which

con,ey some information. For exarnple, in case ofbolts, scretvs and rivets

of Russian origin the part number consists of four or five parts. The

information conveyed is as follorvs:

lst part It gives type of mate,rial used and shape a-nd size of

the item

2nd part It giws fre diameter in mrn of the itern.

3rd part It gives the length (from below the head) in mm

4th part It could give information oa distance in mm from

bottom at which locking holes exist or indicate hole in the head for

locking. "

5th part The number could have markings lik-e I! KD etc. at

the end of the number. These indicate badmium plated'. These

extensions are for manufacturing purposes and shoutd not form

part of the numbe.r.

Example of part number: 3003A-6-18 and 3003A-6-I8KD are same since 3003A-

6-18 is also cadmium plated. 3003A-6.18-182A T indic.ates hole in head.

(c) Refercnce Number It is number given by IAF which maybe 3 to

7) digits. This number was given in IAP 1086 manual but is no longer

used -since aircraft coverd under the manual have been phased out.

(d) Conouter Code Number (CCN) This is a central system of

(cataloging used in IAF. It is an 8 digit numbet. The CCN is a running
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number and does not convey any meaning as to tle type and nature of
item. Items common to different weapon system will have the same CCN.

G) IhnotCodcNumbcr(DCN) Computerised Equipment

Depols use the depot code number for identification of items. All isses

and receipts done in-house are done on the.se numbers. These numbers are

depot specific. For examplg 25 ED (Deolali) is completely comput€rised

and has a unique depot code comprising vocab section and a six digit

depot code number.

At present, the IAF uses the CCN to uniquely identi{ an item for the lines

which have been computerised, whereag for non computerised lineg vocab

numbers and part nrmbers are used.

1.8 Meteorological, MES, Mdical, D€dal & ofrce equipments including

staioneries are classified and accounred for separ*ely.

1.9 Other Classifi cations:-

Role Eouioments:- These are additional equiprnent fitted on aircraft for

fitmem of armament and other for a particular role. These are

scaled as per the role ofa Squa&on.

Slao on s$tcms:- These are additional systems fitted on an aircraft

and are meant to enhance the role of the aircraff/system i.e. act as force

multipliers.

Armamen8:- These include Guns, missiles, Rockets, Bullets, Bombs etc-

Safoty Eouioments:- These ranges include parachutes survival packs,

dinghies etc.
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CLASTIIFICATION OF CI)MMON USER VEHICLES

Clisi f Vchi.lcs Vehicles srhich hsve not exceedeil the laid dovvn

kiloqretemge for Class I vehicle since €trry into service or

after 46 line servicing are classified as Class I vehicles.

ctrrs tr vchicbs vphiclos wlri-ch hevs oreeedsd thrc laid dorm kilomcJerage

for class I vehicles brr have not enceeded the morimum

kilornelerqgg for elass tr vehieles sinee entry inlo servige ot

after 46 line servicing arc classificd as class tr.

Ctagr III Vehictsl A vehicle cqsidered cper*imally ureliable ed not fit for rn isstim

will be elassifi€d ar plass III illQapegtive of the Elg@gtsEsge'

C.lesg Iv Vchiclcs Ve,bilces uihich requirc s€cond s€rvicing to bring tbeE to Class I' tr witl

be classified as Class IV Vehicles.

C,lass v vchicbs Yeliol€s whioh reqqlr-e mojqr rpeir//pre.&lul fsciltigs to

bring ltren to elass I are elas-qifed as Claso Y'

Ctass V(a) : Onty specified repairs and not full overhaul

Class VG) : Require conplgts qverhaul; srip & re-build

C.tasg VI Vchiehs A Vehi..ClS llt&igh requir.. C g$cqsiYg re|p3.us d,u-e t9 ly99r;

daterrpratiop, ap,oident gr darruee as.d aon$id,ercd BBR

will be classifiecl as class VI by a Board of Officers
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Clrss VII Ychicbr A vehiele uibich arg dOslalp(l obsolet€ wil be classifi€d as

class VII.

€ Chss .O, V.hiclcs Obsolescent vehicles will be prefixed with 'O' after rhe

qurently held classifi caion.

CI,AISU'TC^ITTON OT SPECIALIST VEHICI,ES

$pooialis vohicles ar classified s€,p$aloly for Chasi$ui nor-nted eeibs6'

1. Chsdfic$im of ehssis The claqification is qsme as thal for thq. oo. mmon

usr vehg.lgs.

Z. Clerrifitrtbn of mounted eouinmcnt The classrfig,cti,o! is $ow! wilb
mdermE ttion. gd symbols.

(a) 'S' - Serviceable

O) RI - Repairs within scope of lr tine s€rvicing.

@ R2 - B€pain wimin soope of 2d lir "ervicing.

td) Rlt Repain b*ond ecope of 2d lisp s€rviaing ad requiring
speOifiod repain dUo to mAjor d9ft9&, apoiafo6 sr aiheg rpder r€palr by an
oubide perty.

(e) R4 ' Dueforovertaul.

(0 BER - Beyond Econornjcd Repaim.

3. Cmoo4te Claulllcdon S?eoislist V€hid€s with mormed.lCuipqrst

wilt be.awarded.eoEU Slte €lcsifiGatiorr i.e, ViR4, VIBER etg.

t.
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SECTION - II

VARIOUS AGEI!'CIES INVOLYED III PROVISIOIIING AI{D PNOCUNEMENT

Th.o mgia agellcies alld fpir rolss ar-g as ddailed belowi

(AJ Minirtry of llcfcrcc -Thp Mnis.try qf D€feo.pa g1'$DJ and ih

finq..sg -rryI0€, MpD [F] crrgrgrse g-o.rrtr,ol gYc.r IAF t'!tFr9.|ditur's' MoD i5

involved in the approval md monitoring of tre following:

* Indents.

* Contracts

+ Payment t€Ims (.rpeeidh forsig exebatge)

* Budges

(E) AOM'8 Brueh Thp rair Qtrcgr-in{hqrgs 9f MainJgEQ€g B,Is'l.€h

is rosponsibls for provisio-ning an! praeurne!$ 9f spar,Es- IJ is loseied prinarily

al At HQ' -y3ys Bhawq! ard p-artially aJ &K hr'@ 119 provieoning ald

procurement activities have been divided betwe€n Assistmt Chief of Air Staff

(A€A$ Bng'A), A,CAS Gpg'B), ACAS (SJs) ACAE G-!PJ atld ACAS G.gE).

Whqrqa+ A!A$ (Ers 'A ) ts.rcsppnsrue f,or prqvisi-olln€ & prqq|rlEngqJ aFpscb

pJCIS airqn&, A€A.S (EnC 'B) is rsspolsiblp fqr provisjqonE & pra€ur€qncllJ .'of

Non-elS aircraft and AeA! (Syq) for Air Defence gquipments lik9 r94ar'

oissilos, Arulaoa.n1 & Safety gquipme.ds, Grow-r.d Elgstsoni. I SJ$tQm, erround

Wt4qa & arslefi mpd syst-ep 9!c, rsspcctivgly- AC4S Mginrerynee Plans)

lqoks aft9r Ea.gitgqirg slpppr-L Tettra sohools and tl.ro m.aragsqlent of

Mai tenance activities. ACAS (Lgs) took after Material Mmageinent activities

of IAF
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(C) ACAS (Lopisties). Air HO. - ACAS (Logistics) supportgd by Djreetor of
Maintenance Admin, Director of purchase, Director of Stores, Director of MT and

JD MIS is primarily rosponsible for tho following activities:

* Layng doun logistics policies, rulgs and reguldions.

+ hocurement of fon-technicBl it-sms A.g. clothing pOI. supplies, lyrssi bAtt€les ct€,

r Procurement of eommon ', er arxl specialist vehiele and their maintenance.

* Procurement of items in respept of deeentralisod floe! beyond thS powgr of He
(MC). and items meanl for Foreigr Procrrement olher tlryt AOQ/PHUA{CM.

(d) Maintenance Cells The Maintenance Cells aro o€nt. al agfrnoigs

responsible for pl4nning for various weapn systems. These are placed under

variorrs ACAS. Tho rosponsibilities of Maintenance Cells inelude:

* Allotment of aircraft 4nd aero-engines.

*Aircnft and r-opairable task planning.

* Supervision of 'reportable' items.

* Management of 'reportable' items.

* AOG demand control.

*Repair/overhaul ofall ac, 4ero engines and rotables

*Procurement of all AOG/PHUA4CM reqliremeris

+Al! sases oflechnical asslshnoos, soryigss o.fspegialists 4nd proeurerrclrt

pf @hrrologieal qquiptngnt/technicaf putli gatpns

iAll procuromordsenioqs fr.op l.l.4!

*Provisioning and proeurement of all centalized rangeq of 3lrpraft.

It
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(eJ FCDA (flOn). New Delhi

* Payment for all foreign procurements except procurement through

IRAL.

CDA (Air Force). New Delhi

.-. * Payment for indigenous procurement for orders placed by Air (HQ)

including payment to IRAL.

JCDA (Air Force). Naspur

* Payment & Audit in respect of orders placed by HQ, MC, Nagfur and

acts as an IFA for HQ MC.

CDA (Air Forccl Dehradun

* Placement of cash Assignment with Air Force Units for local purchase

by units & audit ofthe related accounts

(C) Base Reoair Dcoots (BRDs) -The Base Repair Depots are the IAF '-

agencies,that carry out major repairs-and overhaul. Since the BRD is

responsible for repair, it does its 'material planning and storage of spares

required fior repairs. Thus a BRD carries out the following activities to

suppoft its primary task of repair: '

* Provisioning review of3rd and 4th line spares

* Receipt and storage (3rd and 4th line) also I & II line in few cases.

* Issue of material to user groups (examplg maintenance bays)

* Transcription' of unfulfilled demands to HQ MC/Air HQ.

* Rotable movement to and from BRD/operational units.

(l) Eouioment Deoot (ED) - EDs are bulk Storage points for spares

required for lst and 2nd line servicing. These depors also store-non-

technical ltems like clothing. Thus, an ED is involved in the following {

activities:
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* Bulk rscoipls & st_ongo (lst snd ?nd lios)

+ Pres€rvdion

I Issse of malerial to user rmits (for examplg wings) emd forward storage

poinls (exgr-rplg, ASPs)

I Tnnscription' oJuntr{llled demslds ta Air HQ.

+lns&iript\Z4ED also perf._om the rql.e qf ASPs fpr ttoir gepgr.aphig gre

aera

(h) MiniEDs Mini EDs wgrg inlr.odusd ad ee-lpgat€d in rgspc€t qf

somg sp9,o.rfi9 ag wluoll Lp..e.rglgd aJ s pnrti.aBlar loqatipa to eqlsur9 re"dy

avarlabjlrty ..of 6pa{e.E a$d qlhpr rslg--tpd ptp.r. ss, rftarp a,re robl Eve miai Eps fqr

storing MiG-25, Mirage, Iskara" Kinn, IL76lt8 and SU 3O spares.

6) Air Stprem Prrks (ASPg) -ASP it m rnesodiale Ftongg painj

for augr. at ilrryls, Itr psrf.erne th.c fqllpr-ving frsrsF.en;

* Forward ,stqlage for 4R$ itslu; PO.L, MT ed Clo.tltrne itcms gtpecl t0 drs
operating units in the geographic area

* Issue of qlat€ria{ !.o sE€r gr,o.ups (fp: cxg-np.lg uni$)

* 'TransqripJion of wflrffilled dornards to ED

ft) Station Logisties Soetione {SI.s) - The $I.,$ i$ th.e stor-agp

location at the wings. It receives items from either ED, BRD, ASP or the

lsoal markst. The SI-$ is rss.po.nsiblo for ttro following astiy{iq$:

* Issuc of mste;ial 1o uson at wing
* Sto-ragp qf materia! rgquir sd 41 wing
t Raiqing qf demand to EDs for rgplenishment

* Di.spatch gf ropairablo to ropah agmcy
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0) Air Force Liaison Establirhment (AFLE)- AFLI is normally co-

located with various divisions of Hindustan Aeronautics Limited ([IAL).

rt is responsible for tho following:

r Uase wilh HAI., fqr ov.oftaul and rppar jobs

;S' t Ressr.pJ pf rotable6/.irer-sft / qrgnes

* Store and induct Cat D rotables for repair/overhaul.

* Raiso Looa! Bepair Milrtrapture and Supply Qnlor (tRMSg) on HAL.

* Mg$lgl pp.dugtion progrgss

* M.oartq: de&S inrgstigarion and su,bmit Dcfcst lnresligation Reports.

I Receipt after rep4ir / servicing

Issus aod dmpstch

(rn) Mowmcnt Copt ol Unit (MCU) - M€Us, alsq knot{!! as the ,G.ateways

tQ IAF; at? {te ledsl peints for rcce-iving ctd drspd€lring maleriel to the

co- nsignee. (Ihgy are rygponsible for the following actilities; These are 3l Mee
(Pgbrn) 32 MCU (Mur$ai) and 33 MCU (C.uhdi)).

* H.anilm€ axpprt srd im.pqr! of earga orr behalf qJ tho Air Fprs€ (ox.e€'pt

33 MCII).

* Actiig as nodal agency in transportation (Domestic Cergo)

* Fqrwffding gargp tg vario.us Air Forsg lr-rit

I Handline dg.m.agfg -Ggrrigrs as well as qguligE g,oing a road.

I
I

!
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SECTION- UI

I. O,RGANISATIONSTRUCTURE

The IAF organisalion sructure can be broadlv divided into four main

_ 

branchos: Air He, Operational commands, Maintenance Command and Training
Command. At the top of the organisational hierarchy is the Chief of Air Staff
(CAS). Commanders-in-Chiof (C-in-C) of Operarion Commands, Training
Command and Maintenance Command directll.report lo him_ ln addition to these
Commandors, he is advissd by six of principal Staff Olficers (pSOs) based at Air
HQ. The broad organisation stucture ofthe IAF is given in Annexure A.

A briofdescription ofthe organisation sfucture is given below:_

(a) Ooeration Commands The operadons of the weapon systems under the
Indian Air Forc€ are controned by the operation commands. Each Command has
a numbs of wings, which in turn comprises a number of units. There are five
Opgration Commands in the country namely Central Air Command (CAC),
Westem Air Command (WAC), South_Westem Air Command (SWAC), Eastem
Air Command @AC) and Soufrem Air Command (SAC). Each Operation
Command has ths primary responsibility of ensuring air defence preparedness and
high fleet serviceability for which it canies out various ope,ulions and activities.
Different tvpes of activities carried out by the command have been indicated
below:-

Tvncs of Maior Air Force Activities

I. Onemtioris

(a) Offensive
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I This is undertaken



(c) Storage

(d) DistributionandTransponation

(e) lnventoryManagement

(D Budgaary Management of Revenue ood. heaJs

Oher activities

(a) Meteorology

(b) Air Taffic Services and fighter controlling

(c) Medical

(d) Accounts

(e) Ground Training (TechA.{on Tech)

(0 Education

G) Welfare

Oogrational Command The operations at Commands are supported

by the technicat and logistics wing at the command and units. The

technical wing is responsible for carrying out lst and 2nd line

servicing.(field level servicing) ofvarious weapon systems, equipment and

sub assemblies while the logistics wing ensures timely availability of
spares and consumables. The technical wing at the Command is headed by

Senior Maintenance Staff Officer (SMSO) and the Logistics Wing is

headed by the Command Logistics Management Officer (CLMO) under

SMSO. Similarly at the Wings, the Air Offrcer Commanding (AOC) is
assisted by the Chief Engineering Offrcer (C Eng 0) and the Senior

Logistics Ofiicer (SLO) independently reporting to him..

(b) Maintenance Command - The Maintenance Command (MC) is located

at Nagpur. This Command is responsible for maintenance of IAF equipment.

The maiti'.' role of MC is planning for repair agencies including inventory

management of spares. It also looks after administration problems at supply

i
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I

1memagement of spares. It also looks after administration problems at supply

agencies and provides supporl to AFLE, MCLIs elc. Recenlly it has been given

the task of can-r'ing oul provisioning for eight \r€apon' svslems- MT Spares and

clothing MC also gives approvals on modemisation of storage methods With

effect from 01.4.2002 Arr HQrs have been given the authority lo further

decentralise provisioning & indigenous procuremenl activity to HQ' MC in

consultation with IFA (Air HQ) & IFA (HQ MC) in accordance with which

almost complete decentralisation has been proposed by the year 200445' (ekbept

foreign procurement).

Trainins Command tn addition to the five Operational Commands and

Maintenance Command, there is a Training Command a&o As the name

indicates this command is responsible for training h: HQ it a! Bangalore' ln

tho following charts organisation, rolo & func,tions of dillbrent IAF forrnations

have been montioned briefly as shown in Appendix A- B, C' D' E, F G, H & f

I

I

/
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SECTION.IV

I. PROVISIONING

Provisioning is the process of estimating ;naterial requirements. The IAF

uses both technical and non technical items. Technical items include rveapon

systems and their spares while non technical items include clothing, ration, pOL

etc-

I.I PROVISIONINGRESPONSTBILITY

A large number of agencies are involved in provisioning. At Fresent

provisioning is being done at diftbrent levels as shows below:-

Provisioning Agency Items

AirHQ For centralized ranges of various weapon system_i in respect of
indigenous supply beyond the power ofthe a./c and procurement of
all ranges of stores from abroad.

HQMC Kiran A./C and variants, HPT-32, Dorniers, ChetaVChetah
Helicopters, MT Spares, Clothing Airmen, Occupational and general
flying clothing only, MiG-23, AN-32, MI-B & MI-17 + All system
ranges and MiG 21, 27, 29 AVR:O & Jaguar being transferred.

ED 1o and 2nd line provisioning of all the ranges transferred to He MC

BRD'S 3d and 46 line provisioning of all the rangcs transferrcd to He MC

AMSE and
RAME (W), (G)

-.C._.;..

l" to 46 line provisioning for ADGES and Local Purchase
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t.2

Provisioning in the IAF is based on the fixed period method'

that stock is reviewed and orders placed at per determined intervals'

terms related with provisioning are explained below:

This means

Some of the

(a) Review Period This is the time between successive normal

reviews. At present, the review cycle period isusually 1216 months tbr

class C/ clo'ss A e a vesPectivetY '

(b) Maximum Potential f,stablishment Maximum Potential

Establishment (MPE) is the maximum permissible build up of stocks at

bulk storage depots @D/BRD + ASP). Table below gives a rypical break

up of the MPE period for computerised and non-compirterised aircraft in

the IAF.

MPE : Stockage objective + lead time (internal *extemal *

transportation). The MPE period is defined for each equipmept based on

of supply & is given in Chapter 3 of IAP 1541'

.:..

:r. ,. BRf,AKUPOFMPE

Constituents of MPE Non Computerised Lines Comouterised MPE

Stockage Objective

Intemal Lead Time

Extemal Lead Time

Transportation Time

Total (MPE Period)

(all periods in months of requirement)

is the targeted maximum stock

rate and lead time) at bulk storage

3

57

2l

12

24

J

60

21

9

24

(c) Stockage Obiectivc Ttis

(assuming constant ConsumPtion
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depots @D/BRD + ASP). Stockage objective is calculated as the sum of
Short Stock Figure (SSF) and consumption duringrseview qple period.

Thus, stockage objective at present is equal to 2l months (9+12).

(d) Review Action Fieure This is the stock level below

which review action must be.initiated. At present, a special review is

carried out when the stock level falls to 15 months.

(e) Short Stock Figure (SSn This is the stock level below which

only AOG demands can be serviced, except with special sanctions. It is
generally nine months. 

,:. -,

1.3 The responsibility of provisioning in respect of certain items are

centralised with Air HQ and in respect of certain other items are de-centralised to

HQ MC and its depots.

1.4 (a) Provisioning of spares is done at the Depot level.

O) Census based provisioning mainly for rotables and major

equipment for decentralised ranges is done by DepotVHQ MC.

(c) Census based provisioning for centralised ranges is done at Air

HQ.

(d) Determination of requirement based on technical inputs are done at

Depot/IIQ MC in respect of certain items and eir GQ) in respect of

certain other items.

1-5 The total number of Provisioning reviews to be raised by Air HO, HQ MC

and depots with the responsibility ofraising them, time schedules and numbering

. of the provisioning reviews is defined in AOMs S & P Canon 5,5A,58 5C,6,1

l6& l7ofyear2001.
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1.6 Tho provisioning adoptad in rho LAF is basod on following factors:-

,$9 (a) CAR (Currcnt Annual Rate)

This basically moans avorago qnnual rscuring consumption Thrs

includes items which are Dues out also but have not yet materialised- For

calcutating C4& past consumption is reekoned s€parately for two half ygar,F, Eo

lhal in case conzumption during ono half year is unlpalistic, tho figuro for othor

halfyear is doubled to give 12 months consrrnptiott.

(b) Forccest Factor (IT)

This faotor is dotominad based on planned task for MPE poriod and aetual

effort undertake to aehieve drrin€ the past consurnption period. The planned tIE

is oonvertedlidto'rate of ofrort by multiplying the No. of AC plannod as uE by lhe

authorised flying houn per AC per month. This is then divid'ed by total rate of

offort aohieved. Tho forrnula used for oalculating FF is

{i) First Eld sesgnd !rr,€ maintenancs is based pn flying hours.

(ii) Third md four{r line maint€nance is based on repair and

overbaul task.

CARX FF = Gqss requiFmonr. -

(s) ctross rgquirgrrenJ is roduood by^Asrots, r*d,e! 'ncMe stocks held,." - 
ts

ard sbck in pipeline @ues In), lfiir asiits rre deducted from gross

rgqgirgment lhe r8t. rsquirern€nt is @hhieatly.'vetted to tcrnoYe,any

abc$ations arising out of the rnalhanatical calculatior Furtlrpr dctails

cbg.ut prgJis.rgninc fqrm.dqa hpvI b99q! doeer-r.bed subssqugrrtly.
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1.7 The provisioning princ.iples/formulas adopted in the IAF are broadly as

follows:-

(a) Straight Run mcthod

This method is adopted for mandatory items. In this method the fit
quantity of the item or ea-el4 aggeggte/sygt-cm is mlliplied b rhe task

quantity of the aggregatF/system.

Prmnrmme mcthod.

This method is used for non-mandatory item and the gross

rpquirsmenl is basod on CAR and FF.

(c) Censue-baced provieionins of ccelcd items

This mcthod is uso for dotemining the quantig of itom deffsient

against m authorised scale. This system cders to areas like

(t TTGE (Iools, Tgsters and Ground Equipmena)
(ii) Role Bquipmenrs

(iii) Rptables/Aeercgat€6/LRudsRuT,

In any scale based census system of provisioning, the anticipated

pgroqttagos of rcpairabl€ sssots wiiph qan be gon.yertgd inlo servigg4blg 4ssets fie
taken into a€Gomt only. The pere€nlage is refened to as p€rccntage yreld of
repair.

(d) Rcsenes

This method is utilised to cater to authorised Mainte[ance reservos likc
Aero engines, Radio sets ete.

(e) Maintenance War Roccnre-

This is the stock level belsw which no peace-time damand is serviced.

(b)
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(0 War Wastaqe Reserve

(g) Technicrl based inouts

Thismethodisusedwhenthorequirementisbadpurelyontechnical
inPuts like for e g.

(i) Incorporation ofBulletins, modificatio4 STs etc

(t) To undertake activities not undertaken in the past

(nD To undertake tecbnical activities as per manufacturer

instructions as amended from time to time'

1.8 PROVISIONINGFORMI]LA

Estimation of requirements is done to arrive at the requirements over the

l"la:<imum Establishment Potential (MPE) period. The provisioning formula for

various kinds of items are as given below:

1.9 AIRCRAX'T SYSTEMS

The provisioning of spares for aircraft systems is done separately for

lr/2nd line and 3dl4th line spares.

a) Provisioning for l*/2nd lilre soares

The provisioning formula for lst and 2nd line spares is as given below:-

Net requirement = Gross requiremeni 1CR1 -Assets (A), where" The gross

requirement is worked out for the MPE period. This is done by Calculating the

current Annuaf Rate (cAR) of consumption and multiplying it with a factor

called the Forecast facor ( f f) .

Tlius, GR: CARx FF

a€Fe

.e-'
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For calculating the CA\ recurring consumption during the preceding 12

months and the recurring dues-out outstanding at the time of calculation are taken

into account. CAR is, thus, calculated as below:

CAR: Total of recurring consumption during past 12 months + Recurring dues_

out -Recurring dues-out at the.beginning of the 12 months, period. .For

calculating CA\ past consumption is reckoned separafely for 2 half-year periods

so that in case of consumption for one half year period not being realistiq the

figure for the other half year is doubled to arrive at 12 months' consumption.

Where no consumption is recorded for 12 months prior to the date of review, the

average consumption during 24 months prior to the date of review is taken into

consideration for calculating cAR. The same period is taken lbr calculating the

FF. However, since last three years, for calculating the CA\ He Maintenance

Command had iszued directions that annual consumption should be worked out

with reference to average of last 5 years consumption which gives better/more

realistic average

' Certain corrections are applied on CAR based on various factors such as

climatic conditions, age of equipment, heavy consumption due to some technical

fault, and level of operations etc. Accordingly SSF and RAF are also updated.

A distinction is made between consumption of spares against regular

maintenance task and consumption against special tasks (due to special program).

The consumption agaiirst regular task assigned at the beginning of, the year is

taken as recurring consumption while the consumption against special task is

taken as non-recurring. Only recurring consumption is taken into account for the

purpose of provisioning.

The provisioning formula for lsU2nd line spares is based on the principle

t}at the annual rate of consumption is proportional to the number of operating

hours per year.
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Thus, FF = achievable planned flying hours during the MPE period/divided by

actual flying hours during the past period of 12 rnonths.

Assets are a function of current stock at the ED and ASP, stock expected

(dues-in) and pending demands (dues-out).

Thus, A = stock 1at ED+ASP) plus dues in minus dues out.

(Note) Dues In: The quantity of an item provisioned for a future

period contracted and not received from the s.rpplier at any given point of time is

treated as the dues-in. This quantity is deducted from the forecast requirements, so

as to prevent bqild-up of stocks due to multiple counting.

Dues-Out The quantity o| an item demanded by an operating unit' but not

issued due to shortage./non-availability of stock is recorded as dues-out at the

supply agency. As and when the stocks are available due to repair of

unserviceable items or upon receipt from supplien, issues are made against this

dues-out to operating unitsldemanding agency).

b) Provisionins for 3rd/4th line spares.

The provisioning for 3rd and 4th line spares is based on the maintenance

repair task and consumption. The provisioning formula for 3rd and 4th line

spares is as giv'en below:

Net requirement : Gross requirement (GR) -Assets (A), where, Assets (A)

: stock at BRD (current stock + yield ofrepair) + dues-in -dues-out.

The method for calculating gross requirements differs slightly for

mandatory, non-mandatory and AGS spares.

For mandatory Spares
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Average consumpion per.task will equal to per off, since all the spares

have to be considered as consrmed and replaced during the servicing.

Tlrua GR = per offx task planned during the MpE period

For non-mandatory spares (where consumption norm < 0.9),

GR = Avelage consumption per taslc x task planned during the MpE
period

For AGS spares

The provisioning fornnrla does not consider the tssk and the average

atrrn,8l conumption during the provisioning period ts assumed to be ldentical to
the past average annual consumption.

Thus, GR = Average annual con*rmpion x FF

(c) Pmvisionine of Rotables

The net requirements are equal to the difference between the assets and the

liabilities.

N€t requir€m€nt ofncw rtJles=I, iabilities -Assets urhere Liabilities :
naxinun autborized holding at all Units, EDs and r€pair agencies during forecast

p€riod + afticipatod Cst Es during forecast period and, Assets = serviceable stock

at Units, EDs & repair agencies + serviceable stock in transit + quantity

anticipated to be made serviceable after overhauling of unserviceable stocks at

Units, repair agencies and that in transit + dues-in.

The antioipated Cat E arising at operating units during the forward period is

calculated as follows: .' 
* . .

Anticipated Cat E arising at Units : CAR x Ff x condemnation ratio

wherg Condemnation ratio : Quantity rendered Cat E during the past one

yearlCAR.

Therefore, Anticipated Cat E arising at Units = FF x quantity rendered Cat

E drring past one year at Units.

..
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Similer. lJ, tb.p lgEerpsd Cal E adsing

forwa-d pgriod is eal€ula-igd as fq[pws:

al re,pair Bg9lgies dusg.S tbs

. 
Anticipated Cat E arising at repair agency = (Anticipated excmd

Cat Ds + Antisipetod intemal Cat Ds) x (l-Yiold Of Repair in dsstnqds)'

Vh-er€, Anlicr.pstod px.teEr.al Cat Ds = (CAR x FI) -plntls olip.t.p*d gsl

P 3r-isin.g et Ui-ti.6

Antiqipqled intemal e d D arising (for repSi4bJes whigh har'g tq !9

mmda&ry svethaulcd dultqg alrgras oY-6datt! s'ta89); = fprc€ast !r$* f-or alrrcn'fr

ovgrhau! x fiEncnt quant'ty.

Whils for repalrables whi'oh d'9 no! hevs !p bo mar-rddorilv ovednuled

(only on-condition basis):

Ant'glpatsd inrem.d Gat Ds = intgnal cat D a{pin€ during last year x [aircnft

pverhaul bsk for forp-oast psdodftolal air. srgff preftsld19sk f-ortre !as!vesr")'

T..e QFrLnaSpa of CRLSP it€utq is based on dle scde pcr p-em& Ir& qJthe

item qnd the !yIPF ppriod. Thp provisipning forpdo for -CBI$P items is as given

belonr

Gross r-equirements (G- n; = 5'1* * **e x MtE period/life of item

Wh.pre, STB is 6.p tolal s,Fp-n8$h of perselrnel
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2.1 PROVISIONING.PRO.CEDT'BE

Th.c proYisi-onine prqGgd.ulg fp: lst and ?nd ling spar-es is diffsrsnt frsm

3rd and 4ft line epa.r'es.

2.2 PEOYISiIONING PROCEDURE FOR lst AND 2nd LINE SPARES

Thg pprlsi.oning for lgt and ?nd linc sp31ps is dong at thc EPs, Th.c

prorisioning is bssgd ort song+mplpn an.d flying hours as explaingd a-bovo' AJ

plgsorlt lpgwr!4€ lssuqs fr,om EDs arc bk n as @nsum.ption fo{ lhc purpose qf

provisioning. Tbe provisioning procedure is as detailq{ lglow:

e) The eansulnptiqr, forecast fsQtpr (FF)' UE and flying houn are used 1o

Atnvg 3t thc gsdl-nl{g for ths MPE pcripd, The D-restorylg sf Plans @

Plans) 4fr9.r obtarmng Govemmer-!! appr-oral gvos plarnpd UE for eaoh

!yp9 9f airgraft in qgrvigq qavgring the nerd five finmcigl ygqr 9r mgr9 19

&s Direelorate of M'intentnoe Artcdnisfalion (D.MA; a! fte end of oaph

salendcr ygcr.. .

b) ACA$ {Ops) leys down th€ rata ef efrqrt for saph tvpa of aircrofi

which is approved by VCAS wilh lhe concrrrerrce of IFA (Air HQ).

e) The forgest f*tpr is ar-r-ired al !v p,MA ap.d dtis ie agan

' appr,orsd by A.OIvf wirh ths se.ngrrance -of IFA (An HQ).

d) The appr-eved FF, is then srculcled amangst EWB.RDVTIQ M.C

for raising the periodical revieua (PR).

e) A somputcnsad.PR is besg gsner-ded bv aU fie EDs & BRDI antl

vettedbyHO(MO.

D the itsns shpwtng net reqsilesrqlh re inehdsd in So Sph.ed-ule-

of Requirernent (SOR).
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C) The PR and SOR are vetted by the technical stsf 8t the weapon

cell.

(h) Once approved the SoR is converted into indent.

2.3 PROVISTONING PROCEDURE FOR3RD AitD 4TE LINE SPARES

The PRs for 3rd and 4th line spares are carried out at BRDs. The primary

input is the task plan and consumption. The procedure is as detailed below.

a) The task is assigned by the concerned weapon cell at Air HQ. fiiis

task is based on the expected number of repair arising. The rotable history

giving the details of hours done and TBO is used to anive at the task. The

weapon cell prepares a draft task for five yearg which comprises one

year's firm task and 4 year's tantative task.

b) The task is approved by AOM with the concurrence ofIFA (Air

HQ) and the approved task is communicated to the BRD' Procedure for

preparation & processing of task is given in Leeflet No. 30 IAP 1541 and

AOMCuron04 of2001.

c) The BRD raises the PR based on the future task and past

consumption. The items showing nct requirements are included in the

Schedule of Requirement (SOR).

d) The BRD also gives the sources of supply and pricc of the item'

The BRD sends tte working sheet, PR and SOR to the concerned weapon

cell for technical vetting once the PR is approved the SoR convented into

indenis.

e) The detailed procedure for raising PR is given in AOM Canon 5,

5A58,6&7of2001.
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sEcrtoN-v

I. PROCT'REIIENT

P'os.r9r-,ae.t rpfpm tq th.e ppecss of fi-rarising Qor-!tsaprs, pgymg suppliers

sd srutrle Ss $esssial e-,l-d.g,red rslpF Ae dgsrrgd !qgs,r!e.a

I.I PN,OCIJREMENTRESFONSIBILITY

It hs bcsn -d*idsd in pnnCiple Eret provu_ionune ard p'lpglgpm.gnt ur
rospsct ,of mdicgr,rou! $ems wpuld b9 pr9g19$$iy''oly ksnsfgr-r. sd to th.o M3iplr**
Commmd. Accordingly, 08 ranges of lg gyste, ms, clorhing md MT have alrqq{y
bsen @s.fpr,r?d to S.e },tginjs!4n.ce C9Jry_neod. Autbprify has slso bser) deleeBfed

!e 4g HQ to frrtllor .doesltsdise prcylslpnite & pracurqr,rr$ ac.riJif.?s !g He M.C

is e,on$!!sdpn wi{! trA (A$ He).

Presently, breakdoryn lpflpg lrrg pUrchaggd !y fhe concerned Maintenance

C-slls inshding f,orcr.gr p.urphscs fqr A_OGTPHUA{IM lrens Di$cbrare of
P-ur. s-hasp p.r-aeaqseq pur-p-hesas for stores ton baft for€-ien a.td ...digmp.$s Eaurae$'- rhr.ous ib twe rry-.ingq nasply Forcrgn p.urpha$g wine GpW) sd ll.--dr..gcnesg

Purchrse Wing (IPW) respectively. ttrowwer, Foreign purchases try D (prr) is
ls$.bd !o ressrsnsrs of d.*c_nfdiFgd .fl99s !e Me fpr i@rs .o.ttlr l-baa

AOA/PHUA4CM der-nedo.

1.2 PNOCUNEI|ENTPN()CEDUNE

A lnrge nsnbg! pf ggqtsigr rc invo.lred in fi,c p.ro.yls-ionng s-d
plot--qmc[,1, scf._r'$y, lh.opc insludc Air He, FD..; BRp, A€.I{$p; M.pD; pGpA

GI,Q), Ne.v Delhi, CDA (AF), Nsw Dslhi ete. gnd ysr-io.ue indiger-lpu, crd fenig
srppliers. Alttoug\ the sources of sr4ply md prrocrrenrent agenqy differ for
difsrg-r-r.l itens. 6e nsn $eps oJ lh.e plpqu.otrFj pf.gpdulg ars ge.ssF.tcfly lbe
san€.
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suppliers. Althouglr, the sources of supply and procurement agency differ for

different items, the main steps of the procurement pmcedure are essentially the

same

The procurement process involves: -

Cleerance bv the Authoritv f,oldine Sealed Particulers {AHSP}

AHSP is the inspection agency for a particular item' It technically

evaluates the items in SOR for indigenous items' If the indigenous items

are proprietary items for a particular supplier, ATISP provides the

proprietary certificate for that zupplier'

b)Aoorovalofnecessitv-SoRistobefinanciallyapprovedby
Competena Financial Authority (CFA), before tenda enquiry can be raised'

CFA approves the SOR after verifting the basis of requirement (whether

the nature of stores dernanded under the proposal for procurement are

appropriate -lst & Znd or 3rd & 4th line of spares, overhaul or maintenance

spares or AOG demand), whaher the SOR has been technically vetted by

the concerned weapon cell and whether the items have been priced

correctly (according to last procurement price after adding normal ratri of

escalation or price list or assessed price or Budgetary Quote)'

c) Raisine of tender inauin - Tendo enquiry is sent to suppliers for

inviting quotations. There are three types of tender enquiry namely' Open

(for any supplier), Limited (for only selectivg authorised suppli€r as

decided by {he Weapon Cdll) and Single (for only one arthorised urpplier

as decided by the Weapon Cell)' Decision of the Weapon Cell requires

concurrence of IF A (Air IIQ)'
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suppliers are received by the procurement agency (Maintenance Cell or
Directorate of Purchase). The cse is prepared to faciritate finalisation of
contract in respect of /foreign procurement list of foreign suppliers has

been given in AOM Canon l0/01.

e) Aooroval ofthe contract Draft contract of purchase is sent for
approval to CFA

After the draft contract of purchase is approved, Unit Order (UO) number

is assigned for final contract.

f) Notins of foreisn exchahge out0ow schedule Foreign exchange

noting is done at Directorate of Maintenance Administration (DMA) and

Directorate ofFinancial Planning (D Fin P).

S) Disoatch and rcceiot of material The material is dispatchqd by
the supplier to the consignee (specified in the contract).

h) Palmcnt Payment is an integral part of the procurernent

process, but is more convenient to depict separately. payment procedure

has been o<plained zub sequently.

Note: AHSP are'inspecting agencies,. These organisations lay down and

maintain specifications for a range of items. They atso develop

specifications for new items and maimain sources of supplies. These

organisations do first time purchase or developmental purchases where

sp€cifications have not been laid down. There are a number of AIISP for
different types of items. For example concerned AHSp specific to IAF
equipment is the DGAQA @irectm General of Aviation euality
Aszurance) and erstwhile DTD&P (Aid -@irectorafe of Technical

Development & -Production) located at Delhi. Similarly, JDeAS (Joint

Director Quality Assurance Services) is the -AHSp for ctothing items and
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CQA TE is the AHSP for tsrtiles, Kanpur, (CQAFFE for Fire Fiehtitrg

(Pune) (CQAV - for vehicle (Ahmodnagar).

The noting of scheduled orfflow is done by Directorale of Mairnenance

Administration (DMA) and Directode of Financial Planning (D' Fin' P')' DMA

monito$ the budga for maintenance (spares) while D. Fin. P. doee the monitoring

for all openses (including maintenance).

Tlre procedre frr proorennent from various sources is as follows:

I.3 PROCUREMENTFROMCIS SOURCES

Procurernent for CIS nailfaotured u'capon systerffi is carried out by the

weapon cells tr,andling the weapon systetm' The steps involved are exPlained

a) The PR received from BRDs/EDs are processed by HQ, MC &

the Weapon Cell for technical vening and import clearance' They may

also add to thb list of pcential srpplios.

b) The SOR i$ sent to

@MA) fornoting.

Drec'torce of lliaimenance Administratioo

(c) The draff indent (SoR after noting) is sent for approval of

necessity to AOM or MoD depending on the total valup of the indent'

d) The approvd in{eot gocs back to the relevant maimenance co[

which raises a tender inquirY.

e) On reoeipt of quotdions, the maintenarce

qud*ions a'd prepares a compardive staterncnt'

cell validates the

It prepares a draft
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contract and sends it for 4pproval. The approving authority for i contract

may be either within the IAF or outside at MoD.

D Once the purchase approval is accorded, the maintenance cell

places supply order.

d The outflow of foreign exchange is noted at DMA and Directorate

of Financial Planning @.Fin. P.).

h) The zupplier dispatches the material to the consignee.

1.4 PROCUREMENT FROM NON-qrS SOURCES

The steps involved are the same as for CIS with the difference that where

approved price list as for example in Main Mirage Agreement, the necessity &

ereenditure angle clearance could be combined powers to accord approval of

necessity and contract have been delegated to the procurement agency as well as

^to the Tender Purchase Committee (TPC). The TPC comprises the following

basic members namely, ChairmarL finance member, indentor member, AHSP

member. The TPC may be headed by Director Purchase, ACAS, AOM at IAF

level and Joint Secretary, Addl. Secretary or Secretary at MoD level depending

on the value ofthe proposal.

1.5 PROCUREMENT FROM INDIGENOUS SOURCES

Indigenously manufactured items are normally procured through the

Di:'ectorare of Purchase. The process differs from foreign procuregr"ni in the

following manner:

a) There is no foreign exchange noting

b) All goods supplied are inspected by a designated inspection agency

before the material can be taken on charge or payment effected. The
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1.6

representative of the inspection agency usually does the inspection at the

supplier's premises.

The procedure for procurement from Hindustan Aeronautics Limited

(FLAL) dilTers slightly from the normal process of procurement from other

suppliers. Orders for fresh material can be placed on HAL both by Air HQ as well

as ofthe Maintenance Command. ln addition, several orders for repair of rotables

by HAL can also be placed. The orders placed on HAL by Air HQ are called

'Repair,ManufbctureandSupplyOrders'(RMSOs),whilethoseplacedbythe

Maintenance command units are called !-ocal Repair, Manufacture and Supply

Orders' (LRMSOS).

a) Procedure for RMSO

lfthe site does not have the required material it will send a Not Available

(NA) Jist to the Demand Control Office (DCO)'

The DCO sends an inabilrty to HQ MC/Air HQ which initiates action on

raising a Repaiq Manufacture and Supply Order (RMSO)'

The RMSO is processed by the concerned Maintenance Cell'

Once the RMSO has been approved, it is sent to the concerned HAL

Division. The prices are based either on the approved price list or the

price indicated by HAL for 'Bought Out ltems';

HAL infbrms Air HQ about acceptance or rejection of the RMSO

t

Af, RONAUTICS LTMTTED (IIAL)
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HAL raijes salel qrder (99) and work order (WO) againsr the RMSO. It

intim0tff SOIWO number to RMS division.

It qarrigs out mmufa€ture and infonns BMS Division of work progfess.

HAl..,proparer Disparoh Roqt€ Card (DRC) as well as A&I noto (Q 423

modified),

The itom is sorlt along wilh A&I nole 19 RMSD. HAL 4lso sonds the

dispatch advige to RMSD.

The ED/AFLE regeivg tha itom along with ths A & I nots and Dispateh

Advice note. It allots 8n A&I no. and enten in the Store Inwarrd Book.

fhehAtgriAl is s_ept 10 thg gonsgmed site along with three copies of AftJ

note ard a oopy of Dispatch Advico and SIB rogistor.

Tho matenal is brought on pharge by th6 group in chargo who signs on thc

SIB register. Duplicate copy of A&I note ard DA copy is made.

Thq stock balanae is updated on the tall card from the A & I nore (Q)

a4(Modifiod).

(b) Procedure for LRMSO

LRMSOs are placed by AFLEs zind EDs co-located with IWs HAL

i.a. 25, 26 & 29 ED. Tho procuromont proceduro for an LRMSO is

essentially the same as that of RMso The RMS Division checks mastor

part list of HAL. If itoms aro available, it raises an RMS order (in triplicate

for repair and seven copies for manufacture). It enters the estimated cost
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a$d rh.e rg$ai4in. a p-opjes arp senj t'q HAL (alpn.$vifr t s gs'D" in ptrc of

rc,palr)wilh lho i!€!!0.

Pricing of RMSO & LRMSO iq dpne in accordanc€ wilh AO- M Qano. n 0l

of2AA2.

1.7 PROCEDUNEFORIOCALPTJRCHASE

Thg pre.viogp P?S99 49$9dts rhe pIWe* of procrrenrent !y Air

Hcndgua4crs gr.d HQ, M€, A ntnnbgr pf itgns a$ also p-rqglr.gd lqgdly by lts

EPs, BBDs ald wtns, .s.uoh prqclrsnqn! is sls€6ifi9d a$ '!ood puttbssl

I.8. PAYMENTS

Pay$3nt sgo bs mado aeBtr$t ar! tn.Yoice o: agauls! a letter 'of p-redit'

r.ery
The pa.yme, nts to bqth fgreip an{ inlige, norrs sgppliers can be made against

invqiego, Inrqice$ go through a fqrual prqg€Ft 9f glgars-rq9' both e-t lhs MpD as

ssl! as within the IAF, bsfqre p-ayrnent is finslr rploasod by rhe Prinoipd'

Controllsr of Defenae A.eoounJs G-IQr-s.) or Conlrqllq of Del€lpe Aasguols (Ail

Force), Nerv Delhi or feDA (AF), Nq€Plr.

Forgigrr pra€urgmant rcqulres additiona! approvcls for fqrcig-r e].sha4gc

pcyr.nsn.ls. Ths detailed paymst procedur,e is ss grrsn bololv:

(a) Tho maintsnancg ooll rpcoivos the invoias and othpi dispafph

documents from the suPPlier.

(b) PavinenJ Co'ordinatp: at 4u HQ enJsrl tte -rlsails of Fpm A ! and

ss-nds it fqr nptlng 1o DDMC.

t
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a

(p) DDMe makes rhe noting arrd forwaris to D Fin p,

(0 D Frn P nores and rher serds thsm to MOD./AOM.

G) The CFA sqlclio! is gven i$ sqlgllBtien lyrth IFA (4r
HQ) uqD (Fin.) snd ths dogrnenn ars forwsrdod to D
(Bp4sgts).

(D D (B.rdges) grv.os e UO nurltgr tq &e dae.ur,.Bllta end

&cn EIIIJ ltgll bsk !9'h. 9 pryrn. €'pJ ge_o. d[-]d9j a_t Atr He,

G) The paym.e.!.l saardrnator at Atr H.e ir$Eus.ts p_cDA

(HQ), New Delhi for rhe ;4ymenrs ggainst invoices.

(h) PCPA serds tr.e deBi!$, .of fu p*ayr_nc.nts rnade ts t!&
snpp.lio.r 4s por tho iost_u.elons givon by Air He. Th.e debils

-of paymc.ns' include lbe €,oJaring lstbr, invpr.€g, drspAtch

documents, fonn A '1, U_ Q note and G- I"/sanction letter,

0) Pay-r[c!$ san be mado ciftsr through L,C or thr..p,ueh 
-lrsc! 

Barrk

Trysfq(DBT).

(t) The PCDA serrd-q rhg psyrnent dcEit$ tq rhp Maintenanec Cefl

vhigh fgryarnq i! to DDMC for noting.

2, PAYMENTS AGAINST INVOICES {INI'IGENOUS)

Paym-ent against invoiees for indigenquE pro€ure.mgnt differs frqm foreign
prqour. ern.o.qt in rhat 

'ra 
forojgr qr. -o-hange is inrqlvod.'Fom A ! (applic_atlon for

remittance in foreign currency) is not filled on receipt of CRV from the

oo!!.s-igr!se. Ths CDA (AF), New Delhi lnakss payu-r.snlto rhe supp.lier.by ohequ.e.

2.1 PAYMENTS AGAINST LETTER OF CREDIT (LOC)
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In foreign procurement cases, sppliers insist payment on a letter of credit' The

procedure is as detailed below:

a) Payment Co-ordinator at Air HQ sends the request for opening of

LC along with DGL/Draft Sanction Letter to DDMC for noting'

Form 2 (application cum quarantee for LC) must be filled for opening the

letter of credit and sent along with the request. If the payment has to be made in

tbreign currency, then Form A I (Applic*ion for remittance in fbreign currency)

should also be filled.

b) DDMC no^tes 

T9 
sends the documents to D Fin P'

D Fin P after noting sends them to CFA for approval.

CFA approves it in consultation with IFA (Air HQ).

IFA (Air HQ) gives a UO number and sends it back to the Weapon

Cell.

Weapon Cell sends the request with UO number and sanction letter

to PCDA.

PCDA then instructs SBI to open LC in supplier's bank.

c)

d)

e)

D

c)
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SECTION-W

I. STORACE

The stock holding policy for Air Force Equipment was revised vide

AFCO!, dated l7 Fobruary, 1990. Aooording ro rh! AFCO, rho sropk hotding

points for various itoms havo boem dpfinsd as fo[ows*

6) First and Seeond tine Soarcs -l$ And ?Id linq mainjgnange sp?rgs

4r9 hgl{ 31EDs, The qpqg! ha-ve been divided baween EDs according to
yosab seqtiqnt, The stggking hgs be€n don.e so rhat a[ tre slqck;s for a
parf€ular twgp 9f 1-vgapon systgm and pajor gquipmcnt A!-B h€ld gelltsdlJ

4t a parti.gul.ar eqlx.pment rtopot. Th.e ASPs hold tre 4R$ itoms up, to six

months rgquirements ofthe operating units und.gr thern.

(b) Third and Fourth Lino Sparos -A[ llrir. d and fourt!! lins spare-s ar,g

held Et stores attaohed to the BRDg (ea[ad fte l,ogistios $uppor,t Wingt
(LSWs) or ED loeated alongsids the reoair 4gonry.

(c) Rotable repairables -All rotables serviceable and unserviceable are

boli! at the support wtlrgs of rhe BRDs or EDs losatod a!.oneiside ths rspair

agsnsies rgspgnsblg fur .-epar pf rueh rohblgs. In eass qf repa$ agglsy

bcrne e clvil ercanio_arior\ tlr dss_igr-re64 4F!,8/ED hq]ds pu_6h,ehbler,

After rqgnirs, ggrviceg. 19 class ,A' 
end 'B, $tgre{ gig !9 k deCpglghed p

.appropr-iatg s.toc[ holding dooot.

Ttrc AFCQ l/EE gres the rcpair ager-r.sieo wrtfr deBilF ef ra{Ee pf
equipm.g.n1 !9p.a$ aggngy, _oJ f,o_qnad''o.t y.vl}g-rc r-scuSleE a[.9 t.g t. sg_$ flld
accounting unit to which vouchen are to be sent
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1.1

SECTION-VII

l. pEMANO. Sttppl,y AM prStRInuTroN

Demand management refers to the process of registering demands and

iszuing material. Demands can originate. at the wings and at the BRDs. These

demands can be for spares, cons.rmable itens explosives, clothing or rations.

Demands for spares, originating fom the wings can be for two kinds of
items - Non ARS and ARS. Non-ARS items are slored between 3-4 month of
consumpion and are replenished against specific demands. ARS items are those

fast moving low'value ac spares regurady required for regular maintenance

activities at the units. These items are stocked to meet 1000 flying hours of
requirement at the units. Demand for ARS items &re sent in the form of ARS
booklets. The parameters fof" aniving at stock levels at various points is
prescribed. The existing inventory holding norms are as given subrcquently.

For Non ARS items users dernand and get material from. the wing
stores/FSS. If the stores run out of stocrq demands are forwarded to the ED,
wtich process the demand and issues the item to the consignee unit.

1.2
ITEMSI

The procedure for demanding lst and 2nd line ARS spares is given below:

(a) These are stored at FSS (Forward Supply Stores) co-located with
the users. The items are collected on as required basis by the users.
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(b) lf the item is available, it is issued, otherwise store declares the

item as NA (Not available). The unit can raise an external demand on the

ASP. The extemdl demand is raised on external demand and iszue

voucher (Q 429).

(c) The ARS items are held at the units according to predetermined

scales and replenished every month. This is done by sending a request to

ASP on the'ARS booklet'. The ARS booklet gives the scale at the unit'

stock position and the deficiency as per the scale.

(d) On receipt of the ARS booklet' ASP approves the demand and

iszues the item to the consignee unit.

(e) The item is dispatched along with the relevant dispatch documents

and a copy of the issue voucher and packing note is sent along with the

consignment. An advance copy of the issue voucher is also sent by post to

tle consignee unit so that they can match the consignment against the

issue voucher.

(D Similarly, the ASP also places a demand on the ED every month

for replenishment up to six months of stock' lt also uses an ARS booklet

for this purpose.

For Non-ARS items - users are allowed to hold up to 4 months of

their anticipated requirement. When the stocks fall to 3 months, units send

demand to the EDs. Depending on the urgency' these demands are called

AOG, USR, USR or Normal. The demand is raised on form IAFQ 429 or

a signal.. The external demands are placed on the concerned EDs'

1.3
(NON-ARS}
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I.4 DEMAND PROCESSING FOR EXPLOSIVES

Maintenance ee at Air Headquarte_ rs Spprg_v9g lh9 demand and grv9! q\e

r-oleaso ordpr to thp gg.n.eeut€d stor-aep ag-orl_cJ to issrg tho item.

I.5 STJPPLYANI'DISTRIBUTION

Trsnsportation pla.ys an important ro_ 19 in th9 supply of meriBl, Vario_ 1;9

ag.ooaies like th.e supp[or- MCU and transportation seedo.os of as-nsignor ald
qenfigr-rqg unit grs inrql_vgd in supplJ afd diqtriblftio4 pf t!!a!Bqd, T_ qrdgnat

s-!sy m.avp d!r!#.try or lhrough p.ne qr mprc ndal qgonsjps tq th.e aorsigno€

The MCU acts as a nodal agrency for collecting and forwarding maFrial to

fte cprjg- ig-rg?, Th.e" rt€ms ulay be eoning f,em trdie or sbrod. h s.a$c &..s itcqt

is dispatplrd ,by s supplior within In.dig i! wil be aeeornpanigd by roteyaoJ

dispaleh doelm.O1s Cld bspeslipn notss. Tha A.dviee and lnppegtioq noJe Q

aB(modified)is raised by HAL and PSUs. CRI who is the representative of the

inspecsnc anthonty a! ths su,ppllet's g.nd wdettalrps $Q'inEpg€dgn lqqk op behalf

of !4F. Ttro ile.ms arc $9,€,ivgd'at th.e ts-snspor@So.n seotion pf lbs oonsigr.gg,

whsrc c re€pipt -verr-sb_q oprnber ie dloted atld the nderial io sast tp lhs

concemed site on 9 $!9199 krward Sheel (SIS). eonsignments from abroad are

nellnally re€glvgd at ttrp MCU qd Emtarkatipn Hes e! Mwllbel Cd€utb,

Chenqai and Co,ohin. Tho MCU rps,€ivps lbe rlispatoh advis.a ia advaeee lf itelas

a& dglp4tgbpd b.y att, !! ros-bives lhs ite,ms alolrg widr thp rlispa,&h doqwngnts likc

the Airw,qy Bill (AWB). The MC! sendg thg i19m 19 rhe consignee along wirh the

PaeHog A.eeqrm.J anr! Trugk Out Sh?S GQS), lt alse p$pa€s a F sd Out Turn

Bep,on CFO. !&) yylieh evgg details qf thg ilslp Eer-$ eqt by the M'CU. '

To ,snsurs f-astor and re$lar deliy,€ry Lf aensignrn€ft$, IAF started the

Inte_ grdr<t Transportatio_ n System (ffg), ThiS system c9 mpdses trans. portation of
4u fstee -storgs bJ rarl, raqd ad an ftprh senvice and oivil). Undor lhis system
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lsigAsP ite lilked wlth sunply aceneis by a nstwprt qf ss-rvice-gnd aiYil
' transpofts in addition to fre existing IAF cor"nicrs.

HQ M.ss.t.s!s.ce gemanl is grs eonfplling cdb.odty for xrviec

ra$nert/si.vrl hinne asd mlmpowar. Th.p rosrletisoi for despsseh af spsrea 8[p

lai.d dp.ryn ur lAP t5gl, ChapEr -3,, I4 cddi.f.-o!, soms !tto.-rp Br.-d-elings have becn

added vide AFO f2, d^d 26 the Novemberr, 1994. According to this AFO,

earein ne-daliDi$ were des.igated 1o prnedile $culBr defipstcrh of iteEns' b'y ITS

and coordinats reaeipt/daspalcfi of itemr &om HAL and rmits in proximity Es

$&intDeSJeDelow

NoddPoina

S. No. Usil To coordinare with

I. 3T MCU 7 BRD,56 ASP, AIVISE

?. ?9 ED AFLJ l-sgkngw gnd Karyur

3 25ED flBRD,25EDdebEhmcor

4 2AED AFLEKorwa

5 26Ftr Training Command U- nits' Bo- galore 5 BRI)

6. 24ED UnitsunderCAC.
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sac[oN-VIII

I. DISPOSALOF SURPLUS STORES AI{D SALVAGE

Disposal of surplus and obsolete equipment is one of the important

inventory functions. Besides trimming inventory levels and minimizing inventory

carrying costg timely disposal can also recover significant portion of the capital

invested on the inventory. lt also releases much needed storage space for soring
active inventory. Surplus stores are those which cannot be utilised ogainst present

or anticipatal future requirements. These include inactive stores and obsolete

equipment or o<pircd items. Latixt guidelines reguding disposal of zurplus

storeVsalvage arc glven in AFO $n0ol. Disposal of zuch surplus stores can be

classified as follows:

(a) Disposal of srplus curred equipment

(b) Disposal of equipment becoming zurplus as a result of being

declared obsolae

(c) Disposal ofsrplus security equipment.

(d) Disposal ofphased aircraft.

Salvage or waste equipment is categorized under two headings as follows:

(a) ltems conditioned as salvage fgr disposal in the'whole' state.

(b) Scrap metal and other scrap materials arising from the breaking

down of condemned articles, or from various mechanical processes

employed in the service.

5ll



Some of the items are accounted for by weight and some by both weight and

number. The two categories are listed under Appendix 'N' of IAP 1501.

I.I PROCEDI,REFOROISPIOSI,

The procedure for disposal is as described below:

(a) Air Headquarters gives instructions to units to compile data on

surplus, inactive and obsolete items

O) RSIS (Rationalizalion Scheme for ldentification of Stores) is

carried out based on the list. A final list of zurpluVinactive items is then

sent to Air HQ for further action

(c) Air Headquarters then performs technical vetting of the final list

and sends instructions to units to prepare zurplus report.

(d) The units prepare tlle surplus report and allot a zurplus report

number to. it.

(e) Surplus report is sent to IWs MSTC or any other Government

approved auctioneer for disposal ofthe items included in the surpluS report'

(0 Simultaneously a Board of OfEcers is assembled to fix up minimum

reserve prices (MRPs), which are kept secret.

(g) The Government auctioneers, on receip of the surplus reports

either float tenders (tvt/S MSTC are doing that) or arrange a public auction

ftrrivate auctioneers are doing so).
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(h) ln the case of dispgsal of stores by open tender, bids received are
analysed and highest bids are intimated by IWs MSTC to the unit who in
turn conveys acceptarce or otherwise thereof to iWs MSTC after
comparing with MRps and obtaining CFA approval.

(r) ll{/s MSTC tlen issues sale letters to the successflrl bidders, who
are also asked to deposit balance sale value (after adjusting EMD deposited
by them with the tender) in the form of MROs.

0) After receipt of full sale value (including EMD) from the
successful bidders, tv?s MSTC issues delivery orders and sends the sale
with MROs of the sale value to the conceined unit.

(k) Based on the instnrctions given in the delivery order, the unit then
releases the stores to the buyer.

0) Using the Sales Results, the units pr€pare Extemal Issue Voucher
IAFF @ 431. One copy of the Extemal lszue Voucher is given to the
Bidder and one is senr to LAO.

(m) The stocks in the Tally Cards is accordingly updated to reflect the
changes.

Note :- The above procedure is followed for disposal of *.pt .rs stores as
' well as salvage items.
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1.2 PROCEI'T'RENORSAJ,VAGE

Given below are the steps involved from initiating the salvage process to

the final disposal of items either to an Army Salvage Depot or reduction of item at

the unit itself

(a) Unclassified equipment (equipment whose category is to be

established) that does not require dismanttng before being tested or

inspected ii srbmrlted on inspeotion Note (Form (O) 408) to the Ch'ief

tnspection Officer.

(b) Unclassified equipment that can be dismandJ by ptirsonnel of

site is also submitted on lnspection Note (Form (0) 408) to the Chief

lnspection Offrcer. Subsequently, tle repairable/scrvioeable iterns are

brought on charge using a Conversion Voucher.

(c) Unclassified equipment requiring dismantling prior to test or

inspection by skilled saf is srbmitted by preparing Application for

Testing and Inspection (Form (Q a0l)-

d) After the dismantling test, inspection and produc{ion serviceable

assemblies are over, the Chief lnspection Officer returns the Form (0) 401

along with repairable/serviceable terms recovered'

(e) The Cat E items Aom Q 401 are del*ed and a Certified Receipt

voucher is prepared which is passed to the Salvage Ofticer along with the

Cat E items. Fonn (0) '+01 is given a Conversion voucher number by SRS

persormel and the stocks uPdated.
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(D The Salvage Officer brings on charge unserviceable items from 'he

C€rtind Receipt voucher given by the Chief lnspection Officer.

G) Unserviceable equpmeff that is not "brokeir down' is brough on

ctarge by updatiog stocks and Gnterfurg the quantities under appropn'ate

salvage nomenclatr"re urd later sfuck+ff ctarge on Form (0) 431 when

tra$ferred to Army Salvage Depots.

(h) Unprviceable eqtl'pment tbaf is to be nbroken down' is

maimahed on a '?rodiree Boo&' rinder eaah categmy. ltems that are

. 'broken down' are first brought on charge on Produce.Book the CRV

nirmber is quoted and late,r on struck - otr cbarge when it is reduced to

prodrce.
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SECTION - D(

1 ACCOTLNTtr{G AND AUDIT

Theexistingsystemofaccountingandauditisoutlinedinthissection.

1.I ACCOUNTING

Thisaccountingofstoresistofollowprinciplesofsoundstorekeeping.

AII the transactions (receips and issues) are recorded on the single stock record

cardQ46s.Postingofvouchefso4Q468isactionedbyequipmentassistants.At

present, vouchers are prepared and forwarded in respect ofevery equipment'

1.2 AUDIT

ThearrditofaccountsandconnectedrecordsforalllAFunitsand

formationsisconductedlocallyunderordersoftheCDAAirForce,Dehradun.

TheCommandingofficer(Co)of.eachunitistoarrangethattheaccounts,

relevarfvouchefsanddocrrmentsaremadeavailabletotheauditstaffwhen

recuifed.objectionsraisedbylocalAuditofhcers(LAo)arereplied,TheLAo

informs Joint/Deputy/Assistant CDA (AF) who informs the Command HQ'

CommandHQiszuesinstructiodstotheconcernedunitwhichistoreplytoall

objections.
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SECTION-X

With ths d.egs$slzalrpa of pmvisio-ning th.e Inabilily qo.nrtqry, rprie.w snd

AQG morti.tpring srp nsw .o-anpd out d !{QMC/ED. H.owersr- the zupply

progeegierl !yet!'n (SUPBO$) i! naq$clled * +l rq 6461

l SUPPLYPR.qGnESSTONSYSTTM(SIJPROS)

SUPBO. S a-ins *t c$ecf-ve pro.geffsjpn qf lqd-e4ts cr-!d {p-cp.d -d-a.Bj ,,oa lead

Lme, s-o.ulpgs of sttpp.ly, budeg.-tar.y go!.tsol ed due-in !o gtrF$e fngly supp.lJ gf

lpsr€s. TUPBO$ produses B!$ond.g hastsr.gr-s for itoms pder s.up.p.l.y Ed
rerports hold rps in supplie. The inputs to SUPROS are Indenb, Direci Purchase

grdsrs (D-PO), ggq!"s!g, Inrqjggs aed ns9:.p! p-sr,!-oula$. Th..e systgm gq-re.rale$

tcp-o.rb ,on p-ro$pssip.n -of suppligs (liks indm.S wai-ting relnpwlcdgellcat' in-den6

wdting g.pntag$sl astioa, gontr-ag1od i!-o.ns qv,er-d.ue f-or $uppl9, drps-in posit'o.r-t

consignee-wise inden8, invoices awaiting CRVs, lead time and linking of

invoig9s egrinst rgpgipt Aom Gqnstgngg.
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GEI{RAL GT]IDEIINES FOR ENTTRING INTO CONTRACTS

The following general guidelines for contracts have been laid down by the

Crovt oflndia:-

(a) Save in excepional circumstances, no work of any kind should be

commenced witlout prior execution of contract documents. Even in cases

where a formal written contract is not made, no order for zupplies etc.

should be placed without d least written agreement as to the price.

(b) The temrs of a contract must be precise and: definite and there

must be no room for ambigrrity or mis-construction thereon.

(c) No contract involving an uncertain or indefinite liability or any

conditions of an unusral characler should be enteled into without the

previous consent of the Ministry of Defence'/Defence (Finance).

(d) Subject to adequde prior scrutiny of terms, general or specia! if
any, standard forms of contracts should be adopted, wherever possible.

The altematiws used in the standard hlforms, whicb are not applicablg

should be invariably scored otr in consltation with the Mnistry of

Defence/Defence (Finance).

(e) In cases where standard forms of contracts are not used, legal and

financial advice should be taken in drafting the contracts and before they

are finally entered into.

(D The t€rms of a contract once entered into should not be matoially

varied without the Prwious consent of the authority competert to enter

into the contrac't as so varied. No payments to contrac'tor by way of
. compensation or otherwisg outside the strict terms of the contract or in

exceqs of tie confact rates may be authorised witJrout the previous

approval of the competert authority.
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G) No relaxation of specifications agreed upon in a contract or
relaxation of the terms of an agreement entered into by Air Force

Authorities should be made without proper examination of the financial
effect involved in such relaxation. The interest of the public exchequer

should be taken due care ofbefore agreeing to any relaxation ofagreement
or @ntract.

(h) In selecting the tender to be accepted, the financial status of tbe
individuals and firms tendering must be taken into consideration in
addition to all other relevant factors.

(i) Before entering into a contract or an agreement, all pros and cons

should be considered and vatidity .of contractual documents should be
enzured. Effective administrative machinery should also be setup to keep

a vigil on the performance ofparties concerned.

0) Provision must be made in contracts for safeguarding Government

propgty entrusted to a contractor and tie recovery of hire chargeg if any,

therefor.

(k) When a contract is likely to endure for a long period or where the

contract pmvides for a crear schedule for the furfiIment of the various

stages of the cortract, it should include a provision for unconditional
power of revocation or cancellation at the discretion of the Air Force

Authorities at any time on the o<piry of reasonable notice to that effect.

The period ofnotice should not normally be longer than 6 months.

(l) AII contracts slroutd have a provision for recovery of liquidated

damages for defaults on the part of the contractor, unless there are any

special instructions issued by the competent authority. The terms of
contract for the purchase of perishable stores..should invariably include a



f

(separate) Wananty Clause a model of which is given in Form G.F'R'I'

This form may, however, be modified to suit local conditions-

(m) Where escalation in respect of labour, overheads, customs duties'

lieight etc. is provided for in a contract the basis for the calculation of the

same should be clearlY indicated.

(n) Cost Plus' contracts should be avoided exce{ where they are

inevitable.

(o) Lump zum' contract should not be entered into exc€pt in cases of'

absolute necessity. Whenever such contracts are entered into all possible

safeguards to protect the interest of Govemment should invariably be

provided for in tlre conditions of the contraca.

(p) The Comptroller and Auditor General and under his direction other

audit authorities have power to examine contract$ and to bring before the

public Accounts committee any cases where competitive tenders have not

been accepted, or where other irregularities in procedure have come to

light.
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PROCUREMEIYT OBJECTIVE The main objectives ofpublic buying are:-

(a) To procure stores ofspecified quantity and specified quality.

(b) To procure stores on a competitive basis at the lowest reasonable
price.

(cl To procure stores with a planned timely delivery.

PURCEASEFOLICY:

The purchase policy to be adopted in 'procurement process should be as
per the guidelines of General Financial Rules (GFR) and FR the salient features
of which are:-

(al to make purchase of stores for public service in such a way as to
encourage development of indigenous production of stores to the utmost
possible extent.

O) to provide price and or purchase preference upto specified limit as

may be. prescribed by the Government from time to time to the stores

manufactured by cottage and smalr Scale rndustries and public sector
Undertakings over those manufacture by private large scale industries.

(c) to ensure quality ofproducts and timely supplies.

(d) To ensure total transparency in the procurement process as per the rules
and CVC guidelines on the subject.
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TYPES OF PREFERENCES

The Government has issued administrative instructions, in furtherance of

the policy on purchase and price preference and the procedure of procurement as

applicable to each of the preferred sector. The preferences considered to above

sectors ofindustry are as under:

(a) Product Reservation

(b) Purchase Preference

(c) Price Preferenc

PRODUCTRESERVATION;

All items of haridspun and handwoven textiles (Khadi ltems) are reserved

for exclusive purghise from KVIC/ACASWS$. List of all. such khadi items is

eiven in Annexure-3.

Procurement of these items v'/ill be made by inviting sealed tenders

through Open Tender Inquiry or Limited Tender Inquiry as the case may be' In

the proc€ss of procurement other things being equal, the *purchase prefetence

would be in favour of KVIC/ACASIVSSI in that order'

For the items falling under this category PSUs and Large Scqle Private

lnduitries will also be invited to participate

5 PRICNPRETERDNCE:

5.1 As a gene,ral rulg if offets are received from both large scale and SSI- but

some of the lowest oftrs are from the large scale units, the offers of the ssl

should merit acceptanc€ by according price preference upto 15% over the lowest

5n
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acceptable offer from the large soale private sector units provided, of course, if
the stores are technicafly acceptable and satisf the basic considerations of
delivery and capacity.

Price preference admissibre to smat scale rndustrial Unitg will be
accorded on a tende( to tender basis, on merits of each case in cons,rltation with
Finance in terms ofGeneral Financial Ruteq as reproduced below:

Price preference up to a specified limit as may be prescribed by
Governmerrt from iime to time cao also be allowed to goods manufactured by
cottage and Smalr Scare rndustries which are approved either by Ministry of
commerce and lnd'lNry or tie central purchase organisation over those
manufactured by Large Scale Industries. Each case of price preference shourd be
considered strictly on merits in coasrltation with the Integrated Financiar Adviser
or the MoD (Fin.) as the case may be, and in srch a rnnner as to discourage .
inflation and to prevent profiteering and creation of a sense of complacency in
regard to .the need for improvement of efficiency and economy in production.

In case where the cott4ge and Snall scale Industry has establi$hed its€rf
as a supplier of certain specified iterns on competitive terrns and enjoys pn
advantage over the Large Scale Industries, no price preference need be given and
order for such items w r be placed on them to the fulrest possible extent before
orders are placed on large Scale industry.

The basic principle behiad the policy of pnce preference to small scale
iadustrial units is that such a preference is considered nec€ssary in those cases
where units need protection and cannot stand on their own in competition with
large scale sector. The price preference to be accorded to SSI units, thereforg
should be on a tender to tender basis keeping in view the basic considerations of

to specifications, qualrtli capacrty etc. The purchase Ofrcers are to
o<ercise their discretion to grant price preference judiciousry. They may, where
considered necessary, call, deailed break-up of cost of production where prices
quoted are zubstantially higher than the rast purchase price and have reasons to
believe that higher price is being quOed merely to avail ofthe price preference. If
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small scale unit has in the previous years successfi.rlly supplied goods without

availing ofthe benefit of price preference, or with a price preference substantially

lower than the maximum preference admissible the purchase officer would be

justified in making further enquiries as to how the cost of production of small

scale unit has substantially gone up justiSing price preference or a higher price

preference. At the same time, it may be noted that even though the small scale

unit might have succeeded in securing an order in competition with large scale

unit at a poht oftime without price preference, it does not necessarily mean that it
is in a position to compete with a large scale unit later also. Thereforg each case

of price preference will be examined by itself-

The question of granting price preference will not arise in the following
cases: -

(D Where competition exists amongst the small scale units alone or

where the items are exclusively reserved for purchase from SSI

Units; and

(ii) Where tle tenders are received from both the SSI Units and large

scale units and the lowest ofers are from SSI Units and their

capacity is more than adequate to meet the demand in hand.

Small scale units when they quote in consortium under the NSIC/

SSIDC/State Leather Dwelopment Corporation/state Govemment Handicraft

Development Corporation where the NSIC/State Development Corporation a

qrrote on behalf of some SSI Units, their offer is to be considered as an offer from

SSt Unit registered with NSIC. The NSIC/Stafe Development Corporation on

will shoulder the normal responsibilities applicable under terms and conditions of

the DGS&D and fulfil all the contractual obligations on' behalf of the units for

which they quote.

These facilities will not apply to the procurement of the under mentioned
I items: -

(D Paint items for the Railways.

-:l

l
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PT]RCEASE PREFIRENCE. FOR PUBLIC SECTOR UNERTAKFIG

As p€r the current policies ofthe Goverriment Preference may be granted to

?ublic Sector Undertakings' when they compete with Private Large Scale Units.

ln Ad-hoc purchase the purchase preference in favour ofPSUs would be

. 
applicable as per following gridelines:

(a) Where the quoted prices of Public Secdor Undertakiogs are not

within the l0olo of lowest, acce,ptable price zuch offers may be rejected

without any firther: consideration.

(b) Where the quoted price is within lw/o of the lowest acceptable

pricg other things bei"g equal, purchase preference may be granted at the

lowest acceptable price.

ln case of Rate contract the above procedure will be followed gxcept tlrat

the purchase preftrence would be applicable ifa Public Sector quotes a pnre \V/o

higho rhan the top pnce at which mte contract is decided under the system of
parallel rate contracts. All the Central Government Public Sector Underakings or

joint ventures with Public Sector Units with a minimum value added content of

over 2V/o by the laner are entitled for consideration of purchase preference,

subject to purchase berng rn excess of Rs.5 crore.

In cases where there is a conflict between the incentive to be given to the

small scale seclor and. that to be given to the Public Sector Undertaking the

intetrest of the former will prevail over thst of the latter. In other wordq wherg

the acceptable offer of a small scale unit is lower or equal to thst of the Public

Sector Ent€rprise or eve! within the range of price upto 5% over the

Public Sector Undertaking (the pnce preference to be considered only where it is

admissible accordingto the existing policy and should not enceed 15olo over the
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lowest offer of the large scale private unit), coftract would be placed on ssl unit
in preference to a Public Sector Unit.

A Public sector undertaking would not be enrtitled 'to any price preference

when it quotes as 8n agent of an Indian or foreign manufacturer/supplier.

Howwer, where a Public sector Unilertaking is selling goods or services of
another Public sector undertaking it woulrt be aflowed fhe benefit of price

preference.

In cases where the products of hrblic Sector Uirits have been offered by a
Private Sector as the sole purchase selling/authorised agen! the private sector will
not be etgible for price preference-

The dbove poficy of purchase preference is.not apphceble to State

Government Public Sector Un<tertakings.

Excepting for purchase preference to be considered as above in all other

mdters zuch as capacity, specificatiorL ileliveries, payments ec. the public sector

Undgtakings would be treated at par nith the private Sector Undertakings antt

will be bound by all comrrercial obligatioas as per the stsndard terms and

conditions of the DGS&D.

lnstanees of bad and indifferent performance of A$lic Sector

Unrtertakings, ulhen nofice4 shoulet be brougfit to the nofice of the Air HeV
Mrdistry/D€partment controlling the Undertaking.

When a Public Sector Undertaking defauhs either in the delivery schedule

of materiaUequipmetrt services or does not complete. particular

constructior/delivery/ erection of a project/equipment satisfactorily, that public

Sector Undertaking need' not be shown purchase prefeenoe_ for a period of 3

years. This ban of purc,hase preference to the public sector undertaking will be

cowted frorn the last default'runsatisfactory performance by the public sector

Undertaking and non+ligibility for the purpose of purchase preftrence will be

applicable for the entire range of prodrctioa sf fis urdsreting.
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The recognised methods ofpurchase are:

BY.INVTIATION OF' TENDERS

(a) Advertisement Irrvitations to tenders by Advertisement.

O) Limited Tendcr - Should be used as a general rule in all cases.

This may be dispensed with by the Competent ftrrchase Officer as an

e<ception to the general rulg for reasons to be recorded and. in its placg

any of the other recopised modes of purchase may be adopted as may be

warranted by the ciranmsances of the case. The detaiied procedure for

such cases have been given in relevant SOPs.

(c) Sinpile Tcnder on PAC -
is to the kriowledge of procuring

manufacturer of stores doands.

Invitation to one firm only.

agency that only particular

When it

firm is

IINTTATION OF IENDERS: This system calls for inviting tenders in

sealed covers to be opened in public by following anyone of the methods

indicated below

(i) Advcrtiged Tender - - To be followed as a general rule

in all Enquiry (ATI/OTE) cases in which the estimatbd value

of Tender Enquiry (OTE) value of demand is Rs. 2 lakh and

above.

(ii) Global Tender Enouirrr - For imported stores where

wider competition is considered.

(a)
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o) - This method strould ordinarily
r be adopted in case of alr orders the estimated varue of which is less trran
Rs.2.@,000.

This may be adopted wen when the estimated value of demaads is more
than Rs. 2,00,000 in the following circumstances:_

(t When zufficient reasons orist which indicate that it is not in
the public interest to call for tenders by advertisement. In
every such c:lse the reasons must be recorded. .

(ii) Whea the inderting offieer cstifies thaf the demanrt ls
urg€nt and any additional expenditure involved by ttre elimination
of open competition nust be incuned. ln all such cases the
Indenting Officer must place on record the nature of urgency and
why the demand could not be anticipated.

(in) When &e source of Suppty are definitely known and
possibility of fresh source beyond those being tapped is remote. In.
all such cases approval ofthe competera aghority to dispense with
advertisement slrould be taken aselaborated in relevane Sops,

(c) Sinde Tdnder enouin (STE) _ to be adopted in case of stores
where conditions which do as( find a place in the standard forms and
which have been notified from time to time or those considered necessary
for a particular 'store or those based on tbe in*ructions containd in the
indent etc.

:
a

I
I
I

I

Fr
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PI'BLICITY OF ITNDER DNOI]IRIES

SINGL,E TENDER/LIMITED TENDERENOIIIRIES: Where decision has

been Aken to purchase the stores by adopting single tender or limited tender

systeo, the tender sets will be sent directly to the suppliens to respond.

AI)VERTISEIT/GLOEALTENIIERENOUTRIES: Where it has bcen

decided to advertise the demand, advertisement should be given by indicating the

requirement.briefly, witi a view to enabling intending tenderers to have. a clear

idea of the stores to be purchased- This is done in the form of Tender Notice.

Particular attention should be paid to the points mentioned below.

A brief but clear dessiption of stses rexpircd should be given with the

raw material involved. For o<amplg where the stores required is 'Container" it

shoutd be indicated 'Plasdic." Or'Metal" as the case may be so that only the firm

dealing with the stores would buy the tender sas for the stores in which tlrey are

hterested to Tends as the case rnay be and it is, therefore,. not necessary to refer

to them soparately in the Tend€r Sets.

ln addition to these snnderd forms, the Tendc Enquiries should also

incorporde special conditions vihich do not find a place in the standard forms and

which have ben notifid. ftom time to time or those considered necessary for a

partiolar store or those based on the instnrctions corrtained in the indent etc.

Any clause wfuish inhihits -\" scope of inspection or which may bave a

bearing on tie inspection functions should be included in the Tender Enquiry or

in the conrracg only ats such clause has been vetted by the Inspcction Authority.
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TIME TO BE ALLOIVED FOR SUBMISSION OF TENDERS

(1) Global Tenders -Not less than 8 weeks

(2) Advertised Tenders -Not less tian 6 rveeks.

(3) Limited Tenders -Not less than 4 weeks.

r) A period of l0 days should be added to the above time

schedule where the firms have to obtain specifications/drawings

from us. A margin of 15 days is also to be allowed by the purchase

Directorates to enable them to send the tender notice in time for
publication in the' Indian Trade Joumal.

ii) While allowing the above period for submission of tenders

or in fixing the tender opening date purchase officer should ensure

that it does not fall on Monday or a day following a ctosed holiday

or a series of closed holidays or on pay day of the month. The

latest hou fbr receipt and opening of tenders will be indicated in
the Schedule to Tender Enquiry.

iiD ln the event of the specified date for tender opening being

or is declared as a closed holiday for Government oflices then the

tender will be opened on the fbllowing working day at the same

time. ' The tender enrl'iry should confain 4 clar.ss 1s this efi'ect.

VALIDITY OF OFFER.S: Validity period mean validity for the period notified

in the enquiry excluding date of tender opening. As decided at the planning stage

validity period upto which the responding firms have to keep their offer valid is to
be indicated in the Tender Enquiry. No specific date for validity of oftbr will be

indicated in the schedule to tender. The Tenderers will be asked to keep their

offers valid for days (as decided at the time of planning of indent from the date of
tender opening or any extended date oftender opening.
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SfGNNG OF TENDER ENOUIRIES: Tender Enquiry should be issued for

and on behalf ofthe purchaser named in the schedule and not "for and on behalf

ofthe putchaser", the offers received in reply would be deemed to be addressed to

the purch*ser and it would be possible to establish a legally concluded contract.

The tender enquiry can be iszued under the facsimile signature of the base olficer

with the office copy of the tender enquiry duly sigted in ink.

If procurement of store is to be as per non-standard specification/drawing,

and suffrcient copies of those non-standard specification/drawing have'not been

furnished alongwith the indent, indentor should be asked to provide them for

timely issue of enquiry.

FORWARDING OF TENDER ENOUIRIES:

FORWARDING ADVf,RilSED TENDER ENOUIRINS

For indigenous of non-technical items Advertised tender enquiries will be

forwarded to the following agencies free ofcost:-

{ l) Small Scale Industries Units who are registered with DGS&D

and/or have already comnleted contracts successfiily, instead of through

NSIC with a view to save time.

(2) Chief 'Liaison Officg" NSIC, Jeevan Tara Building Parliament

street, New Delhi. Two copies will be sent ard they are'permitted to

cyclostylp the number oj copies of tenders required and issue' them to

Small Scale Units after ensuring that they are stamped with'the seal of

the Corporation.

(3) Directors of Small Scale lndustries Service lnstitutes..

(4) Director oflndustries ofall the States and Union Territories.
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(5) State Smalf lndustries Development Corporations.

(6) Khadi and Village lndustries Commissioq 3 Kurla Road, Vile

Parle, West, Mumbai-56.'

(7) KVIC Departmental Unit, Gram Shilla Khadi and Village

Industries Emporiunl A-I, Baba Kharak Singh Road, New Delhi.

On request ftom the representatives of Foreign Fmbassies and- Trade

Missions in India, they can be supplied with a specimen set of advertised/Global

tender of heavy equipment of substantial value of over Rs.50 lakhs complete with

nonstandard drawings. Saleable drawings and specifications will be procured by

them direct. Such Tender sets supplied free of cost will not be used forr the

purpose of submitting quotations.

FORWARDINGOFLIMITEDTENDERENOUIRIES: In que of
LTE, Enquiries will be issued under Certifica:te_ of posting to all firms on the

meiling list, to be meinrrined up fq date fbr the purposg the list will incfude :

(t) Suppliers registered with Air HQ/HQ MCIEDs/BRDs

(it Past suppliers

(iii) Likely zuppliers for the subjea items as inrim*ed by

lndentor efc.

Firms who are known to have the capactty to supp$ the

Note

(a) lt will also be ensured' tbat the firms whose performance was

considered unsatisfactory are not allowed to participate against the Tender

Enquiry.

(b) ftrchase.Directorates/Maintenanc Cells are required to maintain

Iists of registered_ firms stor+wise and ensure tlut the list is kept up to date

w)

stores.
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by removing the names of those firms who have been suspended/banned

and including those new suppliers and past supplier.

(c) The concerned Section will prepare, in duplicate, a list showing the

names, addresses ofthe tirms to whom the enquiries are to be issued. Any

alteration or addition to th€ list should be authenticated under the full

signature ofthe dealing hand and the base purchase offrcer concerned.

SALE OF IENDER SETS:

The Purchase Directorates should see that the tender sets are m4de

available for sale Heidquarters ofEce and other designated oftices immediately

after tender notice is sent publication in the Indian Trade Journal. The tender sets

and also subsequent amendment issued if any are to be sent by registered parcel

post.

TWGBID SYSTEM: ln the Two Bid System the tenders are invited

simultaneously in two parts:

(a) Containing the techno-commercial ofter and

(b) containing the Price.

with the stipulation that price bids will be opened after techno-commercial

evaluation ofthe offers is done. Annexure-gives the related instructions.

CUECKLIST .OF POINTS FOR PREPARATION OF TENIIER
ENOUIRY:

A Checklist of points for preparation of Tender Enquiry is given in

Annexure. These Check Points should be referred to and kept in.view while

preparing the Tender Enquiry so as to avoid any omission or complications at a

later stage.

INDORSING OF COPIES OF ENOUIRIES TO CERTAIN
AUTHORITIES: Copies of tender erquiries may be s€nt to :-

(a) the indentor

O) inspecting authority and authority to whom tender samples axe

required to be sent as per tender enquiry condition.
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Tenders are received either through the Tender.Box or by posvcourier.

Tenders sent by Hand Delivery shall be dropped in the Tender Box.

The scheduled date and time of receipt and opening tenders shalr be as

indicated in the schedule to the Tender Enquiry.

lf the cover(s) containing the tender(s) received by post/courier do not bear

any Tender No. and /or other marking to show that a tender is enclosed thereirq

these will be opened by an offrcial in presence of incharge of the Receipt and

Despatch Sectiorl the requisite details (Tender No. and Date of opening) will be

noted and the tender including the cover should then be put into a new envelopg
closed and sealed in the presence of same set of persons. A cer-tificate duly signed

by these persons should be endorsed on the envelope indicating that the opening

and resealing was done in their presence.

ln the case of tenders dropped in the Tender Box, when some envelopes

do not find a mention about the tender number, date and time of tender opening

such tender will be opened jointly by the Section Officer CDN.

A certificate duly signed by these persons should be endorsed on such

envelopes indicating that the opening and resealing was done in their presence.

In case of envelopes which are torr! the fact should also be brought out on
such an envelope.

In sueh cases where firms encrrose more than one tender in orne cover and

the cover is unmarked to show that it contains tenders, the officer opening the
covers (inchargg as the case may be should initial the schedule containing prices

and, immediatelyl enclose the tenders in separate covers which shourd be closed

and sealed. Necessary particulars such as ',tender No. and date of opaing"
should be noted on the cover under the signature ofthe Incharge.
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Telegraphic quotations received shall be passed on to the Purchas€ OfiEcer

concemed, who shall put it in a closed cover and seal it if it is not a late quotation.

Necessary particulars viz. tender No. and the date of opening of the tender must

be noted on the cover under the signature of the Purchase Officer concerned,

which should then be put in 'the tender box without any delay.

Telex/Fax quotations will immediately on receipt in be passed on to

concerned section responsible for tender. Any such offer received prior to the

time stipulated for receipt of tenders would be arranged to be dropped in the

tender box after closing them in an envelope. Any offler received after the time

stipulated for tender opening will be passed on to the,purchase section on the date

oftheir receipt.

No tenders including late tenders should be passed on from one qfticer to

another in open condition. The late tenders should be passed on to the purchase

officer concerned on the date oftheir receipt.

@!.I{ING OF TENI'ERS:

The tenders shall be opened by the autlrorised purqhase officer, who will

be other than the one who has to deal with the purchase subsequently. The latter

should under no circumstances open the tcnd€rs.

Unless good and sufficient reasons have been recorded on the file, as a

rule, all tenders will be opened only in the presence of representatives of the

firmg who harrc quoted and signature of vendors presert at the time of opening

should be obtained on a paper indicating that they were present at the. time of

opening of particular tender. ln case thqre appears to be lack of competition the

Purcbase Ofticer may seek the permission ofDirector to dxtend date ofopening.

Thc purchase offrcer opening the tenders should verifu that only

authorised rtpresentatives of the firms, which hare actually submitted the tenders

are pr€seft d the tender opening. Unauthorised representatives (or
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representatives of firms which have not submitted the tenders) should not be
allowed to be present.

Commercial quotes of vendors whose Technical penod has not been

considered acceptable will not be opened and vendor be informed accordingly.

Technical ofticer while projecting the offer will give complete details of technical

variance or the ground tbr which quote has been rejected. Sealed Enveloped of
commercial quote will be enhanbed as Technically Rejected.

Late quotes received arter the stipulated date/time of oper.ring wilr not be

opened and sealed envelop ofbids will be enfaced as.I-ATE TENDER,.

The representative of Nationar Small Scale Industries corporation w r,

however' be admitted when tenders are opened in pubric to enabre him to take

down necessary infbrmation fbr communication to sma Industries units
con"erned.

The purchase officer, opening the tenders, will prepare a hst of
representatives present at the opening of tenders with full name and address in
and obtain their signatures on the list. The list will be initiated with date by the

Purchase Ollicer, opening the tenders and kept alongwith the tenders.

The ollicer opening the tenders will read out following particulars only
from each tender opened by him for the information of the representatives

anending the opening.

(i) Tender No. and the name oftenderers.

(iD Articles/nomenclatureofthestores.

(iiD Quantity offered in the tender.

(iv) Unit price, whether Excise duty, statutory duties, sales tax extra or
not.
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(v) Whether any rebate/discount otTered if so, quantum and

conditions any.

(vi) Delivery period oflbred.

(vii) Terms of Delivery.

(viii) Any other special Conditions.

While opening of tenders, the officer should read out the particulars in the

covering letter only in case where an indication calling the attention of the

purchaser to these particulars has been given in the tender form. lf no such

indichtion is there in the tender form, the particulars in the covering letter need

not be read out at the tender opening.

Where opening of tenders is not completed in one sitting and it is carried

forward to a second sitting on the same day or after a break to the next day, the

ofiicer opening the tenders, should get the signatures of at least two

representatives present on the covers of all the unopened tenders. He will also

record a note as to the total number of tenders remaining unopened rvhich may

also be got counter signed by two representatives whose signatures have been

obtained on the covers of the unopened tenders. Thereafter, the tenders will be

kept in the safe custody ofthe officer opening the tender.

Each tender shall be numbered serially, initialed, and dated on the first

page. Each page ofthe schedule or letter attached to it shall also be initialed with

date particularly, the prices, delivery period etc. shall be circled and initialed.

blank tenders should be cancelled under the initials and the date of the purchase

ollicer opening the tenders, and their numbers noted separately in the note portion

ofthe relevant file.

Alterations in tenders, if any, made by the firms, shorld be initialed

legibly by the offrcer opening the tenders to make it perfectly clear that such

alterations were present on the tenders at the time .of opening. Wherever Ery

erasing o.r cutting is observed, the substituted words should be encircled and
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initialed and the fact that erasing/cutting ofthe original entry was present on tie
tender at the time of opening be also recorded.

No amendments to the tenders will on any account be permitted.

In cases whe.re only ooe tender is received agains an advertised or limited

tender enquiry it will be opened in the presence of Deputy Director of the

Directorate other than the one who would be dealing with the purchase of the

item. In case there is only one Deputy Director in the Directorate a D. D. from
another Directorate will be associated in the tender opening. The D. D. will
counter sign the tender documents so opened in token of having witnessed the

tender opening:

SFOT COMPARATIVE STATEMENT: The officer opening the tender shalt

prepare "on the spot" a comparative statement of the quotations received

indicating the particulars read out at the time of opoing of tmders.

Requests for the postponement of tender opening date received iiom the
tenderers should be decided on thc individual merits of each ease with the

approval of the competent authority. such requests from unregistered firms
should normally be refirsed except in case of stores for which competition is

lacking.

Whenever it is considered necesss!-y to postpone the tender opening date,
quick decision must be taken and communicated to the tenderers, who have

purchased the tender sets and should be at least l0 days before thi original due
date of opening. Such nofice of entension of date of tender opening of tenders

. . 
should be put up on Notice Board without delay.

ln cases where firm's request for retum of tender documents before the

date of tader openitrg in the event of tmds opming being erended, thae may

be no objection in retuming the tender documents to the concemed firms as the

dccuments may accorrrlrarry EMD.

i
i

'
I
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LATN AND DELAYED TENDERS

Tenders or modifications to tenders received after the specitied time of

opemng are treated as "late" tenders while tenders and modifications to tenders

received before the time of opening but after the due date and time lbr receipt of

tenders are considered as "delayed" tenders,

ln Two -Bid system techno-commercial offers received after the date and

time for its receipt and opening will be considered as late or delayed tender as the

case may be.

I1 a tenderer is exempted {iom payment of Excise Duty upto any value of

supplies, or is entitled to mncessional ratelquantum of Excise Duty and has not

stated that no E.D. will be charged by him upto the limit of exemption and has not

indicated the concessional ratdquantum ofE.D. leviable in respect ofthe tendered

supplies but has made stipulations like excise duty was presently not applicable,

but the same will be charged, if it becomes leviable later on, the quoted price shall

be loaded with the quantum of excise duty which is normally applicable on the

item in question fop the purposes of comparing its prices with other tenders

similerly if a vendor quotes. In respect of imported stores, when foreign bids are

received in dift'erent currencies, conversion of foreign currency into rupees is to

be done taking into account the BC Selling rate of State Eank of India on the date

of opening ofprice bid.

The Base Officer initiating the purchase proposal will be responsible for

the correctness of the facts for both the comparative statement and Ranking

Statement, and initial them in token ofhaving verified them.

INITIAL ANALYSIS OF TENDERS RECEIVED:

The Base officer will scrufinise the tenders received to find out whether

these are complete in all respects and binding on the tenderers. There may be
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some offers which are not complete. Such incomplete olTers can be broadly

classified into two groups.

(a) Where the offer is complete with regard to the essentials of the

tender though some other details may be missing.

O) Where the ofer is not complete with regard to essentials.

As regards incomplete tenders falling under Group "A" these may be

considered provided the offer is specific with regard to the following basic

requirements:

(t) Descriptionspecifications.

(ii) Rates

(iii) Delivery terms

ln other words, there should be no ambiguity regarding the items being

ofilered, the prices quoted and the period of delivery. Where with regard to these

basic requirements, the oflbrs contain vague and ambiguous stipulations or avoid

specific replies to the queries in the tender documents, like whether the store

conform to technical particulars/specificationg drawings as specified in the

schedule to tender, such olTers will not be considered complete with regard to

essentials. If some other details are missing from zuch an ofl'er, for example, list

of plant and machinery, details of NSIC registration etc., the base ofticer may

make a reference to the firm seeking further information provided soliciting of

such information will not amount to revision of the ofer.

Such references and clarifications must be made quickly with a target date

for reply so that settlement of the tender is not delayed. For niaking such

references or accepting a clarification Aom the lirms fbr such details, the base

officer will not require approval from any superior authority.
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It is, however, reiterated that no clarifications shall be obtained from the

'firm or accepted, or submitted unilaterally which have an effect of changing the

essential! ofthe tender or its inter se position or would give an unintended benefit

to the tenderer.

As regards tenders falling under Group 'B', srch offers should be ignored

and rejected straightway and no reference should be made to tlte firm or

clarifications accepted, if submitted by tlre tenderer unilaterally.

For the guidance of the purchase offrcers, an illustrative and not

exhaustive list of the instances in which the tenders may be ignored and rejected

straightway is given below:

(a) tenders received after due date and time of tender opening (late

tenders)

O) it is a unsolicited offer i.e. offer from tenderer other than those

asked to quote against LTE/STE. These can be considered for acceptance

only in exceptiona! circumstances in conzultation with the Finance.

(c) it is in the form ofletter head/FA)OTelex/Telegram

(d) it is from stockiest(s) or 4gent(s) without indication

daails ofthe manufacturer whose products are offered.

(e) it is from agents without proper arthorisation Aom the
manufacturers.

(D it is from agents quoting for imported stores but they are

not enlisted DGS&D under Compulsory Enlistment Scheme of

Ministr5r of Finance.

(g) it is not accompanied with Earnest Money in cas€ th€ firm

responded is not registerod with DGS&DNSIC.

(h) it does not indicate delivery period by which srpplies can be rnade

or delivery ofered is vague.

(r) it does not indicate the terms of delivery.
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0) it is ambiguous wjth regard to any of the essentials i.e. the items
being offered prices quoted and the period of delivery.

(k) tender samples as required in the enquiry conditions have not been
submitted by the due date.

Tender indicating the validity shorter than the varidity period asked tbr in
the Tender Enquiry should be ignored as a rule. In exceptional cases, shorter
validity tenders may be admitted with the approval of CFA and Finance
irrespective ofthe value for valid reasons to be properly recorded in writing. The
said aurhority should not be further delegated.

In case any tenderer oftbrs discount'for coverage within a shorter psiod,
for quicker inspectior/payment such offer is to be considered/compared only as
per the price quoted (without consideration of discounts). The contracts as a
result of acceptance of such offers sha not incrude any crause with regard to
these discounts.

FOST TEITDER REVIST0N:

Any post tender revision which has the esect to influence the purchase
decision should make the firm,s tender unacceptable and be rejected.

Howwer, if the firm wourd have got the order witho't the revision and at
the same time the revision gives s<tme benefit to tie purchaser it may be accepted.
The purchase officer witrrin whose power tl'e case falls wourd be competent to
admit such pos tender revision.
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The consideration of tenders liom authorised agents/distributors of Indian

manufacturers will be govemed by the following guidelines'-

(a).Ifthetenderismadebyanauthorisedagent/distributorwhoisnot

registered with DGS&D the purchase offrcer would see whether he has

fumished the following documents:-

List of Documents

Dealership/Agent Certifi cate of OEM

ITCC

Sates Tax/CST Registration Number

DEVIATION IN DELIVERY SCIIEDULE:

As per the tender enquiry conditions, the stores are required to be

delivered within an acceptable range as specified in the Schedule of Requiregrcnt

No credit will be given to earlier deliveries and oft'ers with delivery beyond this

range will be treated as unresponsive

Forurgentindentsnorelaxationwillbeallowed.Forsuchindentsthe

offers which are not meeting the required delivery period may be treated as

unresponsive otl'ers.

RE,ASONABILITY OF PRICES:

Evaluation of tenders is made on the basis of the ultimate cost to the user

and is the major factor in the decision tbr placement of contract. The price quoted

comprises of various elements of cost some of which are variable in course of

time. The various elements of price and their variations are discussed separately.

l.

2.

3.
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As.per'l'ender Enquiry cpnditions, a responding l.irm can quote on l.irm
price basis as well as on 

'ariable 
price basis and each such oribr will be

considered on its merit. As fbr as practicabrg contract shourd be entered on firm
price basis. while contract on variable prices can be considered on merit of each
case, as a general principle, no oflbr involving any uncertain or indefinite liability
or any condition ofunusual character should be considered.

Where a firm's oll'er on variable price is considered, the price variation
fbrmula should be clearly spelt out indicating the base price on which the
variation is to be alrowed. certain price variation crauses have been standardised
fbr allowing variation on account of change in the prices of raw-materiars, wages
etc. The standard price variation clauses fbrm part of the DGS&D Enquiry
conditions.

Where the standard price variation clauses are not available, and if the
purchase decision is to place order on variable prices basis, a suitable price:
variation clause has to be dralied in consultation with Finance allowing price
variation in the raw- materiar with a suitabre price variation f-actor on net weight
of raw- materia'l and a suitable time rag. No price variation should be allowed on
wastage element_ The price variation would be allowed on the finished weight
only.

The reasonability of the price proposed to be accepted has to be
established by taking into account the competition observed iiom the response of
the trade to the enquiry, last purchase price, estimated value as given in the indent
and market price wherever available.

I--ACK OF COMPETITION: Lack of competition exists if the tbllowing
factors intervened:-

(a) Number ofacceptable ofibrs are less than three;

(b) Ring pdces have been quoted by all the tenderers (cartel
formation);



(c) The product of only one manufacturer has been offered by all the

tenderers irreipective of number of quotations;

(d) Store under purchase is chronically in short supply against which a

number of acceptable oft'ers never exceed two.

LAST PURCHASE PRICE:

To ascertain the reasonability of the prices received against the tender

enquiry they should be compared with the pric.es paid in the last contracl, if any

for the same item, on the following lines:-

(r) The last purchase pricc will be the price paid in the latest

contract of a similar magnitude which is not more than three years

old.

(iD Where the firm holding the LPP cofira€t has defaulted, the

t'act should b€ highlighted in the purchase proposal and the price

paid against the latest oodract placed prior to the defaulting LPP

contract, where supplies have been co-mpleted should be indicated.

(iii) Where the price indicated in the LPP is srbject to variatiorl

besides indicating the original price as of the L,PP contract, the

updated price as computed in terms of the price variation clause,

may also be indicated.

(iv) Where the zupply against the IPP contract is yet to

commence i.e. delivery is not yet due, it should be indicated in the

purchase proposal, whether the contract holder is a past supplier/

registered srpplier/new zupplie.r. In case of new supplier, the price

paid against the previous coftract as in the case of (ii) above

should be indicated.

::
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(v) ln the case ofwholly imported stores the comparison ofthe
last purchase price shourd be made with the net c.r.F. varue in
fbreign currency only.

. lndication of the percentage of increase over last purchase price should
invariably be given in the purchase proposals.

ESTIMATED VALUE: The estimated value given in the indent will also
guide to assess the reasonability of the prices quoted. where it is seen that the
prices received are substantiafl! higher than the estimated varue indicated by the
indentor a reference shourd be made to the indentor asking him to explain the
basis of his estimation with supporting documents of purchase, if any (AoM,s
canons for price estimation ozl01 & procedure lbr enhanced cost sanction to be
followed).

MARKET PRICE: The trend in market prices of the item or its main raw
material may also be kept in view fbr establishing the reasonableness of the rates
received.

PROPOSAL T'OR COVERAGE:

with the above analysis and evaruation of-offers received against the
enquiry, the purchase officer will give a comprehensive proposal for conclusion of
contract AoM canons 0l lzoor & r4r2o0r arso are rerevant in this connection-, 

-

All proposals should begin with relevant facts and infbrmations which are
necessary for arriving at a prudent decision.

BASIC DATA OF TENDERNO.

I. ITEM

(a) Desuiption

+

(b) Specification
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INDENT PARTICULARS

(a) Name ofthe indentor

(b) Class of indent

(c) Indent delivery Period

(d) Date of receiPt of indent.

TENDEBDETAILS

(a) Type of Tender Enquiry

(b) Date of tender invitation

(c) Date oftender oPening

(d) No. of offers received.

LASTPURCFASE PRrcE

Negotiations, after tenders have been opened should be severely

discouraged. Negotiations vitiate the sanctity of the tender system & reduce the

credibility of the purchase organisation' Quality becomes the casualty' Unless

some definite evidence is lbrthcoming to show that the prices received are

unreasonably high or there is tendency to obtain unreasonably higher prices by

ring formation or on account of the lack of capacity' negotiations should not be

resorted to aJ all

Post tender negotiations are banned in adhoc procwement except .in case of

negotiations with LI (Lowest Tenderer)'

NegotiationJCounter offers may be decided by the Chairman PNC in

association with Finance Member'

Counter olTer of a price by the purchaser is also covered by the term

dnegotiations" and counter ofFers on basis of unestablished prices for small garns

should be discourag$. Purchase Offrcer should not give counter offer at his own

t
I
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but counter ofer should be given by Chairman PNC considering major factors i.e

LPP & lowest cost in CSQ & present trend of market. Where the prices offered

are less than the cost of inputs, such oll'ers may not be ignored. Ifl however, such

low offers are made, it may not be desirable to counter offer with q view to

break the cartel.

EXTENSION OF VALIDITY OF OFFERS

The Purchase Officers should make all effons to see that the purchase

decision is taken as early u, po.-sible and in any case within the briginal validity

period ofthe tenders.

The tendency to request the tenderers to extend the period of validity of
offers should be curbed. This is of considerable importance, for, apart from_ the

delay which would invariably occur in covering the demand and thereby cause

delay in the receipt of stores by the consignee, there is. also a risk of the tirms

refusing to accede to the request fbr extension or, the firm's withdrawing the

offers, or extending the offer with revised rates, all of which might lead to

avoidable expenditure.

ln cases where seeking extension of the ofers becomes inescapablg

action should be taken up 8 to l0 days in advance _of the expiry of ofers and

the letter asking for extension should be issued to the firms at leait one week in

advance as in such cases, the oftbrs of firms. who do not agree to the extension

will still be available fbr consideration fbr a tbw days more.

The letter seeking extension of oilbr should be issued under postal

Certificate in order to avoid any complaints from the firms that they have not

received such letters. For this purpose, the acknowledgement of letters sent

under Postal Certificate should be obtained from the Central Receipt Section

and placed in the purchase file..

-i
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remaining quantity/items the tender(s) are required to keep their offer{s) open-

upto a iubsequent date, such quantity/items should be specifically mentioned in

the communication addressed to the tendering firm{s).

While submitting tl're purchase proposals it is essential that the date upto

which the ofl'ers are oper/have been extended should be indicated clearly in the

purchase proposals so that the final decisi<ln on the purchase proposal is taken at

the appropriate level within the-validity period. ln cases, where the offers had

been extended due to inescapable reasons, the fact must clearly be stated in the

purchase proposal as under:

One of the general principles of entering into contracts is no contract

involving any uncertain or indefinite liability or any condition of an unusual

character should be entered into without the prior approval of competent Financial

Authority. Therefore, it is the general policy that, as a rule, contracts should be

entered into on firm price basis and provisional prices subject to variation are to

be accepted under exceptional circumstances. Nevertheless, in the present day

fluctuating market conditions, the diffrculties in obtaining raw-material, uncertain

labour conditions and continual charges in national and international fiscal

practices, variable'prices are often quoted by supplier tirms and these are admitted

in contracts. The intention is that both the seller and buyer are compensated for

rise lbr fhll in the costs of elements for which price variation has been accepted.

Some example of "Price Variation" clauses have been given below-

(t Price variation clauses relatingio raw-material.

(iD Price variation clause relating to wages.

(iiD Price variation clause relating to excise duty.

(i") Price variation clause relating to customs duty.

(") Price variation clause relating to lbreign exchange.

(vD Priie variation clause relating to exchange in electricity rate.
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In cases where only a portion of the stores ordered is tendered for
inspection at the fag end of the derivery period and also in cases where inspection
is not completed in respect of the portion of the stores tendered for inspection
during the delivery period, the purchaser reserves the right to cancer the barance
quantity not tendered for inspection witrrin the derivery period fixed in the
acceptance oftender at the risk and expense oflhe contract or without any further
reference to him' If the stores tendered for inspection during or at the lbg end of
the delivery period are not found acceptabre after carrying out the inspection the
purchaser is entitled to cancer the contract in respect of the same at the risk and
expense of the contractor. lt, howeveE the stores tendered for inspection are
found acceptablg tlte purchaser mey grant an extension of the delivery period
subject to the following conditions:_

(a) The purchaser has the right to recover from the contractor the pre_
estimated damages as p€r contract terms as liquidated damages on the
stores which the contractor has failed to deliver within the delivery period
fixed for delivery. '

(b) That no increase in priee on account ofany statutory increase in or
fresh imposition of Customs Duty, Excise Duty, Sales Tax or on account
of any other ta:< or duty leviable in respect of the stores specilied in the
acceptance oftender which takes place after the date ofthe delivery pefiod
stipulated in the acceptance of tender shall be admissible on such of the
said stores as are delivered after the date of delivery stipulr*ed in the
acceptance of Tender.

(c) That notwithstanding any stipuration in the contract for increase in
price on any other ground, no such increase which take plac.e after the date
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of the delivery stipulated in the acceptance of tender shall be admissible

on such of the said stores as are delivered after the expiry of the D/P

stipulated in the acceptance oftender.

(d) But neverthelesg the purchaser shall be entitled to the benefit of

any decrease in price on account of reduction in or remission of Customs

Duty, Excise Duty, Sales Tax or on account of any other tax or duty or on

any other grounds as stipulated in the price variation clause which takes

'place after the expiry ofthe date of delivery sipulated in the acceptance of

tender.

The contractor shall not despatch the stores, till such time an extension

terms of Para I (a) to (d) above is granted by the purchaser and accepted by the

supplier, ifthe stores are despatched by the supplier before obtaining an extension

letter from the purchaser, he would be doing so at his risk and-no claim for

payment shall lie against despatched or any other expenses which the supplier

may have incurred. The purchaser shall however has a right to cancel the contract

in terms of clause l4(7) of DGS&D-68 (Revised). It shall be no Detbnce that till

consignee has taken delivery of stores despatched by the supplier without getting

an extension lett€r and therefbre the contract has been kept alive.

ln cases where the entire quantity has not been tendered for ins2ectiori

within delivery period stipulated in the acceptance of,tender and the purchaser

chooses to grant an extension of the delivery period the same would be subject to

conditions (a) to {d) mentioned in Para I above.

Whenever the supply is not completed within the delivery period of the

contract wherei4 Bank Guarantee has been fumished, then the request lbr the

extension of delivery period will automatically be taken as an agreement fbr

getting Bank Cruarantee extended.
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hice bid received after the opening of the technco - commercial offer

though before the date fixed for opening of price bids will be regarded as late

tender.

If late/delayed quotations are received through pos! a similar action

should be taken i.e. the officer should write ,lat€y'delayed' on such tendirs and file

thern Late,/delayed tenders shall not be opened but kept sealed in their original

All Late/Delayed tenders may be returned unopened immediately after

opening ofthe tenders received within the stipulated time by registered post.
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TWO"BII, SYSTEM;INSTRUCTIONS ON PROCEDURE RELATING
TEERETO

I Tenders are to be invited in two parts namely; (l) Technical Bid and (2)

Price Bid. Both bids are to be invited simultaneously with the same date of

receipt, with the stipulation that the price bids will be opened only after technical

evaluation of all the ofers is done.

2. In all tender enquiries of two-bid systenr, the following clause shall be

inserted. '

"The tenderers are required to furnish clause by clause compliance of

specification bringrng out clearly deviation from specificatiorL if any. The

firms are advised to submit the compliance statement in the following

format alongwith technical bid failing which their offer will be treated as .

incomplete and are liable to be ignored".

Format of Compliance Statement:-

:

*i

Para of Tender Specification Compliance to TE In case ofNon-
Enqur! , of machine specification compliance
specifications offered. whetheryes orno. deviation from T/E

specification to be
indicated in
unambiguous
terms.

'4

3. The technical bids should be opened first on the prescribed tender opening

date and price bid should be opened later on a specified date which should be

made knowri to the tendering firms after technical evaluation has been completed

so as to ensure that all ofers are evaluated technically without bias.

2

I

I
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4. Both the tenders-one contaiqing the technical oflbr and the other price-will

be submitted in one main cover when the price quotation in the sealed cover will

fbrm an enclosure to the main tender. The price bids (sealed cover), after the

opening of the technical bids tenders, should all be packed in a sealed envelope

and kept in the' the safb custody of Assistant Director/Deputy Director/Director as

may be decided by the concerned Director of Purchase and passed on to the Co-

ordination l)irectorate only after the date of opening of price bids is decided.

If the actuat date of tender opening for price bids is not decided, then a

notional tender opening date of 2 ta 3 months depending upon the type of stores

may be indicated on the sealed envelope, which contains the sealed price bids,

and sent to Maintenance Section tbr safb custody. ln case the tender opening date

is revised Maintenance Section may be advised in advance suitably..

5. All tenderers should be asked to keep the price tenders valid for a period

of at least 3 to 4 months. Technical evaluation should be done with sense of

urgency and if on the basis of technical evaluation clarification involving price

changes becomes necessary then the firm concerned should be asked to indicate

change in their original price bids in a sealed cover which will also be opened at

the same time as the original price bids. The date of the opening of the price bids

shall be fixed from the date of cornmunication informing them of the date of
opening/calling for revised price bids. The firms should be asked to keep the price

bids open for a period of 4 weeks from the date of opening of price bids in cases

involving value more than Rs.5 crores, in the event the original validity period

happens to be less than the afbresaid period.

No revision of price bids after the due date laid dorvn tbr their receipt at all

be considered, but if the decision on the acceptance of the tender is delayed

beyond the original validity of ofTers and any t-rrm chooses to revise their price

bids on that account such case may be examined on merits.
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The guidelines indicated below are given for being followed by Purchase

Officers:

(a) Based on technical evaluation of the offers such of the technical

bids as are incomplete or indicate major deviations, may be ignored-by

competent purchase otlicer without giving further opportunity to tendering

tirm to comPlete the oftbr.

(b) Such of otTers as based on Technical evaluation, show minor

deficiencies can be further processed and clarification sought or technical

discussions held/undertaken to determine finally the technical suitability

of offer( s) before opening price bids'

(c) The.price bids submitted by such tenderers whose of[ers have been

considered as technically un-acceptable on the basis of the tender

evaluation ofthetechnical bids, need not be opened' Such unopened price

bids may be destroyed by Purchase Directorate'

-t

THE TENDERS.

Description Name of
of Stores firm

Quanti&
otTered

Unit Price Whether
Ta:<lExcise

Duty
statutory
Duties extra
or not.

5

Delivery
period
offered

4

+

Tenns of DetiverY Whether Rehate/Discount offered if
$0, its percentage quanfum and

under what conditions.

Any other sPecial condition
Iike packing charges

deviations from the standard

DGS&D soaditiotts cte.

7 8 I
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II.

ln case of variation in the price of steevAluminium is desired the price

variationshallbeallowedinthemannerindicatedbelow:-

l. Price of finished product quoted should be based following price of E'C'

Aluminium, lngots and steel

a) E.C. Grade Aluminium lngots of minimum

gg.6yo purity (IS: 4076/ 1 978)

b) Steel (tested STD 15-226 (high carbon) 8'0

mm (basic Price)'

Rs. Per M.T. Exclusive of
Excise DutY Ex-

NALCO PLANT.

tn coil Rs. Per M.T.

Exclusive of Excise DutY,

2. Price to be taken into account for working the escalation/de-escalation will

be as notified by NALCO in case of E. c. Aluminium ingots and JPC in case of

stel.

3. The price variation claim shall be worked out with reference to the

quantities of E.C- Aluminium'and steel, as listed below'

4. For any lot supplied, price adjustment will be computed on the basis of

actual price variation as notitied by NALCO/JPC as the case may be' The price

taken for pgrpose of working out adjustment will consist of basic price only as

indicated above, prevailing on the date lO days prior to the date on which the said

Of Amount of in ad.iustment inNet weight
t-rnished cable

CONDUCTORS.
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lot was otlbred for inspection as indicated in the lnspection Note. For

determination the quantum of escalation per KM indicated below shall be taken.

All relevant documents shall be submitted by the supplier in this connection for

verification of your claim.

i

5. For every rise and fall of Rs. lO/- per M. T. in the basic\price of

aluminium IngotVSteel, the amount of adjustment in price per KM will arise. No

adjustments in contract price will be made 
- 
if the variation up or down the

afbresaid basic price rate of materials is less than Rs .10/ -per M. T

Note: lt should be noted that: --

1. No escalation claim less than R.s.l00/- shall be ente,rtained for entire

contract and not for unit prices.

2. Rs.l0/- per MT apply separately to E. C. Aluminium ingotVsteel and or

collectively

For every rise or fall of Rs.l0/-per M. T. in the price of E. C. Grade

Aluminium and Steel, as mentioned above and declared by NALCO/JPC, the

amount of adjustment in the price per Km. will be as tbllows:-'

Sl. Size Net weight Amount of Net weight Amount of
No. of'aluminium a adjustment ofsteel adjustment

in Kg. Per K.M. in conductor in Kg./KM in conductor
(Rs. Per KM) .y (Rs. Per KM)

J

.a-

-b

123 456
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UL WAGE ESCALATION CLAUSES

I' For every rupee or part thereof exceeding 50 paise per month ot fuil
normal u'orking duration by which the wage structure of the minimum rated direct
worker varies liom that of the base month, as a result of direct government action"
adjudication or legislation either Centre or Statg the basic price excluded
esdqlator claims, shall be adjusted by % (here insert the agreed escalator faction)
subject to the ceiling of man_months as quoted by tlre supplier initially.
Such adjus\ent shall be applied to that basic prices of imly those stores which
have been ten\d forinspection after days_(here insert the agreed time
lag fbctor) after th\iation accrues, provided however, that in case the amount
of variation for the ntd\ paid direct worker was less than that fbr the minimum
rated workers, the weigh\q{ average variation would tbrm the basis tbr the
adjustment. This clause shall apply to the first and all subsequent variations. For
the purpose of this clause the expression 'direct governmental action,shall include
any bipartite settlement which has dqen arrived at in the cours€ of conciliation
proceedings and the expression 'adjudiiation' shall include only that arbitration
award in respect of which a notification under Seetion IOA of the lndustrial
Dispute Act, 1947 has been issued. The expresiion 'oirect Worker, shall cover
only those of 'permanent' and temporary, persons (exeluding cas*als) who are
employed at the works of the contractor in altering the coristructiorq confbrmation
and composition of the items assembled/manuf'actured within.the works of the
contractor. :The factor fbr wages escalation as well as the variation in wages will
be arrived at on the basis of data available separately for the specific activity, as

contracted for and only in the event of non -availability of date for that specifig
activity, will the data for the works as a whole be adopted.

2' The number of direct workers in each category on the base date would
form the basis of calculation.

a) If an award was given during the currency of the contract the
'impact of variation due to the same would be appticable only to the rest of
the contract delivery period after the date effect of the award.

t
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b) [n major' contracts for construction/fabrication of the Onit in which

the delivery period is scheCuled to be a period longer than 30 days from

the date of placing the order, the impact of variation in wages occurring on

any date after placement of the order will be applied only on the portion of

the contract value which bears that same proportion as the remaining

contract period bears to the initid total contract: period.

3. The increments in any time-scale of pay would not be taken into account'

4. The base year, month and date will be (to-be indicated) and the

wage structure at that time per month of permanent direct worker shall comprise

the following items. -

a Basic Wage

b) Dearness Allowance

c) Employer's Contribltion to provident Fund'

d) Employer's contribution to Employee's state lnsurance scheme'

e). Employee's contribution and payment to any other scheme which

may be instituted by Govt. above those made during the base month and

specifically for inclusion in wages escalation'

t). Employer's bonus where it is limited to the variation in the raie of

statutory minimum bonus under the Bonus Act'

5) The monthly wages of direct worker on daily rates of pay shall be

computed by treating the month as consisting of the normal monthly working

days and working hours as per standing ordqrd of the factory' Pro-rate

adjustment of variations in wage structure is to be made if the efflective payable

days in a month falls below the normal working days'

6. Ifthe deliveries are not made accordingly to the Schedule and are delayed

owing to any circtrmstances whatsoever, and wage increase is awarded



meanwhile, such increase will not be admitted, unless specifically agreed to at

the time ofgranting extension in the delivery schedule.

7. The variations if any in terms of clause-l will be admitted only after Book

examination of the relevant period by the Government Chief Cost Accounts

Officer orany other officer nominated by government.

8. You shall.indicate the quantity (Tonnage/Nos.) tenderd on each day for

inspection alongwith the description and number of components in the offering

memo.

Note:-'lt strould be noted that :-

(') No escalation claims shall be entertained fior amotrnts ress than

Rs.l00/=.

Claims shall be preferred not oftener than once 6 rnenths.

The ceiling of Rs:100/- will apply to the entire contract

and not to the unit price.

lf it is desired to. ask for excise duty or any other charges as extrq

the same must be specifically stated. In the absence of any such

statement no claim for the same will be entertained. (where the

excise duty is leviable on ad-valorem basis, the tenderer shourd

submit alongwith the tender, the Form I and Manufacturer,s price

List showing the actual assessable value of the store as approved

by the Excise Authorities)

If 'reimtursement of the Excise Duty is intended as extra over the

quoted prices, the supplier must specifically say so. In the absence

of any such stipulation. It will be presumed "that the prices quoted

(ii)

(iii)

EXCISE I}UTY

(ii)

(r)
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The duties and ta\es as levied by the Governments vary item to item.
Hence in the procurement of stores the purchase olticer has to carefully analyse
the impact of such duties 

"nd 
t"*., on the uftimate cost of procurement which is

the major fbctor in decision making process tbr placement of order.

While custom duty on imported stores is levied and collected at the ports
of entry, taxable event tbr central excise duty is manuf-acture or production of
goods' though, tbr administrative convenience duty is actually collected at the
stage of removal or clearance ofgoods from the tbctory. Government has allowed
bonded warehousing facility ail over the country in the case of petroreum
products' In such cases duty is payable when goods are cleared aomsu.h bonded
warehouse.

Taxable event fbr sales ta,x is sale of goods which may or may not coincide
with such removal.

The tenderers have to specifically state in their oftbr whether they intend to
ask tbr the dutievta\es as extra over and above the prices being quoted. ln the
absence of any such stipulation it is to be assumed that the prices quoted include
these elements and no claim fbr the same will be entertained after opening of
tenders.

The liability of reimbursement or adjus-tment ot- any duty or tax is covered
under the section 64.4 of Sale of Goods Act.

The purchaser shall not be liable to any claim on account on fresh
imposition andlor increase of Excise Duty, custom Duty, Sales Tax on raw_
materials and/or components use directly in the manufbcture of the contracted

.*.

_1.
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stores taking place during the pendency of the contract unless otherwise

specifically agreed to in terms of the contract.

ln terms of Section 644, of Sales of-Goods Act 1930, reimbursement of any

duty or increase in duty on raw-materials used in the manut'acture of the ordered

stores would depend upon the terrns and conditions of the Contract. Section 64.4' of

Sate of Goods Act is attracted when,

(a) There is no ditl-erent intention apparent from. the term of the

contract.

(b) Any duty of customs or excise on goods or any tax on the sale or

purchase of goods has been imposed, increased decreased or remitted in

respect of any goods after the making of the contract tbr sale or purchase

ofsuch goods.

The words, sale or purchase of goods clearly indicate that the section would

be attracted only in cases where the duty is imposed, increased" decreased or

remitted in respect of goods sold. These words cannot be interpreted to cover the

components or materials which are used in the manuf.acture of ploduction of

goods sold. If any duty is imposed, increased, decreased or remiffed in respect of

materials used in the manufacture of the stores,.the seller/purchaser cannot claim

the reimbursement or adjustment of in terms of Section 64,4'.

Reimbursement of'any duty or increase in the duty on raw-materials used

in the manufacture of the ordered stores would depend upon the terms and

conditions of the contract. lf there is a provision in the contract to the etl'ect that

any increase in duty on raw-materials would be reimbursed to the supplier, then

alone it would be possible for him to claim reimbursement of the same from the

purchaser. If there is no such provision in the contract, the zupplier cannot claim

such increase as a right, either under Section 64,{ or under the tenhs of the

contract.

,S
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Unless, otheruise specifically agreed to in terms of the contract, the
purchaser shall not be liable to consider?ny claim on account of fresh imposition
and/or increase of Excise.

Where tenderers ask for payment of Customs Duty and Excise Duty and/or

Sales Tax on raw-material/components in spite of the atbresaid provision in the
Invitation to Tender, such tenders should be considered on merits and decided by
the competent purchase oftjcer in consultation u,ith Finance.

EXCISE DTTTY:

Excise Duty is leviable on manufacture and is to be paid by the
manufbcturer on clearance of' goods. Excise Duty is leviable either on a

percentage basis or on a fixed rate. Where Excisg Duty is leviable on percentage

basis this percentage is reckoned on the assessable value of the storel to be

determined in accordance with the Excise Rules. Changes in excise duty or fresh

impositions are notiiied by the Excise Authorities under the powers vested with
them under the and the Central Excise TarifTAct, 19g5.

To levy central Excise Duty, it is necesiary that goods in question haye

come into existence as a result of manutbcturing activity. The manutbcture or
production means bringing out a new commodity which must be usable, movable,

saleable and marketable.

Repair or reconditioning of an article does not amount to manufacture

because no new goods come into existence. lt is so, even if in the process of re-

making, the defective equipment gets upgraded or it becomes a difl-erent model.

For the same reason, repacking of goods ti'om bulk pack to smaller packs would not

ordinarily amount to manutbcture.

Since excise duty is on

manufacture or productiorq the liability to pay the duty "is on the manufbcturer or
produier.

F
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The rates of excise duty are specitied in the Schedule to the Central Excise

'IaritT Act, 1985. The duty is payable as per the scheduled rates if there is no

exemption pertaining to the goods in question Where there are exemption

notifications, the actual rate of duty is to be worked out after taking into

consideration these exemptions

The Central Government has got the power to grant, in public interest,

exemption full or partial trom payment of duty. Exemptions are granted to

achieve various socio-economic object, such as encouragement of small scale

sectors, village industries and handicrafts, promoting the use of non-conventional

raw materials, etc. Such rules and notification take effect from the date of their

publication in the offrcial gazette.

CRUCTAL DATE FOR DETER}IINATION OF RATE QF DUTY:

In general, in case of goods cleared from t'actories and warehouses, the

rate of duty in force on the date of actual removal of goods are applicable. Goods

manuf-actured during the period when they were exempt fi'om duty, but rernoved

from the tbctory when exemption stood withdrawn are liable to duty.

REGULATION OF CLAIMS FOR EXCISE DUTY:

Where the tenderer intends to ask fbr excise duty as extra, he is required to

state it specifically. In the absence of any such stipulation it is to be assumed that

the prices quoted include the element of excise duty and no claim tbr the same

will be entertained after opening of tenders.

Where the tender mentions that the prices are exclusive of excise duty

which will be payable extrq it should be definitely stated in the acceptance of the

tender that the duty is payable at a specitied rate, in addition to the cost of'stores,

instead of mentioning its payment in an indirect manner.

The mere statement in the tender that the prices are exclusive of excise

. duty does not entitle the firm to the reimbursement of the duty. Where the

{-

=:
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tenderer indicates in his tender that prices are exclusive of excise .duty but no

mention has been made that excise duty will be charged extra, no claim tbr the

same will be entertained after the opening of tenders. If such oflbrs are successful

in getting the order, it should be clearty stated in' the Acceptance of Tender that

prices are exclusive ofexcise duty. It should also be stated that the excise duty

will not be payable extra and prices shall be treated firm and final.

In the cases where prices are firm and inclusive of excise duty the contrart

rvill retlect the otlbr correctly. The certiticate prescribed for claiming excise duty

need not be called for in zuch contracts as otherwise these rvould atffact Section

64(.{) of the Sales of Goods Act, which is reproduced below

"64 A. In eontracts of sale, amount increased of decreased taxes to be

added deducted.

(l) Unless a different intention appears from the terms of the contract, in the

event, any tar of the nature described in zub- section

(2) being imposed, increased, decreased o, ,"*itt"a in respect of any goods

after the rnaking of any contract tbr the sale or purchase of such goods rvithout

stipulation as to the payment of tax where tax was not chargeable at the time of
the making ot'the confract, or fbr the sale or purchase of such goods tax-paid

where tax was chargeable at the time.

(a) if such imposition or increase so takes etl-ect that the lax or

increased tai as the case may be' or any part of such tax is paid or is
payable, rhe seller may add so much to the contract price as rvill

equivalent to the amount paid or payable in respect of such tax or increase

of ta1 and he shall be entitled to be paid and to sue tbr and recover such

addition, and

(b) if such decrease or remission so takes eftect that the,decreased tax

only, or no tax, as the ffise may be is paid or is payable, the buyer may

deduct so much tiom the contract price as well be equivalent to the

ta
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decrease of ta;q or remitted tax, and he shall

sued for or in respect of such deduction.

not be liable to pay, or be

(3) The provisions of sub-section (l) apply to:

(a) any duty of customs or exiise on goods;

(b) any. tar< on the sale or purchase of goods.

By virtue of the provisions of Section ff A of Sales Goods Act, 1930,

even in the absence of a stipulation in the contract providing tbr statutory

variation in excise duty, the contractor is entitled to be reimbursed for such

additional amount as he is obliged tq pay as a result otianV increase or liesh

imposition of duty provided that such increase or imposition takes place after the

making of the contract and the increase or imposition is in respect of the ordered

stores as distinguished from the raw-material. It ig thereforg imperative that the

intention to allow or deny increases under Section 64 A of the Sales of Goods Act

be specifically incorporced in the contract.

CUSTOMS DUTY: ln respect of imported stores offered against

forward delivery the tenderer shall quote the prices exclusive of customs duty.

The tenderer.shall specify separately the C.I.F. prices and the total amount of

customs duty payable. The tenderer will also indicate correctly the rate of

crrdioms duty applicable alongwith Indian Customs TariffNumber.

The Government have allowed exemption from payment of customs duty

in respect of tbllowing items subject to fulfillment of conditions and production of

certificates

l. Scientific and technical instruments imported by Research

lnstitutes.

2. Hospital equipments imported by Hospitals.

a
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3. Consumable goods imported by a public funded Research lnstitution or a

University.

ln respect of these exempted categories of stores the Ministry of Finance

(Department of Revenue) have issued instructions to the Customs Authorities that

the consignments which constitute replacement made by the foreign suppliers on

"no-charge" basis should be passed provisionally duty free and get a suitable

guarantee liom the indentors and

* (a)

(b)

Fresh Customs Duty Exemption Certificate as well as

tiot manufactured in lndia Certificate.

G

should be obtained from them subsequently within a reasonatle time. lt may be

noted that even in the case of free replacement the production of these two

certifi cates is absolutely necessary.

Where customs duty is payable the contract should clearly stipulate the

quantum of duty payable in an unambiguous terms so that the Controller of
Defbnce Accounts has not to make any back reference. The standard clause to be

incorporated in the contract regarding customs duty has been given in "Drafting

of Contract".

AUTHORITY FOR MAKING PAYMENT OF CUSTOMS DUTY:

In respect of Defence contracts the payment of customs duty is to be

arranged by the indentor himself and it wiil be paid by the Controller of Defence

Accounts.

ri$
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PRI$E VARIATION CLAUSE RELATING TO RrtW- N'Ir{TEIUAL

As far as practicable, cqltracts should be placed on t'ixed price basis.

Otlbrs on tirm price basis as well as on a variable price basis will be considered

on merits of each case. To this end, the following clause must be incorporated in

the instructions to the tenderers.

"Oft'ers on t'rm price basis as well as on a variable price basis will be

considered on the merits of each case. Where {irms quote with price variation, the

price variation tbrmula should be clearly spelt out, indicating the base price of the

raw-material etc. on which variation is desired"'

It is required of the purchase officers to indicate in the tender enquiry the

base price on which firms should oft-er their prices in case of variable offers.

Otherwise there will be ditliculty in comparison of the quotations on equitable

basis if different tenderers base their prices diflbrently. The purchase officers

should, therefbre, ensure to clearly indicate in the tender enquiry, the base price

on which the firms should, base their rates in respect of variable price quotation.

The price variation clause may be suitably drafted in consultation with

Finance allowing price variation in raw material with a suitable price variation

factor on net weight of raw-material and a suitable time lag.

WAGES ESCAI"ATION C'II\ USE: tt is considered inappropriate to fix

any wage escalation clause for any type of stores. The escalation f-actor should be

carefully wor*ed out to ensure that no undue advantage accrues to the supplier.

The actual claims, of the firms for variation will have to be checked. lt should be

made clear to the tenderers that other things being equal, preibrence will be given

to the tenderers whose wages escalation fbctor quoted is the lowest.

price variation clauses relating to costs of raw - materials and wages may

be accepted sublect to the following conditions-

I
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(i), Atr,etli'down ofgl$g$io'trbi'is'ei&aiaid,.to le th*.purchaser,to

satisry himself that tk varintiom in respect of raw -materials and

(ir)
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INIBOItrICIION

l. The financial control exercised by the Financial Adviser and his officers is

really a careful and intelligent scrutiny of all proposals involving expenditure from

the public funds, the objective being safeguarding of economy, efficiency and

propriety in public finance. Before according financiat concurrence to any proposal

involving fresh expenditure, it is the duty of the finance offEcer to seek justification

to the proposal. He rnay even challenge the necessity for spending so much money

or on such a scale to secgre a given objective. He asks whether the proposal is really

necessary, whether the same results could be obtained othenvise with greater

economy, whether tlre expenditure involved is justified in the circumstances,

whether individual items are in firtherance of the General Government policy. In

fact he asks every question that might be expected from an intelligent taxpayer bent

on geuing the best value for his money. He is to be guided by the following canons.

(c)

Every public officer should exercise the sarne vigilance in respect of

expenditure ingurred from Governnrent revenues as a person of

ordinary prudarce would exercise in respect of the expenditure ofhis

ownrnoney.

No authority should exercise its powers of sanAioning erpenditqre

to pass an order wtrich will be indirectly or directly to his o1ln

advantage.

The am11nt of allowarces such as traveling allowances gfimted to

reet ogenditgre of a particular type should be regglated that a

albwarces do not become a source ofprofit to ttrc recipient.

a
ta

(a)

(b)
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Chenter

Functionins section of IFA (Air force)

AdlhfubtrqfivcS ion

Administrative Matters

Establishment work

Paybill DAD

Contingency/castr assigrnnem

Inventory/Dedstock

Technical Sectirm

Issues rehting to technical i$es

IpiiFenotp Propufcmcnt Setion f'n

Indeots (Indigenous procurerrem)

Procurerst Proposals (Idigerous)

Post cortrrct hoposals (Idigenous)
li -

:

Forcim prucurwnt Section

t
,*.;

t

,:*

Indents (Foreigr procurement)

Proctrrement Proposals Qnpot) +
Post comract Proposab (Inrport)

FFE release andnoting

Report on FFE
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ClaPter-1

IAF Inventorv. Classifi&tion and Idcntification

1. Air force Equip,mem is a conprehensive term which inchrdes all

articles which for supply and accowning purposes are se'parately

divided into.

(a) It{achines :- These mafotly constitute Afttraft, Powerplants,

conplete Ground radar, Missiles etc.

O) Stores :- All others articles ard items which are exclusive of

machines and are reflected into maint publication or are

required to be fitted on nuchines or are requir€d for maint of

the machines, or ar€ otherwise authorised to beheld are

classified as stores.

(b) SgIp!b:- These include foodstufb, rdical comforts, liquid

fue! aviation and MT fuel, gas, water; disinfectant$ lubricants

etc.

Meteorologica! MES, Medical, Dental ild offce equipm

including stationery are classified and accormted br separate$.

Air Force stores are classified as follows:-

Chss Astores These are stores whichremainoncharge and cannot

be exchanged except on theh rettrn to siore ard are nonnally to be

returned for reconditioning to the repair depot.

3. *
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C-lass B stores These are stores which remain on charge and

cannot be replaced except on their return to storc but which rnay be

conditioned bythe specialis at the operation unit itself.

4. Catesories of Aircr.lrft

U Semiceable andudamaged

B Repairable at overhaul agency

B site Repirable at site by repair agency

B Patch -- Ferry ac to repair agercy after patch repair at unit

E Beyond Economicalrepair

A Repairable at base within nesouroes

AC Repairable at site with help of R& SU party

5. Categories of MTvehicles @eferAFl0 51198)

Clsss ofvehicle Description

I

il
ilI
w

Nery.end overtauled firlly se,rviceable but

has coryleted defined lcms for each type of
vehicle as given in AFO 5llg8

V Partialty serviceable (major replacerem

required)

VB Due for onerhaul byrepair

VR Airforce overhaul agencyto overbaul vehicle

VA Limited rceair at repah agency

VI Beyond economical r€eair

5n



Trles of int-enton-

ARS (Awomatic Replenishrrent Syster|

These are range of frst rnoving genera[y low vahre and recurring required

spares mainty for scheduled malntela1pe activities. Scales for such items

are ftred ard when consumed at operating rmits these are automatically

Non ARS

These are medium ard slow moving items which afe not regUlarly required

and are replaced on condition.

Rottbles

These are it€ms which can be reeaircd and reused. These can be replaced at

operational rmits. These are also referred to as Aggregates' LRUs, SRUs etc'

Mandatorv items

These are items which have to be necessarily replacd drning repair and

overbaul at BRDs.

Non l\flandatorv items

Tbese are iterm which are rephc6d during repail mdr overhaul based on

their condition in BRDs.

TTGE Toob, Testers ad Crrouod equiprrpnt's requhed to

' supllort afocraft and systerrs maintenance'

-<E.

-.
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Other Classification

Rde EquioELent's These are additional equipment fitted on aircraft for

fittrnen! ofarnranent and other equipment'fora -uftribie. : . .'- . r :

shp on wstems These are additional sysems fitted on an aircraft and

'mg= ii*;'t6"t a""e the role of the aiicraff/sysem i.e act as force

muhiplier. ,.,,,.

Armrrye These include Guns, missiles. Rockets, Bullets, Bombs etc.

Sfi*.E+* ' 6 ':ffi$e:'tinclude paachutes survival packs,

diinghies etc. ':

l
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gptpppriP gf Eaqinp+nt

l. Equiprrent's in the IAF are categorised as follows

gatcqoqt

A

B

c
D

E

Dqeqts4oe

Servicabte, ffiw ard musad

Servicabls but used

Serviceable zulqiect to Function&l Test

Repairable

Beyond Economical rePab

t
'€

t

I?<l
Ej

2.EquiFmentintb8lAFbidentifiedbyitsPartnrmberorRcftrlsce

numbet

3. A Part number is an idendffca$on nunrber of m ftem as elbtted by

tln rmnufutrner of th itern One item rnay have mrt than one part

nrrmber in uihich cqse thc othen part numbffs are refcrmd to as in lieu

nnmbas also some itqns nl8nufrct1glsd by diftr€llt mnng$cturtr may

Inve di&tent Part Nos. in sore instmce$ some items of ths sang

mmusctrn.r h* rrau'futured * diftnem tire nny hare difrerem Pt. No.

drn to chaoge h ryeciffcation details etc'

4. A Reftrenoe nunrbor is ur idet*jlftathn numbar of m ite6 as giv€n

in IAP 1086. In trc IAF 1086 €dfo€ krvartory was dtviihd imo 40 soctbru

i.g. section 1 connined att tool+ smtiors Bhctrical itelns' $ection'lo

electronic itens etc.

'-
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5. A panicular range of, items are grouped together and allocated a

vocab section. There are two_ systems in vogue for allocation of a vocab

section.

(a) First systan of vocab alloeation gives details relating to

country of source, range and subrange of items and the weapon

Efl*em it belorys to the vocab e.g. 801 MG implies the following

Souce of supply is Russia.

Range ofitem is tools

M

(c) Most of tle cunBnt weapn systen$ have been given only

one Section No and dividing into 40 sections have been done away

witlr.

Eh - JAG - for Jaguar

MBZ -for MIG-29 etc.

(c) A new system of vocab allocation has been insituted hr
upgrades like MiG Bis and su 30 MKI in which the vocab is nrade

up of two parrs namely airuaft tlpe and system type for e.g. The

ELTA(EW) system for MiG Bis upgrade has bpen anocated vocab

BuELTA wherein Bu is aircraft type i.e. Bis upgrade and ELTA is
the name of the systen For details kindly refer AoMs Task

Directive 30n001 .

8
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ORGANIZATION C}IART

'l-lre lndian l;trrC.e

a-T
OPERATIONAL COMMANDS.

coMM AN D l'l,liADot}A ltl'F lts

Western Air Conrmand

South Westenr Conrnrantl

Central Air Cornnrancl

Southern Air Corlmancl

Eastern Ail Contrnand

{i vc operat itlnaI Cortrfianrl.\ -.. -. t
rrifirl€ry,

i,OC}il'l0ltl

Delhi

Candhinagar

Allahabad

Ttriru vanantaPttral tl
:

Shillong '

,i: - ::=::: ::=:.r,i:l+;.i+;q:.:1:55!:";'1-:i&s=ril. : =59:r+':15

t
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E
:=

TYPICAL ORGANIZATTON OF OPERATIONAIJ COMMAND

AOC-in- C

-ii-----------__-;-___-_IJJ:'-^ soA 'SASO SMSO i

S*i* Air Staff officer seniorMainrenance staff officer senior officer Admirristratiou 
tu. : _ =.

Role:All operations Role:

communicationsunderac{ivities.trnderhiscomnrandarrd.org3nisatiorract'ivities
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MAIOR I'NITS T'FIDER OPERATIONAL COMI}{AI\IDS

TYPE OF UNITS

Wings

Squadrons

SU (Sigpal Units)

MOF (Mobile Observation
Post)

FBSU (Forward Base

Support Unit)

ROLL OF THE TINTT

These are static bases which are
self accounting and provide
technical, logistics, accounts,
administrative, operational etc.
support to operation units (refened
to as its lodger units) like Sqns,

HUs, SUs etc.

These are operational units which
cover Fighter aircraft squadrons: A
Squadron of fighter aircraft has 16

to 18 aircraft with normally 2
trainers as a part of its strangth.
Transport aircraft Squadrons: A
normal transport squadron consists
of 10-12 aircrafts.
Helicopter. sguadrons: These units
are referred to as HU (Helicopter
Units) and each HU/Sqn normally
has l0ac on its strength.
Missiles: Surface to Air Missile
units with its flights are also
referred to as Sqns.

These units cover Gromd R.adars

and Communication units
(Tropos).

These units are deployed to track
enemy aircraft visually.

These are smaller version of wing
but are normally used by Sqns

during . operations and' exercises
etc.
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Al;ltU(Air l;orcc ltangc l-init) 'l'hesc units tnanugc liring l'flnge

lt&S unit(t)rovost nrrcl securi6,rnrit) 'l'hesc ilre nlciurt to provicle
sccurity sr,rpport bcyorid the Air
Forcc stiltions as rvell ats for
linsiorr with civil polit:e.

It & StJ(llcpairs ntttlsith,a8ic uriit) li.uclr rna.ior operiltional Cornntlnd
irirs orrc strcir urrii. 'l'ircy itrc tncanl
iilr carrying out stnrqtuial rcplirs
ollaitcra{i ll operiltiorral urrits ancl

lirr rclricval ol' aircrali io repirir
tgcncies by roarl as well as li'onr
crashecl sites.

soM E oritER TRA,!N l.Nc lNs'l'r'ru;rEs
(Wlrich tlo rrot conrc undef Hcadqrrnrtcrs 'l'r.aining (lomnrand)

UNIT LOCA'I"ION

CE1'l(Guitled
weapons
I rflilung
lnstitute)
Tetras Schools Purre

('fechnical
'l'rairring

schools)

" Barrackpore

(llrancligarh

Bagdogra

Cwalior

Prrne

UNI'I'

AEB

TEB

CED

illEAN'l' 'tO
.T'RAIN IN
l\4issiles

MIG 29& SU 30

Mtc 2t. AN 32
t

IvltG 2:i. MIC 27

Mr 8. Nil t7

tulirage 2000

Cotnnruttication

MOF'IU(lvlig -l'ezpur Conversion of
Operptional tighter pilots tr-r

Fighter MlGs al'ler alrinito
Training Unit) trairring.

LOCA'I'ION

Aircrew Exartritratitln
Board
Trade Exatnination Board

Cround
Exarttittatiotr Boarcl

Crerv
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Tvoes of eirenft in the IAF'

fSEmEnB, ., . ':

RUSSIAN ORIGIN

-

(a) MiG 2t

Chelifrl

RusdpSir&ardl@ usryn"

.-+

=*i

(l) Type ?TManufactur€dftder ttence Uy HeI,

(2) Tne e6

(3) Mrc Bb*

* AtucralE ist€lng u*th

(4) Type66,

(5) Tpe 6e

(6) Type6gB

(b) MiG 23

(l) rvrF'

. A' BN'

(3) rJB

Trainers for MiG 2l aircraft

Figlcer version

Bsiifrerltrsbn

Trainer **

a

-'t
-i

.:

*-%
.g *E

* t This'trabr is conwn to MiG 27 abo,

'::

G) ltliG2? t**n&m*A' sder licffie by HAL

(d) MiG 29 '

:.:.::.:....l.-=-.lT}..'1-'..-=ff+-.$€-:-;-...+.$e]:|+.+-i1..}..l+..:6'l.

UB Tminer

'"
!!<
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(e) su3oK*** -+ would be manufrctured by HAL rurder licence

from 2004-05onw.ards

*:r:r' being uprgraded to SU3OMK I with Russian Western & Indigenous

systems.

..<,

WESTERN ORIGTN

(a) Miragp 2m0

Figher

Trains
' (b) Jagrrar

JS -) ) (2 Venions) outriglrt purchased from U.K
(Navas Version) Manufactured by HAL under licence (Drain

Version).

JM -+ Maritime use differenttype ofengirresADovR-g04,& gll.
JT -+ fiainer (NAVAS & DRAIN - are qpes ofRadars)

(c) Canberra + Many versions.

Tnnsnoit fleet

kss-ian orisin 
l

(a) tL-76

IL-78 - flight refueling a/c built ont276 platform.

(b) A]\r-32

TYestem orisin
i

(a) Dornier - Germany - underlicence manufrcturer by HAL
(b) Avro HS 748- UK - underlicence manufactwer by HAL
(c) Boeing -737 - USA.
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HELIMPTERS

Russiln Orisin

(a) MI-8

(d)

(b)

(c)

{d}' 16'35

(e) MI- 26 
,

W,iitetn oriein

Kiranl\rff<-I, MK-II

Hm'32

ISKRA

UAV

ruWn#,te{*!YchF&t

(a)

(b)

(c)

1.

7

3,

LAKSHYA (Idian lvlake)

Seanchr I (95 rachi tvlake)

Saaneintr U- (95 racts I\4e)
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i.- .

Chapter-S

Tvoes of pnooosel to be examined bv IFA

Procurement of equipmenUspares'based on

(a) Provisio.nine reviews. Provisioning review is of tlnee types

i. Periodic orcvisioning rcviews These are reviews carried out at

fixed defined periods e.g annually and is done for lst & 2nd line

spares as well as third and fourth line spares.

ii. Special reviews These are reviews carried out to cater to

requiranent which could not be catered for in the periodic

provisioning review.

iii. Life of tvpe reviews These are reviews undertaken when out of
production notice is received from supplier or when the last review

is undertaken.

(b) AOG/lVIOG(Aircraft on Ground/Missile on Gnound) requirement

Spares required to make an aircraff/missile airworthy at operating units to be

procured tlrough frst track or normal nreans.

(c) PHU VICM Production Ilold unllVlost Critical Material

These are spares required at Repair depots for repair andpverhaul of components

and repair and overhaul of which is held up for want of spares. These spares

could be procured on fast track basis or through nonnal purchase procedure.

(d) Scaled deficiencre,s of TooI$ TesL Grcund Equinment (T[GE)

These are items required at operating units and repair depots and their procurement

is done against deficiencies in laid down scales or deficiencies in the initial

supply of equipment. This requirement is census based. These items can atso be

procured to meet requireraent for Detachrnent operation"
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(e) Scahd deficiencis of Rotabls/Asrqeat€s

Rotables/Aggregates are items which can be repaifed and reused. These are scaled

for each type of aircraff:/weapon system. Incase scales donot exist the initiat

supplied Quantity or Quantity based on arising data to cater to unit float,

Recycle float and wastage float is taken as basis to calculate the gross requirement. -{--

The net requirement is calculated based on total assets available including

repairables. However the anticipated percentage yield of repair of repairable

quantity is taken as assets and not the full quantity.

(fl Scaled deficiencies of Role equipment

These are equipment fitted on aircraff/system tO enable it to perform a specific role ,

like Bombing, Gunnery etc. The scale of role equipment is defined by the

operations b'ranch based on the operational requirement of each unit. Based on the +

defined scales net deficrencies are worked out as incase of RotabledAggrcgates.

(g) Requirements brs€d on technicel innuts

Ttrese are requirements based on pure technical inputs like modifications

requirement arising out of Bulletins, Taskcards, STI's SI's etc. and other technical
+-1

{rrequirements. 
* =

2. Rensirof Equioment Abroed/ qutsourcing

These goposals would relate to Repair and overhaul of equipment arising due to

following

(a) No repair frcility exists withinthe cotrrtry.

(b) Repair frcility exists but the repair agency has inadequate capacity. t
(c) Repair ftcility exists but the repair agency cannot meet task due to non

availability of capital equipmerii, spares, technology or fiained manpower. The .+.

proposal could be based on anticipated arisings tasks or actual Cat Dee's held.

3. Calibratioq

Calibration me:ms settlng the testers&nachines to predetermined standards of

Ferformance/lvleasurement or Testing/Comparing with Master calib'rated 
(

equiprnent. The task is undertaken within IAF in cases in house bcilities have .+
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been setup. In case the facilities do not exist, the sane could be outsourced. These

proposals would pertain to calibration of testers for which IAF does not have

facilities. In case frcilities are not available, proposal for. prnchase of calibnating

equipment would also be taken up.

Denutation of specialists

These proposals pertain to deputy specialists form,agencies outside IAF which

could be from forergn or indigenous agenciedfir,ms. Thse proposals ar€ put up

when the specialization required is either not available or is iiradequate within the

IAF.

Trial nodificatipn. Experiments and Pnoipcts.

These proposals would petain to carrying out trial modifications or experiments or

projects with the aim of improving the operational and/or technical

efficiency/effectivaness of the aircraff/weapon systans. These are normally

undertaken on limited ntlnbers to prove the efficacy of the modification. In case it

proves effective the fleet modification would be separate proposal as per para 1(g)

above.

Trial modification, experiments and projects can be undertaken on aircraft weapon

systT and specialist vehicles.

Indieenization

These proposals *oUa involve developing an item indigenously which hitherto

was being import€d . Indizenization need not necessarily mean indigenous or

manufrcture but could be indigenous substitution also. These proposals could range

from drawing up specifications through vendors material testing, development,

testrng, purchase of tools, figs, fixture. test equipmqnt etc. required for

indigenizatioq Fax and photocopying facfities for indigenization etc.
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8.

9.

7. Airlift of stores

These proposals would pertain to airlift of stores from and to abroad mainly for

purpose ofdespatch ofrepairables to agencies abroad for repair and overhaul and

from ab,road to receive thern back after repair. Proposals for airlift from sources

ab,road would also be put up in case the despatch terms are on 'F' terms basis like -*-
FOB, FCA etc. Proposal of airlift of stores within the country would also be put up

for AOG stores, Cat Dee's on AOGs and non AOG stores in exceptional cases.

Despatch of stores on AOG,Cbt Dee's on AOG and non AOG stores in exceptional * .,,,.

cases by speed po$t and civil courier within the country. Presently contract up 35 '*;'

KGlConsignment exists with P&T Dept. IAP is being amended. 3.

Finalization of Annual codtracts for airlift of stores. from and to abmad and

despatches bv civil courier and soeed nost within the countrv.

This proposal would be for finalising contracts from one destination to another

where the despatch of load is regular. T "-

10. Proposal for concurrence ofcases ofstores and cash losses due to a+d not due

to theft fraud and eross neslect for cases which fall under deleeated powens.

11. Pmposal for Local purchase of stores when it is bevond the financial Dowels of

CFAs at Units/Command Headquarters.
-i

12. Prooosal for post Audit of AOG/PHUIIVICM purchase undertaken by Air

Attaches upto Rs.5 Lakhs underlrovision of Schedule VIII(c) of trR as revised

on 01AX*92.

13. Prcnosal for placement of Direct Purchase Orders.

t
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14.

This would include cases for decentralising purchase of items for limited quantity

to Depots to meet urgent and immediate purchase or for the purchase of low and

medium value item for stock purpose by Depots.

Prcposal for authorisine hiring of rcad tlanspofi for load carning snd

passen ger carrying Dunroses.

This proposals would be for hiring of road transport(Truck and passenger vehicles)

wherein requirement cannot be rnet from'existing assets of IAF and wherein the

financial implication ofthe hiring exceeds the delegated powers to units.

Proposal for finalization of Annual Maintenancc Contract

These proposals would be for maintenance and repair of equipment/systems for

which no facilities exist within the IAF or with a Defence PSU and is tlrerefore to

be given to a vendor on annual contract basis.

Proposal for finalize/modifv/exte4d lone-term B-usiness asreements(LTBA)

Long term business contracts like the General Contracts with the Russian agencies,

Mirage Main Agreement have been finalized to set the ground rules based on which

product support for various maint services is provided by the vendor. The existing

LTBA wculd require modification, amendment or extension. New agreements can

also be entered into with Indigenous and foreign vendors except with Defence

PSUs for which authority rests with MOD.

Proposal for finalization of price lists and {inalization/modification/extension

of pricing noms agreements

These proposals would relate to finalize price lists based on mutually agreed nonns

with major foreign and Indigenous suppliers except Defence PSUs for which

powers are vested with MOD. Proposals would also be received for finalization

npdification and extension of agreements on operation of the price lists.Whenever

a price A$ is finalized it is essential to have a supporting agreement on operation

ofthe price list.

Prcposal for decentralization of prcvisionine rcsponsibilifi

Tbese proposal would pertain to decentralizing the provisioning and indigenous

procurement responsibility(within delegated powers) of a particular system or

rmge ofequiprent from Air HQs to HQs MC.
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19.

20.

22.

Prooosal for release of Foneien exchange

These proposal would pertain to release of foreign exchange form revenue heads

against contractual obligation which fall within the delegated powers'

The proposals would pertain to finalization or amendment of ARS(Automatic

replenishrnent)Scalse, Rotable scales and Tools Test Ground Equipment Scales'

21. Prcposals for intrcduction of new equiDmene Scaling of equiDment and for

These proposals would be to cater to above mentioned requireurcnt within

delegated powers.

These proposals would be to cater to duplicating maint. related docrrems for

distribution to user, action addressers etc.The duplication could be on 1$ npgnetic

rnedia or hard coPY.

Proposal for pavment of demurrage chanres

The proposals would pertain to payment of Demurrage and wharbge charge ll'hbh

are beyond the delegated powers ofunitVMCUs

Pnoposal for transit insurance of items

Insurance of IAF stores in transit is an exception and not a rule. Tk proposal for

insurance would be normally fromnationalised agencies'

Propo al for issue for Forccast Factor

Forecast factor is a factor which is multiplied by the consunption to determine

gross requirement for first and second line spares. Issue of Forecast frctor depends

upon past utilisation and anticipated utilisation of a weapon system.

ECIL and lfi.
These prr*p*sal pertain to determining the repair and overhaul requirements of a

fleet in forthcoming years. The task is issued as a firm task for the next year and as

a rolling task for subsequent 2to 4 years for a/c it is generally l+4 years. Repair

task helps the repair agency to determine in advance the ppares required and to plan

out his technical and human resources distribution activities well in time.
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Pnonosal for dechretisr of srrnhrs

$.s. pqoposal would pertain to'&qlining the itm and its quantity, wtrich is
surplus to rquire|nent of tlre IAF and needs to be disposd off either in as in
condition or as sah/age

Try p- SF,=youU pq1i4 to- Aisposat ,qf ,inreotory declared o'.Wno to

i to r€laxation of Minimum Reserve. price (MRp).

Fnposst foq issu+:..g[ Slli,il@hrl Insriturions

These' propooi"'would pertain to giftrng of Total tshnical Iift expired items to
Covt. educdiooal imtitutions. These powe$,a!e wstd with CAS only.
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Provisionine

Provisioning is the process of determining requirement for the MpE(Marimum
Potential'Establishment) period. MPE period is the limiting period for which stock
can be held or catered for at any point of time. The MPE period is defined for each

of equipment based.on its source of supply and is given at Chapter 3 of IAp 1541

MPE period consists of following constituents.

(a) SSF(Short Stock Fieurc)

This is normally fixed as nine months stock and when stocks fall below this level
the items gets controlled at Air Hqs.

(b) Stockaee obiective

This is normally 2l months and includes the SSF stock plus the review cycle
stocks i.e. stocks held to cuver period of review. This is the maximum
authorised physical stocks which can be herd at any given point.

(c) I-ead time

There constitute administrative and supply lead times i.e time required to determine
requirement, obtain sanction, finalize contracts and obtain supplies.

(d) RAF

A predetermined figure of stock held in store at which the stocking position is to be
reviewed for provisioning. It is generally 15 months.

(a) either be centralised with Air Hqs.

(b) or be de-centralised to Hes MC and its depots.

As a nrincinle

(a) Provisioning of spares is done at the Depot level.

(b) Census based provisioning for decentralised ranges is done by DepotilHes
MC for indigenous ranges of equipment faling under the provisioning of He MC.
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Beyond the provisioning the procurement for rndigenous ranges and foreign
pnocurmmt is done at Air He (D purchase).

(c) cwrs based provisioning for centalised ranges is done at Air Hqs.
(d) Determimtion of requirereut based on technical inputs could be done at
Deeo/FIQs MC(Air Hqs hsed on requirerrent

The total nrmrber of provisioning reviews to be raised by Air Hqs, Hqs MC and
depots with the responsibility of raisiqg thenl tirre schedules and numbering of the
provisioning reviews is defined in AoMs s &p canon 5, 5A, 58 and 5c of year
20p1.

The provbioning adoped in the IAF is based on folrowing fictors:-
(a)

This hsically rneans annual average consumption based on last five years rc*.*ring
consrrytion

(b) Fonecast Factor 0tT)
This fictor is determined based on planned task for MpE period and actual effort
undertaken/achieved during the consumption period. Forecast frctor.

(i) For first and second tirie mainrenance is based on flying hours.
(ii) for third and fourth line maintenance is based on repair and overhaul
task.

CAR X FF: Gross requirement.

(c) Gross requirement is reduced by Assets. Assets include stocks held and
stock in pipeline(Dues In). After assets are deducted from gross requirement the
outstanding demands (Dues-out) are added. Then the'net requirement is technicalty
vetted to remove any aberrations arising out of the mathematical calculation and
technical vetting for taking into consideration the technicJtrend factors.

The provisioning principleVformulas adopted in tbe IAF are broadly as follows: -
(a) Pnoeramme method

This method is usd for computing requirements of specific to qpe aircraft spares
based on Flying bus and pas consumption of items i.e. cAR & FF.

4.
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(b) Straie&tRrn m, ethod

This,method is adopted for low cost items (class 'C' store) which have a wide

applicability such as nuts, bohs, grcases and paints and various other items of

general nature where past issres camot be related to the activity.

(c) Scale/censusbased"

This method ," ul" for d*ernrining the quanttty of ite'm deficimt against an

arrthorised scab. This systemcat€rs to items like

(r) TTGE (Tools Test ard Groud Equipq€rs)

(ii) Role Equipment

(iii) RotabledAggregates/LRUS/SRUs.

In auy scale based ceililrs system of provisionirry tbe repairable assts are also

taken as assets. However tbe corylete quantity of repairable assets are not

inchd€d. Only the dicipated percentag,es of repairable assets which can be

converted into serviceabb assets ut" t"l* ido account ody. The paceqtage is

reftrred to as perc€ffiage yieH of rqair.

(d) Reserves

Thls method is utilised to *tet- to
Aeroengines, Rdb sets etc. I '

(e) Tq.hnicalbasGdinput$

rnii nctnoa is used whn the rquiremt is based prret1l on technical iryuts like

lor e.g.

(t IncorporationofBulle*ins, mdification' STIs etc.

(ii) to undertake a"tttftiff mt undertaken intln past.

(ui) to udertake technical aefr\ftie$ as per manufrcturer instnrctions as

arended fiomtime to time.

aulhriseG."Miitrieoance reserves like

:ia'
MGIPMRND-5255A1R H.Q.-1 3-05-2004'
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